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CHRONOLOGY OP PRINCIPiiL WMTS

1943

February

Capitulation of German Forces at Stalingrad.

Casablanca Directive issued to Bomber Command -

priority U-boat bases and yards.

Bomber Corimand commenced "round the clock" bcanbing.

2

4

25

llarch

Knaben Molybdenum mines attacked by 9 Mosquitoes of
Bomber Command, with great success,

"The Battle of the Ruhr": began (ended July) - 442
bombers on Essen, first large-scale use of Oboe
marking techniq.ue.

3

5/6

April

C.O.S.S.A.C, appointed in the person of General
Morgan, to prepare plans for Overlord.,

160 aircraft laid mines in Frisian and nearer

coastal areas,

226 aircraft laid mines in Danish and Baltic
coastal areas.

1

27/28

28/29

May

Tunis and Bizerta .captured.

Trident Conference began (ended 27th) in Washington,

North African campaign ended.

Operation Chastise, raid on the Ruhr Dams by 19
Lancasters of No,617 Squadron - V,C. awarded to
Wg, Cdr, Gibson, the leader of the raid,

826 aircraft despatched against Dortmund - largest
scale raid since the thousand-bomber raids of 1942,

7

12

13

16/17

23/24

J\me

Tactical Air Force formed under Command of Air

Marshal D‘Albiac, No,2 Group transferred to it,

Pointblahk Directive issued - priority German
fighter industry.

Operation Corkscrew completed - Pantellaria
occupied after intensive bombing*
capitulation due entirely to bombardment,

Lampedusa surrendered after intensive bombing.

First

1

10

11

13

First "Shuttle" Raid - Friederiohshaven, landing
"Leader" controlled bombing.in North Africa,

20/21

Serrate operations began against controlled
enemy fighters by British filter aircraft.

/JulyG. 225497A)EW/9/49,



CHRONOLOGY OP 'PBIEGIPAL EVENTS (Contd.)

July

9/10 Operation Husky - Allied landing in Sicily.

June shipping losses announced as lo'VTest since
United States entered the \7ar.

10

Rome hombed by 700 U.S. aircraft from North Africa,

"Battle of Hamburg" began (until Aug,2nd/3rd) -
791 aircraft despatched.. First use of YfindoY/, to
confuse enemy fighter control.

Mussolini resigned - Badoglio formed government.

End of Battle of the Ruhr, Marcl-i/July - Remschied.

19

2V25

25

30/31

August

Operation Tidal Wave - Attack on Ploesti oil
refineries by U.S. aircraft from North Africa,

1

7/8 "Master Bomber" employed, on T\orin, for first time.

Sicilian campaign ended.

Peenemunde research station (V-¥eapons) attacked by
571 aircraft. Ifester Bomber employed for first
time on full-scale operation in Germany,

17

17/18

Combined Chiefs of Staff appointed Air Marshal
Leigh-Mallory Allied Air Commander for Overlord,

Quadrant Conference (Quebec) - Joint statement issued
on talks, lAth/24th August.

Watton V-weapon launching site attacked by 224 U.S,
■aircraft.

20

24

27

September

British and Canadian landing in Southern Italy.
Italian Armistice signed.

Italian Armistice announced.

3

8

8/9 Starkey exercise climax - gun positions at
Boulogne bombed.

First United States night bombing sorties - Five
Portresses Joined in Bomber Command attack.

Avalanche - Salerno landing by iimorican and British
forces.

9

Radar became official name for R.D.P, or Radiolocation
(radio detection and ranging)

Brimstone - Allied landing in Sardinia.14

15 MEussolini resumed poi'Tor,

First 12,000 lb. H.C. (Tallboy) bombs dropped by
Bomber Command, on Dortmund-Sns canal.

15/16

/22/23 First
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CHRONOLOGY OF PRIWCIP/JL EVENTS (Contd.)

September

22/23 First "Spoof
Hanover.

tl .

raid - Oldenburg, main target

23/24 First use of Oboe aircraft to mark the route of
the main force.

.26/27 First operational trial of I.krk II Oboe, Aachen.

First operational use of H2S by U.S.A.A.F - lin• >
27 den*

October

1 Naples captured

117 aircraft laid mines along vhole enemy coastline.

First operational trial of Gee-H, - Aachen.

First operational trial of Oboe Repeater, - Emden.

First operational use of Airborne Cigar (a.B.C.),
for jamming VHP/RT.

East bombing operation by Wellingtons of Bomber
Command - Hanover, . .

Italy declared imr on Gemany.

First operational trial of Oboe by U.S.A.A.F
Duren.

•> “

2/3

4/5

7/8

8/9

13

20

22/23 Corona first used against German night fighters.

November

1 Oboe released for use in precision attacks,
independent.of Main Force operations*

4,000 tons of bombs dropped on Germany by American
and British aircraft in 16 hours.

First blind-bombing by G^H. Lancasters, Dusseldorf.

First successful U.S.A.A.F. attack by Oboe -
Gelsenkirchen.

Foiroation of Allied Expeditionary Air Force under
command of Air Marshal Leigh-IIallory.

Fighter Command became Air Defence of Great Britain-

Tfoodbridge emergency runway opened.

3

3/4

5

15

18/19 Battle of Berlin" began_  2j44 aircraft despatched -
15 attacks in next three months, vd.th t\70 final
ones, one American and one British of about 3OO
aircraft each, in March, 192f4,

21 Sextant Conference began (ended December) betireen
Churchill, Roosevelt and Chiang Kai Shek at Cairo,

Eureka Conference began at Teheran (ended 3rd
December) betrreen Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin,

/December

28



CHRONOLOGY OP PRINCrPiUli EVUNTS (Contd.)

December

No. 100 (Radio Counter-measirres) Group formed.3

Mediterranean Allied Air Forces formed, comprising
M.A.O and N.¥.A.A.P.

10

16/17 Mosquitoes and Beaufighters operated as "Intruders'
for first time under Bomber Command.

23 General Eisenhovrer appointed Supreme Commander,
Allied Expeditionary Forces in the United Kingdom,

Air Chief Ilarshal Tedder Deputy Supreme Commander,

19ipi)-

January

1 General Spaatz appointed to command U.S, Strategic
Air Forces in Europe (U,S,S*A.P»E*)

22 Shingle, 5th Army landing at Anzio and Nettuno

28 Air Ministry Interim Directive issued - Net/
priorities in single and tv/in-engined fighter
airframe and component and ball bearing plants.

30 C.O.S, Directive -^Revision of Priorities,

February

9 Overlord bombing of French railv/ay system began*

Anzio position "very tense" (Roosevelt)

No,617 Squadron failed to cut railimy into Italy
at Antheor Viaduct.

11

12/13

15/16 Heaviest attack on Berlin by Bomber Command -
891 aircraft despatched.

2V25 Attack on Schv/einfurt by Bomber Command - 734
aircraft despatched, '

/
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DWRODUCTION

G.O.S. (24)505
Annex "Y"

'It is upon 'bombing, on a scale undreamt of in the last
war, that we found the new weapon on viiich vre must principally
depend for the destruction of German economic life and

morale, ^ To achieve this object within a reasonable time,
the bombing offensive must be on the heaviest possible scale,
and we set no limit to the size of the force required,
those imposed by operational difficulties in the United
Kingdom, After meeting the needs of security, therefore,
we give to the heavy bomber first priority in production,
for only the heavy 'bomber can produce the conditions under
\^ich other offensive forces can be employed,'

These v/ere the vievra of the Chiefs of Staff in July, 192^1.
How were they realised? In the preceding volvunes we have seen
the slow growth of Bomber Command, the many setbacks to its 1
sion, yet the continual increase in the weight of bombs dropped
upon Germany, The period vre no\T enter ushers in the peak of
offensive povrer attained by Bomber Command. In spite of all the
difficulties encountered, an effective force is at last available.
The method of employing this force has now to be considered.

The overall policy governing bombing operations throughout
this period v;as laid down in the Casablanca Directive, and
reiterated in the Pointblank Directive in June and at the Quebec
conference in August. It was defined as -

'the progressive destruction and dislocation of the German
military, industrial and economic system, and the under

save

expan-

D,B,Ops,

16D/1 (11/
70/272(D))

mining of the morale of the German people to a point v/here
their capacity for armed resistance is fatally v/eakened,

The Bomber Command offensive was throughout more in accord
with the general aim than with any category of target laid down^
This general aim was interpreted by Bomber Command as the destruc
tion of every German town of over 50,000 inhabitants which had
any military or economic importance.

After reviexving general strategy and bombing policy, this
narrative considers the tactical factors which complicated opera
tions, and drastically altered their intended application,
then proceeds in a series of chapters devoted to the outstanding
operations or campaigns of the period, interspersed v/ith
chronological records of the day to day work of the bomber forces.
Further policy discussions occur in connection with specific
operations or phases.

The actual composition, organisation and technical equipment
of Bomber Command in 1924-3 are, in this volume, relegated to an
annex,

diminished in importance,.

It

With the full maturity of the Command such considerations

(1) See Appendix 1,

C.2252^97/DEYi/9/49,



' In every single leonibing operation is merel3/' one item in

a complex caiirpaign, and, to be successful, has to fit in to a general
.. plan of operations which may cover the whole theatre of waj? and exiend- ■
over a jperiod of days, vreeks, or even irionths,
moon, length of darkness, eneiU)'- fighter strength’and tactics, enerry
defence organisation for guns, lights, radar, and fighter control;
ever-changing techniques of navigation, target-marking, and bombing,
- all these factors, and more, affect -the selection and the type and
location of targets.

eather, phases of the

t

Marshal of the H.A.F,, Lord Tedder,
Chief of the Air Staff,

in the Lees-Knov/les Lectures at

Cambridge in 5'ebruary/liar’ch, 1947*
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CffiiPTER I

STRATEGIC E^^CKGROUT® •

Early Planning

T?hen America entered the war in December, 1941> British
plans for the defeat of Germany began to take more definite
shape*

defined by the British Chiefs of Staff at the Washington
Discussions in January, 1941, were laid down at the Washington
Wa.r Conference in December, 1941/January, 1942.
strategy v/as to concentrate on the defeat of Germany first,
since the defeat of Italy and Japan v/ould then follow^
This involved action to:-

The basic concept of imglo-American strategy, already

This basic

A.B.C.. - 1

27.3.a.

0.0.3,(42)80
Annex 1 -

W.W.l(Final)

(a) secure the main centres of vra.r industry

(■b) maintain essential communications

(c) v/ear do^vn German resistance by air bombardment,
blockade, subversive activities and assistance
to Russia

(1) develop offensive action against Germany.

Whilst action was taken on (a), (b) and (c), plans for (d)
began to take shape,
final assault on the Continent, prepared in late 1941, was
taken up by the Americans.

The British plan for Round-up, the

Anglo-American agreement on this strategy was not obtained
Tdthout a struggle, A strong section of American opinion,

led by Admiral King and General McArthur, was in favour of
attacking Japan first. General Marshall and General Arnold,
however, wore backed up in their stand for a "Germany first"
policy by President Roosevelt. This alignment of American
opinion continued to manifest itself in later planning.
It meant that the British Chiefs of Staff had to be careful
how they discouraged the over-optimism of the American Staff
regarding European operations, in order to avoid playing into
the hands of the "Pacific" advocates.(l)

(2) The Marshall Plan

In April, 1942, General Marshall brought to England
proposals for a "Super Round-up" in 1943, preceded by Sledge
hammer, a smaller operation to establish a bridgehead on the
Continent in 1942.
American planning, as it showed that the ilmerican Goverament
had accepted the British view that the defeat of Germany must
come first, and were acting upon it,
also the basis of future planning for a Continental offensive.

This marked an important step in Anglo-

The 1/Iarshall Plan was

J.P.(42)383(5)
9.4.42.

c.o.s.(42)105
(

The outcome of the Marshall Plan v/as to be the "conversion
0) of the United Kingdom from a defensive to an offensive footing".

A cross-channel attack v/as the shortest way to Germany itself.
It was also the easiest area in vJiich to achieve air superiority,
and to concentrate the United States foroes,
mated that the very large forces necessary, assessed at 5,800
combat aircraft and 48 divisions, could be assembled in the
United Kingdom by the spring of 1943.'

It was esti-

/The

(1) Further information on this early planning can be found
in the previous volume of this narrative, and in the R.A.F,
Narrative The Liberation of W.W. Europe,

G.225497/DEW/9/49,
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D.0.(42)101st
14.4.42.

The Defence Committee agreed in general vdth the Marshall
proposals, hut stressed the need of not neglecting the Indian
Ocean area. Germany and Japan must not he allov/ed to linJc

The British Staffs were also doubtful as to the opera
tion proposed for 1942 - Sledgehammer,
tion would not allow the huild-up of adequate American
forces hy the summer, so British forces would have to under

take this operation.,
head could not he maintained unless ;the Russians had first

weakened the enemy to a critical degree,.

up.

The shipping posi-

The British view was that a hridge-

After agreement on the main essentials of the plan,, a. .

Comhined Committee v/as appointed to carry out a preliminary
survey of its implications,
of

The action decided on consisted
c.o.s.(42)111(0)
25.4.42.

(a) offensive preparations all along the British coasts,
including the provision of accommodation, air
fields, harbour facilities and other long-term
needs

(b) Large-scale raiding operations in 1942

(c) an active air offensive hy fighters and bombers.

(d) planning for Sledgehammer, 1942

planning for Round-up, 1943

Six papers covering the Administrative preparations were
compiled, and a London Committee was formed to co-operate

C.O.S, (Zf2)ll8/0)) v/ith the Washington Committee on Bolero, the code-name for
the movement of United States forces to the United Kingdom*

(e)

u.s.p.(42)1-6

Annex 1.

Further examination convinced the British Chiefs of

Staff that Sledgehammer v/as impracticable.
Russia and the United States in May, however, compelled
another re-examination,

down two principles:-

Pressure fro

In June the Prime Minister laid

m

C.O.S,(42)51st(o)4
8.6.42.

(a) no substantial landing in Prance unless vre are
going to stay,

and

no substantial landing in Prance unless the
Gerimms are demoralized by another failure
against Russia",

(L)

W.M,(42)73rd.

These were agreed by the Y/ar Cabinet on 11th June,

(3) Torch

The Prime Minister visited Washington in June, 1942,
and agreed v/ith the President that, failing Sledgelmramer,
landings should be made in 1942' in French North iif rica
instead,

by the British,
Torch into a combined Anglo-American operation,
final abandonment of Sledgehammer in July, Torch was
accepted as the main objective for 1942. The Prime
Minister stressed, however, that Round-up vms to remain the
most important objective of Allied strategy,.

Planning for Torch now took first place, vdiilst the
Bolero build-up continued. In September, however. General
Eisenhower proposed a re-distribution of United States
forces, which would leave very small forces in the United
Kingdom. The British had believed Torch and Bolero to

/be compatible

A plan for this. Gymnast, had long been prepared
This v/as nov/ expanded under the code-name

With theG.C»S.23rd»

22.7.42.

TY.M, (42)101
31.7.42.
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be compatible, so that this proposal came as a shock to
them. Only 150,000 ground, troops viere nov/ to be in the

It ttcls intended to give
priority to Sickle, the build-up'of the U.S.A.A.P. in.the.
United Kingdom*

United Kingdom by ikpril, 1943,

The launching of Torch on 8th November, 1942, therefore
caused the abandonment of Round-up in the spring of 1943.
The shipping situation'did not allou the planned Bolero .
build-up to be achieved. ' Planning for the invasion of
Europe once more became a long-term project, and
revieviT of future Allied Strategy was undertaken by the
Chiefs of Staff at the end of 1942.

Strategy for 1943

The first version of this review of Euture Strategy
T>ra.s considered by the- Defence Committee in November,
empMsis was on the best means , of aiding Russia in 1943*
No invasion was considered practicable until Germany
military povrer was undermined "by the destruction of the ■
German industrial and economic vrar machine",

v/eapon for this purpose was the heavy bomber, backed up. by
blockade and other measures,

shipping \7as a paramount consideration, the building-up of
a great iinglo-American force, of heavy bombers v/as recommended
oh the highest prioid.ty,

hitherto comprised bombing, blockade, raids and
subversive action.

Bombing is susceptible of the greatest development
and holds out the most promising prospects"*

It T/as therefore proposed

a new

Its

s

The. best .

As economy in the use of .

. 11

Our attrition of Germany has .

All these can be intensified.

0.0.3.(42)345(0)
30.10.42.

(i) to e:q)and the Allied bomber force to 4,000 -
6,000 heavy bombers by April, 1944,*

(ii) to' tighten the blockade;

to stretch the enemy forces by amphibious
operations;

to increase sabotage in Europe;

to.make plans and preparations - not to conflict
v/ith the above - for re-entry to the Continent
"in, the event of a break in German morale and

.  poT/ers of resistance".

The Prime Minister made three important criticisms upon
this paper

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

D.0.(42)l-7th

(i) It nowhere stated that the creation of this
enormous bomber force would involve the move

to the United Kingdom of some I5 million
American ground personnel,
out other large-scale operations.

It took little account of the effect on Russia

of a failure to open land operations against
Germany in 1943 on a scale to bring substantial
relief to the Russian front,

visit to Moscow in August he had promised opera
tion Roundup for 1943*

This T/Duld rule

During his

(ii)

(iii) Its arguments would encourage the "Japan first
elements in America*

/Field Marshal
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Field Marshal Smuts complained that the paper did not
show how it was proposed to defeat Germany in the field;,
and the O.I^G.S. explained that "shortage of personnel
shipping was exercising a strangle-hold on our strategy."
The Prime Minister requested that the paper should he re

drafted \7ith a change of emphasis. He put in a Minute on

"Strategy in 1943" incorporating his vievre.

c.o.s.(42)399(0)
18,11.42.

0.0.3.(42)412(0)
24.11.42.

A short two-page version of the Future Strategy paper
was submitted later in November, -vTith more emphasis on the

A few sentences illustrate itsbuild-up for invasion,
tenor

."Europe may be likened to a pov/erful fortress, v/hich
can be assaulted only after adequate artillery
preparation,
is ripe would be suicide for ourselves and,of no
assistance to Russia,

the preliminary bombardment, for which purpose Anglo-
iimerican air forces v/ill take the place of artillery".

To make the assault before the time

Our aim must be to intensify

,>S

0.0,3.(42)421(0)
29.11.42.

0.0.3.(42)423(0)
30.11.42.

The Prime Minister still thought that plans for attack in

July 1943, should be made, and that it would be better to

bring over extra army divisions instead of the U.S.A.A^F,,
of v/hose capacities he v/as doubtful,
convinced, hov/ever, that Roundup could not be staged by
July, 1943.
Staff had agreed on the impracticability of Roundup in 1943
in addition to Torch as long ago as July 1942, when tho

Torch operation xvas approved.

The C.O.S. were

They pointed out that the Combined Chiefs of
C.C.S.94.

0.0,3,(42)429(0) The Prime Minister in a note to the C.O.S. on 3rd

December, once more urged a target date for Roundup in 1943*
He pointed out that the Russian success at Stalingrad, the

success of Torch and the advance of the Eighth Army in

Egypt had changed the situation, since July,
proposed to employ only 13 divisions for Torch in 1943, tn

place of the 48 divisions envisaged for Roundup, and
mentioned to the Russians,

forces in Prance forced upon them by reverses elsewhere,
he suggested that 35 divisions would be adequate to make

the assault, and that these could be assembled by August
or September, 1943.

It was now

With the T/eakening of German

The United States Chiefs of Staff submitted their

revised conception of basic strategy to the Combined Chiefs

of Staff on 23rd December, 1942. This showed that they
were still thinking in terms of a land offensive from the

United Kingdom in 1943. They proposed to consolidate and
hold the North African area, but to exploit it only by air
attack. The British C.O.S. did not agree \vith this.

They advocated exploiting the success of Torch as vigorously
as possible. The final versions of the t'/zo C.O.S, papers
on "Future Strategy" and "American British strategy in 1943"
v/ere approved by the Defence Committee and cabled to the
Joint Staff Mission at Washington on 31st December, 1942,

C.C.S.I35 in

C.O.S.(42)475(0)
25,12.42.

0.0.3.(42)432(0)
(Pinal) and
0.0.3.(42)466(0)
(Final)

If the aim^Tiras a maximum Bolero, the British C.O.S.
calculated that not more than 25 divisions could be
assembled in the United Kingdom by August, 1943.
build-up \7ould reduce the bomber offensive and mean the

abandonment of further projected operations in the

Mediterranean, such as Husky, the attack upon Sicily,
Even soj the force built up would not bo adequate to over
come German resistance.

Such a

On the other hand, if Torch
were follov/ed up immediately, there was a good chance
of knocking Italy out of the xrar. Axis air strength in the
Mediterranean would be fully engaged and the bomber force

/in the
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in the United Kingdom could he huilt up,
up, although slov/er, should reach 21 divisions by August.
This should suffice to take advantage of any opportunity
vdiich mi^t occur for re-entering France,

The Bolero bui

This policy s

ld-

hould
afford earlier and greater relief to Russia than  a concentra

tion upon Bolero to the exclusion of other offensive operations.

(5) Sjmtel

The Casablanca Conference in the second half of January
was an important milestone in xinglo-Zonerican relations*
differences v/hich had manifested themselves in the previous
months as to future strategy were there discussed and
eliminated,

countries accompanied the President and Prime Minister to the
Conference,

comprehensive survey was made of the future course of the w'ar.

The decisions reached vrere incorporated in a final report
by the Combined Chiefs of Staff, vjhich was approved by the
President and the Prime Minister,.

The

All the principal military leaders of both

In the series of meetings which took place a

c,o.s.(43)33(0)

c,c.s.170/2
23.1.43.

The main points were:-

C.C.S,65th/l in
0.0.3.(43)30(0)
27.1.43.

(i) It was agreedSecurity of sea communications,
that intensified bombing of U-boat operating
bases and constructional yards should be carried
out, and that escort craft should be re-organised
and long distance air cover provided.

(ii) Continuance of supply convoys to Russia, provided
the losses entailed did not become prohibitive,

(iii) Husky was agreed on - the attack of Sicily, with
the July moon as target date, unless it could be
brou^t fonvard to June. General Eisenhower
was to command, v/ith General Alexander as
deputy, Admiral Cunningham and Air Chief Marshal
Tedder being naval and air commanders,,

(iv) In the United Kingdom the American bomber force was
to operate under the strategical direction of
the Chief of the Air Staff. A dipeQtive to the
two bomber forces was agreed upon.

Bolero build-up in the United Kingdom was calcu
lated to be four divisions by mid-August, and
three more per month until the end of the year -
a total of 15 by 31st December, A combined
Staff was to be established immediately, under a
British Chief of Staff, to plan for a return to
the Continent, the Supreme Commander being
appointed later,.

Cperations in the Pacific and Par East were agreed
upon, including Anakim, the reconquest of Burma,
the target date for virhich was provisionally
fixed for 15th November, 1943^

(vi) The Axis oil situation ims considered to be so
restricted as to make the bombing of the

sources of supply highly advantageous*

(1) See next Chapter, and Appendix 1,

The

(v)

C,C,S.63rd/l

C.C.S.66th/2

C.C.S.65th/2

C.C,S,68th/l

C,C.S.68th/2

C.C.S.67th/l

C.C,S*62nd/l
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CHAPTER 2

BOIVIBING POLICY

(1) planning the Combined Offensive

The previous volume of this narrative has described how
the Anglo-American bomber forces v/ere built up in 19A-2, in

0.0.3,(42)14-1(0) preparation for the full offensive in 1943, Following the
Marshall Plan in April 194-2 ( see Chapter 1), a new schedule
for the allocation of American aircraft was worked out,
was embodied in the Arnold/Tovrers/Portal Agreement in June, by
which the quotas previously promised to the Royal Air Force
were drastically reduced. The American desire v/as that
"every appropriate United States aircraft should be manned by
United States crews". The President had said in Janiaary that
it would greatly encourage the American people to hear that
their bombers were in action against Germany, It had been
decided that there would be no difficulty in providing the
aerodromes and accommodation required in the United Kingdom by
September 1942, Tfith the ftirther increase anticipated by
April 1943 airplane but not personnel accommodation would be
available. The chief limiting factor T/as labour, so the
Americans virere requested to assist in this respect.

U.N.A.F.(42)3
in 0.A.S.850

¥.¥. 1( Pinal)

This

General Spaatz left Tfashington on 10th June, 1942 to
assxmie command of the United States Eighth Air Force, whose

headquarters (code name Tfidewing),were at Bushy Park,
Eighth Bomber Command headquarters (Pinetree) were already
established at High Wycombe under General Eaker,
General Eaker proposed that the co-ordination of the U,S» and
British Bomber Commandsshould be secured by his continuing to
attend the operational conferences at Headquarters Bomber
Command,

two commands.

The

In July

A close liaison should be maintained between the

In addition a Committee for the co-ordination

C.3,12569
Enol.5B.

of Combined Air Operations was formed on 20th August at Air
Ministry with A.C.A.S. (Ops) in the chair,
held during the Autumn and Winter of 1942,
bomber force carried out"its first operation on 17th August,
1942. (1)

Meetings were
The United States

A,C »A.S.(Ops)
Polder J2,

Tfhen the Torch operation in North West Africa was finally
decided on in preference to any immediate action across the
Channel, the bomber offensive took on.increased importance.
In September priority was given to Sickle (the movement of the
U.S.A.A.P.) in preference to the other parts of Bolero, (the
build-up of American forces in the United Kingdom),
bomber force was once'more the principal means of offensive
action against Germany from the United Kingdom.
Staff planned to build-up an Allied force of 4,000 to 6,000
bombers by April 1944, and this proposal was embodied in the
"Puttire Strategy" Paper submitted by the Chiefs of Staff in
October 1942,

The

The Air

0.0.3.(42)345
(0) 30.10,42.

Ibid.

Part 11/28
This Paper laid great emphasis on the part to be played

by bomber forces:-

"The creation in the shortest possible time of a great
Anglo-American force of heavy bombers will require
high priority, qualified only by the necessity of
providing adequate air forces for the maintainence of

sea communications and for such military operations as
it is decided to undertake".

/The

(1) The official U.S. Air History "The A.A.F, in World
¥_an .II" Volume II contains an acooimt of the build-up of
the American bomber forces.

G.2254-97/B[E^7/9/49.
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The Prime Minister expressed serious doubts as to the
prospects of American day bombing attacks upon Germany.
He was in favoinr of the United States VIII Bomber Gonmand

being converted into a night bombing force,
feared that such an attitude would cause the Americans to

divert their air power to the Pacific, and believed that
there v/as a good chance of successfully operating by day.
They considered that the best value would be obtained from

•the limited shipping available by using it for American air
forces in the first instance.

Staff had also come to the conclusion by December, 1942 that
"an integrated air offensive on the largest practicable 

'

scale" must be one of the primary objectives of the United
Nations in 1943*

( The Purpose of Bombing •

In the discussions on general strategy during 1942,
several assessments had been produced to show the effects
anticipated from the bombing offensive,
tion of these Y/ill shov; the opinions held at the time
to the efficacy of bombing, and the best use of bomber
resources.

The Air Staff

The United States Chiefs' of

A brief examine-

as

D.0.42(20th)5
AHOj
. i;d.4/376
Enel. lU

0,0,3.(42)423(0)
30.11.42.

J.S.M.611

31,12.42.

D. 0.(42)47
20.5,42.

The Singleton Report ¥/as produced for the Defence
Committee in May, 1942, as an impartial assessment of the
value of bombing. Mr. Justice Singleton concluded that
the enemy war effort might be hindered or hampered

By damage to factories, etc., engaged on v/ar
v/ork, public utility services and communica- '
tions.

(a)

(t) By the hold up of fighter aircraft on defence
Work.

(o) By keeping occupied a large number of men'and
guns on anti-aircraft work, searchlights and-
A.R.P.

By the lowering of morale.

His final conclusion v/as:-

"If Russia can hold Germany on land I doubt whether
Germany will stand tv/elve or eighteen months*
continuous, intensified and increasing bombing,
affecting, as it must, her war production, her
power of resistance, her industries and her will to
resist (by which I mean morale)"

On 5th October the Chiefs of Staff Committee requested
the C.A.S. to prepare an appreciation of the effect of a
heavy bomber force rising to a peak of 4,000 to 6,000 heavy
bombers by 1944. This was a contribution to the
tion of the Future Strategy Paper,
results to be expected were based on an analysis of German
bombing of the United Kingdom during the year ending 30th
June, 1941. In this period 55,000 tons of bombs Yvere
dropped, 41,000 people were killed and 45,000 injin-ed
seriously. A million people were rendered homeless.
As bombing technique had vastly improved since then,
estimate based on these figures v/as considered
conservative.

prepara-
In this estimate the

£in

very

0.0.3.(42)379(0)
3.11.42.

/During the
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During the period of development of the Allied bomber
force contemplated, the scale of attack should be 25,000
tons per month by June, 1943, rising to 50,000 tons by
December and 65,000 tons by June, 1944. By the end of 1944
1-^ million tons should be dropped on Germany, Six million
houses should be destroyed, 900,000 people killed and
million seriously injured, and 25 million rendered homeless,

^The effect of this on the Gernian war machine was
considered. Fifty-eight towns had been selected as the most

important to the German war economy. They comprised nearly
one-third of the total urban population of Germany, and, it
v/as estimated, more than one-third of total German industry.
By the concentrated attack envisaged these towns could be
converted into a liability to the German war machine instead

of an asset. As it was believed that the German economy
was stretched to the limit, the conclusion v/as reached that
the loss of this one-third would be borne mainly by the war
potential, and v/ould be more than it could stand. Although
it v/as realised that every effort v/ould be nnde to improve
the German defences, it was believed that the weight and
method of Allied attack v/ould more 'than counter such improve
ment.

a

The C.I.G.S. criticised this paper on a number of groxmds,
but chiefly because the build-up of such a force Y/ould
preclude the simultaneous build-up of an army organised for
offensive operations. The Future Strategy papei- contains a
synthesis of the views of the Chiefs of Stoff:-

"The aim of the bomber offensive is the progressive
destruction and dislocation of the enemy* s war
industrial and economic system, and the undermining
of his morale to a point where his capacity for
armed resistance is fatally weakened".

This was the overall bombing concept v/hich held its
place in both the Casablanca and Pointblank directives of
1943.

C. 0.3.(42)478(0)

0.0.3.(42)345(0)
(Final)
Part 11/32/
30.10.42,

The priority chosen for the attack of specific German
industries depended primarily upon assessments made by the
Ministry of Economic Warfare,.

M.E.W.

Intelligence
Weekly
Report No,45
24.12.42.

"Its siJrvey of the Economic Position in German Europe
issued in December, 1942 summarised these assessments:-

"On balance Germany's production of weapons and munitions
has doubtless fallen, since, in the munitions industries,
a labour force, v/orking under greater handicaps has
had to divert increased effort to civil purposes.
Since aircraft production. Naval ship building and
motor-vehicle production have been maintained or
increased, the reduction must have fallen on the sector
which includes tanks, guns and ammunition. Rail

transport runs to schedule, only because important
traffic is not carried, Germany's war economy is
being continually adjusted, with considerable skill,'
to the limitations imposed on it by two steadily
increasing threats - shortage of materials and shortage
of men.

"Oil shortage has begun to affect military as well as
industrial efficiency; and the shortage of metals,
especially copper, nickel and chrome, has made necessary
adjustments expensive in effort, if not always in
efficiency. The addition of another 700,000 foreign
T/orkers since the spring has no more than offset the
further drain of men into the Forces, whilst dilution

/and
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and fatigue m\ist have further reduced industrial
efficiency,
has accentuated every iinfavourahle factor, wearing
dovm workers, destroying plant and stocks and
creating at the same time nev/ demands for labour
and materials for building and consumer goods."

The increased scale of air attack

The final assessment made by M,E»¥. of the priorities
for air attack among economic targets in 1943 is given in

full in Appendix 2, The overriding priority accorded to
'J-boat targets in the Casablanca directive was due to

Admiralty pressure and to the influence of the v/ar at sea

upon the v/hole range of economic supplies to both the Axis
and the Allied powers.

(3) Night and Day Attack

Night bombing had originally been forced upon the
British bomber force, to avoid annihilation in the days of
overwhelming enemy superiority* IThilst this superiority
continued the technique of night operations had been
developed. After early attempts to bomb specific objectives,
the method of area attack upon industrial centres ?/as used,
as the only economical method \mtil more accurate bombing
and navigational aids should be available,. By this means
those bombs v/hich failed to hit a v/orthwhile industrial .  . .

target should demolish workers' houses or public utilities,
thus causing delays in production, and affecting the morale
of the civil population, T/ith the advent of improved
bombing aids these arguments still held good, whilst a
greater concentration could be achieved. Having specialised
in night operations British aircraft were inadequately
armed for daylight penetration, German fighters were now
equipped with cannon, whose range was much superior to tl:je
,303 machine guns with which British bombers were equipped.
This disparity was unimportant at night, v/here close range
was essential to identify the target, but ytouM have been
fatal by day,.
Pathfinder technique and the new radio aids, results at
night should be equal to those on the average day. Pew
days would provide perfect visibility at adequate heights.

It v/as considered, moreover, that v/ith

American policy was to attack specific targets in
The aircraft were designed for it, the air-daylight.

or&ffs not trained for night work, and the Nordern bomb-
sight Was efficient only in clear daylight. The British
Air Staff was very sceptical of the possibility of operating
economically by daylight, and anxious that the Americans
should prepare themselves for a change-over to night
bombing.

lD/12/142
''Minute 10,10,42.

General Eisenhower took up this matter v/ith the
American air staff and reported tViat it was under intense
study. At the 20th meeting of the Defence Oonimittee in

December 1942 the Prime Minister's opinion was;- "They
might perhaps succeed in carrying out sporadic attacks in
favorarable conditions." The final draft of the "Future

0.0,3.(42)466(0) Strategy" paper also expressed some doubt;-
Final, Annex 1, .

D0(42)20th/5.

In spite of the progress made during recent months
by the United States Bomber Command in the bombing
of targets in Occupied Territory, it is still an
open question whether regular penetration of the
defences of Germany by daylight will be practicable
without prohibitive losses."

/To co-unter
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To counter these doubts regarding daylight operations
General Baker produced a paper in January 194-3 on "the
Case for Day Bombing", His principal points were;- day
bombing is more accuratej a smaller force can destroy a
given target; it is an ideal complement to the R.A.P. night
bombing* keeping the German defences alert for the 24. hours;
it prevents congestion in air space over the U,K,; the
Americans v/ould need a long,period of training to change
over; American bombers'.'and eqxaipment v/ere designed for day
v/ork; German day fighters v/ould be destroyed* In considering
this paper Air Chief Marshal Tedder pointed out that "the
real question is whether the American bombers can in fact

penetrate into Germany without prohibitive losses,
experience could prove this point, and after some months
of doubt, the Americans proved it practicable by the summer
of 194-3.

Only

^lD/12/142.

The argument as to the relative merits of night area
attack and daylight precision attack can be approached
from many viewpoints. The final argument at the time was
practicability. The effect expected from the attack on
morale was examined after this typie of operation had proved
necessary. In this connection it is interesting to note

the opinion of Dr. Goebbels, the German propaganda Minister,
according to the "Goebbels Diaries" for 21st September,
194-3:-

"Speer claims that the production deficit in the
armament industry is not too great after an enemy air
raid,

bad dislocations of public life, as a result of which
the workers often stay away from their v/orkbenches
for weeks, is far more aggravating,
instance, the Lanz v/orks at Mannheim have been
completely ready for production for a fortnight, yet
only 60 per cent of the workers have thus far
returned,,

deficit,

are more interested in destroying cities than in
destroying the munitions industry,
the m'unitions industry can be more easily repaired
than is the case with the disorganization caused in
cities and especially in residential sections,"

The question of morale bombing is discussed more fully
in the preceding volume of this narrative,
of night area bombing are considered in the last chapter of

. this volume.

(4-) The Casablanca Directive

The fact that bombed cities undergo pretty

Thus, for

This explains our large production
That is also the reason v/hy the English

Destruction in

The effects

34.6368/iv
Encl.lA,

The Bombing- Directive, which was agreed by the Combined
Chiefs of Staff at Casablanca, had been drawn up by the
British Air staff in very broad terms, to cover the require
ments of all the Services,

objectives, submarine construction yards came first, owing
to the critical losses being inflicted by U-boats at this
time.(4) phe German aircraft industry v/as placed second
as it was thought to be in a vulnerable condition, and the
establishment of air supremacy was a pre-requisite both to
effective attack upon German industry, especially by the
American Day Bomber Force, and to invasion. Transportation
was placed third owing to its general effect in dislocating
industry, and the effect upon it obtainable by area bombing.

In the priority of bombing

/The

(l) See Chapter 4,
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The oil situation v/as still considered to warrant the

placing of oil targets next in priority, whilst any other
targets in the enemy War industry were covered hy the final
item.

The full text of the Directive can he found in Appendix
Its substance was as follows1.

OCS/166/1/D
21.1.43.

The Primary Object of the bomber offensive was the
progressive destruction and dislocation of the German

military, industrial and economic system, and the under
mining of the morale of the German people, to a point where
their capacity for armed resistance would be fatally
weakened.

Within that general concept, the primary objectives,
subject to the exigencies of the weather and tactical feasi
bility, were laid down in the follo^ring order of priority:-

German submarine construction yards.

The German aircraft industry.

Transportation.

Oil plants.

Other targets in enemy v/ar industry,"

This order of priority might be varied from time to
time according to developments in the strategical situation.
Moreover, other objectives of great importance from the
political or military point of viev/ should be attacked.
Examples of these v/ere the submarine bases on the Biscay
coast, and Berlin, to be attacked when conditions
suitable to reduce German morale or improve that of Russia,

Operations v/ere also to be directed against Northern
Italy, in co-ordination with operations in the Mediterranean;
against the German fleet in harbour or at sea; and in day
light attacks upon suitable objectives in Germany and,
subject to political limitations, in occupied territories.
The pxirpose of these. day raids was to destroy objectives
unsuitable for night attack, to maintain continuous
pressure on German morale, to impose losses on the German
day fighter force and to contain German fighter strength
away from the Russian and Mediterranean theatres of v/ar,
When^the Allied armies should re-enter the Continent, all
possible support was to be rendered to them.

(a)

(t)

(o)

(<i)

(e)

were

This Directive was forwarded to the A.O.C. - in-0. of
Bomber Command on 4th February, 1943, It replaced the
directive of 14th February, 1942, and its principal provi
sions remained in force until the end of the
A,O.C» -in-C* pointed out that it v/as

T/ar, The

"a very broad

CMS. 330
Enol,106A,

DDB Ops Folder
"Bombing Policy

3.43,

70/272(c)

Directive stating in general terms the future policy".
He awaited the Air Ministry interpretation cf it.(lj
The C.A.S. commented on this, "Vfhat his directive really

means is that he should obliterate Hamb\irg, Bremen
and Kiel as quickly as possible and that when weather
does not allow attacks on these cities he should go
for others of the highest industrial value, v/ith a
preference for those which are important in the
U-boat and. aircraft industries.
Biscay bases are extras."

Berlin and the

/a detailed

(l) M.E.W, recommendations forwarded on the same day
are given in Appendix 2-,
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A detailed study of operational policy was made ty the
British and Ameriaan StaiTs during the months following.
This resulted in the Combined Bomber Offensive Plan, which
was put into effect by the new directive in June, 19A3,
These discussions are dealt with in Chapter 9 below, along
with the new strategical factors which had to be taken into
consideration.
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CHiiPTER 3

CPEE^iTION/i PLilMING

(1) 'Planning Organisation

The Casablanca Directive laid dovm in very broad terns
the primary objectives for ,Bomber Command and the iimerican
VIII Bomber Command,

of vreather and of tactical feasibility",
agencies vrere available to advise on the actual choice of

target, but the Command concerned ■was responsible for this
choice,
where.

These '^^ere "subject to the exigencie

The tactical factors could not be assessed else

s
A number of

The Ministry of Economic l!7arfare v/as the principal
source of information concerning the current importance of
any target. The "Bombers Baedeker", produced by this
Ministry during 1942, pro'vlded a useful summary of all relevant
information on every kno'wn target in .Germany and other
countries. The state of production and the supply position
in each industry and at each plant were continually under
revlexfp There x;as a constant search for "bottlenecks", such
as shortage of ball-bearings, by the specialists engaged on
the study of each industry,.

The information provided by M.E.¥. Trras supplemented by
the Air Intelligence Directorate from sources such as the
British Intelligence Service, neutral observers reports and
photographic reconnaissance. Advice on the effects of
bombing and similar subjects could be obtained from the
Ministry of Home Security, And the other Service Departments
continually provided information and requests for attack upon
objectives in which they v/ere interested.

Ml
^ID4/376/108A

The Bomb Targets Committee, which met fortnightly at the
Air Ministry under the chairmanship of the Director of Bomber
Operations provided an opportunity for discussion. It was
attended by representatives of the above source^ of informa
tion, (except the M,H,S,) as, well as of Bomber Command and
the other home Commands, It ■was concerned principally v/ith
tactical objectives, their day-to-day priorities under
existing directives being kept under review,
vra.s also represented at these meetings*-

The U,S.A.A*P.

In April, 1943, General iirnold suggested that the time had
come for setting up some form of permanent committee for the
co-ordination of bombing operations betv/een the Allies, and
for the planning of future operations, ’ To this end, a
Combined. Operational Planning Committee vras appointed in June,
composed of representatives of Bomber and Fighter Commands,
the Eighth Air Force, VTII Bomber and VIII Fighter Commands,

.  vd-th a co-opted representative from the Air Ministry Directo
rate of Bomber Operations,

^h^2/33

0110/
ID4/376 '

t\
- Its purpose T/as to enable the air forces to co-ordinate

individual plans; to prepare' tactical, plans for passing
bomber forces through the enemy defensive system; and to
study the execution of these plans. Since it vras concerned
principally -with dayli^t tactical factors its connection
v/ith the British-ni^t bomber force was not of great impor
tance, Being the only force op.erating by night, Fomber
Command formulated and investigated its ov/n tactical
methods. The Combined Planning Committee ■was, in effect,
merely an additional means of liaison with the Americans' on
any tactical questions vihich rai^t be common to both*

c,s.19364

G.225497/DEW/9/49. /The tactical
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The tactical planning of Bomber Command night operations
centred around the C.-in-C's daily conference at 0900 hours,
in the Operations Room at Bomber Oommand»
was attended by the Commanding General of the VIII U.Sv
Bomber Command and Staff representatives from Operations,
Intelligence and Sections of H.Q,, B*C» Navigation*.
Meteorological Officer forecasted the weather for the coming
night at bases on the Continent. Intelligence advised the
C» -in-C. in the choice of a target in an area suitable for

bombing, and assisted the Navigation representative in

suggesting a route to and from the target,
planned to spend minimum time over enemy territory, avoid

gun defended areas and deceive the enemy's fighter defences*
The C*-in-C. decided on the aiming point, the effort to be

despatched against the main target and any subsidiary target,
such as minelaying, and the proportion of incendiaries and
H,E» bombs to be carried*.

This conference

The

The route v;as

After discussion with the Groups, the operation order
Orders were passed by them to thewas passed to them,

stations, ¥/here the detailed tactical plans were worked out,
according to the Pathfinder technique decided upon.
Pathfinders would mark turning-points on the route, and

would mark the target according to the v/eather conditions
prevailing, with sky or ground markers

The

«K

(2) Factors Affecting Planning

The operations carried out during the first half of
1943> especially those by Bomber Ooramand, do not always
appear to conform to the priorities laid down in the Bombing
Directives*,
tactical or other factors which affected the choice of

The principal ones wrere the weather in different

It is necessary, therefore, to consider the

targets*
parts of enemy territory, the radio aids available and their
limitations,•and the intelligence gained both of the effect

of operations carried out, and of the importance of further

targets.

Up to 1943 the vreather liad severely limited the choice
of targets on any ni^t. 7/ith the improvement in Path
finder and bombing technique, principally due to the use
of H2S and Oboe, vreather over the target area became less

important. This enabled operations to be carried out on

a greater number of nights. It also helped to combat the

groiTing menace of enemy night fighters. Since moonlight
and clear conditions were not so necessary, it vra,s possible
to operate in conditions -unfavourable to the enemy,.
The increasing loss rate meant, however, that frequent
changes of tactics and targets had to be made. Strict
fulfilment of the target priorities laid do-wn could not be

achieved without prohibitive losses.

s.

The two new radar de-vices in use in this period were

H2S and Oboe, -i-vhich are described in the Annex, (l) H2S
had been available in 1942, but was not released for use

over Germany until January, 1943, Thereafter it was used
as a navigational and bombing aid on targets beyond Oboe

range, in particular the North German ports. Oboe had
been tried out on a small scale before this period, but the
small n-umber of fitted aircraft had not allowed of its use

for full-scale target marking. Numerous individual Oboe

Mosquito attacks had been carried out for experience. From

March, 1943» onvra.rds, it vra.s used to good effect in the
Bhttle of the Ruhr,

See Annex.

/The

(1) See Annex, Chapter 5*
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The operations during this period fall into three main
attack on U-hoat bases, on the Ruhr and

In addition there

categories;
Rhineland, and on South German tovms.

were operations against Italy, Berlin, Ozechoslavakia and
other special targets, and an extensive minelaying campaign.
The first main group was directly in line v/ith the Directive.
It also made use of Oboe against the French bases, and of
H2S against those in Germany. The second group was a
direct application of the use of Oboe in the most effective

.  area - the Ruhr. The extreme value and anticipated short
life of this device made its exploitation a matter of prime
importance. The third group vras mainly a tactical- alter
native, in line v/ith the object of the Directive  - "the
undermining of the.-.morale of the German people,
other attacks either had the same aim, as in the case of
Berlin, or were due to special instructions or intelligence
concerning the fleeting importance of a target, as in the
case of Spezia, where the Italian fleet v/as located.. The
minelaying campaign was a steady, contribution to the
blockade of Germany, and a means, by which nev/ crevirs gained
relatively safe operational experience,.

The

In viewing the operations at this period, the following
factors must therefore be borne in mind:-

(a) The C. in-0:'s fidelity to the morale plan of
W.(l)
largest target amongst those available,
this means, he argued, the grea-Jiest effect
T>7as obtained from every bomb. (2
were inaccurate would not be wasted.

This led to the choice of the

B

5 Those w

y

hich

(b) The first consideration on any night was the
This usually limited the target areaweather,

drastically, and affected the tactics which
could be employed.

(c) The directive in force covered a large variety of
targets, leaving the choice to the operational
commander.

(d) The need to exploit Oboe before it Vi/as jammed
was a major factor from February to July.

(.e) The limitations of H2S were a major factor after
this. A compact target, if possible against
water and av/ay from high ground, was required.
The gradual improvement in the definition and
operation of H2S extended its scope, until
Berlin could be successfully tackled at the
end of the year.

1  •

(3) Bombing Methods

With the introduction of H2S and Oboe as navigational
and blind bombing aids, standard blind bombing techniques
were developed. These, knoxm as "Wanganui" and
"Parramatta" mire introduced on 29th December, 1942 and
revised on 2nd Feb.ruary, 1943. They were employed on
many of the attacks upon German industrial centres in this
period.

/"ViTanganui

(1) See previous volume.

(2) See Bomber Offensive by Sir /irthur Harris, P,08.
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"Wanganui" "was used when cloud ohscured the target.
Sky-marker flares vrere placed at the release point at freq.uent

The homhing aircraft had tointervals hy EES aircraft,
approach the target on a given heading to release at the point

BO/S,23746/4 marked. Yftien Ohoe Mosquitoes used this method it was known
TJncl.77a. as "Musical Wanganui". There v/ere at first insufficient

Oboe Mosquitoes to maintain the marking throughout the raid,
^  ’ so hackers-up were employed, using different coloured flares*

Parramatta" was the method of using ground markers
It vra,s used

"Musical
■without visual identification-of the target,
hy H2S aircraft v/hen cloud conditions permitted,
Parramatta" was the version of it employed by Oboe Mosqui'toes,
with less continuous marking. Backers-up were used to fill
in the intervals of Obo© vdth ground-markers of a different
colour.

Wfewhaven" technique had been employed in 1942.The
It consisted of blind markers laid on the ground to guide
the illumination of the target by bundles of flares,,
illumination was then used by selected Pathfinder crews to
identify the target visually. These crews laid ground-
markers of a different colour at which the main force air
craft vrere ordered to aim.

The

In the "Illumination" method of attack, from viiich these
later methods developed, Pathfinders laid sticks of flares
over the target. It was then the responsibility of each
main force crew to identify and bomb the target -visually by
the light of these flares. This method was abandoned vd.th
the success of the nev/ radio marking methods, except on very
rare occasions.

(4) Assessment of Results.

For the first year of the War the results of bombing
\rere assessed from crev/s reports and intelligence sources.
The former were naturally optimistic, A crew XTould search
for their target, and bomb what they judged to be its posi
tion by inadequate evidence, often a glimpse of a river bend
through a cloud. No radio aids or adequate flares v/ere
available. Intelligence reports were scrappy, inaccurate
and a long time after the event.

With the gradual improvement in night photography, and
in the provision of cameras, and above all vd.th the large
increase in photographic reconnaissance by day, the paucity
of results obtained became obvious,

targets was the Immediate answer.(l)
the Operational Research Section of Bomber Command \7a.s set up,
and began to assess results from all the evidence, and keep
statistics illustrating the progress made.

Attack upon large area
In the autumn of 1941

By 1943 large numbers of night photographs were being
taken, sho-wing the actual release of the bombs. Plots
were made of these, by vAiich an assessment of the bomb
concentration and of the area attacked could be made.
Immediate lessons could be drawn from these plots, as to the
advantages of different tactics. For example, it ivas found
that later aircraft tended to undershoot on the markers,
coring to the large area of earlier attack usually -visible by
then. This could be corrected either by varying the
direction of approach of later waves, or by instructing the
later marker aircraft to place their markers beyond the
target. /Daylight
(1) See Chapter 2 (3) above.
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m/ ̂ID/V23A
'’Flag, 27.

Daylight reconnaissance was almost invariably available
T/ithin a few days of an attack,
photographs in the light of known effects produced by enemy
attacks in the United Kingdom gave a fair assessment of
the attack.

The interpretation of

This assessment was used to judge what further
attacks upon the target might be necessary,
extraordinary speed v/ith which repairs were effected by the
enemy, even this assessment was usually optimistic, as shown
by post-Yra.r investigation*

Owing to the
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CHAPTER 4 SECRET

THE ANTI r-BOAT CAMPAIGN

(1) Bomber Aid In The War At Sea

c.o,s.(43)
30(0) 27. 1.43,

"Security of sea oommunioations.
Chiefs of Staff agreed that:-

(a) Intensified bombing of U-boat operating bases
should be carried out;

Intensified bombing of U-boat constructional yards
should be carried out* "

The combined

(^)

This was the first point made in the final report of the
Casablanca Conference to the President and Prime Minister.

Throughout the war the Admiralty had pressed for greater
Theassistance from the Bomber Force in the war at sea.

Air Staff and Bomber Command usually opposed it, as a
diversion from the proper role of the Strategic Bomber Force,
This Admiralty pressure, and the critical state of sea

C2ommunications resulted, hov/ever, in a very considerable
diversion of bombing effort from the attack on Germany.
This was expended in mine-laying, anti-submarine patrols,
■attacks upon shipping and attacks upon port facilities,
shipyards, fuel depots and armament plants connected with

The full story of the v/ar at sea is
,(l) It is briefly dealt v/ith

naval construction,
covered in another narrative
here to illustrate the reduction caused by it to the
bomber offensive against other aspects of German v/ar
industry.

The Bomber Command attacks upon the objectives described
in this chapter took place, with one exception, before
6th April, 1943.
trated' on the attack of German industrial areas,
caused to submarine construction and other marine targets
was incidental,
includes such effects, which cannot be examined in isola
tion.

After that date Bomber Command concen-
Damage

The general account in later chapters

During the whole of 1943, the U.S. VIII Air Force
dropped a total of 20,362 (American) tons of bombs on
submarine installations of various kinds, v/hich represented
41«-^ of the total dropped,
the year the principle target system of the force was
submarine construction and operating facilities,
total air effort, 63^ of the VIII, Air Force and 30^ of the
R.A.F. tonnage dropped during the first quarter of 1943
was on submarine facilities,
the year, 5^ of the VIII Air Force and 30^ of the R.A.P.

/tonnage

For the first six months of

Of the

In the second quarter of

U.S.S.B.S.
German Submarine
Industry Report
(Page 31).

(1) A.H.B. Narrative, The R.A.F. in Maritime War.

G. 225497/DEW/9/49.
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tonnage were thus expended,(^) By June, 1943> the submarine
had been substantially defeated at sea and the principle
effort Was shifted to other targets, v/ith only of the

VIII Air Force tonnage directed against submarine activities,

.  . In addition to these attacks, whenever weather conditions ■

permitted, anti-submarine patrols were carried out daily by
aircrews under training and mines were laid nightly by inex
perienced squadron crews, occasionally supplemented by a
heavier effort when v/eather conditions forbade attack upon

Germany, The effect of all these measures, v/ith those of
the Admiralty and Q'oastal Command, was to increase the

sinkings of U-boats from an average of fourteen per month

(13^) to a figure of 37 U-boats sunk in May, 1943> or 30^
of all those at sea.

Fuehrer

Conference on

Naval Affairs,

(^) U-Boat Bases in France,

The Admiralty began to press for bombing attack upon the
U-boat bases in France in the autumn of 1942, On 12th

October, the First Sea Lord submitted a memorandum to the

Chiefs of Staff on the importance attached by the Admiralty
to these bases. At the 0,0,S. meeting on that day he stated

that.General Spaatz intended to attack them. This was
confirmed bythe Chief of Air Staff, In spite of serious
doubts as to the value of bombing the concrete pens, the

Americans were anxious to use them as aiming points, to gain
experience. They argued that some damage should be done to
surrounding installations. Permission to attack these
targets was given to them on 19th October,

C.0,S,(42)
147th(0)
Minute 1.

^ ID/12/142,
'' o.s.16536.

The question of bombing the Biscay ports by night was
raised at the Anti-U-boat Committee meeting on 13th November

by the Secretary of State for Air, The Prime Minister
deprecated it at that time on political grounds and suggested
that it should be brought up at the War Cabinet later.
The matter was discussed again in December, when the Air
Ministry and the Foreign Office were against it. On 23rd
December the First Sea Lord pressed for heavy attack upon
these ports, as the v/hole of the U-boat campaign was based
on their availability. The Prime Minister told him to
raise the matter with the War Cabinet,

/As a result

(1) The summary below shows how this effort was directed.
TheAll the R,A,F, attacks took place before 6th April,

full details can be found in the Diary of Operations at

Appendix 10,
Major Attacks on U-Boat Yards Feb./June, 1943»

Target of Attacks Bomb Tonnage

British U.S. TotalBritish U.S. T'otai

France

5 5263Lorient

St, Nazaire 4
Brest

La Pallice

Rennes

Bordeaux

Germany

Wilhe Unshaven 4

Hamburg
Kiel

Bremen

Heligoland
Flensburg
Emden

2

1

1

3  a 530 3793

360628964 8 710
2242243 3
888811

2 2 234 234
92 921 1

8 28774 8752002

2 1315 1333
5671381 194B3 4

8973 424 4732

1661661 1

119 1191 1

3O8 3O83 3
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As a result' of the serious menace caused hy increased
U-hoat operations, the War Cabinet decided on 11th January,
1943 to permit area attack .upon U-boat bases on the French
coast,
La Pallice were to be attacked in turn

The ports of Lorient, St.Nazaire, Brest andCMS 330/1
Ends. 88a,
92a „

■  "with the object of effectively devastating the whole
area in Tihich are located the submarines, their
maintenance facilities and the services, power, water,
light, communications etc», and other resources upon
v/hich their operations depend."

Five heavy night attacks by Bomber Command, and one day
attack by the Eighth Air Force V/ere carried out during that
month upon Lorient, the first base chosen for attack^
Casablanca Directive of 21st January, quoted these bases as
"objectives of great importance"

The

CMS 33C/1
Enclfc96a»

Submarine operating bases on the Biscay Coast,
these can be put out of action, a great step forward
T/ill have been taken in the U-boat war v/hich the

If

C.C.S. have agreed to be a first charge on our
resources. Day and night attacks have been inaugu
rated and should be continued so that an assessment

hf their effects can be made as soon as possible.
If it is found that successful results can be

achieved, these attacks should continue, whenever
conditions are favourable, for as long and as often
as is necessary,"

D,0,(43)lst/1
23.2.43.

On 17th February, it was decided to discontinue them
On 24th February, ho-wever, the Defence

Committee decision to carry out "tv/o full scale blitz
attacks" upon St. Nazaire within the next month was

Three were actually
carried out betv/een 28th February and 29th Marcli,
not until 6th April that Bomber Command was released from
this unprofitable task,
tained by the Anerican bomber force alone.

for the present.

communicated to Bomber Command.
It TrTas

After that the attack was madn-

CI13330/1
Enel,104a,

Ibid,

Enel.109a,

U-boats were housed in heavy reinforced concrete pens
in the French ports, but it was hoped to disrupt operations
by area attack,
these attacks can be obtained from the minutes of the 40th

Industry Report meeting of the German Central Planning Office, held on
(Page 19),

U.S rS.B.S,
German Sub

marine
The best indication of the effect of

4th May, 1943. Grand Admiral Doenitz said that:-

'the Anglo-Saxons' attempt.to strike down the submarine
war was undertaken iTith all the means available to

them. You knoviT that the torms of St,Nazaire and

Lorient have been rubbed out as main submarine bases..
No dog or cat is left in these to'.Tns,
the submarine shelters remain,

tion built them because of far-sighted orders of the
Fuehrer, and the submarines are repaired in them,,

since he

has realized that he cannot effectively achieve any
thing by the air raids".

Nothing but
The Todt organ!sa-

The enemy has shifted his fi^t

Lorient - In accordance with the directive the campaign
against Lorient was continued by four attacks in February,
on the night of the 4th, 7th, 13th and l6th»
from the Air Ministry of 17th February ordered their dis
continuance until further notice.

A signal

/The first
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The first attack, on 4th/5th February, was made by
121 aircraft* Most of these were ¥ellingtons, as the
main heavy force was sent to Turin. Weather conditions
were excellent, and 21J tons of bombs were dropped
visually with a good concentration. Yfeather conditions
were equally good on the three succeeding attacks.
On 7th/8th Februaiy, 502 aircraft attacked, and on the
13th/14th, 437» and on the l6th/17th, 363.

Photographic reconnaissance on l6th Pebriiary,
revealed a vast amount of damage and another reconnais
sance on the 19th confirmed this. The last raid had.

Night Raid Reports, merely completed the destruction of already damaged
buildings. It was estimated that 35fo of the buildings
in the old town had lost their roofs. Hardly any
buildings in the arsenal or commercial area had escaped
damage. ~J3fo of the barracks on the island of San
Michele were demolished, and in the Keroman peninsular,
the dock railway station, offices, cement stores, cold
storage and other works were damaged, the only things
entirely to escape being the submarine pens. This
assessment of the damage caused can be compared with
Grand Admiral Raeder* s statement mentioned above,

"No dog nor cat is left in these towns. Nothing but
the submarine shelters remain." The French army
report states that 3,500 out of about 4,500 houses in
the town were completely destroyed by l6th February.
Most of the others were uninhabitable.

0*R»S* Final

Bureau

Soientif ique
de I'Armei

The United States Eighth Air Force carried on the
attack on Lorient on 6th March, l6th April, and 17th
May, On the first two occasions a force of about 60
aircraft dropped some 130 tons per attack* On 17th
May, two separate objectives were attacked, 80 air
craft on the "submarine installations" at Lorient,'
whilst a fu2?ther 38 aircraft attacked the Keroman sub
marine base. A further small night attack by Bomber

O.B.O. Progress
Report,

Command was carried out on 2nd/3rd April,

St, Nazaire - In accordance with instructions from the.

Defence Committee, Bomber Command turned to the attack
of St, Nazaire on the night of 28th February. An
attempt at marking by the aid of Oboe was not very
successful, but the target was well illuminated by
P.F.F. baokers-up. The night was cloudless, and a
good concentration of bombing was achieved, 413 air
craft attacking, and dropping 1129 tons of bombs.
Reconnaissance revealed severe and widespread damage.
On March 22nd/23rd, it was planned to send a force of
643 aircraft to St, Nazaire, Ovring to deteriorating
weather, however, only 357 selected crews were despat
ched. The target was ground-marked by Oboe-equipped
Mosqtiitoes, and 284 of the aircraft attacked, achieving
a very good concentration. On 28th/29th March, another
Oboe groundmarking attack was carried out by 297 air
craft, Mosquitoes which carried out a nuisance raid
after the main force had finished, reported that the
whole tov/n seemed ablaze.. A f^arther small attack was

carried out on 2nd/3rd April, by 49 aircraft, a further
40 attacking Lorient at the same time.

O.M.S.330/1
Enel.104a

D.0..(43)lst/1
23.2.43-

The United States bomber force attacked St,

Nazaire on 16th February,
25 aircraft on 1st May, fxrrther heavy daylight attacks
were made on 29th May and 28th June,
of bombs were dropped on each occasion.

After a small attack by

About 250 tons

/photographic;
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Photographic reconnaissance after the British attack
on the last night of Pehruary showed approximately half

the old toTm and many industrial installations to have
"been destroyedi,
raids revealed steady progress in devastating the area.
The greatest damage was caused by.the raids of 28th/29th
March.

Further reconnaissance after the later

T\To floating docks and a dry dock received

O.R.S. Pinal

Night Raid
Reports,

direct hits, the former being sunk,
dence that direct damage had been caused to the submarine
pens, but it v/as considered that the usefulness of
St, Nazaire as a harbour for shipping and a base for sub-"

marines must have been reduced by the havoc caused to the

shipyards and dock installations, communications and
living facilities of the town.

There v/as no evi-

Other J^ench Ports - The submarine base at Brest v/as
attacked three

Air Force in February, March and April, and La Pallice
and Rennes were attacked in May. The summary below shows

the weight of attack devoted to these objectives,(1)
Daylight attacks v/ere also carried out by small forma-’
tions of Venturas of No,2 Group upon ports in Prance.
During February Dunkirk was attacked nine times, Boulogne
twice, and Rennes once in this v/ay. In April Brest and

Cherbourg were attacked twice each and Dieppe once, and

Cherbourg w’as again attacked three , times during May,
After that No. 2 Group was transferred from Bomber Command
to the 2nd Tactical Air Force. The scale of these

attacks can be seen in Appendix 10.(2)

s in this period by the U.S. Eighth

/(3) WilheLnshaven and Kiel

(1)
Major Attacks on French Ports, Peb/jrme, 1943*

Air^r^t
Attaddng Missing^ -

Bplace omb TonnageDate .  Air Force

Feb.4/5 Lorient British
7/8

13/lif

It n n

It U It

121 213
770302 7
11697437

16- 65 0n 143St.Nazaire U.S.
British

U.S.
16/17 Lorient

Brest27
363 1003II 2

60 138II

28/It

5Mar.1. St.Nazaire British

Lorient

Brest

22/23 St.Nazaire. British
28/29 -

U.S..
It

It II

413. 1129
Mar. 6 63 1393

.15 40

91528411 1

680II

297 2
II

Apl.2/3 50 1721
II 118Lorient 4011 II

16II 11

U.S. 59 1 131
IIBrest

St.Nazaire

Lorient

St.Nazaire

La Pallice

Rennes

St.Kazaire

17 3 49

May 1
II

25 7 51
M 6 26117 118 ,
II 8147 247
M 88May 29 34

657 114
June 28 269158 8

(2)
Tonnages used are English tons except where stated.
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(3) T/ilhelmshaven and Kiel

As a result of the high priority given to suhmarine

construction yards in the Casablanca Directive, the two great
German naval ports of Y/ilhelrashaven and Kiel were chosen for

attack by both the British and ijnerican bomber forces.
Kriegsmarine Y/erft at the former and Howaldtswerke at the

latter vrere engaged in submarine construction,
scale attacks upon Tvilheliashaven were made by Bomber Command

during February, 1943? followed by four daylight attacks by
the U.S* Bomber force in February, March, May and June.
Kiel was attacked by the British in April and by the
Americans twice in llay and once in June,
operations can be seen in Appendix 10,

Four large

The scale of these

■  Wilhelmshaven - The first of the night attacks on
Wiiheimshaven ms carried out in blind bombing conditions on
11th February, vdth the aid of H2S,
138 aircraft claiming to have bombed by their indication.
The next attacks v/ere made on the nights of the 18th and
19th in clear weather conditions, and the last of the
February attacks on the 24th, v/hen blind bombing vifas again
necessary,

Wilhelmshaven by day on 26th February, v/ith a force of 64
aircraft.

Sky markers were used,

The Anerican bomber force attacked

They made further attacks on 22nd March,
21st llay, and 11th June. ^ On the latter occasion the size
of the force reached I68 aircraft.

The effect of these raids cannot be accurately assessed,
I  as post war investigations do not show when damage occurred.
Photographic cover showed that the Mariensiel immunition
Depot was. hit on llth/l2th February, as reported by crews
on the raid. This is said to have resulted in 120 acres

of buildings and storehouses being completely v^rrecked, and
was certainly the most notable damage achieved in these
raids. The second operation, on 18th/l9th February, was
displaced to the vrest of the target, and the bombing was
mostly in open country, resulting in negligible damage.
This was due to the inaccuracy of the H2S marking, and the
provision of an effective smoke-haze by the enemy. The
attack on the folloT,Ting night was scattered, due to failure
of most of the P.F.F, markers, and conditions of cloud and
haze. Apparently little damage v/as done once more,
P.R,U. cover of these three raids shewed considerable damage
to the commercial Harbour, where the Deutsche vrorks and
shipyard, several oil tanks, some harbour works and other
buildings were damaged. This was mainly attributed to the
first raid on 11th/12th February,

The British attack on 24th/25th February, and the
American one of the 26th were covered by the same P.R.U.
sortie. The ni^t attack was made through cloud, but most
of the damage seemed to bo in the centre of the to\wi, 'VJith
hits on dockyard buildings, quays and railv/ay tracks,.

4th/5th April, Bomber Command carried out their
only heavy attack upon Kiel during this period,
ten-tenths of cloud over the target, so
to be carried out, 507 aircraft claimed to have bombed on
the markers,. As ground-markers were used, the cloud
obscured and diffused their glow, resulting in very scat
tered bombing. Little damage to the target could be
observed by photographic reconnaissance.

There vra.a

blind bombing" had

'3y

O.R.S, Pinal

Night Raid
Reports,

German documents show that the alarm lasted from 22.32
to 0018 hours. Four large flares, changing into red,
white and green, fell in numerous stars".

/55 H.E.
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Translation.
55 H.E, 1)01111)3, of which 6 did not explode, 2,000 stick
incendiaries, 240 phosphorous-ruhber and 50 other incen
diaries, and 11 fragmentation bombs.were reported#
Considerable material damage was caused to buildings, v/ith
a^large fire in the Kolbe naval dockyard, and the destruc
tion of a stretch of the Kiel - Hamburg main line, which
took 10 hours to repair. 25 people were killed and 54
Wounded, 10 of them severely,(l)

American daylight attacks were made on Kiel on

14th ̂ d^l9th May, and on 13th June. The first of these,
by 126 aircraft, was reported by the Germans as 50 to 6O'.
The weather was sunny and clear, 505 H.E, bombs and
5/6,000 incendiaries v/ere reported. Wharves, a hospital,
the eastern Pire-Station, and other buildings were badly
damaged. A passenger.,ship, Stadt KieJ., was sunk and 2
motor-ships burned out. Damage was caused to the electri

Ibid,

city, telephone, gas, v/ater, tramway and railway systems.
325 people were killed and 762 wounded,
the ViTorst of this series of attacks.

This was by far
On May 19th about

120 aircraft were reported, but only.103 took. part. Gas,
water, electricity and telephone systems in the Elmeschenhagen
district were affected, but no industrial installations
were damaged, German casualties were 22 only,
attack, on 13th Jime,. v/as by 44 aircraft, whilst the main
force of 102: v/-as directed against Bremen,
reported 73,H.E. bombs, but little damage,
casualties,(2)

The third

The Germans
There were 66

50^ losses .vrere suffered by the American
formation in this raid. It vms intended as a diversion,
and the enemy devoted his major fighter effort to it, .
The formation leader, who was missing was Inexperienced, and
carried on to the target’ in spite of the over-success of his
^livers ionary object,

G-erman statistics such as these are tabulated in

Appendix 18, and are, therefore, only briefly referred to
in the following pages.

3.6706
end. 56 a#

(2)

Major Attacks on Wilhelmshaven and Kiel,
Fe'^June, 1943»

Aircraft

Attacking. MissingDate Air Force Bomb Tonnage

lY i Ihe Imshaven

Feb.11/12
■  18/19

19/20

British 140 3 432
596185 4

781311 11

105 Nil 193
65 1 147

Mar,22

May 21
June 11

American 84 3 200

77 7 172
168 8 332

Kiel

April 4/5
May 14

British

American
519 138113
126 2678

19 6103 211

June 13 8922
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The formatlon.hecame scattered and fell an early prey to
fighters. The main formation was able to maintain its
cohesion, and lost only four aircraft.

(4) Hamburg and other German Ports '■

In addition to the two-big naval ports of V/ilhelmshaven
and Kiel dealt vd.th above, a number of attacks in this
period v/ere aimed at other German ports, in order to reduce
the submarine construction industry therein. Of these
ports Hamburg was by far the,most important, containing
the construction yards of Blohm and Voss, Howaldtswerke^p ■
Deutsche Verft and Stuelcker Sohn, as well as numerous
firms making submarine parts,
also attacked by the Biitish, with a.small attack on
Rostock at the same time as Stettin, and Bremen, Heligoland,
Plensburg and Emden by the Aqiericans,

Hamburg

Bremen and Stettin were

Hamburg is dealt v/ith in greater detail in a
later chapter, as,the attacks upon it in July
were by,far the most important in 1943,(1)
two attacks in February and March, hoT/ever, which must be

.recorded as a part of the contribution of Bomber Command
to the anti-U-boat campaign. The first attack, on 3rd/4th
February, was made in conditions of heavy cloud and icing.
Only 142 out of the force of .26.3 aircraft which set out

U.S.S.B.S. area succeeded in attacking the target.
Report No.l
Table' 6.

■ and August
There v/ere

Five of the 11 H2S
aircraft reached the target and dropped skymarker flares
to guide the bombing, ' The attack appeared to be rather
scattered., German reports show 85 H.E. bombs and
12,000 incendiaries in the Harburg and harbour areas.

some

The second attack, on 3rd/4th March, was on a larger
scale, 417 aircraft being detailed. On this occasion,
however, the German decoy at the village of Uedal was
highly successful in diverting the attack,
tions were excellent, but some of the H2s dropped their
markers at Vfedal, 10 miles west of the aiming point, Altona
railway station. Almost the whole of the main force bombed
on these_markers instead of those at Altona,
records show that only 33 H.E. bombs and 3OOO incendiaries
dropped in the Hamburg area at Bilbrok, Altona,
Wilhelmsbtrg and the outskirts on the Elbe,

Weather condi

German

Bremen and Vegesack - The shipbuilding firms of Deschimag
at Bremen, and Bremer - Vulkan at Vegesack, 10 miles dovm-
stream, were engaged in submarine construction,
quently Bomber Command made one night raid on Bremen, and
the Eighth Air Force attacked each place once by day, during
this period.

The night attack was on 21st/22nd February, 1943,
143 heavy aircraft, I30 of which were Lancasters, took part.
The target was covered in cloud, but the red Target Indica
tors showed through, and a good concentration of bombing
was claimed, 129 aircraft reported successful attacks,
but German records show no appreciable damage on this
occasion.

Conse-

The American daylight raid on Vogesack took place
18th March, when 97 aircraft dropped 239 tons of bombs.
Considerable damage was caused to buildings in the
Bremer Vulkan works, but the U-boat programme v/as hardly
affected. On 13th June, 102 American bombers attacked
the Deschimag works at Bremen.,
record of any damage caused.

o

Once more there is no

/St

n
O.R.S. Report
Bremen,

App,III

ettin and Rostock
(1) See Chapter II,
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Stettin and Rostoek On 20th/21st April, a highly
concentrated attack was carried out on Stettin, whilst
a small force visited Rostock,

directed against Stettin reported successfui attacks.
The v/eather vms clear, and target indicators v/ere placed
extremely accurately, the whole attack being carried out
almost exactly according to plan. 100 acres of the
industrial area on the south of the city were reported

BQ-/Sr249^9 to have been devastated. A diversionary raid by 11

326 of the aircraft

Mosquitoes on Berlin prevented assistance being sent from
there to the fire services, v/hich were inadequate,.
Three shipyards and the naval base were reported as
damaged.

A force of 86 Stirlings was sent to Rostock at the
The target was the Heinkel v/orks there, butsame time,

ovring to the effectiveness of its smoke-screen, the town
v/as attacked instead,

the damage to be in the centre of the built up area and
the docks. 1+-^ acres in the Neptun Y/erft submarine yards
T/ere reported as devastated, including a boiler house,
a factory building and some sheds..

Day reconnaissance later showedO.R.S. Pinal

Night Report,

Hsligoland., Plensb;urg, and Emden^ - In Mid-May the Eighth
Air Force began a series of attacks upon submarine bases
in Germany. After the attack on Kiel on 14-th May mentioned
above, Heligoland was chosen for the second attack on
15th May, 76 aircraft attacked the submarine base there.

On 19th May Flensburg, on the Kiel canal, was attacked
by 35 aircraft whilst the main force went to Kiel,
tons of bombs v/ere dropped on the submarine building yard
of the Flensburger Schiffau A.G, On 21st May the
Nordseewerke shipyard at Emden was attacked by 4-5 aircrafts

120

'  Anti-Submarine Patrols.

Anti submarine patrols were carried out by Bomber
•  Command aircraft almost every day during the first half

The area patrolled Y/as the Bay of Biscay,of 1943,

and tvTo detachments vrere at first employed on this duty,
A detachment of No.10 0,T,U. had been stationed at

St.Eval in Cornwall since 15th July, 1942.
out patrols in 'Jhitley aircraft as a part of their training
course,

under the control of Coastal Command, on 25th October,
1942, to Join in this task in Halifax aircraft,
squadron ceased patrols at the beginning of March, 1943,
and resumed duty with No. 6 Group of Bomber Command,

They carried

No.405 R.C.A.P. Squadron v/as detached to Beaulieu

This

,

/During

(1)

Major Attacks, on the above Gemian_Ports,
T943»- '

iUr

Force

Aircraft

Attackmig MissingDate

Bomb

Tonnage

393

Place

Feb. 3/4 British
Mar. 3/4
Feb.21/

!l

n

16142Hamburg
354 922n 10

129 Nil 424Bremen

22

Mar.18 American ■2 23997M

(Vegesack)
Bremen

Stettin
Rostock
Heligoland May 15 Americcon
Plensburg
Emden

June 13
Apl. 20^1 British

n

W \) n

19 It

21

4 232102
326 84722

8 13377
16676 5

55 Nil 120
45 7 101
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,  During February No. 405 Squadron operated every day except
four, with an average of four sorties per day. No.10 O.T*U»
also missed only four days. Although several sightings
occurred, only one attack was made by each detachment. That
of No.10 O.T.U. was made on one of two surfaced U-boats on

4th February, from 150 feet. Debris v/as observed 10
minutes afterwards over an area of 260 square feet. One
aircraft was lost by each detachment during the month.

B, C, 0, R, B» ■

App.A541t

In March, the average sorties were seven, and operations
Fivewere carried out on all but five days of the month,

sightings and four attacks were made on 22nd March, 21
Three other attacks250 lb, depth charges being dropped,

were made during the month, and two aircraft were missing.
In April only three days were missed, but the average sorties

Seven sightings and three attacks v/eredropped to six,
made, for the loss of one aircraft.

May showed a big increase in the number of attacks -

19 in the 25 days on which patrols took places On 15th
May, four out of the eight sorties despatched sighted five
U-boats and attacked four of them v/ith depth charges and
machine-guns. Five aircraft \7ere lost during the month.

Patrols were carried out on 26 days in June, the daily
average being 6,5 sorties. Seven attacks were made during
the month for the loss of three aircraft. On 14th June,

‘  13 U-boats were sighted and three of.them attacked.

B.C.O.R.B,

July, 1943.
These patrols were continued until 19th July, after

which the detachment was recalled from St.Eval to its

parent O.T.U, Tributes were paid to its work by the First
Sea Lord and the A,0.C,-in-0. Coastal Command,

For the period Februaiy-July the total number of
sightings was 51, with attacks upon 38 of them,
were despatched, for the loss of 16 aircraft missing, and a
number more crashed or damaged on return,
missing aircraft in July shot down a J.U.88 after an engage
ment with five of them,
submarine

Narrative

996 sorti

One of the

A fuller account of these anti-

trols can be found in the Coastal Command
.m

es

(6) Mine“Laying

•  As a means of giving new orews operational experience,
or Y/hen bad weather precluded atta.ck upon Germany, mine
laying continued to be an important commitment of Bomber
Command, T/ith the development of radio aids, which made

s. 1636/2
Encl.l85A. '

the T/eather factor of less importance, the mine-laying
effort tended to decrease,

were expending about 1,000 mines per month, whilst Coastal
Command v^ere provisioning at the rate of 1,000 per week.
By the beginning of .March, a reserve of 3,500 had been
built up, and the Admiralty were complaining of the failure
of Bomber Command to maintain their earlier effort,

was decided at a meeting on 5th March, 1943, that 1,600
mines per month should be provisioned, to alloY/  a surplus
for occasional large scale operations,
up of stocks continuing, this was reduced to 1.200 per
month in September, 1943*

In early 1943> Bomber Command

It

Cwing to the buildIbid. Ends,

198A & 199A,
-

/Mine

(1)
The R.A.F, in liaritime T/ar,
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Mine laying v/as aimed at enemy shipping in general.
It is dealt vath here in connection vrith the U-hoat campaign,

as this T/as. the principal preoccupation at sea in early 1943.
The mine laying campaign from the air is dealt \vith at

* length in another narrative, including that of Bomber and
Coastal Commands and the Fleet Air Arm.\^-' A summary of
the Bomber Command effort ib included, here for the period

February 1943 to February 1944*

The mines in use during this period ■were
to IV of 1,500 lb. v/eight ydth parachute attachments, and
Mark V of 1,000 lbs. They had to be drqpped from below
3,00C feet, at a speed not exceeding 200 m.p,h,
types were under development, type "G" of 2,000 lbs
called "A" Mark VI, for high level dropping, v/ith a land
detonator in case it should strike land, type "li" of 500

., and type "J" of 2,000 lbs*

A" Marks I

Three other
later* >

lbs

Ibid, Enel,
159A,

There were several occasions in February when the
T/eather v»ra.s unfit for bombing, and a larger scale of mine
laying than usual was undertaken. On 6th/7th February, 72
aircraft \7ere despatched to the Friesian and French Atlantic
coast areas,

ordered to lay mines, whilst the main attack v/as upon
WiIheImshaven;
weather precluded"' bombing,
areas vrere sown.

On the night of the 18th, 89 aircraft were

and on the 27th '91 were detailed, as the
On both these nights the,same

The average sorties in February were
30, for 18 nights on which operations took place.

In March an operation order v/as issued, "to increase the
dislocation to enemy shipping by extensive and repeated
mine laying". Hovrever, during.20 nights operations in
March, the average sorties v/ere only 26.

B.G.O^O.Nor
170 12.6.43.

In April the avei-’age rose to 49 for only 14 days opera
tions, owing to ty/o large scale efforts after 27th April.
These t\?o operations vrere undertaken as a result of an
Adriiralty request, and in conformity with the operation

-The Admiralty vri.shed to make use oforder already issued,
s.1636/2
Encl.l88A.

type of firing unit, employing an acoustic and
to defeat the enemy's current sv/eeping methods,

a new

magnetic fuse.
In order to cause the maximum confusion, it v/as essential
to. lay a large. quantity of mines v/ithin a short period of
time, in a similar manner to that adopted for the acoustic
mine in 1942.C3) 458 mines were laid on 27th/28th April and
593 on ,28th/29th April, The weather conditions over
GeiTAany v/ere unsuitable for bombing on these nights, but
were satisfactory for mining in the areas required. The
mine laying- v/as carried out at a low level underneath cloud

On the first night, the nearer and easier areas
the second night the Kiel and Baltic

For the two operations;

layers,
were dealt with; on
areas, heavier casualties resulting,

■^.

the casualties were 24 aircraft, compared v/ith 18 for approxi
mately the same effort spread over the previous month. 

'  ' "

/anall scale

(1) See narrative The R.A.F.. in Maritime War.

(2) For use against, inland waterways.

(3) Operation Bobbery.
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Small scale mine laying "VTas continued in Ivlay, with one

large scale operation only, on 21st/22nd May, by 104 air
craft. The average number of aircraft despatched to lay
mines in May ̂ 7as. 32, in 12 nights'operations. In June,
the average sorties were 25 per day, as there vrere no large
scale operations. Mining took place on 1? ni^its.
Operation Order , Wo, IJO issued in March T?ra.s revised and re

issued to provide for future large scale mining. Wo such

operations took place until September, hovrever..

In 16 nights' operations in July, an average of 20
aircraft were employed, and an average of-, 58 mines v/er'e
laid, August saw a slightly hi^er average in both respects
- 32 aircraft and 65 mines. The highest aggregate of
mining sorties Were despatched since April. In the second

half of the month, operations were on a fairly large scale
on several nights. On the 15th/l6th, 40 aircraft were
sent to mine the French Ports and 23 to the area of the

Friesian Islands. On the 22nd and the three succeeding

ni^ts more than 40 aircraft v/ere despatched and again on

the 27th/28th.

After August the effort fell steadily until the end
of the year. In September, an average of 31 aircraft
vrere employed on 13 nights. In October, the average was

33 for only 11 nights. This includes the despatch of 89
aircraft on the night of 2nd/3rd September and of 117 on
2nd/3rd October. On the latter occasion, nearly 300 mines
y/ere laid in the Baltic and Lorient areas. On 7th/8th
October, 80 aircraft were, despatched,, but bad weather
limited operations later. In the words of the 1)10.3 Group
summary October "began in a blaze of glory and finished in
a haze of fog", as far as gardening was concerned.,

B.C.O.O. Wo.170

12/6/43 «•

There vrere no major mining operations in Wovember or

An average of 27 aircraft were despatched onDecember,

the 13 nights of.mining in Wovember, and of 26 in 10 nights
in December,

both for total sorties, successful sorties and the number
of mines laid.

The. latter was the lowest month of the. yea'r

mej By:the beginning of 1944? plans vrere under discussion
for special mining operations in preparation for Overlord,
The proposals were to continue normal scale mine laying
until about ten days prior to D-Day, but in special areas.

Heavy mining operations should then be carried out using the
new Mark 71 mine, of wld-ch '3?GOO should be laid within 20

days. The Mark 71 mine.yms actually released for opera

II/7G/IO7.

tional use on the last day of February,.

11/69/172
^ B.C,0,R.B..

Air Staff

4/1/44.

I 11/69/171
BDU/S136/Arm,
23.12.43.

Meawh-ile, the technique of high level mine laying
had been developed, A paper on the subject had been
drafted by the Directorate of Bomber Operations in June,
1943. After discussions with the Admiralty, instructions
were issued by Bomber Command to the Bomber Development
Unit on 19th September, 1943, to carry out trial®.

The directive'stated that heights up to 15,000 ft,
were required; the ballistics of the mine were to be
determined; aiming at markers and timed runs from visible
land marks were to be investigated; the accuracy of
target marking by H2S was to be determined,. The type
of mine used was the"standard one in use, "A" Mark I to

r\T of 1,500 lbs. The ballistics \7ere found to be
consistent, v/ith a T,V, of 275 f/s. The average error
for inexperienced crews vm,s assessed at 800 yards
maximum.

/As a result
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B.C.O.I. No*76. As a result of these trials, an operation instruction
vras issued for "high level mine laying by H2S", and the
first operations T/ere carried out on 4th and 6th January,
by six Lancasters and six Halifaxes respectively off
Brest, This method was adopted for future operations.
It thus became possible to lay mines in the enemy's most
heavily defended harbours and swept channels, at  a very
lov/ cost.

f

The effort devoted to mining increased rapidly
during January and February 1944. The January average
for 11 nights operations was 34 sorties. In February
the- average rose to 51 sorties for 13 nights operations.
High level mine laying by 115 aircraft was used as a
diversion for the main attack by 734 aircraft
SohT/einfurt on 24th/25th February,
Kiel Harbour and the Kattegat by 110 heavy aircraft, and
Lorient by five Yfellingtons, On 25th/26th February, mine
laying was again used as a diversion for the main attack

the areas being St,Nazaire, The Sound and

om

The areas mined were

on Augsburg,
Kiel,U;

The results of mine laying vrere always hard to assess,
owing to the time lag and other methods of attack.
Numerous reports were received of enemy vessels sunk in
the areas mined, however.
Command that damage to enemy shipping was to the tune of
approximately 50 tons per mine laid during 1943
final post-war assessment of enemy shipping losses is not
yet complete. The Enemy Shipping Losses Assessment
Committee estimated that 842 vessels, or 34,1^ of all
those assessed as sunk and and damaged in European waters,
north of Dover during the war, vrere the results of mines
laid by Bomber Command.

v;ere required per ship sunk at a cost of 0,55 aircraft
lost.

It ivas believed in Bomber

The

It was estimated that 22 sorties

Total German losses for 1943 and the first two

P.B.S.U, Sea

Communications

Report, page 16,

months of I944 in the North Sea and the Baltic

reported by the Reichskommissar for Shipping, Karl Kauftaann,
as 129 ships of 346,725 B,R..T^

were

(1)
The mine laying operations carried out can be

in Appendix 10. The summary below shows the effor
seen

t
devoted to this task month by month;-

^'^^ne Laying Operations, Feb..l943 to Feb. 19V

MissingDetailed Successful

f.

Month Mines Laid

Feb.1943
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

540 419 10 1165
1161511 398 17

691 562 33 1887
378 320 8 1095
426 373 7 1177
313 6274 927
484 401 10 974
397 342 11882

368 317 10674
352 319 8 963
256 203 5 894

Jan, 19Vt- 373 322 10963
661Feb. 566 8 1737
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CH/iPTEIR 5

SB3RET

OBOE JxKD THE MTTLE OF RUHR' (l'.'Iaroh/july 1945)

(l) The Prohlem of the Ruhr

The area of the Ruhr, in which was centred the German
heavy engineering industries, had alv^ays "been an objective of
prime importance to the bomber force. The primary objectives
of the Casablanca Directive, submarine and aircraft construe-,
tion, were amongst its activities, ' It v/as also regarded as
the most vulnerable area for the prosecution of the overall
concept of the Directive - "the progressive destruction and
dislocation of the German militaiy, industrial and economic;
system, "since it v^as the most highly industrialized area
in Germany.

The Ruhr had always presented a problem of special
Its verycomplexity from the operational point of view,

heavy defences made it expensive to attack, arid the industrial
haze by which it xras almost invariably covered made it
difficult to pick out an aiming point v/ithin it.
reasons the frequent attacks made upon this area up to 1943
had been-relatively ineffective.

For these

The introduction of Gee as a navigational aid in early
1942 had led to optimistic hopes- of achieving a high degree
of accuracy in attack upon the Ruhr, , These hopes had been
disappointed, as its accuracy in the Ruhr was found to be
considerably less than had been achieved in trials over the

United Kingdom. At that extreme range and in the face of
the Ruhr defences and the consequent necessity for avoiding
action, it was found that the bombing error was too great,
A nmiber of large-scale raids v/ere carried out in the

spring of 1942, mainly against Essen. The effect v/as
scattered, the town of Duisburg being the only one to receive
serious damage.

l7ith the introduction of Oboe in 1943 the attempt wb3
The method of using Oboe and an account of the

caifipaign against the Ruhr, from March to July 1943, will be
found in the sections following,
considered consecutively,
a certain place on any partidula.r night were invariably
tactical, the v/eather or disposition of enemy defences.
The main effort of the Command during this period was
directed against the Ruhr, and every suitable night was
exploited, with the minimum essential diversions to
other areas in order to keep the enemy defences dispersed.

renev/ed.

Individual tewms are
The reasons for the choice of

The effects are described from photographic reconnais-
A general assessment of thesance and from German records,

long-term effect is reserved for the last chapter of this Volume.

/The table

G. 225497/DEW/9/49.
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The table belo\7« shovrs the effort devoted to this campaign by
Bomber Command.(l) A full list of operations during the
period can be found in Appendix 10,

(2) The useof Oboe

The outstanding feature of Bomber Command operations
in the early months of 1943, was the new- bombing technique
resulting from the use of Oboe, This device, first
employed in December 1942, so changed the situation that

night attacks on targets within its range became to a large
extent independent of v/eather conditions over the target
area. This relative freedom, from meteorological limitations
made possible a great expansion in the number of sorties
carried out. In conjunction v/ith the expansion of first

line strength and the greatly increased proportion of heavy
bombers in the force, thie raised the tonnage of bombs
dropped on Germany very considerably. The 1942 total was

37,19? tons, whilst that for, 1943 was 136,433 tons.

See

Chapter 4,
(3) on Oboe,

Only a fexr Mosquito aircraft of No. 109 Squadron v/ere
equipped with Oboe during January, 1943*
period .during \7hich marking could be maintained, so that

only small raids of about 60 aircraft could be carried out.

During February, further experience in the use of Oboe was

obtained by the despatch of one or tv/o Oboe equipped
Mosquitoes on most nights to carry out blind-bombing haras-

Bochum and Euhrort

This limited the

sing raids on iirportant Ruhr targets,
were thus attacked on 4th/5th February, by one Mosquito
apiece, Dusseldorf by tv7o on the 6th/7th, Essen and Kambom
on the 7th/8th,
Diary of Operations at Appendix 10.

A full list of these attacks is in the

The first large-scale attack'in which Oboe \7as used as

a marking device vra.s against Essen on 5th/6th March, \7hen
442 aircraft were despatched,

• are discussed below

Tlie details of this attack

It is relevant here, however, to

Despatch by
A.C,M, Harris

/describe the

(1)
Weight of Attack upon Ruhr - Rhineland, Feb/July, 1943.

(Large-Scale Attacks Only)

Aircraft Bomb

TonnagePlace Period Despatched Missing

Mar/July
Feb/July
Mar/l,!ay
May/ June

Essen

Cologne
Duisburg
Dusseldorf

Dortmund

2775 119 7440
7481
5157

2592, 100

2089 84
651542 4139
69I,fey 1422 3818

Ifey/June
Mar/June

Wuppertal
Bochum

Gelsenkirchen June/July
Krefeld

Mulheim

June

June

67 3641
2801

1349
611102

895 42 2737
2068

Remscheid July
Oberhausen June

705 44

1643557 35
273 15 778

645203 17
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desorite the plan of attack on this raid, which v/as typical
of that used on major Ohoe’raids. Eight Ohoe equipped
Mosquitoes were follov/ed hy 22 heavy marker aircraft of the
P«P.P, ̂Group,. Prom a pin-point at Egmont, on the Dutch coast,
the main force of . 412 aircraft flevf direct to  a point 15 miles
north of the target. This turning point was marked hy
P.P.P. heavy aircraft with yellow route markers,
aiming point v/as marked hy the Ohoe Mosquitoes dropping red
target indicators at intervals of three and seven minutes

P.P.P. heavj/- aircraft hacked up with green
target indicators, dropped at intervals of one to two minutes
throughout the attack. The red T.I,'s were given as the
primary point of aim if they could he seen.

The , .

alternately.

At a meeting held hy the C.A.Sv on March 11th, 1943,
it was decided;

"That Ohoe should only he used hy the R,A.P. over

enemyterritory on the occasion of heavy raids.
Its use in light-scale and individual harra.ssing
attacks should he discontinued,"

BG/S.27462/1
Enc 1, 95b,

(A.H-6./ltH/24i/a/q5oA'e)

Bomher Command vrere instructed to use Ohoe over enemy
territory only for or in the vicinity of heavy raids,
spite of protests from No.8 (p,P,P,) Group, who v/anted to
carry out training operations, this restriction was main-

The Air Staff v/ished to minimise

I

tained until Novomher,

Signal
/iX 117

n

the risk of Ohoe equipment falling into enemy hands, Tfhilst
it was being fully exploited for target marking,(1)

(3) Essen

K3cupps armairient works at Essen covered about two square
miles in the middle of the town, 'with a .subsidiary plant on
the outskirts covering another one-third of a square mile.
This series of plants comprised the most important target
in the v/ar industry of Germcany, '
steel vyorks, pressing, forging and rolling mills,
machine shops for the manufacture of guns of every size,
tanks, locomotives find a variety of parts for aircraft and "
naval vessels, including submarines,

Essen was the largest town in the Ruhr, v/ith a population
of 670,000 in September, 1939,
employed hy Krupps, ' In addition the mining industry
employed about 16/ of the working population,
been bombed more continuously than any other tovm in Germany
up to 1943. The first attack v/as on the night of 24th/25th
May, 1940 and the first 4,000 Ih,, bomb was dropped on it a
year later,
identification due to the almost invariable haze which over-

shadovred it, caused the a.ttacks upon Essen to be very la.rgely
abortive.

They included blast furnaces

of T/hich. a large number wore '

Ess’en had

Up to March, 1943, the difficulty of visual

O.R.S,Report
No. S. 235.

,
and

Ibid,

No. S.233

The attack vfas renevfed v/ith more promise of success
with the introduction of Oboe, lifter experimental raids by
Oboe-equipped Mosquitoes in early 1943, the first really
suocessful attack v/as carried.out on 5th/6th March, 1943,
The nevf technique introduced on this attack has been
described above. A thousand tons of bombs v/ere dropped,
v/ith a very good concentration upon the target.

_ The suiimary belov/ shows, the v/eight of attack devoted
to Essen during the "Battle of the- Ruhr" from March to July

/I943, and
(1) See chapter 14 (1) for the Development of Oboe during

1943,
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1943, and the proportion of the 54 major productive shops in
Krupps works viiich \rere hit in each raid.V^/

In addition to the damage to Krupps'shorni, the tovm's
large gasometer vas destroyed on the first Mg raid.
The supply i7as not renewed for 25 days to the town centre.

The electric power station was iimnoMlised hy failure of

its water supply,
next day, the town centre was at ^Ofo four T/eeks later.

After this first larger scale operation, single Oboe
Mosquitoes carried on the attack on the nights of 8th, 9th

The heavy raid on the 12th/l3th was nearly
as effective as the first, and was especially effective in

the Borbeck area, in which the subsidiary Krupps works were
situated,

water and electricity supplies at Borbeck were effected,
IC^ of the buildings of the Stolberger zinc firm were
destroyed or seriously damaged,
Chemical Tforks v/ere destroyed in the first two attacks.

The next operations against Essen, on 3rd/4th kpril
and 30th April/1st May, were not quite so heavy, and the
damage was not as severe, as can be seen from the table.
'The workshop making chemical apparatus was destroyed in the

latter raid. ' Skymarking 'ims used on both these raids,
although it T/as possible to use groundmarkers in addition
on the first,

end of the second raid, resulting in some dispersal of
effort.

The chief factories were supplied again

and 10th March.

The No,4 Foundry was totally destroyed, gas

']0fo of the Goldschmidt

The skymarking was not maintained to the

O.R.S, Report
No,S,233

Appendix II

/There were

(1)

Major Attacks on Krupps, Essen, March/July
1943.

-Siasmaiy

March I April ;
5/6'' 12/13 i 3/4 . 30/1 i 27/28

(Despatched! 422 457! 348 | 305 j 518
Sorties(Attacking 366 384 \ 317 251 493

(Missing j 14 ! 23 ̂ 21 12 23
Tonnage(H.E. ^ ! 509-4(524.8 | 513 422.5 762.3
of bombs(lncendiary543»5 ̂ 564»8 470.2 416.8 680.4
Dropped(Total 11052.9 !lC69.6 983.2 839.3 1^2.7

Date 25/26
705

627
26

1082,8

949.6
2032.4

0,R,S ..Report
No,3,235

Appendix 3*

Number of H.E,
Plotted

No.of (Destroyed
Major (Heavy

(Damage
Shops (Medium

(Damage
Hit (Light

^  (Damage
Total

70! 125'i 20 35030 75
6li 1 1

4 2  ■ 4 153 I

6 i11 11 10 1413

16181 15 10 i 15 7

351 2T ”'31 20‘ 42

NOTE The figures for bomb tonnage given in Appendix I of

Report on Krupps are incorrect, as the
tonnage carried by the sorties despatched has been
taken. The corrected figures in the above

are from the A.M,¥,R(^''si2[imary oi^^^^^rali’ions;

the O.R.St

table

They
differ from those given in the O.R.S. Pinal Ni^t
Raid Reports, as the latter omit the bomb-loads of
aircraft missing.
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There -v/ere further serious breaks in the gas, water
and electricity supxolies to the tovm resulting from the
heavy raid on 27th/28th Hay. No. 1 Foundry at Kruops was
destroyed completely. The final raid of this series,
2pth/2bth July, was by far the heaviest of them. Gas
supplies to the whole toi:vn and v/orks area were interrupted
i or tv/o to three weeks, water supplies for a few days.
Lack of Water and breaks in cables ca.used interruption of
electricity supplies to 8 - 10^.of Essen for three to four
T.i'eeks, At Krupps the Chemical Apparatus workshop was
aga,in destroyed, in addition to the wheel casting, shell,
tool and spring makers workshops, and the press forge,
ividespread lesser damage v/as caused, as seen from the table,
and a considerable amount of damage to 'v/orkers houses d
the town.

on

in

(4) Cologne

Cologne, victim of the first "thousand bomber" raid in
1942, wa,s a main centre of trade, traffic and political
activity in the Rhine province,
Ruhr, it v/as an important inland port,
industries, mainly in the suburbs,
its population in 19A0 was 912,000.
upon it in this period were in February, 1943, as a
geographical alternative to the raid's on French and German

After that it w,as not seriously molested
until the closing stages of the Battle of the Ruhr,
receiving trvTo attacks in June and tv/o in July.

Situated just outside the
v/ith numerous

7ith these suburbs.
The first attacks

U-boat bases.

On 2nd/3rd February 161 aircraft were despatched,
H2S v/as used to mark the target, but the marking was
scattered. On 14th/l5th February, an attack was made
through ten-tenths cloud with the aid of H2S skymarking,
217 aircraft attacked, but the result could not be assessed:
The third and final raid of the month was on 26th/27th
February. Oboe was used in addition to H2S, but only one
Oboe aircraft marked the target,
this occasion.

382 aircraft attacked on

P.R.U. photographs covering these three

O.R.S. Pinal

Night Raid
Reports,

raids showed a considerable increase in the general damage
suffered by this target, but specific' results were difficult
to determine,.

German police reports on these raids are available.
These shov/ that on 2nd/3rd FebruaryA.H,B,6.

Translations
,many districts of the

city were affected., although the main points of concentration
T/ere the northern and western districts. Over 1600 houses

were destroyed or damaged, but little else, although 15
land mines, 42 H,E. and over 7000 incendiaries were recorded.
The ̂ second attack was also scattered and mainly on
residential areas, 1500 people had to be evacuated, about
2,000 houses being affected. 70 industrial plants were
damaged, whilst 5 large fires and some 580 smaller ones
recorded.

are

The attack of 26th/27th Pobruaiy mainly
affected residential areas in the centre, southern and
western districts, 6,322 people had to be evacuated,
2,700 houses being destroyed or damaged. .Several public
buildings, railv/ays, roads and v/ater-mains were damaged.
Poinr small works were destroyed, and 53 factories dama,ged.
There were 67 large fires, and over 300 smaller ones.

over

Single Oboe aircraft attacked Cologne on a number of
nights in March, but it was not ijntil June that further

■  heavy-scale raids took place,
aircrai't took part in the first of the nevr series
17th Jime.

again scattered.

T'wo-hundr ed- and- tvre Ive

16th/
H2S Skymarking v/as used, and the attack was

Three-h-undred-and-sixty cas'aalties

on

/were recorded
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T/ero recorded "by the. police, over 12,000 houses hoing
destroyed or damaged, as well as 16 industrial plants, 11

rail^/ay installations and 3- U'ehrmacht huildings.

The two heaviest raids' in this period were those of
28th/29th June, and 33^d/ii-th July, in each of wrhich over
600 aircraft w'ore employed. , The first of these was a
skymarking attack directed against the area west of the

river. It caused very extensive damage, rendering home
less 230,000 people. Casualties were 8,460. Forty-three
factories v/ere totalljr destroyed, as v/ell as a railway
station, A further 42 factories, 7 railway stations,
the Kalk-Nord goods yard, \7ater, gas and .electric installa

tions were damaged. In the attack of 3rd/4th July, there
T/ere 2,598 casualties and 72,000 people rendered homeless.
Twenty factories v/ere destroyed and some 30 damaged, with
proportionate effects on other installations. There was

serious damage in the harbour and dock arecas. This raid

was aimed at the east bank of the Rhine, acc-urate ground-
markers being laid by Oboe, aircraft,. . .

Two hundred and eighty eight aircraft took ptirt in a

further attack on 8th/9th July. This was a well-concen
trated attack,. Photographic reconnaiss^ce shovTed fresh

>. damage, and police reports confirm it. (1) It v/as
estimated from photographs that about 80 factories were
damaged betv/een I6th June and 9th July, Seventy-six
thousand houses, or 75^ of the built-up area was estimated
to have been destroyed by the latter date. No further
heavy raids were made on Cologne during 1943*

(5) Other Ruhr Towns

The other tov/ns attacked during the course of the
Battle-of the Ruhr can be seen in the table in Section (1)
above. .The most important of them^ after Essen and
Cologne, were Diuisburg, at the mouth of the River Ruhr, the
■greatest inland watenTay harbour in Europe, containing
important heavy industries; and Dusseldorf, the leading
ocmmercial city of 'Jestem Germany, 17ith a population
of 559,000 in 1940, Busseldorf was Germany's third
largest inland port. It was as important as Essen and
Duisburg in the production of armaments, the Administrative
headquarters of nearly all the heavy industries of the . .
Ruhr being located there. Other Ruhr towns which received
a heavy scale of attack during this period were Dortmund,
l/uppertal and' Bochum, v/hilst others such as Gelsenkii’chen
and ICrefeld were attacked on one or more occasions in the
closing stages of the campaign.

The Bomber's
Baedeker

D!4i.§6l^g.-,.GB.d„BocJh'!Jni - The Ruhr campaign proper opened v/ith
the early March 1943 attacks upon Essen already dealt with.
At the end of March Duisburg and Boch’jm v/ere each attacked
once; 455 aircraft despatched against the former on 26th/
27th March, 157 against the latter on 29th/30th March,
This attack was simultaneous with a larger-soale raid on
Berlin, In April Duisburg was attacked three times,
on the 8th/9th, the 9th/lOth and 26th/27th, No appreciable
success v/as claimed in any of these attacks except the
last tv7o, owing to bad weather conditions and faults in the
Oboe marking,
two, that of 26th/27th April being made in clear weather
conditions v/ith fairly accurate groundmarking.

Some damage was observed after the last

Aoxir

(1)
See Appendix 18-
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Pour Mosquitoes of No.2 Group iTore despatched some hours
after the main attack to carry out a nuisance raid, and
found ma.ny fires hurning. . The damage revealed by photo
graphic reconnaissance \vas not extensive,* however, ovdng
to the scattered lay-out of the tov/Ti.

There was a further heavy attack on Duisburg by 572.‘
aircraft on 12th/l3th May, and on Bochum by 1^2 aircraft 

‘
the following night. Very extensive damage was revealed
by day reconnaissance photographs after both these raids.
They were both made in good \Teather conditions, with accurate
ground-marking. Decoys led astray the later attackers at
Bochum, however. D.-v-o further heavy attacks were made
upon Bochum during 1943 - on 12th/l3th June, and 29th/30th
September. Both vrere successful, inflicting heavy
damage, although a part of the effort was diverted by
error in marking and a strong v/ind, during the first of
those raids,.

an

A detailed study of the effects of these raids upon
No similar.Bochum has been made from German records,

information is yet available for Duisburg,
report gives the following statistics, v/hich are compared
\'/ith the v/ei^t and number of bombs dropped;-

The Bochum

Date D'ei.ght of Bomb s

tons

Number of

Bombs.

Houses

Destroyed or
SeriouslyRecorded

H.E. Incend.Total. Dropped.
Police,

Damaged.

May

13tVl4 567 489 IO56 989 684
Juno

12th/l3th 878 718 1596 I306
Sept.
29th/30th 641 702 1343 838

786

594

1298

1630

2129

In specific damage: The Gas supply vra.s little affected in
the first raid, in the second the supply to the inner to’vvn
’.vas cut for four days, and in the third the whole area ■ ,

•  suffered a lOC^ cut for five days, all but 2C^ being 
'  ''

restored in nine da.ys. Pifty per cent of the supply Of
water was cut for eight days in the first and third raids,
to the south and central area in' the former, the north and
north-vrest in the latter;
fe\7 hours in the second.

the central town was cut for a

The electricity supply to the
whole to\‘m vTas cut in all raids, due to damage to cables
and other equipment. T\70 days were required to restore
a part supply, but the damage was never fully rectified.
Damage to the vast Bochumer Verein Steel and Armament

vrorks rras about 3% in the first tT,vo attacks, production
being about 6(J/o of norma.l until August; in the September
attack damage was about 1^ and production ceased
completely for a time, being less than 3C^ of normal for
October, and taking six months to recover.

Do,P,tmad ..and ,Di^^ - In May and early June tv/o heavy
attacks each v/ere delivered against Dortmund and Dusseldorf,
The former was the target for 596 aircraft on 4th/5th Tfey,"
and 836 on 23'rd/24th May, the latter for 759 on 25th/26 May,
and 783 on llth/l2th June,,
on 17th May had an important short term effect

The attack on the Moehne Dam

upon

Dortmund owing to the flooding of pumping stations c
shortage of wuter, especially for industrial use,(l)

ausing

(1) See Chapter 6.
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Detailed studies from German records are available, shoT.vlng
the effect of these raids upon the two tovms.
be compared ’with the post raid assessments from photo
graphic reconnaissance.

These can

O.R.S. Pinal

Night Raid
Reports,

The attacks on Dortmund in May were considered to
have caused very severe damage. Day reconnaissance
photographs showed the greatest concentration on the first

raid to have been in the centre and north, and in the dock
area to the northwest. Most of the daimge v/as caused by
fire, ' Tv/enty-eight factories were seen to have been hit,
as well as many mrehouses and about 1,100 residential or

commercial buildings. The second raid ivas especially
severe in the north and north-east, but it \ras considered
that "no district and few industries escaped unscathed,"
Some 2,000 residential and commercial buildings were
assessed as hit.

The post-T/ar analysis of German records shows that
txro-thirds of the Hoesch Steel, vrorks were damaged (48
buildings were claimed from photographic evidence),
trhe Moehne dam attack had the most serious effect in

lowering production, v;hich vra.s reduced to 10 to 15% of
normal during June, recovering full production in about

The other big steel works in the tow-n were
Effects on the

six months.

-  'at a standstill for a short time also,

0,R»S. Report
on Dortmund

town are shovm in tabular form below;-

_Bomb ■ ■ Damage to
Tonnage, Casualties, Houses. Gas, T^t^,Electricity,Date

May
4/5 1256 3C^ 15/ ,'.15-20/

30/ 25/ 30/ 50/

20/1431

May
23/24 1921 2378

(it took from a few days to some weeks to restore supplies)

The attack on Dusseldorf -at the-end . of May v/as very
scattered, ov/ing to heavy .cloud which unexpectedly
obscured the ground-markers and the target,
raid made up for this, as a very heavy co.ncentration was
achieved.

The June

Photographic asses,sment shovred that tvro-third

O.RfS, Pinal

Ni^t Raid
Report,

s

of the town.centre wns devastated, including many impor
tant industrial plants, A further successful attack was
carried out 33rd/4th November, 1943.

0,R,S, Report
on Dusseldorf

German records sho\T that the June attack and the

November one v/ere the only ones v/hich seriously affected
Dusseldorf during 1943. On llth/l2th June 50^ of the
gas network was put out of action for 1? days, and 20%
of the water system for some 16 hours. Tvro electric
transformer stations ■'were badly damaged, and 10 small
transformer stations destroyed. Some 30,000 dwelling units
were destroyed and a further 20,000 heavily damaged.

Wuppertal - The assault upon another Ruhr town was begun
on 29th/30th May rdth an attack upon the Barmen side of
’Juppertal by a force.of 719 aircraft. A further 63O
aircraft vfere despatched against the Elberfeld section
of the town on 24th/25th June, These were the only two
really heavy raid's upon Wuppertal up to 1945, and
caused over 8C/ of the casualties incurred there through
out' the vra.r.

U.S.S.B^' Survey
on Wuppertal

O.R.S. Pinal
Ni^t Raid
Report,

/The first
(1) See Chapter I4.
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The first attack vas considered to he "the best concen
tration yet achieved hy the Pathfinder Force". Iiraiense
damage was caused, affecting 113 industrial concerns,
including five out of the six priority factories,
second attack caused even greater havoc in the
Elherfeld district, 239 industrial concerns being affected.
It was claimed from P.R.U. evidence that 80/o of the
business and residential property in Wuppertal was
destroyed in the two raids.

The

U.S.S.B.S.

Study No. 2.
The United States Strategic Bombing Survey Area

Studies sho\7 that the police reported 2,371 killed in
the.first attack and 1,848 in the sedond. Approximately
130,000 people were rendered homeless in the I.'iay raid and
112,000 in that of June, < The P.R-.U, estimate of home
less due to the first raid was 118,000, The damage to
buildings v/as caused chiefly by fire, Incendiary°bombs
started conflagrations that covered eight square kilometres.
These area raids put an abrupt stop to expanding produc
tion. Industry required nine months to regain its
former level., Domestic and industrial gas supplies
were completely cut off for tv/o months follovmng these
raids, and v/ere only 41?° of the pre-raid consurfiption for
six months. Water and electricity supplies
adequate for the reduced needs following the raids.
6,830 buildings were totally destroyed, of which 5,430
T/ere residential, 1118 commercial and industrial and I44
utility services,
heavily damaged.

were

An additional 7,993 buildings were

Area

Mulheim - The next Ruhr towns to
be attacked were OberHausen,
irrgportant steel producers,
each in June, on
respectively.

Kfefeld and Mulheim, all
They were attacked once

the 14th/l5th, 21st/22nd and 22nd/23rd,

About 200 aircraft were despatched against
Oberhausen, a well-timed attack being carried out with
the aid of skymarkers:
damage v^-as \7ell concentrated.

Reconnaissance sho\7ed that

The important iron and

O.R.S. Pinal

Raid Reports,

steel works, boiler works and other factorie
severely damaged, and about I700 houses destroyed.
German reports show 900 destroyed and 2,000 severely
damaged.

s vrere

The raid on Krefeld v/as made by 705 aircraft in
good v/eather v/ith the aid of ground-markers,
sance shor/ed that more than half the tov/n X7as destroyed,
mainly by fire which was hardly checked in its spread
through the northern part of the tov/n, German records
show that 4Cf;5 of the houses in the tov/n v/ere destroyed
or heavily damaged, a total of 7,600, There were 5536
casualties, and the v/hole tov/n v/as v/ithout gas, water

electricity, v/hich were restored in six weeks.
There vas little effect on the iron and steel v/orks,
■i/hich v/ere situated outside the tev/n, but the textile
firms were very heavily damaged.

Reconnais

or

-

O.R.S, Survey
IGrefoia.

Five hundred and fifty seven aircraft v/ere despatched
against Mulheim, making a very successful attack v/ith
the aid of Oboe ground-marking. Day reconnaissance
showed very heavy damage, including the three inq/ortant
iron and steel works in the northern part of the tov/n.
It was estimted that nearly one-fifth of the houses in
the tov/n were destroyed.

/Gelsenkirchen
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Gelsenkirchen - 1\70 heavy raids v/ere carried out against
Gelsenkirchen, the important ssmthetic oil centre. The

first xras on 25th/26th June, the second on 9th/l0th July.
The 1+7} aircraft employed on the first' attack were frust
rated by cloud and bad timing by the Oboe skymarkers.
No reconnaissance cover was obtained before the next

;; attack, but the attack was not considered successful.
German records show four industrial targets hit.i^J
The second attack, by 422 aircraft, suffered from the same
defects, as v/ell as an error of 10 miles by one of the
Oboe skymarking Mosquitoes,

.very scattered and unimportant.
The damage v/as seen to be

German records show

.  84 casualties, about 1000 houses more or less damaged, and
six nHjor industrial plants affected, the majority only
for a few days.-

Remscheid

The concentrated campaign against the Ruhr ended in
July, although there vrere four further isolated attacks
before' the end of the year,
v/ith in July \7as Remscheid, an important centre of the

On 30th/31st July 273 aircraft
despatched, and carried out a highly successful ground
marking attack. Reconnaissance next day showed uncontrol
lable fires sweeping the area, and the whole centre of
the town gutted v/ith about 50 factories damaged,

■  ■ German report shows that 100 industrial targets
affected, including tvro steel %7orks,
fires started covered an area of 12

The last town to be dealt

machine tool trade. v/ere

The

were

One of the 590
square kilometres. (

A.H.S.

Translation

The attacks on Bochum and Dusseldorf, in September
and November respectively, have already been mentioned.
The only other heavy operations against the Ruhr in 1943
vrere an attack on the area of Munchen Gladback and Rheydt
in August, and on Hagen in October, Both of these are
dealt T/ith later, under the months concerned, (^7

(1)
See Appendix 18 for German damage reports.

See Chapters 10 (5) and 11+^ (}),
(2)
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CffiiPTER 6

OPEIL^TION OHiaSTlSE THE DiJdS Ri^ID

(l) The Ruhr Dans

Highball &
Upkeep appre
ciation &

Progress
Reports 8 and

Some twelve dans in the catchment area of the River Ruhr

controlled the flo\7 of the river, conserving water fox’ the
dry season, and providing hydro-electric pov/er. The most
important of these T/ere the Mbhne and Soipe, The former,
vfith a capacity of 134 raillion tons of water, contained 5Cfo
of the total known reservoir capacity in the area,
latter, of 72 raillion tons capacity, made up
of the total.

Dams,

This darn, controlled the level of the

The

a further 23fo
Others were the Lister, Schwelmo and Ennepe ,

The Eder reservoir had a capacity of 202 million tons

(A.H.e/rY'x/3r7)
,

feser river, and
protected Kassel and its nei^bourhood from flooding,-

The v/alls of these dams, apart from the Sorpe, were of

That of the Mdhne dam was 25 feet thick at the'top,
112 feet at the bottom.
115 at the base.

masonry.

The Eder was 19 feet at the top and
The Sorpe dam x'/as of different construc

tion, an earth bank v/ith a concrete core.

The probable economic and moral effects of the destruc

tion of these dams were examined by the Ministry of Economic
Tferfare and the Scientific Advisers to the Minister of

Production in llarch, 1943* The effects avere listed under
the follov;ing headings

H8hne and Sorpe

(i) Inundation - The effect would depend on the level
of water, size of the broach and rate of egress,  . Assuming
the reservoirs to be full the rate of discharge might be
2,500 cubic metres per second, or some 30 times the average
rate of flovx of the Ruhr river. This might destroy the ’
dams and power stations lower dovm the valley. The whole
volume of vra.ter must eventually reach the Ruhr watercourse
and extensive inundations would be inevitable. In-portant
railways in the valleys would be damaged.

Water supply - Immediate dislocation of the v/ater
supply system was anticipated from the scouring of the valley,
involving many filter beds and stirring up sediment. The
long-tem effect might not be felt for some months, hovrever,
and would depend on rainfall, reconstruction work and other
unpredictable factors.

’ (ii)

(iii) Electricity Supply - Destruction or damage to many
of the hydro-electric poarer-stations in the Ruhr valley v/ould
probably follow,
also affect any vdiich remained intact.

The resulting fall in water level v/ould
The loss of power

resulting T/ould probably be of only secondary inportance,
as these stations formed a negligible proportion of the
total power supply of.the Ruhr area,
supplied by thermal povrer stations, -

Most of it was

(iv) Navigation - The fluctuations in water level
resulting would irpede the navigability of the lower Ruhr,
This effect vrould not be important, as little traffic vra.a
involved.

/(v) Moral Effect

&.225497/DE7//9/49.
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(v) Moral Effect - The* physical destruction could not
fail to he visible to nillions of people,
precarious state of v/ater supplies in the Eulyr over rmny
years, the population should be susceptible to alarmist
rumours concerning the effects,

(b) 'Eder

Ov/ing to the

(i) Inundation - The rate of discharge should be
sufficient to destroy the four power stations below the dam,

‘  No large industrial area would be affected until the v/ater ‘

reached Kassel, some 50 kilometres below, Lovf-lying
districts in this city should be 'inundated, but most of the

effect would be felt in sparsely-populated agricultural
districts higher up the valley,

(ii) Na-vlgation - In viev/ of alternative supplies,
destruction of the Eder dam vrould be unlikely to affect
the na'vigability of the lo-wer Weser or Mittelland canal

unless the summer xrero exceptionally dry.

(iii) Electric Power - The loss of the' Eder power stations
would be felt, but not seriously

(iv) Moral Effect - The number of people who vrould be
a-'.'ra.re of the damage' done and affected by it \70uld be much
less- thhn in the case of the Ruhr dams.

(2) Develo'pment of Upkeep

Tlie breaching of the Ruhr dams had been considered
since before the outbreak of hostilities. No existing

Trtjapon could be expected to achieve the desired result,
however. Suggestions for the use of a large number of

mines or of torpedoes had been examined and rejected,
A suggestion for the use of a special high capacity gliding
torpedo had been made in early 1941 hut had not been consi

dered practicable, iinother suggestion at that time was

made by Mr. B, N, Nallis, of Vickers Armstrong, This was

the use of a 10 ton deep penetration bomb, Mr. Yifallis
calculated that the dam could be sheared vertically by an
earthshock from beneath it,(l) This project was deferred
after detailed consideration by a scientific committee.
The reasons vrere the time necessary for developing the bomb

and an aircraft capable of carrying it, and "the doubt as to
the effect obtainable. The belief v/as still maintained that

a larger number of small bombs v/as more effective than very
large ones. Targets suitable for the latter were also
extremely limited in nmber.

03.8640

The hea'vy gravity type of dam, of v/hich the M8hne 'vvas

the most important example, was considered practically
Mr. Wallis, however, continued his calcu

lations and experiments. By 1943 he had invented a
This, if released at a lowr

height above water, after a backward spin had been
imparted to it, should, on hitting the water, progress
straight forward in.a series of diminishing bounces for

some 2,000 yards, If it hit the side of a ship or

Polder "Highball invulnerable,
and Upkeep
Meetings" /No.1, spherical,- spinning bomb.

a dam it should roll do\7n this surface until detonated by
a hydrostatic fuse at a pre-chosen depth,
not bo effective aminst an earth bank such as that of

It would

the Sorpe Dam,.
/This spherical

(1)
See Air Ministry Air Historical Branch Monograph

on Armament for details of the development of these

vreapons,.
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This spherical homb vras designed in tvro sizes.,
weighing 9501bs. for the attack of ships, ivith the code-

name Highball; the other of ll,0001bs. with a charge
weight of 7,5001bs. and a diameter of 84".
the attack of dams, and \7as given the code-name Upkeep.
The operation \7as given the code-name Chastise,
calculated that the Upkeep ̂ 7eapon should be dropped from
250-feet at a speed of about 250 m.p.h,
dropped so close as to bounce over the dam nor so far as

to lose its for\7ard velocity before striking the dam.

On

This was fo

It was

It must not be

e

r

Numerous dropping trials had to be carried out to
determine the actual conditions of release. It v/as event

ually found that a height of 60 feet and a speed of 210

to 220 m.p,h. T7ore necessary. During the course of the

trials the shape of the Upkeep weapon was changed from
a sphere to a cylinder. Yifith this, 250 yards travel was

obtained after contact with the T/ater, The Highball
weapon remained a sphere.

At the suggestion of the Admiralty an ad hoc committee
ivas appointed on 11th March, 1943, "to co-ordinate the

plans and preparations for operation Highball and to report
progress fortnightly to the Chiefs of Staff".
(Ops) v/as chairman, VTith a representative each from the
Admiralty and the Ministry of Aircraft Production,
subject of the Upkeep weapon dvas included in the committee's
terms of reference.

The A.C.A.S,

The

A'number of meetings were also held
by A.C..A,S, (Cps) on the subject of Upkeep vri.th Mr, Wallis,
representatives of Bomber Command, and other interested
parties,

that advantage could be taken of the May moonlight period
14th/26th May, when the water-level vra.s expected to be at
maximTim.

Every priority'v/as accorded to,the project, so

(3) The Planning of Chastise \

C.3,8586 in

Polder "High
ball and Up
keep Executive
action", ^

Details of the preparation for an attack on the dams
(operation Chastise), were given to Bomber Command on 19th
March, I943,

and preparation of aircraft should proceed concurrently vriLth
the planning of the operation and delivery of the aircraft
and V7eapons.

It was suggested that the. training of aircrew

A special squadron, No,6l7> v/as formed in Wo.5^ the
Lancaster Group, , on 23rd March to carry out the operation.
Picked crews were selected from the Group, under the command
of Wing Commander Guy Gibson. The squadron was located at
Scampton and equipped T/ith Lancaster III G aircraft modified
to carry the v7eapon, and 'equipped with 'V.H.P./R.T,;

The squadron commander and other crews assisted

Mr. Wallis and the Vickers test pilot,' Captain J. Summers,
at the trials. These v/ere carried out at Reculver in Kent,
using Mansion aerodrome. To give the accurate height
which v/as essential, a "Spotlight Altimeter" iiTas devised.
This consisted of two converging lights placed at the -vTing-
tips, focussing at a point on the ’water exactly 60 feet
belov/ the aircraft. These ’vere fitted to squadron aircraft
under the guidance of the R,A,E.. Training routes were
planned over the. British Isles. These simulated all the

principal landmarks on the actual route, using lakes and
reservoirs for the targets. All crev/s carried out inten

sive training in low level navigation over these routes,

/The optimum

c.o.s.(43)174
(0) 3.4.43,

Polders "High
ball and Up
keep Meetings"
and "Apprecia
tion and Pro

gress Reports",
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•• .IV}

The optimum depth for detonation of the charge v.n.s
found to he 30 feet helov/ sill, level for the Mt5hne Dam,

.The. prospects of effective damage fell off rapidly at
greater depth ondng to rapid thickening towards the base
of the dam. Tests confirmed that the hydrostatic fuse
Vv'as accurate to writhin one or tr;o feet,

should he not more than five feet helo’v maximum to obtain
the full, effect,

level at six feet below on 19th February and two feet
belo’7 on 4th/5th April,

The ̂ vate^-level

Photographic heconnaissance shov/ed the

It v/as therefore decided that the

operation should bconrried out during the May moon period,
in case of iTithdra\wils before June, causing a fall in level.

These points were decided at a meeting in A.C*A.S, (Ops)
office on 5 th I'lay, i943,
at this meeting that-training •'.Tith practice bombs from I50
feet was v/ell advanced, 20 aircraft \7ere available in the
squadron, ready to start training at 60 feet v/ith the spot
light altimeter,

made by squadron pilots using the cylinder, including one
filled with-H.E, to prove the functioning of the live bomb.

The Highball version of the vreapon was not yet fully
developed. It had.originally been planned to use both
weapons simultaneously in order not to:prejudice the
security of either, Ovying to this delay, ho\7ever, and to
the modification of Upkeep to a .cylindrical shape, which
rendered its connection v/ith Highball less obvious, it v/as
decided by the G,0,3, to launch the Chastise operation
immediately. A signal v/as despatched.on 15th May, 1943 to
Bomber Command in the following terms:-

The A,O.C, of No,5 Group stated

By 15th }/[ay successful drops had been

A,M, Signal
A.X,.457»

"Operation Chastise,
Y and Z approved.

Immediate attack of targets X,
Execute at. first suitable opportunity.

The letters X, Y and Z had been allotted to the targets
Mflhne, Eder and Sorpe dams respectively for security
.reasons. For the same reason a cover plan" had beenC,M,S.33

16,5.43, devised, describing thei,^apon .-as a large mine, v/hich had
to be dropped with extreme a.ccura.cy close to the target.-
This false account gained considerable credence.

(4) The Attack on the Dams

On the night of 16th Ifoy, 1943, nineteen Lancasters
Mark III G took off. from Scampton, They flew at low level,
follo^,7ing carefully planned routes to avoid areas of
concentrated flak. The first wave of nine aircraft, led

No., 5 Group

0,0, No.B,976/
15.4.43. by Wing Commander Gibson, went to the Mtihne Dam; the

second wave, of five aircraft, to the Sorpe Dam; the third
wave, also of five aircraft, v/as despatched 2-g-. hours after
the first two. Zero hour, 2248 hours B-D.S.,T, v/as the
time at \-vhich the first wave was to be at 03°00' East,

Eight of. the first v/ave reached the Mfihne Dam in

perfect visibility, the ninth being shot dov/n en route.
The first five attacked in turn, the fourth and fifth
attacks causing breaches to appear, covering about 30
yards, through'wiiich the water flooded,
controlled the attack, flying alongside each aircraft in
tuni to divert the defences. .

The leader

He directed the remaini

0,R,S, Final

Night Raid
Reports,

,ng
three of.the first wave to the Eder Dam, and reported
the breaching by signal to Group Headquarters.
A.O.G, in C, was there, and on receipt of the news informed
the Chief of the Air Staff, v/ho was in Washington ivith the
Prime Minister, over the transatlantic telephone.

The

/The remaining
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The remining three aircraft attacked the Sdor Dam
in turn, under the leader's control,
hreach, hut the second reported an overshoot and v/as

brought doTm.

its oT.vn bomb on the parapet nns responsible for bringing
it dovm.

The first caused
a

It vja.s believed tha.t the detonation of

The third caused a large hole, and a torrent
of v/ater poured through the breaches,
30 feet high J.ixs seen to svreep doxm the valley.

A 'VTall of water

Of the second t/ave, tvro turned back, one because it
hit the sea and lost its bomb, the other through enemy
action, Tvi'o others were missing on the T/ay to the target.
The only one to arrive attacked the Sorpe Dam, causing
the earth to crumble on the crovm of' the dam,,
method of attack had been devised for this dam,

aircraft approached along the length of the dam, aiming
at the earth bank itself. Of the third wave, one was
shot doTm on the I'vay, one attacked the Sorpo Dam, causing
further crumbling, and another the Schv/elme Dam, 'v^rf.thout
apparent result. The other two -vrore detailed to attack

the Lister Dam, One was missing and the other could not
find the dam o\wLng to gathering mist.

The aircraft which attacked the Schvrelme Dam passed
over the Mflhne Valley shortly before daim, and reported
that villages 7/ere already inundated, "some shov/ing only
church steeples". Photographs taken the next day shovred
a breach measuring about 230 feet at the top and I30 feet
at the base,

station at the foot of the dam had, disappeared, part of
the village of Guenne had been s^'/ept avjay and -villages
lov/er do-vmvere flooded. Serious flooding of the Eder
valley was also recorded hy photographic reconnaissance
on that day.

A special
The

Tfeter wns pouring through, the main pov^er

O.R.S, Pinal

Night Raid
Report,-

Interpretation
Report No,K,8,

Further P.R.U. sorties on 18th kJay showed that the
Mtthne reservoir v,fas almost cn-pty and that the breach
extended to the foundations. The Edor dam was also

photographed, shovd.ng a breach 180 feet wLde at the top
and 100 feet at the base,

the country \ias flooded, bridges, roads and railv/ays
destroyed. The lower part of Kassel v/as under water.
Reconnaissance of the Sorpe dam showed tv/o distinct
cavities, exposing the concrete core of the dam over
200 feet.

The lake was almost drained

The dam was still intact, hovrever, and

85A.

,

repairs had been'put in hand by the follovrLng day.
It had not been expected to achieve more than a leakage
here, as Upkeep V7as not a suitable v/eapon.

(5) Effects of the Raid .‘

P.R.U, photographs taken later in the month and in
July revealed further damage. The railway viaduct near
Herdecke, between Dortmund and Hagen, was fractured.
The total area inundated by the breaching of the Mfihne
dam was estimated at 32. square miles; that due to the
breach of the Eder darn was estimated at 27 square miles.
By 17th July, road and rail bridges had been replaced or
repaired along,the Edcr valley and preparations were in
hand for the reconstruction of the dam.

A.H.B.e.
Translation

No. m/36. ■

German reports from the Regicrungsprdsident, jirnsberg
to the Ministers of Labour and of Home Affairs dated

22nd June and 24th June, 1943, respectively, give details
of the local effects of the Mdhne attack,

metres wide and 21 to 23 metres deep was made at about
00.45 hours on 17th May.
through the Dam into the M8hne and Ruhr valleys,

/The main

A breach 76

'An iiiimonse floodwave poured
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The main vrave, carrying about 6,000 cubic metres of vater at
height of eight metres (up to Neheim), reached a speed of

more than six metres per second". The main power station
bclo''./ the dam was carried av/ay. The small power station was
damaged beyond repair. All road and rail bridges in the
nahne-valley were destroyed. In the Ruhr valley two bridges
at Ncheim, about six miles a\7ay, weve washed a\?ay, not even
the piles remaining. Six bridges further dov.n the Ruhr
valle3r were destroyed, and many more damaged. Railway
cmbanlonents \?ere undermined, and several roads v.’-ashed away.
Numbers of pov/er stations and X7ater vrorks in the Ruhr valley
were destroyed or damaged, as v/ell as industrial installations,
"In many cases materials, buildings and machinery have been
Sr/ept away", T'<vo steel v/orks some 30 miles dov;nstreara,
Hc-gen, whose smelting ovens and rolling mills v/ere working
at full pressure at the time, received very heavy damage.
About 500 houses were destroyed or damaged, and over 1,200
people dead or missing.

a

near

The German report goes on to say:—

The effects of the attack vrere felt far into the .
Damage to the waterDusseldorf district,

system, is of the most far-reaching importance..
The I'.fflhne dam is the backbone of this system,
the vrhole Rhine-’^restphalia industrial area, which is
inhabited by about million people. "With the loss
of the Mdhne, Dam, the available reservoir space has
been halved,

supply of water to the Ruhr v/ill have to be curtailed.
The quality of the idater wall be adversely affected
and consumption, unless supplies can be got from other
sources such as the Lippe, rail have to be cut doign,
even for industrial consumers."

supply

serving

The result v,dll be that the additional

O.R.S. Post-War

Report No.
S.238.

The v/ater supply to the tovoi of Dortmund was cut short
for a week, owdhg to the flooding of the pumps,
duplicate system of steam pumps had not been available, the
period would have been much longer. The production loss in
the town was equivalent to more tlvan the v/eek of actual short
age,

report of 22nd June, says that the watcr\7orks along the Ruhr
Gelsenkirchen, Hamm, Dortmund, Hagen, Witten and Bochum -

had already been re-opened, after flood damage had been
repaired. They could supply, quantitively, the most urgent
needs of the area. As the quality v/as uncertain, chlorina
tion had been ordered, and the population told to boil all
\7ater before use.

If a

The coal mines lost several vreeks vrork. The German

The waterworks supplying the toi.Tns of
Soest and Gelsenkirchen v/ere still out of action.

Ibid

No.S.242.
The breach of the Eder Dam flooded the gasworks at

Kassel and deprived the toTm of gas for some days,
the town's six purnping stations v/ere also flooded,- but the
water supply v/as maintained. The electricity supply was
also unaffected. The w'hole area of the Edcr valley up to
about 16 miles from the dam was flooded.

Dto of

Translation

APS No.S.

105 Reports
to OUi

Berlin.

A German, report from IXth Amy Corps, Kassel, dated
June 3rd, 1943, gives details,
middle^ at c.bout t>wo o'clock, causing a hole JO metres across
and 20 deep,

cubic metres of T/ater, some 120 of v/hich escaped.
Communities belov/ v/ere reached so quickly tha,t the people
could only save themselves.

The dam v/as struck in the

The reservoir had a capacity of 202 million

/Shortly
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"Shortly after four o'clock the flood vjave had reached
Pritzlar (about l6km below the dam) and. at about eleven
o'clock, had reached Kassel (40km belov/),
unbroken force through the Fulda valley".

51 people T/ere killed, as v/ell as some thousands of
1055 houses and I5 bridges were destroyed and

Several saxvmills and sections of railway
track were destroyed, and high tension pylons vrere bent
over for considerable distances.

A report from the Vlth Army Corps gives the story of
the attack on the Sorpe dam. In the first attack, at
00,50 hours, a bomb was dropped by an aircraft flying
along the dam at about the tenth attenpt. It struck
12.5 metres below the crovm on the \Tater side, about four
to five metres below v/ater level,

metres r/lde and four and a half metros deep,
spilled over the dam, and the road pavement was hurled
over the dam, as far as the engine room.

The second bomb vras released at 03.15 hours, at the
fifth atten^t, and fell 30 metres from the first, slightly
nearer the surface of the water. The clay packing
sealing off the concrete core T/as loosened over  a length

A small escape of \ra.ter took place until
the T/ater level had sunk by 0.45 metres.

continuing v/lth

livestock.

many damaged.

The crater was eight
YAiter

of 25 metres.
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CHAPTER 7

SECRET

OTHER OPERi^TIONS PEBHJyiRY TO llkY, 1943

^  Flexibility

.The necessity for the homber force to undertake a
variety of disconnected tasks, often diversions f:mn
principal role, has repeatedly heen eirphasised* (l)
During the first four to five, months of this period the
main roles of the,;Command ivere first, the War at Sea, and
second, the Ruhr Canopaign* .Both of these have been dealt
T/ith*

its

In addition, for political or tactical reasons,
considerable effort -oas expended upon the attack of targets
such as Berlin, Munich and Nuremburg and certain towns in
Italy.,

a

The reasons for attacking Berlin were always mainly
political*. Although it was.the most important industrials •
city in Germany, its importance as capital and headquarters'
' of the Nazi: movement far out-'weighed this consideration;.,...."
Its extreme range, vast size and scattered nature made it an
unprofitable target. Attempts were made, however, in
Idarch to make use of H2S in-attacking definite areas within
it, ̂ It was found that H2S .definition was top poor to
achieve-this, and. so the attempt was abandoned until the
late summer v/hen the nights were long enough once more,(2)
The improvements incorporated in H2S in the interval, and
the experience gained in its use, then.enabled success to
be achieved*

•  ̂ In the same way, attacks upon Munich and Nuremburg
,.. .influenced by political considerations*

.  "Were shrines and stron^olds. of the Nazi system* In
addition they, vd.th. the other;important towns of Southern
Germany - Stuttgart, Mannheim and Pi^nkfurt -served as
geographical alternative targets*. Either pn..account, of the
weather, .or..in order to disperse the .enemy defences, it "was
necessary .sometimes to operate in that area. These towns
also provided experience in the use of H2S*

were

These two towns

/mother distant target attacked was Pilsen in
.  Czechoslovakia* The Skoda armament v/orks-there were of- :
vital importance to Gksrman war industry* . Attacks upon.iit’"
were complementary to the campaign against the war industries

.. of the Ruhr*

,  ̂ I^ere 'v^ore few attacks upon Italy during.these months,
Turin and Milan were attacked in.-Pebruary* - Concentration
upon the, primary, objective of the Ruhr prevented further
diversions to the subsidiary task of demoralising Italian
industry* A fev/- heavy operations against the naval port
of Spezia v/ere carried out at the; request. of the Admiralty*
it was hoped to drive the Italian warships sheltering there
to sea, where they could be attacked V Allied. suTanarines*

(2) FebJTuary - Italy and Nuremburg

D*B*' Ops*.  . . Conditions for the attack of Italian targets had been
Polder Direc- laid down on l?th January, I943;. Such attacks were not to
tives ly* prejudice the offensive against Germany, Targets in Italy
Encl.39A. were. limited to Genoa, Milan and Turin, but consideration^
Ibid*' wns to be given to thp.possibility of. attacking ̂ ezla,

‘ EnGl*2jDA*. On 29th January, Spezln was added to., the target list*.
/The first

(1) See Chapters 3 and 4, also previous Volumes,

(2) See Chapter 15*

a.223497/DE\y/9/49.
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The first attack of the year on Turin took place on
4th/5th February, Heavy cloud over Germany prevented opera
tions there, so 188 aircraft Were directed against Turin,
■whilst most of the Yfell:^gtons and less experienced crews
■were sent to Lorient, vi^ Three alternative marking techniques
using H2S ■were planned, to he used according to weather*

• If yisihili'fcy was good, flares and ground markers were to he
employed* If cloud made illumination impossihle, ground
markers alone were to he dropped, hy H2S* , If there was too
much cloud for ground-marking, sky^^rk’ers would he used*
Good weather conditions enabled the first method to he carried
out* Markers were observed near the Fiat factory in the
West, and close to the city centre* Large fires were
started on both of these hut mainly in the Yfest* The later
attacks spread gradually along the line of approach.

0*R#S* Final
Ni^t Raid ^
Report,

On the same ni^t four Lancasters of No*.8 (hroup ■were
despatched to ^ezia in an experimental attack* It was
desired to test the effect of proximi^fcy - fused 4,000 Ih*
bombs* As the Italian na^val base of Spezia was so far
untouched, it was a suitable place for the experiment* From
photographs brought back it was estimated, t^t two of the
bombs bui^t at from. 200 to 600 feet above the ground.
Reconnaissance later revealed considerable roof damage*
A similar experiment was carried out on the occasion of the
next Italian operation on 14th/i5ih February, v/ith similar
results.

Milan was the principal Italian target cn this occasion,
142 Lancasters being employed* Cologne was attacked
throu^ cloud on the same ni^t by over 200 aircraft.
This ■was the first attack on Milan since 22fth/25th October,
1942* Ten Pathfinders marked the target,. none being equipped
v/ith H2S, Owing to ve^ good weather and visibility great

^accuracy ■was achieved, a v/e 11 concentrated attack being
•  delivered* The damage revealed by reconnaissance was

considerable and no district of Milan escaped* Twenty-seven
factories were believed to have been destroyed*

At the meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee on 15th
February, reference was made to the small attacks on Spezia*
The V,C*N.S, said that the three 16" Italian battleships were

While hea-vy air attacks might achievein harbour there*

D.B.Ops*
folder
Bombijig
Policy HI
Enel* 4^* damage to them, -very small scale attacks mi^t only make them

At present Admiral Cunningham (c, in C* Med*)move,

preferred that they should remain in harboxar, so that he knew
where they-were.: If prior information of an air attack
could be given he could arrange his submarine patrols, in
case the battleships should put to sea*

S,i|.6368/
III Encl.'91A* ordered to oariy out only heavy attacks on S^ezia, and, if

.17.2*43/
Ibid.
Encl.92A.

As a result of these representations Bomber Command -w

it should be possible, to give the Admiralty ad^vanoe v/amin

ere

g*
The C* in C* Bomber Command replied that more than 12 hours
ad^vance warning could not be given, and that he considered
the target ill-advised and inconsistent with agiced policy,
on the employment of the Bomber Force, Moreover,, it ■was
inprobable that'air attack xvould drive the naval units to
sea. The Mr Staff reply was that such- an attack might
become necessary in connection with amphibious operations, in
the Mediterar^ean, referred to in paragraph 3 of the Directive,
A hea-vy attabk “was not, in faetj undertaken xmtil 15^fch/l41ii
April*

Ibid,
Encl*94A*

/On 25tV26th February

(1) See Chapter 4 (2),
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On 25th/26th i''e'bruary, a cold front, ■'.rith heavy cloud
and icing conditions prevented operations in North Germany

The iTcather further south promised \7ell, so
This tovm

or the Ruhr.

a hee"The Bomber^
Baedeker"

.vy attack on Wurenhurg r/as decided upon.
T^as the scene of the annual Nazi party rally, and v,ra.a almost
entirely engaged in engineering and armament production.
Bad weather en route made the H2S Pathfinders very late.
Inaccurate me.rking on top of this caused, inost of the attack
to fall to the North of the to’.ni. Reconnaissance shov/ed

German reports revealmost of the craters outside the tevn.

no important damage.(l)

(3) Iiferch - Berlin and South Germany

A personal signal was sent to the C.-in-G Bomber Command
on 16th February in the follonfing terms

BC/S.23746/4
Enel.I46A.

Recent events on the Russian Front have made it most
desirable in the opinion of the Cabinet that vie
should rub in the Russian victory by further attacks
on Berlin as soon as conditions are favourable.
The C.A.S. nashes you to act accordingly".

This request \7as in accordance 'vith the special status
It vras to begiven to Berlin in the Casablanca Directive,

attacked 'hAien conditions are suitable for the attainment of

specially valuable results unfavourable to the morale of the
enemy, or favourable to that of Russia". ,

The necessary'favourable weather conditions were
Two hundred and thirty-obtained on the hight'of 1st Blarch,

seven heavy airc:raft, out ■ of a force of 30,2, delivered the
most successful attack to date against the Gennan capital.
The H2S aircraft had difficulty in ‘identifying the aiming-
point in so large a built-up area-, and most of the bombing
fell on the south-wbSt suburbs. Air reconnaissance
revealed sever damage in this area, inc.luding- 20 factories
and the railvray repair shops at Teirplehof.
confirm that this v/as the most severe raid to date

German reports
.(2)

The next large scale diversion from the main bomber task
liras a second, hea,vy attack on Nuremburg on 8th/9th March.
Al-though about the same weight as the'first, some 300 aircraft,
this attack had a vastly greater effect." , A good concentra
tion was achieved in the later stages upon the industrial
southern and vrestem suburbs.

Translations', .and over 48,000 incendiary bomb incidents, and state that
considerable damage was caused in many areas.

A.H.B.6. German records show 490 H.E,

The police reported four -waves in the attack, the first
on‘the city centre and the tovm of Furth, the second and third

on the southern side of'the city, and the last on the north.
This ■was due to early markers being scattered,, whilst the
bombing later spread back along the line of approach, which
■was from the 'vY.S.T/. The final stage shows a recovery of

There were 1,438 casualties inposition by .the. main force,
the city area, and serious damage, was caused to the Siemens-
Schuckert works, ivhich produced' l^Cfo of the transformers made
in Germany,
to restart production.

Report 21.5»43» shops were also damaged.

Target
Committee

A report stated that it took some four months
The M.A.N, works and the railvra.y work-

/A cold front
(1) See Appendix 18 for German records of raid-damage in

this and other attacks.

(2) Descriptions of this and other raids can be found in
The_ Goebbel^D-^ries edited by Louis Lochner,
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A cold front over the north German coast the follomng
night,. 9th/l0th March, led to the choice of Munich as
the target for 264 heavy aircraft. A T^rongly forecast
vrind made most of the H2S Stirlings and Halifaxes late,
as they vrere slo’,7er than the Lancasters i^iiich formed the
first Tfaye of the attack. The faulty i,7ind also caused
the marking to he north-ifest of the aiming-point in the
centre of the city. Fortunately the factory area
on the vrestem outskirts and Tvas mainly affected.
Little dariiage i/as done to residential property,
dingly to the reconnaissance report,
account gives details of a vast amount of damage in the
Northern, Western and Southern police sectors,
1,200 buildings wore destroyed or !
production was stopped at 51 factories.

■was

accor-

The German

Over

heavily damaged, and

Bad T/eather at home bases prevented operations,
except on a small scale, the follovrilng night.
Ilth/l2th March a vi/arm front from Mannheim to Leipzig
made operations south of this line necessary once more,
Stuttgart was chosen for a heavy attack on this
occasion.

On

Like Munich it manufactured important sub
marine components. Twelve H2S aircraft v/ere despatched,
and accurately marked the target. The backers-up
tended to drift south-vrest of the aiming-point,
the main force arrived late, the bombing centred

, 32 miles S.W, of the aiming-point,
,  the to\m.

As
some

or t’.Yo miles outside
The small tornl of Vaihingen was the only

place to receive serious damage,. It ivas thought that
enemy use of dummy target indicators contributed to
this result.

After attacks on the Ruhr and St, Nazaire already
dealt Td-th, and a number of idle nights owing to fog,
the next heavy raid on Berlin took place on 27th/28th
March, The Russian advance in the south had been
halted, but Marshal Timoshenko's offensive in the north
was progressing vrell. Further do.monstrations against
Berlin were considered worth viiilc. This raid was a
complete failure, falling to the south and south-west
up to 17 miles from, the aiming-point,
again blamed.

Decoys w'ero

Tv/o days later, on 29th/30th Ifcrch, another, attack:  . ■
was undertaken against Berlin,
H2S marking was much better, but the main force arrived
too late to take advantage of it,
was south-east of the city,
v/ere undertaken after these raids, o^-Ting to their
evident failure,
tion of their effect,.

(4) April

On this occasion the

Most of the bombing
No day reconnaissances

German sources also give no indica-

South Germany and Spezia

The canpaigns against U-boats and the Ruhr continued
in early April, On the 10th, however, it v/as decided to
penetrate to South Germany again, Frankfurt was chosen
as the target for over 5OO aircraft. It was obscured by
cloud, but the red target indicators dropped by H2S
gloxved through the cloud. In the later stages of the
attack a large area of cloud was illuminated from below,
and the bombing became scattered,. .

/On 13tlv'l4th
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On 13th/l4-th April the heavy attack on Spezia requested
TTro hundredhy the Admiralty in February \,ns carried out,

and eleven heavy homhers v/ere despatched and three of the

Lancasters landed in N, Africa'after the attack. H2S was

used to illuminate the target -with flares, and all aircraft

attacked visually in spite of a smoke-screen. liany spent
'Some time searching for the battleships before bombing.
There was no evidence of dama.ge to these, hov/ever, although
considerable damage v/as done to the to\'/n and naval docks.

O.R.S. Final

Night Raid .
Reports,

The following night Stuttgart was again attacked, by a

force of 462 aircraft. Although the concentration of bombing
was north of the aiming-point, it v/as not wasted, as most of
the town's industries were situated-in this northern area.

Dajr reconnaissance showed heavy destruction, including 40
industrial concerns.

On I6th/l7th, a night of full moon, two large forces
were despatched, 327 to Pilsen'.and 271 to J/Iannheim,
Pilsen raid, directed against the great Skoda armament \vorics,
v;as carried out entirely by Lancasters and Halifaxes, led

by eight II2S aircraft,
markers o\/ing to thin cloud and smoke caused the main concen

tration to fall on the villc^ge. of Dobrany, seven miles
south west of Pilsen.

The

Mistaken identification by the

The, simultaneous attack on Mannheim by a force mainly
composed of Stirlings and Wellingtons was more successful.
The H2S and other early markers did an excellent Job, but

later the bombing drifted back along the. line of approach.
Considerable damage v/as done to the vas.t I.G. Farbenindustrie
plant on the west bank of the river.

Owing to the danger from enemy fighters under these
moonlight conditions, special tactics were planned on both
these operations. Crev/s v/ere instructed to climb to about

15,000 feet before reaching Dungeness, They vrero then to
lose height and gain speed on crossing the enemy coast to 3°E
and fly at 1,500
fighter belt.\^^
bombing height before reaching the target,
should be above 9,000 feet for Mannheim and between 4,000
and 8,000 feet for Pilsen.
by some Groups, Nos.4 and 6 remaining at about 10,000 feet
all the way - only Nos.l and 3 Groups observed them strictly.

In spite of these tactics the losses vrere exceptionally
hea-vy, 6.3?? for the Mannheim operations, and 11. for Pilsen,
The Prime Minister called for a report on the reasons for
the heavy casualty rate. It vias attributed to the ideal
fighter conditions, full moon, little cloud and deep penetra
tion, If the target had been put out of action these
losses XTculd have been justified. In future moonlight
periods the Commander-in-Chief, as far as possible, selected
less vrell-defended objectives, requiring little penetration
of the enemy defences, further raid on Pilsen in May
was carried out in half-moon conditions. Some light was
considered necessary for a precise target of this nature.

2,000 feet above ground level through the
After that they were to climb to a suitable

This height

These instructions were modified

. 11/69/125
11.5.43*

This heavy loss rate was one of the reasons for selecting
Lot/Spezia for a second heavy attack on 18th/l9th April,

cloud in Germany reinforced the decision,
craft were despatched to bomb the target, an additional seven
Lancasters laid 28 mines off the port.

FTiilst 178 air-

H2S v/as used to

/assist

(1) See Map 2,

(2) See Chapter 9.
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assist navigation> but identification and marking vrere visual,
■in the light of the full moon v/hich v/as shining throughout

A good concentration ams achieved, and in
spite of the smoke-screen vrhich obscured the harbour, a  ' ’ '
destroyer \7as sunk.

(5) ttay Pilsen and Berlin

the attack.

During liay the Ruhr campaign v/as intensified,
addition another attack was undertaken against Pilsen, in

■ view of the lack of success in April.

In

On the night of
the heavy raid on Bochum, 13th/lAth I/Iay, 168 heavy bombers

An extraordinary concentration ofvrere 'sent to Pilsen.
bombing was achieved, 95?^ being within three miles of the
aiming point,
slightly to the W.N.W,, and fev;- bombs hit the Skoda ’.vorks.
A half-moon illuminated the target, 'resulting in  a loss
rate of 5*4!^.
risk had to be taken, but there v^ere no further heavy
moonlight raids this month.

Unfortunately the visual marking w'as

On a precise target of this nature the

Since the March raids upon Berlin, the experiment
had been carried out of sending a small number of- Mosquitoes
to attack the city as a diversion during a heavy raid on
another target,
on 20th/21st April during the attack upon Stettin and
Rostock,

The first of these nuisance raids v/as

Eleven Mosquitoes had successful diverted atten-
On the occasion of this secondtion to the capital,'

Pilsen raid on 13th/lifth Itay, 12 Mosquitoes were sent to
Berlin* /if ter this a harassing scale of attack wass main-

Thetained on every suitable ni^t during May and June,
number en^loyed averaged about four Mosquitoes,

(1)
See Appendix 10 for dates of attack, etc.
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chapter 8

BaviESR .cataaND day operations

(l) Policy and Type of Operations

The scale of Bomher CoEimand day operations during 1943

v/as very small. Up to June, No.2 GxxDup, Before it was
..transferred to the Tactical Air Force, T/as principally

Anti-submarine patrols vrere regularlyemployed by day,
carried out by O.T.U, aircraft, and an occasional special
operation nns accomplished by heavy bombers or Mosquitoes.

The policy for the use of the light bombers of No.2
Group had been built up over the. previous t\7o or three years.

The Bostonand has been dealt v/ith in earlier volumes,

and Ventura squadrons were employed in Circus and Ramrod
operations, the Mitchells joining in' v/hen they became
operational in mid-May. The Mosquito squadrons vrere employed
in cloud cover, dusk and moonlight attacks upon ,fail\'vay .  .

targets and tovms in Germany.

The object of Circus operations was to draw enemy
fighters into combat i^i.th the fighter escort of the bombing
formation.. . For this purpose a formation of 12 or 24 light
bombers v/as ordered to attack targets in France or the

Netherlands of importance to Germany, such as docks or oil
stores. A Ramrod operation, on the other hand, Viras an

attack by a similar bomber formaation upon an important target,
such as a merchant vessel, \7ith a fi.ghter escort. In this
case the bombing operation took priority.^

No,2 Group
0;0. No.28

No,2 Group
O.R.B. App,
B923,

The Mosquito squadrons wore employed primarily under
No.2 Group operation Order No.84, dated l6th December, 1942*
The object v/as "to cause maximum damage to the German railvay
system in Belgium and Northern France". The main targets
were engine sheds and repair depots. If the prxmary target
could not be found, attacks might be made on locomotives,
goods trains, goods rolling stock or raiMvay equipment, but

not on passenger trains. Operations were carried out at

low level, using cloud cover, or at dusk or dawn, or by
night in moonlight*. The Oboe-equipped Mosquito Squadron
of No.8 (PFP).Group was used, in addition to its Pathfinding
tasks, in. single night attacks at'high level, by the aid

of Oboe, upon Genmn targets. The tvTo Mosquito squadrons
of No.2 Group were- transferred to No,8 Group in June, and

. joined in these tasks.

Anti-submarine patrols were carried out daily, -weather
. permitting, by a detachment of. No. 10 O.T.U., which vro.s

stationed at St. Eval, in Cornwall, for the purpose. This

task has already been dealt T.i.th under the' anti-U-boat
campaign in Chapter 2, These patrols ceased on 19th July
1943.'

One other type of operation, knovm as Moling, vras
This was intended as a harassing

B.C.O.I. No,65,
canned out, in daylii^t.
attack under the protection of cloud cover.
Commanders: of the heavy Gro.Ups vrere authorised to despatch
single aircraft at their discretion to attack small targets
in Germany,. .-Very fev/ such operations vxere carried out,
and the orders for them vrere cancelled on 30th April, 1943*

Group

After' the transfer of No.2 Group from the Command in

Jvme, no further day operations over enemy territory vrere

undertaken,■ v.''ith the exception of meteorological sorties.
/These vrere

G. 225497/DEW/9/49.
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These \7ere carried out hy No,1409 Flight from the time it
joined the Pathfinder Group, in March, 1943,
v/ith Mosquito aircraft, and reconnoitred areas proposed for
night operationsfr

out can he found in Appenidx 10.

^^) Political Restrictions in Occupied Countries,

The.necessity for taking political considerations into
account when attacking targets in enemy-occupied countries
was recognised at Casablanca,

"In attacking objectives in occupied territories, you
\7ill conform to such instructions as my be issued from
time to time for political reasons by His Majesty's
Government through the British Chiefs of Staff."

The British Government's bombardment'policy in enemy-
occupied countries had been defined in a letter addressed to

all Air Commanders-in-Chief on 29th October, 1942, These
instructions remained in force until the close of hostilities.
Bombardment was to be confined to military objectives and
subject to the follo\7ing principles

The intentional bombardment of civilian populations,
as such, Tra.s forbidden.

It mst be possible to identify the objective. •

The attack must be made with reasonable care to

avoid undue loss of civilian life in the vicinity
of the target and, if any doubt should exist as
to the possibility of accurate bombing, and if a
large error would involve the risk of serious

daiTinge to a populated area, no attack v;as to be
made.

It Tra.s equipped

A full list of the day operations carried

The Directive stated

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

C.S.15803/Encl.
7A.

In the choice of targets in Prance, Belgium and Holland,
therefore, one of the primary considerations was alvra.ys its
proximity to a centre of civil population.
fringe targets and of Circus targets were scrutinised to
ensure that they were not too close to such centres.

The lists of

In spite of these precautions, many cases occurred in
v;hich complaints were received of unnecessary loss of life..,
This was especially the case ■'Then the American day bombers
began to attack targets in occupied territories from a high
level, . In .fact. Monsieur Massigli, of the French National
Committee in England went so far as to say in a letter to the
Foreign Secretarjr on l6th April, 1943, that the Bretons were
crying "Vive 1'Angletere et vive la R.A.P.'V, but "A bas
1'American Air Force. The American raids on the Renault

S6 Polder 30
16.4.43.

works at Billancourt and on Rennes ha'd each killed more than
300 French people, he said, whilst the R.A.P, took obvious
precautions to avoid such incidents. .

CMS. 330/1
End. 114\.

The Dutch Naval Attache complained in April of the
effects of day bombing attacks in his country,
the R.A,P. raid of 18th Iferch, 1943, on the Oil Refinery at
llaassluis v/as said to have rendered 1200 people homeless, and
and American attack on Rotterdam on 31st March, to have do-va-
stated 500 acres.
Minister complained of the bombing of Antwerp by United
States Plying Portresses on 5th April.

In particula

Later in the month the Belgian Foreign

He said that;

r

0S,15803/Encl,
9A

/"for a long
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for a long time past his Government had admired the
^in i^ich the Royal Air Force ’.Then bcmbing

objectives in Belgium had scrupulously respected the
desire of his CTOvemment that care should be taken to
avoid causing unnecessary suffering to the civil
population. The attack on AntxTerp by the United
States forces had, hovrever, been of a very different
nature." German propaganda claimed that 2,000
Belgians had been killed, and arranged an inposing
funeral.

manner

These complaints caused the Foreign Office and Air
Ministry to call for the strictest supervision in selecting
these targets, and considerably restricted those available
for attack. The Commanding General of the iimerican Eighth
Air Force vras instructed on ?th April, I943, "To select
targets in occupied territory in such a way as to avoid,
as far as possible, the risk of heavy casualties to the
civilian population." Reference was made to the matter at

Committee meeting on 9th April, and a letter to
i-kkA. Bomber^Command emphasised the care required in this respect

in smilar. terras. ^ Finally the Prime Minister requested the
G.A.S. on 20th April, to bring the^ matter to the notice of
the American Convfandor with a view to the avoidance of such
attacks.

CMS,330/1
Encl..ll8A.

Ibid, End.

A V
General Eaker issued new instructions to the U.S,

Bomber Command on these lines. But he pointed out th
373

Encl.37A.
22.4.43.
S.6 Folder

No. 30

9,5,43.

e
danger of allowing the enemy’s obvious propaganda to succeed
The Sccretarjr of State agreed. In his reply to the
Foreign Secretary he said "It is, for example, a little
difficult to believe that the cry of the Bretons to which
ilassigli"refers in the last paragraph,of his letter to you
is not an unconscious expression of v/hat the Germans would
wish to hear." It v/as inevitable, hoT,vever, that the United
States forces should cause greater civil destruction than the
R.A.F., oiTing to the greater scale of their daylight attacks,
and the high level from which they bombed.

CiiS. 330/1
Encl,14DA.

The possible targets in France, .Holland and Belgium
again examined in May in the light of their economic and
military ii^ortance and their relationship to populated
areasi Nineteen v/ore selected and approved. (See Map 2).
Their purpose was to provide alternatives for the Americans
^Then vreather conditions precluded the bombing of Genrnny
or the Biscay ports, to give opportunities for diversion
of 'enemy fighters during large-scale day attacks, and to
permit nevT Groups to obtain operational
same time the targets authorised for Circus ^ ^
\Tere revised, and a large number were eliminated. In the
case of many ports, attack vns only authorised xvhere the
presence of important shipping v/arranted it.

wer

experience. At the

operations

e

L IDh/373/Encl.
^ 45A. 6.5.43.

In order to carry out the provisions of the new bombing
directive in June, 1943, (l) certain important targets in
occupied territory had to be attacked. It was decided to
distribute iTarning leaflets before such operations took
place, as VTell as issuing radio ̂ Tamings.- These specified
the _ types of objectives to be- attacked - Aircraft and Aero-
eng^e factories, repair plants, storage depots and conpo-
nent works. Those living or working in the vicinity of
such targets v/ere told that they vjould be endangering their
lives If they continued so to do. These warning applied
o American raids, as Bomber Command ceased operating in

daylight with the vd.thdrav/al of No.2 Group in June, 1943.

Ibid,

Ends. 33A,3%

■ /The U.S, El^th
See Chapter 9’(2),
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The U.S. Eighth Air Force was informed on 22nd June,
1943, that warning, hy radio and propaganda leaflets,
had been given to the French population. By 25th June
similar vra.rning had been given to the Belgians, and by
15th July to the Dutch. Similar warnings to the
Norvregians v/ere decided to be unnecessary, as no targets
\Thich might seriously endanger civil life vrere on the
list for attack.

Ibid.

Encls.60A, 6IA,
62A, 63A,

Another protest ivas received on 25th July from the
Netherlands Enbassy. In an attack by 21 Portresses on

the Pokker aircraft factory at Amsterdam, some 150 .
civilians had been killed and others injured. The

factory itself had not been hit. The ©ommanding
General of the Eighth Air Force investigated this attack,
and took a very serious view of its inaccuracy. In
his letter to the Chief of the Air Staff on the subject

he said that he hoped that most of the iimerican attacks ;

would nov/ be ui^on Germany. He sincerely believed that
there would be little trouble in future from reasonable

oorr5)laints,

(3) Circus and Ramrod

Ibid.

End. 64A, 65A,

The principal occupation of No,2 Group in its con
cluding months with Bomber Command continued to be Circus

and Ramrod operations. These formation attacks upon
short range targets, escorted by fighters of Nos.10 and

11 Groups, were carried out by Ventura,: Boston or
Mitchell aircraft. They took place in considerable .  .

numbers in the early months of 1943 ~ 26 in February,
9 in March, 19 in April and■ in May, They were con
tinued in June under the control of Fighter Command, to
which No.2 Group had been transferred, ,

A large vardety of targets were attacked, as can
be seen in, the Diary of Operations at Appendix 10,
The t6^nl3 most frequently attacked were Caen (12 times),
Dunkirk and abbevi-lle (lO), Boulogne (?), Ijmuiden (6)
and Cherbourg (5). The principal targets chosen at
these places T/ere engine sheds, docks, airfields,
torpedo and steel works. Most of the attacks on
Dunkirk and Boulogne were Ramrods against a particular
merchant vessel sheltering in the port.

As their primary purpose was to draw enemy fighters
into combat, Circus operations seldom had any substantial
effect upon the bombing target,
out were even less successful.

The 'lamrods carried

It \rill suffice,
therefore, to give a few examples and to mention the
fevT occasions on which a substantial result was achieved.

On 2nd February,'1943, three formations, each of
12 Venturas rd.th fighter escort, set off to attack rail
way targets at Bruges, St. Oner and Abbeville,
interfered with the bombing at Bruges and the St. Qmer
operation vras abandoned owing to thick cloud,
Abbeville w/as attacked in good \veather an hour and a
half later, bursts being seen on the marshalling yard
and nearby buildings,
one M.E.IO9.

Cloud

The fighter escort shot down

ORS Report,

On 13th February, five escorted formations vrere
Two of these v/ere directed against the

A further tvro wrere sent
despatched,
steel works at Ijmuiden.
to attack an armed merchant raider in dock at

/Boulogne,
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. ID/12/27
' 13.2.43.

Boulogne, in response to an urgent request from the
Admiralty, No hits were scored, and bad weather prevented
any repetition of the attack the next day.

The torpedo \7orkshops at Den Holder v/ere successfully
attacked by Venturas on 19th February. Photographic cover
shoT/ed that more than two-thirds of the torpedo workshops
were destroyed. .. Bad r/eather again precluded further attacks

until 26th February, on v/hich day five formations, each of
12 Venturas, attempted to attack an Altmark class merchant
raider at Dunkirk, without any success.

The engine repair shops at Aulnoye yrere attacked on
4th and 8th March, as a result of which the niain repair shop
was unserviceable for tvro months. On 22nd March and 16th

April heavy civilian casualties were caused by bombing errors,
Target Committee at, Maassluis and Haarlem respectively* ■ These resulted in
23,4«43» Dutch protests. In an attack on Brest on 5th April, heavy

losses were suffered. Three Venturas were shot dovm, and
seven damaged.

Ibid

^IIH/185

jm.

On 17th and 20th April successful operations were
carried out by six formations. On the 17th railway
targets at Caen and Abbeville, and coke ovens at Zeebrugge,
were attacked. On the 20th the same target at Zeebnigge,
as well as a raiMvay target at Boulogne and shipping at
Cherbourg were attacked.

On 2nd May 21^. aircraft ,v/ere despatched against the
Koyal Dutch Blast Furnaces and Steel Works at IJrauiden.
Fighter attack vra.s experienced, as well as heavy flak,
resulting in damage to seven Bostons and five Venturas, but
considerable damage Tra.s caused. The following day, in an
attack on the Amsterdam power station, 10 out of 11 Venturas
were shot dovm, the remaining aircraft returning to England,
after both engines had been on fire. The escort of 74
^itfires were outnumbered by , three to tvro, and xrere very
heavily engaged. They shot dovm three P,Y4190's, and
damaged four more for the loss of one of their number.
An attack by six Bostons on Ijmuiden, intended as  a divert
sion for the Amsterdam raid, failed in its purpose, although
the target was successfully bombed*

In the last half of May Caen airfield vra,s attacked on
five occasions, and the coke ovens and benzol plant at
Zeebrugge on three occasions. At the end of May all the
Ventviras, Bostons and Mitchell aircraft of No.2 Group ivere
transferred to the control of Fighter Command. Their
tactical role vras more nearly akin to that of Fighter Oommand.
The formation, a short time later, of the Second Tactical
Air Force unified the control of, all offensive units whose
employment was of a tactical nature, including No.2 Group
and the filter units employed in offensive sorties over the
Continent,

(4) Mosquito and other operations

BG/324949/2

The Mosquitoes of No,2 Group, and occasionally other
types of aircraft, carried out low-.level and cloud cover
sorties during this period,
to give added security for the return journey,
operations vere of a harassing nature, aimed, principally at
ooramunication targets, as has been described above.
Moling operations by the heavy Groups v/ere carried out on
only three occasions, by Tfellingtons on 17th February, and
by Lancasters bn 20th March and. 1st April.,
cover attacks on targets inside Germany became too risky,
and xvere discontinued after April*

These were sometimes at dusk,
These

These cloud

/

No,2 Group 0,G*
No ,.84*

The first
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The first attack in February under No.2 Group Operation
Oi^er No,84 took place on the 11th. Eight Bostons were
despatched in pairs to attack the marshalling yards at
Alkmaar, Roosendaal, Caen and Serqueux. Of these only the
yard at Roosendaal was attacked. The Colombelles steel
works were attacked at Caen, and a factory at Neufcha.tel
was mistaken for the yard at Serqueux. On 12th February,
the steel \vorks at Liege were attacked at dusk by Mosquitoes,
and a further 10 Mosquitoes were despatched against various
railway targets,
tives.

Hits Yirere observed on all -these objeo~
Railv/ay targets at Tours v/ere attacked by Mosquitoes

BC/S24949/2
ORS Final Day-
Raid Reports,

on 14th, 15 th and 18th February, •

On 17th February, six lellingtons v/ere despatched on a
Moling operation, to attack Emden under cover of lov/ cloud..
Moling operations had.been ordered in 1942, to be undertaken
at the discretion of the A.O, *s.G. of the hea-vy bomber Groups,
Their object -was to disorganise German industry by forcing
the enemy to sound Air Raid Alarms over a vdde area,
this occasion three of the aircraft attacked Eraden, and -two
others alternati-ve objectives in the vicinity.

On

B.C.O.I.

■ No. 65.
18.11, 42.

BC/S. 24949/2
Target
Committee

28.2.43.

There vrere several Mosq.uito operations v/hich achieved
The first of theseoutstanding success during this period,

-was on the Naval Stores Depot at Rennes on 25th February.
Twenty Mosquitoes v;ere detailed to attack at dusk,

them made lov;^level attacks r/ith delay bombs, followed imme
diately by 11 v/ith instantaneously fused bombs,
end of the depot v:as.seriously damaged, I7 sheds being des
troyed and 19 damaged according to photographic evidence.
Three aircraft were missing, tvro of which collided.

Five o

The Ihste

f

m

^ ID712/24
On 3rd March, 10. .Mosquitoes carried out an outstandingly

successful lov;-level attack on the flotation plant of the
Molybdenum nines at Knaben, in Nonvay,
been discussed at -the Target Committee Meeting on 29th January,
All relevent information, including an M,E,¥, estimate of the
time of recovery from a successful attack, was forv/arded to
the Command, and the operation -was officially requested by
D,B, Ops. on 10th February,

Such an attack had

Ops, Folder
Directives IV

End. 42a,

P»R,U, photographs showed that extensive damage had been
Intelligence reports indicated a production loss of

It v\fas later learned that the crushing and
ATIi/DO/3
Cypher from
Sweden.

done,

about 10 months,

grinding plant and the flotation plant had been put out of
action. OvTing to the great importance of the supply of
molybde'uum to the German T/ar effort, repairs -rrere immediately

By "cannibalisation" and the aid of nev/ equip
ment, ou-tput \7B.s restarted in June at 50^ of its normal
level.

put in hand.

A message of congratulation from the C. in C. con
cluded -^vith the observation "Mosquito stings judiciously
placed are very painful".

At dusk on 9th March a -very, accurate attack vra,s carried
out upon the Renault works at Amage, Le llans. Direct hits
caused severe damage to almost all the main buildings,
whilst only one house wus hit outside the works
Many such attacks were ocurried out with ’considerable accuracy,
against such trurgets as the steol vz-orks. at Liege, engine

■  sheds at .Paderborn and other, rail-way targets in Gennany and
occupied co-untries. Another such attack of great acoioracy
was upon the St. Joseph locomotive works at Nantes on

23rd Maroh. Fifteen Mosquitoes took part, but only four
bombs, fell outside'the target.

area.

/Further
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Further Moling operations took place on 20th March and

1st April. On each occasion one Lancaster rra.s despatched.
The first, r/hose objective ivas the village of Leer, in
Germany, dropped eleven 1,000 lb. delay bombs. The second,
detailed to attack Emmerich at davm, did not return..

One further outstanding Mosquito operation remains to
be described in this period. On 27th May, li). Mosquitoes
vere despatched to make a dusk attack upon Jena. Eight
vere to attack the Zeiss vorks and six the Schott glass-
v/orks,

alternatives,

these collided while taking evasive action. P.R.U. photo-
gra.phs taken a month later sho\7ed that six buildings in
the Zeiss v/orks and five in the Schott glass-works had
been damaged.

The t\7o Mosquito squadrons of No,2 Group employed on
these tasks were transferred to No,8 (PPP) Group on 1st
June,. 1943, when No,2 Group left Bomber Command, No. 105
Squadron tos equipped T.’lth Oboe Mark II and H2S and employed
in night operations after this date. No,139 Squadron was
employed in nuisance raids, and later fitted with G-H,
The only day operations carried out by Bomber Command air
craft after June v/ere anti-submarine patrols and meteoro
logical flights over enemy territory. The latter were
carried out by the Mosquito meteorological flight attached
to No.8 (pip) Group,
of the war that Bomber Command again undertook regular
daylight bombing operations over Germany,

Three bombed each objective and five attacked
Two ofThe rcnmining three were missing.

It was not until the last few weeks
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GiL'iFTER 9

PROGRESS OF. ' BCLIGY, iTPRIL TO DEOEi;iEER, 1943

(l) Political and Strategic Background

(43) 286(0),
(43 ) 287(0^

OOS The decisions made at Casahlanca "began to "be imple
mented in the months following. After the successful
campaigns in Egjrpt,, Libya and North West /ifrioa the
British and ilmerioan leaders met again at Washington in
May, 1943* This conference, code-name Trident, resulted
in no major changes in strategy. The /unericans v/ere
anxious to concentrate all resources after the capture of
Sicily upon building up the assault forces in the. British
Isles, The British Staff. was convinced that the successes-
in the Mediterranean should be exploited.- This was the
best means of giving immediate support to Russia, and if
Italy could be knocked out of the v/ar Germany would face
further large oommitments in the south. The Americans

suspected that the British aimed to postpone the final
cross-channel assault. They were finally‘convinced that
further Mediterranean operations would absorb little of
the Round-up force, and'that the supply of shipping
would anyway not allow of all the Mediterranean troops
being brought back, simultaneously v/ith the Bolero build
up from ilmerioa. '

COS

7.6,43.

CCS.242/6
25.5.43.

It v/as eventioally decided that the exploitation of
the Mediterranean successes should continue, but the forces
available to the theatre commander should be strictly
limited,. Sickle, the build-up of U.S. air forces in the
United Kingdom, v/as to proceed as quickly as possible, so
as to supplement the expanding power of the British air
offensive^ Maximum reso-urces were to be concentrated

as early as practicable in the United Kingdom, so as to
mount .an invasion with target date 1st May, 1944»

G.O.S.S.A,.0^,- (chief of Staff, Supreme Allied Command) ■

had now been appoin-ted in the person of General Morgan, who
• was engaged in preparing plans for invasion, A large-
scale bluff (Cockade) in the simmer of 1943 was the first
major scheme prepared* It was meant to draw German troops
to- the west and to induce large-scale air engagements*

After the Trident conference the Prime Mnister, v/ith
General Marshall and General Sir Alan Brooke, visited
North Africa to confer with General Eisenhov/er and his

The Trident decisions regarding the European
theatre were clarified, and it v/as agreed to leave to
General Eisenhower the responsibility for recommending to
the Chiefs of Staff the most favo-urable means of exploiting
the success of Husliy,

Staff.

It was decided at the Trident Conference that further

combined meetings should be held at frequent intervals.
The next took place at Quebec in August 1943, and carried
the strategic planning of the war a considerable stage
further. Improved understanding created a greaterC0S(43) '513(0)

11.9.43. measure of agreement and speedier decisions,
difference of opinion be-tween the American and British
Chiefs of Staff over the importance of the Mediterranean
theatre had, however, to be reconciled,
compromise was worded as follows:-.

The usual

The final

CCS,319/5
24.8.43*

'as be-tween Operation Overlord and operations in the
Mediterranean,’ where there is a shortage of resources,
available resources will bo distributed and employed
with the main object of ensuring the success of
Overlord..

G. 225497/DEW/9/49. /Owing to
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Owing to the success of the anti-U-hoat war, shipping
and landing-oraft were not expected to be so limiting a
factor as had been anticipated at Trident. The Quadrant
Conference affirmed that Pointblanlc was a pre-requisite to
Chrerlord, and that the latter - the full-scale cross-
channel assault - \?as the primary U.S./British ground and
air commitment against the ibcis in Europe, The', target
d<ate Was confirmed as 1st May, 194^, and Normandy was
decided upon as the area* Pla,ns for Operation Rankin, to
talce advantage of any weakening in the German strength in
the ViTast, were approved*

The Prime Minister and President met at Ti'ashington in
early September, and discussed the exploitation of the

0.0»S,(43) 513(0) Italian collapse. But the decisions reached vrere too late
Part G. cw/ing to the speedy German occupation of the country. The

landing at Salerno was ma.de v/hilst the conversations
in progress.

The Sextant Conference at Cairo took place after
reverses in the Eastern Mediterranean, and a hold-up in the
Italian campa.ign, in late November,, The presence of the
Chinese Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek v/lth the President
and the Prime Minister, led to commitments regarding opera
tions in South East Asia,,

v/ith others entered into v7ith the Russians during the
Eureka Conference at Teheran, v;hich immediately followed.
After Stalin had approved the date for Overlord, and agreed
to co-ordinate a Rijssian offensive with it, Anvil, a simul
taneous attack in Southern Prance v/as promised,
result landing-craft had to be v/ithdrawn from South East
Asia,

were

003(43 ) 791(0)

These commitments conflicted

As a

■V

On ret'jrn to Cairo after the Teheran meeting. Sextant
The over-riding importance of the Point-

blank air offensive was re-emphasized,
appointment of General Eisenhov/er as Supreme Commander for
Overlord was decided

v/as continued.
The immediate

upon*.

CCS,426/ 1

CCS,138th
7.12,43.

A reviev/ of global strategy v/as once more carried out,
but owing to lack of time many points v/ere left undecided.
It viTas agreed that future conferences should be on a reduced
scale, as they \7ould mdoubtedly have to take place at
shorter intervals. The number of subjects discussed
should also be red^iced.

Further discussion of stro.tegio planning during this
period is.reserved to the next volume, as the dedisions
arrived at took effect in 1944. Me noV7 proceed to an
examination of the bombing policy resulting from these
strategical plans, and the extent to v/hich it v/as implemented.

(2) The Combined Bomber Offensive Plan

A Plan for implementing the task given to the air forces
in the European theatre was drawn up in April by  a Committee
under the auspices of the United States Eighth Air Force. C^)
Representatives of the .British Air Staff collaborated in
its preparation. . One of its primary objects was to lay down
the allocations of Amerioo.n aircraft required to carry it
out. These figures were, then to be used in Washington to
ensure^that allocations were adequate and up to time, and
to avoid diversions to other theatres.

/The American
(1) The Committee was composed of Commanders vrith opera
tional experience and target analysts. A full account
can be found in the U.S. Air History, Vol.II, Section II
Chapter 11.
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CCS217/Encl.B
14.6.43*

mf
^ IIJl/90/9

'The American Operations analysts had decided that the
neutralization of some 60 targets v;ould in^iair and might
paralyze the German v^-ar effort. Several comhinations of

targets might achieve this. Prom the systems proposed the
Committee chose six groups, comprising 7^ precision targets.
These were \"dthin the radius of action, and vrere aimed at
"the three major elements of the German military machine:
its submarine fleet, its air force, and its ground forces,
and certain industries vital to their support,
systems were:-

The six

Submarine construction yards and banes

The German aircraft industry

Ball bearings

Oil

Synthetic rubber and tyres

Military transport vehicles*.

The effect on these systems,respectively, should be:

To reduce constinction by 89?^ by destroying
Attack on bases would affect the submarinebuilding yards,

effort at sea.

The plan provided for the destruction of 435^5 of
fighter and 65^ of bomber capacity*

Concentration rendered the ball bearing industry
vulnerable, 76^ vrould be eliminated by the targets specified,
T/ith immediate effect upon tanks, aeroplanes, guns, diesel
engines, etc.

If Pipesti (351^ of refined oil supply) could be
destroyed in addition, the destruction of the synthetic
plants in Germany'(l3^) would'have a disastrous effect.

Loss of 5C5? of synthetic rubber, and nearly all
tyre production.

Loss of seven plants which produced the bulk of
these.

■ German fighter strength ira,s growing fast, hoTrever,
It had increased by 44v^, at the expense of bomber strength,
since the United States entered the vrar, in spite of heavy
casualties. It was essential to arrest this grovrth quickly.

The target forces vrere evaluated in four phases,
existing force ivas too small for deep penetration,
300 aircraft being considered the minim'ura for .this pur

The

a force of

pose*

Such a force would require 800 aircraft in the theatre to main
tain it.

The first phase, from April to July, vrould be restricted
to reducing the German fighter strength and submarine instal
lations Tri.thin range of fighter cover. The second phase,
July to October, should achieve an average striking force of
400 aircraft. This should break the German fighter strength
by deep penetrations up to 4OO miles, xn tne third phase,
October to January, 1944, the striking force should be 55O
aircraft. This should keep dorm German fighter strength,
and undermine other sources of German war strength*
last phase, after January, 1944, ̂ rould prepare for
tions on the Continent*

The

opera-

/The
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The integration of the R,A,P»: and U.S, offensives would
The task of the E.A.F. was so tohe achieved hy several means,

"destroy German material facilities as to undermine the \iiliiing-
ness and ability of the German worker to continue the
Vdiilst the U.S. force's were "directed to\7ards the destruction
of^specific essential industrial targets", the R.A.P. could be
aimed at those related to the U.S, effort, . '*171ien precision
targets are bombed by the Eighth,Air Porce in daylight, the
effort should be complemented and completed by R,A.P. bombing
attacks against the surrounding industrial area at night."
The Plan went on to detail the specific targets recoiomended
for each phase, which can be seen in Appendix 3
A list of those area targets vrtiich contained primary precision
bombing targets was meanv/hile prepared by the Air Staff for

, the guidance of Bomber Comraand, and is given in Appendix A,

war".

W
^ I^O/175/UA
^ W 12/33 This plan received lOC^ backing from the Chief of the

Air Staff and ivas sent to Uashington. It was approved by the
Combined Chiefs of Staff at the Trident Conference there.
A new bombing Directive was issued in June 1943, (see belov/)
to conform to it, In this. Bomber Command, was given wider
tactical flexibility than vraa envisaged in the Plan, v/ith the
result that the integration of operations by the tv/o bomber
forces was not as close as had been planned..

(3) The Pointblank Directive

S46368/IV
Encl,7A,

^The preparation of the Directive to put, into effect the
Combined Bomber Offensive Plan involved considerable discu.ssion
v/ith Bomber Command, Fighter Command and the United States
Eighth Air Force, It was necessary to co-ordinate the activi
ties of each^to obtain the maximum,impact upon Gonnan fighter
strength,

deprived of his tactical freedom to attack any area targets
suitable.

The A.0,C,-in-C, Bomber Command did not wish to be

The final form of the Directive, therefore

^iD/12/33
, which

later came to be knovm as the Pointblank Directive, laid dovTn
specific target systems for attack by the Eighth Air Force.
The forces of the British Bomber Command v/ere to be "employed
in accordance ivith their main aim in the general disorganiza
tion of German industry." Their action was, hov/ever, to ''be
designed as far as practicable to be conplementary to the
operations of the Eighth Air Force."

The full text of the Directive can be found in Appendix 6.
It reiterated the primary object of the bomber forces as laid
doTim in the Casablanca Directive:

the progressive destruction and dislocation of the German
.  military, industrial and economic system, and the under

mining of the morale of the Geiman people to a point Tdiere
their capacity for armed resistance is fatally weakened,"

In view of the increasing strength of the enemy fighter
forces deployed on the Western Front, German fighter strength
was now laid doTO as the Intermediate objective v/ith first
priority for attack by the Eighth Air Force, , The British
Fighter Command v/as also ordered to further this object b^'
attacking enemy aircraft in the air and on‘the ground, and
providing the support necessary to pass bomber forces through
the enemy .defences XTith the minimum cost, ■

Further primary objectives laid do'.vn v/ere U-boat yards
and bases, the remainder of the German Aircraft Industry,
Ball Bearings and Oil, The latter v®.s contingent on attack
upon Ploesti f-rom the Mediterranean, .Two secondary objectives
v/ere also given - synthetic rubber and tyres, .and military
transport vehicles.

The
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The specific tasks laid down were:-

(i) The destruction of German airframe, engine and
component factories, and the bn.ll bearing
ind'ustry on which the strength of the German
fighter force depends.

The general disorganisation of those industrial
areas associated with the above industries.

(ii)

(iii) The destruction of those aircraft repair depots
and storage parks within range.

The destruction of enemy fighters in the air and
on the ground.

The attack upon German fighter strength was called an- ■

"intermediate" objective to satisfy the protagonists of
other target systems that their aims had not been overlooked.
As it wa.3 an essential pre-requisite to any successful
bombing campaign, however, it took absolute priority.

(4) The German Air Force

(iv)

H. E.'ii/,

Intelligence
wreekly. Report
N0.72A. 3.7.43.

During the spring of 1943, it was realised that earlier
assessments of German aircraft production seriously under

stated its capacity. \7ith the advent of the Speer Mnistry
a big increase in aircraft production had been planned, and

during 1943, the industry's excess capacity of plant and
equipment, estimated at 100 per cent, began to be effective.
A big increase in fighter aircraft had been planned in

September, 1942, and successive further increases v/ere made

during 1943. ActuaJ. production was stepped up to over
1,000 single and 200 ti/Win-engined fighters per month by
July, 1943, more than -twice the production- in January, 1943.-

USSBS Aircraft

Di-vision Report -
Page 10.

In addition to this increase in production, the distri
bution of German fighter strength was radically altered
during this period. In August, 1942, 38^ had been concen
trated on the llestem Front, as against 43^ in Russia.
By April, 1943, these fig'jres had been changed to 45^ in
the T7est and only 21% in the East, and the transfer to the
Y/est continued during the year. As a result of this big
increase in the strength of the German fighter defences,
the Wastage rates of the Allied
Night, showed a steady increase,
June Directive - "Unless this increase in fighter strength
is checked v/e may find our bomber forces unable to fulfill

the tasks allotted to them by the Oombined Chiefs of Staff,

The Br-ltish and American Air Staffs recognised this
threat by April, 1943* .It was suggested that the whole of

the British and American striking forces in the form of

fighters and fighter bombers, medium and heavy bombers
should be directed against the German fighter resources in

Germany and the Occupied Countries. On examining the tac

tical feasibility of this proposal, hqwever, it was found
that the Imaerican bomber force v/ould not be strong enough
until July to achieve the penetration required in attacking
the German fighter plants; Bomber Command could reach none

of the towns required except Bremen during the suinmer
months, owing to the limited hoiurs of darlcnessj the Light
Bombers could attack only 5 out of a possible 30 aircraft
repair works in Occupied Territory, oviring to the Prime

Minister's ruling that heavy casualties amongst civilians
must be avoided; whilst the range of the fighters and
fighter-bombers reduced the number of airfields v/'hioh they
could attack to about 34 only,

(T)" ' sie”chapter TS(T)

mber Forces, both Day and.:  In the v/ords of the

./in view of

0. B. 0.

Report App.
U,

.^.B.0ps.l6C/70A
pl/70/272(c)
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In viev/ of these difficulties it t/2.s decided to post
pone an all-out offensive until the iiinerican and British

heavy honber forces could "both play their full part, and
the Conbinec] Bomber Offensive Plan laid dorm the stages
in viiich this Offensive could be put into effect.
Meanwhile .urgent,signals vrere sent to Washington to hasten
the allocations of Anerican heavy bomber groups to the
European theatre,

the .light bombers of No.2Group, irxaediately began to turn
their attention to German air Force targets,
until 10th June, hovrever, that the new bombing directive
authorised the attack of such objectives on the highest
priority.C2;

The American bomber force, as v/ell as

It xras not

II?0/175/
Encl.9A,

f

M.E.W, Report
No, 72 A.
3.7.43.

The Ministry .of Economic Warfare "Survey of Economic
Developments in German Europe in the six months ending
June 30th, 1943" enphasised the increase in Gerr.ian fighter
strength.

'Output of all types of aircraft in Germany is believed
to have been well ma.i-ntained, and in the case of
fighters to have shown a substantial increase. The
programme of rationalisation and standardisation

\7hich has been largely responsible for this increase,
is also reflected in the high proportion of existing '

types produced. A further accretion of output may
be expected in the near future from nevr factories in

Austria, Hungary and South Eastern Europe," '

The same survey reported a significant change" in
the iixis rub]3er position, a raw material of great irpor-
tance to the aircraft industry as well as that of land
armaments and transport,
tion of blockade runners, lack of natural rubber for ad
mixture with synthetic v/ould affect its durability.
Supplies of rubber of all sorts v/ere reported, in any case, ■
to be barely sufficient to meet high priority requirements.

Due primarily to the intercop*-

At the "Quadrant" Conference in August the Chief
of the Air Staff reported the progress of the offensive to
the Combined Chiefs of Staff:

German fighter strength \vas stretched almost to
breaking point, and in spite of their precarious
situation on the Russian and Mediterranean fronts,
they had found' it necessary to reinforce their
fighter' forces on the Western Front from these sources.
On the other hind, the expansion of German figJhter
strength was continuing and had increased 13 per cent
during this year,"

CCS,109th

16.8,43.

He asked the C,C,S, to take action to make a victory
in the air as certain as possible before the autumn.
If this was not done, the Gerraans, by a conservation of
their strength and by the development of nex: methods of
defence, might be in.an unassailable position by the
spring. Diversions from the Eighth Air Force should be

stopped, loans to other theatres returned, and the bomber
command built up and reinforced to the maximum extent,

/Admiral

(l) See Section (l)

(2) See Section (2)

(3) Conference bet^Teen President of U.S. and Prime
Minister of G,B. and their Chiefs of Staff at Quebec and
Yfeshington betiroen 14th August and 11th September, 1943.
See Section (l).
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Admiral Leahy replied that every resource vd.thin United
States capahilities \vas being strained to provide the
maxi^ium reinforcement of Pointblank,

In their final report to the President and Prime
Minister, the C.C.S. re-einphasized the importance of Point-
blank, XTith a rewording of its overall objective

"The progressive destruction ahd dislocation of the
German military, industrial and economic system,
the disruption of vital elements of lines of commu
nication, and the material reduction of German air
combat strength by the successful prosecution of
the Combined Bomber Offensive from all convenient
bases is a pre-requisite to Overlord '

"This operation must therefore continue to have
highest strategic priority,"

CCS.319/5
24.8.43..

f-S"

In spite of this priority and the effective attacks
carried out in the summer and autumn, the offensive could
not be carried out according to'plan,
of Staff suggested in November that a new Directive should
be issued the C-in-C., Bomber Command commented that
revision of the directive should be agreed without
assui'ance of its terms being carried out by the United
States. In spite of the proviso’that "the forces asked
for were the absolute minimum", diversions of forces had
been accepted ever since Pointblank, General Baker
commented that

Tflien the U.S. Chie

no

an

fs

the only reason Pointblank has not been fully
acoomplished is because the forces required and
called for in the plan were not furnished."

as

P^®3*2nting his and General Baker's report on the
C.B.0»1,1J to the Sextant Conference (^) on December 3rd
Air Chief Marshal Portal stated that only 89 per cent of
the planned 'strength v/as provided for the first phase, 76
per cent for, the second phase, and 67 per cent for the
first half of the third phase, up to that date. In spite
of this 90 per cent of the sorties required by the Plan
had been despatched, but it had not been possible for them
all to be against targets in the Plan.

CCS.403/1

'The hard fact is that we are almost exactly three
months behind schedule and German fighter production
and strength are both higher than the Plan contem
plated, This is in spite of the most gallant and
successful efforts on the part of the squadrons to
use surprise instead of numbers for achieving pene
trations xThich were only intended to be attempted in
the later stages of the Plan and vd-th far greater
strength,"

The C.A.S, asked, for a decision by the C.C.S, on the
policy for the Eighth Bomber Command in the remaining
phases of the Plan, Uas General Ikker to prx)ceed with the
Plan, in spite of the fact that, being short of planned
strength, he must expect disproportionate losses?
The C.C.S, agreed that he should proceed with it up to
the limit which could be achieved lidthout seriously out
running the supply of replacement aircraft and crews,

/Policy on oil

(1) See Appendix 15 for facsimile of this report.

Conference between President and Prime Minister and
Chiefs of Staff at Cairo, between 22nd November and 7th
December, 1943..

(2)
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(5) Policy on Oil

At many stages in the war it had been suggested by
various authorities that the German oil situation was
critical. Her conquest of new sources of supply in
territories overrun, and the development of s^thetic

' production had falsified these predictions, (I")
question of on all-out attack upon oil had been brought
up at a meeting of the Chiefs of Staff on 11th January,

.  1943. It had then been deferred until the land fighting
in North Africa should be finished, freeing the heavy
bomber forces thebe for an attack upon the refineries at- -
Ploesti, and \intil full experience of H2S and Oboe should
have, been ga,ined.

The

C.O,S.(43)3it-(o)

D. B, Ops. Polder.  - The subject was.again reviewed on 1st April, 19A3,
^mbi]^ Tolley 111 The judged that a reduction of 250,000 tons in
j|“l/70/272(c)/6bA. the jixis' oil supply dxaring the next three months should

be critical. This could be achieved either by attacking
the Rumanian oil plants or the synthetic plants in
Germany,

nev; synthetic plants v/ere due to corae.-into operation in
tho.t time.

These.three months were a critical period as

C.O.S. (43)200( o) An attack on Ploesti by a single overwhelming force
from the Mediterranean had been planned. The disappointing
range performance of the early Portress on operations,
hov/ever, indicated that it -could not reach the area,
whilst the bombing;commitment for the invasion of Sicily
enforced postponement of this plan,
necessary result in Germany 50 per cent destruction would
have to be achieved at five plants in the Ruhr and two
large plants further afield,

attacks upon Ruhr plants might be successful, but experi
ence of H2S did not promise success against the plants

'at Leuna and Poelitz,

To achieve the

With the aid of Oboe the

The proposal to carry out a full-

0.0. s. (43)214(0)

scale attack upon Germany’s oil resources was once more
postponed to a la,ter date. The prospect of a decisive
result did not justify raising the priority of oil
targets in the June Directive,

ll/Je>V99/9-
Meanwhile the American and British Air Staffs

continued to-explore the possibility of an atback upon
Ploesti. The failure of the Germans to obtain supplies
of oil from the .Caucasus, owing to Russian successes,
rendered their supply again precario-us.
from the United Kingdom, Russia, the Lebanon and T-urkey
had been considered, an /unerican plan was drawn up for
a single heavy daylight attack from bases in Cirenaica.
This■ plan v/as diso-uss.ed at the Trident Conference
18th Mayi The distance from Tobruk was -under 900 miles,
which was -v/ithin the'range .of B. 17.P, B. 24.C and B. 24.D
aircraft. The latter could carry a load of 6,000 lbs.
over the distance. Losses were expected to be heavy,
but to be justified by the results. It v/as decided to
submit the plan to the C.-in-C
for comment.

After attacks

on

North African Theatre• ^

CCS.87th
18.5.43.

Operation
Tidalwave,

Special bomb sights for a lo-w level atta.ck ?/ere sent
out to North Africa, Three Liberator Groups were also
sent out from the United Kingdom, to reinforce the heavy
squadrons already there. The operation v/as finallyCCS. 109th '-1648,43. carried but by 178 aircraft on-1st August, 1943,
Fifty-four aircraft were lost, but the results were o-ut-
standing. Eight out of the nine targets were hit, and

CCS,106th 14,8.43. five of them virtually destroyed. /The CAS
■  (1) The viev/s on German shortage of oil at

periods of the. war can be found in the Histoiy of
Economic Warfare,

va.rio-us
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The G.A.S. said that it vas "perhaps the most brilliant
and outstanding single air operation of the war,"

It ’.7as an operation too expensive to be repeated,
however,^and the forces used were urgently required in the
United Kingdom, The offensive against German fighter
strength continued to have highest priority, and further
attempts to deprive the Germans of oil resources had to
wait until 1944, United States economic exp>erts urged
attack upon them, but the British authorities,  — were inclined

to be sceptical of its effect owing to frequent disappoint
ments in the past. ■ Until the acquisition of bases in
Southern Italy should enable sustained attacks to be
carried out upon the Ploesti refineries by day and night,
it \7as considered a waste of effort to attack the relatively
small synthetic producers in.Germany,

The M.E.F. vievnin July was that, althou^' "lack of
oil continues to be a major weakness", when the new plants
should come into full production Germany's needs should
be fully met.

In the next of their six-monthly surveys, however,
dated 29th February, 1944, the M.E.W. view had changed.

Germany ’was unable to irieet her oil requirementstin
1943. 'The deficiency made itself felt not 'only in
the further restriction of supplies for industrial
puipose, l5ut also in some impairment of military
training and in limitations in Naval activity."

"Nof,'/ithstanding the fact that the total production
oil was 'Well maintained in 1943> it is evident that
the position is- causing serious concern. The heavy
consim5)tion of the imned Forces, which attained the
highest monthly rate for the year in December, is
resulting in an excessive drain upon supplies,
^is is reflected in the diminishing allov/ances of
liquid fuel for industry and agriculture and for the
armed, forcenr in non-operational

Tactical Policy

of

areas.

(6)

M, E.'W, Report
Nq.72A Page 20,

Ibid, No.108

Page 20,

The heavy attack upon the Ruhr 'with the aid of Oboe
been in progress since early March,. 1943, By May it

^s considered that many of the Ruhr towns had been suf
ficiently damaged for the time being, and that the balance
would soon be dealt with.

had

,  ̂ Losses in this campaign had .
been considerable, and the C.-in-C. decided that less well
defended objectives should be attacked during moonlight
periods. In view of the importance attached to German
Air Force targets, he requested permission on 12th May to
attack certain objectives of this' type in Prance,

S.46368/III
Minutes.

Ch/ing to the political effects of attacks upon occupied
countries which might involve civilian casualties,(l) this
request had to be carefully considered. The C.-in-C.
irlshed for a small number of targets in areas where little
resistance was to be expected, for moonlight attack.
Targets suggested were the Schneider Tforks at Le Creusot,
attacked in October, I942, but long since repaired:
S.A, Gnome Rhone at Gennevilliers,
works at Villacoublay, Paris;
Billancourt, Paris,

the

Paris; the aircraft
and the Renault plant at

/Attack upon

(1) See Chapter 8 (2) on Political Restrictions.
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Attack, upon these v/as authorised on 21st May on condition
that only reliahle and experienced crews v/ere to he
employed; that attack v/as to he mde under clear and
favourable x^eather conditions, and -all possible precautions
taken to minimise , civilian casualties-*

This permission was received too late, and its
conditions \rere too strict, for an opportunity to attack
during the May moon period. Heavy-scale operations were,
suspended between 14th and 23rd May instead, . iui attack
upon the Schneider Works \ras made during the moonli^t
period in June, and upon the Peugeot v/orks at Montbelliard
during the July moon.

Variations in the lists of these targets available

were discussed by the Target Committee.
issue of the new directive on_10th June this Committee
began to issue v/eekly signals under the code-name Jockey, • -
incorporating amendments in the list of targets in Appendix
A of the directive,

authority.
Jockey Committee, an intelligence committee under .the
chairmanship of D. of l(o), which was formed in June,

After the

These signals carried executive

The amended priorities were recommended by the

B,C/S,23746/5
Encl,54A*

Ibid,

Encl,43A,

In a D.O, letter to the Chief of Air Staff on 16th

June, .1943 the A,0.C,,-in-0c of Bomber Command explained
his current methods of target selection, ■ Short nights
were the main handicap at the moment, limiting the range
to an arc covering Emden, Munster and Dortmund,
selection of a target v/ithin this area was governed by a
combination of weather and navigational aids,
night when, ground marking could be eri^jloyed, it i7as best
to go for the most valuable target for a heavy concentra
tion, as considerable accuracy should be attainable.
On a cloudy night when skymarking would be necessary, a
scattered area target or very large toMm was advisable.
In addition, attacks must be spread as v/idely as possible
within the available radius of action,

defences .were quickly concentrated.

The .

On a clea

Otherwise enemy
In this connection,

r

the A,0.C.-in-C. favoured shuttle attacks, landing in
North /ifrica, Malta or C3?prus.
dispersal of the defences to areas noimally outside bombing
range. The first of such raids was carried out against
Priederichshaven on 20th/21st June, bombing Spezia on the
return on 23rd/24th June,

These should ensure the

Further targets in Prance for use in the moon period
were approved in September and October, ,1943. The Command
suggested seven targets in the South of Prance as tac

tically suitable on 9th September... Authority for attack
on one of these, and on three, airfields, v/hich were not
suitable, was given next'day., Another was authorised ori'
15th September, and three more on 10th October, Tactical
alternatives also became available in Southern Germany,
North Italy and elsewhere vri.th the long nights of winter.

Ibid.

Encl.91A, 99A,

(1) See Chapter 3(l) above,.
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CHfvPTSE 10

SECRET

OESNING OF HiE FOIMTBLjmK OFEEMSIVE

(1j The Ameri«an Offensive

The American bomber force played the major part in
the direct attack upon the German Air Eorce under the
lointblank ITLan. Since the subject of this narrative

is the R.A.P. Bombing Offensive this attack is onljr
briefly described.
191-3, as soon as the Combined Offensive Plan was formu
lated.

It began in a small way in April,

After this it remained the primary commitment
of the American bomber forces throughout tne period
covered by this Volume (to February 1914).

DB Ops.
32/1.

It was realised when the Plan was formulated that

the deep penetrations required could only be accom
plished when the American force had been built up to
a certain minimum size. The programme provided for
only one fighter plant, the P.W. at Bremen, to be
attacked during Ihase I, April to 30th June.
2, July to 30th September, two airframe plants, at
Bremen and Kassel, and four engine plants, at Brunswick,
Kassel, Hamburg and Eisenach, were to be attacked,
the beginning of Fhase 3, October to 31st December, it
7/as ho]^ed to build up the force to 1,192 aircraft.
This would allow deep penetrations to be begun, and six
airframe and five engine plants were scheduled,
point of fact the force- had onl3'- been built up to
1,038 aircraft by the beginning of Fhase 3.
up had been dela3red b3'' three months.

In Phase

By

In

The build

USSBS Aircraft

Industry Report
Page 7.

,  In spite of this delay the.U.S, Bomber Force kept
well up to schedule in its attacks upon the German

'single-engined Fighter airframe industr3^
engine objectives were not so well up to schedule, as
a more immediate effect w-as expected fron airframe-
factories,

reverse of this.

The

Fost-war investigation indicates the
A number of important targets in

These includedother categories were also attacked. 1..
the ball-bearing plant at Schweinfurt (1)
plant at Regensburg in August, a number of repair and
storage depots in France in September, and deep penetra
tions in October to the Arado plant at Ainklam and the
Focke Wolf factory at Marienburg in East Prussia.
Schweinfurt was attacked again in.October.
November the U.S. bomber force made a heavy attack
upon the Flolydbenum mines at Knaben which were
recovering from the successful R.A.F. Mosquito raid
in. March.

and the M.E.1

In

They were vital to high-grade steel

09

DB. Ops. 14/1
1 7.11.43*

DB. Ops. 23/1
16.11.43 .

production for aero-engine crankshafts,
bearing works,at Paris were attacked in December.
Their importance had increased since the two attacks
upon.Schweinfurt, and now warranted the risk to
civilians involved in a high-level attack.

The ball-

/A full

(1) See Chapter 1 7 on Ball-Bearings

G. 225497/DEW/9/49.
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A full list of the operations carried out,by the
Eighth IJ.S.A.A.P. can be found in Appendix 12,^’^ -'

( 2) Night xlrea Attcacks

V/hen the plan for attack upon the German ̂ lir Force
was under discussion, Bomber Command was in the midst of

its campaign a.gainst the Ruhr by the aid of Oboe,
continued to emplojr the major effort of the Command until
July, 1943.

Hamburg and the fina,l blows at Italy in August, to speed
up her capitulation.

Air Force targets d-uring this period,
nights precluded attacks upon the majority of these
objectives, T/hich required deep penetration into Germany.

This

Then came the series of heavy attacks upon

Little could be done a-bout German

The short summer

In spite of these handica.ps, a few speciaj. opera
tions against aircra.ft objectives victre carried out before

These are reviewed in the next sections.August.
The^'- include attacks upon the Schneider works at Le
Creusot and the Zeppelin v/orks at Friederichshaven in
June, and the Peugeot plant at Montbolliard in Julir.
The heavy raid upon the V-weapon research establishment
at Peenemunde in August is dealt with in a later
chapter.

From about August 1943, the importance of an area
ta.rget to the aircraft industrjr became a predominating
factor in the choice of such targets for night attack.
Tactical factors such as the weather and opposition
expected, the degree of penetration required, and the
navigational and bombing aids available, naturally
continued to exercise a great influence. A growing
proportion of the bombing effort in support of the
Pointblank aircraft objectives resulted. Since these
T/ere area attacks, however, it is impossible to consider
their influence upon this particular industry’’ in
isolation from,the other industries contained in the area.
The attacks are therefore reviewed chronologically in the
sections below and in later chapters, A brief resume
of the attacks upon , towns connected, v/ith the G-.A. F. plan
is included here.

In August, Niiremburg, w/hich contained ball-bearing
plants, was twice attacked bj'’ heayj'" forces of over 600
aircraft. Leverkusen, which contained one of the vast
I.G. Farben chemical and rubber plants, was also attacked.
In September the attack on rubber was continued by two
raids on Hanover, as well as that on the Dunlop works
at Montluqon.

In October Kassel vtas attacked twice, Stuttgart,
Hanover and Leipzig once each. Kassel contained
fighter assembl}'- plants, Stuttgart,.an important ball
bearing factory, as Virell as numerous, small aircraft

component plants. Hanover's principal importance to
the aircraft industry lajr in its production of aircraft
tyres, Leipzig contained the big Erla group of
factories, making and assembling Messerschmitt 109s,
as well as a number of other aircraft and component
plants.

/in November

{^ ) For further information the U.S. Air History,
The Army Air Forces in the Second V/orld War,
can be consulted.
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In November Ludvvigshaven and Leverl-cusen, both
containing vast plajits of the I.G. Parben chemical
combine, were attacked,
attached.

Stuttgart was also again

DB 0ps.l6D/l
Sig. 2.12.43

New priorities for attack were decided upon in *
December by the British and American planning staffs.
High priority targets included Leipzig. Braanswick
(M.P.HOs), Schweinfurt (ball-bearings)(0 and
Augsburg (M,j1i.41 Os), each of which was heavily attacked
during December, January and February,
were also made on Leverkusen and Stuttgart during these
months. The weight of attack and a full list of targets
attacked can be found in Appendix 10,

(3) June - Moonlight and Shuttle Raids.

The increased loss rate during the moonlight period
has been mentioned already. During May the C.-in-C. had
finalljr decided that operations against heavily-defended
targets during this period were too expensive,
fore requested the Air Minist
certain objectives in Prance,

targets was authorised, subject to every precaution being
talcen to avoid civilian casualties,

iimong these T/as the Schneider works at Le Creusot,
viAiich was engaged on armament work for the Germans. Its
importance had increased following the attacks on ICcupps
at Essen and the Skoda works at Hlsen. Accordingljr,
when the moon was nearly i\ill, on the night of 19th June,
on attack was undertalcen by 290 aircraft. A further
26 were directed against the transformer station at
Montchanin, which supplied power to Le Creusot, the some
P.P.P. marking aircraft being instructed to mark this
target after illuminating Le Creusot.

Further attacks

He theres.46368/111
Minutes

-

ry for permission to attack
^  ̂ A short list of such

B.C.0.0. No. 175
14^6,43

In spite of the small size of the target at
Le Creusot, it was severeljr damaged, and ceased to operate
for a long period. Severe damage v/as also dene to
surrounding property, however, leading to further French
protests.
Cctober.

This target v/as deleted from the list in
At Montchanin a steel and bronze foundr3'- v/as

A II/7O/9 .
' Target Committee

5.10.43

mistaken for the transformer station and damaged,
latter was successfully put out of action by saboteurs
later, thus interrupting supplies of povrer to Le Creusot,

The

i^cls. 36A, B,
Minutes

Cn 8th June the Air Ministr3r had written to the
Bomber Command to point out the importance of

the Zeppelin factory at Friederichshaven.
producing R.D.P. equipment for night fighter control,
it lay to the south of the main German Defence system, it
was suggested as a suitable moonlight target. Owing to
the short nights at this time Bomber Command considered it
could not be carried out from the United Kingdom,

/consideration

C.-in-C
» >

It was now

As

After

(1) See Chapter 1 7.

(2) See Chapter 9 (5)
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considoration, hov/evor, it was decidod that 50
Jjancastcrs of No. 5 Group should undertake the attack,
going on to land in North Africa. In this v/ay the
night would be long enough for the attack, and the
enemy defences, aroused to await the return flight,
could be out-manoeuvred.

This plan was carried out
great siyocess. i
four from the E; f. 1’.

and, not one was- lost.

on 20th/2lst June with
Si;:t3'' Lancasters v/ere despatched,

and the rest from No. 5 Group,
A Loader, a Deputjr Leader and

two Controllers were detailed, one of whom was to
control the attack. This sjrstem was later developed
into the Master Bomber method of control. (lj
Considerable damage was achieved, although the attack
was not as accurate as had been hoped for.
Leader had to hand over control owing to failure of

engine, and tlie Deputy Loa.der, owing to unexpec
tedly heavj^ defences, ordered all aircraft to climb
5,000 feet,

reduced accuracy,

roceeded to bases in North Africa, ;
.Maison Blanche and Blida airfields).

The

one

This altered the wind setting, Aouad
After the attack the viiole force

at Algiers

Cp.their return on 23rd/2Ath June 52 of these air
craft attacked Spezia,
led bj'- the leader,

an oil tank, provided a useful aiming-point, but
radio interference prevented all aircraft from
receiving instructions relating to it.

This attack was also control-

A luckj'- liit, v\;hich set fire to

A fairly
concentrated attack v/as delivered, however, and
most of the damage done v/as to harbour-side

This was the first shuttle-bombing
operation, sjid served as a pointer to what was to
buildings.

come.

A conference was held 13/- A.C. A.S. (Ops)
June 2ifth to discuss the implication of such
shuttle operations. It T/as agreed that they

on

 had
consiArable value as special operations, to assist
in spreading the German Defences and reaching, distant
objectives v/ithout prohibitive loss,
principal advantage would be in the summer only, and'
it \vas not worth provi.ding adequate base facilities
in North Africa,for some three months onlj'',
Temporarj'- immobilization of aircraft in North Africa
must therefore be accepted,
operations, was left to the C.-in-C., Bomber Command,

Their

The decision for such

An analysis was made of the cause of losses on
night raids from the United Kingdom,
ted that 75)"^ v/ere due to enemj'- fighters, of which 25^
were on the outward journey and ̂ Ofo on the return.
25% were due to flak, 15% over the target and 10^ to
and from the target, more or less equalljr divided.
The immobilization of aircraft in North A.frica might
therefore be entirely offset bj?- reductions in
operational losses.

It was estima.-

/(A) July

(-1) See Chapter 13
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(if) July_- Moor^_ight JTargGts

Concentration upon tho Ruhr campaign continued an
During the moonlight phase, however, less costly

On 12th/l3th Jiily Turin was chosen.
July,

targets v^ere chosen,
as is descrihod later. (1)

The following night, with the moon in its third
quarter, Aachen, a short-range target which did not
involve penetration of the full Ruhr defences, was choeen.
This target was really an outlying appendage to the Ruhr

industrial area, and its attack v/as in line with the Ruhr

campaign. The timing and accurao3’- of the operation v/as

excellent, and daylight reconnaissance indicated that over
half of the to\wi v/as devastated. German records confirm

Three railway stationsthat the attack was wo11-centred,

and the Veltrup acro-engine works were damaged, and the

gas, water, electricity'' and telephone systems were
dislocated. Sixteen textile factories were destroyed. (2)

A.H.B.6
Translations

On I5th/l6th Julj’' advantage was taken of one of the
targets in Prance agreed as a moonlight ohjeoti've. The

■visible throughout, 85^ of full. The Peugeot
factory at Montbelliard, covering an area of •1,'l00 by
600 yards, was the target. The need for extrenss
accuracy'' was stressed, to avoid civilian casualties.
The attack was very'- concentrated, but -unfortunately
centred round the first target indicator, which overshot
the works by about 700 yrards. The only parts damaged
seriously'- were the coachbuilding shop and foundry.
This factory'- v/as put out of action by^ agents of the
Special Operations Executi-ve later in the year.

The harassing attacks by' a few Mosquitoes, vrtiich
almost nightly' foa-ture of bombing operations by

this time, were increasing in strength by' the end of
July. They were frequently' used to di-vert -the enemy
defences during a major raid. During the first hea-vy
attack on Hamburg on 22fth/25th July (3) diversionary
attacks were ordered by' four Mosquitoes upon Duisburg
and three each upon Kiel, Lubeck and Bremen,
of Operations at Appendix 10 shows the increasing scale
of these diversionary' attacks, v\iiich were carried out by'
No. 139, the non-Oboe Mosquito Squadron of No, 8 (P.P.P.)
G-roup,

moon was

were on

The Diary

^H6l

D.B. Ops. Polder
Bombing
Policy IV
13.11.^3

A report on the "Effects of the Bombing Offensive
on the German War Effort" was presented to the Chiefs of
Staff by the Joint Intelligence Committee on 2?th July,
Its conclusions were that all the great industrial centres
of the Ruhr and Rhineland had been so devastated as to be
front line battle areas requiring assistance from else-

Hiy'sical destruction throughout Germany was
considerable, but affected a small proportion of total

About one third of German industry had been

/affected

where.

capacity.

C.0.S.173rd(0)
J.I.C.(A3)294

(1) See Chapter. 12 on Italy

(2) See Appendix 18 for German damage statistics

(3) See next chapter.
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affected by heavy attacks for about a three month period.
Reductions had been felt in steel supplies, submarines,
W/T and other signals equipment, motor transport and a
fev; other items,. The bombing offensive had been a major
factor in forcing Germany to adopt a defensive air
strategy.

(5) August - Increasing Range

YiTith the longer nights of August it was possible once

more to reach the area of Southern Germany, and, later in

Neither had been \vithin range duringthe month, Berlin,
the hours of darkness for the past three months,. Mannheim,
last attacked on I6th/l7th April, tos chosen for the night
of 9th August.
Ruhr, vvhich should clear to the south,
fifty-seven heavy bombers were despatched, but the cloud

persisted, partially obscuring target and ground markers,
and causing a scattered attack,

observed on day-reconnaissance photographs, although
several armament and chemical works were affected,,

is confirmed by German records.

Ten-tenths ’ cloud v/as expected over the
Pour-hundred and

No extensive damage was

This

A.H,B,6

Translations,

The following night 653 heax'y bombers were despatched
to Huremburg, In addition, three Mosquitoes vrere sent to

each of the tovms of Dusseldorf, Cologne and Maruiheim for
diversionary harassing attacks. Spoof marke-^s vrere
dropped on the latter. At Nuremburg cloud again caused
a wide scatter, both of markers and bombing. Early
bombing ivas about eight miles south-east of the aiming
point, but the recentrers employed on thi.s occasion suce

ceeded in bringing it back towards the target Trilth the aid

of their H2S equipments Thirty-eight cf the main force
aircraft also carried H2S sets on this occasion. Reconnais

sance showed most damage in the north-east of. the town,

German records reveal extensive damage, especially severe
in the north.

Mosquito harassing attacks upon the Ruhr by No,139
Squadron were continued during this month, althou^ the

main Battle of the Ruhr v/as over by the end of July,
Duisburg, Cologne and Dusseldorf had been attacked by
about three Mosquitoes each on most nights of the month
up to the 12th, when the nights became long enough to
reach Berlin,

and upon the research station at Peenemunde, which are

dealt vdth in later chapters, vrere carried out, whilst the
Mosquitoes of No, 139 Squadron v^ont to BerliUo.

On 22nd/23rd August the I.G, Parben Works at Leverkusen,
ten miles north of Cologne, were attacked by 427 aircraft.
At the same time Brauweiler Powder Station, just outside
Cologne, w-as the target for 12 Oboe Mosquitoes.
Parben was the largest che.raical combine in Germany and the
Leverkusen plant stood just outside the toivn on the right
bank of the Rhine, making an ideal precision target,
against which the Baillie Beam technique was tried out.(jL)

This target did not feature in the current target
directive, and no special reason for attack upon it is
recorded or remembered by those concerned. It can only
be presumed, therefore, that the C.-in-C. chose it for
its suitability as a practice target, being in an isolated
position, and its general industrial importance.
Incorrect laying of the Baillie Beam caused the failure
of attacks on both targets,. A German communique
reported very heavy casualties in Coloane.

Thereafter heavy raids upon Italian targets.

The I. Gv

(1) See Chapter I3,
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The follov/ing night, 23rd/24th August, 72? aircraft
were despatched against Berlin,

the weight of those in February, and was very, carefully
planned, but the loss rate was 1,1%, The C.-in-C.
obtained permission dioring the day for the use of Oboe
a.ircraft to mark the route for the main force,
be remembered that Oboe Mosquitos had been restricted
for use only in the vicinity of heavy raids since March, (^)

This attack was twice

It will

BC/S.27462
Enel, 127A

(1>X,614)

Six Oboe Mosquitos acted as route markers and nine
others were sent to drop Window over Berlin to protect the
early Pathfinders. A Master Bomber v/as in charge. (2)
Some of the markers were short of the target to the south-soudii
Vifest and the Master Bomber thought these v/ere well placed,
Consquently, the bulk of the bombing was in the
Charlottenburg/ii'iLnersdorf areas, which suffered severely,
and the centre of Berlin escaped lightly. The German
report assessed the attack at 300 to 400 aircraft and
reported 67 targets of industrial importance hit, as well
as Tenplchof Airport,
rendered homeless,.

854 people were killed and 65,000
Following this raid, all non-essential

Hirmnler was appointed
Minister of the Interior to curb increasing dissatisfaction.
persons v/ere evacuated from Berlin,

Harassing raids by eight and six Mosquitos, respec
tively, wore carried out against Berlin on the two nights
following.

On 27th/28th August a second very heavy attack v/as
carried out against Nurembiu'g by 674 aircraft,
target was clear of cloud, and the first markers v/ere well
placed. Later a severe creepbaok developed dov/nwind to
a point about eight miles south east of the target,
Recentrers T/ere employed, but only five of them functioned,
and they were not supplied with distinctive coloured
markers. The Master Bomber could do little owing to
the difficulty of visual identification once the initial
fl,are illumination was over. Most of the damage was in
the south east of the tovm, from which the approach was
made.

The

On 30th/31st August another blow was struck at an out
lying area of the Ruhr industrial complex. The neighbouring
towns of liunchen-Gladbach and Rheydt, 35 miles west of
Dusseldorf, were the target for 66O aircraft. Two aiming
points were used in turn, and the attack covered both

Daylight reconnaissance six days later shovred
very heavy devastation, mostly by fire, especially in the
centres of the tvro tovms.

that 80^ of Rheydt's business area v/as destroyed,(3)

towns.

The Goebbels Diaries record

The final heavy attack of August was on Berlin on
the last night of the month. 622 aircraft took part, 1+1
of which were lost (a percentage of 7*6), mostly to fighters.
The H2S aircraft were misled by responses on the outskdrtB’
of Berlin, and the target indicators were placed from
eight to thirteen miles south south vrest of the city.
The first ones were bombed, ov/ing to cloud obscuring those

A.S a result the attack spread back some
30 miles along the line of approach, German reports showr
a number of districts and sixteen industrial targets affected.

more distant.

(4)

(1) See Chapter 5(2)

See Chapter I3,

See Appendix 18 for German Damage reports.

See Appendix 18 for damage reports.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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CH/iPTER 11

THE DEVASTATION OP H/'i'IBURG

(l) The Target and the Task

The city of Hamburg was the second city of Germany
and the greatest port in continental Europe. With a
population of over 1^ million before the war, it contained
U-boat, aircraft and oil targets of the first importance,
as well as every other major war industry. The main
built up area was on the north of the River Elbe, while
the port area lay mainly to the south. The principal
industries were situated in the port area and round the
perimeter of the main built up area, Harburg was part of
greater Hamburg, lying to the south of the main dock area.

The attacks made upon Hamburg in the early months of
1943 have been recorded.(l)
was issued in preparation' for the Battle of Hamburg,
The following extracts illustrate the intention;-

"The. total destruction of this city \70uld achieve
immeasurable results in reducing the industrial
capacity of the enemy's war machine,"

In ilay an Operation OrderB.C.O.O. No.173
27.5.43.

The Battle of Hamburg cannot be vron in a single night.
It is estimated that at least 10,000 tons of bombs
T/ill have to be dropped to coirplete the process of
elimination. To achieve the maximum effect of air

bombardment this city should be subjected to sustained
attack. t1

'On the first attack a large number of incendiaries
are to be carried in order to saturate the Fire
Services,"

This "battle" took place between 24th July and 3rd
August, 1943. Pour attacks, each' of over 700 aircraft,
were made by Bomber Command, and two small daylight attacks
on the dock area by the U.S,A.A,P,
of bombs were dropped on the area, in spite of the failure
of the last heavy night attack,
upon the bity became known in Hamburg as "The Catastrophe",
Some 40,000 people \jere killed in the course of it.

T/ell over 8000 tons

This concentrated attack

Two new factors contributed very largely to the
success of this assault,

experience gained in its use in the preceding months enabled
a target situated against xvater, such as this
accurately marked by Pathfinders.

The development of H2S and

to be

The use of Window to
counter the enemy radio defences reduced the loss rate to
very small dimensions,

considered in the sub-sections following.
These factors are therefore

(2) Development of H2S

H2S had been used as a navigational aid and target
marking device by Pathfinders since the night of 30tV31st
Janiiary, 1943.

various■difficulties encountered, it had not at first given
much improved results.

OiTing to inexperience in its use and

The reasons for this are examined

ORS, Report
NO.S99
25.8,43.

to show how the development of H2S made possible the out
standing success of the Hamburg raids.

/Very few

(1) See Chapter 4(4)
G.225497/DEW/9/49.
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Very fev/ H2S nets v/ere available during the first tivo

months of its use. The average Vifas 13 per raid, but
poor serviceability reduced the effective number to about

five. This difficulty v/as aggravated by bad timing of

the Pathfinder and Main Force aircraft, and by the absence
of long-burning Target Indicators. Those used burned
for only about 2y minutes. A single badly-placed T,I,
could therefore mislead the \7hole force. The need for

more H2S equipped aircraft, to mark the target vras impera
tive , , •

As. a. navigational aid H2S ivas found to be highly
satisfactory. Difficulties arose, however, in its opera
tion over the target, area. Poor definition and gaps in

the polar diagram limited positive identification, whilst

the effect of evasive action made the picture very diffi

cult to interpret. The definition vras improved by
fitting a limiter, to reduce contrast on the P.P.I, and

a wave guide scanner, giving a narrower beam, removing
extraneous objects and filling up gaps. The add.itiqn of
a roll-stabiliser to the scanner overcame the difficulties

due to evasive action.,.

Overcoming these early troubles took considerable
time. Both the number of H2S aircraft available and the

timing of raids, gradually improved,
modifications to the sets took four to five months of

The provision of

experiment and manufacture, and a similar time lag was

needed for the provision of long-burning T.I. 's.
same time bombing technique.v/ith H2S v/as being developed.
The tendency to undershoot.was:countered by orders to

the backers-up to overshoot .tlT.e T.I. 's; and it was found

that the greatest success was still obtained by the laying
of flares by H2S, so that the target could be visually
checked by, selected backers-up.
identification at night had caused the suspension of this
method for a time.

At the

The tendency to faulty

By the end of July sufficient exper
ience had been gained, and enough H2S aircraft v/ere
availabl ,to ensure an accurate concentration upon

:!i)Hamburg

(3) Introduction of Yfindow

The introduction of ..radio counter-measures has been

described in the previous vo,lume.^^'
introduced during 1942 were:-

,(a) Shiver - Modulation of IFF sets to oscillate
on the frequency of the Wurzburg enemy control
•stations, approved in October, 1942.

Counter-measures

Harris Dispatch

App,E.
(b) . Mandrel - Air and ground .jamming sets for

Four per squadron wereuse against Freyas,
fitted by December, 1942. .

(c) • Tinsel - Modification of the T 1154 aircraft
transmitter to produce engine noise on the
HF/RT wave band used by enemy fighters.

(d) Boozer - A visual identification of enemy
radar plotting of an aircraft by A.I.,, to
give warning of "attack.

/in April

(1) The later development of H2S is discussed in
Chapter 14(l) and 15(2;

(2) Volume IV, Part II - Chapter 6.
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In April, 1943, a Crouncl Grocer station v-ns opened at

Dunv/ich, on the Suffolk coast, to jam enemy A,I, signals
v/ithin a range of about I50 miles.

The use of YifindoiT had been under consideration for a

This was a mechanical means of

, by means of
Diffi-

considerable period,
producing misleading echoes on Radar apparatus
strips of; aluminium dropped from aircraft.

culties of quantity production, and above all, fear of

enemy retaliation in kind had prohibited its use up to

G0S(43)227(0),. 1943. On 3rd I'lay the Chiefs of Staff Committee considered
1.5.43. . an Air Staff memorandum advocating its use. In urging

that the slight risks entailed were justified in view of

the resulting increase in striking power, the C.A.S* said
that some 455 bombers and their crews should be saved in

the first eight months. This would not only build up the

strength of the bomber force, but would also increase its

average of experience and therefore of efficiency,
would still further reduce losses and greatly irt5)rove
morale.

This

IB/ The C.O.S, approved the use of Window.from 1st July,
1943, subject to technical examination of- its implications,
especially upon the launching of Husky,the invasion of

Sicily. The Ad-Hoc sub-committee ybich examined the
question reported on 11th May.. They considered that the

success of Husky should not be endangered by'the use of

Window before that operation had been launched. The target

date was set at 1st July, with the intention of temporary
postponement after that date as the progress of Husky should

require. Bomber Command were therefore informed of this

provisional date,.

cs. 14198
27..5.43« .

BC/ORB
17.7.43.

In the instruction for its use issued by Bomber Command
■on 17th July, 1943, all heavy and medium operational
squadrons were ordered to be ready to discharge it by 23rd ■

,  July, It was only to be discharged on the occasions and
at the rates ordered by Bomber Command',
of discharge \vas estimated at'one'bundle .per minute per
aircraft for a concentration of 6OO aircraft per hour.
Rates of dropping for use in orders were laid dovm, from
Rate A, one bundle per two minutes to Rate E, three per

On occasion 350 to 4OO lbs of Window vrould have
Care had to be taken not

The optimum rate

minute.
to be,carried in each aircraft,
to stow it too far aft- of the centre of -gra-vity,
height concentration of 6000 feet vrould be required,
aircraft must fly within 3000 ft of the height specified.

A
so

As Window viras only effective against RDP apparatus,
*  its discharge vros to be limited to those areas where

knovm, G,G,I. or G.L, stations vrore sited, or enemy fighters
equipped With A.I. operated. A map'of these areas had
been prepared, and T/indow was to be discharged 'whilst
traversing them,(2) Regular spacing was important, and
the crew member releasing YYindow - the air bomber or
Wireless Operator were suggested - must be provided -with
a watch.

/Yfindow was

(1) A bundle of Window weighed 2 lbs and consisted of
.2200 strips 25 x 2 ems Rate of fall 3OO/4OO ft, per min.
Effective 15/20 mins.

(2) See Map 2.
this date is 'shown,.

The enemy fighter defence belt at
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T/indov;- was first \ised on 2J+th/25th July, 1943» in the
It was used onlyfirst of the big attacks upon Hambiorg,

against ■if'urzbTorgs, which were used for G.C.I, control and
gunlaying,
into confusion, .and new expedients had to- be sought by the
enemy to bring their fighters into contact v/ith the bomber
stream* Later types of \Tindow were devised for use against
all known forms of enemy radar. (1)

■ One further co-untermeasure was introduced during the
Battle of Hamburg, This was Ground Gigar, which jammed the
A/HP/RT frequencies beginning to be en5)loyed by eneii^p night
fighters. A transmitter had been sot up- at Sizev/ell on
the- Suffolk coast to operate a jamming barrage over the * '
whole waveband employed. It came into operation on 30th/
31st July, 1943.'

(4) The Attacks - ■ : ■

The-, system of control vj-as immediately throi^vn

The Battle of Hamburg was planned and carried out as a
single operation. Commencing on 24th/25th July with a night
raid, followed by American daylight attacks on the 25th
and 26th, the climax was reached v/ith the very effective
night raids of 27th/28th and 29th/30th July. The final '  ' ' '
attack on 2nd/3rd August was largely abortive owing to bad
weather. The breathing space between attacks gave no time
for the city to -recover, so that the effedt was one of
continuous assault. This v/as augmented by Mosquito haras
sing attacks in the intervals. Large scale attacks were
continued on Ruhr towns in the intervals, to prevent a
concentration of defences at Hamburg,

The scale of attack upon the city-Tfes unprecedented,
On the four night raids a total of 3095 aircraft were
dispatched,
4)309 tons of incendiaries,
the average n\miber. of bombs per square kilometre on the-
first raid as 7 landmines, 147 H,E, bombs, -17,580 stick

On the

8,622 tons of bombs v/ere dropped, including
The Geiman police report gives

incendiary and abotit 500 other incendiary, bombs,

Home Office
Intelligence
Report
Jan, 1946,

second raid the -density v/as about five times as great.
Over 700 aircraft ¥/ere employed on each attack.

• . • r; •

The plan of attack on each of the big raids was similar.
Route marlcers were dropped at a given point off the mouth

,  .of the Elbe, H2S aircraft marked the target, with a largo
force of backers up to maintain the marking throughout the

.  attack. Among these at intervals were crews expert in the
,  use of H2S, whose duty was to recentre the attack when

necessary, A total of 74 H2S aircraft v/ere despatched,
Backers-up were ordered to overshoot, usually by two seconds,
the centre of the markers, so as to avoid the usual creep-
back of the attack,

whilst in the dropping zone at the rate of one b-undle per
minute, from the maximum height possible, A fev/ Mosquitos
were despatched to other targets to create diversions*

On the first raid visual markers were employed, but
their T,Is were.scattered round the aiming point. The
early attack as a result developed four distinct concentra
tions, Later the attack was centred, but it began to
creep back towards the end, "By zero plus 30 a long
carpet of incendiaries extended back along the line of
.approach for seven miles". Losses on this raid were

.abnormally low (1.5/) due to,the use of \Tindow,
:  /e/T traffic

See Chapter 16 for later developments, and Narrative
on Radio V/arfare for the full, story.

’■Window v/as dropped by all aircraft

(1)

ORS Pinal'
Night Raid
Report,
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IV"T traffic overheard shovred the confusion into which the
fighter defences were throvm* One remark was

ir.possihle - too many hostiles". The AA. guns were also

affected, as evidenced by the minor- flak damage experienced,
and the searchli^ts v/andered aimlessly about the sky.

It is

The second attack carried a higher proportion of
incendiaries, and caused the "fire typhoons" for which
these raids are chiefly remembered,
were eEployed, and the blind markers were well concen
trated in the Billwarder district, slightly E.S.E. of the

After a good initial concentration, the

No visual markers

aiming point,
bombing spread to the vrest and north and later to the
east. There \7as little creep-rback on this occasion,,
approach to the target was made from the south east.
Losses were 2.2^2, and new methods were used by the enemy
defences,

commentary on the bomber movements tjus given to the
fighters, instead of the usual brief instructions.

T

Barrage firing was used by the A. A,, and a run

he

ning

In the third raid spoof markers were dropped to attract
enemy fighters. It had been found that interceptions
frequently occurred in the vicinity of route markers.
Some EPP aircraft carried anti-personnel bombs to dis
courage the ground defences, as they had in the first raid.

Blind marking on H2S indication was employed again. The

T,Is, were scattered, the mean point.of impact being on

the east side of Hamburg, two to thi’ee miles due east of

the aiming-point. The bombing remained centred in the
eastern area of the city, spreading to 24 square miles by
the end of the attack. Losses were 3,55^, the defences
having been strengthened since the previous attack.

The fourth and last raid was planned in six waves four
to attack an aiming point in Hamburg and two in Harburg,.
As the weather forecast -VTas doubtful, skymarking as well
as ground marking was used,

on the island of Nordstrand, 92 miles north vrest of
Hamburg.

Spoof markers were dropped

The report of the attack says that "in view of
the confusion caused by the Arctic conditions experienced
over Hamburg it is impossible to reconstruct the course of

the attack". The markers were mostly hidden by cloud,
and only 5^ of the aircraft claimed to have attacked the
target. Thirty aircraft (4^) were missing on this occasion.
Lack of concentration led to insufficient Window for

effective protection, and both predicted flak and fighters
were more in evidence than before.

(5) The Results

There is a large volume of evidence of the results of

this raid^fyom contemporary German reports and postwar
/These fire

research

(1) Sources include:-

R,E,8 Report on "Effects of the Air Attacks on Hamburg",
M.E.W, Industrial Damage

Report of the
dated 13th December, 1943.
Report No,73, dated 9th September, 1943,
Police President and Air Protection Leader, translated
January, 1946.

O.R.S. Report N0.S24O, dated 29th October, 1945,
B.B.S.U, Report on German Towns,

U.S.S.B.S, Report "Effects of Area Bombing on Hamburg".
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These fire raids t/ere'alr/ays referred to as "The Catastrophe".
Bet\7een 40,000 and 50,000 people vrere killed in the city,
and the principal effects of the raid were felt in the most
densely inhabited areas. The table below shows the ̂ veight
of attack, according to the zoning system used for
cities, which xm.3 described in the previous volume
Half of the houses in the city v/ere burnt, and an almost
con^lete evacuation took place. About 3O/0 of the popula
tion did not return. The rest v/ere back at work vri.thin
two months* Production returned to 80 per cent of pre
raid level five months after the attacks.

.fir
n

In the year
.follov/ing the catastrophe the larger factories lost from

. one to trro months production, the smaller some six months.
Their labour was drawn upon for the larger and more impor
tant war factories,.

The first attack of 24th/25th July caused
daimge chiefly in the north and west of Hamburg v/here
serious fires T/ere' started.

severe

very

Casualties were about 1,500.

The second ni^t attack of 27th/28th July produced
unique phenomena, and accounted for most of the casualties -
some 30,000, The main weight of attack fell upon the

.  , heavily built up area east of the Alster lake. Within

half-an-hour this region was enveloped in a sea of fire,
intensified by firestorms of hurricane strength,
three feet in diameter vrere uprooted, roofs of houses
carried away, and people \7ere, hurled to the ground
sucked into the flames,

the air raid shelters and streets, often poisoned by carbon-
monoxide and then burned to ashes,

as the Dead Zone, and was barricaded off, v/ith numbers of
. bodies lying in the streets. The War Minister asked women
and children to leave the city after this raid, but most of
them v/ere already leaving.

Trees of

or

, Thousands lost their lives in

This area became known

• The third big night attack on 29th/30th July affected
some parts not previously hit, particularly Barrabeck in the
northeast. Further enormous damage v/as done, but casual
ties were lighter ■ ov/ing to the evacuation,.,
again accompanied by strong v/inds, but the fire typhoons
of the previous raid v/ere not Repeated,' Damage to property
was enormous, as the effects of the earlier raids held

fire fighting. Water mains had been destroyed and many
fire fighters killed. Also fires from the. earlier raids
v/ere still out of control, Hamburg was nov/ crippled.
The complete absence of gas, v/ater and electricity supplies
brought to a standstill even those establishments v/hich
had escaped.

The raid vra.s

up

/The last

(1) Density of Attack
in.t9ns of H,E>
per_ sq. mile/''"

Percentege of

Buildings d^-
'troyed.

Zone

1  City Centre
2a Residential

2b Intermediate

3  Suburban

4  Industrial

5  Railways, docks
Unzoned

Average

102.7
115.2

78.4
21.8

43.9

.  24.5

54.9
58.1

54.3
15.0

29.7
25,2

13.5
28.9
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The last raid on 2nd/3rd August vra.s scattered by bad
Casualties v;ere small, and many bombs fell inweather*

areas already devastated.

The annihilating effects of this series of raids can
be shovTn by a fe\i figures:-

900,00opeople homeless and missing

40,385 houses, and about 275,000 flats destroyed or
badly damaged, a,s well, as 580 factories, 80 military,
22 transport and .2,632 commercial units; also 12
bridges and 180,000 tons of shipping sunk,
of this was refloated later.

Much

A Ministry of Home Security assessment was made in
December, 1943 as to the effects of these raids on German
Military capabilities,
500 ton submarines were lost, and about five Blohm and
Voss aircraft,

storage fires, but the tvTO refineries damaged were not
essential, as excess capacity existed elsewhere,
ratio of industrial to non-industrial damage was assessed
at 21^ to
200,000 gross tons before the raids., dropped to 15,000 tons
on 1st August, rising gradually to 75,000 tons on 18th
August, 163,000 tons on 7th September,
dropped again to 75,000 on 9th October,

It estimated that about ten

There was a small loss of oil through

The

Port activity, at an average level of

After this it

Postwar research throws light on the accuracy of these
estimates. The output of 500 ton U-boats v/as reduced by
t^'/o to three per month. As the type was becoming
obsolescent no real effort was made to improve on this
figure. The Blohm and Voss vrorks were only being used-
for contract work for Messerschmitts of a low priority.,
The other aircraft factories had been evacuated. There

was a production loss of oil of about 4^5^ for a month
after the raids, mainly as a result of shortage of elect
ricity* There T/as a temporaiy drop of about 3<^ in port
activity in August, 1943^

(6) ^Discussion of Incendiary Technique ;.

The development of the policy and technique of incen
diarism during 1942 has been described in the previous
volume. The policy of carrying a tvro-third ratio of ’
incendiary bombs to one third of H.E, had been agreed upon.,
"by 1943* It v^as not yet possible to carry these propor
tions, however, owing to the design of bomb stov^ges and
weapons,' The small bomb container (S.B.C,) used for the
carriage of incendiaries took up a disproportionate space
in the bomb-bays, and prevented an aircraft carrying its
full economic load if used to

difficulty cluster incendiaries were in production, carrying
a varying number - 166 and 220 - 4 lb. incendiaries in cases
which would only take the space of a 500 or 1,000 lb. bomb.
These were not available until the end of 1943,

excess. To overcome this

Discussions upon the improvement of incendiary tech
nique continued to occupy much attention at all levels in
the early months of 1943• . Meetings took place approxi
mately fortnightly under the aegis of the Ministry of
Home Security, in v/hich experts upon fire protection,
members of the Research and Expeiiments Dept* the
Ordnance Board, the Armament branch of M.A.P, and American

70/164

/experts,
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experts, as well as representatives of the Cperational
Commands, took part,
meetings \7as the production of the

producing a petrol jet hlaze, which was used in April
1944.

resulted on the technical and tactical problems of fire-
raising.

The principal result of these

J' type incendiary,

A number'of papers and suggestions also

.Although serious fires had been produced in
earlier raids, notably at Exeter 'and Lubeck, the July
attacks on Hamburg provided the first case of "fire
storms. " These vrere caused by a number of simul
taneous outbreaks in close proximity joining up to
form a' single, uncontrollable area,of fire, The very
high local temperatares resulting produced v/inds of
great violence, v/hich carried the fire v/ith them to new

This self-propogating method was that which allareas,

the discussions had been aiming to produce.

The principal practical advances in incendiary
technique achieved during this year resulted from
improved concentration and timing of raids, and improve
ments in the stovrage of incendiaries in aircraft. Many
of these improvements v/ere devised v/ithin Bomber Command.
A number of nevir designs of the small bomb container
were produced, some of greater depth, others of short
length, in order to load the full area of the bomb bays,
using a variety of bomb-loads, including the 8,000 lb
H.C.- bombs. By this means the "maximum economical
incendiary load" was increased.

It has been mentioned above that the optimum
proportion of incendiaries to H.'E. had been agreed
66 2/3rd to 33 1/3rd by weight. )
be achieved oxring to difficulties of stov/age. The
actual proportions^used in February, 1943 were 54.4/
Incendiary to 45*6/3 H.E. The incendiary proportion
v/as lower than this in every succeeding month of 1943,
and reached a low peak of 41/ to 59/ in January 1944.
These figures graphically illustrate the. failure to find
an adequate Solution to stoy/age problems
Lancaster.

(1) See Appendix 19, for relative efficiency of
Incendiary and H.E. Bombs,

(2) Examples of "Economic loads" y/ith varying H.E„
percentage used, on the Lancaster in^August, 1943, are
as folloyys:-

as

This could not

on the

¥ar Statistical

Analysis
B,Cps,2,(b)

Bo/s. 22^4-97%
VoiriT

Encl.lA.

(a) 1 X 4000 lb. H.C.
10 S.B.Cs. X 150 X 4 lb.
Incendiaries

4000

6000

6 S.B.Cs X 16 X 30 lb Incendiaries 2496
2  " X 8 X 30 lb " 416
Carriers and S.B.Cs, 1306

Total Weight lbs.

Percentage Incendiary to H.E,
approx, 7C/.

(b) 1 X 4000 lb. H.C.
4 X 500 M.C.

6 S.B.Cs X 150 X 4 lb Incendiaries 3600
6  " X 16 X 30 lb " 2496

. 2 " X 8 X 30 lb
,  Carriers and S,B..Cs.

4000
2000

416
1002

.Total Yfcight.
Percentage Incendiary to H.E,

approx 52/

135^ lbs.
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CBm^ER.lZ,

THE DEHEAT ,QP IT/il

(1) Planning

In view of American opposition to continued ground .

operations in the Mediterranean after the capture of Sicily ('')
plans had been discussed for the defeat of Italy by air action
alone. In April, 1943, a- plan had been draivn up by the
Air Staff "to take advantage of the wave of demoralization
which will certainly spread over Italy as the result of the
capture of Husky-Land" (Sicily).
imposed by the short summer ni^ts, heavy scale attacks could
only be begun from the United Kingdom in mid-August,
day operations by United States bombers fran North iifrica

could cover Central and Southern Italy and medium ni^t bombers
could operate from Malta.

In view of the limitations

Heavy

As a result of subsequent imglo-American agreanent to a

limited scale of ground operations in Italy, plans for air
attack were subordinated to these operations.
General Eisenhower was authorised by the tvro G-overnments to

undertake daylight bombing attacks against the marshalling
yards at Rome at the moment he should think best,
v/as to be exercised that no bombs should fall in the vicinity
of the Vatican City,
attack on 19th July, 1943.
Bomber Command to bomb Mussolini's villa and office, using the
specially trained No. 6l7 Squadron, v/as frowned upon by the
Foreign Office.

In June

Great care

General Eisenhower decided on the

A suggestion by the C.-in-C. of

2J11/14
14/6/43

Ibid 13/7/43

Ibid 26/7/43 On 25th July Mussolini resigned and Marshal Badoglio
The British Cabinet decided onbecame Italian Prime Minister.

26th July not to increase bombing attacks on North Italy for
the moment. On 28th July, hov/ever, the inauguration of heavy
scale attacks Viras authorised as from 30th July,
minute concluded -

The C.A.S'sIbid 28/7/43

S.46368/IV
Enel, 36A

"A very heavy scale is not expected in view of the need to
land in iifrica but C.-in-C. should do his best to 'heat up the
fire

the North Italian cities,

Scampton on 31st July vd.th orders to drop thorn during the next
bombing attack on Northern Italy,
the vrords "The Government of Rone says the v/ar continues
on the reverse "That'is why our bombardment continues".
Broadcast \7arning from Algiers was given to the Italian people
on 31st July of the resumption of the air offensive.

Propaganda leaflets were also to be distributed over
Special leaflets vrere delivered at

On the obverse they bore
and

I5E/D.B.Ops.
1/8/43

OOS(43)lifO(o)
29/7/43

J.P.(43)280,

NAP. 3 V in
I6D/D.B. Ops.

At the end of July a plan for the attack of strategic
railways into Northern Italy was prepared, to be used v^-hen
General Eisenhower should consider best,

best method of achieving interruption in German communications
in Northern Italy continued during August,
began at the urgent request of General Eisenhower on

Following the armistice with Badoglio
announced on 8th September and the return of Mussolini to
power on the 15th, the U.S. Army's position at the Salerno
bridge-head was precarious.

Examination of the

These attacks

16th September.

Maximum air support was required

/to hold up

(1) See Chapter I

g,225497A®w/9/49.
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The three Liberatorto hold up German reinforcements,
groups which had been loaned for the attack upon Ploesti on

1st August vrere returned to the Mediterranean for about two
v/eeks to provide extra support.

.  /-,/ - V ' A plan had been prepared by v/hich Bomber Command was to
^  ̂ cut the three western routes into Italjr. The Riviera route

was to be attacked at the Antheor Viaduct, the Mont Cenis

Operation Puff. route at the Modane marshalling yard, or by attack on the
Bissorte Dam, and the Brenner route at the Avisio Viaduct.
The two former were attacked by Bomber Command on

l6th September, but the Avisio Viaduct was considered to be
tactically impracticable. The Bissorte Dam was not attacked
in view of political implications. It would involve
considerable loss of life amongst French civilians,
spite of this, the advantages of attacking it were discussed
for a considerable period.

Il/70/l49(F)
'‘18.10.43. In

(2) O p er at ion s up t o ̂

Attacks upon Italy during the early months of 1943 had

been few, and had been carried out merely as weather
alternatives to German operations. Tliey have been dealt

with in Chapter 7 above. Turin, Milan and Spezia had been

attacked during February. In April two heavy attacks upon
the latter were made as a result of Admiralty requests.

June, Spezia v/as attacked again by 49 aircraft returning from
North Africa after shuttle operations against Friederichshavenl-P

In

On 12/13 July the v/eather forecast for Germany was
solid cloud to great heights", while Northern Italy v/as

Turin was, therefore, chosen
The

expected to have little cloud,
for attack by 295 Lancasters of Nos. 1, 5 and 8 Groups,
night v/as too short for the slower types of aircraft, and
even Lancasters had to be routed home through the Bay of

Biscay, well clear of land, as they had to return in dayli^t.

The moon was at two-thirds of full for the attack.

With accurate marking a good concentration was achieved,
althou^ the usual tendency to drift back appeared in the

later stages. Day reconnaissance revealed severe damage to

a nimiber of factories, v/hilst residential property appeared
to have escaped lightly. Italian records confirm heavy
damage to the tovra, including hits on the F.I.A.T. works, the
Italian Oxygen Co., an oil depot, a railway station and many
other factories.

Further operations aimed at speeding the collapse of.
Italy were undertaken on 15/i6 July and the night follovd.ng.
Montbelliard was the principal target on the former ni^t, as
described above.

Lancasters were despatched to attack various transformer
stations in Italy, going on to land in North Africa,
TTiventy-four aircraft took part the first night, six each

against Bologna, Arquata Scrivia, San Pola D'Enza and Reggio,
the first three of v/hich were damaged. On 16/17 July nine
aircraft were sent to each of the transformer stations at

Cislago and Brugherio, the former alone being damaged.

In addition, a small number of

On their return trip from North Africa, 33 of these
aircraft bembed Leghorn on 24/25 July. Three aircraft had

/been lost

(1) See Chapter 10.
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iDeen lost during the outv/ard operations, but none v/as damaged
on the return,

attack described in the previous chapter,
were sent to drop leaflets over Northern Italy on
29th/30th July,
prosecution of the "Battle of Hamburg" prevented further
attacks on Ita.ly until August.

(3) The...Pinal Assau^^^ .in.,..:i^.©:i.st

This v/as the night of the first big Hamburg
Nine aircraft

Good weather over Germany and the

On 31st July broadcast warning was given to the Italian
people of the resumption of the allied air offensive.
American and British aircraft continuously attacked close

support targets in Sicily and Southern Italy from
North iifrica and Malta. When enemy resistance ended in
Sicily on 17th iUigust, the air effort v/as turned against
communications in Italy.

Bomber Command began the final offensive against the-will
to resist in the North Italian cities on 7th/8th August.
Tvto hundred and tv7o Lancasters were evenly divided between

Milan, Turin and Genoa. There was no moon, but ground
marking attacks were carried out and all three targets were
clearly visible by the light of flares. All attacks v/ere
well placed a.nd successful. That on Turin was directed by
a Master Bomber, this being the first occasion on which the
Master Bomber technique was tried out operationally.(l)
Window was used vri-thin 50 miles of the targets and only two
aircraft were lost. No. 5 Group aircraft dropped leaflets
containing President Roosevelt's speech on 28th July, and
the leaflet described in Section I above.

On 12th August a very hea-vj!- force v/as despa.tched, ^01+
aircraft were directed against Milan and 152 against Turin.
The attack on Mila.n was somewhat scattered, in spite of the
efforts of a Master Bomber,

the v/hole city,
illumination at Turin led to an attack well concentrated on

the centre of the city,

A follow-up attack upon Milan was carried out on

1Ath/l5th Au^st. Of the 140 Lancasters despatched, 31 were
directed against the special target of the Breda works.
They were instructed to bomb between 5-8000 feet.

Concentration of the main force was not good, but large fires
were started, so that daylight reconnaissance sorties were
frustrated by smoke covering the city.

Milan was attacked again the following uight. One
hundred and ninety-nine Lancasters carried out a very
concentrated attack on the centre of the city. Daylight
reconnaissance photographs revealed the cumulative results of
the four i\ugust attacks. It was estimated that about of
the fully built-up areas v/ore destroyed or seriously damaged,
and 14^ of the less fully built-up areas. Over 239
factories were damaged, including Alfa Romeo, Isotta
Praschini, Breda and Pirelli amongst the most important.
Many public utilities v/ere also affected.

A further attack on Turin v/as made the next night,
l6th August. One hundred and fifty-four hoa-vy bombers of
Nos. 3 ond 8 Groups were engaged on this occasion, 25
Stirlings having orders to attack the Piat Works if they

/could be

Damage was observed throughout
Accurate and well timed marking and

O.R. S. Pinal

Ni^t Report

(l) See Chapter 13 for description of the "Master Bomber’
technique.
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could be identified,

the main force in a concentrated attack on the tovTn.
Some of then succeeded, the rest joining

Italian reports of the damage done on these raids can be
found in Appendix 18. After the Milan attack of I2th/l3th
August all industries were at a standstill throuj^ lack of

transport. Railways,, electricity, gas and water were
interrupted. At Turin the P.I.A. T. works v/ere hit on each
attack.

(4) .Operations .after,,, the,,., .Capit ulat.i,o.n

Ital3r surrendered unconditionally on 3rd September, 1943.
The Germaa Army's grip upon the country v/as too fast for the

armistice to take effect. Mussolini was rescued, and replaced
in povfer on I5th September. German reinforcements were

brought into the country and, for a time, the foothold of the
Allied armies at Salerno was precarious. The plans prepared
for cutting the railv/ay routes into Italy v/ere put into effect.

Bomber Command was requested to attack the Avisio Viaduct, on

the Brenner .route, Modane marshalling yard on the Mont Cenis

route, and the Antheor Viaduct on the Riviera route, during the
September moon period.

ml
^IIJ11/14
C.O.S. 213th

11.9.43.

Signal AX.82
Sept.11th

A force of 345 heavy bombers, including five United States

Portresses, were sent to bomb the Modane rail centre on
l6tb/l7th September.
Station, which v/as east of the target, in mistake for it.
aiming point chosen v/as at the east end of the marshalling yaid,
which led to confusion,

and the first visual marker mistook the station for the yard
and dropped a red T.I. on it,
the attack and most aircraft reported identifying the yard, but
were misled by this target indicator,
concentration was about a mile east north east of the aiming
point,

concentration of craters running from the east end of the

station, near the entrance to the Mont Cenis tunnel,
were partly cut but the railwo.y wa.s not rendered impassable.

The official French report says:-

Prom the 17th to 21st September traffic v/as suspended in

the direction of St. Jullen and for ten days in the
direction of the entrance to the tunnel.

Modane itself was severely hit and its evacuation was
necessary, three-quarters of the population having been
rendered boneless.

Most of the force bombed the International

The

The aircraft approached from the west

There was full moon throughout

The centre of the

Daylight reconnaissance a fev/ days later showed  a great

Tracks

II

The town of

A.H.B.6,
Translation

VIl/75

The raid caused serious damage to the chemical
factory of St. Gobain."

Twelve Lancasters were despatched simultaneously to make
a low level attack on the Antheor Viaduct. They were

controlled by a Master Bomber, who waited until all aircraft
had replied on the R.T. before ordering the first aircraft to
bonb. The attack went smoothly and several explosions were
seen close to the viaduct,

showed that the viaduct was atill serviceable, a.lthough
masonry at the base of one pier v/ds damaged.

Daylight reconnaissance, however,

Another attempt v/as made to cut the line at Modane on

lOth/llth Novanber. A most accurate attack was delivered in
full moonlight by a force of 313 Lancasters. Many hits v/ere

scored on the .yard and the railway was still inoperative 27
days after the attack. The lines v/ere cut in two places
and the sidings v/ere practically anpty at the t:ime of the
reconnaissance.

/On this occasion
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On this occasion the French report states that the
railway lines were severely damaged again and a German goods
train standing in the station was demolished,
itself, only a few walls remained and the engine shed was also

In the town of Modane only a fev/
houses remained standing after the second attack and these were
uninhabitable,

appearance of front line villages of the First World V/ar.

Of the station

completely destroyed.

"The area of Modane and Fournau indeed had the

A.H.B.6.

Trans: V11/75

The following day a second attempt was made to cut the

Ten Lancasters of No. 617 Squadron were
six of them mistook a nearby bridge for the viaduct

The viaduct itself was intact.

ibitheor Viaduct.

despatched;
and damaged it severely,
the same day an attack Vi^-s carried out by aircraft on the

marshalling yard at Cannes.
A concentrated attack was delivered in full moonlight and

damage was done to the railway repair works and several other

useful targets, but the marshalling yard escaped serious damage.

On

This was also on the Riviera line.

On the night of 12th February a third attempt was made to
cut the Antheor Viaduct. The Allied bridge-head at Anzio,
just south of Rone, was in need of support at this time.
Eleven Lancasters of No. 6l7 Squadron attacked the viaduct.

Since the previous attack the enemy defences had been
reinforced and accurate flak and search-lights ̂ vere encountered.K
The leader was dazzled and could not identify the viaduct,.
Once more it was undamaged.

(5) Italy as a Strategic Base

During the progress of the Sicilian and Italian campaigns,
plans were in preparation for the use of Italian airfields
when they should be secured. In addition to the rich target
of Ploesti oil fields, which were much .nearer to Southern Italy
than to Africa, a number of Pointblank targets in Austria and
Germany v;-ould be more accessible frcan the south. The most

important were the filter fa.ctories at Augsburg, Regensburg
and Wiener Neustodt. Attack fron Italian airfields should

reduce losses, as well as spreading the German defences, to

the advantage of aircraft operating from the United Kingdon.

Appreciations of the advantages of operating Rrom Northern,
Central and Southern Italy respectively were prepared. Italy
lay at the hub of Axis controlled territory. The strategic
bomber forces were at present almost entirely concentrated in

the United Kingian, which lay outside the perimeter of Axis
territory. This enabled the enemy to concentrate his
defensive resources over a narrow arc. Operations from Italy
would mean the provision of a nev/ defensive network by the
Germans to cover all the southern occupied territory. In

addition to German and Austrian targets, the Balkan capitals
could be attacked from Italy, as well as all the lower reaches
of the Danube.

m
i 11/70/149(F),
^l6D/D.B.0ps.

ml
^ 1DA/23A

II/70/149(F)
6/10/43

OS.22500
Enel. IB

In view of the anticipated acquisition of Italian bases.
General Arnold put forward, at the Quebec conference, a
proposal for. unified control of the Combined Bonber Offensive

■  throu^out the European theatre of operations, by a Supreme
Allied Air Commander. In preparation for this, the Fifteent

Signal
FAN.254

23/10/43
h

United States Air Force v/as formed as from 1st Novanber to

take over the heavy bember groups and long range filter
groups in the Mediterranean area from the Twelfth United States
Air Force,

the United States Strategic Air Forces in Europe.

The former vra.s to be the Mediterranean section of

/After
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cs.22500
Encls.59A & 39B

After mature consideration by the Air Staff^ the C.A. S.
replied to General Arnold on 27th October. He agreed with the
arrangements for the build-up of the Fifteenth Air Force. The

slow progress achieved in Italy meant that there was no

possibility of operating additional heavy bombers from there
during the coming winter. ViThen that situation should arise,
it was considered impossible for one Supreme Commander to

exercise effective control over night and day forces in the
United Kingdom and Italy. He could not maintain the close

contact necessary, and the variations in weather conditions
would be too great. The local Commander of the ground forces
in the Italian theatre would also be too mucVi involved to be

divorced from all control. The Chief of the Air Staff was the

only man in close enough contact with the policy of the Allied

governments and Chiefs of Staff to exercise supreme control in

the air. It was, therefore, recommended that he should
continue to carry out that function.

FROZEN 398

7/12/43
The question of the command of strategic air forces was

thrashed out at the Cairo conference in November.

Americans vrere adamant that a Supreme Commander for the whole

European theatre should be appointed,
they should appoint a Commander for their day bomber forces.

He should be subject to policy direction by the C.A. S. for the

present, and should later come under the Supreme Allied
Commander for Overlord,

continue to be controlled as before.

14th January, 1944, summed up the view at that time:

The

So it was agreed that

The ni^t bomber forces were to
An Air Staff note onW/+49(P)

14/1/44

The overriding consideration in the allocation of heavy
groups to the Mediterranean is that of airfield capacity
and the ability to maintain the aircraft efficiently

No groups should be flownthrou^ the Italian ports,
into Italy until it is confirmed that these factors Td.ll

not in any v/ay limit their operational efficiency.

Pending such confirmation, they should be operated from

United Kingdom bases
in vievT of the time factor, be maintained at a maximum.

the impact upon the enemy must.as
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CHi^H

TEE; CI^SSBpW Ci^iilGN

(1) Plan s t o„..Cpunt er Rpcke t Attacks

Hitler's "Secret Weapon had loomed l^j^
propaganda since the beginning of the war.
become evident that experiments were being conducted in the
use of long-range v/eapons,

"Long-Range Rocket" vrere received fran Agents, and from the
interrogation of prisoners-of~¥/ar.
research sto-tion at Peenemunde, on the Baltic Coast, a.nd aerial
roconna.issance gradually filled in the picture.

in German

By 1943 it

Reports of the development of a

These pointed to the

0tl
Jl/70/81
end. 6.

AH6luCf^l’^9

C0S(43)184(e)
Sufficient e-videnco of the existence of this threat had

been amassed by April 1943, for it to be submitted to the
Chiefs of Staff, As a result the Prime Minister charged
Mr. Duncan Sa,ndys, Jeint Parlianentary Secretary to the
Ministry of Supply, \7ith the task of investigating the reports,
reporting on the form of the weapon a.nd suggesting counter
measures. He was to call^ as necessaryCOS(43)203(0) , upon scientific
advisers, technical branches of the Service and Supply
Ministries and other suitable bodies.

These wide terms of reference resulted in an inter

departmental organisation which lasted until November,
then the accumulated evidence had been built up into definite
conclusions and the task of putting counter-measures into
effect was passed to the Air Ministry.(3)

By

oos(43)259(0)
17.5.43

cos(43)349(o)
28.6.43.

B.0.(43) 5th
29.6.43

Mr. Sandys submitted a number of reports, deeding
principally vd.th the possible use of long range rockets,
warhead of up to ten tons v/as suggested in May.
interpretation of reconnaissance photographs of Pecnemunde
confirmed this estimate in June,

Skilfdl.

At the Defence Committe

A

e

Meeting, however. Lord Cherwell questioned the validity of ̂ the
evidence, suggesting that the vdiole thing might be a hoax to
cover some other fornv of attack, such as pilotless aircraft.
It T/as decided, hov^ever,' that the evidence v/arranted an attack
upon Peenemunde, as vro 11 o.s upon extensions to the I.G. Farben
factories at Leuna and Ludivigshaven which were suspected of
being connected with the fuel used in the rocket.

CMS 82/Encl.l6A A directive was issued to Bomber Command on 1st July.
In order to achieve the maximum surprise an attack on
Peenemunde on the heaviest possible scale v/as to be made as
soon as the length of night and other factors should permit.
A conference was held at Bomber Command on 7th July, and
Operation Orders v/ere prepared for the attack of the three
targets,

was attributed to special dcvolopnents relating to enemy
fighter aircraft.

For security reasons the importance of the target

The attack upon Peenemunde was carried o

B.C.0,0. No.176
and 177.
9.7.43 s

ut
on 17th/l8th August, as described belo\7, but the evidence for
the importance of Leuna and Ludwrigshaven was not conclusive
enou^ to \7arrant attack at this stage.

/Meanwhile

(1) See Volume II, Page 92.

(2) A full account of the Evidence up to May 1943, can be found
in D.B. Ops. Polder Rocket J^pject^^^ (II/7O/8I)

(3) A full account can be found in the Narro,tive on The„Air
De fence of ..Great.,,, Britain,, Vol, 7 • Th,® Plying ...Bomb. ,„a,n,d
Rocket. .Campaigns.

G. 225497/le'j/9/49.
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a,1S. 82/Encl. 18A Meanvyhile the Defence Coinmittee had decided to press

fonyard v/ith the provision of a.n R.D.P. vyarning system and all
other preparations of a defensive nature; and to keep a close
watch upon the area in Northern Pra.nce lying within 130 miles
of London. Photographic reconnaissance of this area had
already revealed significant activity at certain
notably that at Watten, near St. Q-ner.'
soon revealed the construction of long-range gun sites, and
later numerous "Ski-sites", so named because of the shape of
parts of the construction.

large sites".
Detailed reconnaissance

Attacks upon the construction at Watten vyero made by the
U.S. Vlllth Bomber Command in ilugust and September as
described below. The nature of the other constructional
works observed was not adequately verified until later,

,  The Defence Committee ruled, on lAth September, that
further attacks on Peenemunde should not be undertaken at
present but that a close vyatch should be kept on the area.
Attacks on factories suspected of being connected yyith the
development of rockets were to be included in Bomber Command's
current programme. A directive to this effect was sent to
the Command on I8th September, vyith a list of provisional
objectives.
Economic Tifarfare

5th October.

These vyere re-examined by the Ministry of
i  and a revised list vyas forwarded on

D. 0.(43)8th
14/9/43

C.M.S.82

End. 110A.

D.0,(43) 10th At the Defence Committee meeting on 25th October it was
agreed that all factories suspected of Crossbovy activities
should be high priority targets for the bomber forces.
C.A.S, found, on investigation, hov/ever, that the evidence was
insufficient to vyarrant such.a diversion from the attack
the German aircraft industry,
was averse to such attacks, but a short.list of factories was
finally agreed by the M.E.W. and the J.I.C.

The

on

The C. in C. of Bomber Command

Their attack

C.M.S.82

End. 140A.

Ibid,
End. 151A

16/11/43.
could be. included in the general operations of the Pointblank
offensive. A diversionary attack by sixteen Lancasters of
No. 8 Group was carried out upon the Luftschiffsbau Zeppelin at
Priederichshayen on 7th/8th October. The other first priority
targets vyere not attacked owing, to tactical objections,
of the second priority targets were included in night area
attacks during the last three months of 1943.(^)
further reconsideration of the' importance of sane of the
targets by the J.I.G., in early January, 1944, the C.O.S,
agreed, on 1st February,.that production centres should not be
attacked until more definite evidence,was available.

Seme

iifter a

C.M.S.82,
End. 163 A.

C.O.S. (43)
276th and 278th
meetings.

On 13th November, the .Prime Minister had approved the
suggestion of the Chiefs of Staff that the Air Ministry should
take over responsibility for Crossbow counter measures.
Special Enquiry stage was passed, and Mr. Duncan Sandys
Committee was dissolved. The D.C, A. S, (Air Marshal Bottomley)
yyas now made responsible. A special Crossbow sub-committee
of the Joint.Intelligence Committee vyas formed to co-operate
with him. w) A new Directorate of Opjcrations (Special
Operations), was set up in the Air Ministry, whose director yyas

/a.lso cho,irman

The

(1) The Directive and Target Lists are given'in Appendix 7.

(2) See Chapters 14 and 16,

(3) Crossboyy was the code name covering enemy long range
weapon development. The code name Bodyline, previously in
use, yyas supplanted in November. ’
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C.O.S. (43)
283rd and 292nd

meetings.

also chairman of the J.I.C. suh-committee.,,. In January the
suh-canmittee was dissolved, the new directorate being
entrusted with both intelligence and operational
responsibilities, under the D.C.A. S. The latter reported,
at first weekly and later fortnightly, to the Chiefs of Staff.

D.O.(4)10th
25/10/43
C.M.S.82,
End. 130A

31/10/43

Ibid,
9/11/43

Meanwhile, the Defence Committee had decided upon attacks
on the "large sites". at Marquise/l'/Iimoyecques and Martin Vast,
as well as camps of workers engaged on their construction.
Fighter/bomber attacks were ordered, and.Bomber Command v/as
instructed to drop a special leaf3.et warning the French of
these attacks. Instructions were .issued that no reference

should be made to the code .name Bodyline or to "firing points
in discussions with lower formations,
"constructional vrorks" was to be used.
Oboe co-ordinates.for the Channel coast area had been ordered

in.August, and they were ready for use by early November.

Tlue terra

The preparation of

After intelligence reports had been received regarding
the purpose of the "ski sites", a reconnaissance, flown on
3rd November, provided photographs showing an evident
launching platform with its axis aligned on London. Other
similar sites were identified in the Pas de Calais and

photo^aphs of the Peenemunde area, on 28th November, provided
the link required. Careful examination revealed similar
sites in that neighbourhood and a small platfonm v^ras
identified on re-examination of earlier, photographs of
Peenemunde. Thus the pilotless aircraft, 'later called the
"flying bomb" v/as finally identified and the confusion between
it and the long, range rocket v/as resolved.

By December, more attention was being paid to the "ski
•  sites" than to the large sites. Some.30 of the 60 sites, so
;far identified, v/ere considered to be more, than half complete.
Attacks y/ere first planned by the Tactical Air Forces, but

.  before the end of the month it yyas nocessarj'" for Bcmber
Command and the U.S. VIII Bomber Command to join in. Both
Commanders were very averse to these diversions from their

main strategic role, and it was finally agreed that the
Stirling squadrons alone should be used by Bomber Command.
Their.high loss rate had aLre.ady caused them to be yyithdrav/n
from operations against distant or y/ell defended targets.
Similarly, the VIII Bomber Command was-- only to attack sites in
Northern France v/hen y/eather conditions over Germany did not
alloy/ of operations there.

(2) .. Peenemunde and."The Master Bomber"

The attack upon Peenemunde on 17th/l8th August, 1943,
outstanding both in its planning and importance,
merits individual description in detail,
example of the stage of development reached in raid planning
and marking technique. ■ It was the first occasion on which
the "Master Bomber" system had been employed on a large-scale
operation in Gcrraan5/, and one of the most successful.

was

It therefore

and will serve as an

c.o.s.(43)
715(0)

c.o.s. (43)
745(0)
2/12/43 .

c.o.s. (4!f)
46(0)
19/1/44

B.0.0.0. N0.176
9/7/43
(Operation
"Hydra")

. The research and expei’imental station at Peenemunde, on
the Baltic coast near the'island of Rugen, was engaged in the
development of 'V weapons. It was, therefore, a target of
the utmost importance, y/hilst secrecy v/as - essential in order
not to alarm the British public. Even the aircrev/s knew only
that it was a "Boffin Bashing" job.(l) Its buildings were
scattered and would be difficult to destroy completely by

.  /ordinary

(1) Boffin"-R. A.F. slang for scientist.
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ordiriajry az*ea attack. So it wo-a. decided to use three '

separate aiming points in succession in order to cover the.

target. Exercises in timing and other aspects of the attack
were carried out over a similar spot oh. the British coast in

preparation for it. ' '

B.C.O.E.B,

26, 2. U.
The use of a leader to direct the course of the attack

on the spot-had "been tried by No. 5 Group on the raid on .
Priederichshaven in June. Since then,, there had been much
discussion v/ithin the Pathfinder Group and Bomber Command,
and trials had been carried out for. some time,

was to provide a raid commentator, later called a "Master of
Ceremonies" or "Master Bcsmber" who v/ould provide minute to
minute information on the progress of a raid by means of I^^T.
He could give warning of any misplaced markers, give the ■
position of dummies and generally direct the bombing of the
main force to the best advantage,
for the task had to have great experience, and had to stay in
the vicinity of the target throughout the v^hole period of the
attack.'

The intentio

The individual selected

n

BC/S27764.
Enel. 145 A.

In 1944 Lancasters v/ith specially supercharged engines
were provided, to allow him a better margj.n of security.

A raid commentator on these lines had been provided in
attacks.upon Italian cities on two occasions earlier in

.(1) For the Peenemunde raid, in which almost 600August
aircraft took part, his task was of outstanding importance,
and he v/as called the "Master Bomber". Two deputies were
appointed to take over if necessary.

H.2.S. marking was not sufficiently accurate for such. 
■

Bombing .a target, so moonlight conditions were essential,
was ordered from an unusually low height, between six and ten

Most of the bomb load v/as H.E. and no■  ' thousand feet.

incendiaries v/ere to be dropped until the close of each attack,
so as not to interfere vri.th target marking,
were used for the first time.

Red spot fires
They consisted of a 250 lb

case whose contents ignited at 3000 fbet, and burned with a
vivid crimson .fire on the ground for about ten minutes. 

■

Ruden island,\2) a small island just off the coast, from
which the approach v^as to be made, was marked by these red
spot fires.

o

O.R.S. Pinal Wight
Raid Report.

Window was dropped continuously from 08.00"" east and
back to that point, and eight Mosquitoes were despatched on
a diversionary' raid on Berlin,'one hour before the main attack.
The route of the main force v/as designed to give the
impression that Berlin was the' target,
successfully deceived at first, as the German controllers
forecast the probable target succossi'^ely as Kiel, Berlin,
Rostock, Swinemunde and Stettin,
v/hich was not excessive for an operation of this magnitude
and degree of penetration under moonlight conditions.

Enemy fighters were

Forty aircraft were lost

The throe aiming points were called 'P', 'B' and 'E'
For the first, sixteen blind marker aircraftrespectively,

were to drop red Target Indicators and strings of flares by
H.2.S. Six visual markers followed immediately, marking the
aiming point with'yellow, T. Is after they were certain of

• r-

/identification.

(l) See Chapter 12.

(2) Not Eiigen, a larger island near-by, as stated by
Sir iirthur. Harris in his book Bomber Command.
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identific ation. Fifteen backers-up were to aim green T.Is at
Failing these, they could aim at the centre of'the yellow,

all green T.Is or the centre of all red T.Is with three
seconds overshoot. A main force of 227 aircraft was to
attack this aiming point.

At 12 minutes after zero hour, six
mark aiming point 'B' with red T.Is. They vrere to approach
over Ruden Island, aiming at the first point, 'P', hut using
false settings on their hoah sights.

shifters” v/ere to

Fivelve backers-up were
to maintain this marking with green T.Is for the 115 main
force Lancasters. Six further shifters and thirteen backers-

up were to mark point 'E' siiiiilar3y from Z plus 21+ onwards,
180 main force aircraft were allotted this point.

Some of the blind marking was inaccurate, as Euden island
did not register ¥/ell oh the H.2.S.

five visual markers placed their yellow T.Is accurately,
hovrever. A smoke-screen, started soon after the first
markers were dropped, hampered visual identification,
backers-up and most of the main force aimed accurately at the
correct aiming point,

point 'B', being nearer to point 'P' and the backers-up tended
to do the same.

The Master Bomber and

The

Most of the first shifters overshot

Warning was given by the Master Bomber and
the attack v/as fairly well centered on the correct point.
The transfer to the third point was less successful, both
markers and main force being centered more on point 'B' than
'E'. The Master Bomber appoxently thought that this was the
correct point and continually broadcast that the greens were
well placed. Some aircraft, however, visually identified ther
point, or did a timo and distance run from Euden island.

P. R.U. reconnaissance 12 hours later showed severe damage
in all areas. Both the factory and the living quarters had

Twenty-seven buildings in the factory area were
demolished and fourteen damaged. In the living quarters
forty huts were demolished, fifty more as well as three large
barrack blocks being gutted by fire or H.E. In the nearby

■labour comp half the huts were completely destroyed. Rumours
which spread in Germany, reported by British P.O.W’s, said
that l6,000 were killed in this raid. Although obviously
exaggerated, this shovre that the raid was a heavy blow. Its
principal importance lay, however, in the destruction of
experimental models and equipment and the killing of
scientists engaged on this work. The delay caused to the
opening of the 'V vreapon offensive cannot be assessed
definitely.

suffered.

BC/S24945AI
End. 51A

U.S.S.B.S.
"Crossbow"
Campaign.

The United States Strategic Bombing Survey report states
that this attack took place "
with the development of V-1".

too late to interfere seriously
The V-2 programme may have

been delayed some two months, it is estimated. Dispersal
took place xmmediately, however, to a number of places.

On 10th September the Goobbels Diaries state that the
raid on Peenemundo and the Todt structures in the west had

so thatthrown preparations back four, or even eight weeks;
we can't possibly count on reprisals before the end of January^'.

A German report says tha.t the west plant ¥ras not hit.
At the east plant, important testing equipment escaped damage,
but the administration building, the drawing office and the
main workshops were canpletely. destroyed. . The housing estate,
part of the railway lines and the Karlshagen hutted camp
almost entirely destroyed. 600 to 800 people were killed,
about 5C^ being foreign workers. Dr. Thiel, v/ho was in charge

/of development.

vrere
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of development, and another important scientist were among
the casualties,

fully resumed by 6th September.

(3) The Baillie Beam and Operation Starkejr

Late in 1940 a narrovf radio beam, named the Baillie
Beam had been developed by No. 80 Wing and used in December

1941 and January 1942', against the Scharnhprst, and Gneisenau
at Brest in the Trinity operations,
used in conjunction with an Oboe station, then in its
experimental stage, v/hich gave the release signal, ("i)

Experimental work in* the v/est plant v/as

The Baillie Beam was

Minute 12.
In August 1943, the use of a Baillie Beam combined v/ith

Oboe was suggested for attacking targets in the Pas de
Calais area. In addition to the Bodyline targets v/hose
attack was under discussion, this area was designated for
attack under the Starkey deception operation.(2j
emplacements and ammunition dumps were to be attacked by
Bomber Command.

Gun

Bomber Command suggested that a BaillieIbid. Encl.5A.

Beam should be'used by the U. S.A. A.P. for attack upon
Bodyline targets in blind weather conditions.

The Starkey operation, coming just at this time,
provided valuable experience in attacking short range
precision targets similar to Plying Bomb launching sites.

For this reason, and because its results produced fresh
evidence concerning the latter, it is included in this
chapter.
30th August to 9th September after repeated leaflet warnings

'  to the French.

Air operations took place during the period

On the night of 30th September, forty-five aircraft
were directed against "ammunition dumps" in the Foret
d’Eperlecques, near the Watten constructional site,
follov/ing night the Foret de Hesdin, to the south, was

On 2nd/3rd Septeml)er and

Th

attacked by a similar number,

e

the.night following the Foret de Mormal and the Foret de

Raismes respectively on either side of Valenciennes, v/ere .

the targets. .•

On each occasion the force was led by Pathfinder
Mosquitoes which marked the aiming points with the aid of
Oboe,

main force was made'up of Wellingtons from the O.T.U.
groups, stiffened by a fev7 from one of the groups on the
last three operations,
accurately and only two Wellingtons vrere missing,
crashed on return due to anti-aircraft damage,

at the targets v/a& negligible, but some gun fire was
encountered over the enemy coast.

Heavy aircraft of the P.P.P, backed up, and the

All four attacks were carried ou
Anoth

Oppositi

t
er

on

These attacks made clearances in the woods which dis

closed further constructional activity similar to that at

Watten, and so served an unexpected purpose in aid of the
Crossbow enquiries,
of the Tactical Air Forces also attacked the Foret

American Portresses'and medium banbers

d'Eperlecques and the Foret de Hesdin during this exercise.
The former, aimed at the Watten site, are dealt v;ith in the
next section.

■/On the

(1) See history of Oboe by No. 60 Group Headquarters.

(2) Starkey was the first part of operation Cockade;
mock invasion exercise in the summer of 1943*
Seo Chapter 9(l).

the
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On the night before D-day of opero.tion Starkey, \7hich
was postponed tv?enty-four hours to '9th September, 257
aircraft v/ere despatched to attack gun positions near
Boulogne. Other batteries were attacked by the Tactical
Air Forces. The two battery areas, given the code names.
Religion and Andante, were at Le Ported and Cap d'Alprech,
just south of Boulogne. Religion consisted of 3 x 8.2 ins

long-range guns and 6 x 88 m.m. A.A. guns; Andante of
5 X 15 cm long-range guns and 6 x 88 m.m. guns.

^lD/l2/44

The attack was in t^/ro phases, the first on the Northern
position, the second on the southern. In each case half

the Oboe marking Mosquitoes'used the Baillie Beam technique,
dropping green markers. The normal. Oboe marker aircraft,
which used Red T.Is were more accurate, however. The
accuracy of bombing achieved ̂ yas not good enough for such
small targets. The main force v/as composed of Stirlings
and Wellingtons of Nos. 1, 3 and 6 and the O.T.U. Groups
with five fortresses of the U.S. Vlllth Bomber Command, sent
to gain experience of night' operations. ■ The report on
Operation Starkey says: -

>

"The attack by the ni^t bombers does not appear to
have hit either of the tvro primary aiming points,
although their attack undoubtedly caused damage to
subsidiary defences and communications in the
vicinity."

(4) fatten an.d Other Launc

Post hostilities information has revealed that

preparations for the construction of the Watten site began
in March, 1943. British Intelligence became aware of
high priority construction there during July, 1943,
follovying a Defence Cemmittee decision on 29th June "that

the most searching and rigorous examination of the area in
Northern France v/ithin a radius of 13O miles of London
should be organised and maintained". The site at T/issant

had been identified earlier,' but it v/as decided to dela3r
bombing it in order to wratch its development, and reach
some conclusion as to its purpose. Fortnightly air
reconnaisso-nces were ordered. The activity observed at

Watten in mid July led to an order for vreekly reconnaissance
there.

A.A.F. ■

Evaluation

Board Survey of

T/atten, 31/3/45.

■0,
1/7/43.

Ibid 5/7/43.

G.M.S.82
Encl.53B

■  On 11th August a'meeting vraa held at Air Ministry,
under the chairmanship of the D.C. A. S. to discuss the attack
of installations in Northern France.

The timing of attacks was the main problem; these

should be loft as late as possible in order that vre
could obtain correspondingly more information and
cause the maxiraum setback to the enemy's arrange
ments, provided that the targets still remained
vulnerable to the bombs we had available."

The Committee agreed that, from the information available,
V/atten was the only target which merited an attack in. the
near future.

In preparing the Air Staff opinion resulting from this
meeting of the Chiefs of Staff, the D.C.A. S. pointed out
that the necessary accuracy could not be obtained with Oboe
for some time as Oboe was not yet fitted to heavy bombers.

/Also
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Also the Tallboy bombs of 12,000 and 20,000 lbs. would not be
available before October at the earliest. As the Watten
construction iwas believed to have a massive reinforced concrete
roof it would be preferable to wait for these heavy bombs.
In the meantime, however, the U.S. VIII Air Force could
2,000 lb. bombs to delay construction.

The Chiefs of Staff referred the question of bombing
Watten. to the Deputy Prime Minister. On . 25th August the
follovidng signal was sent to the U.S. VIII Air Force,

"It has been decided to proceed immediately
v/ith destruction of special construction at Uatten.....

"Request you proceed v/ith attacks as soon as
possible y/hen circumstances, do not permit of attack
of targets in Germany. Object of attacks is the
maximum scale of destruction to cause maximura delay
in completion."

use

Ibid, ,EncI.69A

AX.792

The VIII Air Force despatched 224 aircraft to attack the
site on 27th August and a further 127 on 7th September,
first attack was the most successful of the fourteen carried
out against Watten betvyeen this date and 19th June 1944 by
the U.S. VIII Air Force,

construction of the principal building. A new building wces
begun nearby to replace it. The railvyay line and electricity
supply to the site were also broken. It is interesting to
note that Sir Malcolm McilLpine, whose ad vice ?/as sought
regaj^ing the d£®ia.ge revealed in photographs, ga.ve it as his
opinion as "an experienced constructor in concrete" that the
simplest method for the enemy to adopt vrould be to start
again from the level of the foundation

The

It caused the abandonment of

o •

A. A.F. Survey
of Watten,
Page 5.

G.M.S.82,
Enel. 87A,

Ibid

End. IO6B.
On 14th September the Defence Committee decided

for the industry concerned in rocket manufacture

course of our ordinary operations". As a result, no further
attacks on firing points were carried out by the heavy bombers
until December. . By that; time the threat of the "flying bomb"
had becOTie apparent, as even more imminent than the rocket.
The identification

during NovemberIO

to go
in the

of the

opened the v/ay, to attacks on these sites
t
.

ski sites" with pilotless aircraf

II/70/18I
I\

The Tactical.Air Forces were first allotted the task of
neutralising these Noball targets, as they were called,

village of Audinghem, which housed the
Todt Organisation Workers engaged on the construction of sites
was attacked twelve times and destroyed; excavations at- ■
Martinvast and Minoyecques were also heavily damaged. ', 1
during the first fortnight of December were held up '\yv bad
weather. Only one day were they possible - 5th December -
when 198 Marauders and 24 Hurricanes attacked three sites’ in
the St. Pol area.

Attacks

C.O.S.(W) 994
15/12/43

In -vievy of tVie e delays the C.O.S. considered that the
heavy bombers should be employed on the task. The VIII iUr
Force were asked to plan a large scale operation vnlth all
available hea.vy bombers to neutralise as many sites as possible
which v/ere more than half completed. In addition Bomber
Command was allotted three sites to be attacked for
purposes .t The tliree were at Ailly le Haut Clocher
Donart en Ponthieu and Bristellerie. ’

experimental

/The first

(1) See Section (1)
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The first tv/o of these were attacked on the night of

15th December by four Pathfinder Mosquitoes and 2l Stirlings,
and two Mosquitoes and nine Lancasters respectively,
latter, belonging to No. 617 Precision Bombing Squadron, used
12,000 Tallboy bombs,
on which conditions were suitable for the employment of heavy
bombers of the VTII ilir Force,

vrere attacked by 67O out of 722 aircraft despatched.
Tactical Air Forces continued to attack v/henever possible.
By the end of the yea.r 52 ski sites had been attacked, five
of them by Bomber Command, v/hich had now been allotted eight
sites.

The

December 2Ath was.the first occasion

On that day 24 objectives
The

The damage inflicted was divided into four

Orossbcfw Progress
Report No. 25,
4/1/44.

categories of vdiich Category A-.,indicated decisive damage.
T>welve sites were assessed in this category by 1 st January
1944. . '

B.C./S.30919/1,
End. 8A.

On 27th December, 1943 V- nev^' schedule of Noball targets
was instituted, v/hich v/as revised at approximately v/eekly
intervals. This gave the priority for attack, assessed on

, the. state of completion of the targets, and allotted
objectives to the various Air Forces,

retained the same eight, whichwere given code names of birds-
Thrush, Robin etc. - until the-end of January, when
they were relieved of their Crossbow commitment.

January the Command operated against Noball targets on ten
.nights, in numbers varying from three Mosquitoes on
.■•■2nd January; to a mixed force of 111 Stirlings, Mosquitoes
•and Lancasters the latter being-from N0.617 Squadron,
21st .January. ” / " The targets, in addition to the ord
three were Bois des, Huit Rues, Freva.1, Bonnetot and
Herbouville.

Bomber Command

During

on

Ibid, Enel.52A

The latter was used on .27th and■29th January for' the
calibration of Oboe ground stations. The Command Operat ional ,
Research Section had discovered a system.atic error in Oboe
bombing and suggested the need-for this calibration,
target was, therefore, suspended from attack until daylight
photographic cover had been obtadned on 2nd February,
remaining ‘objectives were added to the lists of other Air
Forces.

This

The

Temporary suspension v/as requested for -bwo of these

Ibid Enel, 59A

sites, which had been allotted, to N0.617 Squadron, so that an
assessment of bombing accuracy could be made,
target was later requested for this squadron,
was allotted on 8th Februarj^, but wiis, not used during the
month.

One new
Fervin PalfarfcM.917

The onl3r operations connected ^dth Crossbovir carried out
by Bcmber Command during February were on the 21st a.nd 29th.
•These -were both for the purpose of trying, out the nev/
Fountain-Pen transmitter used with Mark II Oboe,
found to have insufficient power and was eventually replaced
by the Album Leaf type, y/ith an iimerica-n transmitter.
U.S. VIII Bomber Force was now also using Oboe for these
targets. Three operations were carried out in .January and
seven in February by the ilmericans in daylight,

(5) Effects of Counter Me.a

The effects of the measiores taken to neutralise or delay
German 'V Weopon attacks are difficult to assess,

/mentioned

It y/as

The

As

(1) See Appendix 10.

(2) See Appendix 12 for American Operations.

X
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U.S.S. B.S.

Crossbow-

Campaign .

mentioned above^ the Peenemunde attack wa.s too late seriously
to affect the V. 1, or flying bomb, which was already in
production. Two or three months delay was probably caused

to the V.2 Rocket, but delays in the start of attacks by this
y/eapon were due primarily to technical defects which took a

long time to overcome. Production vyas delayed, however, by
lack of electrical instruments and other parts, partly caused
by the air raids on the factories at Peenemunde, Wiener
Neustadt and Priederichshaven.

Attacks on ski sites caused the greatest delay to the
flying bomb campaign, a delay of three or four months. 

"

forced the replanning of the whole launching procedure, and
the design and construction of an entirely new system of
sites".

one of Hitler's conferences,

attacks had done little damage. Hitler remarked that small
targets were not so easy to hit.

Th

As early as 20th December the subject ocurred at
^iHien Jodi said that the rece

He went on to say that

ey

nt

Puhrer

Conference.

"the important thing was to keep the si-tes as small
as possible and to instal heavj'- flak defences,"

and he ordered that an entire months output of 3-7 gutts
should be sent to the West.Ibid

Ley had stated publicly in October that a new weapon, by
which he meant the V. 2, would be in use within six weeks,
"v/hich. would raze whole towns in England to the ground".
Jodi pointing out’ that a date could not be fixed as it might
well lead to disappoin-tments, Hitler ruled that no public
mention w&a to be made of the weapon.

On

The delays in development of the V. 2 gave time for
improving on launching methods,
structures at Watten, Wizernes and other large sites became
redundant,

is doubtful whether, in any case, their use would have been
necessary.

As a result the complicat

These sites had been effectively bombed, but i

U.S.S.B.S.
Crossbow

Campaign

ed

t

In the United States Strategic Bombing Survey, from
which sane of the abo-ve assessments are taken, an interesting
point is made. it is quiteIn the attack on Peenemunde,
probable that more serious interruptions were caused in the
work on other v/eapons".
working on other secret weapons as well as the A.4 or V.2
Rocket.

called the Wasserfall.

project at Peenemunde in 1943 v/as loaned during the summer

to speed up the A.4 project. Such delay was caused to -the
Y/asserfall that it never came into ser-vice.

This Research Establishment y/as

One of these vreapons v/as the anti-aircraft rocket
The detachment working on this
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CILlHm 14

THE AUTUlviN OFFENSIVE

(1) peveLDpiiffint of Radar Aids

■  The autumn of 1943 sav/ important developments in Radar
aids,to bombing*
and tried out on operations.

Oboe Mk, II. and G-ee-H were introduced

The Oboe Mk,I repeater
system -was also tried, but the results v/ere not encouraging
and it was abandoned. H.2.S. Fik.HI (3 centimetre)
.also introduced and used against Berlin in November,
September the name Radar was adopted as official nomencla
ture for all radio aids to bombing, navigation and defence,
formerly knov/n as E.D.P, or Radio location.
Radar was taken from the initials of the term Radio
Detection and Ranging,(l)

v/as

In

The name

Oboe had proved itself by this time o.s the most
accurate means of blind bombing so far devised. The effect
of its use on the Ruhr and Rhineland area has already been
described.^ Its use had been restricted to target marking
and operations in the immediate vicihity of a large scale
raid. This was designed to minimise the risk cf an Oboe
set falling into enemy hands. The A.0,0,-in-G, on 23rd
August sought arid obtained permission to use it for marking
the route of the'main force,

group ViTas most anxious to use. Oboe independently of the
main force. In viev/ of the introduction of Oboe l!k.II
and Gee-H, it was suggested by the Air Staff in September
that Oboe Mk.I might be released for such independent use.
The D. C.A.S. decided to wait for an official request from
Bomber Command, Oboe Mk.II was first tried out
tionally on*26th/27th September, After severa.1 more trials
during October, the.Deputy C.-in-C. requested the release of
MKI, and on 1st November permission was granted by signal:-

The A.O.C. of the Pathfinder

opera-

. 1D/12/205
21.9.43.

signal .1X.-990 Oboe aircraft may now be employed for destructive
effect against important precise targets indepen
dently of main force operations,
should not, however, be used for harassing attacks.

Oboe aircraft

Pollov/ing this, the list of Oboe targets v/as re-examined.
In consultation \7ith the Ministry of Economic V/arfare,
target systems were chosen, special steels and electric
pov/er supplies, which V7ere considered suitable for precise
attack by Oboe or Gee-H,

tvTO

Bomber Command were notified of
these on 25-th November, but had meanwhile chosen  a list of
35 targets considered operationally suitable, ranging from
Bodylinc to oil, steel and chemical plants. They considered
that concentration upon one or two systems would give av/ay
the intention, so the recommended systems were added to the
list already chosen*

7,

B07^r23?46/
Wlume-V^,
Encl,114A and
minutes.

Oboe IVlk.II was designed on'the same principle as Mk.1,
but used a centimetre wavelength. .The first two types of
aircraft transmitter, the Penviriper and Pountainpen,
unsatisfactory due to lack of power,
type, the Pepperbox, wns abandoned in favour of the Albumleaf,
an American ASG.3 transmitter, slightly modified, which
highly satisfactory results.

were

Trial of a third

gave

History of
Oboe.

A»-S.

/The repeater

(1) See A.H.B. Signals !^onograph.

G. 225497/DEW/9/49.
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The repeater system of Ohoe had long been undei’
development. It was designed to use repeater aircraft
to relay signals from groxond stations to aircraft opera
ting. These repeaters would fly along a chosen line
half-way between target and ground station. The range
of Oboe might thereby be increased, it was hoped,, to
reach perhaps as far as Berlin. Trials were carried out

■ with'a single channel repeater against Emder from 7th
to 31st Ocober, The second channel transmitted direct.
Many technical failures occxArred, 'only ten out of 26
bombing .sorties obtaining satisfactory results. As
the accuracy was not much better than H, 2.S, and the
number of repeater aircraft required, twelve, could ill
be spared, the Command decided to aba.ndon the project,

. The aircraft belonged to No, 139 Squadron, which was now-
being fitted \7ith Gee-H, and it was considered that the
latter should have priori-ty,

Gpe-H was a new device which is described in the

It was decided to equip No. 139 Mosquito
Squadron in the Pathfinder Group, and the squadrons
equipped with Lancaster II aircraft with 8,000 lb. bomb
doors. These were not suitable for H. S-.S. equipment
which other Lancaster Squadrons were receiving. Opera
tional trials,of the Mosquitos began on'ifth/5th October
and seven sorties v/ere carried cut by the end of the
month, only -tiVQ. successfully bombing by Gee-H.

Forty-five Lancasters of Nos.3 and 6 Groups were
equipped with Gee-H by 9th November, 1943,. They first
Tosed the device for bombing on 3rd/4th November, when
38 Gee-H equipped aircraft were, directed against the
Mannesman plant at Dusseldorf,
aid of Gee-H and "two v/ere lost,

range than Oboe, and was not qioite as accurate, its
value was limited, Tfith the increased threat of flying
bomb attacks in December, it v?as decided to transfer the
.equipment to the.Stirlings used for attacking launching
sites,

(2) September - Improving Technique

Berlin v/as attacked again on 3rd/4th September, but
only 316 aircro-ft V7ere eniployed on this occasion,
Al-though the marking and bombing ?7as west of the aiming-
poin-t, a good concentration v/as achieved in an area not
previously heavily damaged,
ring plants were heavily dpnaged
other important factories.(2)

Annex.

Fifteen bombed v/ith the

Siemen’s electrical enginee-
,  as V7ell as numerous

wt
^1134/177 , . '

■

As Gee-H had no better

Ibid. 28.12.43.

On 5th/6th September a highly s-uccessful H2S attack
.  v/as carried out on the tov/ns of Mannheim and Ludv/igshaven,
on either side of the river Rhine,
aircraft took part in cloudless conditions.

■ marking, and planned overshooting by backers-up and
recen-trers prevented the -usual creep-back,
report cl.aims that "from the tactical point of view-,
this raid v/as a model of all that a NevThaven attack
should be," All blind markers not absolutely sure of
their position refrained from dropping markers, and there
V7as very little loose bombing*

Six. hundred and five
Accurate

The final
O.R. S. Pinal

Night Raid
Report No, 419*

/Daylight

(1) See Annex, Chapter 5(2)

(2) See Appendix 18 for damage reports.
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Daylight reconnaissance revealed very severe damage,
■some of 'Which was- the result of- the raid of 9th/10th
August. The fully built-up areas of both towns were
assessed as being almost destroyed or severely damaged.
The most important fa.ctoiy, I,G.' Earben, v/as relatively
lightly damaged in proportion to its size. This plant
had gained added importance, as it was believed to be
producing special fuel for Crossbow weapons.

German reports of this raid shovT that tv/o rubber
factories, an aircraft and a motor works were hit in
Mannheim with heavy casualties and house damage, but
Ludvdgshaven was not as severely affected. This inci
dental damage illustrates the unexpected effects of
attack,

in the British target reference books. As it happened
special emphasis was given to attack against rubber, as
well as aircraft plants d\aring this month and the next.

The attacks against the Dunlop works at Montlucon
and against Hanover described below v/ere aimed at reducing
production of aircraft tyres. Pollo\7ing the successful
American attack upon the important synthetic rubber plant
at Huls in Jione, the German rubber supply was considered
by'M.E.ff, to -be highly vulnerable,
expressed the view on. 15th July that attack on rubber
tyre plants

"affords the best prospects of affecting the mobility
of v/heeled vehicles and aircraft already in service
v/ith the German armed forces (not even excluding
attack on oil. ") . ' , . ,

area

These rubber factories were not even mentioned

Their representative

A.H.B.6,. :
Translations,

lvI.E.\7, Pile 2
Z.63A/A/1

On 6th/7th September a force of ACA- aircraft v/as
Cloud prevented visual iden-despatched against Munich,

tification, ..and the main weight of attack fell on .the
edge of the tovm, to the south-west, the direction of
approach. The Gernian report shows 47 factories hit.
On 8th/9th September the Starl<ey operation described, in
the previous- chapter took place.

ml
^ IIG/86/6A

The next heavy attack was .a moonlight one upon the
Dunlop. ',/orks at Montliocon on 15th/l6 September,
target had been cleared for attack at the 98th Target
Committee meeting on 10th September,
took part in this operation v/ith 3^9 hea'vy bombers of
the R.A.P,
marked.

This

Pive U.S, Portre

The factory was located'visually and well
Many buildings were set on fire early in the

sses

' attack, and the smoke from burning rubber, as well as
cloud below the aircraft, caused the later attack to
scatter. Both photographs and intelligence reports

O.R. S, Report
and Target
Committee,

confirmed, that the Dunlop factory was very heavily hit,
the latter saying "Dionlop v/orks entirely destroyed in
flames,"

A.H. B.6,
Translation
VIl/75.

The official French report contains the following
description of the raid:-

"Nearly every part of the Dunlop complex v/as hit by
”  but it was incendiaries vvhich caused the

greatest damage to buildings,
the area covered by the complex was completely
destroyed by fire,
v/ere due in the main to the construction and distri
bution of the buiildings, and to the inflammable
nature of the products produced.

H.E • >

More than half of

These exceptional circumstance

T7ork at the

s

/factories i '
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factories cejne to a coraplete standstill and
more than six months later only the cycle shop,
r/hich had been rebuilt, was in any way capable
of renennl of work. Rarely has, there been an
air attack so completely effective as this one.

On the 'same night a special precision attack T/as
carried out by eight Lancaster Ills of Wo. 617 Squadron,
modified to carry 12,000 lb Tallboy bombs. This was
the first operation in v/hich these bombs vrere used,.’
An unsuccessful atteupt was made to breach the’ embank
ment of the Dortmund-EjQs canal. The force vfas

divided into two .sections of four, each escorted by
three Mosquitoes of Fighter Command. The 12,000 lb
H.C. bombs Mere fitted vd.th a special delay fuse, to
enable the attack to be made from a height of 150

.feet.

The Leader was shot do-vvn on the outward flight,
made at low level. Thick haze in the target area
hindered the attack, but. the Deputy Leader directed it

as far as possible. At least one bomb was reported
in the canal and 'onb o,n the tovq>ath. The attack
lasted for about' 1-j hour’s, and the Deputy Leader and
three Other aircraft were shot dotm, it was believed
in the target area. The fighter escort remained in 

'

the target area throughout the attack. No enemy
fighters vrere encountered, and all t.he Mosquitoes
returned safely.

Translation

A.1 .12/U.S.a.P.E.
A German intelligence report says that "the

targets, probably a lock and a bridge were not hit.
The bridge embankment was. tom up for a length of
35 metres. In the case of one Lancaster, which v/as
shot dpvm, the'bomb detonated on impact and caused a
crater 30 metres in diameter,

was salvaged une3q?loded.
One 12,000 lb, bomb

The follovdng night the attacks on-Modane marshal
ling yard and Antheor viaduct, on railimy routes into

,  Italy were carried out. These have already been
.described. (1) No further heavy operations vrere-
carried out.during the moonlight period, although'
Mosquitoes attacked Berlin and Cologne,

On 22nd/23rd September the first operation
employing "Spoof" tactics v/as carried, out against

' Hanover, Seven hundred and eleven aircraft were

■' despatched against the. main, target, v^-hilst 29
Lancasters and Mosquitoes of No.8 (P.P.P.) Group
carried out a realistic spoof attack against Oldenburg,
Red and green target indicators, bundles of flares, and
bombs vrere dropped. Although opposition was negligible
at Oldenburg, the attack served to confuse the ground
control for night fighters, .

The main attack on Hanover, vdiere 80/o of Gennan
aircraft tyres were reputed to be made, v/as carii_ed out
in cloudless conditions and good visibility,
blind-markers were somewhat scattered, but the visual
markers dropped their yellow and green T.I.s accurately
by the aid of flares.

The red

The backers-up unfortunately

/aimed

(l ) See Chapter 12, .The,.,Dgfeat , of Italy,
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aimed their green T.I.s at the centre of T.I.s of all
colours. An unexpectedly strong nlnd caused many aircraft
to approach on the v;rong track,
attack, aimed at the green T.I.s, fell tvo to five miles-
south-east of the aiming point, and spread up to nine miles
in the later stages. The main factory area was on the
north-west and v/est of the to’;m, and was little affected. (1)

The main weight of the

The same night an operation was carried out against
Hnden hy 1 2 liosquitoes, eight of them Ivlark IX, which flew at
31 tp 35 thousand feet. The object was to test the
of Oboe at-these heights. The target was 290 miles from
the .ground station %/hieh was to order release. None of -the
aircraft received the signal, although one flying at
35,000 ft. received signals until just short of the release
point.

range

The next night, 23rd/24th September, a force of 62?
aircraft, including five U.S. Portresses, was directed
against Mannheim, A feint attack was carried out on
-Darnstadt-.by 29 aircraft, and eight Mosquitoes marked the
route -for thp-mainmoperation. Permission for this had been
obtained during the day.;(2). This attack was fairly
successful, and it was estimated that the damage in the fully

increased from k.6% after the last attack
to 59m Geimian reports confirm the O.R. S. ■ estimate that
most of the heavy damage v/as in the north of the town and
the harbour area. Damage to the value of 3 million R.M.
x/as assessed at the Mercedes-Benz works. Only a few
scattered incidents occurred in LudxTigshaven, although
several buildings of I. G. Parbenindustrie to the north
lIXu •

.Tere

c-u ^^"^^/^yth September the first operational trial of
boo Mark. II was carried out, as mentioned above. The
target X7as Aachen, a short range objective xThich did not
.involve penetration of the Ruhr defences. A discrepancy in
^he frequencies of the two ground stations prevented the use
of Oboe for bombing. A second unsuccessful trial against
the^ same target was made the follov/ing night,
until 3rd/4th October that, the first successful attack
.made using Oboe Mark II.

0-7+.V, heavy attack against Hanover ’was made on
27th/28th September, the spoof target on this occasion being

hundred and eighty-three aircraft, including
■  • I • fortresses, v/ore en^loyed against the former, 27
against the latter. The main attack fell from one to five
miles north of the aiming-point, among'villages and recently
developed^industrial areas north of the townf ^
aircraft including one Portress
a percentage of 5.6
attack.

It was not

was

Thirty-nine
lost, mainly to fighters,

as conpared with 3»5 on the previous

Mere

same night,
another fcrk I range test, with Men as target, was oarrled
out. No signals were received at the full
attack T.’as also intended
defences.

This

as an extra feint attack, to draw th
T.I.

e
s, as v/ell as bombs, were dropped.

range.

/On

(1 ) See lhe_&^bte:u Jiar^s^
(2) See Section (1) above.

24th September, 1943.
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On 29th/30th September, Bochum, already heavily
attacked during the Battle of the Ruhr, ’.ms again visited

by 352 .aircraft, whilst 11 Oboe Iviosquitoes were despatched
against Gelsenkirchen, The results of the Bochum attack
have been detailed above under the Battle of the Ruhr. (1)
The city centre and the surburbs of ̂ hnne-Eickel,
ITattenscheid and Castrop Ratucel suffered most.
Krupp Synthetic oil plant at the latter was damaged. (2)

(3) October “ Concei^ratira jon PointbJLank

Out of the .ten heavy area attacks carried out in
October, all but the first were directed against towns
named in the Pointblank directive. (3) This attack, on
1 st/2nd October, ViTas on Hagen, a Ruhr tovm not dealt with

in the Spring,
centre, a rav/ material v/hose supply M.E.’f. believed to

have been reduced by 30t to as a result of the Ruhr
offensive: German sources assess the loss at about 20/o.
It also contained.one of the most important accumulator

plants, specialising in U-Boat accumulators.

The

It ’was an important steel production

A.H.B.6
Translation

M.E.’.7. Pol.2

Z.634(a)l,
12/11/43

A.H.B.6 Trans;

Wo.VIl/62

The operation, by 251 .Lancasters, ’.-/ith Oboe
Mosquitoes as marking aircraft!' r/as described as deva:sta'--

tlng» Photogi«.phic .reconnaissance, on 3rd and
4th October, sho'.Ted very hea-vy damage, including the

accumulator, v/orks, thirteen steel plants and other
important industrial undertakings, as well as commercial
and residential areas. After the main attack, tT,7elve
Oboe Mosquitoes were detailed.to attack the steel works
at Uitten, nearby, for training purposes. Eight bombed

Oboe and tvro attacked Hagen o’.Ting to technical trouble.on

On the second night of the month Munich, the site
Two hundredof B.M,¥. and Dornier plants, v/as attacked,

and ninety-four Lancasters took part, whilst 117 Halifaxes,
Stirlings and Wellingtons took part in a big mine-laying
operation all along the enemy, coasts. (4) The Munich
attack was successful,, although markers vrere placed about

This hadthree miles South East of the aiming point,

fortunately been chosen .in the North East of the city.
Daylight reconnaissance of this target covered the
September night raid and two daylight raids by the
U.S.A.A.P. from North Africa as well as this operation,
so no assessment of its effect could be made.

Germa.n reports have not, so far, been found.

The. first of tTO heavy attacks carried out against
Kassel during the month took place on 3rd/4th October.
These were the only hea-vy operations of ttie year against
this important aircraft manufacturing tovm, containing
Pieseler fighter assembly and components factories and

Henschel Aero-engine Works,
aircraft were despatched, damaging all these plants,
main wei^t of the attack v/as outside the fully built up
area of -the to^vn, owing to poor target marking.

Five hundred and forty-se'v

Visual

en
The

/markers

(1) See Chapter 5 (5)

(2) See Appendix 18 for records of damage from German
sources

(3) See Appendix 6

(4) See Chapter 4(6)
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markers could not identify the aiming point o^Ting to haze.
A diversionary attack on HanoVer Tras made hy ten Mosquitoes,
which flew v/ith the main homher stream until it turned South
at a turning' point near Detmold.• j-i- The first successful attack
v/ith Oboe Mark II ■was made the same night upon the usual
practice target, Aachen, whilst Welve Oboe Mark I Mosquitoes
were sent to'the povrer station at Knapsack, Cologne.

The fourth ccsTBecutive heavy attack,
of the month, was upon PranIcfurt-on-Main.

on the fourth night
Pour hundred and

SIX aircraft took part, xvhilst .66 Lancasters carried out a
diversionary attack on Ludv/igshaven, and twelve Oboe
iviosquitoes were again directed against the Knapsack pov/er
station. ^ The first operational trial of Gee - H took place
on this night against Aaohen, T-vithout success. The attack
on Frankfurt was well concentrated. Both the British and
German assessments agree as to its effectiveness. (1) The
^rmanh report over 2,600 killed or injured, in addition to
52 suffering from shock v;ho "would
probably have to be put to sleep."
tion v/as not

never recover and would
The Ludwigshaven opera-

very successful as a diversion and ten British
aircraft v/ere lost at Frankfurt as well as one of the three
U.S. Portresses \diich took part.

The next operation was against Stuttgart, on
7th/8th October, Three hundred and forty-two aircraft v/ere
despatched, v/hilst sixteen Lancasters” of No, 8 (P.P.P.) Group
carried out- a feint attack upon Priederichshaven.
^bsquitoes were sent to Munich and. this attack v/as more success
ful as a diversion, although that on Priederichshaven caused
some useful damage to the Zeppelin brks* The attack on
Stuttgart could not be assessed ov/ing to thin cloud which
obscured night photographs. Day reconnaissance showed the
results of a U.S.A.A.P. attack of the previous day as well,
ii'iost of the fresh damage was concentrated in the tovm centre.
Wo Gorman records of this raid have been, found.

Ten

night the first operational trial of the Oboe
Repeater System was carried out successfully against Men.
^chen ^-'^as the victim of another trial by four Oboe Mark II and
one Gee - H Mosquito, One of the former and the latter
attacked successfully, using their Radar apparatus.
Mrbome-Cigar was first' .carried on this night by No. 101
Squadron to jam V.H.P./R.T. Control. (2)

The following night, 8th/9th October, Hanover, the aircraft
yre mnufacturing centre, v/as again attacked. This attack

“f sKtyted on tho city centre and naa much moref N operations in September. About of
the fully built up area was claimed as destroyed, mainly by

severe once more, 5»4;^ of the total force.
This v/as the last time Wellingtons operated over Germany.
nmar, t diversionary attack v/as carried out simultaneouslyupon Bremen, which had been attacked by the Americans in the
afternoon. The two attacks caused damage in the south of the

As a diversion, the operation \vas only partially
successful. It deceived the ground control for
town.

some time.

/but some

(l) See Appendix 18

(2) See Chapter I6 (1)
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but some fighters directed to Bremen met the main
■bomber stream to Hanover, A diversionary opera
tion against Berlin vra.s also carried out ' that night
by Mosquitoes, Ten Mosquitoes, equipped with Oboe
Mere, directed against the Castrop-Rauxel synthetic
oil plant and one, equipped "VTith See - H against
a metal castings plant at Duren. The latter brou^t
back a bombing photograph v/hich was plotted 500 yards
from the aiming point.

The following night widespread fog xms forecast
and only six Mosquitoes were despatched on a haras
sing raid to Berlin,
possible until the moonlight period.

No further operations v/ere
On the nights

of 13tii, ,l6th and. 17th October further Mosquito
harassing attacks T/ere carried out, -some using Oboe
Mark II and Gee - H,

On 18th/l 9th October the f ourth attack on Hanover
iTithin a month was carried out. There was a three-
quarter moon during the attack, but considerable cloud
hampered enemy fighters, al/though a record number was

,  . .believed to have operated. The loss rate was 4.7^^.
Three hundred and sixty Lancasters were despatched,
but their attack was scattered owing to ten tenths
cloud, Ttro factories of the Continental Rubber
Company, suffered further damage. The diversionary

■ raid by eight Ibsquitoes on Berlin did not achieve its
purpose.. Mosquitoes, using Oboe liarks. I and II and
the Repeater System also operated. '

On 2Dth/21st October the first large-scale night
raid upon Leipzig was undertaken. Very bad v/eather
conditions over the target, mth cloud up to 17,000
feet, caused .the failure of the attack,
markers were obscured by cloud,
damage .oyer the.whole neighbourhood was revealed by
photographic reconnaissance nine days later. The
diversionary attack on Berlin by ten J/fosquitoes drew
off the bulk of the enemy fighters. Tvro of the
Mosquitoes \Tere lost. Fifteen of the Leipzig force
were missing,

A second heavy, attack upon Kassel was carried out
22nd/23rd October, 569 aircraft taking part. The

Operational Report states that the visual marking was
exceptionally accurate.
80 red T.I.s were burning in a compact group half  a mile
south-east of the aiming point.-
attack fires were still burning,
area presented. ,a scene of utter desolation."

The U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey on-fire raids
gives a description ,of this raid from local evidence:-

"  The bulk, of this attack was concentrated in
the highly built-up central pa.rt of the city, and
as a result of this concentrated- attack, the
entire.area was practically destroyed^
estimated that 65^ of the weight of bombs
reported over the target fell in an area of
seventeen square miles in and around the centre
of the tovm.

Flares and
Only scattered

Tito minutes before zero hour

Seven days after the
."The central city

It is

USSBS/PDD61
Fire Raids on
German Cities

/The planes
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, The planes attacked from the .west'and south T/est..
It is estimated that 5Q of ' the huildings in the zone of
bonihfall caught fire immediately and fired the adjoining
.buildings. The H.E. bombs loosened roof tiles and
opened up windoT/s so that buildings which were not hit were
easily ignited by flying sparks and radiant heat. The
fires spread quickly over a thickly built-up area (4.5
square miles) which contained enormous quantities of
bulk fuel, ■ The rapidly rising heat over a large area
■created a great draft and inrushing air almost reached
gale proportions, similar to Hamburg, turning the streets
into flues and setting all combustibles on fire.

• •

Communications and essential services vrere disrupted,
as fires were of such proportions that no firefighting
agency could cope fri.th them,
selves to saving lives and trying to check the fires at
the perimeter.

The.firemen devoted them-

It T/as impossible to do any fire
fighting in the centre of the fire
local building office did not have any records on the
exact damage to industries., but t.hey supply the following
estima-tes.for the principal plants:-

Thezone

Henschel-’derke 1,2 a.nd-3
Spinnfaser
Junkers-Werke
Pieseler-Werke 1
Salzmann & Co,
Gottschalk & Co.
Schule-Hohenlohe
Anton Henschel .
Reichsbahnanlage

30 - 60I damaged
3OA
40"
50. ■
li-O/o
50,0
30.
8O:

The diversionary attack on this' occasion was directed
against Prankfurt-on-l/kin. It successfully delayed the
fighter, reaction to the main attacking'force v/hich v/as routed
tov/ards Frankfurt up to the last leg. (1)
used on this occasio.n tO' Jam the running commentary used by
the Germans for Night Fighter Control. (2) Tf/elve Mosquitoes
were^detailed on a precision attack against the Ihiapsack
station at Cologne, using Oboe Mark I.

Corona v/as first

power

There v/ere .no further heavy operations during October.
■Mosquitoes operated on .two nights using Oboe Marks I and II
and Gee-H, 'Othervri.se only .mine-laying and leaflet sorties
were practicable, cn;7ing to thick cloud or fog.
(4) November Increase in recisjLon ^AtJbacks

November saw the opening of the great vri.nter offensive
against Berlin which is dealt with in the next chaptez'.
fev7 other area attacks were carried out.^ The scale and
frequency, of precise attacks, mainly against steel and
an^mont plants, increased considerably during the month.
This was made,,possible by, the increasing supply of
precision bombing devices - H-S, Oboe, and Gee-H.

■T)

Very

The first heavy attack/of the month V7as upon Dusseldorf,
the groat armament centre, on, the edge of the Ruhr,
3rd/4th November. ''.'/hilst 551 aircraft vrere engaged in the

■  , / area

on

(1) ' See Map 3 for routes,

(2) See Chapt 16 (1)er

of the various forces
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area attack, 38 Lancasters equipped v/ith Gee-H carried out

the first operational trial of this device by heavy air
craft, against the laannesmann steel\7orks v/ithin the same
area. A diversion by 62 aircraft against Cologne, ten
minutes before the main attack, drev off the enemy
fighters vintil the .attack was -under way,
liosquitoes were despatched, on a precision attack against
the steelworks at Eheinhausen.

Thirteen Oboe

The aiming point for the Dusseldorf attack had been
chosen in the extreme north-east of the city. The main
force rra.3 ordered to approach on a heading of 060 degrees.
With the usual undershooting, as the attack progressed,
the main weij^t of bombing fell well across the centre
of the city. Over 2&/o of the buildings still undamaged
by previous raids in the fully built up area were estima
ted to have been affected, including a number of high
priority armament and steel works. These had gained
greater importance ovd.ng to their suspected connection
T/ith Crossbow construction, being included in the
Crossbow Target List of 5th October, (1)

Unfavourable weather prevented further heavy
operations for tvro weeks, except for the moonlight
attacks on Italian rail communications on 10th and

11th November described earlier, (2) Meanwhile
Mosquitoes operated on aljiiost every ni^t. Those not
equipped with Radar aids made harassing attacks upon
toivn centres, whilst those fitted with Oboe or Gee-H
attacked precision targets chosen from the list of
Oboe Targets laid doavn. (3) Many of these latter opera
tions were also trials of new Oboe or Gee-H equipment,
such as the Penwiper and Pountainpen mentioned earlier.(3)

On 17th/l8th November the first operation of
considerable size was carried out entirely by H2S. Ei^ty-
three Lancasters and Halifaxes were despatched against the
I.G. Praben plant at Ludwigshaven and an'accurate blind
attack was carried out under conditions of bad visibility.
Daylight reconnaissance shov/ed damage to 20 buildings
of the factory.

Harassing attacks had been carried out on Berlin by
seven to nine Mosquitoes on three nights during the week
previous to I8th/l9th November. On this night the
first attack of the heavy winter offensive against the
capital took place. This offensive is dealt ̂ vith in

chapter to itself, as it was the principal commitment of
Bomber Comnxand for several months.

a

A heavy scale raid was carried out simultaneously
I8th/l9th November upon Ludwigshaven. Most of the weight
of this raid was wasted in open country to the north-east,
owing to misplaced markers. Several causes vrere given
for this: unserviceability of many H23 sets, an unexpec
tedly light T/ind en route which delayed the backers-up,
a smoke screen which hampered visual markers, and decoyn.

The attack on Ludwigshaven vms timed 32 minutes
before that on Berlin, in order to drav/ the enemy
fighters. This diversion v/as successful in reducing

/losses

on

in/70/272(d)
'Grand 92

(l) See Chapter'13 and Appendix 7

(2) See Chapter 12 (4)

(3) See Section (1) above
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losses on the Berlin operation to 2%, at a cost of 5.8 for
the Ludwigshaven raid,

ted to the low loss rate there, by hindering the activi
ties of fighters. The Berlin force was composed of
Lancasters and Mosquitoes only, whilst all tho Halifaxes
and Stirlings, with a few Lancasters unfit for the Berlin

The loss rate of

Fog in the Berlin area contribu-

operation, v/ere sent to Ludwigshaven,
the Halifaxes and Stirlings had corapared so unfavourably
v/ith that of the Lancasters for some months past, that the
former were now reserved, as far as possible, for operations
involving only short penetration of enemy defences.
Stirlings had been excluded from the more difficult opera
tions after August, resulting in an iaprovement in their
monthly^loss rate from 6.2;% in August to k-.G/o in September
and 3t4/5 in October. Most of their effort v/as devoted to
mine-laying during the latter month,
in three out of nine major operations,
part in^only four of these major raids, but their loss rate
viras 1,14/0, compared with 5-o for September,
the ̂Lancasters was in September, J>,L//o in October, and
4.1^ in November, in spite of the fact that they carried
out all the more distant and hazardous operations in these
months. (1)

They only took part
Halifaxes took

The loss rate of

On 19th/20th November an attenpt was made to carry out
a blind attack through cloud on the I.G. Parben factory at
Leverkusen by 256 Stirlings and Halifaxes.
Mosquitoes detailed for marking experienced Oboe failure.
As a result, the bombing was scattered widely over the
Ruhr, according to enemy reports. It was thought that
mutual interference between the three Oboe channels in use
caused this failure.

All ten

The next two heavy attacks were upon Berlin, and are
dealt with in the next chapter. On 25th/26th November,
in order to spread the enemy defences, another attack Tra.s
make on Prankfurt-on-Main by a force of 262 aircraft,
mostly Halifaxes. Cloud over the target hid the T.I.s
and caused the attack to be scattered.

The following night 178 Lancasters and Halifaxes
accompanied tho main force destined for Berlin as far as
Frankfurt* They then turned off to attack Stuttgart, a
manoeuvre which deceived the enemy fighter controllers, r/ho
concentrated their fighters on Frankfurt. Only 2,&/o were
lost of the Stuttgart force. The attack vras to the east of
the aiming point, resulting in heavy damage to the main
Daimler-Benz aero-engine works at Unterturkheim. Apart
from this the effect \7as scattered, and conparatively slight.

Only light scale Mosquito attacks were made against
German targets on the remaining nights of the month, oiving
to forecasts of heavy cloud throughout Germany,

(1) See Appendix I6 for December figures
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CH^ER 15

THE. Bi\TTLE OP BERLIN

(1) Impprt,anc,e of, Ber.lin,

The Casablanca Directive had specified among;-

'■other objectives of great importance either from the
political or military point of VievT
Berlin, v/hich must be attacked when conditions are
suitable for the attainment of specially valuable
results unfavourable to the morale of the enemy or
favourable to that of. Russia".

4ID/12/153 As early as 17th August, 19A2, a minute from the
Prime Mnister, when he was in the Middle East, stressed the ■
importance attached by Stalin to bombing Berlin. At this
time the idr Staff considered 5OO aircraft the minimum number
necessary to saturate the defences, and to give a chance of
■effective damage and an acceptable rate of casualties. 25O
to 300 aircraft was the maximum force available at the tme.
A loss of about 50 was anticipated -with such a force, a
mrniber which v/ould cripple the bombing effort for a month.
ViHien it v/as possible to commence attacks in early 1943.
Stalin sent a personal telegram to Mr, Ghur'ehill.

Ibid 3/3/43.' I v/elcome the British Air Force, which yesterday
I regret that the ,bombed so successfully Berlin.

■Soviet ibir Force, absorbed in the struggle against
■  the Germans at the front, is not yet in a position

to take part in the bombing of Berlin".

II/70/272(D)
Welfare No. 232 the iillies.
19/8/43.

The pot litical importance of Berlin vras recognised by all
iifter the' devastation of Hamburg in July/August

1943 the C. A. S. commented ' ■

In present v/ar situation attacks on Berlin on anything
like Hamburg scale must ha.ve enormoiis effect on
Germany as a v/hole".

In addition to its importance in relation to German
morale,' Berlin also contained more important war production
factories tha.n any other centre,
most important industrial and manufacturing city on the
Continent of Europe,
by factories of the B.'M.T/., Dornier, Heinkel and Pocke-Wulf

Numerous electrical and .engineering firms, such
Siemens, Reinmetall Borsig.and Daimler Benz also

In fact it ranked as the

The aircraft industry v/as represented

companies,
as il.E.G. ,

"The Bomber's
Baedeker".

had factories there.

S)/4^»Ar The G.-in-C., Bomber Command sent a memorandum to the
He gave a review ofFlags 25, 26. Prime Minister on 3rd November, 1943

the S3''stematic destruction of the major German cities of
outstanding service to the enemy v^rar effort. Of these, ha
claimed 19 as virtually destroyed and 19 as seriously damaged.
The highest priority amongst those remaining, he said, should
be allotted to Berlin

I await promised U.S.A.A.P. help in this the greatest
But I would not propose to waitof air battles,

for ever or for long if opportunity serves". - - -
"V/e can wreck Berlin from end to end if the U. S.A. Ai.P.

It will cost bebween us 4OO-
It v/ill cost Germany the v/ar".

will come in on it.
500 aircraft.

/I'he Air
G. 225497/HEW/9/49.
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The Mr Staff vrere'divided in their reaction to this claim.

The A. C.A. S, (l) supported him, saying that the plan first to
break the G-.A.F. defence and then to get on with the war'does

not appeal to a nan vMo knov/s that it can be v/on 'b}/ irnmediate
The A.C.A.S,' (Ops) ccijsidered that the

diversion of effort on to Berlin might .well give the G.A. P.

an opportunity to recuperate. ------
It yiQ-Q unlikely ̂ that Gemany would throw her hand in, e-ven if
Berlin was destroyed to the extent of Hamburg; if we
committed ourselves to this target, and the C.-in-G's
expectations were not. realised, the Anerican and British
bomber forces vrould be seriously weakened for return to their

task of destroying the G. A. P..

offensive action".

.ID4/56
T.A.S. Min.4682
13/11/43.

The conclusion finally reached, and approved by the ■  ,

C.A.S., was that the C,-in-C. should seize, suitable occasions
vfhen T/eather and other tactical conditions should give him
the most favourable chance.

He should not plan for a sustained and costly series of

assaults, or rely on the assistance of the U.S.VIII Bomber
Command. It would be much too big a risk to stake the whole

future of the day bomber offensive on the belief tho.t Germany
would collapse if several heavy and necessarily extremely
expensive attacks were made .on the capital.

Bomber Command began the assault: on 18th/l 9th November,.,
1943, with a still heavier attack, on the 22nd/23rd and tx
follow-up attack the next night. On 24th November the

6

.Secretary of State signalled to the. A.O. G.-in C;-

"My warmest congratulations to you and all ranks ser-ving
under your commeand .Berlin is no^t 'only,, the
hone of Prussian Militarism and the . capital, of Nazi.,
government but it is.also the greatest single centre A I
of Y/ar industry in Germany".

The Battle of Berl'in. continued, until March, 1944.
course and effect-arc considered,in the sections below.

Its

(.1)The table below shov'M the major raids from November to
One .further attack, in March, 1944, is usuallyi.

Bomb

Despatched Attacking ' Missing Tonnage

402 ■ 9

670
322

407

Date

1*44 1594
764 26 (3.3/ 2464

20 (5.2^382 1334
28 (6.2fo. I576"450

February,
included in the "Battle of Berlin".

Nov I8th/l9th, 1943
22nd/23rd
23rd/24th
26th/27th

Dec 2nd/3rd
"  I6th/l7th
"  23rd/24th
"  29th/30th
Jan 1st/2nd, 1944
"  2nd/3rd
"  20th/2lst
"  27th/28th
"  28th/29th
"  30th/3lst ■ .
Feb 15tli/l6th

ft •

40 (8.7fo) '
25 (5.1^0

338 15 (4/')
20 (2.8^^
28 (6.7/)

401

450

656
359

1686458
1815497
1288391

71.2 2314

1400
1116

2401

1760
1954

421

383 284 27
35 {k-.m769 642

536 454
683 43 (6.3/;

33 (6.1/,
42 (4.7/,

555
i960456540

2643891 761

8321Total 7155 423 27,305

/(2) Attempts
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(2)

SECRET

Often tefore November 1943.' tiad attacks upon Berlin been

attempted^ but never v/ith much success.- Two attacks in

■  ̂ January 1943 bad been frustrated by cloud', and by frozen lakes
and snow-covered ground making identification difficult. The
three attacks in March and the three in August and September

. ̂ V Harassinghave been dealt vd.th in earlier chapters
attacks by small numbers of Mosquitoes had -been carried out

on many nights of the year.(2)

With the introduction of H2S it had been hoped that
accurate marking could be achieved. -It was found that

Berlin was for too big a target, hov'/ever. The H2S viewing-
screen v/as completely filled by reflections from the built

up area, A timed run from the .Mtfggel Sea,' a lake on the

outskirts of Berlin, was tried. A better datian v/as reported,
hov/ever, as a hooked promontory to the north of the city,
which had been obser-vod on the screen. This was tried twice,
'but on both occasions other responses v/ere mistaken for the

datum. It was presumed that varying- responses wore obtained

according to the ekact direction of approach. So the
Muggel Sea was again tried, a range and bearing fix from

there being combined with a datum- point bn the north-east
edge of the target, confirmed by a'D.R. run from Brandenburg.
This technique produced bettef results, but was still not
accurate.

BQ/S^543
End. 1A

It was hoped for a time that the Oboe repeater system
could be employed against Berlin, to provide more accurate
marking. The decisions to abandon its development as
unprofitable- in October disappointed this hope. The
improvements in H2S by this time, due to modification and

experience, and the introduction of H2S Mark III, gave better

promise, however. When the,Battle of Berlin opened in

November these inprovements, ' combined with a carefully
checked D.R. run fron a pinpoint such as Brandenburg or

Rathenow, began gradually to show improved results.

An outline of the plan of attack on the last operation

of the year, 29th/30th December will illustrate the complex
planning needed for- this very difficult target. On this

occasion the usual mixed Wanganui and Paramatta technique was

to be used, as Berlin was almost invariably covered in cloud
at this season. Fifteen primary blind-markers were to mark

the release point with flares (red v;ith green stars), and the
aiming-point with red T.I., on H2S at zero - 2. The marking
was to be maintained with green T.I., and-Wanganui flares (red
with green stars) by three "Special" (H2S^Mark III) blind
markers and'19 secondary blind markers, bombing on H2S
betvyeen zero and- zero plus 18. Twenty backers-up v/ere to

aim greens at the centre of reds, or if late, at the centre

of greens, with a Wo second overshoot. If no T.I. were
visible they v/ere to retain, their greens and drop their bombs

blindl3r, or aim at the centre of flares. Forty supporters
Y/ere to borab on the some principi'le from Z minus 2 to Z plus 18,
aiming at the centre of,all Wanganui- flares on a heading of

.  035° M; or if conditions vroro sufficiently clear, at the
centre of greens.

Daylight photographs of Berlin shelving, ground details
were obtained at only Wo stages during these three months of
attack. The first, on 20th and 21st December, 1943 covered

/six

(1) See Chapter VII, X and XIV. .

(2) ' See Appendix 10. -
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six major raids, apart from Mosquito attacks. The second, on

19th Pehruary, 1944, covered the remaining nine raids in the
period.' No reliahie evidence was available, therefore,
regarding individual attacks, by which to judge the success of

the tactics employed,, ,or to guide the selection of successive
aiming points.

(3) ' ...The, Course of the Battle ,

The first of the great November attacks on Berlin v/as
delivered by a force of 440 Lancasters and four Mosquitoes on

I8th/l9th November. As on most subsequent occasions during
this winter, the German capital was covered, with  a blanket of

cloud, but target, indicators could be, seen, cascading to the

ground, and much of the effort fell on the city. Fighters
were not very active and did not achieve, many successes.
Only nine Lancasters v/ere lost. The attack' on Ludwrigshaven,
by a force of s.irailar size, apparently diverted the enemy
defences. This force suffered 23 casualties. The American

attack on Oslo e.arfier in , the day h^ drawn off enany filters
to that area, and.'fog kept others on the ground.

On 22nd/23rd'November the largest forop yet despatched to
Berlin, conq)rising 753 heavy, aircraft and eleven Mosquitoes,
delivered a concentrated attack through ten tenths cloud.

German fighters were, grounded by bad .y/eather, and only 25
aircraft (3.3%) were lost.' The route vyas straight there and
back. The German radio reported damage and loss of life,
mainly in vrorking class districts. German records shov\r that

the,'areas .severe,Ij?' hit were the city centre and Chariottenburg.

The follov/ing night, 3.82 aircraft v/ere sent to "stoke
.  the fires". The city v/as again covered in cloud, but more

thinly than before, so that ground markers and fires v/ere
,  visible through it. . Losses ,were heavier owing to increased

fighter activity (5.2%).

The Goebbels Diaries give an' eye v/itness account of
these raids

A.ti.d
Tl/f 0/272 (D)
23/11/43
A.H.B.6,.
Translatio.n,s

I. just can.'t understand, how the English are able to do

so much damage to tBe Reich's capital during one air
raid.. The picture that greeted, my eye in the
Wilhelmpla.tz v/as one of utter desolation,
fires everywhere".

Blazing

Ley v/as furious because the fighter, planes did not take to the
air.

II

After all, the. English fly in bad weather from their
southern 'English airports all the way to Berlin".

During the attack of 23rd/24th November

'Hell itself seems to have broken loose over us.

and explosive bombs keep hurtling dov/n upon the
government quarter,
important buildings begins to burn".

One after another of the m

Mines

ost

Fire engines were requisitioned from nearby, cities all the way
to Hamburg, as it was taken for granted that Berlin would be
the main target in future attacks. It was mainly the inner

city and the working class suburbs,, particularly 'Wedding,
The army had to supplywhich were hit in these tv/o attacks,

two and a half divisions' - 50,000 men - to do nothing but
clear the main streets so that transport of food and
necessities could be resumed.

/The fourth
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The fourth raid was by 2(43 Lancasters and seven
Mosquitoes on 26th/27th November from a cloudless sky.
Marking was scattered, and most of the bombing fell on the
north“?/estem outskirts of the city. A group of important
factories there^ including Rheinmetall Borsig, v/ere believed
to have been severely damaged in this attack. Daylight
photographic cover was not obtained until tvyo more major
attacks had been carried out, so no accurate assessment could
be made of the effect of individual raids.

The Goebbels Diaries report that this time it was the
suburbs vdiich were mainly hit, particularly the large
munitions plants in Reinickendorf. The Alkett factory, the
most important German maker of field artillerjr, producing one
half of the entire output, v^as on fire, ill fire-fighting
equipment was concentrated on it by the Fuehrer's orders, but
it was too late. The assembl3r hall was burnt to the ground.
The Diary reports, "That is a hea^^y blow. The Fuelirer, too,
is very much depressed The situation has become even’
more alarming, since one industrial plant after another has
been set on fire".

SECIET

Most of the 28 aircraft missing from this operation were

lost throu^.very intense flak, as most'of the fighter
opposition was diverted to Frankfurt on Main, where the two
forces, intended for Berlin and Stuttgart, parted company.
A Royal Artillery Major,, who flew as an observer in a Mosquito,
described the enemy defences:-

.ID/12/153
'’29/11/43

"Vi'e approached Berlin from the West and observed the

defences of Brunswick and Magdeburg in action - vast
numbers of searchlights could be seen exposed in  a dense
and wdde belt all round Berlin. We fleviT at 31,000 feet
.............. In about 20 seconds vre were

illuminated by three to four searchlights v/hich exposed
straight on to us - dn a matter of seconds these were
joined by manj^ other beams,

period of coning and this was ,3|; minutes.
I carefully timed the

I \ras able

to count 31 beams dead on us and it was as light as day
in the aircraft. During the period of coning vre v/ere
dropping WindoviT and turning 20 degrees either side of
track every 30 seconds Considering that
the "heavies" v/ere underneath the Mosquitoes it is most
remarkable that the searchlights wrere able to select
targets above.

Euccessfully against aircraft considerably above the
The initial

It vrould appear that PLOdar can operate

main force .and out of the Window cover,

pick up must have 'been accomplished by means of Radar
after which it vrould appear that the control was visual.

In December, four more heavy attacks were carried out on

on 2nd/3rd December bjr 458 aircraft, v/as
The attack v/as scattered,

The first,Berlin.

the fifth raid within a fortnight,
owing to unpredicted v/inds, and very heavy losses occurred,
40 aircraft (8.7%) failing to return.

The next attack, by 497 aircraft on l6th/l?th December
could not be assessed, once again, owing to ten tenths cloud.
The first Intruder patrols by Beaufighters of No. 100 Group
v/ere carried out on this occasion. Bad weather conditions at

, 11/69/74,
29/12/43.

bases on return caused 27 aircraft to crash,- in addition to
the loss of 25 (5.1%) over enemy territory. A special report
was called for bjr iV. G. A. S. (Ops.) in which it was stated that
283 diversions were planned, but few v/ere put into effect as
conditions were equally bad evoryv/here.
were one or two isolated airfields in Cornwall or Scotland.

The only bases fit

/it was
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It .was doubtful-v/hether- aircraft had ouough fuel to reach these
andj in any^ case^ their fitness at any par'ticular time'was
problematical.

After this attack the. first dayli^t photographs of
Berlin since the. battle began vrere obtained, after numerous
attempts, on 20th/21st December. They revealed severe and
widespread damage, but it v/as impossible to say how much was

caused by any one raid. The largest area of devastation,
covering eight-square miles and resulting almost entirely
from fire, stretched from the east side of central Berlin to
CViarlottenburg in the north-west and to V/ilmersdorf in the

south-west. Severe damage was also -seen in the important
industrial districts of Reinickendorf and Spandau. In the
Tiergarten district, whole island blocks were completely
gutted, including the- S\7edis,h, Rumanian, Hungarian, Irish,
Finnish, and Portuguese Legations. The War Office building
77as partly demolished and much destruction was visible along
the Wilhelmstrasse where Hitler's Chancellery, the British
Embassy, the Gestapo Headquarters and a number of other
governnient offices were hit. The Unter den linden also

suffered. The French Embassy and the Ministrj^ of ibrmaments
and Munitions 'were gutted. -The results are further
ass,e.^sed in the next section.

The seventh attack took place on 23rd/24th December.
The attack was scattered, owing to the failure of many HRS'
sets. Enemy fighters were diverted by a feint attack on
Leipzig by seven Mosquitoes. Losses were only 4/ cind two
enemy fighters were destroyed, one by an intruder of No.100
Group.

The final attack of the j^ear on Berlin was by 712
Lancasters and Halifaxes on 29th/50th December through layer

^The attack appeared to be well
concentrated and the glow of fires could be seen for 200
miles.

Leipzig, as-well as bad vreather on the ground
fighter opposition. Losses were only 2.8/.(1)

cloud once more.

Diversionary Mosquito attacks on Magdeburg and
restricted

The first of the six big attacks in January, 1944- vvas
Four hundred andon the first night of the new;year,

tv/enty-one Lancasters were despatched, but the attack viras
again scattered,

on the southern and south-eastern sectors of the city,
diversion against Hamburg failed in its object,
combats took place over Berlin, and 28 aircraft (6.7/) were
lost while six eneriy. filters were claimed as destroyed.
Another attack by 383 aircraft the next night follov/ed much
the same course.

German reports say that it v/as concentrat
A

Many

It v/as scattered and 27 aircraft (7/) wer

A.H.B.6.

Translations.
ed

e
lost.

The next raid, the eleventh' of this series, did not take
place until 20th/21st January. . In the interval Stettin and
Brunsvd-Gk were attacked, the latter by both R. A.F. and
U.S. A. A.F. Diversions T^ere carried out against Berlin
diiring the night attacks. The raid on 20th/21st January
T/as the heaviest in the series to date, ',769 Lancasters and
Halifaxes being employed. A concentrated sky marking attack

was delivered throu^ thin, cloud, for the loss of 4.6/ of the
aircraft. No daylight photographic cover was obtained until

the middle of February, so no assessment of the area daraaged
in an5'‘ of these*-attacks could be made. (2)

(1) See Section (2) above for method of attack.

(2) The contemporary and post war evidence is considered in
the next section.

/i\fter
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i\fter a heavy raid on Magdeburg the next nighty Berlin
Tfas again attacked on 27tb/28th January by 536 aircraft

Flares vrere vrell concentrated but therethrough thick cloud.
Yiras a wide spread of bombing up and down wind,
report -says it fell on the south eastern and eastern districts

of the city,
of the Spree
bcEiber stream well out in the North Sea instead of waiting at
a Beacon as usual.

The Geiroan

particularly on industrial targets on both sides
. v) , Losses were 6^, fighters meeting the

In spite of

A.H.B.6.

Translations.

.this, diversions by a mine
laying force of 80 a^ircraft and an attack on Heligoland
restricted the nuraber of combats Until just before the attack

on Berlin began. , .

On 28th/29th January the most concentrated attack yet was
Breaks in thedelivered against Berlin by 678 aircraft,

cloud assisted marking,
damage was caused by this attack, reporting that 200,000
people were rendered homeless.
Mosquitoes carried out feint attacks against Berlin and

Hanover, at the same time as a mine-laying force proceeded to
Kiel harbour.

German records confirm that heavy

Earlier in the night

Enemy fighters reacted to this manoeuvre, but

Ibid

it was too long before hand to affect the Berlin operation
and if4 aircraft (6.3^) were lost.

On 30th/31st January another concentrated attack was
delivered through cloud by 54-0 aircraft. The German radio
admitted that "extensive areas" of Berlin were hit. Losses

were again high at 6.1^, six eneiay fighters being claimed in
return, two of them by Intruder Mosquitoes.

The last attack of the battle of Berlin, Yvithin the
period of this Volume, was on IStli/'iSth February. Eigh't
hundred and ninety-one aircraft, the largest force yet
despatched, were engaged on this fifteenth raid. Thick cloud

again enforced a sky marking attack, but H2S crews thought it
to be well over the city area, and Mosquitoes which were over

the capital an hour after the attack had finished, reported
large areas of fire and a column of smoke rising to 20,000 feet.
Losses on this occasion were 42 aircraft (4.7^), althou^i the
Germa,n radio claimed 48 as shot down.

(4) Effects,. ...of .the. Bat tie

/in immediate assessment of results by the Intelligence
Staff of Bomber Command was circulated to all Stations,

■  covering the raids up to 17th December 1943.
heading Gotterdammerung, this paper claimed,

"that the administrative machine of the Nazis, their
military and industrial organisation and, above all,
their morale, have, by these attacks, suffered a deadly
wound from vrhich they cannot recover."

A further immediate assessment collating information
received up to 28th February, 1944 supplied a more factual
assessment:-

Uiider the
B.G.O.R.B,

Appendix
Int./4.

"'Jith the single exception of Hamburg, Berlin is now the

most devastated city in Germany.
The whole series of attacks since mid November, v/hich
have come to be Icnown as The Battle of Berlin, have
destroyed nearly oiie quarter of the German capital."

/The Ministrs?-

(l) See Appendix 18 for details of damage.
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.  The Ministry of Economic.Warfare estimated that the industrial
production of the Berlin area viras reduced by as much as 30^
during the v/inter.

Most important of the visibly damaged factories vrere
stated to be. The Daimler-Benz Works (Class l) producing
engines, tanks and tractors, and an, important research centre;
the well known firm of Lorenz (Glass 1) manufacturing blind-

■  apparatus and military v/ireless equipment; and the
two principle A.E.G, factories, one - the largest German
cable vforks (Glass 1 +) . and the other - a leading producer of
steam turbines and diesel engines (Class 1). The great
Siemens Electrical Combine h^ suffered further damage
in the case of the factory turning out aircraft instruments
(Class 3), less severe at the v/orks (Class 1 +) which was the
biggest German producer of electrodes and carbons for search
lights. Industrial damage was particularly heav3?- along the
canal in the Templehof district v^here the main buildings of
the airfield were also hit.('l )

It wa.3 estimated that 30fo of industrial establishments
had ceased work as a direct result of the raids, and a
further 10^ tlirough lack of manpower and raw materials.
60fo of the commercial establishments, including retail firms
and craftsmen had been obliged to cease work.

The assessment made following the successful daylight
reconnaissance on 19th February, ■ 1 reported damage of the
following;- .

,  5 Factories of,Priority 1 +

aero-

severe

M.E.W.. Report
No. 134

31/8/44

11 II

1

11 2

8 3
108 Unrated factories

.53 Commercial premises .
2 Power Stations

4 Gas works

5 Barracks

5 Tramway depots
The Berlin Broadcasting Station
The German Mr Force Research Station at Johannisthal
airfield.

A.H.B.6.

Translations
Contemporary German reports, translated since the war

show considerably greater damage than this,- although they do
not cover all the raids. “ ' ’In the first six raids 46
factories were, destroyed and 259 damaged, in addition to many
Stations and other important targets,
reported in these'German records were 5,166 killed ai-jd 18,431
injured as well, as a number missing. ^
of the fifteen major raids.

The total casualties

This covers twelve out

Damage to houses, reported in
seven of these raids, shows an aggregate of 15,635 houses
destroyed or severely damaged. The U.S. Strategic Bombing
Survey analysed a variety of st£i.tistics to show the damage
Berlin. They used the figures compiled by R.E.8.(2) for
damage per ton of bombs dropped on Berlin. In the attacks
from November to 15tb/l6th December, .1943 this figure

/35,400

to

was

U.S.S.B.S, Fire

Raids Table 'V,

(l) Glass 1 .+
Clas s .1 .

Glass 2

Yital factories in primary war industries;
Major plants in industries of major importance;
Minor plants in major industries or major
plants in minor industries;

Subsidiary, factories.

(2) Research and Experiment Department of the Ministry of
Horae Securitj'-.

Class 3
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35,400 square feet per ton, whilst for the rest of the period
up to 15tV'l6th February, 1944 it was 19,‘500 square feet per

Prom German sources it was found that about one ard a

19i}4 as

t on.

ha.lf million people vrere homeless in Berlin by March
a result of air radds.

children had been evacuated by the end of September, 1943
they were cafe from these attacks.

The majority of Berlin school
so

Gas and coal supplies became difficult in January, 194ij..
Transportation v/as continualljr disrupted:-

"freight movements in Berlin were repeatedly obstructed
by daimago to railroad stadions, rails and other
installations caused by the raids of 22, 23, and 26
November. Although raids in December did not do as
much phjrsical damage to the railroad facilities as the

raids in November, the effect of these raids increased
the already existing industrial difficulties. ........

•Compared vmth October, 1942, the shortage of rolling
stock had increased 20fo ...... ....... January and
February, 194^-: continued air raid damage to railroad
installations resulted in severe shipping bottle-necks.

U.S.S.B.S.

Area Studies

Report No, 8,

In spite of this, industrial production increased in the

city, due to the measures of rationalisation and st^dardisadion
carried out under the direction of Speer,
a.ccording to a German authority, never reached the industrial
nerve centre until concentration on specific tjq^es of target
wa.s achieved late in 1944-=

Air raids,
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GHiSPTER 16

SSGKET

■THS.1TOEE^R gPEENSIVE \
(*•) ■ Dfyelopments an ..The Tactical Battle

formation of No. 100 (S.D.) Group on 3rd December,
marked the maturity of Bomber Command tactical ^

The various formations employed in counter measures
against the Geman defences v/ere brought together,
nowr consisted of ground radio stations of different types,
used to jam enemy fighter control and intercoimunication and
the enemy Radar network; airborne installations, used for the
sane purpose; and Radar equipped fighters and intruders.

• The fomer mingled with the bomber stream and attacked

1943
• methods.

These

.  - enemy
fighters, the latter attacked enemy fighter airfields with
bombs and guns in order to restrict take offs and landings
and generally to harass the' enemy defences.

Window, - the principal counter measure to enemy Radar
was dropped by the whole bomber force. Special sorties were
despatched, however,- for decoy and advanced cover purposes.

■  The use -of TiTindow for decoy purposes had been rapidly
expanded since its introduction in July., 1943. A major raid
was now usually accompanied by one or more such deco5?' attacks
by a few. Mosquitoes, 4s-Well as' by larger scale spoof or
diversionary attacks. (2) a new and extended Window dropping
area had been brought into force at the end of September.
The rate of release had been decreased on the outward journey
and increased in the'--target area, with good results.

The other radio counter measures now in use consisted of
Air'bome-Cigar and Ground-Cigar- to jam .mP/RT, and Corona,
to interfere with the running commentary. ' The older counter
measures. Mandrel against'Preyas. Tinsel - against HP/rt
and Ground-Grocer - against A. I. , were still in use,
new measures, Dartboard and Dinims'tick, were introduced in
December and January respectively. The first v,^s to jam the
high-powered trananitter' at Stuttgart, which was used by the
Germans to transmit a running commentary when their original
transmitters were jammed by Corona. The second was to^
counter W/T-transmissions which were resorted t
controllers -when R.T. communication was jammed,

Two

t^^by the enemy
O.R.S. Report
No,88 16/12/43. A review of defensive tactics in late 1943, was carried

out by the Operational Research Section a.t Bomber Command in
Dec^ber. The principal developments, apart from the Radar
devices above, were increasing concentration and oonslantly
changing., methods of routeing,with diversionary targets

/  °^osen as to deceive' the enemy to the last moment possible.
■  Maximum concentration over the target had been aimed at for a

BrO/S..5^3, considerable period. In August, 1943' the A.O.G. Pathfinder
Ends. 1A«2A,3A Group recommended an increased concentration up to about 45

aircraft per minute on Berlin.

so

It was considered that the
increased risk of collision would be more than con^ensated
for by the reduction in losses to^ fighters, as they could
only dead with a limited number at a time, and the majority
of fighter attacks occurred in the target;  area,

/touring

(1) See Annex, Chapter 3 (6)
(2) For examples, see Diar/ of Operations, Appendix 10.
(3) See Annex and Signals‘■Nafi'dtive for further detail^.

G,225497/DEW/9/49.
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O.R.S. Pinal

Ni^t Reports
During the three months, dealt vrf.th in this chapter,

maximun' concentration v/as planned for eveiy raid,
concentrated attack, on 2nd/3rd December, v/as planned to last
20 minutes onl5r. Six hundred and fifty aircraft had been
detailed, although 458 took part ov/ing to a threat of fog at
home bases. The' actual period' of attack v/as minutes.
A month later thirteen minutes was allowed for an attack by
383 aircraft. Twenty-four minutes 'vvas. the actual period of
attack on this occasion. The highest concentration planned,
during, this ’ period, was 45 aircraft pei:^ minute on the Berlin^

, raid of 15th/16th February. ' The highest achieved was nearly
23 per. minute on 27tiv^28th January, against the same target.

The first

it6I 9/135

In choosing diversionajcy targets and feint routeing to
draw attention to them, it was fbund'that a diversion beyond
the target was most successful, preferably against an
important target. A successful deception was often possible
when the main target lay well off the produced direction of
the outbound route, which itself suggested a raid on some
important target, 0) Several successes., had been scored in
this way by f eint ' routeing albne;, A small diversionary raid,
on the other hand, was of ten unsuccessful. ’ Larger scale
diversions were recommended'by P<R.S., and. were used
successfully^on important and dangerous targets such

■  Schweinfurt. (2) • • •= ' ‘ -
as

(2) .Deceirtoer Diversions 'trim Berlin

Out of the six heavj^ scale operations carried out in
These haveDecember, four were directed against Berlin,

been described in the previous chapter. The remaining two
heavy raids were intended to disperse the enemy defences and
prevent too great a concentration of them at Berlin.

.  , addition, a proportion' of the effort of thW Command was
/ devD.ted to attacking Crossbav- targets on' the French Coast,(3)
and precision "attacks upon steel, power £^d‘other targets by

,  .Mosquitoes increased in frequency 'and weiight. The first
heavy attack of the month v/as that on Berlin on 2nd/3rd
December. ..The'■'following night Leipzig"Vifas:attacked, using
Berlin as a diversion. Five hundred’and 'tvventy-seven
•Lancast'ers and Haiifaxes were directed’ against Leipzig
carrying out a highly successful-concentrated attack tlirou^

Nine Mosquitoes carried out A successful feint
attack on Berlin, bombing at one minute intervals from zero
hour minus 20, to draw off the fighters from Leipzig.. . . .

In

thin cloud.

^ \

Leipzig contained important; aircraft assembly and' '
component factories, notably the Eria complex which was one
of'the-largest assembly plants for MessCrschmitts 109 under
the’1943 fighter es^ansion-programme. '' The. town had been
unsuccessfully attacked in’October. • Its choico, at this

•  tjjne., was principally due tb L'ts suitable position for . . . . .
simulating an attack on Berlin. The rout o’used, led direct,
to Berlin, the main force makibg a sharip' turn to starboard
a f ev/ miles short bf the capital,;’ -vYhiist the Mosquito
diversionary force', a'few Diinutes earlier,; continued strai^t
on to Berlin. . •

■  I

/Nearly

(l) See Map 3. for an ex^ple. •,

(2). See Chapter 17..:

(3) See Chapter 13.
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Nearly 30^ of the toATO wa.s estimated^ from reconinQdssance
■photographs, to have been laid in ruins by this single attack.
The Goebbels Diaries say that Leipzig was unprepared and the
fire department was not adequate.

"As a result, whole rows of houses vrent up in smoke. The
centre of the city was especially hajrd hit. iUmost all
public buildings, theatres, the University, the Supreme
Court, Exhibition Halls etc. have either been completely
destroyed or seriously damaged. About 150 to 200 000
people are without shelter." ’

During the moonlight period for the next twelve nights
only Mosquito raids were carried out on precision targets in
the Ruhr and Rhineland area included in the Oboe target list.(0
The most important were the steelworks at Hamborn (Duisburg)
the I.G-. Parben plant at Leverkusen a.nd the Armament vrorks at
Essen and Dusseldorf, Krupps and Rheinmetall Borsig
respectively. Many of the Mosquitoes were equipped vmth Oboe
or Gee-H, but the performance of these devices was not good
and the majority of attacks were carried out on D.R. The
maximum number despatched v/as 30 against Essen, Osnabruck anl
Dusseldorf on 12th/13th December.

SECRET

itfter another-Berlin raid, on l6th/l 7th December,
Frankfurt” on-Main Y\ras chosen as the target for 650 aircraft
20th/21st December. Fiftjr-four Lancasters and Mosquitoes
carried out a diversion against Mannheim thirteen minutes
before the start of the main attack at Frankfurt. Very heavy
concentrations of fighters vfere encountered by the main force
which lost 40 aircraft, 6,2% of the total force,
viras lost by the diversionary force.

on

One aircraft

Frankfurt y/as obscured by
cloud and no concentration of bombing v/as achieved. It was
believed that enemy decoy markers drew most of the bombs to a
decoy four and a half miles South East of the town. Daylight
reconnaissance showed that most of the damage yyas in the
Offenbach district in the south-east of Frankfurt. The
bombing at M,annheim was v/ell concentrated, but here also it
WQ.S concentrated four and a half miles so-uth-east down vd.nd of
the aiming point. So a faulty ■wind setting by markers may
have been responsible in both cases.

On the same night an attempt viras mode, by N0.617 Squadron,
to carry out a precision attack on the armament factorj'" at
Liege. Eight Mosquitoes were employed to mark the target,
but cloud hid the markers and the attack was abandoned.

/p>art from the tvfo Berlin raids already dealt with, the
only operations against German targets for the remainder of
the month were further small scale Mosquito raids,
continued on most ni^ts on the scale of a dozen to tiwenty
aircraft directed against "two or three targets per night in
the armament, chemical or electrical industries.(2)

A number of attacks upon Grossbo?/ targets were also
carried out in the second half of the month, the largest
number employed being 51 aircraft on 22nd/23rd December.(3)
A few Beaufighters of No. 100 Group cairried out intruder patreds
on the occasion of each heavy operation from 16th/l 7th Decanber
onwards, using Serrate apparatus to detect enemjr aircraft.

These

/(3)

(1) See .^pendix 8 for Oboe targets.
(2) See i^pendix 10.
(3) See Chapter 13.
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In Januaw^ 1944-, six heavy attacks on Berlin were
carried out\1) and three on the neighhouring towns of Stettin,
Brunswick and Magdeburg, The latter v/ere chosen to deceive
the enemy defences rather than for their importance under the
Pointblank.directive. Stettin and Magdeburg, in fact, did
not feattire in the Directive Target List. ’ ’

After the two heavy attacks on Berlin, on the first two
days of the month, followed by light attacks on Crossbow
targets in Prance,(2) an operation against Stettin was under
taken as a deception on 5th/6th January. The route, a
northerly one crossing Denmark, turned south directly towards
Berlin. A last minute turn brought the force over Stettin,
v/'ith the result that the target v/^as undefended by fighters at
the start. A small number of MosquitoOs dropped target
indicators and bombs on Berlin a few minutes earlier, to
simulate a major attack there. Although Berlin was covered
by cloud, Stettin v/as clear, and the illumination and
marking were successful. Some target indicators vrere
dropped short, however, and the bombing, aimed at the centre
of all T. I. s, Tfas mainlj^ in the west of the area and spread
further along the line of approach as the attack proceeded.
The centre of the town appeared, from photographic
reconnaissance, to have suffered, heavily .from fire.
Germans reported a total of 1,194 fires, mth. 34 industrial
and^31 military installations destroyed or damaged,
addition, five vessels were sunk
damaged. ’
on the area of the docksP

resumed for about nine days.

Bad v/eather forecasts for hom.e bases or target areas,
prevented any further large scale operation until 14th January,
Meanwhile Mosquitoes, equipped with Oboe or Gee-H,
despatched nightly against precision targets.in the Oboe
target list.

The

In

six set on fire and 20

The German report says that the attack was centred
Nopmal working of the port v^as not

were

A.H.B.6.

Translation

ME1Y/]DR No. 78

Brunswick was chosen.as the target for 498 aircraft
14th/l5th January. It vras the first heavjr attack upon

on

this
town, which contained important fighter assembly, engine and
component plants. The attack was a failure, ovAng to bad
timing. A good concentration of sky ,markers v/as extinguished
before the main bombing force arrived. Only scattered damage
was done in the tov/n, whilst 7- of the aircraft were missing.
A force of 82 aircraft was despatched against Crossbow targets
in Prance on the same night.

After a further operation against Berlin on 20th/21st
January, a deception operation against Magdeburg was carried
out on 2lst/22nd Janucirjr, Six hundred and fifty-three air-
craft were employed on this first operation against this town, '
v/hich, like Stettin, did not feature in the list of Pointblank
targets,

several high priority factories in the engineering industry
¥/ere-damaged, although the marking and bombing was scattered.
Visual identification v/as not possible,
reports that the enemy used decoy T.I.s,
that this raid caused I8l fires and 412 casualties in Magdeburg,
The usual diversionary raid on Berlin,

The operational report of the raid states that

and there were many
The Germans recorded

in which 34 aircraft

/vrere

(l) See Chapter 15 for an account of the Berlin attacks.

(2) See Chapter 13 on Crossbow.
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v/ere employed, was carried out but it did not prevent losses
the main raid reaching the high level of Q.5%. The same
night 111 aircraft were despatched to attack Crossbow sites in
Prance.

on

S,Zf6368/lV
Enel.70A

On 14th January, as a result of theA.O.C, in C. of Bomber
Command's criticism of Air Ministry policy, discussed in the
next chapter, Bomber Command were instructed to "adhere to the
spirit of the directive" of 10th June, 1943. The selection of
Magdeburg^as a target on 21st January, therefore, in preference
to Brunswick or Leipzig, v/as the subject of strong criticism in
the Air Staff. The proximity of the three places made it
clear that weather or similar tactical considerations could
have had nothing to do v/ith the choice.

Leipzig featured in the directive letter of 14th January.
The importance of towns associated with fighter production had
also been re-emphasised..at a conference with the C. in C.,
Bomber Command and the other Bomber Commanders, called by the
Chief of the Air Staff on 19th January. This’further
departure from Air Staff policy by the C. in. Q., together with
the dispute over Schv/einfurt, discussed in the next chapter,
led to the despatch of a directive signal on 28th January,
laying down unequivocal target priorities.V) The order’

Both Brunswick and

^ W4/31

S.46368/IV
Enel. 81A

priority was Schweinfurt, Leipzig, Brunsvvick, Regensburg,
Augsburg and Gotha.

The remainder of the month was devoted to further heavy
attacks on Berlin, a slightly larger scale of mine-laying than
usual, and the regular sorties against Oboe targets'and to
disperse leaflets in Prance, v/hich v;ere now a steady commitment
of. Bomber Command. These leaflet sorties Y^ere still being
carried out by aircraft of the O.T.U. Groups, as described in
an earlier volume.

(4) S.<,0,E. Operations

The work of the Special Operations Executive does not
directly concern the subject of this narrative. It has only
occasionally been referred to therefore. The full story of
these operations can be found in the relevant narrative. (2)
The commitment of the Royal Air Porce in support of these
activities, which was confined to two squadrons, operationally
controlled by Air Ministry up to August, 1943, began thereafter
more directly to concern Bomber Command. ^
the diversion of effort required was considerable,
necessary briefly to recount the grovrth of this commitment.

The formation and organisation of the two squadrons
concerned with S.O.E. and S.T.S. work. Nos,138 and I6I, is
described in the Annex. They v/ere under the administrative
control of Bomber Coirmand, but their operations were directed
by A.C.A.S.(l) until 1st September, 1943. Operational
responsibility was transferred to Bomber Command at that date.
The object Y/as to bring these operations more closely into
line with the normal operations of Bomber Command, and to
facilitate the emplosmient, v/hen necessary, of supplementary
aircraft of the Conmand in these activities.

/The scale

By February, 1944,
It is thus

m/
.ID/4/43
29/8/43

(1) See Chapter- 17 for policy discussion.

(2) See Royal Air Force Narrative, Special Duty Opera^^
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The scale of these operations
the early months of the year, (w

had been increasing during
In a letter of appreciation

of the striking increase, during the August moon period, the '
controller of S.O.E, referred to the fact that nearly three
and a half times the previous monthly average of containers
had been delivered, T/Yith the transfer of control to Bomber

. Gcrmiand, supplementary aircraft were made available from
Stirling squadrons. . Only three of these,aircraft v/ere used
in September,.. and a number of technical: difficulties were
encountered. For the next three, and a .half months six

Stirlings of Wo.214 Squadron were attached' to No.l6l Squadron
at Tempsford during the moonlight periods for S.O.E. operatione.
In December, four Lancasters of No.617"Squadron vrere attached
to No.138 Squadron to compensate for four Halifaxes detached
to the Mediterranean. In January, 1944, further Stirlings
■virere loaned, tvTO from No. 199 Squadron and one from No. 149
Squadron. In spite of this assistance, :the effort did not
increase, owing to poor weather, which also reduced the
percentage.of success.(2)

Ibid 4/9/43

A

imA/iot
'30/11/43 .

On 30th November the A.O.C. in 0. of Bomber Command
suspended all S.O.E. operations in consequence of reports of
enemy penetration of the organisation on the Continent, The
Deputy Prime Minister enquired into these reports, as a
result of T/hich, operations over Denmark and Holland were
suspended until the reports should be fully investigated.
It was also decided that operations over Poland should be
carried out only from the Mediterranean;' as heavy losses had
been suffered by those from the U.K. The four Halifaxes,

, referred to- above, v/ere -detached to the Mediterranean for’
this purpose,, The Defence Committee raised the ban on
.operations to Holland on 14th January, 1944. As  a result
of representations from Prince Bernhardt of the Netherlands
it was re-imposed on 5th February before- any further
operations had taken place.

Signal AS. 847

fD/4/104
^8/1/2A

The Prime Minister issued instructions, at the end of
January, that spec.ial arrangements-were to be made for
large, scale supplies to the French Kesistan'ce Movement in the
Haute-Savoie area. The Stirling Squadrons vrere to be
employed primarily on this task until they Virere re-equipped
with Lancasters. All available Stirling aircraft were to
be. ,used for this purpose in priority over mining operations
or attacks on Crossbow targets,
is seen in the vast increase-in sorties during the February
moonlight periods(3) - The Squadrons employed on this task
vi^ere Nos.90, 149 and 199, in addition to the normal S.O.E.
Squadrons Nos.138 and I6I,

The result of this order

(5) , .February -7 Cerman Aircraft Industry Heavily Attacked

•  For the first half of February no heavy operations took
place. The-moonlight period was ,preceded and followed by
spells- of bad weather. There had been considerable
discussion concerning suitable moonlight targets in France'-
for Bomber Conmiand, -at Target Committee Meetings and
elsewhere. Several of those previously'attacked had been

.  - • - /so

^1/69/28

(1). Number .. .of Succ.e,s s.f ul ....SQ.r,ti.e,.s
January 22, February 41, March 46, April 97, May 101,
June 109, July 94, August I84.

(2) ' Niamber... of. . . S.or.tie.s... and. ..Perc.ent.age .o.f S.UQ.Q.e s.s.,
.  September-130- (55^), October 152 (40/) November 152 (40^),

December 59 (26/), January 1924)., 97((48/), Februacy 353 (2)-3/).

(3) See above footnote.
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severely damaged, by bombing or by sabotage through the
agency of the Special Operations Executive., that thejr did not
v^arrant further attack. Others had been dealt v/ith by the
U.S.A,A.P. A short,list of targets v/as fine-lly agreed by
7th Pebruary, but none of these v/ere considered of more'than
secondary importance. Two of them, ̂ vhich had been allotted
to^No.617 Squadron for precision at+ack were attacked during
this moon, Limoges on 8th/9th Pebruary, and Antheor on
12th/l 3th Pebruary. Although discussion took place at
Bomber Command regarding the tactical feasibility of the others
on the list, no.suitable occasion was found to attack them.
The M.E.¥. themselves finally came to the conclusion that there
viore

SO

S.46368/IV
Encl.86A

BC/S.23746/6
Minute 9 etc.

S.46368/IV.
Minute 98.

now no targets in Prance, the destruction of v^rhich could
honestly be expected to have any appreciable effect
the enemy's ?/ar effort T,7ithin six months - if at all.

on

The small scale operations y/hich took place during the
of Pebruary can be seen in the Diary of

.1'') The-only ones requiring comment are those
first half

Operations',

against Elberfeld, which are dealt with in the next chapter,
and the tvyo operations by N0.617 Squadron mentioned above,.
Out. of six targets, suggested to tho A.O.C. of No. 5 Group as
suitable for this squadron, he chose three for this
period.

moon

These.,were the aero-engine works at Limoges, the

BC/S,23746/6
Minute 10

7/2/44.
Ibid, Minute 13 4ntheor railyyay viaduct, and the Michelin tyre factory at

Clermond - Perrand. Clearance for the attack upon Limoges,
using 12,000 lb H.C. bombs, was obtained on 7th Pebruary, from
Air Ministry and an attack vyas carried.out on 8th/9th Pebruary,
as described below. Clearance for Antheor viaduct vyas
obtained on 11th Pebruary and an attack was carried out
12th/l3th.
only mth incendiary or delayed action bombs, owing to the
dang.er of Prench casualties,

against this target until March, yvhen it was cleared for
instantaneous bombs, using lew-level technique.

on

The attack on Clermond-Perrand was authorised

No attack was carried outTarget Ctee.
109th & 110th

Meetings.

The attack upon the. Gnome and Rhone aero-engine yyorks at
Limoges yyas carried out by bvelve aircraft of N0.617 Squadron
with extreme accuracy on 8th/9th Pebruary.
Mk IIA yyas used, and five Tallboy bombs, fifty-five 1,000 lb M.C.
and a number of incendiary bombs and red spot fires yyere

The target yyas marked with the latter, . their mean
point of impact being almost identical v/ith the middle of the
factory yyith an average error of I50 yards;

Photographic evidence shovyed extremely heavy damage, half
the factory.being reported destroyed or severely damaged, and
much of the rest damaged less severely,
scored vyith four out of the five 12,000 lb bombs,
assessment put the structural damage at 32/, and the damage to
machinery at 40/, and considered it v/ould take at least seven
months before integrated production could be resumed,
attempt to cut the iintheor viaduct on 12
been dealt with in the chapter on Ital5r,
heaviest of the operations against Berlin during the period
took place on 15th/l6th Pebruary.(3) '

The S.A.B.S.

dropped.

Direct hits had been

A later

The

2th/l3th Pebruary has
.(2; The last and

M.H.S.

R.E./H.
1/4/44

85

/On

(1) See Appendix 10'.

See Chapter 12 (4)

See Chapter 15 "Battle of Berlin".

(2)

(3)
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BC/S.23746/6
Encl.22fA

On Xlth. February a new directive was sent to Bomber
It contained a revision of targets approved by the

The object v/as to make the best
The first-

Command.

Combined Chiefs of Staff.

use of the short time remaining before Overlord,
priority objectives reraa,ined as in the iiir Ministry Signal-of
28th January, which viras subsequentljr amended from time to
time.

Signal iiX3

There were nb further bombing operations until the night
of 19th February when 823 aircraft were despatched•to Leipzig,
with 15 to carry out a diversion against Berlin, and 49
another diversion by laying mines in Kiel harbour,
of the diversions was successful, as enemy fighters met the

bomber stream near the coast, and 9-5 vrere lost,
contained four of the Erla group of Messerschmitt factories,

It was covered by ten

Neither

Leipzig

and a V.K.F, ball bearing plant,
tenths cloud, and the bombing spread over a y/ide area.-
i'iccurate attack by 184 -American Fortresses the following day
upon aircraft factories in Leipzig made it difficult to

-  assess: the. damage'from the Boniber Command raid.
■ attacks, five out of the ten' most important factories in

. ; Leipzig suffered severe damage, according to photographic
3.2^ of the houses in the tovm were destroyed.

In the tvyo

assessment.

U.S.S.B.S,

kcea.- .Studies

Report
This attack inaugurated the "Big Week" of attacks-on- -

the German aircraft industry, as it became known. During 
■

this week Bomber Comrnand heavily attacked four towns, high
in the priority list of the Pointblank'directive. Mean- .

B.B. S.U. iiircraft while the U. S. Eighth and Fifteenth Air Forces attacked 23
Industry Panel airframe and three engine factories, and dropped a weight of

bombs aLmost equal to the total previously-dropped by them.
Perfect yyeather conditions and an adequate escort by the new

P51 long-range fighters made this possible. Nearly 7,000
. sorties, yvere despatched by the tVrree forces during this week.

These attacks precipitated a crisis in the German aircraft
■industry and led to the decision to disperse it and to.
transfer control from.the German ./nr Ministr3/' to Speer’s
Ministry of i'irmaments.

Thunderbolt

Page 72.

The second town attacked by Bomber Command during this
intensive week yyas Stuttgart,' containing aero-engine,
component and ball-bearing plants,
eight aircraft yrere despatched on 20th/21 st .February,
diversionary Mosquito operation against Munich, with a train
ing. exercise by O.T.U. aircraft over the North Sea, and
intruder operations against enemy airfields in the low
countries, successfully distracted the enemjr fighters,
of them were airborne two hours before the arrival of the

main force, only nine of yyhich were lost,
covered in cloud yvhich cleared to the North.

Five hundred and ninety
A

Man

Stuttgart yyas
As a result,

-

y

/ some

(l) The U. S. A. A F, attacks were as follovvs:-
Date Vlllth iLF. XVth -A,F.
Feb.20 : M.E, Leipzig (3 plants), Gotha

i  Brunswick (2. plants).
'  Oschersleben, Posen, Tutqw.

; J.U. Bernburg, Halberstadt.
G. A. F. Installations21 ;

i

22 I M,.E. Regensburg .
; F,¥., Oschersleben
; J.U. Jschersleben, Bernburg,

Halberstadt

M.E. Regensburg

j D,.B.. (Daimler-Benz),
I  . Steyr

23

24 ; M,E. Gotha
25 ' M.®., Regensburg. (2 plants).

Furth, iiugsburg.

-do-

M, E, Re gen sburg
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some markers dropped from 2-9 miles North of the iiiming
Point Yfere more visible than those which vrere accurate,
of the banbing was concentrated between the river and the
marshalling yards at Kornwestheim, about five miles North and
North Vfest of the iiiming point.

Most

Daylight reconnaissance shovired damage throughout the
The Bosch, Daimler-Benz and Y.K.P. aircraft industry

plants were all seriously hit, as well as a large number of
lower priority factories and transportation and public
utility targets. Six and ten Mosquitoes,- respectively, wcr;
sent to Stuttgart on haxassing attacks on the two follovang
nights.

town.

The third of the heavy attacks during this week
Schweinfurt, the main centre of the hall-bearing industry,
and is dealt virith in the next chapter. The fourth was upon
Augsburg, which contained a big Messerschmitt assembly plant,
on 25th/26th February. Both of these raids were immediately
preceded by American da5riight attacks on the same targets.
This was the plan of attack advocated in the Pointblank
directive. Five hundred and ninety-four aircraft y/ere
engaged on the Augsburg operation and carried out  a highlji'
successful attack in two y/aves at an interval of 2^ hours.
The yyeather v/as cloudless, so that the target was clearly
identified and accurately marked. Mosquito diversionary
attacks upon Saarbrucken, Mannheim and Schvyeinfurt, together
yyith feint routeing acroas France and v/ell into Southern
Germany, confused the fighter controllers, and only 21 air
craft were lost.

vyas on .

iiugsburg was covered in snovy, but was identified by'" the
light of flares. An excellent concentration of bombing yyas
achieved and the second force found the town well alight, the
fires illuminating the built up area. Mosquitoes attacking
an hour after the close of the raid reported an apparently
solid mass of fires. Photographic assessment showed that
nearly 6C^ of the built up area was destroyed. The industrial
area suffered severely, all the principal factories beinr/
heavily damaged. /in R.E.8 report states that six months
output was estimated to have been lost at the M.A.N. y/orks,
one of the largest Germa,n producers of diesel engines,
especially for submarines. The post war assessment bj'' the
U.S. Bombing Survey assesses the housing damage at 27.^ in
this raid.

O

R.E./H.131

U. S.S.B.S. Area

Studies Report
No. 8

MEV//I.D.R, No. 79
Page 13

The Ministry of Economic Warfare Damage Report for
February 1944 assessed the yveek's achievements as follows:-

The most outstanding event of the month, and indeed of
the whole of the air yvar to date, yyas the temporary
elimination, in the course of a single vyeek, of  a large
part of the German aircraft production by precision
attacks in daylight by the U.S. Eighth and Fifteenth
Air Force. This was achieved in the six days between
20th and 26th February. More than 11,000 tons of bombs
were dropped on fifteen aircraft centres. These
daylight operations vyere supported by ni^t attacks by
R. A.F. Bomber Command on the airci'aft manufacturing
centres of Leipzig, Augsburg and Stuttgart. Fighter
aircraft production yyas the principal target; as a
result of these attacks it has been estimated that out

put of T/E fighters in March will have been reduced to
80^ belovy planned production, and output of S/E fighters
60^. Production of bomber and transport aircraft yyas
also very substantially curtailed; March output of
transport aircraft is estimated to have declined by 60^
below planned production; of heavj'' bombers by 25^- 

"

/Field Marshal
'0«

,/*S:
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Field Marshal Milch, v/ho had up to this tine been
responsible for aircraft production, realised the serious
nature o.f the position after the attacks of this v/eek. He

appealed to Reichsninister Speer to take over aircraf't
production and bring it v/ithin the sphere of his Ministry of

iirmanents. /is a result the "Jaegerstab", primarily
concerned with fighter production, wcls esta.blished under Saur,
with striking results.(l) ■ By the standardisation of parts,
reduction of types and increase in working hours and the

labour force, production was rapidly increased, in spite of
allied attacks and the task of dispersal. Saur has stated

that, by the end of February, 1944, lOyo of the original
buildings of the German aircraft industry had been destroyed
or damaged.

B.B.S.U. Aircraft

Industry Report..

(1) See Chapter 19 (2)
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GHiff^ER 17

BiEi BEiiRINGS, FRICTION PTER POLICY

(1) ■ abil

The key position held by the German ball-bearing industry
in the production of tanks, aircraft and machinery of all types
\7as appreciated fran the outbreak of war. Moreover, it was
known that some two-thirds of German ball-bearing production
was centred at the town of Schweinfurt, in Bavaria,
whelming merits of this town as a target had been continually
stressed. Soon after Air Marshal Harris took over command of
Bomber Command, it wras brought to his attention by the Director
of Bomber Operations. It v/as later suggested that the
tactical difficulties might be overcome vd.th the aid of a
radio beacon on the ground, operated by an agent of S.O.E.
This course was untried, however, and, the Secretary of State
decided that it v/as impracticable. . The. operation was held in
abejrance until November, 19^2, as being tactically
impracticable, owing to the difficulty of locating
Schvreinfurt by night.

The over-/lUk

j II/70/I
7/4/42.

Ibid

Minute 24/8/42.

Encl.30B
In November 1942, M.E.Vif. carried out a fresh review of

the enemy ball-bearing industry. It ¥/as estimated that 52^
of the current German supplies of ball-bearings came from the
three V.K.P. factories and one Fischer factory at Schweinfurt.
The next most important, contribution came from the V.K.F.
factory at Stuttgart/Bad Constatt. Smaller factories at
Leipzig, Berlin/Erkner and Elberfeld were also of importance.
Bomber Command revised t.heir operation order for the attack
Schweinfurt, Operation Selfrddge. It was not carried out,
hoTirever, owing to the tactical difficulties - distance,
difficulty of location, and weather conditions, - as well as
the Commander-in-Ghief's doubts as to the value of the target.

/

The subject was raised again in May 1943. The American
Economic Objective Unit reported that the majority of bearings
used in German aircraft vrere made at Schv/einfurt and Stuttgart.
The Leipzig and Wuppertal/Elberfeld factories vrere engaged in
the production of special aircraft bearings,
were requested to examine, in consultation v/ith the Ei^th Aiif
Force, joint operations against the /ixis ball-bearing industry,
including the C.A.M. factories at Paris,
replied that the hours of darkness were insufficient for

attack upon Schweinfurt until the July moon period. The
Atoiericans might by then have enough aircraft to take part in
such raids, involving deep penetration into Germany.

on

Bomber Command

Bomber Command

an

B.C.O.O.N0.I6O

Encl.33A

ifter further pressure from ilir Ministry the Operation
Order for Operation Selfridge v/as brought up to date.
novT

Air Force,

It VB.C,O.O.No.178
4/8/43

iras

to follo¥¥ the projected dayli^t operation by the Eighth
,  . Ain American assessment had again stressed the

importance of the industry:-

,11/70/1
^June 1943

It is impossible to exaggerate the inportance .of ball
and roller bearings to the Abcis v/ar effort.
German ball and roller bearing industry is highly
concentrated o.nd extremely vulnerable."

Ml
.11/70/173
^25/7/43 A special brief was prepared by the Alir Staff, in order

to stress the vital importance of the operation to’the
aircrews taking part,
forces.

This was transmitted to both bomber

/Bad weatherG. 225497/DEW/9/49.
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Bad weather delayed the operation until 17th i'iugust, 1943.('’)
The i-anerican attack was disappointing, and Bomber Command did
not follow it up. The full moon period had now arrived and
such an operation would have led to prohibitive losses.
Moreover the vital Peenemunde raid v/as laid on for that night.
After an attack on the C.A..M. ball-bearing factory at Paris
in September, another attack on Schweinfurt. was made by the '
Eighth Air Force in October,
successful, but very costly,
only allayed by statements of the immense value and effect
of the attack.

This time it v/as highly
iimerican public concern was

For this reason it was difficult for the

itoericans to pay another visit to the target, and the
pressure upon Bomber Command to undertake it’was increased.

The M.E.Y4 prepared a further note on the current
importance of Schweinfurt onl the day of this attack,
gave.a concise statement of the main facts presented by the
numerous , and voluminous documents already prepared on the
subject. It is reproduced in i^pendix 9.
by M.E.¥. was made in mid - November, taking into account
attacks on the industry up to that date. The S.K.F.' factory
at Stuttgart had been severely damaged in the area raid of
14th/l5th April, 1943.
Berlin had been very severely damaged in the Berlin raids at
the end of March, 1943-

This

A further reviev/

The small Deutsche Timken works at

The three principal factories at

BC/S.28688
16/11/43

Schweinfurt had been, damaged in the raids of /lugust and
October, especially the latter, to such an extent that one
plant was expected. to be evacuated to a new site. Aibout

one month's output was thought to-have been lost owing to
the Aimerican. attack on the G.A.M. factory at Paris in
September. . Factories at Annecy, Turin' and Villar Perosa
had been attacked from the Mediterranean, that at Turin
being severely damaged. Diplomatic action, and the pre
emption : of Swedish .supplies to the extent of £1,000,000
had prevented Germany from making good her losses from
neutral countries.

The conclusion was that the enemy had lost at least 15^
of his-, planned ball-bearing output for the six .months ending
1st March, 1944. The Kugelfischer plant at Schweinfurt
remained; 'the largest producer in iixis Europe, and heavy night
attack,on the torn was recommended as a first priority task.
The Alir Staff supported this contention:-

"There is no doubt that the Schweinfurt complex
represents the outstanding priority target in
Germany, not only in respect of its importance
to the armaments industry generally, but also
in its relation both to the G. AL.F. and to
Crossbow."

70/1
30/11/43

Owing to the continued inactivity of Bomber Command the
subject was taken up personally by D.C.A. S. 'v/ith the ’
Commander-in-Chief, and the argument recorded'in Section (3)
below went on tliroughout December and January 1944.

Meanwhile the importance of the other sources of supply
available- to. the Axis was not overlooked. A. number of

attacks were, made by the American Eighth and Fifteenth i\ir

Forces, and later by Mosquitoes of Bomber Command, which
helped to whittle dovm these sources,
reviewed, together with the imerican attacks on Schweinfur.t
in the next Section,

These are briefly

/(2) American' •

(1) See Section (2)'for description of attacks.
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(2) -toerican At the,,,.Inclus,tr3r
SBCEET

The principal Gernan hall-hearinc plants featured in the
Combined Bomber Offensive Plan prepared by the
planning staff in April 1943.
plants ¥/ere named in the first tvro phases of the Plan, up to■1st October.- Stuttgart Tyras added to. then for the third phase,
ending 1st January, 1944. Leipzig, Berlin/Erkner and i^nnecy
were added for the fourth and final phase, ending on 1st April,
The Pointblank Directive confirraed this plan, placing ball
bearings in the short list of primary objectives,
task to 'v/hich the bomber forces were to be directed

iimerican
The Schweinfurt and Paris

The first
was; -

"the destruction of German airframe, engine and
component factories and the ball-bearing industry
on T/hich the strength of the Gernan fighter force
depend."

Owing to the s1o\y rate of' build-up of the iimerican force,
and subsequent bad weather, it v/as not until 17th ihigust, 1943,
that the first attack against a ball-bearing plant v/as made.
Even then, the force available was split betv/-een Schvreinfurt
and Regensburg, the site of an important Messerschmitt
assembly plant. This meant that only 183 aircraft attacked
the Schweinfurt targets, and little success was achieved,
although the Regensburg raid was very effective. The
formation bombed Schweinfurt from about 21,000 feet.
•Contemporary assessments of results by M.E.¥. and R.E.8^^1
concluded that the damage to the Kugelfischer, V.K.P.2 and
Pichtel und Sachs works, the three vyrhich were hit, vyras slight
and unlikely to interfere with production for more than a few
weeks. German records shovyr that damage to machines was 2.5^
and the finished stocks 2.5^.

On 15th September the Eighth Bomber Command attacked the
C.il.M. plant at Bois Colombes, Paris. 78 Portresses attacked,
but only tvro hits were recorded by R.E.8, who estimated that
one month's loss of output v/ould be caused. Post-war records
show that only one week's output vy^as destroyed, but damage to
machines amounted to 12.1$^.

A much more successful attack v/as made by the Eighth Air
Porce upon Schweinfurt on 14th October. Two hundred and
tv/enty-eight Portresses attacked, losing 60 of their number
ovyring to very heavy fighter attacks., and the inability of
their fighter escort to accorrqjany them so far, or to. meet them
on their return owing to worsening vyreather. The outward
escort accompanied them to Bonn, but from here onvyrards they
were subjected to intense fighter opposition. The M.E.VA
assessment reported very severe damage to the V.K.F.II plant,
and considerable damage to the tm other major plants. Post
war records show a 20^^ loss of finished stocks, with 3-55^
damage to machines, and 350,000 square feet of buildings
destroyed, and over one million square feet damaged. The
Kugelfischer plant at Schweinfurt was still considered the
most important in Germany, however.

U.S.S.B.S.
iinti Friction.
Bearing Report

On 8t.h November the Fiat ball-bearing works at Turin were
Eighty-one aircraftattacked by the U,S. Fifteenth Mr Porce.

attacked, and the assessment anticipated one'month's loss of
output, mostly due to destruction of stocks,
sources confirmed the serious vievyr taken by the Germans of
the damage.

Intelligence

On 11th November, 31 aircraft of the Fifteenth

M.E.W. Polder
6

/Me

(1) Ministry of Economic Warfare and Research and Experiments
Department of the Ministry of Home Security.
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Air Force v/ere directed against the ball-hearing plant at
Annecy but achieved no success, . iigents of the S.O.E. blew
up the transformers supplying pov/er to the factory on 13th/
lifth November^ and later in the month destroyed the ovens and
grinding machines and damaged the power motors v/ith nitric
acid. As a result Mediterranean Air Command were instructed

II/70/1
B.Ops 1349

Signal AX 805
1/12/4320, that no further attacks vrere to be carried out against this

Martial law was declared in the district as atarget,
result of these attacks.

A report y/as received from an intelligence source of a
conference held by the German ball-bearing controller in
Italy on 20th November,

situation caused by the bombing of the Turin plant^ and to
attempt to expand production.
Turin plant by 1l8 aircraft of the Fifteenth Air Force on

1st December caused tv/ice as much damage as the previous
raid.

December indicated that the Villar Perosa vrorks had become

the most important in Italy,
the campai^gi against Italian ball-bearing production.
Fifty-three aircraft vrere therefore despatched against it by
the Fifteenth Air Force on.3rd Januarja; 1944, and severely
damaged it.

Its purpose was to discuss the

A further attack on the

A signal to Mediterranean iiir Command on 22nd

Its destruction vrould completRE/H75
8/2/44

e

The increased, importance of the two C.A.M. factories in

Paris, folloviring the damage to Schweinfurt in October, had
been pointed gut by D.C.A..S. in November. . The Eighth Air
Force attacked them on 31st December, 1943, inflicting heavy
damage on the Ivry plant, but only very slight damage on that
at Bois Colombes.

Berlin in December also damaged.ball-bearing plants,
report by the Economic Effects Division of the iinerican

Embassy assessed the damage, caused to enemy ball-bearing
production up to 10th January, 1944 at 24.7/.
up of damage reported at Schweinfurt (l5/),
Villar Perosa (4.9/)j C.A.M, Paris, at Bois Colombes and
Ivry (3'.8/), S.R.O. Annecy (l/). Other damage was
considered to represent only a negligible reduction, v"')

The R. A.F. area raids on Leipzig and
ii.

This was made

S. 46239
16/11/43
EE/H71 & 73
4/2/44

BC/S,28668
Encl.14B '

R. I.V. Turin and

It is nov/ known that Goering called a, meeting on the day
following the October attack on Schweinf'urt. The dispersal

Aircraft Industry plan for the industry dravm up the previous year but never
Report put into effect was ordered to be carried ,out immedititely.

All stocks of bearings were to be, pooled^. A special
.commissar, Dr. Kessler, was appointed v/ith full power to
control the industry, and users qf ball-bearings were
ordered to redesign and remove ball-bearings v>rhere they wrere
not necessary. 'Up to 80/ vrere removed from airframes, but
only ,a negligible number .from aero-engines. Thus although
the iDroduction of bearings dropped for some three months, the
pooled stocks iDrevented any critical shortages from being felt
in the aircraft industry.

(3) A, ,Cqn,f lict .of ppinign,

A fund^ental difference of putlook betv/een the i\ir St-aff
and the Mr Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Bomber Command came
to a head over the ..question of attacking Schvreinfurt. Mr
Chief Marshal Harris ..had always been opposed to what we called

"Panacea" targets. He firmly believed in the possibility of
winning the war by bombing one great production centre in

Germany after another, provided the requisite bomber forces

were supplied to the./mericans for daylight attack, and to
/Bomber

(l) The heav3^ attack -on the industry in February, 1944, by
both American and British bomber forces is dealt v/ith in
Section 4 below.

U.S.S.B.S.
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Bomber Conraand for night attack. He resisted every a.tteirrot
to divert attack to targets too small for the full Y\rei'--ht of
a Bomber Command attack to be effective v/ithin the target
area.

Encl.15A

This view was clearly expressed in the Commander-i
Chief's covering letter, on 7th December,
Royal Air Force bomber offensive:-(O ’

in

to his reviev/ of' the

It is not possible to dognatise on the degree
of destruction necessary to cause the enemjr
to capitulate, but there can be little
doubt that the necessary conditions would be
brought about by the destruction of betvYeen
40^ and 50^ of the principal German tovms."

Whilst this claim was being examined by the .Air Staff,
,  . on 17th December again urged upon the Commander-in-

Chief the vital importance of a,ttacking Sohweinfurt. He said
that all British and American economic.and ball-bearing
experts vrere unanimous in the opinion that the destruction of

Schweinfurt ball-bearing industries v/ould constitute
deadly blov/ to Germany's war economy. In a demi-official

3C77&r'263‘C2/D,0. re]ply on 20th December the Commander-in-Chief set out his
reasons against this operation. The following extracts
illustrate his vievY; -

S.46368/IV
Encl.48A

D, C, A, S.

a

Enel.49A

I do not regard a night attack on Schweinfurt
The townas a reasonable operation of war.

is in the very centre - by any angle of
approach - of'the most highly defended part

It is extremely small and
It is heavily defended,

there

of Gerraanjr.
difficult to find.

including smoke screens - ■

can be no less economic operation'of v/ar
than an attack on so small a target at night
------ even if Schweinfurt is',entirel3r
destroyed, I remain confident that we shall
hear- no more of the disastrous effects on

German v/ar production now so confidently
prophesied,
contention by an unending series of previous
examples with "Panacea" targets."

I am supported in this

He went on to quote past examples' 6f such targets, whose
elimination had had no apparent effect; the Moelone Dam, the
mols'bdenum mine at'Knaben, the Modane marshalling yard,
was convinced that the continual stressing of targets which
removed bombing press\ire from the German nation as a whole
v/ais a deliberately engineered A.R.P. manpeu'vre initiated, by
enemy soirrces.

He

This was a direct challenge to the Air Staff conception
of bombing policy. It placed in question the soundness of

the economic intelligence upon which the Combined Bomber
Offensive Plan was based. If this intelligence were false,
then the best plan was blindly to bomb the built-up areas of

Germany by ni^t and day. The British and American Chiefs

of Staff were convinced, hov/ever, that precision bombing of
carefully chosen targets was the quickest way of undermining
German strength. The British Air Staff believed that the

time had come when intelligence was adequate, and bombing a.id

sufficiently accurate, for Bomber Command to tirrn to
precision attack by night.

/

S.46368/IV
Minute 65
et seq.

The Mr Staff

(1) See Chapter 18 for discussion of this revievf.
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The Air Staff reply to the Conn-aander-in-Chief'  s review
of the bomber offensive laid bare the fundamental conflict of

opinion:-

C.M.S.268

End. 31A

23/12/43

Tour proposals imply a continuation of area attack upon
the largest and most densely i^opulated centres, since
this is clearly the method by v/hich the greatest return
in terms of acres destroyed for tons dropped is to be
expected. The attack of small centres of population
which nevertheless contain vital industries, e.g. ball
bearing or fir^ter assembly plants, vrould in terms of

the policy implied in your memorandum, prove
uneconomical targets,
policy as directed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff that

as far as is practicable your efforts should be co
ordinated with and complementary to those of the Eighth
Air Force."

It is, however, a principle of

- - -The attempt to achieve maximum destruction in the major
built, up areas should not prejudice the, linglo-American policy
of employing the night bomber force whenever possible for the
destruction of vital centres associated with the priority'-
industries.

State and the C.A. S.
This reply had the backing of the Secretary of
.  . A. C.A. S. (l) dissociated the

Intelligence staff from it, however, lining himself up on the
side of the Ccmmander-in-Chief.

The question of Y/hich policy v/as right cannot be
Seme indication is given in the

final chapter of this volume, and it Yfill be considered in the
light of all evidence in the final volume of this narrative.

adequately dealt v/ith here.

On the instructions of the G.A. S. a further exhaustive

examination v/as made of the enemy's ball-bearing supplies,
before a reply y/as sent to the Commander-in-Chief on the

.subject. The resultant report was ar^eed by M.E.V4 and the
Economic Warfare Division of the U.S. Embassy. This confirmed
that the highest priority for attack by all available forces
should be given to the Kugelfischer plant at Schweinfurt and
the devastation of the town, one-third of yyhose inhabitants
yyere engaged in the ball-bearing industry.

D.C.ihS. pointed out that Bomber Command had been
committed to the task of attacking areas complementary to the
precise attacks of the U.S. Air Forces. The latter had twice

attacked the Schweinfurt factories, and General i\rnold had
claimed, in his report to the Secretary of War, that:-

"The Times'

4.1.Mf.
All five of the vrorks at Schvyeinfurt yyere either

Ourcompletely or almost completely v/iped out.
attack v/as the most perfect exanple in history of
accurate distribution of bombs over a target.
It was an attack that will not have to be repeated for
a very long time, if at all.."

This exaggeration had been thought necessary to calm
American, public opinion, v/hich was deeply stirred at the very
heavy losses incurred,

could not be soon undertaken by Anerican Forces,

i-ifter lengthy and at times heated discussions among the
Air Staff as to the next step> in the argument vyith the

Commander-in-Chief, D.C.A.S. prepared an official draft letter.
This laid dovm the British and Aaerican Air Staff policy, and
directed the Ccmmander-in-Chief to attack Schweinfurt in force

/on the

It meant, however, that a new attack

^6368/17
Minute 67
et seq.
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on the first opportunity and to continue to attack it until it
should he destrojred.
Secretary of State, as it ni,-;ht lead to trouble with the
Cormander-in-Chief.,

the Secretary of State it was redrafted as a direct and
unqualified order, and despatched on 14th January, 1944.

The C.A, S. referred this draft to the

In accordance v/ith the instructions of
Ibid

Enel. 704

Ibid

End. 75A
The Connander-in-Chief countered this on 19th January by

setting out at length the tactical difficulties he anticipated
in this attack. He anticipated that each full scale attack
would cost 40 casualties, and he v/as convinced that the
destruction of Schv/einfurt vras tactically impracticable,
submitted that the target v/as far more suited to the iimerican
day bombing force. The C.A.S. instructed that a reply should
be sent to the effect that the prize of success was great
enough to Justify the losses which he foresaw, provided that
weather suitable for the best tactical plan was awaited. A
letter in these terms v/as despatched on 27th January. The
preparation of the tactical plan, and the bad weather and
moonlight period which follovred, meant that the attack could
not be carried out until 24th February. A Directive Signal
on 28th January confirmed the first priority of Schweinfurt
and laid doTfVp five further tovms in order of priority for
attack. The Jaegar ball-bearing factory at Elberfeld/
Wuppertal was to be given first priority for Oboe and G-.H.
attacks.

He

Minute 77

Ibid End. 81A

Signal AX 3.

(4) Attackson the_Industry in February, 1

In accordance with the directive signal referred to above,
the Jaegar ball-bearing factory at Elberfeld (part of
Wuppertal), was attacked on eight occasions between 30th January
and 13th February, 1944.
reported that 77 Oboe Mosquito sorties had been carried out
against this target. Only 26 of these had. been technically
successful, and there yrere indications of a considerable
systematic error, v/hich v/ould have reduced the number of
successful bombing sorties still lower. In view of these
failures it had been decided to discontinue the attacks until

the reliability of Oboe Mark II should have improved,
propagation conditions should become more favourable,

ikjcording to post-war evidence only one of these attacks, by
f our Mosquitoes on 7th/8th February, achieved any
against the target factory. ’ . . ■

On 15th February Bomber Command

or

success

S46368/IV
Encl.89A

U.S.S.B.S.

Anti-Friction

Bearings Report

A new plant had been reported in August, 1943, to be
producing ball-bearings,
factory at Steyr, j\ustria.

This wa.s the Steyr - Daimler -A.D.I.K. Report
No. 479/1943

Puch
It was reported that dispersal'of-

equipment from Schweinfurt was taking place to. this factory
after the Anerican attacks in August" and October,
detailed confirmation of this information v/as obtained until
January, 1944, but it was then assessed as a plant of
considerable inportance.

requested to attack it, and a successful operation was carried
out by the. Fifteenth k±r Force on 23rd February, 1944.

Ho

Mediterranean ^Ur Caimand was

4 11/70/1
^12/1/4f.

The long discussed attack U]pon Schweinfi;irt, the principal
centre of the ball-bearing industry, was undertaken by Bomber
Cemraand on 24th/25th February, The U.S. Eighth i\ir Force
carried out a heavy attack in the afternoon of 24th February,
so that the attacks of the two forces were comxolementarj'’,

.  had been envisaged in the Pointblank plan,
sixty-six Fortresses undertook this dayli|^t operation in good
visibility, successful attack being claimed by 236 of them for
the loss of only 11 aircraft.

as

Two hundred and

Seven hundred and thirtx^-four
/aircraft
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aircraft were employed in the British raid, over 550 of then
beinc Lancasters. The attack was divided into t^yo phases,
with tvTO'^hours between then. Conditions vyere cloudless, with
good visibility, and both- attacks began with very accurate
narking of the aiming-points. The backers-up, however by
aiming at the first markers seen, drevy the attacks back’along
the line of approach. The first attack was centred about six
miles south eight ninutes after zero hour,
drifted about half as far.

The second

Tv/o■ large scale diversions were carried out, to dray/ the
fighter defence away from Schvyeinfurt. One hundred and
fifteen aircraft vyere despatched to lay nines in the Kattegat
and Kier harbour; 179 carried out a special Combined Command
bullseye training exercise over the North Sea. These
diversions caused a large force of fighters to be gathered and
held in the north. Casualties on the Schvyeinfurt operation
amounted to 33 aircraft, or 4.5^'S of the force,
proportion for so distant'and central a target.
vyave suffered 3.&/0 casualties, the second only 3.2^o. The
total sorties (l082) despatched on this night was  a record for
the period.

a small

The first

The bombing plot of this operation, confirmed by daylight
reconnaissance, showed that a very small proportion of the
attack fell on 'the target 'area, as had. been feared by the
Commander-ih-Chief. Considerable damage yyas done to the ball-
be^ing plants, hovyever. The results' of the day and night
raids could not be distinguished from each other, but daylight
reconnaissance showed damage to all the five plants,
estimated that the Kugelfischer works lost seven weeks
production and the 'V.K.P. ' works five weeks.

R.E.8

The N0.I factory
of the-latter appeared to be the only one seriously damaged.

U.S.S.B.S.
Anti-Friction-
Bearings Report

The post-war assessment of these /merican and British :
attacks show that much dispersal of production had been
carried out since the attack in October 1943, Schvyeinfurt
was only of the target it had been in August 1943.
the reduced number of machines, 16;^ were affected, being
destroyed and 7-5^ damaged.

Of

The American bomb damage team
assessed the cost of these raids at about'fourteen million
Reichsmarks, as compared vyith a cost of about eighteen million
for the single American raid of 14th October,
took no account of damage to the town, resulting in incidental
cost to the industry in absenteeism and administrative
difficulties.

1943. This

10/2/14^
25/2M

The ball-bearing plant at Erkner, Berlin, assumed
increased importance following the damage inflicted on the
Schweinfurt, Ste'ser, Turin, Villar Perosa, Paris and Annecy
factories. The latter had been put out of action by agents
of S.O.E, The Erkner factory was producing mainly aircraft
bearings, and vyas therefore of special importance. Moreover ,
when an industry had been as heavily hit as this,  a small
plant remaining undamaged became of increased importance,
could maintain supplies of the most essential types to the
highest priority users. The U.S. Eighth Adr Force therefore
put this factory in the first priority for attack,
was carried out during February, however.

as it

No attack

In addition to tho attacks directed specifically against
the bearing industry during Pebruar3y, area -attacks on Leipzig
and Stuttgart affected ball-bearings factories, as mentioned’^
above. (.1; In spite of the reduction caused by this hea-vy •

/offensive

(1) See Chapter 16 (5).
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offensive, hovrever, the rationalisation and dispersal measures
described above maintained suiDplies to the aircraft industry.
Moreover, the mports from Svreden, although reduced by .mglo-
Sv70dish agreement, vrere now taken in carefully selected tjrpes
for use by the highest iDriority users alone.
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SECRET

CHAPTER 18

Hmm.-! OF THE BCINTBLANK OFFENSIVE

(1) The Grovrth of. the Offensive and its Cost

The Bomber Command offensive during the period under
review reached its peak, in sorties and,bomb tonnage
dropped per month, in August, 1943.
effort Was restricted by bad v/eather.
Bomber Command continued to expand, and to increase the
weight of its attack upon German targets.. For the year
1943 the average strength of crews in Bomber Command was
just over tvTice that of the U.S. VIII Bomber Command,
The total sorties despatched and aircraft missing
bombing operations compared in about the same ratio.
The tonnage of bombs dropped by Bomber Command v/as approxi
mately fo;ir times the figure- for the. American forces,(l)

Thereafter the

The U.S. VIII

on

^ 11/69/28 The monthly trend of the offensive is illustrated
A brief reviewby the figures given in Appendix 20.

based on these will recall the principal influences
the Bomber Command effort during this period.

upon

The effort in February, 1943 the highest since
the start of the v/ar. The tonnage of bombs dropped
showed an increase of 60/ over the previous highest
month, and the loss rate, at 2,5/ v/as the lowest since
May, 1941. ■ Both these figijresu/ere largely attribu
table to. the fact that nearly half of the February
eiTort Vas directed against the Biscay ports and Italy,
whilst much of the rest was against German ports
requiring little penetration.

■ Hith the' opening of the Ruhr campaign in Iviarch
losses increased to 3.6/. ITith a. steady increase in
the proportion of sorties directed against targets in
Germany this trend continued,(2) There was a slight
check.to the loss rate in June, and a very sharp fall
in July, owing to the introduction of llindow.
this it Was a fairly even struggle be'tween the changing
tactics of Bomber Command and the efforts of the German
defences to counter them,

the loss rate .in December and January, 1944, owing to
crashes in the United Kingdom on the 'retiirh of damaged
or lost aircraft.

After

The winter weather increased

(1) Comparison of Effort, R.A.P. Bomber Command and
U,S.A.A.F. VIII Bomber Command for the year, 1943,

R,A,P. U.S.A.A.P.

a

IW^23A
Enel, 27o,

Average strength of Crews during,
.  1943,-.

Total Sorties despatched on Bomb
Raids , 56,083

Aircraft missing from Operations 2,177
Crev; personnel lost on

1,330 6oi

27,295
972

Operations 15,678
156,204

9,497
40,261Tons of Bombs Dropped

(2) Feb. Mar. Apr, May
Percentage of Sorties against '
German targets: - '

Percentage of Aircraft lost:-2.6/
49/ 73/ 75/ 87/

3.6/ 5/ 5.3/
6.225497/DHJ/9/49.
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After a setback in March, 1943, the effort of the
Conmand, in terms of tons of bombs delivered, created a
record for every successive month up to August,
for this month, ■20,149' tons, vas a record for the period
under revie\7. Prom September onwards the approach of
T/inter weather, as well as restriction of operations diiring
moonlight periods, ,and the restricted use of Stirling and
Halifax aircraft o^Ting to. their rising casualty rate,
caused, considerable reductions in the monthly effort of
the Command. U; January, I944 was the only month to show
a pronounced improvement, v/ith a record tonnage dropped
upon targets in Germany, mainly Berlin.

The relative superiority of the Lancaster over the
Stirling and Halifax manifested itself throughout, 1943,
In July, for example, 132 tons were dropped for each
Lancaster^lost. The comparable figures for the Halifax
and Stirling v/ere 56 and 4I tons respectively. The rela
tive inefficiency of the latter types increased still
further in August, leading to the decision in September,
to restrict their operations to the less difficult
hazardous targets. (2) ■ it was not until February, 19Z^4,
v/ith the introduction of the Halifax Mark III, that the
Lancaster again.received more than nominal
such targets.

The total

and

support against

To sum up the effort of Bomber Command over the period
under rcvie\7, an aggregate of 74,9CC sorties were despatched
for the loss of 2,824 aircraft, or just over 2C,CCC aircrew
personnel killed or missing on.operations. By February,
1944 the Command had reached the stage v/here over one
thousand aircraft could be despatched in a night.(3)
This had not been achieved since the famous "thousand-bomber'
raids of 1942, when.every resource of the training units
had been strained to provide the required number,  A few
figures TTill .illustrate the task involved in preparing for
an operation by^a thousand bombers. Over 2,CCC,C00 gallons
of petrol, 7C,CCC gallons of oil and '5, CCC gallons
coolant, had to be put into the aircraft, 4,5CC tons of
bombs and 1Q,.CCC,CCC rounds of ammunition might be required.

of

ECQH
No. 8.

The total strength of the Command required to back
force amounted on 14th February, 1944 to 155,51C R.A.F.,
W.A.A.F., _Allied and Dominion personnel,' The full effort
involved in supporting such ,.a bomber force is incalculable,
as the total labour force in the aircraft, weapon and
component industries, in airfield construction and mainten
ance and other supporting industries must be taken into
account. The sections ■^'vhich follow attempt
of the contribution of.this vast
cause.

thi

an assessment
organisation to the Allied

s

(2) The A^m and its Execution
^Before revievring the offensive from the contemporary and

post war points of viev/, it is necessary to bear in mind
once more its aim and development. .The overall object v/as
first asserted by the Allies at. Casablanca as:-

/"The progressive
(1) See Appendix 16.

(2) See Appendix 16. ' ■

On Feb. 15th/l6th, IO66 aircraft
On Feb. 24th/25th, 1082 aircraft

(3)
were, despatched,
vrere despatched.
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C.C. S.i66/l/D
21.1.42

"The progressive destruction and dislocation of the
German militarj'-, industrial and economic system 'and
the underniining of the morale of the German people’
to a point v;here their capacity for armed resistance
is fatally wea].cened,"

Some months were devoted to developing the offensive,
tactically and taclinicall5/-j and to exploiting Oboe,
while detailed plans were prepared for the iunericans' share,
dajrlight precision attacks, whilst their forces were being
built up in the United kingdom,
the Directive of 10th June, in which priority was given to
the attack of the growing German fighter strength as a pre
requisite to effective bombing operations.

Mean-
I

The aim was restated in

This Directive has come to be kno^^n as the Dointblanlc

it the time, the Pointblank Offensive v\ras under
stood to refer to the overall object defined in the

Casablanca, Directive, as given above,
special meaning of attack on enemy fighter strength in the

minds of some users, because this was the first priority task
laid dcum in the June Directive,

Directive.

It came to bear the

The post-war Thunderbolt

Dxercisc finally awarded the name Pointblanlc to the June

Directive, in contradiction to Air Chief Marshal Harris'
Despatch, in which it was used as an alternative title for

the Casablanca Directive. This contemporaipr and post-war
confusion of thou^t must be borne in mind when considering
reviews and assessments of the offensive during this period.

This review therefore relates primarily to the period
The earlier months have beenJune 1943 to Debruar^'- 1944

dealt T/ith under the headings of the U-Boat and Ruhr
Prom June onwards the ihneriean bomher forceCampaigns,

joined'fully in the attack on Germany, and the attacks of

Bomber Command had reached their full weight and concentra
tion. The attack on the R\ihr dcjns in Majr had shown the

The Battle ofpi'ecision which could be attained at night.
Hamburg at the' end of Jul3'- demonstrated fully the power of
the Command. Intei’rogations of German militarj'- and
industrial leaders have revealed that such p^ersistent attacks

v/ere greatly'- feared. Speer stated:

USSBfa

Aircraft

Industry''
Report .

"The first serious air raid on Hamburg in August, 1943,
was oxtraordinariljr impressive. . Vie v/ere convinced
that the quick repetition of such an attack on six
other Gorma,n cities ivould necessarily lead to a
lessening of the will to continue armament and war
production, The air raids v/ere not repeated

71

to such an extent, however, and in the meantime the
population V,'as able to get accustomed to the air raids

and, together with the. armament industry, were able to

collect valuable experience."

This lends support to the view oonstantljr held by
Air Chief Marshal Harris that an adequate homber force could

cause Germanj'- to capitulate bj'- area attack.
Air Staff supported him in his all-out attack, but believed

that careful selection of target centres and precision targets
vTOuld achieve the object more quickls'. The iimerican Staff

pinned their faith to the precision bombing of selected
objectives bj' dajw
produced the desired result, if adequate bomber forces had

been provided and the aim pursued without diversion.

/The Bomber

The British

Ary one of these methods might have



App,
The Ember Command. Qiaarterlj?- Review for December

1943 stated that 1943 had long been anticipated as the
year of achievement for Bomber Command.

Had resources been available for the execution of
the Combined Bomber Offensive on the scale as

planned it would also have been the year of victory
over, German^'’,

long way and the end is now in sight, the decisive
blows have still to be delivered."

As it is, althou^ have gone a

It \ms not until 1943 that the Command v/as in a

position to carrj'- out its long planned policy of tme
strategic bombing; that is to say, the bombing of selec
ted targets on a scale sufficient to brealc the industrial
capacity and undemino the morale of the cnem3%
success of such an offensive, three main problems had to
be solved

(i) Laclc of sufficient suitable aircraft, aircre^vs
and .airfields,

(ii) The difficulty of hitting the target at night in
all TOathors,. .

(iii) The problem of countering the grovdng strength
and effectiveness of the enem3r's defences.

For the

The first difficulty was being overcome by 1943, with
an increasing flov; of heavj'- bombers. The second factor
was, being seriously tackled. The institution of the
Pathfinder Force, their provision v/ith the latest naviga
tion and bombing aids, and with ever-improving t}pes of
Target Indicators, produced an accuracy and concentration
of bombing never before achieved at night by any air
force. The third problem, the comtering of the
defences, v/as a continuous struggle of wits betv/een
scientists and tacticians on both sides.

enemj’" s

The result was

that the; number of bombers missing for every hundred
despatched to Germanjr was less in 1943 than 1942, whilst
the greater loads carried by heav}'’ bombers mcajit that two
and a half times the V7eight ef bombs was dropped for every •
aircraft lost. The damage to Geimanj''’ s main industrial
cities, in the nine months period ilarch to December 1943
was ten times greater than in tiie preceding 45 months of
the war.

D.D.B.Ops
Report
June 1945

^ During , the first tv/o months . of ̂  92|4, the Command
continued to expand in numbers, but more offeotivety in
striking power, owing to the
squadrons with Lancasters.

re-equipment of Stirling
At the same time the very

rapid growth of the TJ. S. heaver bomber forces in the
United Kingdom and Itatymade it possible to put into
effect the plan long envisaged for the day and night
bomber forces to co-rrjr out tasks complementarj'- to each
other. The attack on the German Air Force and its
supporting industries became realty effective in the
combined attacks of February'', The experience gained in
the accurate location of targets, including the many
failures, made possible the extreme a.ocyara.ay of bombing
required for the supr.ort of Overlord in the next period.

/(3) Progress
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(3) Ri-ogres s Rep or by, the A. 0. C. -ip-Chie f, Bomber
Command

At the end of 1943 a number of reviev/s and assess
ments of the effect of the Pointblank offensive were made

In a memorandmbjr Bomber ComDiand and the Air Staffs,
Hag '25 to the Rrime Mnistry on 3rd Wovamber the A. O.C.-in-C,,,

Bomber Commajid gave an impressive reviev/ of achievements
since March. Ho assessed 19 Genmn to\7ns as "virtually
destroyed" and a further -]9 as "seriously damaged," all
of them being tovms of outstanding service to the enemy
war effort. He felt certain tha.t Germany must collapse
before his programme, which was more than half completed
already, should have proceeded much further.

39944
End. 10B

The follodng da3'- the A.O.C.-in-C. indicated the
yardstick bj'" \vhich he measured the achievements of the
bomber offensive even more clearIjr.
of futune intentions submitted for inclusion in the
Progress Report to be submitted to the Combined Chiefs
of Staff he said:-

In his outline

The primars'- aim vAll be to effect destruction of.

housing and industrial plants complementarj'- te the
precision attacks on ke3'- factories carried out by
VIII Bomber,Command."

He then listed the major towns under geographical areas,
showing the order of importance attached to the towns
within those areas,

upon size and amount of damage already achieved.
This priorit3'- depended principally

Ibid

Enel.15A
On 7th December Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Harris

forv/arded a progress report to Air Ministi^^ to illustrate
the achievements of Bomber Command up to the end of
October. This achievement was expressed in terms of
acreage destro3red per ton of bombs dropped and in
comparison v/ith acreage attacked. . The acreage referred
to was that which was or more built up. Up to the
end of October 167,230 tons of bombs dropped on the 38
principal towns attacked had destro3red 20,991 acres or
about 25% of the acreage attacked.
18,641 acres (nearly 22^1 out of this 25^), had been
destro3'-ed b3'- the 102,000 tons dropped during the first
ten months of 1943.

Of this total

% 1st April 1944, the closing date
of the C.B.O. Han, 35,750 acres should have been
destro3red out of a total target area of 89,000 acres.
The population of the towns attacked would be over 75/&
of the total population of towns in German3r of more than
50,000 inhabitants.

Ibid

Enel,14A

30.11.43

It was made clear in the progress report that the
calc\oln,tions used referred onl3'' to the offensive against
built-up areas in which results could be accuratel3r
measured from vertical photography,
account of the effect of direct damage to industries or

to areas outside those which were k-0}b or more built-up.
Comparing the progress made during the last ten months
vd.th that in the preceding thirt3'- months the increase in
the offensive was most striking,
dropped had multiplied hy five times, the acres devasta
ted by 24 times.

Tiie3r took no

The v/cight of bombs

This v\?as attributable to the increased

/ size
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size of the force and its efficiency, \7ith the stage now

reached in the development of radar aids and bombing
technique neither of these factors could be expected to
continue. The rate of efficiency v/ould fall owing to the
devastation already achieved, (1)

Air Staff criticisms of this report have been refer
red to in the previous chapter. The principal complaint
was that Bomber Command had not carried out the task

allotted to it by the Combined Bomber Offensive Plan, but

had aimed its attacks against those German cities containing
the largest population. The 38 tovvois attacked contained
72^ of the German population living in large towns.
These 25,000,000 Germans living in large tovms v/ere less

,  than 35^ of the total population of pre-1938 Germany,
The C.-in-Cs assumption that the destruction of 40^ to 5C^
of the built-up areas of the 38 towns v/ould cause the
enemy to capitulate was therefore challenged. It was
considered that a combination of area attack and more

precise atto.ck upon tov/ns containing vital industrial
objectives, such as Botoveinfurt, v/ould produce more speedy
capitulation.

C. M. 3. 268
Enel. 22k.

Il/70/272(d)
19.12,43.

Enel. 25a, ̂
The reply of the C.-in-C. to Air Staff criticisms

claimed.that de-housing was not an end in itself. De
housing in the neighbourhood of industries, hov/ever, v/as
considered the most effective method of disrupting economic
life and thereby destroying the system on v/hich the German
war effort depended. Attacks on small tov/ns by heavy
bombers at night were bound to be unremunerative, in his
opinion:-

"It is surely clear that the destruction of about one

third of Berlin including large numbers of high
priority factories is of incomparably more value in
preparing for Overlord than the destruction of the
to^vn of Schweinfurt would be,

■ of Schweinfurt, because of its small size and the
extreme difficulty of locating it, could not be
guaranteed at all and might v/ell require six full-
scale attacks.”

Xet the annihilation

Enel. 26a,27A
On 21styanuary, 1944, the A, O.C,-in-C., of Bomber

Command submitted a i’urther papei- on "the Progress of the
Combined Bomber Offensive against Goman aircraft production
and tVje towns associated with it". , This v/as designed to
dispel the viev/ that Bomber Comimnd had failed to perform
its share of the Pointblank programme. Of the 20 towns in
Germany laid down as being principally associated with the
aircraft industry, 10 had been attacked by Bomber Command.
These ten contained 94^ of the total population of the 20
towns ,2(),5fo of their built up area had been destroyed,
according to P.P.U. assessment. Prom 1st March, 1943 to
Jan, 15th, 1944 4652 of the total bomb tonnage dropped on
Germany.had been aimed at these 10 tovms. Of the 33
important Goman Air Force targets v/ithin them, nine had
been destroyed by the S..A.F. and five by the U. S.A.A.P..
The latter had also destroyed all the G.A.P. targets at
three of the tovms not attacked by the R.A.P. and half
the targets at a fo\xrth.

/Twenty-one
(1) Tables and graphs attached to this report showed
details of the effort in tons and the acrea,ge destroyed.
These are not included as similar statistics, attached
to the report in February, 1944 mentioned later, are
given in Appendjoc 17.
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Twenty-one towns not on .the G.A.P. list had also been
attacked by Bomber Command,

aircraft component factories, v?hilst the Ruhr towns provided
high-grade steel and other raw materials for the industry.
The C.-in-C. claimed that all the towns on the G.A.R, list
which were practicable targets for Bomber Command had been
effectively attacked,
had had incalculable effects on the supply of equipment for
enemy land and sea forces, which v;ould not have accrued from
the attack of the small tp\ms so far neglected,
tical appendices from vfhich these conclusions were dravm
are given in Appendix 13,

Eleven of these contained

The further activities of the Command

The statis-

The actual results obtained upon
most of these targets can be found in the table of damage
compiled from enemy records, at Appendix 18.

A further report on the progress of the R.A.P. Bomber
Offensive, following, oh that of 30th November simnmarized
above, vras presented to Air I.tLnistrjr on 2nd March,
This \7as based on an assessment made by the Ifinistry of Home
Security, Department R.E.8.. (l)
pretation of this assessment is reproduced in Appendix 17.
It was calculated that Bomber Command’s attacks during the
period March to December, 1943 had cost the enemjr one
million man-years, or 36fo of the potential industrial .  . ..

Since, the

The- Bomber Command inter-

effort of the 29 tcivns . attacked in this period,

Enel, 41A

Ibid

Enel. 41B.

towns attacked contained a high proportion of important
industries, it was reasonable to assume that the figure of

man-hours lost contained a high proportion of skilled workers
time:

’’This being so, a Lancaster has only to go to a German
city once to wipe off its o\wi capital cost, and the
result of all subsequent sorties will be clear profit.

(4) Reviews of Economic Effects

The Ministry of Home Security and the Ministry of
Economic Warfare periodically issued reviev/s of the effects

of bombing, and of the general economic state of Germany.
The reports by the Research and Experiments Department of the

former (R.E.8) have been found to be ver3f accurate,
latter MinistrjL on the other hand, usually underrated the

reserves and recuiperative power of German industrju

The

A review'by R.E.8 of the "Economic.Effects of attacks
in Force on German Targets," during the period March to

December.1943, has already.been referred to. (2) Bomber
Command used it as a basis for their progress report in

Pebruarj'-, 1944. This assessment reported industrial damage
)% of the estimated total in Greater Germany. Attacks

by the R.A.P. alone were estimated to have, destroyed or

rendered uninhabitable ^ of the •total dwelling units in
Greater Germanjr, including 25/^ of the dwelling units in the
towns attacked during the period. Attacks in these months

were estimated to have inflicted on German industrji- a total

loss equivalent to over of its potential production in

the period. .. Tlae biUk of the total loss, al-though not of the

loss in certain high priority industries, v/as achieved by
R.A.P. attacks directed against target areas containing 2h^o
of the German industrial population.

as

EE/H76
15.2.2j4

/The heaviest

(1) Section (4) below.

(2) See Section (3) above

See
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The heaviest losses from the combined E.A.F.
U.S.n.^i-.P. offensive were believed to have been inflicted
in the categories of machine tools (59>o), anti-friction
bearings (2C^'o) single-engine fighter aircraft and
synthetic rubber (10^),
responsible for the last three,

considered an underestimate because they excluded the effects
of damage not covered by reconnaissance, losses due to
general administrative disorganization and those caused in
undamaged factories by the interruption of sup-oliea from
damaged factories.

The next_^ report by R.E.8 carried the assessment of
dairiage 31st March, l9Vf« In this period betv/een
^(y;■o and 20fo of the area of factory buildings producing
fighter aircraft and anti-friction bearings were assessed

seriousl3r damaged. Total industrial losses directl3r
attributable to air attack were put at Jfo of cauacity in
February 1944 compared with iC^i in December 1943,
destruction of machine tools continued at a rate
the diversion of about half the German machine tool
capacity to repair and' replacement of damaged tools,

M.E.¥. issued six-monthly surveys of economic develop
ments in Gorman Europe. ■ The surve3r covering January to
June 1943 stated that the incidence of aerial attack was
now seen in all branches of Axis economic activity, and v/as
evidently one of the chief preoccupations of the Axis
authorities. The increase in the dutput of certain
ments, locomotives and other essential war material
achieved b3r the Speer Ministr3'- of Armaments set up in 1 92f2
was believed to have been brought about at the expense of
general engineering production.

and

Tlie U.S.A. A.F. were mainl3r
The losses stated vrere

as

The

requiring

arma-

RE/H119
10.5./i4

M.E.W, Report
No. 72A
3.7.43

M.E.Y/. Report
No. 108
29.2.44

The next M.E.W. survey stated that much of the physical
damage to industrial premises could still be compensated
from an idle surplus of plant capacit3r, but in the case of
civilian housing no such surplus remained. The civilian
allocation of industrial output had been reduced to
minimum. The destruction of stocks and the contents of
houses had rendered the replacement of civilian

a

necessities
essential, and responsibility for their manufacture had been
transferred to the Ministrj^ of Armaments and Munitions,
The enforced dispersal of German production was stated to be
the most striking feature of this period, July to
December 1943. Increased exploitation of the industry of
the occupied territories was also noted. The planned
increase in the output of fighter aircraft was believed to
have been reversed, but locomotive production had almost
reached its target figure. The production of tanks vms
thought not to have kept pace with v/astage during the last
six months. Ball-bearings, radio equipment, machine tools
and rubber were believed to have fallen seriously short
requirements.

of

Ibid,
Pago 56 In dealing with the effect of air raid damage

specifically this surve3r stressed the importance of destruc
tion 01 dv/ellings. It was estimated that well over four
million persons had boon displaced during 1943. On
23rd October Speer had publicly adjnitted the loss of two
million rooms by aerial attack, and indicated that
potential reserves were not likely to exceed 250,000 rooms.
A Self-Help" plan to build a million two-roomed bungalows
by the labour of the occupier, had been announced. *

/The overall
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The overall effect of factory damage and absenteeism vmis
estimated to have depressed production by 1C0,

The U.S. Eiglith Air Force attacks on single-
engined fighter production were estimated to have produced
a decline of 15 - 20/o, instead of an increase of 50/^,
planned.

sxnce

the Spring.

a®

M. E. Report
No. 134
■31.8.4!)-

The Jx.E.V,’'. survey covering the first six months of
1944 stated that the production of operational aircraft fell
steadily until i'larch,
since mid-1941 • (l)
had come vdien Germany could no longer divert her economic
difficulties on to her civilian population

v;hen it v/as lower than at any time
This survey concluded that the time

"In every field of equipment, from tanks to small
arms, from li/T to boots, her. inadequacy is now too
serious to be concealed. Prom now on the vrar v/ill
impose upon her a level of wastage beyond the power
of her economic structure to sustain." ‘

(5) ;;'issessments by the Allied

In accordance with a request from the Chief of the Air
Staff, a first report was prepared in September, 1943, cn
the progress made in the Combined Bomber Offensive Plan.
This covered the period up to 31st August, 1943.
presenting it the D.C.A.S. pointed out that no town
associated with fighter production had so far been
attacked by Bomber Command,
been the operations against Hamburg and Berlin,
that Bomber Command should be asked to give the highest
priority to attacks on those toT/ns closely associated with
the enemy's fighter industry,
up, saying that the Germans were evidently accepting very
serious military handicaps in Russia and the Mediterranean,
rather than reduce the build up of their fighter defences in
Western Germany.

The report emphasized that German Air Force fighter
strength on the Western Front had risen from about 700 in
January, 1943 to about 1,300 in September,
had achieved great success in some of its attacks, notably
on the Me.109 factories at Regensburg and Wiener Neustadt.
Bomber Command had given little assistance, however, and the
strength of the U.S.A.A.P. was not being built up fast
enough to accomplish the task rrlthout such assistance.
Unless the build up of the G.a.F. fighter force could be
quickly checked there was a real danger that the efficiency
of the Allied attacks vrould fall to a level at v/hich the
enemy could sustain them.

The D.C.A.S. dre\7 to the attention of the G.A.S.  a note
prepared by the Director of Bomber Operations urging that all
possible effort in the immediate future should be directed
to the reduction of German fighter forces,
the present opportunity might prejudice the success of
Overlord, and in any case would result in heavy casualties.

A prophetic note was added

"It may also result in the failure to demonstrate
the power of the strategic air offensive, with consequent
and dangerous repercussions upon post-v/ar policy."

/The Combined

Air Staffs

In

Their major contribution had
He felt

The V.C.A.S. backed this

The U.S.A.A.P.

Failure to seizo

CMS 268
Enel.90 and
Minutes

Ibid

Encl.lOA, B.

(1) This is not borne out by German records,
next chapter.

as shown in the
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The Combined Bomber Offensive Progress Renort
prepared by the British Mr Staff in collaboration with
the U.S.

covered the period 4-th February to 3rd October 1943.
In presenting it to the Combined Chiefs of Staff, the
Chief of the Air Staff summarised the achievements of the
two Air Forces.

was

jiiighth Mr Force in November '1943, (l) It

‘ 14.11. 43.

German single-engined fighter production had been
reduced by some 4CI4 belovr what the Germans had planned.
This was equivalent to a strength of about 750 less than
the planned strength,
trial areas had seriously affected Gerraaii capacity for
armament manufacture, chiefly in resjDect of ball-bearings,
rubber, electrical equipment, vehicles, machine tools,
steel, shipbuilding and heavy industry?’.
Gorman morale were also considered of tremendous
importance. Some 38 German cities, v/ith an aggregate
population of 18 millions, had been more or less
seriousl3r attacked. Ferhaps six million people had
been made homeless and were spreading alarm and despon
dency in the areas into which they had gone. They were
crowding into areas as yet unbombed. The replacement
of their clothing and moveable goods destroj'-ed
either impossible or could onlj"" be done at the direct

■ expense of the war effort.

An appreciation by Air Intelligence and the
Political Warfare Executive
morale:-

Attacks on factories and indus-

The effects on

was

sujiraed up the effect on

ffi/-4/355
C.B.O. Report
lipp.R.

"During the period under revievir:-

(i) Fear of air attack has been the dominant
preoccupation of a large part of the
German civilian population, and has
contributed to produce a situation in
v/hich fe-ar of the consequence of
continuing the war is becoming greater
than fear of the consequences of defeat,

(ii) Air attacks on Germany have resulted in
.  social disruption on a scale which has
greatly impaired the German ability to
prosecute the war.

(ill) Though the forces of repression, the hopes
of a cempromise with one or other of the
belligerents, and the favourable climatic
conditions of the past throe months have
so far prevented any general break in
morale, it is not reasonable to infer
that no such break in morale can occur."

The C.A.S. pointed out that, if the Pointblank
offensive had proceeded exactl^r as planned, the strength
of the German fighter force, as then estimated, vrould
have been reduced at November 1st from a possible 2,900
to 2,250. In fact, the rate of increase of German
single-engined fighter strength had not been accurately
appreciated v/hen the plan was formulated. The actual

/strength

(1) The Report, without its Appendices, is reproduced
at Appendix 15.
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strength at Novxjmbor 1st was 2,850. Had it not been for
the Pointblonk campaign the total strength might v/oll have
been over 3>500.

A joint report bjr the I/iinistiy of Economic V/arfare and
the Air Hinistrj*- Intelligence Branch assessed the overall
effects of bombing at KXj of the total war potential, and
suggested that 2Cf/o might be fatal. The effect on certain
industries, such as ball-bearings and rubber, mi^t have
brought them near the point of collapse. The damage to
fighter assembly factories had resulted in a loss of 880
single-engined fighters. Broduotion in Oc^oljer was under
700 against a plcjined production of 1,000. 1

Ibid

App. 0.

Ibid

Appendix Q
A further effect of the Allied offensive was stressed

Y/hereas at theby the Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee,
beginning of the period approximately 50/i of the total
German fighter strength was employed on the Western front,
at the date of the report not less than yc^a was used in the
defence of tiie Reich,

achieved outstanding air superiority,
forced to defend his home front oven at the cost of

military reverses.

As a result the Russians had now

The enemy had been
serious

S46368/IV
Enel. 67B

The /imcrican view of the purpose and progress of
strategic bombing was given by General Arnold in his report
to the Secretar3'- of War in January'-, 1944-! **

It is now plain that for us the beginning has ended,
for our enemies, the end has begun,
concern, simply stated, is to make the coming invasion
of Germany as economical as possible by drastically
reducing the war potential of the Third Reich and
its satellites,"

"Our primary

"In mew of the high rate of attrition of German
fighter aircraft on the western front the near
future appears likely to be a crucial period which
may determine the survival or destruction of the
Luftwaffe as an effective air force,"

GI\B 268

End. A5A

18.3.44^

A progress report on the Bomber Offensive for February,
1944., prepared for the Oombined Chiefs of Staff indicates
the view held at the end of this period.
January, 194-4> the Air Ministrj^ estimate of German Air Force

production was 65O S.E. Fighter, 190 T.E. Fighter and 350
Bomber and Reconnaissance aircraft per month,
of February, as a result of the "big week", it was estimated

that production had been reduced to 24-5 S.E. Fighter, 55
T.E. Fighter and 210 Bomber and Reconnaissance aircraft per

-1-, In addition large numbers of fighters had been
destroyed on the factorjr airfields and in air fighting, (2/
866 aircraft had been claimed destrojred in combat during
February,

At the end of

At the end

month.

D. of 1.(0)
2.4.44.

The conclusions of a report on morale effect up to
Ife-rch 1st, 1944> by the Director of Intelligence, gives the
contemporary’- -view of this aspect of the effects of the air

offensive, which had been so stressed in 1942.
was said to have reduced German morale to an unprecedentedly
low level.

Air attack

The jprevailing nervous strain had been mani
fested in a sta.te of general apathy viiich had seriously

__ /prejudiced

(1) Those figures can be campared with the actual German
records given in the next chapter.

(2) Speer reports the destruction of Zt-65 aircraft in
factories or on Factory airfields. See next Chapter.
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prejudiced the German war'effort and was causing grave
concern. .At the same time the sufferings of the German
people had not affected the determination of their leaders,
who had nothing to' gain and everything to lose from a
surrender, to maintain the regime and prosecute the v/ar,
Anti-Na^i sentiment was passive, and unlikely to constitute
a'major threat to 4he Horae Front, The.paper concluded:-

"I'Thile the possibility of a sudden overthrow of the
German Government x'“rom belov/ cannot be excluded, the
evidence at present available favours the view that
the process will be one of gradual disintegration
the Home Front. The decline of civilian morale,
while most important, i.rould thus not be the direct
cause of a German collapse.

on

!!
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chapter 19

A POST-¥AR ASSESS!,iEWT

(1) Sources and Basis of Assessment

A final assessment of the air offensive can only be
atten^jted in a review? of the xvar as' a ?/hole. The period
covered by this volume, however, is x7orthy of reviexv.
It sax: the gradual defeat of the German Air Force, and the
development of the technique Tvhich achieved really
effective results in the final phases of the Tra.r.

Po'st-war studies of the material effects of bombing
cannot often shoxr the precise effect of each attack
even of a limited period. Attenpts to evaluate incidental
and intangible effects are complicated by many factors;
the incoji5)leteness of. the evidence, the partiality of
XTitnesses, the opinions of investigators,
reached are very often not xmrranted by the evidence
available. • ' ' '

or

The conclusions

This assessment, therefore, attempts merely to give the
evidence .and the viexvs XThich have come to light up to the
present U; , regarding the effects of the bombing offensive
up to February, 1944«- The most important sources are the
surveys of the effects of bombing carried out by the United
States Strategic Bombing Survey Unit and the British' Bombing
Survey Unit.y / In addition, extracts are used from
translated German documents, and from the interrogations of
German leaders such as Albert Speer, the Reichsminister for
Armaments and Minitions, and his subordinates, and of high-
ranking German Air-Force officers,
of August, 1947, xvhich. revievfed the Combined Bomber Offensive,
also throx7s much light on the subject of this chapter.

The Thunderbolt Exercise

Criteria used to assess results are the effects upon
priority target industries - aircraft, tanks, U-boats, -
and any more general effects which have been obseived and
reported. There can be no real assessment of morale effect,
as it varied from day to day;
depend on a hypothesis.

or of many aspects which
For example, if rapid expansion

of the German fighter industry in 1943 had not been made
easy by the existence of surplus plant capacity, the industry
might have been virtually eliminated by the Pointblahk
Offensive, vrith incalculable consequences. Similarly,

I

if the industry had not been put under Speer's control in
Februarj?", 1944, as a result of the heavy Anglo-American
attacks, the later increase of production mi^t not have been
achieved.

There is a lack of evidence from hi^-level German
sources of the indirect effects of the bombing offensive.
Its relation to the reverses of the German forces in Russia,
Worth Africa, Sicily, Italy, and even in North-Yfest Europe,
cannot be adequately assessed. It is to be hoped that
material x\d.ll come to light on the relation of bomb damage
and the dislocation resulting to the supply of men and
materials to the active fronts; on the relative importance
placed by German leaders upon the home-front against air
attack, the Russian and Mediterranean fronts and the Allied
preparations for invasion; and on the German man-pox7er
problem, as between air-defence and repairs, T/ar and
other production, and the armed forces in the field.

/(2) The Effect

(l) Written in January, I949.

(2) Knoxxrn as U.S.S.B.S, and B.B.S.U.
G.225497A5EW/9/49.
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(2) The Effect upon Gerfjmn Air Pov/er

U.S.S.B.S., &

B.B.S.U* Air-
German aircraft production nas under the control of

the Air Ministrjr until February, 19i+4. . Under Goering,
craft Industry the Director of Aircraft Procurement v/as in charge.
Reports.

This

post T/a.s held by General Udot until his suicide in November,
1941, and thereafter, by Field-Ifershal Milch,
nually urged an increase in the planned fighter programme,
but Hitler, Goerihg and the General Staff v/ere opposed to
any increase in defensive production until late 1942,
The latent capacity of the industry v/as idle until then.
As a result of the efforts of Udet and Milch, hovrever,
several new plants were erected in Austria and Czechoslovakia.

Both conti-

Betv/een September, 1942, and the end of the
The one dated 21st

war, nine
aircraft programmes were produced,
September, 1942', vm.s the first to show any appreciable
increase in aircraft.requirements.
<were to be increased from 574 in July..
July, 1943j and 1,409 in July, 1944»''^'
August and October, 1943, raade very big increases on these
figures, 2,822 and 3,327 by July, 1944 respectively,
plans made possible the big expansion of 192f4.

Single-engined fighte

The plans made in

The

rs
1942, to 865 in

se

After the heavy attacks of late February, 1914, Milch
came- to Speer, the Minister for Armaments, and informed him
that March production was expected to be ozily 30^ to l+O/o
of the February figure. He asked Speer to take charge of
defensive" aircraft production, that is day and night
fighters. Speer had aln^ys been particularly interested
in this aspect of Luftr/affe equipment, as he regarded a
strengthening of its defensive capacity as indispensible
for maintaining war production .in general. As a result of
this meeting, the "Jaegerstab"(2) vas set up, under the
direction of Speer and Milch, vath Saur as its executive
head, on 1st March, 1944.

Speer Papers
No.l. ■

■  A.D.I.K. No.

345/1945.

One of the chief difficulties leading to the for
mation of the Fighter Staff had been the' shortage of raw
materials. Speer's subordinates, according to Milch, put
army supplies before those for the G.A.F. This difficulty
uas obviated by making the Speer organisation responsible
for aircraft production. Measures taken by the ne\7
authority^to increase^pioduction included the mobilisation
of all building facilities in the neighbour-hood of damaged
plants for repair work. Special flying squads were foi-med,
armed ivith plenary powers, who took off, soraetine before
a raid was over, to sui>ervise clearance and repair, A
thorough policy^of dispersal was also put into effect, and
e number of aircraft tyrjes and sub-types in production v/as

drastically reduced.

Some idea of the effects of the air offensive which
led up to these changes of organisation must now be sought.
As early as 29th July, 1943, peer's opinion, given in a
Central Planning Office Protocol, vra.s:- .Speer Papers

No.62.

The situation for us is quite simply that if it is
possible to^damp down the air attacks, only then

consider increasing production."

For the next six or nine months iTill bring the
decisive turning-point for us". ,

/7ith

can we

(1) T'-vin-engined fighters,
July ’Zp4--335.

(2) Committee for the production of fighter Planes
Fighter Staff. ’

- July, '42-59; July '43-177;

or
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■ ith this realisation of the potentialities of the i-illied
attack began the big push for expansion of aircraft
production. The veight of attack delivered late in 1 943
and early in 1944 set back, production plans by many months
and .denied the German .idr Force some thousands of aircraft
viThen' it needed them most,.

U.S.S.B.S.

Aircraft

Industry
Repo ft

■Dr. Prydag(0 considered that the most severe blow
dealt to the aircraft industry by the area bombardment of
toims \ras the enforced dispersal of the electric and
instrujiient manufacturing:.industries from Berlin to Silesia

■  cpmnenced after th'a heavy raids, on Berlin in November
1943. . Speer expressed the view that the Ball-bearing
industry would have been knocked, out, -.v/ith very serious
general effects, if the first attack of August, 1943, had
been followed up and repeated -at shorter intervals, or if .
the attack had been carried .out earlier.. Seventy per cent
to 80^;.. of the German Ball-bearing industry was concentrated
at^oclnveinfurt at the time of the first attack, but dispersal
had been initiated,- intended’ultimately to reduce the
of Sctivreinfurt to IQiS.
Gros - Adiairal Doenitz

share
On 4th February,, Speer told

Speer Papers
No.11

Ibid. No.6

''T.he^ exceptionally critical situation in the ball-
bearing sector does n^'t need t.o be. enphasised.
fact that the production in'Fpance. has also been

.  .heavily hit makes necessarjr the-speedy accommodation
in the. chves, v/hich are. fortunately available  . there." .

The first effects of the attacks, according to
Dr. i'agenfuehr (2), were, devastating. Output dropped to
about two-fifths within a. fevFimonths (by April, 1944),
recovering only gradually. Consumers managed scanehow by
mobilising existing stocks. Approximately one half of the.
pre-raid floor space in bearing factories was destroyed, and
another half damaged.

The
Speer. Papers •
No.62 . '

’.Tagenfuehr,

U.S.S.B.S. ^

Overall Report

Speer Papers
No.75. ■ Up to liarch, 1944, many imderground and other dispersed

factories for the Luft'iTaffe had already been started.
The U.S. Bombing Survey corisidered. that if strategic bombingdid nothing but force the'dispersal of the aircraft industry,
it xrould have paid its cost. It made necessary a tremendous
dilution of supervisory and technical talent. Dr. Prydag '
estimated that 2C^ additional indirect v/orkers were required
■because of dispersal. The Survey concluded that:-

U.S.S.B.S. . ^
A/C, Industry
Report

It may well bo that more aircraft \iere lost out of
production because of dispersal than because of direct
bombing".

Saur has stated that, by the end of February, 1944,
>/hen the.. Jaegerstab was set up, of the original buildings
ot the Goman aircraft industry-had been destroyed
damaged. The damge to machine-tools .was much less,.
The airframe section of fighter production \ms the first to
bo attacked in 1943. Being relatively compact and
pared for attack, damge was severe, ‘ Milch stated that it
iTas possible to mintain the July level of production,
not to increase it as had been hoped. , .Ifagenfuehr estimated
that,- for the last six months of 1943., 15^ of production

/rnxs lost
(l) Frydag was,head of the- Commission for. Airframe Produc
tion from .1942.

Jagenfuehr was a, Gem,ia.n economist, i,ho was head of
the Statistical-department of the Planning Staff of the
Speer Ministry*

or

unp re

but

(2)

B.B.S.U,

A/G Industry
Report,
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T/as lost throu^ 'bom'bing, (1)
of about 2,000 aircraft
The U,S,S,B. Surrey estimated that the planned filter
programme r/as delayed by . three months, as a result of

the 1943 attacks. The timing of this delay contri
buted significantly to the victorj in the critical air
battles of 1944,

This T/ould give a figure
T/hich is considered accurate.

U.S.S.B.S.

Overall Report

The attacks of - .January and February, ISldh, against
factories producing the Messerschmitt 110 vrere said by
Piydag to have destroyed 465 mchines v/hich \.-ere in the
final stages of construction, or standing on the factory 

'

airfields.

Speer Papers
No.11.

B.B.S.U,

etc.
In addition to the direct effects upon the aircraft

industry, certain other effects of the bombing offensive
must be mentioned,. Shortage: of fuel v.ns first seriously
felt in 1942, viien. G.4,P. -training v/as restricted on
that account.. There vrere further cuts in 1943, and this
reduction in training undpubtcdly affected the efficiency
of the G.A.P, Attacks on airfields, although never
very effective, caused a further loss to the G.A.P., and
attrition in air combat rose rapidly, as the U.S, forces
increased. Loss of production time due to area raids
vas also not inconsiderable. Absenteeism lasted for

some time after a heavy raid, Hupfauer (3)
the example of a census taken three or four weeks after
a heavy raid on Cologne in the summer of 1943:- • ’

reported
Speer Papers
No,85.

'About 75fo of the personnel was present in the iron
and metal industry, about 6^ in the building
industry, and often-less than 6Cf^ in factories which -

had. a majority-of feimle-workers"
Speer Pap^pers
No. 85.

People Tiio were bombed out had to get a permit at the War
They had

as the shops vrerc frequently
The v/orks managements took measures to

Damage offices to purchase essential goods,
difficulty in buying them
bombed out also,

help, which reduced absenteeism later in the war.

>

/Allied

(1)
Production and reserves of defensive planes during

the heavy attacks are given by Dr. Wagenfuehr as follows:-

Month

July, 1943
August,
September,
.October,
November,
December,
January, 1944
February,

Further tables and charts illustrating German aircraft
production may be found in the U.S.S.B.S, and B.B.S.TJ.
reports.

Production

''1,109
Reserves

986
982 8,298

1,103 )
937 )■
721

1,537
1,028

5,947

Wagenfuehr
page 38 -

(2) Acceptance figures for M.E.109 dropped from 725
in July to 536 in September and 357 in December;
F.W. 190 from 325 in July to '203 in December.

for

(3) Hupfauer xm.3 Chief of Labour Relations in the
Speer Ministry,

I  .
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Allied intelligence estimates of. German aircraft
production v/ere often very wide of the nark*
the factors mentioned above, both direct and indirect,
exaggerated.

Many of

iis the bomber offensive depended upon t
were

he
estimates, target policy being decided as a result of
them, it is useful to note the discrepancy,
second half of 1942, the average monthly production was
539 less than Allied intelligence estimates. In 1943,
the estimates v/ere about right, but in the first half
of 1944, production was 941 above the estimate,
case of single-engined fighters, the Allied estimates .
l^Egcd behind actual production during 1943 ov/ing to the
failure to realise the expansion in this type v/hich had been
put in hand,

In the

In the

The offensive against the German Air Force continued on
an increasing scale until complete air supremacy had been
attained. The means by i^ich this v.'as finally accomplished
are summed up in the report.of the United States
Strategic Bombing Survey:-

U.S,S,B,S.
Aircraft

Report.

To cut off the flow of usable aircraft to Hitler's
fighting squadrons, the Combined Bomber Offensive
applied every knovm form of attack. The Royal
Air Force bombed cities, and"industrial areas by ■
night to disrupt and demoralise labour and to
■destroy such factories as might be- located in the
target area,
airfields and factories by day to destroy
many finished aircraft
further production.

The U.S, Army Air Force's bombed
as

as possible and to cripple
At the same time, rail

centres, bridges and marshalling yards were under
constant attack by both air forces and tons of
bombs rained doi,".!! on oil refineries, synthetic
fuel plants and fuel dumps,
weight tvas too much."

In the end the total

(1) Comparison of Allied Intelligence Estimates of
German Aircraft Production with Actual Production.

Average Monthly figures at Six-month intervals.B.B.S.U.
Aircraft
Re port. Single-Engined All Aircraft

Fi, ers

Period ’Sc^Eual
Production

Allied
estimate

•  Allied Actual
Estimate Production

1st half
1942 410 323 1,820

1,880

1,115
2nd half

1942 435 434 1,341
1st half

1943 595 753 2,030 1,985
2nd half

6451943 851 2,115

1,870

2,172
1st half

1914 655 1,581 2,811
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(3) General Effects

An estimate .pf the general effects of the air offensive
is still more difficult to^arrive at than the effect

An attempt is here made to marshal
upon a

particular industry,
the considerable evidence available.

B.B.S.U.

Overall

Report

Area attack consumed most of; the energies of Bomber
Command. The cumulafiVo total acreage destroyed in heavily
built-up areas by March,, 1944, was some 26,000 acres, in
43 principal'German tov/ns.-

have the expected economic consequences,
decisive effect was due primarily to -the fact that the
direct loss imposed could be absorbed by non-essential
German productive resources,
industries able to bear the burden,

down production by as much as 35% in the month immediately
follovm.ng an attack, but recovery was rapid,
production loss resulted principality from. absenteeism and
damage to plant. Indirect loss lay mainly in replacement
and repair of plant, buildings and raw ;materials, and of
houses and their contents. Public utilities were usually
repaired and available before the other factors had been
overcome, according to the United States Survey. This may
have D.eell' du€; to their overridin^^ iinportaiice, hov/ever, resultino:
in diversion- ,of effort, ’ ’ ^

Yet this destruction did not
The lack of

The indirect effects fell on
An area raid drove

Direct .. A

U.S.S.B.S.

Area Report

These attacks had a considerable effect on the German
war effort, but the effect was never critical.
Contemporary German reports show, concern that the air raids
v/ere tindermining morale,

reflected in a decrease of tvar production, hovrever. This
is illustrated by the figures for war production in certain
•important groups provided by Dr. Wagenfuehr;-

■  ■■ Group

'This lowered morale was not

Monthly Average Product!on

U.S.S.B.S.

Overall

Report

?fegenfuehr

1942 1943 1944

Panzer

Motor Vehicles

Tractors

Planes

Warships
Ammunition

Weapons

130 330 512
120 138 130
124 210 238
133 216 264
142 181 162
167 247 297
137 74 313' ■

This is sometimes talcen as the measure of the failure
of the bomber offensive. As the United States Sturvey
points out,, however, the attacks had the effect of making
Germany call on its economic reserves. "They took up the

The proportion of armament production to civilian
production rose from 23% in mid-1942 to 42^ in mid-192j4.
Moreover, as the attacks grew in intensity, it became
increasingly necessary to divert Vifar effort from the fighting
fronts^for the protection of the Reich itself. The home
anti-aircraft defence forces alone numbered 600,000 in 1943
and 900,000 in 1944, I'n.thout taking into account A.R.P,
workers, fire services, repair gangs and other commitments.
The United States Survey calculated that the strength of
the artillery provided for the German armies might have
been almost doubled if it had not been necessary to provide
anti-aircraft guns for the defence of the heme front
against air attack

slack".Wagenfuehr

'Thunderbolt"

page 46.

A few exan^les from certain target systems or industries
v/ill further illustrate the effects achieved during this
period. U-boat losses resulting frem bombing during the
period May 1943 - March amounted to 25 U-boats

/according
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The same soiirce provides a
statistical comparison between the actual and potential out
put of a number of groups of armaments:-

according to the B.B'.S.U'.B.B.S.U.

Overall Report .
Page 91.

Naval

Motor Vehicles ^ Aircraft Construction

Act-'Ppten- Act- Poten
tial uai' ' tial uai tial

Year and Tanks,

Quarter Actual Ppten- Act\^l Poten
tiai

1943.3rd, 367 390
"  4th, 411 485
194ff.lst, 465 565
"  2nd, 558 631

166 175 229 233 171 186
159 170 213 255 156 176
173 185 227 280 154 177
167 195 300 320 1 29 1 41

The conclusion.is that "in 1943, air attacks only delayed
the armaments programme in, four categories of production -

aircraft, tanks, motor vehicles and U-boats" - some ̂  of
potential. The,more important effects were reflected in

1944- The head of the power department in the Speer
Ministiy stated that from March 1 943 onv/ards air attacks

caused a decrease, in electric povrer supplies.. The closely-
laced high-tension net made it possible, however, to switch
over to emergency supplies.

Speer Papers
No. 93 .

Ibid.

No. 35

(Supplement)

The campaign against the Ruhr-provides a,good example
of the effects of area bombing. Dr. Rohland^^'' stated that
to the greater part of the population, the mass attacks
launched in the spring of 1943 came- as a complete surprise.
The results "could not be clearly judged because on the one
hand no experience about reconstruction facilities \/a.s

.available, and on.the other hand, because many of the

effects- overlapped, as for instance destruction of plants,
loss in manhours through destruction of workers' homes,
exodus of the population, increase of persons, reporting
sick, difficulties of. coppunications, etc. .. To this v/as

added in May, 1943, the- destruction of the Moehne Dam tidiich

led to a considerable stoppage of production in all spheres
of industry. Nor must the psychological effect of the
/extraordinary success of the e,nemies' attacks be over
looked".

This dislocation led to the formation of the "Ruhr

Staff" by Speer and to the mobilisation of all available
forces to prevent the collapse which threatened,
summing up. Dr. Rohland stated that the actual loss of

production achieved was in no case proportioned to the
destruction,

and systematic air attack vmmld have achieved, in 1943, a
considerably more decisive influence on the war.

In

It vra.s his opinion, however, that a concentric

Speer
Papers
No. 35-

Speer said that production in the Ruhr was alv/ays
endangered when.one of the fundamental factors viiich
conditioned it was affected. The first serious threat to

production followed, the attack on the Dams in lay, 1943.
The pimping stations were flooded and choked with mud, and
the vra-ter supply to the mines and blast furnaces v/as there

fore, stopped-. ' If the Sorpe Dam had- been destroyed instead
of the -Eder, Ruhr production would havO' suffered the hea-viest
blow. Repairs to the- -Moehne Dam were rushed ■ through, in ̂

The attack gave thetime to catch the autumn rains.

Germans "a big scare".

(l) Head of the I/Iain Committee for
Industry in the' Speer Ministry.

the Iron^Producing
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(1)Dr. Schrieber said that the, vast disruption of the ■ .
Ruhr water supply .caused' -a, serious, loss of, production in the-
first fo’.7 days, but v/ithin 8 to ,14, days this had been overcome.
The attacks on Kfupps plant hit' 'the main assembly shops, but
in a short time, i;tien the heavy overhead, gantries were
repaired, it vas possible to start v,?Drk again even though
there vrerc. no roofs,

extensive Vv'orkers' settlement of Krupps was more decisive.
It made it very difficult for a time to. keep the people
together,
the Ruhr.

The, serious damage inflicted on the

The same vmis true of Cologne and other towns in
The raids later in 1943 Tjere-more severe,

the winter the gas supply situation. vra.s difficult, and very
heavy damage was caused to the coking plants and gas mains.
This adversely affected the continuous running of heating
furnaces, forges, etc.

In

Zone Handbook

No. 5.
By November, 1943, the most severely devastated tovm in

the Ruhr xnxs Remscheid, ’.Tith 83$*' of its built up area
destroyed. Wuppertal, a city four times' the size,
next, destroyed. Ivlost. of the- other Icrge tow-ns
kOfa to .60^ destroyed*

came

were from

_  I Dorbuiiaid had-35$* of its built-up area
domn.ged in -tv/o raids; and a fa?, days, after the second attack
the towT) vfas flooded ;:s a z’osult of the brci-ciiing of the
hoeluie Daju. .The direct moral .c.ff act of the raids wr-s found to

■  vrear'(iff ,'ifteb even a bhort T)bi'’iod of auiet, yet for a tin'ie
tno; loyalty of ' the Rulir v.rs 'sor-ely tested, 'i

Speer Papers
No. 80. .

One of the effects of this campaign was. to stimulate
the dispersal of industries to safer locations. Dispersals

' had already begun in 1942, mainly to oast-and central
Germany. In most cases, production was transferred T.c.th all
the, eq'uipment and mobile labour to-a simildr factory, -

mostly enginee;rihg .works,-, - in,: the: evacuation area, A large
number of natural Caves, ■ particularly in the Saar and
Lorraine, area, v/ere inspected;-by factory, engineers of the

-  Armaments Industry , in the summer of'1943 . This was ordered
‘by Speer,,so-that the caves might be equipped in the same
manner as had been done in -China during the.: Japanese advance^'"
Even oaves in limestone quarries belonging to blast furnaces
and champagne cellars were examined. . At that time the

Germans had no conception of the extent of destruction which
could: be caused by bombing* ' Thus n-iany more underground
dispersals \xoto planned than were, in fact, carried out.
Only a fovv- were ever constructed or reached full production.

(4) Conclusions

(?

-1 ■

)

Speer considers tliat the gradual building-up of the
Allied night air offensive contributed to. v/hat he describes

as its initial failure. The steady increase in the weight
of attacks served as a-"training" for the Germans, both as -
regards defence methods, A.R-.-P. and repair organisation.
The civilian population also got hardened to the raids in a
gradual way. "Shock offeots" were produced by the first
thousand bomber raid on Cologne, and especially by the
series of attacks on Hamburg in the surrmier of 1943. After
the latter attacks, Speer had voiced the view that if

another six Gorman cities were similarly.devastated, he
,■ ■would not be able:-: -to maintain, a-rmaments proi-uction. He

changed his view,, hovrever, vben he saw bhe. -speed v/lth vdiich
Hamburg industry recovered from the attacks, which came as a
surprise to him.

(1) Head of the Armament Supply Office in the Speer Ministry7'’’
(2) Colonel Preu, in charge of this work, had spent more
tVian a year at Chiang Kai Shek's headquarters.

Speer Papers
No. 2.
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The purpose of the night attacks directed exclusively
■against city centres had heen incomprehensible to Speer;
their effects on industry were very slight,
•that-area■bombing alonevrould never have been
throat. . He emphasises that civilian morale v/as excellent
throughout, and resulted in rapid resumption of v/ork after
attacks. - .Ho adnits,^ho^7ever, that after a series of attacks
like that on Berlin in autuim, 1943, fatigue effects made
their appearance and labour discipline began to flag.

The United States Bombing Survey records a report from
Munich, during March 1 944, that "Morale has reached a lo\7
point never before observed since the beginning of the
Criminal behaviour \7as most conspicuous in the largest and
most heavily-bombed cities.
loT7ering psychological morale but its effect upon behaviour
Tra.s less decisive",
and Tra,s felt principally after mid-1 944.

He considers
a serious

T/ar ".

Bombing thus succeeded in

The effect upon morale was cumulative.

U. S. S. B. S.
Overall

Report

A brief assessment as to what generally the
strategic bomber offensive had achieved by the spring of 1944,
vra,s given in the Thunderbolt exercise:-(0

'Above all, it resulted in a state of favourable
superiority in the European theatre generally, \7ithout
which Overlord could not succeed. It had throvm
Germany conpletely on the defensive in the air. She had
heavily reduced her bomber production in order that
maximum resources could be devoted to fighters and
defensive equipment. Her fighters and flak were
deployed not on the critical battle fronts, or to oppose
a possible landing, but they were spreadeagled throughout
Germany in a vain attempt to defend vital targets at
home. Nearly three quarters of a million men were tied
down to these defences and probably a greater number
T/ere engaged on A.R.P. and repair \-rork. To crovm all,
a great many of the German industrial centres v/ere in •
ruins and seriously disorganised".

The United States Bombing Survey adds to this claim
"In the fierce battles over Germany in the early

It \7as not

U.S.S.B.S.
Overall Report
Page 9.

that,
months of 1 944, the air v/ar v/as vron.
finished, but its outcome v/as no longer in doubt".

Air superiority had been won, and complete freedom of
movement T/as assured to the allied forces and denied to the
enemy.(2j

This review has concentrated on the positive achievements
Only in a broad review of

the war as a v/hole is it possible to assess the contribution
of the bomber forces. The British Bombing Survey concludes
that the air offensives of this period failed in their
objective.

of the Combined Bomber Offensive.

It is 7/ise not to be dazzled by the over,7helming

B.B.S.U.
Overall
Report

scale of attack in the final months of the \7ar, hov/ever.
The operational limitations and the defects of economic
intelligence during this period must be borne in mind. The

/attack upon

(l) By Air Chief liarshal Sir Norman Bottomley, formerly
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff.

(2) Air Marshall Sir James Robb at Thunderbolt, page 73.
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attack upon industrial areas, if those areas had contained
the vital, industries they, vrere reported'to contain, night
have been effective. The attack upon the aircraft industry,
if the industry had' not been capable, of rapid expansion,
T/ould certainly have been effective. . Both these offensives
played their, part in absorbing German resources and in
geographically dispersing production,,thus preparing the
ground for the final overi7helning assault of 1914/1945.

■ I i.

J-...s.
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iUMEX

THE,; STimCTURE;; QP ̂ IN 19/^

CIN.FEEIR I PLANNED EXPANSION

(l) . Expansion Poll

Under conditions of mass production it takes seme two.’
' j^ars for plans to result in planes, and the same period

,  is required to turn raw recruits into operational aircre\7
So the decisions made inor qualified technical staff,

19ifl produced the bombing effort x76.have to consider in 1943*
These have been dealt with in earlier voluimes, so a summaiy

.■ Svill suffice.

BetvTeen the time that Prance fell and Russia and

limerica came into the v/ar, the bomber force, appeared to be
the only hope of victoiy for the British.Empire, The total
manpov7er available v/ould not allov/ the maintenance of an
array on the continental scale in addition to a huge navy
and morcantile marine, a large air force and the vast

0,0.3,(40)683 industrial backing needed to maintain them. Therefore,
the decision wa.S imde to give priority to the bomber' force.
The provision of a front-line strength.of 1,600 heavy
bombers bjr the summer of 1942 was approved. This v/as
increased to 4,000 v/hen Lend/Lease .began, with all the
resources of jimerican production to draw upon,

w,P. (40)352

Vf,P,

a,d,i,(k)
12/46(K. 92)

The entry of Russia into' the v\rar on 22nd June, 1941/
relieved Great Britain of the main weight of the German
bombing effort, since only one Geschwoder was left in the
West, The aircraft industr^r and training programme, were,
therefore, less delayed. This was offset, however, 'hy the
diversion of both /unerican and British aircraft to supply
Russia. The entrjr of jimerica in December, 1941, meant
a still greater .loss of aircraft supplies, The /imerican
President laid down the principle, that "all possible
limerican aircraft should be manned by American crews".

By 1942, therefore. Target Force "E" was found to be
far too optimistic owing to the shortage of aircraft,
addition, a landing on the .continent was once more a
practical proposition with the aid .of America,

Target Force "P", in'June, 1942, made a redistribution,
of the strength of the Royal Air Force to the detriment of
Bomber Command, and to the benefit ,of fighters and the
Tactical Air Force,
designed to be available where required,
bombers was the force approved under this target,
result of the serious, loss of supplies from /mierica, as
v/ell as production difficulties at home, it was soon found
that this was still too optimistic.

In

It also instituted a .strategic reserve

As a '

0,W.E,/E/35
■31.6.42.

,
2,600 heavy . ,

E.R.P.2O3
C.YA E/E/40
A. C/13(42)
1 9/8/42

Target Force "G", approved by the E.R.P. Committee in_
July, 1942, aimed at an increased proportion of new and
better types of aitcraft 'to compensate for the reduced
expansion, A total of'2,500 front-line bombers was nov^
aimed at, providing 125 heavy bomber squadrons for Bomber
Command, by December, .1943. This force was planned on a
strategic basis, taking into account the United States forces

. . . . /expected
.U.'u:

(i) Target Force "E" - IJay, 1941. '

G.225497/DEW/9/49.
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expected to Toe available in England, and not adhering
closely to, expected production of aircraft, although it was
nore realistic than previous target forces,
estimte ivas 84 Heavy and 19 Medium Squadrons by
December, 1 943•

A.M.S.O's

Loose Minute

M. 378/2
17/9/42 .

In September, 1942, the Prime Minister, being
disappointed vn.th the failure to realise successive target
figures, demanded that there should be 30 fully operational
Heavy and Medivim Squadrons by the end of the year,
comply with the Prime Minister's demand, various short term
measures, including drawing on aircraft reserves, had to be
taken at the expense of the long. term.plan.

To

By these
means a total of 51 Squadrons T/qs attained' by the end of the
year, but only 44 of these were fully operational,
rest \7ere delayed by lack of aircraft or training,
strength equivalent to 53'^ operational Squadrons was,

^  however,. attained in February, 1943, by the date at which
this narrative opens, as a result of this Fifty Squadron
Plan. . . .

The

A

M.66/3 ,
Fob. 1,943.

_  ̂ The plan v/as regarded as .a failure by -the Prime
Minister. In a minute .to the, S. of .3.* he .said:-

.No doubt there are always very good reasons for
failure, but I am surprised to note among them'the

Considering; what sacrificesFifty Squadron Plan,

were made for it in other directions, one had hoped
for a large and substantial expansion, as promised
from the end of the year". .

f.

■Although the plan not achieved by the date called
for, it yet served a useful purpose,
attention to the importance of Bomber Command expansion
and, by,the screening of the Command firim the innumerable
outside demands habitually made upon it,; it achieved an
immediate increase in striking power, fully effective by
February, 1 943. .

(2) ,The,,..Ifenpov/er, .. .Cris,is ,and .Target, .Force ',',H"

It.drew renewed

The serious shortage of manpower in the United Kingdom
which made itself felt during 1 942 resulted,- in drastic cuts
in the expansion programme. By April 1942 the proportion
of the total adult pKepulation in the. Services a,nd liuni'ti.ohs, '
was already higher than at the peak of the first World: War... ■
^d in September, the Prime Minister called for drastic cuts
in the estimates of all the Services- ■ The■manpower

M.377/2
17.9.42.

required had been secured up to this time by a system of
competition between the Services and Industry. A
"Committee, on Manpower" was.^ nov/ set up under the Lord
President to allocate it batv/een. them. . Only half their
total demands could be met.

¥.P.(42)539
20.11.42.

A.C.28(43)
9.4.43.

The Air Coimcil during September and October, 1942 .
accepted Target Force "G" as a basis for administrative"'': . '
planning up to June,, 1943. - It became evident by the 'end
of the year, hov/ever, that further expansion was to be
severely limited by shortage ;of manpower. Heavy
reductions were made in the manpower allocations both to
Air Ministry and the Ministry of Aircraft Production,

new aircraft programme on 1st January, 1943,
and a nev/ agreement for the supply of American aircraft, the
Arnold Evill agreement in December 1942 replaced the
Amold-Towers-Portal agreement of June 1942,.

The
latter produced a

In these
/circumstances
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circunstances it v/as necessary to prepare a new prograrme,
and Target Force "H" vra,s drafted,

attempt to reconcile strategical requirements as nearly
possible rmth the numbers of aircraft and personnel likely to
be available.

SE3RET

This represented an
as

E.R.P.235

29.12.42

C.¥.E./e/47.

The aircraft position vro.s now the principal limiting
factor. CXTing to the new manpower cuts the aircraft
industry could not maintain the supplies promised, which
were already belo\7 requirements,
aerodromes at this thne was ahead of schedule.

The construction of

The supp

Ops 1 Polder
84.

ly
of trained aircre%7 v/as no\7 adequate, apart from the bottle
neck at the O.T.U. stage ov/ing to shortage of aircraft.
And the A.M.P. and A.M.S.O. estitiated that the deficiency in
trained airmen and ain,7omen could be prevented from
affecting the operational output, by cutting dovm personnel
in trades such as domestic, police and defence in favour of
the technical trades.

A.G 29(43) in
S.6. Polder

11 8A.

The ne\7 Expansion Programme based upon Target Force "HV v
was finally approved by the Air Council on 13th April, 1943^ )
According to this programme 39 additional heavy and medium
bomber squadrons \7ere due to form in Bomber Command during
1943. “

the heavy bomber groups of the United States Eighth Air
Force.

(3) The Limit of Expansion

In addition, a very largo expansion T/as expected in

.  In July, 1943,' Target Force "H" \7as revised slightly in
order to economise in gro'und personnel v/hilst maintaining
expansion. The establishment of Bomber Coiwnand sq-uadrons
was increased from a Unit Eqioipment of 18 to 20 aircraft per
squadron. Shortly after this. Bomber Command requested
the abolition of medium bombers in front-line squadron's in
favour of heavies. These tvro measures represented the.;
culminating effort for the’ expansion of the bomb-carrying
capacity ©f Bomber Command,

/On 23rd September,

(1 ) The details of the bomber force plannedC.¥, 47 were as follows :-
25/3

; Estab- i ; „,;.J.943„
ilishment I Junw i Sep, i Dec

1944 i.1.945
Ifer. i Jun.; Sep. Dec. lEr.

Class

IHeavy Bomber

I Halifax

ILancaster

I Stirling

16 + 2

23 24 31 32 1 33 35 ; 35 35
22 27 ! 34 41 ! 42 I 46 I 55 58
13 13 I 17 17 I 17 i 16 16 16

I  58 I 64 82 90 92 I 97 106 109
jMedium Bomber j l6 + 2 12 j l2 12 15 I5 1 I6

;  701 76 i 94 ̂ 05 1107)113 125 I125

Total

1619
.1.

f  ■

TotalI I  .

■

-)•
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M.P.O.(4.3)
7th Meeting

On 23rd September, 1943,. the Minister of Labour out
lined the manpower situation, pointing out that commit-

' ments were now so vast that a vital decision must be^
■  ' faced. An assumption had

0 ■

, to be made as to'when the \7ar
was likely to' end, so that the flow of manpower to the
training organisation might be stopped, and the organisa
tion itself progressively rolled up. Only by such a
decision could the planned expansion be maintained into
1944 and early 1945. As the Prime Minister pointed
out, the country's total manpov/er could not be increased
In fact it was already dwindling,
done v/as to make within that total such changes as the
strategy of the war demanded",

•

"All that could be

V4P. 43(490)
1.11,43. .

 *

There v/ere tv/o broad alternative assumptions v/hich
could be made about the duration of the

That the maximum effort had to be made in
1944 and that Gemiiany would be defeated at
the end of that year. On this assumption
there Could be a.' great saving in munitions
and trained nien as y/'ell as a substantial out
in the training and ancillary organisations.

war:-

(a)

That the war Avith Germany would continue well
In that event thebeyond the end of ■ 194i

fact -would have to be faced that the Forces
and munitions industries had been built up
to levels which it was impossible to maintain
over a prolonged period. Planning v/ould
have to commence immediately for a progres
sive reduction in the scale of the war effort.

4-*

M.P.43(1)
8.11.43.

A, 0.79(43)
29. 11.43.

The PriipMinister favoured alternative (a), and a
Cabinet Committee was set up to examine its implications.
Manpovrer denands v/ere to be worked out on this assump
tion, The E.A.F. requirements were cut from 107,000
men and v/omon to a possible 70,000, The Air Council
were therefore faced with three possible courses.

(i) To proceed "with the expansion prograirme,
the assumption that war v/ould continue
indefinitely. This vrould involve a deficiency

37,000 at the end of 1944, approximately
3^ of establishment.

To cut tlie expansion programme so as to
eliminate this deficiency without any contrac
tion of the training organisation.

To proceed with the expansion programme
planned ointil the Autumn of 1945, at the same
time reducing the training organisation
that by that date the numbers of aircrev?
completing their training would be no more
than required for the Japanese

It was felt there was little likelihood of the v;
with Germany extending into 1946, so the third course
was decided upon. The effect of a reduction in the
training organisation v/ould not be felt for 18 months.

on

(ii)

(iii) as

so

war.

war
M. 17(43)
7.12,43.

W.P, 44(58)
Jan. 1944.

In January, 194i+., the Cabinet Committee which had
been appointed the 'previous July to enquire into H.A,
establishments issued its report. This did not confirm
the Prime Ministers unfavourable impression of the vaaste
of manpower in the R.A.P.

P.

They found that over

/25)^
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25^ of the strength of the R,A.F. in the United Kingdom
were employed on the servicing and repair of aircraft and
equipment, 30?0 man-hours per month vrere spent on the
maintenfince of a heavy bomber.

SECEST

7^
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ANNEX
CHAPTER . .2

THE PROGIffiSS OP, m^ANSION

(l) Composition,, ̂P^ 1943

CTien this period opens, in Pebruary, 19^3, Bomber Comman.d
had reached a strength of 5I operational squadrons of heavy
and medium bombers, and 11 of light bombers,
composed of the folloiTing types of aircraft.

Heavy

This force was

Lancaster 17 SquadronsS. 84814
Encl.35B

Halifax 11

Stirling 7

Medium — Wellington 16

Total Heavy and Medium 5;1 Squadrons

Light . Ventura 3 Squadrons

Boston (A20)

Mitchell (B25)

3. .

2

Mosquito 3

Total Light 11 Squadrons

The normal unit equipment of a squadron v/as I8 aircraft
(16.I.E. + 2.I.R.), Six heavy squadrons, hov/ever, had three
flights \7ith a unit equipment of 27 aircraft, one squadron
(No,115) had only one operational flight,, and the three Polish
Wellington squadrons were under strength, and 7/ere normally
reckoned as equivalent to only two. The operational strength
in heavy and medium bombers was therefore equivalent to 52^^ .
standard squadrons, the total unit^equipment being 954 aircraft
(excluding non-operational.flights).‘ \ '

Ibid

End.278
-The light' bombers of No. 2 Group v/ere about to be

re-organised, the intention being to have .6.Mitchell, 5 Bgston
and 4 Mosquito squadrons. The Ventura squadrons were to
re-equip \/ith Mitchells as soon as aircraft were available.
One of the Mosquito squadrons. No. 109, which had been attached
to the Pathfinder Porce since its inception, was now inccipiorq,-

ted in No. 8 (P.P.P.) Group.

The detailed composition of Bomber Command on 1 8th Pebruary ‘
1943, is shOT/n in Table I, and changes after this date
examined belo\7.

are

•  , I

I

G.225497/DElSf/ll/49,
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ORDMi pp MTTLE,.^

(l) OPM^TIOML Spy^iDRONS - 1 3TH PEBRUARI, 1943

T4BLE. I,

Unit Aircraft
Location i Remark a

Opl. Non-Opl. • ;,i.E.+ i.R. On Unit |
Charge !

Type
I

Bavrt;^

12 Wickenby 16 + 2 LANCASTER

Wellington II
LANCASTER

LANCASTER

Halifax

LANCASTER

TffiLLINGTON III

IVELLING-TON III

20
!

101 Holme

Elsham Wolds
16 + 2

16 + 2
17

103
17
1

460 (RAAP) Breighton
Kirmington
Ingham

16 + 2

16 + 2

16 + 2 (

16 + 2(

16 + 2
16 + 2

(

(

21
166

19
199

17
X  3

300 (Pol)

301 (Pol)
305 (Pol)

Hemsvrell 8( The three
2( POLISH

1 if( Sqnds.
10( operating
( to 10+ 2 i
( estab't. i

20 Forming

are

WELLINGTON III
M

X
Hems^vell

Hemsv/ell
■^’fflLLINGTON IV
LCELLINGTON IV

100 Grimsby 16 + 2 LANCASTER

Huntingdon

88(a)(c)
107(a
226(a

Oulton

Gt, i'las singham
Sv/anton Morley 1 6 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

Marham
Marham

BOSTON III(a.20)1 7
BOSTON III(a,20)i6

, BOSTON III(a,20)18
MOSQUITO
MOSQUITO
Blenheim V

VBNTUR/l (B.34
VENTUR/L (B.34‘
VENTURA (B.34'
MITCHELL (B.25) 19
MITCHELL (B.25) 20

20
20
13
20
22
20

105
139

21 Methv/oid
Feltvrell
Peltwell
Foulsham
Poulsham

16 + 2
16 + 2
16 + 2
16 + 2
16 + 2

(raap)
(enzap)

464
487

98
180

15(b)
75(n,Z.)
90

149(b)
214(b)
218

115(^)

Bourn
NeT\rmarket
Ridgewell
LakenheatK
Chedbur^
Do^Tnham I/Jarket 24 + 3
Ridgewell

24 + 3
16 + 2
16 + 2
16 + 2
16 + 2

16 + 2

STIRLING
STIRLING
STIRLING
STIRLING
STIRLING
STIRLING
LANCASTER

22
17
15
19
15
20

I15(i) 2  Re-equip-
Ping.

15 One Pit.Opl.;
on

Wellington.

East Wretham Wellington

/138
(a) Squadrons trained in

(b) Squadrons trained for

^e) Earmarked for reinforcement . ^
the request of the Tfer Office.

use of gas

gas bombi
of

 spray , '

ng - Authority S.4392/A.C.A.S.Ops/26/l1/42
Northern Ireland on Alert No. 1 or at
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TABLE 1

Unit Aircraft

Location i  Remarks
Opl. Non-Opl. :  I.E.+ I.R. Type On Unit

Charge

i  No, 3Gto]® (Contd.)
^ning

138
(

Tempsford 15 + 2 HALIFAX 18 These Sqdns.
are under

the control

Special)

161 Tempsford 7 + 0 LYSaITLER 9  of
(Special) A.G.A.S.(l)

5 + 0
1  + 0

2 + 0

2 + 0

ILALIPAX

HUDSON .

HAVOC

(  iiLBERIvI/lRLE
( tTUDSON

H/lLIPiX

UELLINCTON X 12

MOSQUITO
'ELLINGTON IC 2

5
1

2

2

3

 (Let •on loan
2 (to C.C.at
(ST. EVAL

192 Gransden Lodge 1  + 0

8 + 3
3 + 0

(Special)

i  Np„, 4 Oroup York

10 16 + 2

24 + 3

I.Ll'boume

Snaith

H/iLIT’AX

halipa;^

Uhitley
Hi^iLIPiX ■

HALIFAX

RTiitley
HAI..IFAX

aiLIFiX

miPAX

Wellington II
HETEINGTON X

(UEILINGTON III 12 .

23

25
2

21 •

20

1

19

17

25
1

17

51

76 Linton-on-Ouse 1 6 + 2

Elvington 16 + 2
■ '

77

78 Linton-on-Ouse 1 6 + 2

Pocklington
Rufforth

16 + 2

24 + 3

102

158

196 Leconfield

East Moor

16 + 2

16 + 2429 (RCAP)
( II

X 4
466 16 + 2

16 + 2

Leconfield WELLINGTON X 15
WELLINGTON X 2043l(RCYiP) Bum

Grantham

9 16 + 2

16 + 2

16 + 2

Skellingthorpe ,16+2
Scampton
Syerston
Woodhall Spa
Syerston
Langar
Bottesford

Haddington
Haddington
Piskerton

16 2

16 + 2

16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2
16 + 2

L+NCASTEli

LaI'ICASTER

Liil'JCi.STER

LANCASTER

LANCASTER

LIJMCiiSTER

LANCASTER

LiiNCiiSTIE

LMCASTER

17
ku (rhod) 19
49 18
50 17
57 19
61 19
97 20

i  106

.  207

467 (.ILu'iP)

21

23
Li'iNCASTER 19

/No. 6 Group
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AircraftUnit

RemarksLocation ■

On Unit

Charge
TypeOpl. Non.Cpl, ; I.S.+ I.E

No, 6Group, Allerton

R.C.A.P

16 + 2 20 TemporarilyHALIPiOC405 Beaulieu

detached to

Coastal

Command

16 + 2

16 + 2
408 18Leeming

Middleton

St, George
Middleton

3t. George

HALIPiJC

H/iLIPiiX419 20

16 + 2 TffiLLINGTON III 14420
II

X 1

16 + 2 ^TELLINGTON III 16424 Topcliffe
1X

16 + 2425 Dishforth WELLINGTON III 21

426 16 + 2Dishforth RfELLINGTON III 19
II

X 1

16 + 2 .^WELLINGTON III 15427 Croft

X 2

428 16 + 2'Dalton TffiLLINGTON III 14

'..'ellington X 6

No, 8 P«P.P._ Group

7 Oakington 24+3 STIRLING 24 Lodger unit
on 3 Grp.
Station

35 Gravely
Uyton
Tferhoys

24+3
16 + 2

H'ilPiiX

LANCASTER

L.iNC aster

Uellington III
MOSQUITO

Uellington 1C

27
83 21

1 56 16 + 2 21

3
109 18 + 3¥yton 22 Including

1  training.
Pit. of

2 + 1

Mp,squito

TlfAINIIiG UMTS 18 th Fx-hru'ary;, 1945
No. 1 Group Bawtry

1520 B.A.T. Plight Holme ■
1481 (Bomber) G. P. ‘ Lindholme

6 + 2
6 + 0

OXFORD

WimiffiY

L3^sander
DEPT ANT

TIGER MOTH

MARTINET

OXFORD

LANCASTER

Manchester

HALIP'AX

OXFORD

6

5
6 + 0

1 +0

7+5
4 + 1
12 + 0

2

1

11

1503 B.A.T, Plight Lindholme
1656 Conversion

Unit

LindlaoLme
5
17

5
20 + 0

6 + 2
21

A.ir Bomber Training Lindiiolme
Plight
1662 Conversion
Unit

Bl3rton

8

12 + 0

20 + 0

LAJI-CASTER

I-lALTPAX

'MANCHESTER

10
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TABLE J

ircraft

'Type
Unit Location J.1.

i Remarks

I. E, + I, R On Unit

Charge

Huntingdon

1508 B.A.T. Plight 4 + 1Horsham St.

Faith
oxB’or® 7

It

1515
It

Sivanton liorley 6 + 2
Peltv/ell 6 + 2

8OXFORD

OXFORD

lilTCHELL

TIGER MOTH

IvLlRTINET

VE.NT'UR.1

Defiant

Blenheim

Lysander
BLMHEIM

MOSQUITO

It
1519

tf

9
2 + 1

1482 (Bomber) G. P. 17est Rajrnham 1 +0 1

6 + 2 4
3 + 1 4

3
2

6

1655 Training Unit Marham 4 + 2
6 + 3

5
10

Detachments

are

6  attached to

No. 3 Grp..

Squadrons

1504 B.A.T. Plight Escning 4 + 1 OXFORD

M tl
1521 6 + 2

2 + 0

1  + 0

8 + 0

7 + 3

Stradishall

.Marham

OXt'^ORD

•DIPIaNT

TIGER MOTH

^TELLINGTON

j\tJ?TINET

Lysander
OXFORD

7
1483 (Bomber) G.P. 3 Lodger

Units on

11 ) a No. 2
7 ) Group
5 ) Station

1

Air Bomber Training Harham
Plight
1657 Conversion Unit Stradishall
1651
1 B.D.U.

tttt
Uaterbeach

6 + 2 8 )

32 + 0

32 + 0

■ansden Lodge 3 + 0
”  > 4 + 0

1  + 1

STIRLING
STIRLING
liPLLINGTON
MLIPiOC
IMNCaSTER
STIRLING
PROCTOR

27
33
4
4
1

1  + 1
1  + 0

1
1

No, 4 Group Tork

1502 B.A.T. Plight
1484 (Bomber) G.P.

Driffield
Driffield

4+1
5 + 0
8 + 0

0XF0,RD .
WHITLEY
DEPIilNT

Lysander
TIGER MOTH
M/IRTINET
OXFORD

5
5

12
3

1  + 0

7 + 3
1

9
Air Bomber Training Driffield
Plight

1652 Conversion
Unit

1658
1663

Jiarston Mo

ft It Riocall
.Rufforth

If ft

-I- 0 9

or 32 + 0 33HiiLIPAX

32 + 0
32 + 0

audPiiX
ILlLIPiiX

32
Forming

/No. 5 Group
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Aircraft

Unit Location V Remarks

I.E. + I.R. Tjrpe On Unit

Charge
/

Grantham

1506 B.a.T. Flight

1 51 8

1485 (Bomber) G.P.

H tt

6 + 2Uaddington

Coningsby
Dunholme -Lodge 6 + 2

4+0
3 + 0

6 + 2

Pulbcck

OXFORD ■

OXPCI®

OXFORD

DEPIjuXT

I'iARCilESTER ̂

TIGER MOTH

LaRTINET

LjT-sander
OXPOI®

8

9
8

4
7

1  + 0

6 H- 2
11

6

1

Air Bomber Training Fulbeok
Plight

1 654 Conversion
Unit

lYigsley

6 + 2 8

12 + 0

20 + 0

LAlfC ASTER

(MANCHEST.ER
(HALIPilX
LANCASTER

>/[ANCHESTER
.IRiLIPAX'

Lancaster

MANCHESTER

HALIFAX

16

19

1660 Conversion
Unit

S\"/inderby 12 + 0

20 + 0

16

18

12
1661 Conversion
Ihiit

Hinthorpo 12 + 0

20 + 0
16

14

Allerton

1512 B.A.T. Plight
1505 ” . "

16.59 Conversion
Unit : '

Dishforth

Middleton St.

George
Learning

6 + 2

6 f 2
OXFORD

OXFOIU)
•  9
8

32 + 0 fUiLIlL'iX 23

No, 91 .Group Abingdon

Abingdon10 Q.T.U. 8 + 2 MSON 11

40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1
20 + 6

1  + 0

40 +14
1  + 0

4+1

40 + 14
8 + 2

1  + 0

4 + 1

40 + 14
1  f 0

k +1

HtilTLSY

DEPI/iM’

LYSiiNDER

IdilTLET

LEOPav]® I IOTH

’HILLINGTON
DEPIiiNT

LYS/iNDER

LHITLEY

ANSON

DEPL'NT

LYSiiNDER

■'-'.'ELLINGTON
defiant
LYSyiNDER
iihson
ANSON
WELLINGTON
DEPEINT
LYSi^NDER
'YSLLINGTON
DIFIivNI
LYSiiNDER

58
1

3Special Plight Abingdon 34

15 O.T.U. Har".7oll 53
1

3
19 O.T.U. -Kinlos 57k-j

15
1

2
20 O.T.U. Lossiemouth 53

1
2

421 O.T.U. Mbreton-in“
the Marsh

12 + 4
40 + 14

1  + 0

4 + 1
40 + 14

1  + 0

4 + 1

17
53

1

322 O.T.U. Hellesboume
Mountford

47
1

3

/23 O.T.TJ.
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jlircraft

iRemarksUnit Location

On Unit

Charge
Typo: Z • J j • + • Z • jZ •

No. S.1_.,.Q:¥’QUP.. (Cont' d)
Abingdon

59LUILLINGTON

DEFIANT

LTSilNDER

LTIITLSY

ANSON

25 O.T.U. Pershore l|-0 + lit-
1  H- 0

4 + 1

40 + 14
a + 2

1  + 0

4 + 1

4 + 1
6 + 2
2 + 0

1

5

5424 O.T.U. Honeyboume
10

1D]<IPI/iM'

LYSAKDER

OXPORD

OXFORD

T-TILilNCrTON

ilnson

WELLINGTON

2

61501 B.A.T. Plight
1516
1443 Plight

ti !»

Abingdon
Hampstead Norris
liarvrell

8 ~ To move to

1  UPPER

2  HEYPOED

1446 P.T. Plight ■'.7. e.f.Mo re t on-in-the ■
J/iarsh

2 + 0

23/2/43

dn3loT.r HallNo. 92 Group,.

5040 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

WELLINGTON
DKR'IMT

LYSANDER ,
iinson

WELLINGTON
DEPIANT
LYSANDER
Anson
BLEiiHEIH
DEPIAiiT
LYSANDHi
ANSON
Albemarle
'WELLINGTON
Defiant
LYSiiNDER
imson

Y/ELLINGTON
DEFElNT
LYSiiNDER
imson

BLENHEHvI ^
MSON

11 O.T.U. Aestcott
1

3
2

5412 O.T.U. Chipping Warden 40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1
2

3
2

4636 + 12
1  + 0

4 + 1
■8 + 2

13 O.T.U. Bicester
1

9
1

5114 O.T.U. Cottesmore 40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1
1
2

4
16 O.T.U. Upper Heyford 40 + 14

1  + 0

4 + 1

58
2

'  2
4

18 + 6
4 + 1

17 O.T.U. Uprrood 33 Detachment
5  STEEPLE

MOEDEN
1  + 0

4 ^ 1
40 + 14

1  + 0

4 + 1

DEFIANT
LYSANDER
IffiLLINGTON
D,EPTANT
LYSANDER
Anson
WLLINGTON
DEPIANT
LYSANDER

Anson 3

1
2

26 O.T.U. Wing 57
1
2

5
29 O.T.U. North Luffenham 40 + 14

1  H- 0

4 + 1

l\3 Detachment
at1

2  Brunting-
thorpe

/307 P.T.U.
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Aircraft

Unit Location iRemarks

I.E.+ I.R. Type On Unit

Charge

No. 92 Group (Cont'd)
Yinslov/ Hall

307 F.T.U.

1505 B.A.T. Plight
Bicester 7 + 0 8BLENHEM

Oxford

OXP’OED

OXFORD

LE0P.JU7 MOTH

WELLINGTON

ANSON

I/hitley
MSON

MASTER

Oxford

WELLINGTON

5  Disbanded
II

1511
II

6 + 2

6 + 2
1  + 0

3 + 1
6 + 2

Upr/ood

Chipping Warden
Pinmere

8
u

1517

1473 Plight

tf

8

1

4
6

1

Plight Bicester 4 + 0
2 + 0

4
2

3
E. D.U. Westcott 3 + 0 4

No._„93, Oppup

18 O.T.U. (Polish) Bramcote 20 + 7 TELLINGTON 37 Detachment
at

-  Pinningley1  + 0

4 + 1

DEFIANT

LYS/NDER

Wellington
Lysander
T/ILLINGTON

LYSilNDER

DEFIANT

Anson

Albermarle

'WELLINGTON

DEPIiINT

LYS./hNDER

TELLINGTON

DEFIANT

lysander

WHITLEY

DEPIiiNT

ANSON

LYSiNDER

OXB-’OKD

OXFORD

3
25 O.T.U. (Polish)

27 O.T.U. (Polish)

1  Disbanded
1

Lichfield, 40 + 14
4 + 1
1  + 0

55

4
2

2

2

28 O.T.U. (Polish) WymesT/old 40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1
Whitchurch Heath 30 + 10

1  + 0

Hixon

56
1

2

30 O.T.U. (Polish) 63
1

3
81 O.T.U. tr

46
1

+ 2

■4 + 1
4 + 1
6 + 2

8
A

1507 B.A.T, Plight
1513 tf

Pinningley
Bramcote

5
8

/(2) Light
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(2) Light BomEer;

The future policy regarding No. 2, the light bomher Group,
T/as uncertain at the beginning of this period,
deoidedj hov/ever,
in llarch, 1 943.

It had been

to re-equip the squadrons, and this v/as begun
The last Blenheim squadron had just

re-equipped .yith Mosquitoes, and the Ventura \7as now to be
abandoned, in favour of- the Mitchell. There xiere at this time
IO squadrons in'No, 2 Group, and one Mosquito squadron in
No. 8 (P.E.F. ) ■ Group, A Dutch ,-squadron,, No, 320, v/as
trransferred from Coastal Command, and re-equipped ’vith
Mitchells, in:March- and a French squadron, No, 342 (Lorraine)
Squadron, ,was formed on Bostons in April, The supply of
Boston aircraft did not permit of its earlier formation.

S.5714
End. 151A

It was finally decided to transfer No. 2 Group to Fighter
Command for inclusion,in the Tactical Air Force, The tvro
Mosquito squadrons. Nos. IO5 and 139, were retained, and
transferred to No, 8 (-P.P.P.) Group. No. 2 Group w'as trans
ferred with the remainder of its squadrons on 1st June, 1943.
Its history from that date onwards belongs to the story of the
Tactical Air Force,(I)

S. 84814
End, 69 A

(3) Heavy .,cand.,iied,ium,Bqm^ February August, 1943

The outcome of the Prime Minister's "50 - Squadron Plan"
for the short-;te™ expansion of Bomber Command has been shov^n.
The equivalent of 52-y squadrons of heavy and medium bombers
were operational by mid February, 1943* After this,
expansion continued as aircraft became available,
aircrew position was not unsatisfactory.

since the ,,

The method adopted
as a rule was to add a third flight to a squadron, and then
brealc it off to form a new squadron on the same airfield.
This enabled the build-up to be carried out in easy stages.

Six squadrons had been expanded to three flights by mid
February

'Nos. 15 and 218 (Stirling) in No. 3 Group
Nos. 51 and 158 (Halifax) in No, 4 Group.
Nos. 7 (Stirling) and 35 (Halifax) in No. 8 (P.P.P.) Group.

During the next six months the Command was expanded by
three means:-

(a) The addition of third flight

(b) .The formation of new squadrons

(c) An increase in aircraft and aircrew establishmentS. 84814
Encl,35B

II/HI/27 Third flights were added to the follov/ing squadrons by May:-

Squadron

:  '101,103,460,12,100

75,90,149,214

10,76,77,78,102

57, 467

97, 156

Group Type

Lancaster

3 Stirling

4 Halifax

5 Lancaster

8 Lancaster

/Meanv/hile

(1) See A. H. B. Monograph "Tactical Air Support
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Jieanv/hile No. 11,5 v/as still operating at half-strength
L.M.2654/D.of 0. Wellingtons, although established at 18 u.o, Lancasters.
7-10*42 The three Polish squadrons in No. 1 Group v/ere re-organized.

They had been under strength, operating at 12
Wellingtons. No, 300 Squadron was now brought up to full
strength, No, 301 was v/ithdrarm and placed on a "number only"
basis, and it was decided to re-equip No. 3^5 v/ith Mosquitoes.
This decision roTOrsed in April and No. 305 remained on

• Wellingtons at half strength (9 U,E.).

Three ne\7 squadrons were formed by mid May:-

- Nos. 617 and 619 (Lancaster) in No. 5 Group.
(No. 617 -was formed for special attacks on the
ivjohne, Eder a.nd Sorpo Dams).
No. 432 (R.C.A.P.) (Wellington X) in No. 6 Group.

This T/as countered, however, by the loss of three Wellington
Squadrons, Nos. 420, 424 and. 425, v/hich were despatched over
seas in May.

The Air Ministry agreed in April to a proposal which
Bomber^Conimand had been pressing for some time': that the
establishment of heavy and medium squadrons should be

1 increased as follov/s:-

■ T"wo-flight Squadrons -

Aircraft - from 1 6 + 2 to 16 + 4
.lircrew - from 21 to 22 (+ C. 0.) ^

Three-flight Squadrons

on

u.e.
S.5714
Encl.152A

Ibid. Encl.l59A

s. 84814 ’ ■

Encls.44A, 52A,
584.

O.E.B. App.
A.O.A.Conf.

21.4.43

L.M,986/
D. of 0.
8.4.43

Aircraft - from 24 3 to 24 + 6
Aircrew - from 32 to 33 (+0.0.)

TTith corresponding increases in Maintenance personnel,
increase was to be put into effect gradually, as supplies
became available.

This

S. 84814 Pile
The o.nly expansion in the period May to iuigust v>ras the

formation of four new squadrons. Txtd new Canadian squadrons.
Nos. 433 and 434, should have formed on Wellingtons and
Kalifaxes respectively, in No. 6 /r.G.A.P.) Group in June, but
No. 433 iras postponed until September. The third flights of
Nos. 149 and 214 Squadrons \iore consolidated into
squadron,_No. 620, on'Stirlings in
month.

a new

^  . - No. 3 Group in the same '
vrov. ■+ ^ ^22 and 623 Stirling Squadrons '

A nimiber of squadrons were authorised to increase their
unit equipment to .the new scale approved in April, and several
were re-equipped from Wellingtons to Heavy Bomberk T^Ie
chanps can be seen by reference to the Order of Battle for
mid iiugust given in Table 2.

/Table 2
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TifflLE II, ; OEDER OP BATTLE

OEBiR/TriONIiL ^SSUiJDRQNS - I^TH i^GUST ,12i5

Unit /lir craft
Location ; Remarks

Opl. Non-Opl. I.E. I„R. Tyi^e On Unit

: Ohfirge

Bawtry

Binbrpok Base, (25„4„43)

(EjLiP) Binbrook
Wickenby
Grimsby

460
12

100

24 3 Lancaster I & III 27
tt

23
!l II

25

103 Elsham l7olds It II 26II

101 Ludford Ma.gna
Kirmington

(Polish) Inghaira

IIIt

23
166 16 2

16 2
8  1

"Wellington X 17
300 tl

20

305 II

~ Withdravm to

be transfer

red to IViP

w.e.f.15.9.43

:  No, 3„ .Group, Exning

Mildenhall Ba^ (1.3.43)

15 24 6
16 4
16 4

16 4

16 4

Mildcnhall Stirling 20

622(i) 622(i) IS

9
149 Lakenheath 20
199 11 II

20
115 Neaiimarket Lancaster 19

(13.4.43)Stradishall Base.

90 4ratting Oommon 16
Ohedl'urgh 16

Stirling
Stirling

30
214 4

16 4
17

620 II I!

19

213 Dcwraham Market 16 4
16 4
16 4

li II

Uitoliford

I?

23
623^ 623 (^) II

12
196 II

20 Re. equipjing
Wellington X

24 6 Stirling
13 2 Halifax II & V

3  0 Liberator ,

7  3 Lysander
6  ,0 . Halifax V
4  ,0 Hudson

Havoc

7  2 Wellington X
2  0

2  0
Mosquito IV
Halifax V

2

(N.Z)75 Mcpal .
138 (Special Duty) Ternpsford

30

15

161 It

10).These
7) squadrons;
3) are under
2) the
9) control of

2) A.G.x4S.(l)

II
192 PeltT/7ell

2)

/No. 4 Group, York
G.225497/LElf/ll/49.

I
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Unit Aircraft

Location • Remarks
Opl Non-Opl. ;i.E I.R. Type On Unit

Charge

No, York

Ppcklingtqn jBase, (1.3.43)

102 Pocklington
Melbourne

Elvington

24 6 Halifax; II 27
10 n

77
29

76 Holme

Breighton
Snaitli

It

Halifax V 29
78 II

30
51 It II II . 11

32

Driffie,14...Ba5e,, (4.6.43)

(r-lip),466 Leoonfield 16 2  Vfellington X
It

24 6 Halifax Y

II It
19

196 If

158 Lissett
34

Grant,ham

Scamptpn..:B,ase. (10.5.43)

57 Scampton
It

(Rhodesia) Dunholme Lodge
Eiskerton

Bardney
Syerston

617
24 3  Lancaster I&III 23
16 4
16 2

16 2

15
If

14( 49
13

9 16 2 1561 It

12
106 M II

16
207 Langar

Bottesford

Woodhall Spa.
Ske11ingthorpe

15
(Ru'iP)467 24 3

16 2

16 4

II

20
619 II

11
50 It

21

No. 6 Group.

L  Base. (18.6.43)

Allerton

408 Linton 16 4 Lancaster II 16

V/ellington X
Lancaster II 20

TiTellington III 1

2
426 II

16 4

II
X 1

427 Leerning 16 4 Halifax V
Halifax

Halifax Y

Halifax 7

Halifax II

II

II II

II

21
429 II

22
434 ThoIthorpe 17

431 II

5 Ro~equipping419 Middieton-St.~

George
19

428 II
II

Halifax 7

2  Wellington
16 4 Halif ,ax

II
18

432 Skipt on-on-Swale
East Moor

18A.

433
- Formation

delayed until:
25/9.
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Unit Aa.rcra.ft
Location Eemarks

i Opl. Non-Opl. |I.E, I.R„ Type On Unit !

Charge ;

8...Group. (P.J',. E. ) Huntingdon

Oraveley X,
(H. C. a. P,)Grandsden Lodge 16

Oakington

Uyton
•Bourn

¥arboys
Ifea-ham

35 24

7 24

83 1

97 24

I05(i) 16

 6 Halifaac II 29
^ 405 It

4 17
Lancaster

6  Lancaster I&III 29
Stlarling

4 Lancaster I&III 25

5

11

6 34
:  156
:  105(^)

tl tf n

34
2 Mosquito IX 8

II
IV 9

:  109 IT

24 6
2  1

16 2

6IX
II

17 25
^  139 Wyton II

IX
II

IV 19

TRi'nillNG .UNITS - 19TH i'UGUST , 1943

: No. 1 .Group, Bav/try.

; Lindhplme Base, (1.7.43)

(1656 Con. Unit Lindliolme 16 160 Lancaster

0 Halifax

0 Lancaster

0 Halifax

0 Lancaster

0 Halifax

0  V^ollington,
0  Tigermoth
3  Martinet
2  Oxford

16 17
1662 Blyton 16 1

16 16
1667 EaMingv'/orth

1481 B, Gunnery Pit. Binbrook

16 l7:W.e.f. 7.8.43
16 13
8 18
1

7 12

:  1520 B. A, T. flight

: No,. .3 Gr.pup. ^n.ing.

Stradishall Base, (13,4.43)

■  1657 Con. Unit

■ Milde.nMll.. ..Bas.e. (1.3. i|-3)

1678 Con. Unit

^ No.. 4....Group, York.

Holme

Strad

Littl

6 7

ishall 32 0 Stirling 42

8e Snoring 0  Lancaster 7

Drif.fie.ld..,.B.as.e, (4.6.43)

1484 B. Gunnery Pit. Leconfield 65
6

0  V/hitlcy
0 Defiant

0  Tiger Moth
3  Martinet

ikison

14
1 1

7 10
1

; P.ocklingtpn....,Base, (1.3.43)

;  (1652 Con. Unit
^  {1658
:  (1663

Mars
ft tl

f!

ton Moor
Eiccall
Rufforth

32 0 Halifax 33
31

U

30
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Aircraft

On 'lJriit Remarks

OhafgQ

Unit I.E. I.R, TypeLocation

No, 5,.,G:KQ,up,, Grantham

Swinderhy, Base, (1.3. A3)

1660 Con. Unit Svirind 16 iAerhy 0 Lancaster

Halifax

Manchester

Lancaster

Halifax

Lancaster

Halifax

Manchester

Wellington
Tiger Moth
Martinet

Defiant

Oxford

Lancaster

Halifax

16 100

s 11

1616i65A
tl It

Wigsley 0

16 90

fl66l 16tt 17Winthoip)e 0

( 16 0

( 12

1A85 Br. Gun. Fit. Fulheok 8 120

01 1

6 2 9

A
6 2151A Bat. flight

1668 Con. Unit
Ceningshy
Balderton 8 To increase

to full

strength
15.9.A3

0

8 0

N0 6 Group. ( E. c..A. P.) iUlert on

(1.3.A3)

(1659 Con. Unit
(1666

166A
1679
1691 Br. Gun. Fit. Dalton

No, .8,,Group ,(.P.,F. P,,.) Wyton.

Topeli
t! It

it!l
Croft

East MIt
Pit.

32ffe
Dalton

32 0 Halifax

16 It
320

32 0 15
oor 16Lancaster II

Martinet

0

7 3 10

Upvra od/W arh oy s 8 130 Lancaster

Halifax

Mosquito
Martinet

P.P. NTU.

7A 0

6 6Oakington
Ips'vich

Gransdon Lodgo 6
Marham

5

2

1IAO9 Mot. Pit.

1A99 Bomher G. P, 6 Lodger'- Unit on
P.O. Station.

1

82 Oxford

Mosquito IV
Mosquito III

Mosquito IV
Oxford

1307 B/iT flight
1655 MTU 90 V

o
c 50.

(special)A 2

66 2

No, ,91 GrVOVP* -ilibingdon.

61AO 1A Vfhitley
Anson

Martinet

Wellington
Martinet

I/hit ley
Anson

Martinet

Wellington
Mtxrtinet

Abingdon10 O.T.U.

8 2 12

AA 0

56tl AO 1AHarTAToll15
Aih 0

39n AO 1AKinloss19
8 112

AA 0

60 21 55It Lossiemouth20

6 A0
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AircraftI

Unit Location Remarks
II.E. I.R. i’yi'C On Unit

Charge

: No.; ,9.1 .Croup. (Continued)

:  21 O.T.U. Moretoh-in-the-
Marsh

ifO 14 Wellington 51

4 0 Martinet

iinson

Lysander
Wellington

3
2

1
22 M

Welleshourne

Mountford
40 14 48

0  Martinet

Wellington
4  0 Martinet

L57'sande.r
40 14 Idiitlcy

2  iinson

4  0 Martinet

0  Anson

Wellington
Anson

4
40 14

8

2

2 0

4
23

II

Pci’shoro W-

4
1

24
II

Honeyhourno 53
9

4
310 P.T.U, HarvTcll 2

10
II

;  311 Morcton-in-thG'

Marsh
2

Wellington
1  Oxford

2  Oxford

0  Toraa-hawk

10
I  1501 BAT fit.
!  1516
i  1681 Pit.

II II
Sta.nton Harcourt 4
Porshore 6

6

9
6 2

1682 Abingdon 6 II0 4

;  No. 92...Croup. Winslow Nall.

i  11 O.T.U. Wcstcott 4C 14 l/Tellington
4  0 Martinet

Lysfinder
14 V/ellington

4  0 Martinet

Defiant

Mai-ket Harborough40 14 Wellington
4  0 ivlartinet

Upper Heyford 40 14 Wellington
4  0 Martinet

Anson

40 14 'Wellington
4  0 Martinet

40 14 Wellington
4  0 Martinet

Lysander
Anson

Bruntingthorpe 40 I4 Wellington
Martinet

iinson

Oxford

2  0 vfelTington
0  Tomahawk

Chipping V/’orden 40

Silverstone

Wing

4 0

Chipping Warden
Wcstcott

Brunt ingtho.rpe

6 n

6

52

4
1

II;  12
53

k
1

14 63
4

16
50
4
2

M
17 51

4
!  26

51
4
1

3
II

i  29 51

4
1

;  1517 bat fit.
:  E.D.C.U.

i  1683 fit.
I  1684 II

Wing

8

3
3

6 0 6
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idrcraft

Unit Looatioi] Remark 3
I.E, I.E. Type On Unit

Charge

Wo., 95 Group, Egginton Hall

18 O.T.U. Einningley 30 10 Wellington
0  Mai-tinet

14 V/ellington
0  Martinet

14 Wellington
0  Martinet

14 V/ellington
0  Martinet

14 Whitley
2  Anson

0  Martinet.

14 Wellington
0  Martinet

10 Wellington
0  Martinet

2  Oxford

0  Tomahawk .

35
4 4

W
27 Lichfield 40 55

4 4 - a

28 II

Wymeswold 40 48
4 4

II
30 Hixon 40 52

4 4
81 II

Tilstock 40 58
8 11

4 4
82 II

Ossington 40 43
4 3

83
II

PeploviT 30 9
4 4

1521 Pit. Wymeswold
Ossington
Hixon

6 7
1685 II

6 O

1686 It

6 0 5

/(4) Expansion,
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(if) Expansion, August 1943 49.....I'e]3r;Uarx,,,i944..

In the se.oond. half • of the, period under revievv expansion
■continued with the formation of new squadrons, increases in
unit equipment, and the re-equipmont of Wellington squadron
with heavy, bombers. In mid.-August,
contained: -

s

1943; B omb er Command

23 Lancaster Squadrons

15 Halifax

11 Stirling

5 Wellington "

3 Mosquito •

3 Special Duty (mixed) Squadrons.

This nominal total of 57 Squadrons (excluding the S.D.
Squadrons) amounted to the equivalent of 67 standard size
squadrons (see Table II). It can be seen that the vast
majority of these were now heavy squadrons.
Mosquito squadrons were for the special purposes of the
Pathfinder Force.

The tlrree

In September three squalrons were formed: No. 433,
whose formation had been.postponed in June, and Nos. 513 and
514 in No. 3 Group. The former was equipped with Stirlings,
the latter v/ith Lancasters. It had new been decided to rc-^
equip No. 3 Group eventually with Lancasters.
No. 513 Squadron was disbanded again in November,
squadron, No. 625 (Lancaster) was formed in No. 1 Group in
October.

As a result
One

In Novaiiber there: was an. unusually , large expansion in
the Oanraand.
existing, third flights:

Five, new Lancaster squadrons were formed froS. 84814
Enel. 83A

m

From,.'. 3rd,lPlight
of. Squadron No,

■ Ncvv„, Squadron, :. No. Q:r,o,up,„Ng,,,

12 626 1

100 550 1

103 576 1

57 630 5

467 (E.A.A.F.) A63 (.R.fuA.F. )

In addition, one new Mosquito squadron was formed:

5

139 627 8

The three Canadian squadrons. Nos, 420, 424 and 425, v^hich
had been detached to North V/est Africa, returned, and finally
four squadrons, Nos. I4I , ”169 and 239 on Mosquitoes, and
No. 515 on Beaufighters, were transferred from the A.E.A.F. to
Bomber Camnand to form part of No, 100 Group, the new Group
formed to take over all radio counter-measures,

/in December
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1/1 2A3.
In Deoeniber, Nos. 196 and 620 Stirling Squfidrons were

transferred to No. 38 Group A.E.A. P., No 623 Stirling Squadron
was disBanded, and No. 586 started to form on Portresses in
No. 100 Group. Its fcrmation was.cancelled in January,
1914^ and No, 214 Stirling Squadron took its place,
transferring fran No. 3 Group and re-equipping with Portresses.

Ttiree nevr squadrons were formed in January, Nos. 578 and 640
on Halifaxes in No, 4 Group, and No. 692 on Mosquitoes in
No. 8 Group. The final composition of the OtTmmand in
Pehruary, 194^+, ■including changes in establishment and
equipment, can be. seen in Table III below.

By the end of the period under review it will be seen
that Bomber Command had re-equipped almost entirely with
heavy aircr£ift. Tli.e last of the main force medium squadroiTS,
No. 300 (Polish) Squaxlron, v/as in the coui-se of re-equipment
to Lancasters. ' Nos, 1 and 5 were nov.r Lancaster Gi-oups,
No. 3 was being re-equipped v^ith them from Stirlings, No. 4
was entirely and No. 6 mainly equipped with Ilaliffuces.
following 3uran;ary wiJ.l ij.lustrate the increase in the bomber
force, compared, with its composition in Pebruary, 1943,
shown above (sub-sectio'n (1)):-

The

mj
II.HI/27 . 35i SquadronsHeavy Lancaster

1
21Halifax

Stirling 5

Wellitigton

Total Heao.Ty and Medium

Mosquito

Medium

Light

62' Gauadrons

5  Squaxlrons

The standard squadron equipment was by this time 20 aircraft
(16 I.E. +4 and on tMs basis Bomber Ccminand had now
an operational strengtli of :.70 heavy snuallrons, -g- a medium
squadron, and approxiaately 5 Mosquito squadrons in No, 8^
(P.P.P.) Group.
Duty squadrons in Nos. .3 and 100 Groups, which are not
included in the above figures,
(see Chapter III (p) and (6) ).

In acldition, it contained the Special

but are dealt v/ith belovf

/Table III
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T^M III.,- ORDER OP

OPERi:\TipNi;iL, SQU/I)RpNS - 24TH EEBRUIiHr, 194^
Unit Aircraft

Location i Remarks
Opl Non-Opl, jI.E. I.R, Type On Unit i

Charge
i

No,. 1 Group. Bawtry.

10as?r (16.12.43)

.(101 Ludford Magna
Wickenby

24 6
16 4

Lancaster I&III 29
12 19

626 t? n n

19

1,1 .Base. (25.4.43)

460 (R.A.A.P. ) Linbrook

Kelstern

Grimsby

29 6 II

30
625 629

II II
21

100 16 4 II

19

1.3....l!.?rse? (1.12.43)

103 16 4
24 6
16 4
16 4

\Elsham Welds

Kirmington
Elsbam Tfolds

N. Killingholme

It II

19
166 30
,576 19
550 n

21

300 (Polish)^
300(Polish)-^

Ingham Wellington
Lancaster I&III

■^r 81
8 1 4 Re-equipping

No,. 3 Group. Exning,

3.1, Bm§., (1.3.43)

15 Mildenhall 16 4
16 4

Lancastor Mill 21
Lancaster

Stirling
19
18

622
149 16Lakenheath 4
199 II 16 4 II

19
115 Witc Ilford 622'+ Lanoaster II 24

75 (N.Z.) Mepal
Tuddenham
DovTnham Market
Waterbeach

Tempsford

(■24 Stirling 32
90 II

30
218 16 4

24 6
14 2

7  3
6  0

II 20,
514 26Lancaster II

Halifax IT & V

Lysander .
Halifax V

Hudson I/III

138 (Special) 19
161 !I

7
6

0 75

Ne.4 Group. York

,4..1 Base, (1.3.43)

10 Melbourne
Pocklington
Elvington

24 6
24 6
24 6

Halifax II
Halifax II
Halif;nx Y ,
Halifax II

25
102 23

77 23
( 6

43 Base., (4,6.43)

158 16 4Llssett Halifax III 17
II , II 1

G.225497/BW/IIA9.
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Unit iUrcraft

Location ^  ; Remarks
Opl. Non-Opl. li.E. I.E. Type Qn Unit

Charge
•  I

No. 4,„,G3roup. . (Continued)

Holme

51 (-^) Snaith
76

51 (i)
6  Halifax III24 28

466 (R.li.A.P.)

624
tt U

29
Halifax II

4  Halifax III . 18
Halifax II

4  Halifax III

1

19

16LeconfieId

578 16Burn

Leconfield

Breighton

640 16 4
tt .  It

17
78 2624

(I fl
b

II 2

No. 5 G:?;!.oup.

53 Base. (14.11.43)

(467 (R.A.A.P.)

SVdLnderby.

16Yfaddington
Bardney
Skellingthorpe
Coningshy
V/addington

4  Lancaster I&III 17
9

tt I! It It It

19:
50 I! It tt It It

17
6l tt tt tt It It

19
463 (R.A.A.P.)

52..Base. (1O.5.43)

44 (Rhodesia)

tt It tt ttt?

19

Dunholme Lodge
Piskerton

tt tl It tt tt
21

49 tt
-  16

tt tt tl II

5.4.Base. (7.12.43)

(617 Woodhall Spa.
Metheringham
Coningsby

tt tl tl tl tl

1S Special Tasks
106 tt tt tl It It

19
619 tltl tl It it

20

57
It tt

East KirkT35r
It tl It

19
It It It tl It It

18tl

207
It II tt

18Spilsty
It tl

N.O., 6 .Urpup. Allert on.

6,2...Base, (18.6.43)

16.408 Linton-on-Ouse 4  Lancaster II 20

426
It tt It It It tt

22
II IT

420 Tholthorpe Halifax III 19
II

,425
It II It

19
tl

432 East Moor It tt
20

Lancaster II

I

424
it It

Skipt on- on-S’7ale
Leeming

Halifax III 19
tt II

427
It

17
tl

V

Skipton-on-Swale I6
Middleton St.

George.

It

433 4  Halifax
Lancaster X

tl

22

419 1 Op. on
Halifax II

Halifax: II 13
428

II It It It

17,
429 Leeming

It tl tl tt
V

II

18V

431 Croft It II 16tt tl

tl

434
It It It tl 16

/No. 8 Group.
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Unit Mrcraft
Location

.j Remarks
Opl. Non-Opl, il.E, I.R„ Type On Unit

Charge

8 Group. (P.P.F.) Huntingd

Gravely

Oakington
Uyton
Bourn

Wai’’'boys
(R. G.A.F,) Gransden Lodge

Marham

on.
: No

:  35 24 Halifax III 28o

M
II 9

7 it

Lancaster l&III 30
83 16 4

24 6

it

23
:  97
156
405

^  105

30
tt

30
16 4
16 2

W

23

Mosquito JX/XVl
Mosquito IV

15
2

109 If

24 6 IX/XVI 22 ■
I!

IV 8
;  139

(  627
i  692(1)

Upwocd 16 2 iv/:ix 10
IX 5

Oakington
Gra.vely

1.0Q,. Group, (Special Duties) Bylaugh Hall.

\7est RajTnham
Little Snoring

Host Rajmham
Foulshcun

M i

692(1) tl U

16 2

169 16 n

239 16 2

6 1

t M
IV 8

IV/JDC
II

5 Forming

:  No

141 .
Mosquito II 18

14

Beaufightcr
Mosquito Il/V
Wellington X
Mosquito IV
Halifax III&V

Bedufighter
Portress

3
17

i  192 8
3 0 3
8 2 12

515 Little Snoring
Sculthorpe

16 2 :10
214 16 2 21

TRi'giIII!G,,,,,_,,,]BII 245S FEBHUARI.

: No. 1 Group. BovTtr3r,

i  1.1 Base, (25.4.43)

1656 Con. Unit
1662

1667

1481 Br. Gun. Fit.

II II

It II

Lindholrae

Blyton
Sandoft

32 0 Halifax 34
It

32
It II

27

Binbrook 8 0 Wellington'
Tiger Moth
Martinet

Spitfire
Hurricane

Lancaster

10
1 0 1

9 3 13
;  1687 Br. Def.Tr.Flt.Inghf.mi

.  1 L.F.S. Hemsvfel

4 2

9 3
l ' 18 0 25 Temporary

strength =
24+0 Iflt:
at

Lindholme.

/No. 3 Group.
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iiir craft

Unit Location Hemarks

I,E. I.R. On Unit ;
Oharge

Type

No. 3 Uro.up„. Exning.

3.1 .Base. (1.3.43)

1 BDU Nenmarket 7  1 Halifaj:
3  1 Lancaster

1  0 Stirling
1  0 Mcsq^uito
1  0 Spicfire
2  0 Beaufj.ghter
1  0 Proctor

4  2 Spitfire
9  3 liui-ricane
6  2 Martinet

1  0 Tigermoth

9

5
1

1

2

1

1688 B.D.T.E. Newmarket

13'

1.,.2....Base, (13.4.43)

1657 Con. Unit
1653 ft tt

36Stradishall

ChedLurgh

0 Stirling 38
36

it
0 33

6  2 Oxford

0  Stirling
12 ' 0 Lancaster

18 0 Lancaster

1519 bat Fit.
1651 Con. Unit
1678

It If

FeltYrell

Y/ratting Common 36
Y/aterUeach

Feltwell

7
34
11

3 L.E.S. 8 Temporary-
strength =
9+0

York.

A2 Base. (1.3.43)

(1652 Con. Unit.
(1658
(1663
1520 BAT Pit.
1689 B.Def.T.Plt.

It If

It tt

Marstoh Moor

Riccall

Eufforth

Holme

34 0  Haliftcr. 30
I

32 0

32 0
6  2

4  2

9  3
6  2

2  0

1  0

3.0

35
Oxford

Split fire
Hur-rdoane

Martinet

Oxford

Tiger Moth
Defiant

7
It

12

9

9

No. 5 Croup.

5,1 .Base. (1.3.45)

Grantham

1660 Con. Unit 36Sv/inderhy Stii’ling0 32
Lancaster 2

1654 36
tt It

lYigsley 0  Stirling
Lancaster

0  Stirling
Lancaster

30
1

1661 It It
36 28Winthorpe

( ■1

5,2. .Base. (10.5.43)

(1514 bat Pit.

1690 B.D.T.P,,

6  2 Oxf ord 8Piskerton

4  2 Spitfire
Hurx-icane
Martinet
Tigerinoth
Lancaster

Sycrston

11
1  0

18 0
1

5 L.P.S. Syerston 21 Temporary
s-fcrength =
21 + 0
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Aircraft

Unit Location Reaiarks
: I.E. I.R.i Tyi^e On Unit

Charge

No. 6 Gr^^ (r, C.A. P. ) ALlerton.

6.1 ...Base. (1.3.43J

1659 Con. Unit
1664
1666 II

Tojjcliffe
Dislxforth

Waribleton

32 0 Halifax 30
32 0 29
32 0 20^Lancasters

12)held a^nst
Halifaxes.

Lancaster II

1695 B.D.T.P. Dalton/Dishforth 4 2
9  3

Spitfire
Hurricane

2  Martinet

0  ■ Oxford

6 12

2 2

Huntingdon.

Upwood/Uarhoysi  P.P.N.T.U. 9  0 Lancaster. .

9  0 Halifax

6  1 Mosquito IX/XVI 6
6  3
5  2

9
8

IV 11
II

III 7

'

i  1409 Met. Pit.
i  1655 T.U.

Nyton .
MarhaiTi

6 2  Oxford

2  Spitfire
1  Hurricane

1  Martinet.

8
I  1696 B.D.T.P. Gransden

Lodge/ Ip swich
4

5

5 6

No. 91 Group, Abingdon.

10 O.T.U. Abingdon 40 14 Whitley
2  Anson

4  0 Miertinet

40 14 Wellington
4  0 Martinet

40 I2f. ViThitley
2  Anson

4  0 Martinet

60 21 Wellington
6  0 Martinet

40 14 Wellington

6

8

54
10

5
II

15 Harvrell 46
4

19 Kinloss 51
10

5
II

20 Lossiemouth 77

7
II

21 Moreton-ir]'

Marsh
60

4  0 Martinet

40 14 Wellington
5

II22 Wellesbourne

Mountford
51

4 • 0 Martinet

30 10 Wellington
4. 0 Martinet .
40 14 N'liitlcji-

Anson

0  Martinet

2  • 0 Anson

8 o

4

5
II

!  23 Pershore 42

5
IIi  24 Honeybourne 48

7
5

;  311 p.T.u. Moreton“in-

Mars.h
3

V/ellington
6  2 Oi'ford

7  0 Tomahawk
6  0

11

:  1516 BAT Pit.
I  1681 Pit.
.  1682 II

Pershore 8
It

8

Abingdon 5

/No,. 9.,2jlrpup.
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Aircraft

Unit Location i Remarks
I.E. I.R, On Unit

Chfiree
o

No. 92 G-rpup.

11 O.T.U.

■tfinsloT/ Hall.

L'estcott 40 14 Wellington
0  Martinet

Chipping l/arden 40 14 Wellington
Miirtinet

Market Harborougl:i40 14 'Wellington
4  0 Martinet

Upper Heyford 40 14 Wellington
4  0 Martinet

40 14 We llingt on
0  Martinet

40 14 Wellington
4  0 Martinet

Anson
Bruntingthorpe 40 14 Wellington

Martinet

40 14 V/ellington
Martinet

6  2 Oxford
0  Wellington
0  Beaufighter

Market Harborough 6 0 Tomaltawk
Wing " " "

it-

4 0

Silverstone
4

4 0

Desborough
4 0

Chipping Warden
Westcott 1

1

46
5

It12 50
.5

14 62
4

16 tl

52
5tt17 55
5

26 ir

50
5
1

29 tt

53
5

84 47
4

1517 bad fit.
E.C.D.U.

8
2

1
1683 Pit.
1684 "

4
6

Egginton Hall,

18 O.T.U. Pinningley 40 14 b'ellington
0  Martinet

40 14 V/ellington
4  0 Martinet

iUison

40 14 "Wellington
4  0 M,artinet

40 14 'i^ellington
4  0 Martinet

40 14 "Wellington
4  0 Martinet

30 10 Wellington
4  0 Martinet
6  2 Oxford
6  0 Tema-hawk
6  0 "

k
50

5
27 !t

Lichfield 56
n

1
28 n

Wyraeswold 52
5

30 Hixon 53
5

82 II

Ossington 50
4

83 II

Peploff 39
4

1521 BAT fit.
1685 fit.

Wymesvfold
Ossington
Hixon

8
9

1686 It

6

Wo. 100 Group.

1692 ED Pit.

1694 TT Pit.

Bylaugh Hall

Little Snoring 6 2  Beaufighter
Defiant

1  Martinet

9
6

West Eaynham 4 - Porming

/(3) The Supply
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(5) The of Aircraft

The exp^sion of Bcmher Gcmmand during this period
depended directly upon aircraft supplies. Other difficulties
\vere encountered, hut were' kept under ■ control hy adjustments
of organisation. ’ New squadrons were formed as aircraft
became available. It is therefore necessary to review the
supply position, in so far as it affected the operational
strength of the Command. Changes in operational require
ments, due to experience and improvements in tactics also
had an effect on the Mpply of aircraft during 1943.

The principal aircraft with which the- bombor force was

equipped during this period are 'shown in the table below - -

- -Of these aircraft, the Lancaster and Mosquito had
already proved themselves as fully satisfactorjr. There
were onlj/- minor modifications and additions to them during
this period. The only complaint of Bomber Command was that
supplies ̂ ’ore never sufficient. As a result, the other
inferior types had to be accepted.

Production of the three typos of heav3'' aircraft had
originally been planned on a similar scale. 'yHicn the
Lancaster proved far superior to the other two, the produc
tive capacity onployed on the latter could not immediately

'  be switched to the Lancaster. The process of conversion
especially tooling, v/ould. have caused too great  a dislocation
of supplies had it been carried out all at once.

/

By the end of 1942 it had been decided to change over
Stirling production to Lancaster as quickly as possible.
The appalling state of the Stirling squadrons at that time
has been described in the previous Volume. Modifications
were incorporated which enabled the balance of Stirling
production to be onployed on operations throughout the year
1943. niere were many complaints of their higher casualty
rate, owing to a lower ceiling and less speed than the
Lancaster. But it was not until late in 1943 that No. 3
Group began gradually to re-equip with Lancasters,

ATH/DO

BC/S. 21717/Org.
Part VI End.
121A

^  The faults which had become apparent in the Halifax
during 1942 have been dealt with in the previous Volume,
Flame from the exhaust, faulty undercerriages, and a tendency
to go out of control during evasive action were the principal
complaints. The inadequate speed had been improved by
degrees, and the ceiling was better than that of the Stirling.
The under-carriage faults of the Halifax V had been
by March 1943. Thereafter the supply^ of these aircraft
satisfactory. The Halifax III was introduced in November,
1943, to improve the ceiling and performance. Trouble was
expierienced with the air intake and the oarburation of this
mark, however, which delayed supplies.

overcome

was

, ID4/233
21.12.43

In December, 1943, a comparison was made betv/een the
Halif^ and the Lancaster, in their o-perational performance 

'

to d^^te. ̂ In losses the Halifax exceeded the Lancaster by
36^ (Halifax 5.33^, Lancaster 3.41^^/'. In tonnage dropped
per aircraft att£U3king the Lancaster exceeded the Halifax by
1%. Against heaviOy defended areas the Halifax performance
was relatively worse. The operational ceiling of the
Halifax was about 18,000 feet, whilst that of the Lancaster
was 21 to 22 thousand feet, and the speed of the Lancaster
was superior.

n

/By the end
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By the end of the period under review, therefore the
Stirling was ohsolesceht, the Halifax was ■becoming so’ and
the Wellington had Been replaced, and relegated to a training

The Lancaster was carrying the main 'burden of the
"bembing of Germany, as the increased fighter resistance
encountered rendered the use of the other types prohibitive
in cost. They v/ere employed mainly on minelaying and short
range targets. It had by this time been agreed by all
concerned that every effort should be made to switch all

This

role.

heavy branber production resources to the Lanoaster.

W233
21,12,43. .
CiB/laso./60
Ibid 26.2i44.

4

process, however, would talce sane two years to complete.
For the year 1943, total Lancaster production had been

^  raised from the planned 1668 aircraft to I843, For 1944 it
was hoped to raise the increase to 489 over the previously
planned total.

/

/T^LE IV,
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TABLE 17

BOl'imiR MRCRAPI,

i Reason for Change
of Mark.T3rpe Mark ^ Engines

: Lancaster I Merlin XXII or XXIV

n

II : Hercules VI or XVI i Engine

III ; (Packard) Merlin XXVIII

I  I Merlin X

II Merlin XX, XXII or U' lY

tl

BS. 67669/Ft. h-/ i Halifax
DGE stats

March, 1947. " Engine and Messier
u/ c

tt

III 'Hercules XVI Engine

I Dovrty u/c
II

}Merlin XX, XXII or iXIV

; Hercules II or XI

V

i Stirling I

n

III : Hercules VI or XVI Engine

Wellington IC ; Pegasus XVIII

II : Merlin X [ Engine

III i Hercules IV or XI (t

IV : P & W Wasp R I83O

II
X Hercules VI or XVI II

Mosquito I Merlin XXI or XXIII P. R/Bcmher
II II

IV ; I Bomber

IX ; Merlin LXXII Engine

tl

XVI I 1 Merlin 72 1 Merlin 73
I or 1 Merlin 76 and 1 Merlin

: Pressure Cabin

77

II

XX ! Packard Merlin XXXI or
; X}CXIII Canadian Built.

»

G.225497/DEW/II/49,
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CHAFTER 3

EE-ORG.iNISATION

(1) Bomber Coinmand in February, 19A3.

At the beginning of this period Bomber Coimaand v/as organised
into seven operational and throe training Groups, QvTing to
the recent decisions regarding the Base system and the Pathfinder
Force, described below, the location of the operational groups

■  and the stations they controlled \7as in a state of flux,
position in mid February, 19A3, is shora in Table  V belaw.
detailed composition of the Command has been shov/n in Table I.

'  The operational groups con-tained, in addition to operational
sgiiadrons. Heavy Conversion Units and other miscellaneous
training units.

"Training" belov/-, together v/i-th the Operational Training'Units.

Apart from the development of the Base System and of the
Pathfinder Force, the re-organisation of the Command during the
period under reviev/ consisted, imainly of a re-allocation of
aerodromes as betvreen Groups, All these_ deyelopments, as well
as the formation of No,100 Group in December, 19A3> are dealt

•  viTith in the sub-sections belov/.

The

The

These are dealt with in the section on

T/iBHE V THE BOMBER GROU^,
mBmmY i'943.

Location No, of Aerodromes
Group.

Actual Planned Actual Planned

(Operational)

1 Bawtiy

(Nr. Doncaster) Bawtry
Huntingdon Bylaugh

11 15
2  Hall

(Nr, East Dereham) 9 li^

3 Exning

(Nr. Newmarket) Exning 13(1) ll(2)
4 York York

Moreton Hall

(Nr, Swinderby)

15 15

5 Grantham

17 15

6 Allerton Hall

(Nr. IDraresborough) Allerton Hall

Ifyton Huntingdon

7 11

8(pFF) 63

(O.T.U, )
91 Abingdon

ffinslov/'

•  Egginton

Abingdon
V/inslow

Egginton

17 17
92 16 18
93 10 15

(2) The Base System_

See Vol.IV During 1942 the actual and projected grov/th of the Bomber
Part I, 3(iw)Groups began to render their operational and administrative
S.82201,MIN, control difficult. Each Group was intended eventually to control

aoout 20 operational squadrons on 10 aerodromes, v/ith five
further aerodromes Occupied by Hea-vy Conversion and other miscxal-
laneoxas Units,

should be divided into "Clutches" of three, one being the parent
and centralising as much administration as possible, for the
sake of ecpnomy,
(i) Two to be handed over to the U.S.A."a.P,
(2) Including two for S.D. Squadrons,and B.D.U.

11.

It had been decided in 1941 that these aerodrome>s

G.225497/DEW/11/49.
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Ibid.lA On 26th June, 1942, Bomber Command put forv/ard the
•  suggestion that these "Clutohes" of three aerodromes should

be organised as a subordinate foniation to be called a "Base";
each "Bage" to be commanded by an Air Commodore, v/ith a Group
Captain commanding each of the three stations. This
suggestion was c'onsidered by the Air Ministry, and deferred
in August, 1942, until the growth of the Oomand should
Justify it. The question was .revived by an official
request from the C. in C., Bomber Command on 21st December,
1942, for the introduction of Base Commanders, After
considerable further discussion ‘the system was approved by
the Secretary of State on ll|.th February, 1943*’

It was agreed that three "Bases" should be organised
immediately, those chosen being Mildenhall, with its
satellities Lakenheath, Newmarket and East V/retham, in No. 3
Group; Pocklingtoh with Melbourne and Elvington, in No,4
Group; and Topcliffe, viTith Dishf orth and Dalton, in No, 6
Group, Further'bases would be approved as each "Clutch"
reached a figure of 72 I.E. aircraft, or 3 Heavy Conversion
Units, Under the latter arrangements, tv/o further bases

at Marston Moor and Swinderby were approved immediately.

Ibid.Min.30.

Ibid,36Ai-f

Ibid. 42.1,

By the institution of the Base System it was hoped to

economise in both administrative and technical personnel.
This became more than ever necessary as the critical man

power situation became more apparent during 1943*
L.M,2487/D. of 0, October, therefore, an entirely new servicing organisation

It was

In

1.10.43. was introduced in the operational squadrons,
modelled on the system which had gradually been evolved in

the Operational Training Units.

The nev;r organisation was as follows:

(a) Servicing was centralised under the Chief
Technical Officer in a Servicing V/ing.
Wings formed part of the Station establishment.

These

Servicing personnel in Squadrons v/ere limited to
those required for daily servicing, e.g.
refuelling, re-arming and daily inspections*
Disciplinaiy and administrative control of
these Daily Servicing Sections remained with

■  the Squadron Commander, but technical control
came under the C.T.O.

(c) Certain major servicing, (e.g. minor inspections,
minor repairs, etc,) was undertaken by Servicing
Echelons under the G.T.O,

(8) The balance of major servicing was allocated as
follows:-

Base Major Servicing Section-
On stations within a Base - by the

On Stations not within a Base - by a Station
Major Servioing Section,

By this system the servicing echelon attached to a
squadron v/as numbered to correspond,,preceded by 9000, e.g.

No. 9 Squadron. - No, 9009 Servicing Echelon

- No. 9207No, 207 II

/By the erd
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By the end of the period under review 16 full Bases had

"been set up, in addition to one of a,reduced size comprising
only 48 I.E. aircraft and commanded "by a Group Captain*
Soon after>.7ards, in 1/Iarch 1944, proposals ̂ 7ere made to

incorporate the remainder of the Bomber Command stations in

the base system. The progressive organisation of the
Bases can be seen in the Orders of Battle above.

Ibid./114A.

(3) The Pathfinder Force

EC/S.27724
Encl,70A,

CS.12848/41
Encl*43A.

The formation of the Pathfinder Force on August 15th,
1942, has been described in the p)revious volume of this
narrative. On 25th January, 1943, the Force vra.s organised
as a separate Group, No.8 (PFF) Group, under the command .
of Air Conraodore Bennett. At this date it contained the

five squadrons u-ith which the Force had originally been

equipped, including No. 109, v;hich up to then had been on

loan from No.2 Group, They were located as follovra:-

Station Aircraft U.E.Squadron Affiliated to

¥yton (H.Q.) 1883 5 Group Lancaster

Mosquito
Nellington

III

18109 2

156¥arboys 1

18

Gravely
Oakington

35 4 Halifax

Stirling
27

7 27

The first three stations were transferred to No,8 Group,
but Oakington remained in No.3 Group, vmth No,7 Squadron on

a "lodger" basis, No,156 Squadron was re-equipping with
Lancasters, and Nos,7 and 35 Squadrons had third flights
for the training of crews in the use of H2S equipment

The Pathfinder Force had been formed to improve the
accuracy of bombing by the folloiTing means

(a) The best crews were supplied from all squadrons.

(L) They were equipped with every aid to navigation
and bombing available, . -

(o) The3r were specially trained in target location.

(a) Thejr preceded the main force, and marked the
target by means of flares and ground markers.

No.8 (PFF) Group was therefore given every px-iority in
crews, aircraft and equipment. As experience was gained:
of further equipment needed, its production was pressed on’-' ' ''
by every means. The development and use of this equipment
is dealt xTith in the narrative.

During 1943 the Pathfinder Group exipanded and re-equipped
N0.I56 Squadron v/as re

equipped with Lancasters during January and February,
It continued to be supplied wdth crews by No.l Group, which
1/as also re-equipping. In April a third flight v/as ■'
added to it, and in the same month ti/o new squadrons v/ere-
transferred to No,8 (PFP) Group; No.1^05 (R.G.A.F,) Squadron
from No.6 Group, and No,97 from No.5 Group. In May a
third flight was added to the latter, No,1409 Meteorological
Flight, T/ith a U.E, of 10 Mosquito TV's ims added to No,8
(PFF) Group in March. It ims formed, bj;- the reversion of
No,521 Squadron Coastal Command, to a ono-flight basis.

v,dth the rest of the Command,^ Il/Hl/27

BG/S.27764
Enel.118

Ibid,/Enel*
I27AA

/Vifhen
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\/hen Wo. 2 Group was transferred to Wightor Camand in June,
tvro of its Mosquito squadrons, Nos. 105 and 139, were talcen
over by the Pathfinder Group,
Marham.

added to it,

to Lanco-stors.

together mth their station,
No. 109 Squadron then had a tloird flight of Mosquitoes

In July No. 7 Squadron re-equipped frcm Stirlings
Wo. 405 Squadron ro-equippod from Halifaxes to

Lancasters ;Ln August and September, _ .The, onlj’' furtlier change
in the strength of the force dui'ing this period wo.s the forma
tion of No.627 Squadron in November frau the third flight of
No,139 Squadron.

Owing to the need to. obtain the best rnd most experienced
crev/s for the Pathfinder Force, it had been granted a special
establishiTient (see previous Volume), each post being upgraded
one step in .ranlc, Bj'-. this meanis aircrews who Joined the Ibroe
die not lose b;^ it, and everj'' effort was made by Bomber Command
to enable them to keep' anj^^ acting ranks after leaving the Force.
Oontinual requests were‘put up by the A. O.C. in C. during 1943
for the upgrading of the A.O.C. Pathfinder Group to Air Vico
Marshal to come into line wi.th the other Gi'Oups. It v/as not

until 1944 that this final stop was achieved.

(4) The Provision of Aerodromes

During this period of rapid expansion in the operational
strength of Bomber Ooramand, the avilability of aerodromes was
one of the pr'incipal limiting factors,
the previous Volume, the planned total of aerodromes had been
^astically curtailed by the manpower crisis at the end of

The re-organisation of Bomber Groups which Viras taking
effect during this' period involved the transfer of a number of

aerodromes between Groups, to comuleto the planned la3rout of
the Command, as nev/ squadrons were formed and new aerodromes
became available.

As has been seen in

1942.

It had been decided during 1942 to increase the accommo
dation at all heavj'' bomber stations to accommodate two squadrons,
each with a unit equipment of I8 aircraft,
carried out.

This v\/as being
In addition runways were being built at most of

the remaining grass aerodromes in tlae Command,
that many of these-, aerodromes were out of commission for long
periods,
the United States Bomber Forces also deprived the Command of

This meojit

The handing over of those aerodromes allocated to

BC/S.21717/
VI

Encl.l22A.

many of its stations.

Command involved bjr these factors can be. seen in Map I.
The changes in the laj^out of Bomber

This scarcity of aerodromes d-uring 1943 meojit a verjr
careful choice of squadrons for expansion to three flights,
Tliese had to be located on a station viiose accommodation had

been raised to that^level,
third flight to form a new squadron had also to be pltmned to
coincide with an increase in the- teclinical 0.nd living accommo
dation of the station.

ThC' subsequent break-off of the

Ibid, End,

149A, 15U>
160A.

No,3 Group wo-S the worst situated of the bomber groups as

regards aerodromes in early 1943, ' The formation of No, 8
BC/S.27724/11 Group had deprived No,3 Group of three of its aerodromes, and
End, 8IA, others Imd been transferred to No. 2 Group, p.nsion
BC/S. 21717/d of No, 8 Group, still more : sto.tions were transferred to it
End, 179A,

With the exp

Oakington, Bourn and Gransden Lodge, This left Wo.3 Group
Ibid,VII Enel, so short that great difficulty was found in aocoimodating the

The .40.0,Stirlings supplied in April, May and June, 1943,49A.
reported on 27th April that all airfields in the Group were

up to the limit of their accommodation until a new airfield

became available on 1st Julja
tinned until Foulsham was tran^'ferred from No. 2 Group on

1st September,

Congestion in the group con-

Nos, 4 and 6
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Nos. A and 6 Groups had to -carr5r out a number of
transfers of squadrons and airfields betv/een them, in order
to conform to the planned areas, allotted to them,
difficulties occurred in phasing these transfers to suit both

The rate of expansion of the Canadian group, No, 6,

Temporary

groups,Ibid End. 176A

had political repercussions with the Canadian authorities,
who did not realise the difficulties■involved.

To sum up - the supply of airfields during this period
was always barely sufficient,
calculations, improvisations, and juggling of squadrons that
the Command and Groups were able, to absorb-the aircraft
supplied to them,
situation was prevented from affecting the bomber effort to
any serious extent.

It T/as only by constant

By these means, however, the. airfield

(5) Spec ial Duty Squa^ .

There were certain units -within Bomber Command during
this period which, although operational, did not carry out

Their task does not therefore come withinbombing missions,
the scope of this narrative but is dealt avith in the
appropriate monographs on "Special Duty Operations", and
"Radio Counter-measures". Their existence is noted he.re,
however, to complete the picture of the operational
organisation of the Command.

The tv/o "Special Duty". Squadrons in No. 3 Group, Nos. 138
and 161, had been allotted in 19^ a-nd 1942 respectively as
the air arm of the "Special Operations Executive",
had been formed in 1940 to contact, co-ordinate and assist
the resistance gpoups in enemy-occupied country,
of. those two squadrons therefore consisted in dropping by
parachute both agents and supplies, and landing in enemy-
controlled territory to pick up the former. The squadrons
were operationally controlled direct from idr Ministry
A.C.A.S.(l),

In March, 1943, the Chief of Staff's directive to S.O.E,
laid down that sabotage should be pursued vd.th the utmost
vigour and it "should as far as possible be co-ordinated with
the aims of our Bombing Policy, and full advantage should be
taken of bombing cover for the execution of sabotage
operations".

In November and December, 1943, the ibO. C. in C,, Bomber
Command ordered the suspension of all S.D. operations
learning of extensive enemy penetrations into the S.O.E.
organisation in Holland and other countries,
later raised as for as Denmark was concerned, whilst an
investigation v/as carried out into the extent of the
penetration elsewhere.

This

The duties

on

The ban was

Vff(40)271

003(43)142(0)

Those tvra squadrons were equipped with a variety of
aircraft to suit tho tasks they undertook. No. I38 Squadron
had a unit equipment of 17 Halifaxos in February, 1943, to be
used for dropping agents and supplies. A few Liberators
were substituted later in the year for some of the Halifaxes,
to give a longer range. No. 161 Squadron was equipped with’
Hudsons and Lysanders for picking up agents in enemjr territory,
and also Halifaxes and a few Havocs.

/(6) -Radio
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(6) Raiio,,.CpunterrMeas,ures and No,. 1,00 Group

In addition to the two Special Duty Squadrons engaged
in S.O.E. work, there was a third in No. 3 Group at the
beginning of our period. This was No. 192 Squadron,
employed in the investigation of Radio Counter-Measures hy
the enemy, and the efficacy of our own measures,
squadron had been formed in January, 1943, bjr the expansion
of No. 1474 Plight, vdiich had been engaged on these tasks

100 Group/MF,105/ for some months. It was equipped with 2 Halifaxes, 11
Air End. 1 A, IB. Wellington X and 3 Mosquitoes. The method used was for

these aircraft to mingle with the main bomber stream, using
special apparatus capable of locating, detecting and
analysing all forms of radio signals.

This

With the rapid developments in radio and rad.ar during
the year 1943, the work of this squadron increased in
importance,
units engaged in Radio Counter-Measures into a Group within

Bomber Command. No. 100 (S.D.) Group was formed- on
3rd December, 1943- In. addition to No. 192 Squadron, it

took over No. 80 Wing, v/hich was responsible for jamming
enemy signals from a chain of ground stations, and three

night fighter squadrons, Nos. 14I, I69, and 239, whose role
was to support the bomber stream by attacking the enemy
fighters which attempted to molest it.
were provided v/ith "Serrate" equipment, which enabled them

to home on the A. I. transmissions of enemy fighters, oind to

attack them by the use of their cuto A. I equipment,
addition, an Intruder squadron. No. 515, was transferred,
and No. 214 Squadron was re-equipped with Portresses (B.17),
and transferred from No. 3 Group to No. 100 (S.D.) Group,
on 17th January, 1944.
enemy signals from the air with special apparatus.

Por details of the activities of these units,
reference should be made to the Signals Narrative of the
Mr Historical Branch.

It was finally decided to unite the various

These squadrons

In

Its role was to interfere v/ith

(1) No. 1473 Plight, employed on similar duties to
No. 192 Sqh., under the control of No. 80 Wing, was
transferred with the latter on 12th December. On

1st Pebruary, 1944, it was disbanded and absorbed into
No. 192 Sqn. ’
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cHARiiR

THE SURELY OP TEj-UTM) AIRCI®¥

(l) TheJ'lovv

Th6 supply of aircrevir during this period of expansion was

adequate to man the available aircraft. The training
organisation had been built up with great foresight, at

considerable cost to the earlier operational effort, as has
been seen in previous volumes of 'this narrative.  % mid-
Pebruary, 1943, the return of aircraft and aircrew for Bomber
Ccmmand shows the following satisfactory figures:--

Aisr.cu.^.f'.t ̂
Established Strength Established Strength

1083 " 1265

with crews.

Aircraft

620984 1195

Consol: Porm G

18.2.43.

In addition -there v/ere 197 crews converting in squadrons.

On 26th Pebruary the total deficit or surplus in crew-
categories was as follows:-

Pilots Nayiga-tors Bombers WQ/A Gns Gunners Pit,Engager

+312186 -61 +358 +257 +91S.84814 Enel.35B.

This deficiency in pilots allowed for the old establishment
It had been decided onof six spare pilots per -squadron.

15th Pebruary to alter this to allcvr for one spare crew, plus
the C,0., in place of the six spare pilots.

Ibid Enel.28A

With changes in policy and in aircraft equipment adjust
ments had to be made, sometimes at short notice, in crew
categories. To provide the extra crew members required for
heavy bombers special units had becri set up for their
conversion.' Air Bomber Training Plights of 8 U.E. Oxford

aircraft converted W'O/A Gns to Air Bembefs. These flights
S.5714 Enel. 15OA. T/ere disbanded on March 15th, 1943, as their purpose had been

fulfilled. Plight Engineers were provided by passing
S.84814.Enel.63A. Pitters II through the Plight Engineers School at St. Athan.

The length of this course had to be varied to meet require
ments, being reduced by as much as -two weeks in June, 1943,
in order to speed output. Heavy Bomber pilots were provided
by means of Heavy Conversion Units, vdiich are dealt with
later under "Training".

In i^ril, 1943, there was a deficiency of 108 effective
crews in Bomber Command. This v/as due. to a temporary
increase in the casualty rate, and to the increase in squadron
establishment from 20 to 22 crows. This deficiGnej'- was
overcome by a temporary increase in intake to the O.T.Us and

H.G.Us, made possible by the summer -v'/eather. The 0, T.U.

intake was increased from 16 to iS'crevre per fortnight, the
H.C.U. intake from 32 to 36 or even 40 crews per month.
There was a slight deficiency in pilots in June, which was
made up by adding two spare pilots to each intake for a time.

Ibid Enel.77A,

As' a res-ult of these measures, the strength of the
Cenmand was built up during the simmer to provide against
increased wastage and reduced output of trained crews Virhich
generally occurred in the winter. At the end of August, foConsol; Pom G r
example, 1405 operational crews were held against an

/ establisment

G.225497/DEl¥/ll/49.
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establishment of 1282, At the end of October 1507 were held
As this surplus stillagainst an establishment of 1391.

remained in January^ 1944, authority was obtained on
l8th January for an increase in aircrew establishment from
11 to 14 crews per flight, which'more than absorbed the
balance. It v/as claimed by Bomber Command that this wouldS. 84814

End, 91 A, allow for a. more economical use of the 10 U,E, aircraft of

the flight, and a consequent increase in the operational
effort of the Command,

Thb full story of the Empire Mr Training Scheme which '

supplied aircrew to the Operational Commands can be found in

the iiir Historical-Branch Narrative on Training,
contains an account of the Operational and Conversion training
carried out by Bomber Ccmmand,
latter is included in the sections below.

This also

A brief outline of the

The flow of aircrew from the Empire Scheme arriving in
Great Britain were sent from Reception Centres to Mvanced
Plying Units. In the Pilots A,E„tIs a, minimum of

approximately 40 hours flying, including 5 hours by night
was given to twin engine pilots. This was necessary owing
to the long period since- they had last flown, spent in
transit and in despatch and reception centres.
Observers. A.P,U, course was about four-v/eeks for Navigators
and Bomb ainers. Air Gunners and \?ireless Operator/Mr
Gunners were sent to A.E.Us if the flow was sufficient to:

permit it. Owing to the addition of an extra mid-gunner to
heavy baaber crev/s there was a shortage of this category
during most of 1943. Training was speeded up by increasing
the proportion carried out in- ground turrets.

The intake of aircrew into Oj^erational Training Units
had. to be as regular and ’steady a flow as possible in order

to make full use .of their, -training facilitie
meetings of the /iircrew Allocation Committee at the Air

Ministry adjusted this flov/ as necessary. The P.R.C's and
A.P.U's were used as. the pools at Y^rhich any category of
aircrev/ surplus to requirements could bo retained. In the

case of a deficiency, which v/as more common, the courses at .
these centres were reduced in length.: . -' In some cases,
notably that of Air Gunners, it was necessary to post them .
direct fron the P.R, C. to the 0. T.U.. .T

The

The weekly

Minutes of

Aircrew
Allocation

Committee.

This problem of; ad justing the-.: supply of aircrew to the

O.T U's was complicated by the intake of special categories,
A number of ex-flying andmnavigation instructors v/ere fed

into Bomber Ccmmand during this period, for whom crews had
to be found at the 0. T„U., . v/hilst second tour personnel had

to be absorbed and crewed up, usualljr at the conversion
stage of training,
time to form complete; crev/s-of personnel of the same Dominion,
in order to feed them into Canadian and-Australian Squadrons,
in accordance with agreements made with those Dominion
Governments.

Finally every effort v/as made at this

All this.meant constant adjustments' in the
intake figures both to Operational and Conversion Units.

(2) 0p.er,4tiqnal Trainin^^ .Units .(0....T_ U'.s)

The purpose of an 0.T.U, was to train aircrew, on an
operational type of aircraft, for the particular I’cle
allotted to them. In the case of a Medium’Bomber O.T.U. they
were trained, principally on .Wellingtons, for night
operations on Medim and Hea-vy Bombers,. The exercises

-  included long night cross-country flights, practice bombing
and photography, and the use of ojoerational equipment,

/the O.T.U.
At
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the O.T.U. the various categories of aircrcv/ “ pilot,
navigator, bomb aimer, T/ireless operator, air gunner 

-

hitherto trained separately, v/ere teamed up to form complete
The instructors were drawn principally from ex-

operational aircreviT Tifho had completed one or more tours of
operations, -

cre\Ts.

S.8481A
End. 5'IA.

By 1943 the Operational Training Units of Bomber
Command vvrere organised into tlirce Groups, Nos. 91, 92 and 93.
In rnid-Pebruary these Groups contained the ec[uivalent of 18^
standard (54 U.E.) medium bomber O.T.U's and 1-^ (48 U.E.)
light b ember O.T.U's.
Table I.

Unit administered by No. 2 Group.

The . details of these can be seen in

In,addition there was a small Mosquito Training

The output of the Medium O.T.U's was expected to be 383
To conform to the expansionaircrews during March, 1943.

programme of Bomber Command to the end of the year, the out

put required would be 383 in March, rising to 528 in June,
491 in September, and 622 in December.

LM955/D.of 0.
4.4.43.

To meet this programme it \?as decided to raise the
This wasnumber of Medium O.T.U's to 24 by September,

begun by recasting the Polish O.T.U., No. I8, as British
with one Polish Plight, at ̂  stz’ength in March, by
increasing No. 8l O.T.U. to full size in April, and by
converting No. 17 O.T.U. from light to medium bombers in May,
and increasing it to f size. ,

The planned expansion beyond this point of 19-g- O.T.U's
by June underwent many , changes ovd.ng to non-availability of
airfields at dates specified, and v/ill be dealt with in the
next section,

well in advance, as it took some three months from the date
of formation for an O.T.U. to reach its planned output.

It was necessary to calculate requirements
S. 84814
Enel. 31c

Ibid End. 40B The output of the tvro Light Bomber O.T.U's, Nos. 13 and
17, was more than was required to supply the planned light
bomber squadrons,,, as an additional Light O.T.U. had been
opened in Canada. The output of the latter would require
a month's acclimatisation course, and instruction in
operational technique in Europe.
No. 13 O.T.U. could be expanded to undertake this, training
crews for both Mitchells and Bostons.
therefore converted to a medium role.

It was decided that

No. 17 O.T.U. was

No. 1655 Mosquito
Training Unit was also absorbed by No. 13 O.T.U., ivhich was
provided with an extra satellite on 1st May, 1943.
included Bicester as parent station, with Pinmere and
Turweston as satellites, and counted as 1-g- O.T.Us in size.

It then

Ibid Enel.574

V/ith the transfer of No, 2 Group to Fighter Conmand on
1st June, No. I3 O.T.U. was also transferred to support it.
No. 1655 Mosquito, Training Unit ¥vas then re-formed and came
back to Marham on 1st July,^ to supply the t\'/o Pathfinder
Mosquito squadrons there with crews.

(3) The„„5,i3Yel,qpm§nt of 0,.T,„U,',s,

By June 1943, the Bomber Command O.T.U's numbered 19^,
as seen in the.last section,

with ViThitley aircraft, the remainder with ’Jellingtons.
had been planned to add during June but only one, No. 82,
was actually opened. A revised programme of O.T.U. expansion
was issued on 21st June:-

/Existing

Pour of them were equipped
It
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L.M. l699A>.of 0
21/6/43

20^
ri

Existing O.T.U's.
July No. 17 O.T.U. to expand to full size

No. 83 O.T.U. to forra at -f size
Wo. 20 O.T.U. to expand to 1-^ size

+

August
September No. 84 O.T.U. to form at full size

No. 18 O.T.U. to expand to full size
Sept/Oct Leicester East (No.25 O.T.U.) to form at f

size

+ 2
+ 1

1

+ 4

TOT/i 24

This■programme depended upon the necessary airfields,
including satellites, being ready according to schedule,
was carried out vdth only minor modifications up to the end

The proposed O.T.U. at Leicester East was
cancelled in October, as it became unnecessarjr owing to the
good crew position.

The output of a full sized O.T.U. vfith a. Unit Equipment
of 54 operational aircraft V7as calculated as 32 crev7s per
month in summer, and 22 in-winter,
flying time duo to bad vrea.ther in winter, it had been the •
■custom to lengthen courses from 8 to 1.2 or more weeks, and to
reduce intakes from every fortnight to once in three weeks.
Bomber Oonimand proposed early in this year that intakes
should be fortnightly throughout the.year, the course being
standardised at 2 weeks ground'training and 8 vreeks flying^
The number of aircrev; per intake could then be regulated
according to the time of year from l6 in summer to 12 in
winter. There vfere lengthy discussions on this proposal,
the chief points of argument being as follcws:-

Mvantages: ~

(a) The training of a smaller number in ¥/inter would be
more intensive, and courses would not drag out as
they had in the past,

(b) If an entry had to be dropped, it would be a loss
of a fortnight only, instead of 3 weeks.

Disadvantages:-

(a) The number of. good flying days during 8 weeks in
v/inter might be insufficient,

(b) Instructors would have to give more lectures to .
smaller courses in winter.

It

of September.

To allow for the loss of

L.M.'2509/D. of 0
4/10/43 and
L,M.2606/D.of 0
14/10/43

III0/40
4

B.C./S.23336/4
End. 7A'

Ibid
Encl.lSA

95A, 108A, etc.

It v/as finally agreed in July that the length of courses
should remain the same throughout the year, at eight vreeks
flying preceded by two.vreeks ground training,
fortnightly intake was to be 16 crows in summer, falling to

(The intake had been raised to 18 during
The vfinter period vras to begin on

The normal

11 in v/inter.

May and June).

Ibid
Enel.11OA

Ibid .
Enel. 1 25 a

7th September, 1943, and end on 7th February, 1944.
H.O.U, intakes the winter period would begin and end
month later.

For
one

This meant that during October and November
there would be summer, outputs, from O.T.U's but winter intakes
to H.C.U's. It was decided to build up this pool to 100
surplus aircrews per Group, in order to allow for the period
of return to summer intakes in March, and to permit of a
full effort in the favourable, operational conditions of the
spring.

/These
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These efforts to build up a surplus against the v/intor
were cro\7ned ̂ vith such success that 6. T.U. training had' to
be slOTed dovm in November. CXving to bad v/oather in
October which prevented full H. C.U. outputs, and ovTing to
the reorganisation of li. C.U's during November (see Section
(4)), the operational Groups reached more than the full
number of surplus crews which thejr were planned to receive
during the winter. Bomber Command urgontlj?- requested in
October, the cancellation of all entries to 0, T.U's

30th November and 7th December, 1943, £>Jad asked that crews
due to output on and after those dates might be held an
extra fortnight. It was undesirable to back up crews
awaiting conversion anj>- fur-ther, owing to the long period
off flying between the 0.T.U, and H.C.U. In December it
became necessa-r^r to ask 0.T.U's to delay the transfer of each
course to the operational Groups until four weeks after
completion of training, A fortnight of this v7aB to be
spent on leave, the final fortnight in 4 5 hours extra
fl3ang, to koop them in flying practice. The 0. T.U's wore
thus hoxding seven courses at a time, five under training,
one on leave, and one awaiting posting.

on

Ibid

: Enel, 173.A,
177A.

Ibid

End. 181A

ils a result of this stirplus aircrev/ production the
number of 0.T.U's ceased to expand, and began to decrease,
after October, 1943-
reduced to ̂  size,
later postponed to 15th Januarj^-, 1944, owing to the Slav
clearance of trainees.

On 15th November No. 23 0. T. U. was
The effective date of reduction was

On 1st January, 1944, No.8l 0.T.U

B.0./0.R.B.
B.O./S23616/III
End. 1 21A

384814
End. 89A

.
was transferred to No.38 Group, in the Allied Expe,ditionar3'
Air Force, to suppler crews for the Stirling squa^ons
recently transferred to that Group.
Bomber Command had proposed to form a Heavj?- Bomber 0. T. U. as
an experiment, to eliminate one stage in the training process.
This idea was not proceeded v/ith, but was the subject of
discussion for some time to come.

In December, 1943,Ibid

End. 89c

The Bomber Command 0.T.U's remained at the equivalent
of 22 until the end of this i^eriod, Februarj'- 1944.
detailed lajr-out at this date is shavn in Table III,
February it was decided to reduce the number of C.T.U's,
owing to the large surplus of crews still awaiting conversion

B.C./S21717/VIII to heavy aircraft. ' The normal period of waiting between the
End. 11 2A

The

B.C./S23616/III
Encl.i57A

During

0.T.U. and H. C.U. courses at this time was about two months.

The necessarj'- reduction took effect in Idarch, and is covered
in the next Volume of this narrative.

(4) Heayy G qnyersi on ,,,Unit s (H. C. U' s).

With the introduction of four engined Heavy Bombers,
training units became necessary to convert pilots from twin-
engined to four-engined flying, and to accustom crews to the
use of their equipment,
this purpose began to amalgamate into Heavy Conversion Units
in October, 1942.
Units were established with a Unit Equipment of 32 aircraft
each.

The Conversion Flights formed for

By February 1943, eleven Conversion

In the case of the Lancaster H.C.U's 20 of these

wore Halifaxes or.lanchesters, in order to save Lancasters
for the front line. The details can be found in Table II.

The H.O.U's wore administered by the Operational Groups
throughout this period.

/The planned
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The plannod output of a standard (32 U.E. ) Oonvorsi
Unit 'WO-s 32 crews per month. To provide the crews required
for expansion it was planned to increase,the number of
H.C.U's ns follows

on
L.M. 119/D, of 0.
26/1/43

Halifax Lancaster Stirling Total
L.M.8l8/D.of 0.
24.3.43

Existing ILC.U's 4 5 2 11

Jlay, 1943 2^5 13

August, 1943 6 6 3 15

November, i 943

The Lancaster H. O.U' s were to be eqtxLpped with 16 Lancasters
and 16 Kalifax/Manchesters.

■6 ■7 163

This prograume v/as carried out up to Juljr with minor
modifications. Lancaster Conversion lili^ts of 8 aircrafL.M. 1422/D. of 0.

18.5.43 .

L. M.1995/D. of 0.
21.7.43
L.M. 1942/D. of 0.
14.7.43

t
each were added in Nos, 3 and 6 Groups in April, owing to the
decision to equip some of their squadrons with Lancaster II's.
In August an, additional Lancaster H.C.U, (.No. 1668)
opened at half-strength.

was

xit 19th August the H. C.U. position
was as follows, counting the tv/o Lancaster Flights as"half an
H.C,U. .

Halifax 5g-, Lancaster 7, Stirling 3, Total 15^.
(See- Table II)

,  A new programme .was prepared in view of the planned
increase, in .Lancaster, squadrons. ■ By this Halifax and 3
Stirling H. C.U's wore to be retained, while the Lancaster
H,C.U's vrere to increase to 8^ by the end of the year,
the event omng to an altered policy,, the number of H.C.U's
did not alter by Februar3'-, ■\9hl\-, although their composition
altered materially.

In

B.C./S21717/VII
End. 1 95A .

B.C./S21717/VIII
Encl..92.(i.

The increasing' v/astage rates of Stirlings and Halifaxes
Withrelative to Lancasters, was causing serious concern,

the superior load it carried, the Lancaster Tra.s  a vastljh
As a result.more economical aircraft to use on operations,

it was decided in Ifovember 1943, . to re-equip No. 3 Group v^rith
Lancasters, and to use Stirlings in H. C.U's for pre-
Lancaster training in Nos. 3 c-nd 5 Groups,
to fill a similar role in No. 1 Group,
considerable adjustments had to be made in H.C.U's, and
Lancaster FinislxLng Schools were formed in Nos. 1, 3 o-^d 5
Groups to convert Stirling and Halifax - trained crews to
the Lancaster.

Halifaxes \rere

To effect this.

The principal changes were a.s follows :

B.C./O.E.B.
21.11. 2f3

No. 1668 Lancaster. H, C. IT. v;as disbanded
Wo. 1653 Stirling H. C.U. v/as formed at 32 U.E. in

No. 3 Group. ,

The following H. C.U.'s re-equipped from I6 Lancasters
and 16 Halifaxes :-

Group H. .C. U. Location

1  1656
1  1662
1  1667
5  1654
5  1660
5  1661

New Unit Equipment
32 Halifax II
32 Halii’ax II
32 Halifax II
37 Stirling l/lll
37 Stirling I/III
37 Stirling l/lll

Lindholme
Blyton
PaldingvTorth
T/igsle3>-
Swinderb3r
T/inthorpe

/The aircraft
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The oiroraft establishment of Nds. 1651 and 1657 H. G.U's,
which, with No. I665, had been raised to 36 Stirlings on
1st October was reduced once more to 32.

was transferred to No.-. 38'Group, A. E.A. P. on 1st December, to
suppler crews to Nos. 196 and 620 Squadrons, which were also
transferred. . -

No. 1665 H.O.U.

Ibid

1.12. A3
On 21st January, 19A4, No. 1679 Lancaster Conversion

It had been decided to equip No. '6
The' diminishing commitment for

Plight vms disbanded.
Group with Halifax III.

Lancaster training v;as undertaken by No, 1666 H. O.U., v/hich
was raised to full strength, temporarily holding sufficient
Lancasters, against its Halifax establisbnent, to carrj'- out
this- task. On Pebruary 1 8th the aircraft establishment of
the Stirling H. 0.U's v;as standardised at 36 Stirlings,
final layout of Oonversioh Units in Bomber Command on
2Ath Pebruary, 19AA, v/as as follows

(Details may be found' in Table III)
H. C.U's - Halifax 9, Lancaster Stirling 6, Total 13|
Lancaster Pinishing Schools (18.U.E.) - 3

The

L. II 2A88/D. of 0,
1.10. A3

The Servicing Organisation of the H.C.U's was reorganised
in October 19A3, on the model of that in use in O.T.U's.
servicing was, centred in a Servicing Ning -under  a Chief

Technical Officer. , This comprised a Daily Servicing Squadron,
Ife-jor servicing was

:ai

and.a Repair and Inspection Squadron,
di-vided between the latter and the Base or Station Major
Servicing Section.

(5) O.ther Training Units.

In addition to O.T'.U's .and-H.C.U's a n-umber of other

training units had been found necessar^r in Bomber Command by
19A3. .A short simiraai^'' of the development and purpose of these

is given below, to complete the picture of the Bomber Command

training system.
Historical Branch Training Nonrative.
II and III),

(a) (Bomber) Gunnery Flights, ((b) G.P. ).

Puller details can be found in the Air

(See also Tables I,

These flights were formed in 19A2 as Target Towing
and Gunnery

(Bomber)
Plights, the name being later changed
Gunners/- Pilots. In Pebraiary, 1 9A3 ,

Nos. 1 to 5 Groups each had one of these flights,'
They were

to

numbered 1A8I to 1A85 respecti-vels/-.
established with a few operational aircraft,
together with Defiants for fighter affiliation
attacks and Martinets or Lysanders for target
towing. On 3lst March, 19A3, No. 1A99 (B) G. P.
was formed at Wyton in No. 8 (PPP) Group, to
pro-vide g-unnory training to aircrews posted direct

On 30th June No. 1691 (b) G. P. wasfrom O.T.U's.'

B. C./O.R. B.
31.3. A3

formed to provide the same training for No. 6
(r. 0,A. P. ) Group,
ments'pro-vided for. them altered v/ith variations in

training'methods. On 15th Pebruary, 19AA, these
flights -were disbanded and replaced 'by (Bomber
Defence Training Plights (see below).

The details of the establish-

Ibid

I5.2.AA

/(b) Air
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These,were formed in June ,1942, and attached to
.•1481, ,1483, 1484, and 1485. (Bomber) Gunnery

ights for the purpose of training ITireless
Operator/Air Gunners for temporary employment
Air Bombers.

N,qs...

as

They v/ere disbanded on 15 th March

Ibid-

15.3.43.

L.M. 547/D. of 0.
3.3.43.

,
1943, their task being accomplished. Speciaily
trained Air Bombers \/ere by then being supplied.

(0);. (.Bomber). Defence. Tra^ Plight;

Tvvo .of those. flights v/ere formed in each of the
O.T.U. Groups on 6th June, 19)+3., to train

.  def ensive ' tac tic s.
Tomahav/ks.

crews in

They were equipped with six
On 15th February,.1944, the (Bomber)

Gunnery Plights were disbanded and one of these

,  (b) D.T.P's formed in each operational Group to
replace them. They were equipped v/ith Spiitfire,

, Hurricane and Martinet aircraft.
i

(d) Mosquito ...T.r;nin,ing.....Unit (M. T,. )

This has already been referred to in the section '
No. 1655 M. T.U. carried out

similar role to an O.T.U. for the Mosquito squad-
At the beginning of the period the Unit

Establishment v/as nine Mosquitoes and six
Blenheims.

on O.T.U’s., a

rons.

The latter were used owing to the
shortage of Mosquito aircraft. On I8th March,
the Mosquitd element was increased to 13 aircraft.
On 1st May, the M,.T.U. moved to Tur//eston and was
incorporated in No. 13 O.T.U. It reformed on

1st J-unej at Pinmere v/ith 20'Mosqijitoes and 8
Oxfords.' It T/as administered by No, 92 Groivp
until 1st July, v/hen it moved into No. 8 Group at

TMarhajn and was reduced by 10 Mosqui.toes.
19th September the establishment was amended to
16 Mosquitoes and 8 Oxfords, at which it remained
for the rest of this period.

On

( e) P.,P. P ,.Navigatiqn Train^^^ ..Nuit,, ,(.N.,T,.,U. ),

This Unit,was formed on 21st March, 1943, for the
purpose ,of training aircrev/s of the Pathfinder

'  Force in P.P.P, teclinique, and in the use of the
special- equipment used by P.P.P. squadrons,
was located , at Oalcington under the operational.,
control of No. 8 (P.P.P. ) Group, v/ith an initial
U.E. of four Stirlings, 4 Halifaxes and eight
Lancasters,

deleted,
in the Group,
was.amended to nine Halifaxes and nine Lancasters.

This was based on a monthly v/astage of three
crews per squadron,

navigators were required monthly.
12-J flying honors v/as jriven for training replace
ment orev/s, and 25 hours for reserve navigators.

(f) Beam Approach Tra .Plights^ (B. A. T. )

It

111 August, the Stirlings v/ere
as there, v/ere now no Stirling aircraft

On 9th September the establishment

In addition, eight reserve
A total of. ■

L.M,733/D. of 0.
B.G./O.R.B.
21.3.43. .

Ibid .

5.9.43. -

B.A.T. Plights had been in existence in Bomber

Command for some years. In February, 1943,
there were 20 of these flights distributed amongst
the Operational and Training Groups. They were

/equipped
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equipped v/ith about six to eight Oxford aircraft,
and gave short courses to selected pilots in Beam
Approach procedure. With the use of Gee for
landing aircraft under bad weather conditions, the
number of B.A. T. Flights in the Command v/as
considerably reduced dtiring the year. Some v/ere
transferred to other Commands, five were disbanded
on 9th August, 19^1-35 and tv/o more in November.
By February, 1944, there 7/ere only six B. A. T.
Flights left in the Command, one in each Group
except Nos. 1, 6 and 8. No. 8 Group had one
Oxford attached to each station for Beam approach
training.

(S) E®£,Q^,...TFaining Un^ )

These units were for the purpose of training crev/s to
ferry aircraft overseas. No. 307 P.T.U. was re
equipped from Blenheim to Boston aircraft on
13th March, 1943. On 30th April No. 1443 Perry
Training and Development Plight was renamed
No. 310 P.T.U., and No. 1446 P.T. Plight \ras
renamed No. 311 P.T.U. These too were re-equipped
on 7th July from 17ellingtons to /msons. They
were located at Harwell and Morcton-in-Marsh

respectively, the two overseas O.T.U's. On
11th July No. 312 viTas formed at 'Jollesbourne
Mountford, but it was foxmd to be unnecessary and
disbanded again on 28th July. Ov'/ing to the
reduced overseas commitment No. 310 P.T.U. was

also disbanded on 17th Deceinber, 1943*

(h) Night y is ion .Training,. ..Schqp.l.,..,(.,N,,y,,,T..„S. „).

Ibid

L.M. 2103/D. of 0.
6.8.43.
B.C./O.E.B.

Ibid

27.11.43.

A central N. V. T. S. was formed at Upper Heyford on
25th April, 1943, with 15 Unit N.V.T.S’s
distributed thiroughout the Command, to improve the
night vision and use of the at night of
bomber aircrews,

year.

(i) Night Bomber Tap S chool

Two more were added during the

This school was fomed at Headquarters, Bomber
Its function wasCommand, on 1?th August, 1943.

to give tactical instruction to H. 0. U.

Instructors, Operational Squadron personnel.
Group Tactical Officers, 0. T.U. Plight Commanders
and Fighter Wing Commanders,
pupils WQTG taken for one week's course.

(J) B,Qmb.ing,..,De,ye,,l,opmen,t, ..Uni.t.,
This unit, although not strictl3'- spealcing a
training \xnit, is included here as it was a non-
operational unit of the Command. In Pebruar3^
1943, it had a Unit Equipment of tliree
Wellington, four Halifax,
Stirling and one Proctor aircraft.

vra.s to carrjr out trials and experiments with any
new bombing or navigational equipment produced
for the Command. Its establishment and

equipment varied accordinglja Qn 7th December,
1943, it was reorganised on a two-fligjat basis,
ov;ing to the increase in its commitments regarding
various t5rpes of Radar equipment. Fighter t3pie
aircraft were added for use in tactical trials.

It then consisted of a Development Plight and a
Radar Training Plight,

two Lancaster, two
Its purpose

B.O./O.R.B.
7.12.43
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C,„H 4.P..T.,..E,.R 5

NEl|ir EQUIHylEIW,

(1) DeyelpHnent of .,.,Te,chnical_^

The nefw teohnioal aids with which the bcmher force had
"been provided by 1943 vfere of even more importance to the
success of its operations than the expansion in its size.
They were the result of three years experience, during most
of which aircrews had no assistance other than their
eyesight in locating their target,
radio aids revolutionized bombing technique and efficiency.
Only one chapter is devoted to them here, however, as they
are fully dealt with in specialized narratives, to v/hich
reference is made. Their operational use is frequently
referred to later in this narrative.

The rapid development of radio aids during the year 19R2,
has been described in Volume IV. By February, 1943, Bcmber
Command was already using three such aids-Gee,’oboe W
H2S - in addition to radio counter-measures against the
enemy defences. All these were developed and expanded
during the period under review, and an additional bonbing
device, G.H., vras introduced in October/November, 1943.

The Pathfinder system took advantage of these
navigational and bombing aids at the earliest moment,
aircraft first equipped were used to lead the main force to
the target, and to mark the aiming point
a rapid development in methods of target Inarking.
flares,, ground and slpy markers were produced.

own

The introduction of

The

This necessitated

Coloured

>.> •

The bomber force could now be concentrated both in time
and space, to produce the maximum,effect with the minimum
losses,

defences
It had long been proved that sat:uration of the
- both fighter, i4/u and searchlights was the

With this concentration, moreover radio
counter-measures could be taken. . . Specially ~ equipped
aircraft, as well as ground stations, wore used to jam the
signals of enemy fighters and their control, and to screen
the bomber force from radio identification for as long as
possible.

secret of economy.

Finally, the technical development of bombs as a result
of experience put. the final touch to the efficacy of the
bcmber force. Bombs of increased size and efficiency
now available. Special weapons were produced for special
tasks such as Dam - busting, and the Increased use and
improved performance of incendiary bombs had a devastating
effect upon the German war potential.

vrere

(2) Gee and. Gee - H

«rS7-1-3530~
”-How Gee ¥/orks”-

The first radar navigational aid available to Bcmber
Command was Gee, which was first used operationally
8th March, 1942. It provided an aircraft with a fix from
the intersection of tvro position lines.

on

These vrere obtained
by measuring at the aircraft the differeroe .in time between
the receipt of two pulses of radio energyj each of which had
been transmitted by separate fixed groui'jd stations
synchronised with each other. These position lines were

/read off

G.225497/DEW/II/49.
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Pile
read off from a lattice chart carried in the aircraft,
development of Gee to 1943 has been dealt with in VoluDie IV.

The

The ground stations consisted of a chain of one
master" and tvro or more "slaves" to cover each section ofA.H.B.

Signals Narrative enemy territory.
"Gee and Northern cha

In Pehruary 1943, the Eastern, Southern
'  A South Western chainins hod heen set up.

was added in September, 1943-

The Mark I Gee receiver was in use at the beginning of

the period. Owing to its limited range of frequencies, it
could be easily jammed, and was already of little use on
the Eastern chain except for homing. The changeover to
Mark II equipment was accomplished between Pebruary o.nd
April, 1943. This enabled the operator to change
frequencies, and so operate different chains, v/hilst

A target frequencsr (XP)
Jki aircraft could change to this, when it reached the target
area, a system v/hich remained undetected by the enemy until
June, 1943. '

airborne. was introduced in i-$iril.

'H was a development of Gee'combined virith H, a
system -which had been shelved in 1940, because it could only

in aircraft

Gee

be used by a small number of aircraft,

Ibid

Gee - H'

equipped with Gee - H had all normal Gee'facilities with an
additional transmitter. This, sent pulses to tvTo ground

'■'beacons, -Which repeated them back to tde aircraft,
taken was measured,' and converted to miles, . giving a fix
whose error was\ only about 200 by 400 yards under operational
conditions.

Tho time

Thee Gee - H lattice chart incorporated range
circles from the ground beacons,
to set up Wo co-ordinates given to him at briefing.

The navigator had merely

It was decided to instal Gee - H in those aircraft

unsuitable for H2S equipment, namely Lancasters with 8,000 lb
In -addition No. 139 Mosquito squadron of No 8

(PPP) Group was equipped, and first used ^he device
operationally on 7th/Sth October, 1943. ("ly' ' The Lancasters
first used it for blind bombing on 3rd/4th November.

bomb doors.'

(3) Ob,oe-

Oboe used the standard Beam approach ssrste.® of aural
indication to guide a pilot along his' course - dots on one
side of the track, dashes the other side.

■  transmitted by a ground station called the "Cat", and the
return pulses from fhe aircraft transmitter were received
by the "Mouse" station, vdiich plotted the j^osition of tho
aircraft along its track.

These were

The point of bomb release was
T.R.E. Memo
Oboe - How it
Works.

A.H.B. Bomber
Narrative Vol.IV.

signalled to the navigator, with an accuracy of the order of
60 ft by 200'ft.

The development of Oboe during 1942 has been dealt v^ith
in the preceding Volurae. It -was first used operationally on
20th December, 1942. Up to Januars^, 1943, "tde oboe-equipped .
Mosquito squadron. No. 109 (PPP), -was used in blind-bombing
attacks, to gain operational expierience. On 1st January,
1943, and thereafter, it .was used to .mark the bomb-release

/The chief
point for the main force.

(1) An unsuccessful operational trial was carried out on
4th/5th October, against Aachen,
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The chief drasivhacks . to the use of "Oboe" v/ere its

restricted range and the fact that only one aircraft could be

handled by each pair of cat and mouse stations per 10 minutes.

Also, the aircraft, was required to fly straight and level for

this period on its approach to the target, to enable the
bomb-release point to be accurately assessed.

It was hoped to improve the range by the use of
"repeater" aircraft stationed half-way to the target, and
experiments were carried on during 1943. Success v/as not

achieved, however, owing to technical faults, (Experimental
operations vrere carried out on a single channel only). It
was finally decided in November to await the introduction of

the Mark II Oboe equipment in 1944* Tbe second difficulty
was dealt with by increasing the number of "ca.t" and "mouse"
stations to provide sufficient marker aircraft. vdiilst the

risks entailed by the straight and level approach yrere
decreased by the use of the fast and high flying Mosquito
aircraft.

/f:i^ 4/178

Although Jamming of Oboe Mark I by the enemy was
expected, it did not take place until November, 1943, and
then not to a serious extent,

lost up to this time over enemy territory, in May, 1943, £>-nd
it was presumed the equipment was destroyed.
Mark II Oboe was developed on a much higher frequency,
would make it more difficult to Jam, so that it could replace
the Mark I, v/hen interference with that should render it
ineffective,

technical improvements achieved are described in the signals
narrative.

Only one Oboe Mosquito was

Meanwhile

This

The development of Oboe ground stations and.th

Ibid

A.H.B. Signals
Narrative

Oboe

e

By June, 1943, No. 109 Squadron had expanded to three
flights of oboe equippedMosquitoea , the .third being a
training flight.
Oboe squadron.

On 1st July, No. 105 was added as a second
The third flight of No. 109 Squadron was

incorporated in No. 1655 Mosquito training unit, to train
crev/s for both squadrons. These tv/o squadrons continued to
provide the Oboe force for the Command throughout this period.
By September, 1943, No. 105 Squadron was beginning to equip
with the Marie II version, but it was not until January, 1944,
that the Mark II "Album Leaf" typo began to be used as ^
standard equipment.

(4) .H2S

H2S was the first system of radio aid to navigation and
bombing -which was entirely independent of ground stations.
All the apparatus was in the aircraft itself. _
was the same as the A.S.V. used to locate enemy shipping and
especially U-boats. It was found that radar impulses
transmitted from an aircraft gave back varying reflected
impulses from water, open countr5'’ and built-up areas,
differences were by degrees defined to such an extent that it

was possible to identif3r coastlines, rivers, towns and even
Individual factories by the type of reflection they produced
on the Cathode Ray tube Scanner.

By this means targets and navigational pinpoints could
be identified in total darkness or through cloud,
system ?/as, moreover, not limited by range,
entirely independent of ground assistance." Its operation,
hov/ever, required far greater experience than did Oboe, and
its effectiveness was not so immediate,
period of experience and improvement of the definition of the
reflected picture v/as required before it became accurate and
reliable.

Its principle

These

This

since it was

A considerable
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B Ops 1 Polder
"Oboe and H.2S

Results".

H2S was first used operationally as a target marking
device on 30th/3'lst Januajryj Bomber Command had
already requested that H,23 should be supplied as standard
■equipment to all bomber aircraft,
targets have been identified and attacked"^ says  a Bomber
Command report on 9th February, 1943, "proves that if this
device -were introduced into as many heavy bombers as possible,
it would greatly increase destructive power of the bomber
force and considerably reduce'the restriction imposed on
operations by adverse weather conditions"/:

The ease with which

The supply of H. 23 sets v^ras insufficient to meet the
demands of Bomber and Coastal Commands. In March, 1943,
the,demand and supply position was reviewed, and a
programme up to Sept ember was laid dov^. It was hoped to
complete the equipment of the six Heavy; PPP Squadrons 'bj
31st July, and fit five Lancaster and -bwo Halifax squadrons
of the main force by 30th September. This production rate
Tfas speeded up by May so that an additional 50 Halifaxes
could be promised for August.

c.30305/46 Pt.l
Ends. l64B-
169B.

On 24th September, 1943, it was reported that there was
a deficiency of 35 sets on the target figure laid down. By
this date.further experience had shown certain v/eoknesses in
the. existing equipment. The most important vrere
insufficient accuracy, .apd the difficulty of interpreting
H2S responses under operational conditions. . In October,
therefore, fhe C.in.O. of Bomber Command pressed for the
introduction of 3 centimetre H2S (Mark III),,
much improved definition on the scanner,
arranged to equip 3 PPP squadrons by the end of the year.
The C.in.C. asked for six to be oquipjped with Mark III A,
which incorporated, a roll-stabilised barrel scanner, to
avoid distortion of the picture, and an improved indicator.
In spite of Coastal Command agreeing to Bomber Command's
priority over their claims to 3 cm ,\SY,. production delays
resulted in only 15 reaching the Pathfinder squadrons by the
end of January,t 1944. By then Mark III had conclusively

'44. proved its operational superiority.

By the ond of the period, mid-Pebruary, 1944, the total
of H2S equipment fitted to Bomber Coimnand aircraft was:-
Stirling 74, Halifax 407, Lancaster 694. Of this total of
1175 sets, 491 had been lost, and 591 were held in units at
that date. /ill the heavy Pathfinder squadrons were
equipped, and eighteen of the Main Force squadrons, in
addition to some training units.

(5) Waging Devices
.  In addition to the use of Radar,as a navigational and

bombing aid, equipment was devised to give v/arning of attack
by enemy aircraft. , Three’ tjq>es were, developed and used
during 1943 - Fishpond, Monica and Boozer.

This gave
It had been ■

Ibid
Enel. 236A

Ibid
Enel. 2474

w
m/i75A
V11/43
PPP Monthly
Summary, Jan

W
ID4/175A

A

I

1H4/175A Fishpond consisted of an extra indicator unit fitted to
This gave visual warning of the/I an H2S installation,

presence of other aircraft below the horizontal plane of the
aircraft to which it was fitted. It vfas a short range
presentation on a Cathode Ray viewer of the H23 pictiuro.
Any aircraft seen had to be identified by its actions,
e,g,, a rapid approach from below.

/Monica Mark •
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Monica Mark I was a similar device indov'On

H2S set,which gave tail warning only,
approximately 60° in elevation and 120° in azimuth. Its
range coverage was from about 3000 ft. to 500 ft.

Boozer was an interrogator set, used to identify;- the
transmissions of enemy A. 1.
A,1. could be identified by its response,
introduction of devices for jamming the onomy A.1.,
especially Window, the enemy filters v/ero forced to abandon
the use of their A.1, sots. Boozer was then no longer
effective.

(6) %4io...p,OHi$9,£,.,r,..ifc,f!:.suros (r, 0. M. ).

The jamming of the enemy defensive radio network had
long been proposed, and the means devised. Up to 19A2,
however, it had been considered inadvisable. Any method
used could be copied by the Germans, to the detriment of the
fighter defence of Great Britain. By 1942, the preponderance
of air power was sufficiently on the side of the Allies to
risk the initiation of these measures. A chain of ground
stations was first set up, to interfere with enemy signals by
the use of hi^~pawerod transmitters on the same frequencies.
Later, aircraft were equipped v;ith transmitters and sent
enemy territory?' to carry on this interference. The use of
Tinsel and Mandrel jamming transmissions was begun b3r bomber
aircraft in December 1942.

:nt of the

It covered

An enemy fighter equipped with
With the

over

914/H2
Monica

See Signals
Narrative

Vol. VIII,
Pt. II.

The importance of this "radio war" became obvious in 1943.
This led to the growth described in Oho.pter III above,
culminating in the formation of a special Group in Bomber
Command, No. 100 Group, to take charge of all radio counter
measures,

counter-measures in aiding the bomber force, begcji to be used
in 1943.

Tlnally, Window, the most effective of all these

See Chapter
III (6)

Window was the code name given to small strips of metal-
coated paper. These, when dropped from aircraft in quantity,
simulated a large force of aircraft on a radar installation,
T^s enabled a small force of Mosquitoes to decoy the enemy
fighters to one area, while the main force went to another.
Alternatively at seme point on the main force route, a small
decoy force could carry on, dropping Window, while the main
force turned awa^'’ to bomb a target 4o the side.

The importance attached to the use of Window is
illustrated by a note by the Air Staff to the Chiefs' of Staff
Oemmittoe on 1st May, 1943:-

the use of Window we should expect to save, during the
8 months from 15th May, 1943, some 455 bombers and their crews.
This would not only sustain the strength of our bomber force
but YTOuld a.lso increase the average of its experience and
therefore of its efficiency,
losses and greatly increase morale.

This would still further reduce

0.0. S.(43)
227(0)

The \/indow idea ia so simple that the onomy could very
soon use it against us even if ho had not thought of it before
wo used it. If ho uses it, wo m\ist expect our own night
defence, at heme and overseas, to be reduced temporarily'’ to
about 20fa of its present efficiency".

ID4/186 It was finally decided to postpone its use until after
Operation Husky, the invasion of Sicily'-, as this might havo
been affected by the enemy's use of Window,
in operations, therefore.

It was first u

on

sed

2A.th/25th July, 1943, in an
/attack
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It was at once evident that it caused

The sky
There vra.s an

attack on Hamburg,
confusion in the German ground control stations,
appeared to them to be full of aircraft,
immediate fall in the loss rate of Bomber Command, and the

enemy had to reorganise his night fighter control system.

The German ground .stations could noT7 only give very
general information and instruction to their night fighters
and these had to go back to a more primitive "catseye”
technique, often X'ri.thout the aid of their A. I. installations.
It -vvas thus an easier matter to jam the instructions by

poverful transmitters,
instructions were transmitted by the ground stations in the
British Isles,

night fighters \?ere sent out \vith Serrate sets, vMch homed

on enemy fighters, and attacked them.

To add to their difficulties false

And finally, at the end of this period,

Table,,. VI ,-„Warning,,,Deyices,,.,and, G
in„us„e,,„„1.24:^

Da t e, „„o.f .Int,TO.duc -
tion.

G,ode Name

Oct. 1942.Modulated I.P.P., against
Wurzburgs

Shiver

4 per Sqdn.
Dec. 1942.

Air and ground jamming sets,
against PREYAS

Mandrel

Aircraft transmitter used for

jamming H.P/R.T.
Tinsel

Dec. 1942.

Late 1942.A. I. interrogator in aircraftBoozer

Transmitter at Dunvach, to
jam A.I.

Ground Grocer

April, 1943.

Metallised paper to simulate
aircraft on Radar receivers

Tifindow

July 24th, 1943.

Transmitter at Sizewell, to
jam VHP/RT

'  Ground Cigar
July 30th, 1943.

Oct. 7th, 1943.Airborne Cigar, Ditto in No. 101 Squadron
aircraft.or

A. B. G.

Transmitter to jam running

commentary or transmit false
messages.

Corona

Nov. 1943.

Warning devices-in aircraft,
shov/ing approach of hostile.

Monica

Late 1943.

Pishpond

High-pov/er transmitter, to jam
Stuttgart transmitter musical
codes.

Dartboard

Dec. 1943.

To jam W/T transmissions
(Restrictions imposed on use
of I.P.P.

Drumstick

Jan, 1944*
Jan, 1944).
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(7) Target I/Iarkers

The early tactics of the Pathfinder Force used large
numhers of A.5 in. reconnaissance flares to find and mark the

target, followed by incendiary bombs to maintain the marking.
This use of flares, was found to dazzle the bomb-aimer,
especially in hazy conditions, v^fhilst the wide scatter and the
drift of the flares made it difficult to choose the centre

point at v/hich to aim,
scatter effect, as well as being easily imitated by the enemy,
and not being visible through cloud.

Incendiaries also suffered from

See Volume IV

This early experience led to the.demand for hooded flares

Three hooded flares were producedc.s.16502
End. 135.A.

and target marker bombs,

during 1942 - a 5.5 in. with an umbrella shade, the American

M. 26 of a similar type, and the 4.5 Id. cylindrical shield
type,
gave excellent results,

shield, it took up too much stovTage space,
was evolved with a collapsible asbestos hood of 7 id. diameter,
so that a cluster of four could be stowed in a 500 lb. baib

stowage.

The two former gave incomplete shading, but the latter
In its early form, with a 12 in.

A folding version

Target marker bcmbs were developed in 4000 lb., 2000 lb.,
The first tv/o v/ere found to beand 250 lb., casings,

uneconomical, and development was concentrated upon the 25O lb.,
version. These v/ere produced dth red, green, yellow and

Ibid

End.

white candles, and were first used on the night of
16th January, 1943 against Berlin,
imitation, a large variety of fillings were later used,
including shortened 4 lb. incendiaries, multiple flashes, and
delays to lengthen the time of burning,
these are given in Table VII, v/hilst the course of development
of all these v/eapons is described in the ".armament"
Narrative,

To counter enemy

The various types of

Ibid

End. Ill A To overcome the handicap of clouds covering the target,
and obscuring ground markers, sky markors were developed.
These were required with the introduction of blind bombing
devices.

The following are the most important:-

A 4.5 in. flare dripping magnesium, which burnt with
a T/hite flame to about 500 ft. below the flare.

ColoiAred 4.5 in. flares, red, green, red with green
stars, green with red stars, red with yellow stars,
and green with yellow stars.

A large variety were evolved during the year 1943.

(a)

(E)

(o) Cluster projectiles containing 4.5 in. flares with
varying delays, or conbinations of the above sky
markers. A full list of the various types in use
can be found in Table VII.

A rocket-propelled flare was requested by the PFP, but
after a long period of experiment was abandoned as
impracticable in the form in v/hich it was required,
tracer flare was devised, vyhich consisted of a pyrotechnic
candle attached to the tail of a marker bomb, giving a Meteor
effect,

the bomb, and drew the attention of other aircra.ft crews to it.

/ One of

i-i

This enabled the bomb aimer to trace the course of
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One of the most important factors in the production of

these flares and sky markers was the successful development of

This made it possible to ignite
them at ans^" required level, v/ithout any tactical limitation
of the aircraft as to the height of release,
possible the chain effect obtained from clusters, by igniting
each flare at a different height.

barometric fuze (No. 860).a.

It also made

Ibid

3ncls. etc.

In September, 1%3, a 1000 lb. T.I. bomb v/as introfLuced
to replace eventually, the 25O lb. varieties. The efforts
of the enemy to simulate existing markers made it necessar3'‘
to introduce still more complexity into the patterns of pj^ro-
technic used. The 250 lb. T.I. in all its vai'ieties (see
Table VIl) continued to be the standard rnarkci’ bomb tlrroughout
this period. A 1000 lb. version was used in addition
containing 200 candles, divided into 35 non-delay and 33 each
with a delay of 2’g-, 3, 1, 9 and 11 minutes. A total burning
time of 12 minutes v/as thus achieved. Larger clusters of

'  sky markers were also developed to\-fards the end of the period.

Ibid

Ihcl.21 2A.
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1st OCTOBER, j
Ti0LE VII

Official Service
Nomenclature Description Colloquial Name

GROPD M/iRKERS

Bomb, a/c, Target
Identification 250-lb
No. 2 Mark I

(Followed by colour,
Red, Green, Yellow

Bomb, a/c. Target
I  Identification 250-Ib

No. 4 Mark I

(Followed by colour
Red, Green or Yellow

Filled 6o coloured candles
each burning for 3 mins
(4 candles contain
explosive units)

I  No. 2 T.I, Red
!  No. 2 T.I. Green

No. 2 T.I. Yellov-/

Filled 20 candles vyith no
delay (4 candles contain
explosive units)

’  20 candles v/ith 2^ minute
delay.
20 candles with 5 min.
delay.

Filled with 60 candles each
having a delay of 2^ mins

No. 4 T.I. Red

No. 4 T.I. Green

I  No. 4 T.I. Yellow

Bomb, a/c, Target
Identification 250 lb
No. 9 Mark I

(Followed by colour
Red, Green or Yellow)

j Bomb, a/c, Target
!  Identification 250-Ib
I  No. 10 Mark I
(Followed by colour
Red, Green or Yellow)

B omb, a/o, Target
Identification 250-lb

j  No. 8 Spot Fire
Mark I Red

No. 9 T.I. Red

No, 9 T.I. Green
No. 9 T.I. Yellow

Filled with 60 candles each
having a delay of 5 mins

No. 10 T.I. Red

No. 10 T.I. Green
No. 10 T.I. Yellow

I Filled cotton v/ads saturated
j  in solution of strontium
i  perchlorate dissolved in
I  alcohol.

I Time of burning 15-20 mins.
I  giving a deep red steady
I  glow.

I Filled 210 Flash units
i  functioning successively
i with intervals averaging
i  1.5 secs, continuing for
approximately 5 mins.
Bomb normally dropped in
salvo.

1 Filled Standard shortened
I  4.5 in. Fhotoflash and sand
I  ballast

i No. 8 T.I. Red

Bomb, a/c. Target
I  Identification 250-lb

j No. 7 Multi-flash
I  Mark I Red (or other
i  colour)

No. 7 T.I. Red

(or other colour)

|Bomb, a/c. Target
■  Identification 250-lb
; No. 11 Fhotoflash
i Mark I

iBofflb, a/c. Target
Identification 250-lb
No. 12 Photoflash
Mark I Red Green

j Yellow

:Bomb, a/c. Target
;  Identification 250-lb
I No. 13 Photoflash
i Mark I Red, Green
i Yellow.

or

or

No. 11 T.I. Photo

I

i Filled Standard Shortened

j  4.5 in. Photoflash and 40
2|- minute delay candles

I No. 12 T.I. Photo Red
;No. 12 T.I. Photo Green
No. 12 T.I. Photo Yellow

Filled Standard Shortened
i  4.5 in. Photoflash and 40
I  non delay candles

;No. 13 T.I. Photo Red
(No. 13 T.I. Photo Green
:No. 13 T.I. Photo Yellow

! G.225497/DEVliA9.
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Official Service

NOTenclature

G,ROUMD.,...MiMBS. (Cont'd)

Bonib, a/cj Target
Identification 230-Ib ; and 30 Mon-delay Candles
No, 15 Mark I (follovr- | containing explosive units
ed by colours, Red,
Green or.Yellow)

Bomb, o/o. Target iFilled 60 candles incorporat
Identification 250-lb ^ ing successive delays
No. 16 Mark I (follow- ^ giving a total burning
ed by colour, Red, ; time of 12 minutes (Route
Green or. Yellow

Bomb, a/c, Target
Identification 1000-lb lines as the 250-lb T.I.

Mark I (follovTcd by Forms not yet determined
colours Red, Green or
Yellow)

Description

Pilled 30 Non-delay Candles

marker)

Pilled on the same general

Colloquial Name

No. 15 T.I.X. Red' '
No. 15 T.I.X. Green

i  No. 15 T.I.X. Yellow

i  No. 1& T.I. Red .
!  No. 16 T.I. Green

:  No. 16 T.I. Yellow

i  No. 20 T.I. Red

:  No. 20 T,I. Green
I  No. 20 T.I. Yellow

'i

•i

SISII1RKE.RS

Red FlareI Coloured flare burning
steadily for approximately
3 minutes.

Flare Target 4.5in.
Mark I Red

Flare Target 5ii^.
Mark I Green Green Flare

Red Green Star Flare-.' Flares with primary colour
burning for approximately
3 minutes ejecting 7 stars
at 20 sec.' intervals; each

i  burning'for 8 secs.

Flare Target
Mark I Red with

Green stars

:■ Green Red Star Flare.-do - Green with
red stars

-do - Red vd.th
yellow stars

-do - Green vyith
. yellov;’ stars. ..

■i Red Yellow Star Flare. ^

Green Yellcw Star Flore;
■■

V/hite Drip Slcymarker. Bright lifhite flare dripping
.  molten magnesium producing

a tail- of up to 1000 ft. in
length.

Flare, JUrcraft, Sky-
marker, 30-lb Mark III
white Drip

:  No. 14 T.I. Red . -
;  No. 14 T.I. Green -
I  No. 14 T.I. Blue

Bomb, a/c, Target
Identification 250-lb
No. 14 Skymarker
Mark I (follov/ed by
colours, Red, Green

Blue.).or

Pilled 25 Candles. Each on
a 38 in. parachute burning
for 4 minutes in the air.
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;  Official Service
Nanenclature Description Colloquial Name

:  CLUSTER,,PROJE.CT,ILES

Cluster, Projectiles,
aircraft l8in. 270-lb
No. 1 Mark 1/A
accommodating 7 x If. 5in
flares.

J Cluster Projectile containing
; . 7 X A.5in. Reconnaissance flares

■  disintegrating at 6,000 ft.
:  and flares opening,
i  2 Mark VI (A min. delay; at
:  6,000 ft. and
2 Mark V (2 min. delay; at

:  A,000 ft. and 3 Mk.IV (no
i  delay) at 2,000 ft.
;  iUl flares therefore ignite
at 2,000 ft. giving contin-:

■  uity of burning over approx-
;  imately 7-8 mins.
Employing one 860 fuse.

Cluster Projectile containing
'  7 X A.5in. coloured skymarkcr
i  flares disintegrating at re
quired height and ejecting

•  flares each fitted Tirith

;  delay igniters giving a
^  successive delay in functionin
thereby producing a vertical
chain effect.

:  Employing one 860 fuse.

As above but containing A x
:  A.5in. flares for Mosquito

■  Stowage.

a,

C.P. No. 1 Recco.

C.P. No, 1 Chain.

Cluster, Projectile
aircraft, 12in.,1A0-lb
No. 2 Mark 1A accom

modating A X A.5in.
flares.

! C.P. No. 2 Recco.

C.P. No. 2 Chain.

Cluster, Projectile,
aircraft. 1 Sin.,A00-lb.
No. 3 Mark lA accom

modating A X 7in. Hood
Reconnaissance flares.

Cluster Projectile containing
A X 7ic. Hooded Flares, dis
integrating at the required
operational height.
Employing one No. 860 fuse.

C.P. No. 3

AIR.BURST PUSES

Fuse, Mrcraft
Flare, Nose
No. 860 Mk. II

(Nose fusing)

:Barometrically operated,
i  functioning at a pre-
;  determined height above sea
:  level at a barometer pressure of
1012 millibars. Selective

settings based on a A.5in.
Flare T.V.

Barometrically operated func-
;  tioning at a predetermined
height above sea level at a

• barometer pressure of 1012
millibars housed in the tail

and operates independently
of height of release and T.V.
of Store.

860 A etc.

Fuse, Aircraft
Flare No. 867 Mk. l/a
(Tail Fusing)

867

Fuse, Time, iUrcraft
Plash, No, 8A8 Mk. V.

Operated by selective delay
capsule functioning at a
pre-dete'rmined height below
the aircraft.

8A8
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(8) Bombs and Bombsights,

Many of the v/eapons used early in the wor v/ero found to

be inefficient and uneconomical when photographic cover was
available to assess their effects. By 1943 the results of

experience, in the shape of new and better bombs, vrere
becoming available,
during this period is given below,
bombs used is in Table VIII, whilst the story of their develop
ment and production can be found in the Armament Narrative
prepared by A±r Historical Branch.

A brief description of those introduced
A full list of the

Up to February, 1943, the majority of bombs used had
been of the General Purpose type - 40, 250, 500, 1000, 1900

The 2,000 and 4,000 lb. High Capacity bombs
were introduced in 1941, £>''nd used as aircraft capable of

carrying them became available. The Median Ga-pacity series

of bombs was developed to replace the G.P,, which v/as
obsolescent by 1943. ■ The first M.C., of 500 lbs. vroight,
was introduced in mid 1942, the remainder, 1000, 2000, and

4000 lbs., in early 1943.. Larger High Capacity bombs were

produced by Joining together sections of the 4,000 lb. H.G,
The 8,000 lb. H. 0., v/as introduced in 1942, and the 12,000 lb.
H.0. in October 1943- The Lancaster had to be specially
modified to carry it.

A special H.E. bomb of 9,100 lbs., weight was designed
for the "Chastise" operation to breach the Mohne, Eder and

Sorpe dams. This bomb, invented by Mr. Wallis, of Vickers,
had a thin case, with a very high charge-weight ratio, and
was designed to spin on entry to the water of the reservoir.
This bomb was given the name "Upkeep", and v/as only used

on l6th May, 1943, for the highly successful "dam-busting"
operation.

Bcmber Command

Return of Bomb

Expenditure 1943. and 4000 lbs.

The 4 lb. incendiary used from the beginning of the■war;
remained the most efficient and gencrallj/ used, .incendiary
bomb during this period. . , iin explosive charge had been
added to a small proportion of these bombs in'1942.as a
deterrent to fire figViters, ivnd during 1943, they were . .
incorporated in a cluster projectile to give better
trajectory for aiming, and more economical stowage in the
bomb bays. The 30 lb., 250 lb., and 4000 lb., incendiary
bombs were relatively inefficient and seldom used.

A minute from Lord Cherwell to the Prime Minister dated
l6th September, 1943, gives the relative efficiency of these
different tsopes of bombs as assessed by photographic
investigation of German cities as follows:-

Estimated :i43res of pama.ge per ton of Boi^jJDh/232
4 lb. Incendiary

30 lb. W 3i

1#8,000 lb. H.C,
4,000 lb. "
2,000 lb. "
1,000 lb. M.G.

500 lb. "
1,000 lb. G.P.

ll
I2

t

In agreeing with this estimate the Chief of the j.\±r
Staff cemmented that fire daraage was not onlj’- some three
times as widespread per ton dropped as damage caused by H.E.,
but was also of a more lasting character. It had been

/planned
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planned to use a percentage of tvro thirds incendiarj'' to one
third H,E. in bomh loads,

forced to use a 50/5O ratio owing to the uneconomica.1 stowage
of incendiaries in most aircraft up to this time,

modifications to incendiary containers, and the new incendiary
cluster projectiles it v/as hoped soon to achieve the aim of
tvro thirds to one third.

Bomher Command had so far "been

With

The Mine in use during this period was unaltered except
It was the originalin fusing and minor modifications,

magnetic mine of approximately 15OO lbs. weight, first used in
1940.

improved
The case had since been strengthened and the fusing
,  so that it could be laid frora a higher level where

necessary.

The Course Setting Boiibsight was still the standard sight
in use by Bomber Goirmand at the beginning of this period.
The Automatic Bombsight (^IBS) had been supplied to No. 5 Group.
During 1942, the new Mark XIV was in fiill production, and it
came into general operational use during 1943.
new sight, the Stabilised hutcmatic Bombsight (S.A.B.S.)
supplied to No, 5 Group during the spring of 1^3.
an improved version of the A.B.S., stabilised against the
pitch and roll of the aircraft.

itoother

was

This was

BG/S29972

Despatch by
A.O.C, in G.

The Mark XIV Bombsight consisted of a sighting head and
a computer box. The latter automatically computed the data

necessary for setting the bombsight, from the aircraft
instruments. The two great advantages of the Mark XIV over

the G.S.B.S. were the tactical freedom it gave, being accurate
in a slight climb, dive or turn as vrell as straight and level;
and the fact that all its settings could be made in advance
on the ground, leaving the bomb-aimer free to concentrate upon
his objective. It was only necessary to correct for anj’’
error which might be found in the pro-set meteorological wind.
Any alterations in height, course or air speed were auto
matically allowed for by the sight. The Mark XIV was fitted

to some J3fo of the Halifaxes and Stirlings, and 40^ of the
Lancasters in Bcmber Gcmmand by July 1943. The C. in. G.
stated at this time that "the provision of the Mark XIV sight
has increased the effectiveness of the bomber offensive out of

all recognition". By January, 194^i-, the majority of heavy
bombers were fitted with this new sight, whilst the
Wellingtons were fitted with the T. I. bombsight, which was the
ifeierican version of it.

AP, 173OA

BG/S29972
End, 58A

The S.iLB.S. did not have a long life in Bomber Gommand,
as the Mark XIV was found to be superior to it in ease of
manipulation. The S.A.B.S. was fitted to two squadrons,

Despatch by
A.O.G. in G.

Nos. 97 Q-ni 207, of No. 5 Group in February 1943. In May,
Air Ministry agreed to its withdrawal from the Gcmmand., and
the fitting of all Lancasters with the I\Iark XIV.
to requiring highly-skilled operation the S.A.B.S. compressor
was inaccijrate above 15,000 feet, and it was necessary to fly
straight and level for the final approach to the target.
September 1943, it was decided to equip No. 617 Squadron v/ith
the S.A.B.S. Mark IIA, as it was extremely accurate against
pinpoint targets in the hands of a skilled crew.

In additio

In

n
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TiiBLEl Tin BOIBS IN USE. 19^3. PAa:. 1.

HI&H EXPLOSIVE

TYPE DESGEIPTIOI'T PUEPOSE UffRQDUGED nmums

?•

i GENERAL PUEPOSE (G.P.) .
40 IBS.

Thick-casedj
Stream-lined.

Anti-personal Normally carried (6) in 250 Ib. SBC
(Small Bcnib Container).

Ere 1939 War.

20 LB P. U tt

Normally carried (12) in S.B.C.

A. 250 LB.

B. 500
0.1000

D.1900

E.4000

tt

II

tt

Attacks arjainst targets
not strongljr protected
where penetration and
fragnentation were more
important than Blast.

A, Pre 1939 War Obsolescent in 1943, and were being
expended pending adequate supplies
of M. C. Bombs.

B. II

tt
ttC. tt

D. 1940

E. 1942General Purpose
(G.P.)

A 500 IB.
iB.1000 LB,
0.2000 LB.

D.4000 LB. MEDIUM

Ci'iP.'iCITi: (M.C.)

j Medium-cased^
I parallelr-sided bomb.

Attacks against targets
as above, with increased [ B. February 1943
blast performance as the

i  main asset

J  A Mid 1942.

j  0. Not known
j  D. February

The successors to the G-.P. series.

^ Improved design and H.E. filling
ratio gave much better performance.
Very few 2000 lb. bombs made or used., 1943

! A. 2000 LB.
;B.4000
0.8000

D. 12,000 LB. HIGH
i  GAPAcirr (h.g.)

It

Thin cased

Blunt nosed
General bonibarclment

against targets ¥/here
i  penetration was unim

portant but maximum
blast effect was

necessary.

(o)
h).

March, 1941
tt

& (d) formed of sections of
4000 lb, bombs being the

largest that could be handled by
] Filling factories at the time.

■ti.

.  i B.

i  0. April, 1942
i  D. October, 1943

tt

i:3
iO•  ̂A600 LB NTISUEflARINE

(A.S.)
Thin case, with high
charge/weight ratio i
Operated by Hydrostatic
fuse.

Siibmarine attack. June, 1943

/ix!

G-.225497/DEW/11/49.



Boim m USE,. ^91+3,
T/3LE VIII (Conta.) Piiffi. 2,

HIGH E}ai.osrvE

TYPE DESCEHTIOW PURPOSE INTRODUCED EEnaiYRKS

2000 LB. (iiEI'iIOUE-PIEECEI& Thick cased parallel -

(  A.P.) sided hanh, with heavy
Attacks against

heavily arnioured targets,
e.g. when explosion must
take place-after
penetration.

IVe 1939.

reinforced sharp nose.

i- ...
-f-

9,100 LBS.
SPmTING B0» (TIEKEEP") Thin-cased, spherical

high C/H ratio' homb, ittack against Da'as March, 1943 ■ Special Bomb', designed for the
^ attack on MOHNE, EDES and SOEEE
Dams by Jtr. Wallis (Vickers
Aviation Ltd.) and successfully used
by 617 Squadron on the night of

j  16th May, 1943.
i  this occasion.

Used only on

)f ;) )) I



> >>)

TiM nil (Contd.) BO?.ES III USE. 1924.3. Pi i&E. 5.

IKGEEDLM,

TIEE DESCEIFTION HJHPOSE IMTRODUGED HEiiuecs.

2f LB. inc. Hexagonal Boirib,
Magnesium alloy case.
Pilling and case highly
inflammable.

General

incendiarism.
Carried in a) 250 lb. S.B

b) Cluster Projectiles
a) for scatter - bombing
b) to give a reasonable aiming

trajectory.

. C's.September, 1937.

24. lb. HE/mc. lis above, but fitted \vlth
small delayed H.E. charge in
nose.

with H.E. as a deterrent

j  to fire fighters.
March, ^^k2.

30 lb. inc. Light case. Liquid filled
adapted from 30 lb. (L.C.).
(chemical vreapon) bomb.

:  General incendiarian

with moderate penetration
February, 192f1. Carried in 250 lb. S.B.C's

250 lb. inc. as above

adapted from 250 lb. L.C. borib

It

192f1 : Carried on bonib-racks.
>

i Q:

4000 lb. inc. Liquid filled. 4000 lb. H.C.
case.

General incendiarism August, 1942. Used in small quantities only
on special operations.

G. 225497/DE’,Vll/49.
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iiPPENDIX. I
sh:ret„.

CAS/iBLimCA DII^ECTIVE

The Bomber Offensive Proiu The United Kingdom

Directive to.the appropriate British and United States Air Force Commandei's, •
to Govern the operation of the British and United States Bomber Commands in
the United Kingdom,

(approved by the Combined Chiefs of Staff at their 65 iiecting on
January 21, 1943).

YOUR primarjr object vail be the progressive destruction and dislocation
of the German military, industrial and economic system, and the undermining of
the morale of the German people to a point ■'Vhere their capacity for armed
resistance is fatally weakened,

Within that general concept, your primarj^' objectives, subject to the
exigencies of weather and of tactical feasibility, v/ill for ttie present bo in
the follovang order of priority:-

Germt'.n submarine construction yard

The German aircraft industry

Transportation

(d) Oil plants

Other targets in enemy war industry

2.

(a)

(•b)

(g)

(e)

The above order of priority may be varied from time to time according to
developments in the strategical situation. Moreover, other objectives of '
great importance either from t,he political or military ]5oint of vi.ow must be
attacked. Examples of these are

(i) Submarine operating bases on the Biscay coast,
put out of action, a great step fer^vard will have been taken in
the U“boat war which the C.G.S.
our resources,

inaugurated and should be continued so that a
effects can be made as soon as possible,
successful results can be achieved, these attacks should continue
v.iienever conditions arc favourable for as long and as often
necessary,

of priority, which covers long-term operations, particularly as the
bases are not situated in Gernu\ny,

If these can be

have agreed to bo a first charge on
•Day a.nd night attacks on those bases k.;ve been

.sscssment of their.n

If it is found that

as is
Tliese objectives have not been included in the order

(ii) Berlin, irhich should be attacked ’when conditions are suitable for the
moraleattainment of specially va.luable results unfavourable to the

of the enemy or favourable to that of Russia,

3. You may also be required, at the appropriate time, to attack objectives in
Northern Italy in connection with amphibious operations in the Mediterranean
theatre.

4. There may be certain other objectives of great but fleeting iioportance for
the attack of which all necessary plans and preparations should .be made. Of
these, an example would be the important units of the Geiniian Fleet in harbour or
at sea.

5. You should take every opportunity to attack Germany by day, to destroy
objectives that are unsuitable for night attack, to sustain continuous pressure
on Gerrx'.n morale, to impose heavy losses on the German day fighter force and to
contain German fighter strength av/ay from the Russian and Mediterranean theatres
of xrar.

'ilien
G. 225497/de Vn/49.



6. ’.;Tien the Allied Armies re-enter the Continent, you t,-!!! afford then
all possible support in the manner nost effective.

In attacking objectives in occupied territories, you t.t.11 conform to
such instructions as may be issued from time to time for political reasons
by His Iviajesty's Government through the British Chiefs of Staff.

7.
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S^CElilT

TARGETS RECanallMDiED BY THE IvIIIflSTRY GP

EG (MStCG iRUpAEE - ; TIEBEU^, .1,9^ „

j;idl.Qr.ities For Mr .Attack ..Among
Ecgnoniic 't.§„ „.in„ 1 2A:5,„.- ■ '

Suimmrjr a^d G onclusi ons

The main aim should he the maccimum interference with the supply of
weapons and equipment to the Geman /.rraed Forces in the field.
1.

The comparative importance to the enemjr of the different categories of
weapon production is a matter for militaiy rather than economic apprecie.tion,
hut it is the tactical and economic considerations which determine hov/ far

2.

and in what ways an5'- class of production can he affected h5r air attack and
hence the extent to which dcsirahlo strategic objects can he achieved in

This paper is concerned onlj'" with thepractice, and at v/hat cost in effort,
economic.factors which enter into this equation.

The prospects of inflicting effective damage on anj'- class of objective
and the extent and duration of the interruption of output which must he
imposed in order to achieve decisive results are determined hy:-

the vulnerability of plants and processus and their recuperation
potential;

3.

(a)

(t) the distribution of consumption hetviee.n direct-v/ar and other uses
and hence the possibilities of economies in non-essential consump
tion in an emergencj'-; ,

the relation of production (or productive capacitjO to requirements
and the extent of stocks, work in progress, and excess manufac
turing capacity,. which may jointly or severally serve to cushion

the effects of reduced production;

the degree of co.ncentration of production.

(c)

(d)

Of the four classes of industr3/- and services examined -  ■■

FactQ.ri.es manufacturing, finished weanons. generalljr show unfavoTira.ble
characteristics under (a) and (d) viiich are sufficiently offset hy
favourable characteristics under (b) and (c) onlj'' in the case of
factories manufacturing particular types of aircraft or aero-engines,

J?*1.9..$.?,,¥!iS.?.....5S^iMacturin^ intqmeMate products (components) produce
several exoiuples where the ctmens are in varying degrees favourable

under each of the above headings and in general provide the most
fruitful targets.

Eaotoriea m^ufacturlng ̂raw materials mostly show unfavourable charac
teristics under (b) and (a) and it is onljr in the cases of synthetic
rubber and alumina that these are offset to any extent bj^ other factors,

suffer as targets from tlie marked disadvantage under
that even the most successful attaok would usually leave the enemy

■with the abilit3>- divert the effects of reduced facilities on to
the least important sections of his econonijr. Hence only oil qualifies
for consideration in this categorjr since in this case the sTippl3'‘
position may now be so stringent that substantialljr no non-essential
consumers remain to take the first impact.

G.225A97/DEW/11/A9. /5. In arriving
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5. In arriving at a final priority, first choice falls upon:-

(i) Ball Boaring Factories

(ii) Factories producing Injection liimps: and Electrical
Ignition Equipment-

(iii) Tjn-e Factories

(iv) IVopeller Factories

This choice is designed to have the largest and quickest effect on the

widest possible range of military naval and air weapons, including weapons
and equipraent alreadjr in service as well as new prodiiction,

6. The following are placed in a somewhat lower class of priority since
damage falling upon such an early stage in the production process would take
some months to affect the output of finished products. Should resources
permit, however, the attack of these objectives would provide a useful
insurance against attempts b3r the enemy to render the production of finished
weapons less vulnerable b3'- increased dispersal -

(v) S3rnthotic rubber plants

(vi) Alumina plants.

^lircraft and aero-engine factories need to bo considered separatel3?- since
the attack of these is regarded not so much o.s an end in itself as a means to
facilitate more effective attacks against other targets b3'‘ strengthening the
tactical superiority of the Allied Air Forces*

No firm priority can be allotted to oil targets until sufficient new
photographic intelligence is available tc3 show more cloarty the manner in
which S3Tithetic production is likety to develop during and so to
establish the size of the target vdiich would have to bo effectivety attacked
in order to produce decisive results.

The a.bove programme docs not provide an3'- targets closety related to the
U-boat programme,
of inflicting a decisive degree of interruption of output approach those
existing in the case of the targets already named,
targets in this category are provided b3'- factories manufacturing accumulators.

7.

8.

9.

There are in this category no targets vdaere the prospects

The least unpromising
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i-iriorities i^or Air Attack Anong

Economic Targets In 1,9^3

IntroductionX.

The main aim in the bcmhing of industrial targets should ho the maximxmi

interference with the supply of v\/eapons and oquimcnt for the Goman Aniicd
Forces on the field.

1.

The comparative importance to the enemy in 1943 of the different branches

of his weapon production - that is the production respective 13'- of aircraft,
tarLks, guns and anmunition, submarines, motor transport etc. - is a matter
for militar3?- rather than economic appreciation,
tions ma3r play the chief part in indicating the class of weepoon production with
which it wou.ld bo most desirable to interfere, it is the tactical and economic

factors which determine how for and in \vhat \7a3rs anj^ class of production can
bo affected b3'- air attack and therefore the extent to v/hich desirable

stro-tegic aims can be a.chicved in practice and at wha.t cost in effort.

2.

But ■while military'- considera-

This paper is concerned onl3r v;ith the economic factors v/hich enter into
this equation and endeavours, bj^ anal3'-sis of the set-UTi of German \veo.pon
production and of the industries viiich are engaged in sup 4ying to it raw-
materials, CQ-nponents and sor'vices, to determine the most effective points of
attack.

3.

if* In arriving at conclusions on this point, it is necessar3r to taJeo account
of a mmber of considerations v;hich arc often conflicting and the inter
actions of v/hich are nearly alwa3'-s complex. These are set out briefl3'- belovV,

II. General Considerations

The principal considerations which have to bo taken into account in
assessing the target potentialities of particula^r industries or industria.1
plants are:-

5.

(a) V'ld.ncrabili'ty of plants and prqcc ssq s t o air at tack

The extent to which output is capable of being intorrui''ted b3r
air attack and the possibilities of rccover3r b3'- repair or dispci’sal
are all material to consideration of the wei^^t of attack needed
to encompass the immobilization of particular objectives.

(b) Distribu'tion of consuimption

This must be investigated in order to establish ■tho proportion
of current output which does not go into direct war uses and hence
the possibilities which exist in an Gmergeno3'- of maintaining supplies
to direct war uses at the expense of other consumers.

(c) Gurrqn't rcla-t^^^ of production .(op. .P£o,^P9,.'tiY'^.. .
requirements and level of s'fcocks

Informa^tion on this subject, when added to (bj completes the
data which is required in order to establish the reduction in
output, both in size and in time, which must be achieved in order
to produce decisive rcsxalts, v-hen account has been talccn of all the
cushioning effects of economies in non-essential consumption, idle
capacit3r, possibilities of substitution, stocks and all the -various
expedients which could be adopted in aji emorgenc3'-.

Degree of concentration or dispersal of production

This establishes the number of targets which would ha-ve to be
destro3red in order to acliieve the aim.

(a)

/ill AnaljrsisG.225497/DW>/iV49.



ill Mal;jrsis 'Of Overall Vulnerabilitj?; Of i/ar Indus tries

6. The various industries which have to be considered in the light of the
above considero.tions fall into four main categories

(i) Factories manufacturing^ finished weapons

7. The vLilnerabilitjr of factories in this class (e. g. aircraft assembly and
aoro-cngine plants, tank factories, submarine yards, K.T, factories, etc.)
must usuall3r be rated low since the production -and assomblj'" processes are
usualljr performed in parallel and the plant and equipment employed is often
of hoavjr construction and standa.rd t^poc, thus being diffioult to destroy
and eas3'‘ to roplaco.

8. In most of those factories there can bo no question that the destina
tion of all the output is railitarjr and in manjr cases it will be found that,
at this st-ago of the war, roquiroinonts equal or exceed production and that
in the event of interruptions to output only a thin cushion vrould exist in
the shape of aitemative productive capacity or stoa?ed reserves.

Although production as a whole is usually well spread, among a
considerable numbei' of separate factories, vihoxi broken dewn into its
constituent parts the production of particular types (o.g. fighter aircraft
or aero-engines) is often more highty concentrated.

9.

10. On the balance of the above considerations, this class does not provide
targets whieh afford the prospect of a large return from a givoii weight of
effort. The most favourable opportunities arise from the possibilities of
affecting particular classes of aircraft production tyr the attack of
selected aircraft.

Inasmuch as the effectiveness of all operations majr depend upon it,
consideration must obvi.ously be given, as a matter of major tactics, to the
attack of industrial targets the destiuction of which would soriousty
wealcen the enomj'-'s fighter dofoncos, viz:-

11.

S.E, l<i.ghter assembty fcactorios
Aero-engines factories suppljang them

These .are listed in the Annex to this Appendix .

(ii) lAactqrigs manutyctyring.tytyiTnediate products (GO.mponGnts, etc, )

1 2. Although most plants in this categor3'- usualty perforin their manufac
turing processes in parallel, T/hich makes canplete stoppage difficult to
achieve, vulnerability of production to air attack is in mongr cases rated
high o'.iing to de'jpendence upon specialized equipment and special types of
skilled labour wliich fire eas3’- to d-amage and difficult to replace.

13. Although output is sometimes distributed between inilitari'- and civil
uses, the former usuall3r accounts for b3'- fa.r the greater proportion of
the output,
exists, in others requirements tire thought to be ’-joll up to the limits of
present productive capacity,
stocks exist though, since this class of production is one stage removed
from the finished weapons, some cushion will alwa3rs be available to off
set the immediate effects of reduced production in the shape of work in
progress in the "pipe-line."

a

b

Although, also, in some cases speore productive ca.pacity

In such oases it is imlikety that large

Since the manufacturing techniques emplo3'-ed are ofte,n highly
specialised, a high degree of concentration of output exists in man3'‘
classes of special comp)onont manufacture,
seems to have boon prevented hitherto,
lity of decentralising production vdthout incurring an intolerable loss of
output during the period of removal and reorganization.

14.

Any large degree of dispersal
as in this countr3^, b3r the impossibi-

/l 5. On balance
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15. On balance, this class of industi^r is bj'- far the most productive of
industrial targets the attack of which would produce maximum returns from a

minimum e.xpenditure of effort.

The most promising of these targets are:-

(a) Ball Bearings
b) Internal Combustion Engine Components
|c) Aircraft Ihropellors
^d) Ihibber 'I^res
,e) Accumulators

The principal targets in each class are set out in the i\nnex to tliis
Appendi

16. Atta.cks directed at these industrial groups would liave some effect on

practicalljr overj>' branch of weapon production, though naval construction

would be less severely affected than the manufacture of aircraft, tanks, and
motor transport. (a) and (b) would affect the whole range of military
equipment in which internal combustion engines are used. (c) provides an
alternative to the more direct attack of aircraft production in the assembly
and engine factories,
transport ajid aircraft simultaneously.

(d) has the adva.ntage of affecting tanks, motor
Moreover since a large proportion

of total tyre requirements are for maintenance, the attack of t3'Tu
factories is likely to go much further in affecting the efficiencj'- of equip
ment alroadj'- in use than is the case vdth (a), (b) and (c),
true in some degree of accumula.tors wlaich are, however, selected principally
as being the least unpromising target in the field of major components for
submarines.

The same is

(iii) Pact qrty s pro typing Raw Ifetyr^^

17, Some of the plants in this group, such as chemical plants operating
continuous processes, involving a number of manufacturing stages in series,
might be more susceptible to completu stopmge than anj'' factory in groups
(i) and (ii), though, in manj'- cases the heav3'- construction of the plants and
their well-spaced la3’-out distraox. from their vulnerability,

18, In most of these industries a largo proportion of the output is still
devoted to non-military uses. Although marc'' of these are essential to the

enen^'-’s war effort in the long term, they provide openings for the curtail
ment of consumption in the short teimi in order to shield the militar^r uses'
from the effects of a temporary?- loss of production. In addition, since such
industries are situated at the bottom of the production ladder, this cushion
is further svirollen b3'- the considerable stock of material in course of

raanufo-cture wliieh may at ary time amount to 3~9 months output of finished
products.

The high concentration of output which is to be found in one or two

raw material producing industries does something to offset the adverse
factors outlined above but those remain in most ca.ses the dominant factors.

19.

20. In oonsequenco, tho onty industries in this class wliich qualif3'- for
consideration as primary targets aro those in which a high degree of
concentration of production is accompanied by a stringent suppty position,
a high degree of concentration of consumption in direct-war uses, and the

On this basis, the onl3'‘absence of largo id3..c productive capacity,
industries which merit further consideration for adoption as primary

targets are:-

S3mthetic Rubber
xilumina

a

b

Those industries are further considered in the Annex to this Appendix,

/(iv) Service
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(iv) Service Iridustrie

In this class are included all installations in the fuel, power,
public utility*and transportation groups, whidi are engaged in supplying
the sources of heat, light, 3tationar5'- and motive power, atid the means of
distribution for the whole range of oconomi.c activities.

Some of the targets in this class would show a high degree of vulnera-
bilit3r to air attack, but this factor is offset in most cases by the
considerable number of targets involved, the formidable possibilities of
substitution and improvisation amd above all bj?- the cushions provided bj;- the
vri.de distribution of consumption among a variety of users,
reduction by bomb damage in the vol-umc of essential services available, will
alwa^’-s leave the enem^’- with the power to choose whore to take the punch and
provided that ho retains sufficient freedom of manoeuvre he will usualty
succeed in taking it on the part of his oconon\y where it hurts his war
effort least, or at an3'" rate least quickty.

21,

22.

Jiven a serious

For this reason it is doubtful v/hethor, in spite of their great
importance to the enera3r's oconom3'‘, the attack of power and transportation
S3?-stems would provide a sound primary'- basis of target polic3'- for an3’-
forsoeablo bomber force.

23.

This does not however exclude the possibility of
achieving substantial effects on the war production of particular areas of
restricted size 13^ concentrated attack on their moans of transport or power

Moreover’ it does not detract from the value of targets in thesupplies,
power and transportation classes as secondar3r objectives - e. g. for attack
i>y aircraft whicli cannot profitabty be eraplo3'od in the attack of primar^r
objectives - in view of their 00.83'- accessibility (in the case of transport)
or ■vulncrabilit3^ to a comparativel5'- light scale of attack (in the case of
power).

24. The onty industrjr in this class which ’nerits consideration as a primary
target is Oil, This is Justified by the exceptionally stringent supply
position at the present time which has resulted in a ruthless cutting down
of all consumption vdiich is not absolutely essential and the reduction of
stocks at least to the minimum required to ensure effective dis-bribution.
As long as tliis situation obtains, the loss of jiroductive resources is
capable of having a comparativety rapid effect in the military sector.

The position is further examined in the Annex to this Appendix,

IV. Simim^'- Of Ifincipal Economic Targets

25. The primar3r targets from the ten categories of activities described
above and anatysed more fttLly in the appendices, fall into three main
classes

a) Isolated targets in Gerro.an3'- and Italy
b) Industrial tar,gets situated in German and

Italian ’tovms

(c) Related targets in Occupied Territories.

26, Effective action against (a) mil usually depend upon the possibili
ties of precise attack.

In the case of (b) there ma3'- be possibilities of supplementing, or even
replacing precise attacks by area attacks. The possibilities v^lll depend in
particular cases not only upon the various tactical factors involved but also
upon the part pla3'-ed by the factory or industry'- concerned in the economic
life of particular towns
such a small in the economic life of the town that the chances of
affecting it seriously b3'- area attack will bo remote. In otlier cases, where
the economic life of a town is dominated b3'- a particular industr3'-, area
attack may be an essential factor in the .intornxption of activity in this
industry. The degi’oo of specialization of the principal tovms in Germaix3r
can be found by reference to the "Bombers Baedeker," Parts II & III,

/27. The related

In sor,vc cases the particular acti-vity vmll occupy
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27. Thu rolatod targets in Occupied Territories ere specified separately'-
since ;oolitical considerations will probably require that they should bo the
subject of precise attacks and tactical considerations may permit them to
bo attacked by weapons which cannot be used against (a) and (b).

In the follaving table, the principal targets in each entegoryr of
primary’- economic objectives are aocordjjigly analysed in the light of the
above cla.ssifications.

sufficient size to bo suitable for a.rca attack and of sufficient specializa
tion in the industry concerned to gi-ve reasono.ble prospects of interrupting
its activity by general dislocation.

28.

The tovms specified in Col-umn 2 arc those of

./Analysis
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Re lated. T gyms.... in....&ei5TajnyC.lass ...g.f .. T3X,get.., Related. ,.0]?j.ec.tiYes..,..f or Attack
Attack in Geraiany in....,Oc..cup.ied Teirit

(i) S..E. lligkter
Assembly Pactorie3.

Pocke-,‘ulf

Ago
Pieseler

ilrado

Erla

Messerschmitt

17. N. Plugzeugv/erke

BEEIvIEK

OSCHSRSLPm>T

KASSEL

TAlRNSiPJI'IEE]

LEIPZIG

REGENSBURG

LIENSR-KEUSTxlDT

383,000

2-16,000

BRU'iEN

ICASSEL

Nil

87,000
55,000

REGENSBURG

T/TENEE-NEUSTiJir

(ii) Aer.9.-E.ngin..e.
paotories.

B. IL ¥.

B, i.i. i7.

B.M.R.

Daimler-Benz

Henschel

Daimler-Benz

■ MUNICH-ALIiiGH

BASDORP

EISENACH

GENSHAGEN

MSSEL

ICARIENPSLDS

50,000

216,000

EISENACH Nil.

KASSEL

I

(iii) B.al.l-.Bc.aring
Pactories.

VDPischer

V.K.P. I & II

Norma

60,000
450,000

SCHlISn'lPURT

SGIP/EINPURT

STUTTG.IRT-

BAD CATST/iTT

LEIPZIG

BOHLITZ-

EHRENBHRG

ERKNER

TURni

SCHf/EINPURT

STUTTGART

C.A.M.

C. A K

PARIS-r\/RT

PIR-IS-COLOI/lBES

D.K.P.

DHLP.

V.K.P.

R.I.V.

(iv) Puel In.jection ,CQ. f-3Bosch

Bosch

STUTTGART TGM

STUTTG.1RT-
450,000
200,000

STUTTGilRT

DESSAU

Lavalette

S.E.V.

PARIS - ST.OUEN

PARIS - ISSY LES

MOULINEA^UX

:0

Pumps. ...E.le,c.triaa.l
Ignition Equipment PEUERBACH

(v) Eqirip'inent Bosch

Bosch

Junkers

Deckel

Mare Hi

KIEINIHCHWCN

KLOSTER ZINNA

DESSiYU

MUNICH

IHLAN

1'HLilN 1,250,000

lx!

ro

/(vi)
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^ass of Target. Pl?J.ec tiyc s for„ else
Attack... in and itai;y.

Related Towns in Germany Rtlate.d.....abjec.tive.s.....for....Ti^e.ci.se At.tack
in. Occupied Territories.

Ibpulation

(xi) Oil. I. G. Rarben

Hydrierwerke
Pblitz

Brabag
\/intershall

Brabe,g

Gelsenberg

LEUIli ivIiiRCSISRil

STETTIN-POLITZ

RIL IttL

TEOOLITZ-ZEITZ

LUTZKElvlDOEP

SCT-RiAiRZIBSErE

OLSEMIERCMEN-

NOEDSTERI'I

GELSEMIRCHEW-BIISR

BFUX

BLaCHHiiJ#ISR

BOHLEIvT

rnGDEBURG

lESSELING

Hibernia

Brabag
Brabag
Brabag
Brabag
Union Eheinische r

I

xn

■f-3
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V. Priorities Among Economio Targets

29. The ten categories of nrimarjr economic targets outlined above are to
some extent competitive with one another in so fair as a complotoly success
ful attack against one group would in theory render attacks on certain
others redundant. For instance the successful attack on factories making
aircraft propellers would not result in much further reduction in the output
of aircraft if the principal aircraft or aero-engine factories had already
been dostroj'-ed. Smilarly a completely effective attack on ony one of the
categories ijivolvod in the manufacture of components v/ould in theorjr render
factories niaJcing other components in a greater and smaller degree useless to
the cnen-gr's v/ar effort. The principal factor which needs to bo tal^on into
account in malcing the final choice of priorities is the time factor. First
priority should be accorded to those categories in v/hich the most immediate
effect is lilcoly to bo produced on the oneiro'''s v;ar effort, espociall}?- if
this is combined v/ith the prospect of a long dela}?' in restoring p>3^oduction.

Aircraft and aero-engine factories need to be considered sepeirately from
the otter categories, since the attack of these is regarded not so much as an
end in itself as a means to facilitate moro effective attacks against other
targets at a later date. For the purpose of affecting German fighter
strength, attacks on assembly factories would seem to promise more immediate
results than attacks on engine factories.

31» In the case of oil, it is impossible to allot  a firm priority until
photographic intelligence is available vvhich will sho?j more clearljr the
manner in which synthetic production is likeljr to develop during 1943 and so
to establish the size of the target which would have to be attacked in order
to produce decisive results, and the time factor affecting it.

The attack of accumulator production is worth;^'' of consideration only as
the least unpromising method of affecting submarine ocnstruction in the
component field. Both on supnljr grounds and on grounds of vulnerability, it
compares unfavourably with the other targets considered,

33. Subject to the above qualifications in the case of aircraft and oil
targets, first preference is given to:-

30.

32.

(i Ball Bearings
Factories producing injection pumps and
electrical ignition equipnent

(iii) Tjrre factories
(iv) Iropellor factories

(ii

of (i) would affect the sidest possible range of vital
The attack of (ii) is designed more

The choice

military and industrial production,
spccifioally to affoot the manufacture of internal combustion engines for
militajry purposes. The high priority accorded to (iii) is given on account
of the vulnera.bilitA'’ of this class of target and of the extent to which
successful attack ?/ould affect the operational efficienc3r of motor transport

Tlie choice of (iv) is due to a. desire to
include a class of tajrget which will specificalty affect aircraft production
bj'' the attack of a smaller number of targets tlian would be involved bj'' the
attack of aircraft assembty or engine factories.

a.nd aircraft a-lreadjr in service.

34. A lower priority is given to:-

(v) S3rnthotic rubber plauits
(vi) Alumina plants

because damage falling upon such an earty stage in the production process
would talce some months to affect the output of finished products,
rosourcos permit, however, the attack of those objectives would be a useful

insurance against an3r attempt b3'- the enemy to render the production of
finished products loss wlnerable to further bombing b3r the dispersal of
manufacture.

Should
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ILAN

ea Roquirud

It would bo highljr desirable to initiate
German fighter as precision boinbing attacks against

engine factories immediately. However our urosent
too small to malcc the deeper nonetratIons necessary'- to

reach the majority of those i'actories. Oonsiduring the number of German
lighters Mhxoh can be concentrated laterally to meet our bombers on nonetrati
Jid again on vathdrawol, it is felt that 300 heav3r bombers is the minimum
operating lorce nocossaxs^ to make deep penetrations.

len,

experience in the Theatre to date indicates that
must ho in tlie Theatre to dispatch 300 bomber
Hence until the level of U.S.’
approxima toly 800,
offensive

at least 800 aeroplanes
.'s on operations. (Sce Table G-).

bomber strength in this Theatre roaches
it will not be feasible to

against the German fighter factor!
forth in Ihase I, 91^ bombers

sustain a precision bombing
To accomplish the task set

It is

f~»Ct

1  . . required by the end of the period,
estimated that we will be able to accommodate and train a force'of this
capacity by July of this jroar. In the interim every effort should bo made to
reduce the Gorman lighter force by attack of those fighter factories which
bo reached, and by combat under favourable conditions. The repair depots

included for the purpose of giving comiandcrs the necessaryt..ctiG..l latitude. Concurrently operations can be conducted agai.nst submarine
installations within roach ojid against other targets contributing directly to
- o principal objectives vi/hich are within covering range of our ovvn fighters,
or which do not require deep penetration. Some operations vd.ll have to be
conducted to provide the necessary training for tho incoming forces:
operations must be conducted against objectives v/ithin tho listed categories

are

can.

and

such

->*

phase, from July to October, in v/hich it is estimated
I  penetrate to a limit of 400 miles, a detemD.ned effort

_uot be made to brc^< down tho German fighter strength by every means at our
am:.po3al, concentrating primarily upon fighter, aircraft factories.. During thic
firLSl increment of 248 bombers is required so that tlie •'

Theatre 03^ October should be approximatel3'- 1,192. '  This would
provide a striking force of 450 bombers 0 wouiaat the end of this period The,
average striking force during this period would be 4OO.

During tho third phase the Gemum fighter force
a.nd tho other sources of German strength
phase our bombing offensive forces
tasks.

must be kept depleted,
must also be undermined. During tills

must be adequate to perform all their ma.jor

_  ̂om October to Janua^ an additional increment of 554 benibors are required,
*0 i,7/+6. This should provide an operational striking force

of 655 bombers at the end of that time. The average striking force during thisperiod v/ill be 550 bombers, ' ^

Dur^g the last phase - earl^’- 1944 “ the entire force should be used to
susta^ the effect already produced and to pave the way for the Gombinod
Operation on the Continent,

4§,1?.4T.9:.te d e,f fe c t i{4.....PP.9.9,i,siqn  bomb ing e ff ort

targets to be destro3red has been anal3'-sed and translated into
terms of tho precision bombing effect achieved to date,
force required and effect exiaoctod during each phase ie

13 A ^^Dutatinn of sise foipc required has been made in tho case of the
R.A.l. baiiber effort. It is intended that the entire weight of the R.A.P.
bomber Oamand be enplo3'-ed if necessar3r to undermine the industrial
surrounding the selected precision targets.

This will require a force of 2,702 heavs^ bombers.

Each of tho

On this, basis the
tabulated below.

areas

/T.'iRGET
G.225497/Dav/llA9,
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SELECTION

Target solection has been ma.de after thorough stud3r of

(a) The operational capabilities as established b^r experience in this
Theatre,

(b) The affect of the destruction of these targets on the German
Hilitax^r Machine.

-1.

The Gemiian military'- machine consists of three major elements;
submarine fleet, its air force and its ground forces,
considered vita.1 in target selection, in viev; of the probable size of our
striking force, to inflict the maximum damage to each of these elements by
the destruction of the fewest targets wlrdch will accomplish

2. its

It has been

our purpose.

Based on the above, the selected systems, for inclusion in the opera
tional plan, are as follows
3.

(a) Intermediate objectives -

German Fighter Strength

(b) Itrimary Objectives of equal priority -

Submarine Yaxds and Bases

The remainder of German Aircraft Industry
Ball Bearings
Oil (contingent upon operation agadjast Ploesti)

(c) Secondary objectives in order of priority -

Synthetic Rubber and Tyres
Hilitarj'" Motor Transport Vehicles

There is complete agreement on all sides with the follmving conclusion
of the Operations Anatysts:-

"It is better to cause a liigh degree of destruction in a few realty
essential industries than to cause a small degree of destruction in many
industries. Results are cumulative and the plan once adopted should bo
adhered to with relentless determination."

In the application of this principle, the following oensidorations
obtain

(a) The situation is not static,

refineries would immediately make a maximum effort against the
s^mthetic oil plants in Germany mandatory,
importance of sjnathetic rubber and tyres fluctuates with the
success of the blockade,

A geographical spread of targets' is necessarjr both on acco-unt of
weather, and also to allov/ of diversionarjr and training
operations.

Motor Transport, cspecialty in* -view of its benefits to futiiro
ground operations,

v/hile six sjrstems of targets are discussed and portrajred, w.
the first three are mandator}'' - the last three depending on the future
course of events and tactical oxpedienoj''.

The destruction of the Roumanian

Similarty the

(-b)

These considerations led to tho inclusion of

5. Thus
only

oil

6, The most immediate effect on the German fighter strength can be
obtained by the destruction of airframe factories,
upon those is in order.

Henoe concentration

Later, however, it is reasonable to suppose that

/the rebuilding
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the rebuilding of the facilities as has been done b}'- the British .will bo
accomplished :Ln such a way as to malcc thorn unprofitable bombing objectives.
In such a case, if continued destruction of tte fighter industry’’ is called
for, it may bo found that fighter cn|;;ino factories proAride the most
profitable objectives, lighter repo,ir and storage depots have been included
to give tactical latitude while contributing to the reduction of the German
filter strength.

Intensive search must be continued to isolate other concentrated
critical systems of objectives which cut across nearljr all war production as
does the Ball Bearing System. If and v/hon such a system is found, priority
of objectives should be modified accordingly. Tho grinding wheol and abrasive
industries shav promise of being such a system although in the light of
prosont InowledgG, thoro is insufficient justification for its selection as a
priority objective.

7.

/Apnlication
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Application and Affect of Daylight Striking Force

by Phase

First Hiase (ihesent to Jul3r 1st, 194-3)

(Average Aeroplanes required in the Theatre in this lhase “-622)

SubmarinesI.

(b) (Building Yard's)(a) (Opora.ting Bases)

Bremen

Vogesack
¥ilhelmshavon

Bremerlmven

Bmden

Brest

Loriont

St, Nazairo

La ?.allicc

II. German Air Force

(a) Fighters

Bremen (F.W. )

ill. Ball Bearings

Schweinfur t

iaris

IV. Petroleum

Gelsenkirhon

Wessoling
Bottrop
Scholven

u'anne Eickel

V, German Air Force

Secondary Effort to bo carried out Then
weather or the tactical situation makes

such operations desirable.

Repair and Storage

rari.s

An-hiorv
Brusseis
Alber t/j te aul te
Oourcelles/G
i'ansterdam

Valkenburg
Le l\fans

SeepM .Shasq (July 1st, 1943 to October 1st, 1943J

(Average aeroplanes required in tlrie Theatre in this ihaso 1068)

I. Submarines

(b) Building Yards(a.) Operating Bases

Bremen

Vogosack
ilamburg
Kiel

\T ilhelmshe.ven

Bremerhavon

Fl.ensburg
Em den

lubeck

Brest

Lorient

St, Nazairc

La Pallice

/ll. German
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II. Gemaji Air Force

(a) (b) Fighter Engines (a) BombersFightars

Bremen

Kassel

Brunswick

Gassol

Hamburg
Eisenach

Bremen

Leeuv/arden

(e) Repair cmd Storage

Paris

Antwerp
Brussels

Alb e r t/Me aul te
Courcolles/G
Aims ter dam

Valkenbuirg
Le Mans

Rornilly
Rheims/Chartrcuse
Nantes

Bourgos

III. Ball Bearings

Schwoinfurt

Paris

IV. Petroleura ̂ Production

Gclsenlcirchen

V/esscling
Bottrop
Scho’lven
Ifanne Eickel

V. Rubber

(b) Rubber l^rro Plants

ilachcn/Englebe r t
v/upper tal/V oirwerk
Hannau/BunloT)
Hanover/Continental
llanovo r/G ont inen t al
Ilarburg/.Gioeniz

(a) Synthetic Rubber Plant

Huls

Third...I^ase (October 1st, 19A3 to Januarj;- 1st, 1 9AA)

(Average Aeroplanes required in the Theatre in this lliase

Submarines

(a) Operating Bases
Loridnt

St. Nazaire

La Pallice

I.

(b) Building Y

- 1 A69)

ards
Bremen

Vegosack
Ilrunburg
Kiel

Vi'ilhelmsho.ven

Bremerhaven

Flensburg,
Eraden

Lubeck

Rostock .

/j.I, German



II. German iidr Force

(a) Fighters, S.B. (h) Fighter Engines (c) Bombers

Bremen, Focke-T/ulf
Cassel

Oschersleben
\/arnemimde

Dessau

Brunsv/ick

Bruns\7ick

Oassel

Stuttgart
Hamburg
Eisenach

Bremen

Leeuwarden

Dessau

Bernberg
Y/ismar

Halle
ScMceuditz

Rostock

(e) Repair and Storage

Paris

intiverp
Brussels

Albert/lieaulte
Courcelles/G
i'msterdam

Valkenburg
Do Mans

Romilly
Rlieims/Chartrouse
Nantes

Bourges
Strasbourg
Limoges

III. Ball Bearings

Schv/einfurt

;?aris

Stuttgart

IV. Fetrole-um ^broduction

Gelsenkirchen

Wesseling
Bottrop
Scholven

YVanne Eickel

1'lag deburg
Leuna

Boehlen

V, Rubber

(a) S3rnthetic Rubber (b) Rubber Tyre Plants

Aachen/Englebert
Y/uproertal/Vorwerk
Hanau/Dunl op
Hanover/Continontal
Harburg/lhoonix
Mon tluc oiL/Dunl op
Olermont/lbrrand

Huls

•  Scho-pau

VI. Military Transport Plants

Ibr i s/Renaul t
Pbris/Citroen
Cologne/Pord
Bourge s/ilatf ord
Stuttgart/Daimlor-Benz

/Fourth Phase
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Fourth.rhase (januarjr 1st 1 to April 1st, 19W.

(Average Aeroplanes required in the Theatre in this Hiaso - 2,221+

Submarines,

(a) Operating Bases

I.

(b) Building Yards

Brest

Loriont

St. Nazo.ire

La PallicQ

Bordeaux

Heligoland

Bremen

Vegesack
Hamburg
Kiel

ifilhelmshaven

Bremerhaven

Plensburg
Lradon

Lubeck

Rostock

II. German Air Porco

(a) Fighters (b) Fighter Engines (c) Bombers

Bremen

Cassol

Oschersleben

Warnemunde

Leipzig
Dessau

Brunswick

Augsburg

Brunswick

Gassol

Stuttgart
Hamburg
Eiscnach

Suhlsdorf

Genshagen
Berlin

Bremen

Leeuwarden

Dessau

01denburg
Wismar

Halle

. Leipzig
.  Schkeuditz

Rostock
Schonefeld

Bernberg

(d) Bomber Engines (e) Repair and Storage

Dessau

Ilagdeburg
Schonebeck

Leipzig

Paris

iin t’werp
Brussels

Albert/Meaultc
Courcelles/g
i\msterdam

Valkonburg
Lc Mans

omilly
EheiinB/ChartrousQ
Naaitos

Bourgos
Strasbourg
Limoges
Bordoatuc

III. Ball Bearings

Schvjeinfurt

Paris

Stuttgart
Leipzig
Berliiy Erkner
ilnnccy

/tv, Petroleum



IV. Potroloum

Golsonkirchon

yoasoling^
Bottrop
Scholvon

Y/anno Eickcl

,  I'iagdeburg
Leuna

Boohlon

Zcitz

Bnoc.

V. RuBbor

(b) Rubber Tjrrc Hants

Aachen/Englebort
YYuppo rtal/Vor ivork
Hanau/Duiil op
Hanovor/ContinontaJ.
Hanover/Contincnta.1
Ilarburg/Hioenix
Monti ucon/Dunl op
Clemiont-Pcrrand

(a) S3T:ithGtic Rubber jrlants

Huls

Sohopau

VI. Militarj'- Transport Plants

Paris/Renault
Paris/Oitroon
bologno/pord
Boinrge s/l'Iatf ord
Stuttgart/D Bona
Brandenburg



TanNIS SUITABLE FOR AREA ' ATTACK RELATED

TO U.S. RRECISION TAIQSTS

See
Distance From

Mildenhall
Name of Ilace :  Itopulation Notes Notes

Below

Submarine Shipbuilding Yards

422f,000 ^
1,711,000 ;

274,000 .

114,000
113,000 :
71,000 ^

35,000 :

i  1.

(1)
(

:  Bremen

;  Hamburg
!  Kiel

350

2)400
420

^  \/ilhelmshaven

■  Bremerhaven

:  Flensburg

330

350

400

Em den 290

;  2, , German Air Force

(a) Fighter Assembly Plants

424,000
216,000
707,000

119,000
185,000
96,000

:  Bremen

: Kassel

; Leipzig

350 1

390 3
510 4.

(5)' Dessau

i Augsburg
Regensburg

500

530

550

(b) Fighter Engine Plants

196,000
216,000
458,000

Bxminswiok

ILassel

Stuttgart

420

390 3
6450

(2)liamburg
Eisenach

Berlin

1,711,000
53,000

I 4,339,000

400

430

(8)540 ; For two targets,
■ one at Genshagen

(c) Bomber Assemblj'; I^ants,

Bremen

Dessau

Bernburg

424,000
119,000
42,000

350 1

500 5
470

i Halle

: Leipzig
: Berlin

I  220,000
707,000

; 4,339,000

480
510

8)540 I For plant at
; Schbnefelde

(d) Bomber .Engine I^ants

Dessau

Magdeburg
Leipzig

119,000
337,000
707,000

500 5
k20 1
510 ,4.

/3. Ball
G.225497/DEW/11/49.



2

.! See

i Notes
1 Below

Distance from-

Hil denhall j
NotesPopulationName Of Place

f

3, . Ball Bearings

4404-9,000
458,000

4,339,000

Schweinfurt

I Stuttgart
I Berlin

6450
8540

(4)510707,000Leipzig

:Petroleum Products (Synthetic Oil)

317,000
83,385 :
87,000

i

337,000
38,000

4.

Covers tvro targets3 COiGelsenkirchen
I Bottrop
i¥anne Eickol

280

290

7420Magdehiorg
Merseherg

9) \490

Synthetic^ Ruhher

i  86,000
:  38,000

162,000

402,000
.  42,000

471,000

^  1,711,000
829,000

i 5.

Por Huls

For Schlcopau
290i Recklinghausen

I Merseherg
! Aachen

(9)490

270

300I Wuppertal
\ Hanau
i Hanover

390

380

(2)400Hamburg
i Mimich 560

6. Motor Tr^sport

290772,000
458,000
84.000

Cologne
Stuttgart

I Brandenburg

i  (6) S4-50
500'

Notes In Connection With To^.vns V/hich Appear More Than C^ce (See last column
of Schedule)

Bremen appears in the list three times
Hamburg appears in the list three times
Kassel appears in the list twice
Leipzig appears in the list four times
Dessau appears in the list three times
Stuttgart appears in the list three times
Magdeburg appears in the list twice
Berlin appears in the list tliree times.

1

2

3

4,
5
6

7
8 One corresponds to four

targets
(9) Merseburg appears in the list bvvico.
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TMGETS IN OCCUPIED OOUpRIES... FOR „THE U.S.

EIOITH, nR FORCE

10th ilay, 1943

Naval Targets

Franco

(i) Rennes Naval Stores Depot Zi|29B

German Air Force

France

(i) Villacoublay Aircraft Assembly Plants
and Repair Works

Z204

(iij Ivfeauilto
(ii i) Rhe ims/Chajnpagne
(iv) St. Omer/Fort Rouge
(v) St. /indre Do L'oure
(vi) Nanto s (Chateau-Baugon))
(vii) Le Mans )

Z1 89
Z349

Z256Aircraft Ropadr and
)  Overhaul Works Z341

Z206

Z444-

Belgium

(i )Courcelle s-Motte

C ourcelle s-Mot to
ZB903

) Aircraft Repair and ZB903x
(iii) Brussels-Evere (Sabea) ) Overhaul Works

and (Sabona)

(ii
ZB863

)

Holland

(i) Valkcnburgj Wassenaer
Gouda

ilircraft Repair and ZH62
Overhaul Works

Tr ans j)or ta ti on

Francp,..

(i) Lo M;ins L'ernagc
Lo Means (ilmage

Z444A
ziMi>

Marshalling Yard
Rennu3.t Arms and

Traction Works

Marshalling Yard
Locomotive and

Rolling Stock
Works

Motor Transport
Y/orks

(ii)

(iii:
(iv,

Aulnoye
Blanc Misseron

Z599
Z61O

(v) Zi 66Irbissy

Bolgium

(i) ZB851Antv/erp Motor Transport
Works

(ii) Locomotive and VYagon ZB876
Works

Haine St. Pierre

G.225497/DEW/II/49.



APIEI®IX . 6

rOIOTELAM DIRSCTITA

I0th June, 1943
S, 46368/A. G. A. S. (Ops. )

Sin,

I am directed to refer to Directive 0,C.S.166/1/D dated 21st January,
1943, issued by the Combined Chiefs of Staff and forwarded to the Commanding
General, Eighth Air Force and the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber
Command under cover of Air Ministry letter S.46368/A.C.A.S.(Opsi) dated
4th February, 1943* This directive contained instructions for the conduct
of the British and ivnerican bomber offensive from this country.

In paragraph 2 of the directive, the primarsr objectives were set out in

order of priority, subject to the exigencies of weather and tactical

feasibility. Since the issue of this directive there have been rapid '
developments in the strategical situation which have demanded a revision of

the priorities originally laid dovn.

The increasing scale of destruction wliich is being inflicted by-our night
bomber forces and the development of the ,da3r bombing offensive by the Eighth
Air Force have forced the enemj'' to-deplojr day and night fighters in increasing
numbers on the Yfostern Front. Unless this increase in fighter strength is-
checked we maj'- find our bomber forces unable to fulfil the tasks allotted to
them by the Combined Chiefs of Staff, .

In these circumstances it has become essential to check the growth and to
reduce the strength of the day and night fighter forces which the enemj'' can
concentrate against us in this theatre.
Staff have decided that first priority in the operation of British and

i'imerican bombers based in the United Kingdom shall be accorded to the attack of

German fighter forces >and the industry upon which thejr depend.

5. . The primary object of the bomber forces remains as set out in the

original directive issued bjr the Combined Chiefs of Staff (C.G.S. 166/1/D dated
2ist Januar^r, 1943) i.e.:- '

"the progressive destruction and dislocation of the German military,
industrial and economic S5''stem, and the undermining of the morale of the
German people to a point where their capacity for.armed resistance is
fatallj'- weakened." A - ^

6, In view, hov/ever, of the factors referred to in para. 4 of the follovging
priority objectives have been assigned to the Eighth Air Force

2.

3.

To this end the Combined Chiefs of

Intermediate objective :

German Fighter strength

Frimarjr objectives :

German submarine j'-ards and bases
The remainder of the German aircraft industry

Ball bearings
Oil (contingent upon attacks against Ploesti from the Mediterranean)

Secondary’- objectives :

S3Tithetic rubber and t3'rcs
Military'' motor tramport vehicles.

"Jhile the forces of the British Bomber Command will be emplo3’"ed in accordance
v/ith their main aim in the general disorganisation of German industry their
action v/ill be designed as far as practicable to be complementar3'- to the
operations of the Eighth Air Force,

/7. In pursuance
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In pursuance of tho particular requirements of para. 6 above, I am to7.

request j'-ou to direct your forces to the following tasks:-

(i) the destruction of Goman airframe, engine and component factories

and the ball-bearing industrjr on v/hich the strength of the Geman
fighter force depend, .

tho general disorganisation of those industrial areas associated
with the above- industries, .

(ii)

(iii) the destruction of those aircraft repair depots and storage parks
vathin range, and on vdiich the enemjr fighter force is largely
dependent,

(iy) the destruction of enemy fighters.in the air and on the ground.

Tho list of targets appropriate to these special tasks is, in. Appendix 'A'
forwarded under cover of Air ilinistry letter 3.i(.6368/3/D.B.Ops. dated
Ath J-une,. 1 943-* Further copies of this list, v/hich vo.ll be amended from

time to time as necessary, will be forwarded in due course.

8. Consistent y/ith the needs of the air defence of the United Kingdom the
forces, of the British Fighter Command will be emplojred to further this general
offensive by:-

(1) the attack of enemy aircraft in the air and on the .ground,

(ii.)., the provision of suppiort necessary to pass bomber forces through the
enemy defensive system vdth the minimum cost.

9. American fighter forces vdll be employed in accordance with the instruc

tions of the Commanding General, Eighth Air Foixje in furtherance of the bomber

offensive and in co-operation v/ith the forces of. Fighter Conimand.

10, The allocation of targets and the effective co-ordination of the forces

involved is to be ensured bj^ frequent cons\iltation betwee.n the Commanders
concerned, • To assist this co-ordination a combined operational planning
ooi-nmittoe has been set up.. The suggested terms of reference under v/hich this

Committee is to operate is outlined in Air Ministry letter CS. 193<5i|/-‘'''-«*d.A.S, (Ops)
dated lOth June, 1943»

11-. .It is emphasised that the reduQ.tion of the German fighter force is of
primary importance; .any delay in its pi'osecution yvill make the task progres
sively more difficult. At the same time it is necessarjr to direct the

maximum effort against the submarine construction j'^ards and operating bases
when tactical and weather conditions preclude attacks upon objectives
associated with the German Fighter Force, The list of these targets is in
Appendix 'B* forwarded with the .Appendix 'A' referred to in paragraph 7 above.

I am, Sir,
Yovu" obedient. Servant,

(Sgd) N. H, Bottomley

Air Vice Marshal, A.C.A, 3. (Ops).







.  A3?5ENDIX J
mm’

BOPnim; • DIBBOTIVE

0,M.S. 82/A.G.A.S.(Qps.) 18th September, 1943,

Sir,

.  Bod^yline

I am directed to inform you that at a recent meeting of the Defence
Oommittee it was decided that factories suspected of "being engaged in the
facture of rocket components should "be attacked Tshenevor possible in the
of our night bombing operations.

raanu-

oourse

2. In Air mnistrjr letter of the above references dated 28th August, 1943,
you were infomed that Intelligence Reports had ccnfiimed that important
components of the long range rocket
works at Bbricdrichshafen.

were being manufactured in the Zeppelin
These v/orks are believed to bo a key point in

rocket production and reports indicate that the damage already inflicted by
your Command .has caused great delay, though production has now been restarted.

3. I am to request that special consideration should be given to the
destruction of both the Zeppelin and Maybach works at Bbriedrichshafen and that
an attack against these objectives should be launched as soon as weather'
conditions pemit.

4* Vath regard to other plants which are suspected of producing rocket
apparatus, I am to request that every effort be n©.de to destroy these in the
course of .your normal operations, A provisional list is attached at
Appendix *A’,  but,: as a result of the ruling of tlie Defence Committee
referred to above, the list is under review and an amended list will be
forwarded to you in due course.

. >

It is to be noted that in the course of
previous raids,, Askonia and Gosellschaft fur Electrisohe Apparato factories

Berlin have alreadj^. suffered heavjr damage and the Brown Bovori Mannheim,
and the. Rhein Metal Borsig, Berlin, have suffered slight damage.
in

I am. Sir,
Your o"bedient Servant,

(Sgd) 'll .A, Cory ton

Air Vice- Ifeirshal,'
Assistant Chief of the Mr Staff (Operations)

The Mr Officer Gommanding-in-Ghief,
Headquarters, Bomber Command,

Royal x\ir Force,
High Wycombe,

Budlcs,

py'.spe.P.ted of m^ufacturiiig Long

Berlin

Berlin/Tegel
Mannheim

Hcmover/Brinlc
Jiagdeburg •
Gleiwitz

¥/iener Heustadt
Berlin '

Berlin

GY,2ij684
GH.326 GF,2258

ilrgus Works
Eheinmetal-Borsig
Brown Boveri

Hanomag
Knipps Y/orks
Hermann Goering Works
Raxwerke

Askania Works

Gesellschaft fur v

Electrisohe Apparate,

GR.368? GN.3780
GB.3213

GZ.2845, GH,522
GP.2260

Not yet targeted
D.T.M.107
(3j,26l3 - not 3ret issued

G,225497/DEW/iiA9.
/Order
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Order of Priority; of Targets .ponoerned
vdth Bowline Broduotion

5th OotoBer, ̂ ^}+3First RevisionApjioni^ ’ A'

ActivityFactor

(a) First Priority

Location

Frie drichshafen

G.R.3682
Radio control equipmentj
also important manufao-
tinring centre for all
RADAR equipment

Control equipment and
possibly other special ,
components. It is thought
that Fichtel & Sachs are

the firm most likely to
he concerned. The

others ̂ ,e responsible for
at least 50^ of the German
ball-bearing. output and
are all situated in close

proximity to one another.

Luftschiff sbau

Zeppelin

Fichtel & Sachs

Kugolfischer
•  VKF

Sch\TOinfurt

G,Z,2707

(b) Second Priority

X Hanbmag Heavy engineering and.;. .
. armaments concem

addition to the old . .

factoi^r in the; .Linden .
• area, a large new ; . ,
. engineering plant in the
Brink area is mider strong
suspicion as being
associated with Haiiomag a
and may be engaged on
this work.

Irt •: :

Hanover-Linden

G.Z.28A5
G.H.522 and (?)

.  . Hanover-Brink

S If the Brink factory, now under re-examination, proves to be
associated with Bodyline, it would warrant classification under

the .first priority.

Friedrich Krupp Essen

G.F.2224

Magdeburg
G.F.2260

Breslau 'Heavy engineering and
'  armaments concerns engaged
'  on a wide range of arma-
' ments production. The most
'  likely producers.of forgings
'  eto, required in Bocjyline
' weapons.

Boohumer Verein Bochum

G.F.2266

Rheinmetall Borsig Berlin-Tegel
G.F.2258 ^
Dussol dorf.-Derendorf,
g.z.2779 . ; ;
Dusseldorf-Ra th

.  G.F.2223

^fennesmannrbhrenwerke Dussel dorf-Ra th

G.Z,2850
G.N.3812
G.F. 222|.2
G.R.37OI

)
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"SECliT

Order Of Pfi ority, Of Targe ts Cqnc.erne d„.
'l{ith Bodyline Production

'..A.'.. ,.r §.§P.9B^.. ~ 1.6 th .November j, 1 943

Location RemaPactor3r rks

Luftschiffsbau Zeppelin Eriedrichshafen
G.R.3682

Radio control equipment, also
an important manufacturing
centre for all radar

equipment

Ifa-jrbach Zahbradfabrik Erie drichshafen

G.R.3682
Submarine diesel engine v/orks.

Klein Schanzlin &

Becker, and
associated vrorks.

Erankenthal

G.R.3716
Pump and compressor
manufacturers.

Julius Pintsch Berlin-Pur stemmlde

G.N.5049
Engineering and armaments
manufac ture rs

Henschel Wiener Neustadt

G.Y. 4808.0
Manufacturers of locomotives

Second I^iority

Rhein-metall

Borsig
Berlin-Tegel

G.E.2258
G.R.3687

)
Krupp Grosonwerke Magdeburg

G.E. 2260

)
Hanomag
Old Works

Hanover-Linden

G.Z.2845
Haav5'' engineering and arma
ment works, engaged on a
mde rangp of armaments
production. The most

likely producers of forgings,
etc., required in Bodyline
weapons.

1
Bochumer Verein )Bochum

G.E. 2266

)Hanomag Hanover-Brink

)
Manne smannr ohrenv/erke Dussoldorf-Rath

G.Z.285O
G.N.3812
G.R.37OI
G. E. 22M2

)

Rhein-metall

Borsig
Dus seldorf-Rath

G. E.2223

Rhein-metall

Borsig
Dusse1dorf-Dcrendorf

G.Z.2779

Krupp3 Essen

G.P.2224

\



AEEENDIX 8

SECRET

R 8...OBOE TARGETS

S.SQQ!ad„Re,id.sip3:i,„-,. 2]:i.d,„Decei!jber, 19^1.

1st ̂ iority - Target of Special Importaiiee

I.G, Parben Chemical Factory GS.116Leveri'.oisen1,

...2nd JEriority ^....Targets of Special Importance Eroducing
High GradeSteels

Rheinmetall-Borsig GZ.2779 Slightly damaged,

GP. 2266 Damaged but ̂
operating.

GP.2 223 Slightljr damagod.
GZ.28'50
GP. 222if Largely destroyed,

almost entirely
inactive.

It

Dusseldorf-

Derendorf

Bochum

1.

2. Bo chume r-Ve rein

3. Dusseldorf-Rath Rhoinmetall-Borsig
lAannesmann

Krupps

If

Essen

A.
5.

Other Yforks D^O'^RC^^
Steels

Reisv/eiler

lire fold

Remscheid

1. G, P(ir Elektrometallurgie
Bdolstahlvrerke

CtO.1130

GP.2213

GP. 2253 Veiy severely

damaged,
GP.2229 Slightly damaged.

2,

3. ti

4* Duisburg-Hambom August Thyssen

Ath ̂  of Special Importance

J. Jaeger Ball-bearingsWuppertal GZ,2701

Electrical Power Targets

GO. 1428Brauwcilor1. Switching and Transformer
Stn,

Power StationKnapsack
Portuna

Herdeeke

Stockum

Hattingen
Essen-Kamap

2. GO, 123 7
GO. 1236
GO. 1123
G0.1128

GO.1095
G0.1103

3. If If

4. Pov/er and Switching Stn,
5. It II II II

6. II II (I

7. Power Station

6th Priority Other targets of importance,
in ̂  approximate order of .priority
within theirindustrial category

A, - Synthetic rubber

GS.162Huls Synthetic Rubber Works1.

B, - Steel Yforks

GP. 2254Duisburg-
Rheinhausen

Oberhausen

Dortmund

Dortmund

Duisburg-Ruhrort
Dortmund

Witten

Gelsenkirchen

Alfred Hutte1.

GP.2252.
GP.2269
GP.2267 .
GP. 2220

GP.2268

GZ.2791

C2-1.555B

/0,Alumina Works

Guthoffnungshut te
Union

Hoosch

Vor. Stahl.

Horde

Rulirstahl.

Ver. Stahl.

2.

3.

4*

5.
6,

7.
8.

G.225497/DEW/11/49.
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Q* r AlujTiina 37ork s

1. Lunen

2* Ichendorf
Ver. Aluminiumwerke
Alumina Hartinsv/erke

G-P.2355
•  GF.235A

.5,r Plants

^, Gelsenkirchen-

Nordstem

2, Golsenkirchon-
Buer

3. Koln-V/essGling
lu Castrop-Raiucel
5. Sterkrade-Holton

Bottrop-Wolheim

S^mthe
It

U

ft

6* ft

tic Oil GQ.1509
GQ.'I537

ft

GQ.1510
GQ.153A
GQ.1517
GQ.1536

If

It

t!

E. Engineering

1. Bochum

2. Dusseldorf-

Buderich

3. Koln-J/iulheim
4, Krcfold-

Uordingon
5. Duron

o. Solingen
7. Solingori

(Ohligs)
8, Solingon

Ei senhuttenwerke
Gehr. Bohlor

GZ. 2849
GZ.2818

BDlten and Guillaume
Faggon Works

GR.3685
a. 2642

Durenor Metallwerke
E. Rautonhach

ICronprinz

GH.477B
GL.2629
a. 2567

J.xl. Honckols GZ.29O8

.  j
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SECMT,,^IffNISTRY OF ECONOMEO WAEP/iEB NOTE

ON SCHEffilNFURT

Tho three hall-bGaring factories in this tovm -

Kugclfischor
V.K.P. I.

V.K.P. II.

aro tho throe most important producers of hall-bearings in ibcis Europe. It
is believed that thojr are responsible for at least 50fo by number of the total
Axis supplies of ball-bearings. It is knovm that they concentrate particu
larly upon tho special tj^pes and qualities required for use in the armaments
industry, for vi/hich reason thojr may account for as much as 66fo of the ball
bearing requirements of tho German armed forces. Examination of the markings
on a substantial sample of bearings taken from crashed Cr.A.P, aircraft showed
that were manufactured by Kugelfischer or V.K.P. Allowing for the
existence of a sizeable V.K.P. plant near Berlin, this is thought to indicate
that at le£.st of B.A.P. ball-bearing requirements are manufactured in
Schweinfixrt.

2. Less is knovm regarding the breakdovm of total supplies by major use
categories, but it is believed that up to of the total output is required
for aircraft and aero-ongino construction, a slightly larger proportion for
guns, predictors, H.T. and other equipment for the ground forces and the small
remaining porooritage for a variety of essential uses in industry,

3. It is believed that all ball-bearing capacity in Germany is fully
occupied. There is a limited amount of spare capacity in li-ance and -
possibly Italy but it is relatively inefficient in the sense that it is capable
of turning out only a limited range of standard tjrpes and sizes. There is,
therefore, little possibility of offsetting loss of production at Schweinfxort
by immediate development of production elsewhere. Moreover there is now no
possibility of obtaining increased supplies by importing. Germany already has
import orders outstanding in Sweden and Switzerland but these cannot now bo
increased. In Sweden British and Russian pre-emptive orders will occupy tho
bulk of the useful capacity up till at least tho middle of 1 9A4« As from tho
beginning of 19A4, the Swedish exports will also come under restriction by the
Swedish Government. It has also been possible, by diplomatic pressure, to
impose a ceiling on Swiss exports to Germany,

4. The vulnerabilits?- of ball-bearing plants to air attack is rated high. In
tho U.S. 8th Air Force attack on Schweinfurt of August I7th in which one works
received 20 hits, another 5 hits and the third 1 hit, and in which generally
speaking no major buildings were seriouslj'- affected, it is estimated that a
total loss of production was inflicted v/hich was equivalent to one week's supply
of the total Axis ball-bearing output. The immediate German reaction was to

despatch emissaries to Sweden to place orders at greatly enhanced prices for
special bearings from the Swedish S.K.P. comparqn In view of the pre-emption
mentioned above, this mission failed totally in its purpose.

5. Of the other ball-bearing plants available to the enemy the most important
are :-

Norma a,t Stuttgart-Bad Oanstatt
This was badly damaged in a night raid in the spring.

Not ̂ ret attacked.
V.K.P. at Bcrlin-Erkner

Not yet attacked.
0. A.tl.. at ..BhrisrBpis Oqlombes

Badly damaged in a recent attack by U.S. 8th Air Force.
0,. A. .M,. at, .Paris -lyry.

Not yet attacked.
R>..I,.y> at .Turin,

Not yet attacked.

R,. I„,.V, at yillar Ibrosas
Not yet attacked,

/There
G.225497/DEV11/49.
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There are some smaller v/orks in France which should malcc good targets
for 2 Group Mosquitoes.

M.E.W./E.1.2

14.10.1,-3

I,
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APPENDIX 10

SECRET

DliiRI OP OPERATIONS, BOMBER COM/IAM3
$

FEBRUARY 1945. TO, FEBRUARY 19,4if

The figures for bomb tonnage used here are those given in the A.M.YiF.R.

sumniary of operations,
attack, and of those uhich v/ere missing,
dorni after bombing than before, so this figure is considered the closest
approximation available.

Research Section at Bomber Command, whose figures are otheirrise very accurate,
omit the bomb loads of those aircraft which wei’e missing, and therefore unable
to claim attack.

These include the loads of all aircraft claiming
The latter were more often shot

The final night raid reports of the Operational

Detailed figures for Special Duty Operations are not available until

After this date, they are divided into Special Operations
The former vrere under the

January 1944-.
Executive and Radio Counter Measures Operations,
control of Air Ministry until September, and the latter until December, 1943.

S.O.E, Operations include S.I.S. (Secret Intelligence Service) Sorties.

Abbreviations Used

d/g . Depth Charge
Operations in aid of resistance movements
(Special Operations Executive)
Radio Counter-Measures

S.O.E. .

R.G.H.

G. 225497/de Vll/49. /DIARY OP OPER/lTIONS
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SECRET

DIARY OF OPERATIONS

February 1 9h'3 to P'ebruaiy 1 Shk

T9h3
February

C ;r-
0)
r

rt
.o

pj ra

Date . Target or purpose Tonnage AircraftGroupsCf
•  C:- 3

3 CTQ
m era
o

1 Anti-submarine patrols 8 i . 3 ■  91 ;  Whitley

2 St. c^er Marshalling yards 12 2 Ventura

12.6Bruges ■  Engine sheds 12 12 2 :  Ventura

Abbeville Marshalling yards 12 12 13.1 2 V entura

Anti-submarine patrols 13 15 6,91 ;  (Halifax

(Whitley
i

2/3. cologne 161 : Ui 2 h?0.95 1,h,5,6 .  (Mosquito
(Stirling

I  (Halifax
(Lancaster

Sea raining 13 5 6(9 mines) ‘  Halifax

Leaflets, Paris 1 1 91 i  Wellington

3 Courtral/

Wevelghan Aerodrome 12 1 2 ;  Ventura

St, Omer/

Fort Rouge Aerodrome 2k 1 2 Ventura

Ijraulden Steel works 12 2 .  Ventura

Abbeville Marshalling yards 12 11 12.3 2 Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols 0 8 6,91 Halifax

Whitley

3/h Hamburg 263 142 16 392.8^ All

Groups

;  Stirling
,  Halifax

-  Lancaster

Wellington
i

Sea-mlnlng 8  6 (12 mines)2 1,3 Wellington

Leaflets, Prance I
4 h 92 ■ Wellington

k Anti-submarine patrols 8 (6 X 250 DC) 6,91
(1 aircraft)
(attacked )

;  Halifax

: Whitley

4/5 Turin 188 . 159 341.6 1,3,4,5,6 ^ Halifax
Lancaster

^  Stirling

3

; Speala 4 5.4 8 Lancaster

Lorlent 128 121 1,4,5,6212.7 Lancaster

Wellington
Halifax

Bochum 1 1 0.7 ; ■ 8 Mosquito

Ruhrort 1 1 0.7 : 8 :  Mosquito

Seaymlnlng 1 1 (2 mines) Wellington

:  5 Anti-submarine Patrols 9 9 6,91 :  Halifax

’ Whitley

I



1945 - 2 -

February

Io
><D

C/3 ct
C+

¥
¥  ■ p̂r

in

Dat0 Target or purpose AircraftTonnage croupsm

3
S3 0^<D
OQQ.

5/6 (56 mines) ; 3Sea-mlnlng 19 . 11 : 3 Stirling

6 Antl-sutaarine patrols Whitley5  ; 5 - ;  91

6/7 Dusseldorf I
■ Mosquito2 : 1 0,7 . 8

;  (107 mines) 1,3,ij,6Sea-mlnlng 72 50 Wellington

i  Halifax

Leaflets, Paris 3 : 3 i  93 Whitley

Anti-submarine Patrols ■ 11 ' 11 ;  6,91 Halifax

Whitley

7/8 Lorlent 796.9323 ̂ 302 7 '  1,3,it,
:  5,6,8

;  Stirling,

Wellington
Halifax

Lancaster

' Essen 1 1 80.7 Mosquito

' Hamiborn 1 1 0.7 .. 8 ^  Mosquito

8 Anti-submarine patrols 12 . 12 ^  6,91 '  Halifax

^ Whitley

8/9 ^ Sea-mlnlng 6  6 i (18 mines) 5 Lancaster

9 Anti-submarine patrols ■ 13 13 :  6,91 Halifax

Whitley

9/10 : Essen 1 0.7 i  8 Mosquito

Ruhrort 1  : 1 0.7 ; 8 : Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng 21 15 (30 mines). 1,3,6 Wellington

10 Caen Marshalling yard 12 11 12.3 ;  2 Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols ^ 4 ' 4 ■ 6 ■  Halifax

11 ■ Serqueux Raltoay Centre 2 2 1.8 i  2 Boston

, Caen II II 2 2 Boston

Boulogne Shipping 11 2 : Boston

Allunaar Railway Centre 2 ; :  2 Boston

Roosendaal II II 2 : 2 : 1 1.8 ■: 2 : Boston

Antl-sutaarlne Patrols 11 1i ;  6,91 ■ Halifax
' Whitley

11/12 Wl.JlielBishaven 177 140 . 3 ■  431.7 :  1,4,5,8 Stirling
Hall fax
Lancaster

!

Hamborn 1 i  8 Mosquito

Bochum 1  : 1 0.7 8 Mosquito

Sea-mlning :  34 22 i (50 mines) ; 3,6 Wellington
Stirling

Leaflets, Vichy 5  : ,3 91 Wellington
12 Tergnler Railway centre 2 1 Ov9 . 2 Mosquito

Rhelne It k  3 2.7 8 Mosquito I

Llngen II 4II 4 3.6 -  8 . Mosquito



1943

February
APPENDIX 10

SECRET

o >■ ■
(n rt
m
t5Date ; CO

Target or purpose Tonnage ^ AircraftCO Groups<rt pr
o

S' . (TO
0ro 3

a

1? ^ Ougree 6  .Armament works 3.6 : 2 ' Mosquito

I  12/13 Rhelnhausen 0.7 : 8 MosquitoI

Dusseldorf 1 1  . 0,7 ; 8 : Mosquito

Sea-ralnlng 38 : 35 1,3,4,6(77 mines) ■ Wellington
■, Stirling

Leaflets, Orleans 2 O I  91 Wellington

13 Boulogne Shipping :  (12 ; 11
(10 : -
10 : 10 :

9.8 ^ 2 i Boston
; 2

St. Malo Docks 8.9 :  8 ; Boston

Ijmulden Steel wor'ks 24 , 20 21.3 ; 2 ; Ventura

/U'ltl-submarine patrols 9  9 ' :  91 , Whitley

13/14. Lorlent 466 '437 1169.1 i  1,3,6,87  ; Stirling
:  Halifax

; Lancaster
■ Welll'ngton

Duisburg/
Ruhrort 1 1 0.7 Mosquito

Essen 1 ^ Mosquito

Leaflets, Paris, Rouen,
Limoges ^  17 ^ 17 i  91,92,93 Wellington

14 1 Tours Marshalling lards 1C 6  ■ 5.4 : 2 ; Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols 9  i 9 i  6,91 Halifax

Whitley

14/15; Milan 142 .. 124 278.62  i ;  1,5,8 ; Lancaster

Spezla 4  ' 4 7.1 :  Lancaster.

Cologne 243 217 528.3 ;  1,3,4,9  i ^ Stirling
Halifax

Wellington
I  6,8

15 Dunltlrk Armed Raider 23 : 11 9. :  2 Boston

Anti-submarine patrols 12 ; 10 I  6,91 :  Halifax
Whitley

Tours Marshalling Yard 12 ; 12 10,7 i  2 Mosquito

15/16; St. Trond 4  : 4 2.2 Mosquito:

Essen 1 1 0.7 Mosquito

Rhelnhausen 1 1 0.7 Mosquito

Sea-mlning 4  4 (12 mines) ! 3 Stirling

Leaflets, Paris 2  . 2 ;  93 Wellington

16 Anti-submarine Patrols ; 11 11 :  6,91 (Halifax
(Whitley
Stirling
Halifax,
Lancaster,
Wellington

16/17 Lorlent 377 '363 !  1,3,4,
^ 5,6,8

2  ; 1CP3.0

Sea-mlning .  32 (68 mines)27. 1,3,4, ( Wellington
( Stirling

WellingtonLeaflets, Paris 4  : 3 93



1943

February
- k -

IO >
CD rt

ct

8 cn

Groups AircraftTonnageDate : Target or purpose Vi

tr Si
(D era
a

2 ;VenturaArmed Raider 12 ^ -17 . . Dunkirk

1*.0 Wellington6  : 3Emden cloud-cover

; Whitley I:  h h 91 .Anti-submarine patrols

Mosquito1 2Other Sorties (Photo.

Recce)

1

17/18 i Bochum Mosquito1 0.7.1

/■

; Mosquito.Hamborn 1 0,71

Stirling12 9 (32 mines)Sea-mlnlng i 3

18 Dunkirk 12Armed Raider 2 ' Ventura

:  20 ^ 18 16,1 Mosquito1 ; 2:  TOUTS Marshalling Yard

■  6 :Liege MosquitoMarshalling Yard 2

Halifax
Whitley

■ 6,91Anti-submarine patrols : 13 13

18/19 i Wilhelmshaven k 596.1 Uh,5,| 195 185 Stirling
Halifax
Lancaster

6,8

^ 89 Ik (187 mines) 1,3,11,6 Wellington
’ Stirling

Halifax

Sea-mlnlng 2

Leaflets, Paris, Orleans ■ 9 :  1 91,92 ; Whitley
Wellington

9

19 i Den Helder Doefe 12 ^ 10 11.2 ; 2 Ventura

6,91Anti-submarine patrols ;  10 10 Halifax

Whitley

19/20 :- wllhelmshaven 338 311 1,3,lt,:  781.111 ; Stirling i
, Halifax I

Lancaster |
Wellington I

5,6,8

5

8Essen 1 1 : Mosquito

Dortmund 1 1 0.7 Mosquito

20 Anti-submarine patrols 6,919  9 Halifax
Whitley

26/21 Sea-mlnlng 620 18 1 (35 mines) Wellington

21 Antl-sutanarlne patrols 610 6,911 Halifax

Whitley

21722 , Bremen 1ii3 - 129 .  h2h,k 1,5,8 Stirling
Halifax
Lancaster

22 Antl-sutmarine Patrols (6 X 250 DC) _ 6,91
(1 Aircraft) "
(attacked )

12 12 Halifax

Vlhltley

23 Anti-submarine Patrols 6,91:  10 : 10 ; Halifax
■ Whitley

2h Anti-submarine patrols 6,919  : 9 Halifax

2h125 . wl Ihelmshaven 192.6 6,8;  115 105 . Wellington
. Lancaster

Halifax

Stirling
.  .
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AircraftDate Target or purpose Tonnage Groups*0 rt

g
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cnrt

O

rr
Dm

o. ■ 0^

2i4/25 Brauwelier ’  8 Mosquito1  ; 0.72

1.3 MosquitoDusseldorf 2 2

!

6,91Anti-submarine patrols ^ Halifax

Whitley

25 9  . 9^

25/26 Nur-emburg 1,3, it, Lancaster
Halifax

Stirling

758.3357 . 291 : 9

:  5,8

8 Mosquito1.3Aachen 2 ■2

1  ; 1 i 0.7 Mosquito■Essen

.  8 Mosquito1 1  ; 0.7Cologne

n  1 : 0.7 MosquitoDusseldorf

MosquitoDortmund 1  :

5h [ 33; 1,3,'4,6i  (67 mines)Sea-mlnlng Wellington
Halifax

Leaflets, Nantes,
Clennont, Paris Wellington20 : 19 91,92,93

26 Dunlolrlt 36.660 ^ 33 ■
: (5 Ops. of)
(12 a/c

((each )

(Armed Raider) 2 Ventura

;  Rennes (Naval storage Dep.) 20 : 17 15.2 2 Mosquito

6,91Anti-submarine Patrols ■; 9 : 9 Halifax
Whitley

26/27 cologne hZ-J 382 ;  IO62.I 1,3,7+, Halifax
Lancaster

Stirling
Mosquito
Wellington

5,6,8
10

Aachen 1.3 ^ 8 Mosquito2  2

Sea-mining 21 ; 18 (88 mines) 1,3,4,5 Wellington
Stirling
Halifax
Lancaster

h ' 1+Leaflets, Rouen 93 Whitley

27 : Dunkirk 2i+Anted Raider 2.5.623 - 2 Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols ; 6,919  9 Halifax
vmitley

•;

27/28 ; Munchsn Gladbaoh 1 1 0.7 Mosquito

Krefeld 1 8 Mosquito

Dortmund 1 1 0,7 Mosquito

Essen 1 8 Mosquito

Bochum t . Mosquito

Hambom 1  ' 1 ^  80.7 Mosquito



1943

- 6-February

3 i
M
>a

ct

i  8
Date Target or Purpose Groups AircraftTonnagetn

P M

3 i
O*

a
3 tTQ
OQ

i

27/26
i

Sea-mlnlng 91 i 81 I 1,3,/+,■  (272 mines). ;  Wellington

Stirling

^  Halifax

;  Lancaster

5,6

I

Leaflets, Clermont 2 i 1 ; 92 ;  Wellington
i

28 i  Hengelo Engineering Works k I hi 3.6 Mosquito2

Anti-submarine patrols 5 i 5 | 91 :  Whitley

Ougree Arma-nent VJOrks 6 i 6 h,9 2 ;  Mosquitoi.

28/ I St, Nazalre
1 Kcr.:

j  h37 /+13 i 5 ; 1129*1 All ^  Halifax

Lancaster

;  Stirling

i  Mosquito
:  Wellington

Groups

I

i  Essen 1 1 0.7 6 ;  Mosquito

Krefeld 1 8 i  Mosquito
I

Munchen oladbach 1  j i  Mosquito

Wellington

i

Sea-mlnlng 5  i h ! i  (8 mines) 1

Leaflets, vlobjr 2 1  ; 1 92 Wellington
j

March I

1 Ant I-submarine patrols ! 8 8 91 I  Whitley

1/2 ' i - Berlin I  302 i 257 664.917 All Stirling
Groups ; Halifax

Lancaster

cologne 1 1  : 0.7 8 ;  Mosquito

,• Ruhrorc 1 1  ; 0.7 i  Mosquito

Dortmund 1 1 0.7 8 ;  Mosquito

Bochum

I  Essen
1 /2 I Duisburg

1  i 1 0.7 8 ;  Mosquito

I  MosquI to
Mosquito

1 8

1 1  : C.7■j

Sea-mlnlng i  49 f 35 2  : (70 mines) 1,3,4,6 ' Wellington
Halifax«

Leaflets, Lille 4 i 4
1

■

92 ;  Wellington

2 Anti-submarine patrols 7 i 7 91 I  Whitley
s

i  Rhelnhausen 1  i 1 0.7 8 Mosquito
!

^  Hamborn 1  : 6 MosquIto

cologne 1 1 1 0.7 8 Mosquito
5

Essen 1  i
I

0.7 8 Mosquito1

Dusseldorf 1  ■: 0.7 8 Mosquito

1  Bochum 1  I 8 Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng 60 ) 40 j 2 (94 mines) 1,4,5,6 Halifax
^  Wellington

Lancaster

1

I

Knaben3 Molybdenum Mines ;  10 i 9  : 1 8.0 2 Mosquito

s.
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^  •
d

CQ

91 VJhltleyAnti-submarine Patrols 5  • 33  .i

417 35ij. 10 Halifax

Groups : Lancaster

Stirling

Mosquito

Wellington

All922,03/4 HojTiburg

Mosquito1  1 0.7Essen .1.

B Mosquito0.71  ■ 1;  .Dusseldorf

0 Mosquito1 0.7Dortmund 1

Mosquito1  ; 1 0.7Cologne

0.7 MosquitoBochum 1  I 1

14 : 11 3,4Sea-mlning (30 mines) Halifax

Wellington

Stirling

Leaflets, Limoges 5  2 91 Wellington

4 6  6Railway Centre 5.1 Mosquito;. Arnage 2

6Aulnoye Rallv;ay Centre Mosquito2.7 23

(6 X 250 DC)
(1 aircraft)

(attacked )

Anti-submarine Patrols ; 5 5 91 Whitley

4/5 ' Dortmund 8 Mosquito

Cologne 01  1 0.7 ■ Mosquito

DussGldorf Mosquito
i

Hamborn 1  ■ 1 0.7 8 Mosquito

^  Mulhelm 1 Mosquito
i

Bochum 1 1 80.7 Mosquito

Sea-ralnlng 27 : 23 1 : (go mines) 1,3,5 I.anoaster

Stirling

Wellington

16 . 15Leaflets, Lille 1  i 93 Wellington

5 Anti-submarine Patrols : 5 5 91 whiticr;

5/6 Essen (Krupps) 442 . 366 14 : 1014.3 All Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling
Mosquito

Wellington :

Groups

(14 mines) 4Sea-mlnlng 7 5 Halifax

Wellington

6 Anti-submarine Patrols 5  5 91 Whitley

7 Anti-submarine patrols 5  5 91 Whitley

7/8 ; , Sea-mlnlng 420 13 2 (30 mines) Halifax

Wellington

Leaflets, Limoges 912 .: 2 Wellington



- 8 -

1Sit3
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: o
o>

rt : 3:

B  : «
R- • L

I  ■ -

Ui

m

Date Target or Purpose ;  AircraftTonnage Groups.  ct

■  &
<D

: a

•t

!

8 I  Llngen Railway Workshops 3 2  i 1 ; Mosquito2

:  Tergnier Railway Centre ! Mosquito3  3 2.7 2

i  Aulnoye Railway Centre ;  10 ' 10 8.9 ; Mosquito2

Anti-submarine patrols 919  i 9 ! Whitley

8/9 NurerabOTg^ 7  i 798,4; 335 ; 301 i  Halifax

'  Lancaster

:  Stirling

i Mosquito
i Wellington

All

Groups

I
Hagen 1 1 80.7 ; Mosquito

t

Dusseldorf 8 i1  : ; Mosquito

:  Cologne 1 1 0,7 : Mosquito

Essen 1 1 80.7 i Mosquito

!

i  16 11Sea-mlnlng I  (22 mines) ! 6 i  Vfelllngton

9 Arnage Remault Vlorks Ms M5 13.41 I Mosquito2

Anti-submarine Patrols 8  ; 8 91 i Whitley

264 ;2269/10 ; Munich 578.8 :  Halifax

:  Lancaster

; Stirling
■ Mosquito

; Wellington

All

Groups

Essen 2  : 1 80.7 Mosquito

Rhelnhausen 1 1 80.7 ; Mosquito

:  Ruhrort i  1 1 0.7 : Mosquito

i'  Bochum 1 81 0.7 ! Mosquito

Haraborn 80.7 : Mosquito

Mulhelm 1 1 80.9 Mosquito

r

Duisburg 1  : 1 80,9 : Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng ' 62 i 47 1,3,4,3  : (115 mines) ! : Wellington

Stirling
Lancaster

5,6

Leaflets, Nantes 4  ̂ 4 92 Wellington |

10 Anti-submarine patrols 6  ' 5 ;  1 i Whitley91

Alr/Sea Rescue 1  ; 1 91 ' Whitley

10/11 ' Mulhelm 1  ; 1 0.7 : Mosquito

:  . Essen 1 1 0.7 . Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng 35 ' 30 ;  2 ;  (115 mines) i 3,5 Stirling
Lancaster

Leaflets, Clermont
Ferrand area 5  5 91 I Wellington

:

!

11 Anti-submarine patrols ; 4 ; 4 91 : Whitley
i

I
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1
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fD

D.

5 i  31ii 820.9 ;  All
I  Groups

Halifax

;  Lancaster

i Stirling

; MoSqulto
: Wellington

; 279 ^  1111/12 I Stuttgart

Sea-mlnlng :  14 ■  Stirling
;  Lancaster

:  13 :  (73 mines) i 3,5

9.8 ; Mosquluo12 11 1 212 ■ SteelworksOugree
i

(6 X 250 DC) i 91
(1 aircraft) I

(attacked ) ;

i WhitleyAnti-submarine patrols 7 :  7

1026.9 I  Halifax

;  Lancaster

Stirling
: Mosquito
^ Wellington

12/13 i Essen (Knipps) 457 584 All23

Groups

;  Stirling(50 mines) 3Sea-mlnlng 99

: Wellington

'  Whitley
Leaflets, Rouen 7 :  93

13 i  91Anti-submarine Patrols : Whitley5 5

I

(137 mines) 1,4,5,6; 13/14 68 i Wellington

:  Lancaster

49Sea-mlnlng 3

•  . i

14 (12 X 250 DC): 91
(2 aircraft )
(attacked );

:  WhitleyAnti-submarine patrols 5 5

14/15 (26 mines) 4 I WellingtonSea-mlnlng 13 13

15 I St. Brleuc (La plalne Aerodrome) 11 11 1 11.1 i Vantura2

Anti-submarine Patrols 10 i  91 ; Whitley

16 Paderborn 16(Railway workshops) 12 1 10,7 ; Mosquito
I

16/17i (24 mines)Sea-mlnlng 12 12 i Wellington1

17 Antl-subraarlns Patrols 810 91 ' Whitley

1 Maasluls Oil Refinery 12 12 11,9 2 :  Ventura

Boulogne Marshalling Yard 12 abandoned I  Ventura2

Anti-submarine Patrols 7 7 91 :  Whitley

19 Anti-submarine patrols i i  VJhltley5 5 91

20 Leer 1 4.91 1 i  Lancaster

Louvain Marshalling Yard 6 6 5.4 Mosquito2

I  Mallnes 6Marshalling Yard :  Mosquito2

Anti-submarine patrols Whitley5 5 91

20/21 i Sea-mlnlng 16 (24 mines) '  Wellington
Lancaster

4 1,3,

21 Anti-submarine Patrols i Whitley^  915 5  :

22 Maasluls Oil Refinery 12 12 12.3 2 ;  Ventura
I !

Railway Centre 12 ;  VenturaCaen 2
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22 Anti-submarine Patrols 8  ̂ 8 (21 X 250 DC): 91
:  (4 aircraft )
;  (attacRed ):

Whitley

22/23 ■ St. Nazal re :  357 : 28ii . 1 914.9 :  All Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling
Wellington

Mosquito

Groups

t

Sea-mlnlng 6  : 6 4;  (12 mines) Wellington s

23 Hantes Locomotive Works 15 i 12 10,7 8 : Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols 9  i 9 ; ;  (5 X 250 DC) ‘ 91
(1 aircraft)

.  (attacked )

Whitley

i

23/24 Sea-mlnlng 45 I 42 : 1 (122 mines) ' 3»4»6 Lancaster i

Stirling ;
Wellington

Leaflets, Orleans,
Lille 21 i 17 1 92,93 : Wellington

Whitley

24 Hamm Railways 1  i 1 0.9 2 Mosquito
r

Osnabruck Railway* 1  1 0i9 2 : Mosquito

Paderborn RalIways 1  i 2 Mosquito

25 Anti-submarine Patrols ; 1 1 i  91 Whitley

26 Anti-submarine Patrols • 7  : 7 :  91 Whitley

26/27 i , Duisburg 455 | 392 . 6 943.8 :  All

Groups

■  Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling

: Wellington i
Mosquito

Leaflets, Orleans 5  ̂ 4 :  91 Whitley

27 ; Hengelo Engineering Works 6  ■ 5 4.5 :  2 Mosquito

; Ougree Steel works 6  ̂ ’  2 Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols : 5 5 ’ 91 : Whitley

27/28 ..Berlin 396 :338 9 883.4 :  All

croups

;  Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling

Wellington

Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng ^  24 ; 24 (81 mines) 1.3 ^ Wellington
; Lancaster

. Stirling

Leaflets, Rouen,
Orleans 4  : 4 91,92 ^ Wellington

Whitley

28 . Rotterdam Shipping 24 ; 23 , 25.7 2 ■ Ventura

:.Klnkempols Marshalling Yard 6  ■ 2 ■  2 Mosquito I

Anti-submarine Patrols 5  ' 5 . - ^  91 Whitley I
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28/29 St. Nazal re .  323 297 ,680.2 . . All ^

Groups

2 Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling

Wellington

Mosquito
;

Sea-ffilnlng 7  6 (12 mines) 1 Wellington

Leaflets, Paris area 5  , 5 91 Wellington

29 Abbeville Railway Centre 12 6 6.7 2 Ventura

Rotterdam Shipping k9 ■ 3h 37.9 2 Ventura

Anti-submarine Patrols 9  9 91 Whitley

29/20 Berlin 329 : 234 ^ 21 606.1 All Halifax

Groups Lancaster

Stirling

Wellington

Mosquito

Bochum 157 110 13 149.1 1,4,6,8 Wellington

Mosquito

Dortmund
0.7 8 Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng 7  5 , - (30 mines) 3 Stirling

3OI : Eindhoven Phillips' V/orks 10 9 7.8 2 Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols 7  6 1 91 Whitley

31 ^ Anti-submarine patrols 5 : 5 1 91 Whitley

April’ '

1 Emmerich Cloud-cover 1 1 1 Vlelllngton

Trier Electric f=owor station 6  6 : 5.1 2 Mosquito

Ehrang Marshalling Yard 6 4 3.6 2 Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols 5  5 91 Whitley

2 Anti-submarine patrols 5  5 91 Whitley

Met. Flights 1 1 8 ,  Mosquito

2/3 St. Nazalre :  55 , 50 1 171.6 All Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling
Wellington

Mosquito

!

Groups

Lorlent 47 . 40 118,1 All :  Halifax

Lancaster

^  Stirling

:  Wellington

Mosquito

i

Groups

Seanalnlng .33 29 1 (I41 mines) ^ 1,3,5 Wellington

Lancaster

Stirling

3  ' ■ Brest Shipping ■  12 . 8 8.9 2 Ventura

^ Mallnes Railway works 2 2 1.8 2 Mosquito

NaiTiur Railway Centre 2  2 1.8 2 ' Mosquito
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a

3 Torgnler Railway Centre i  2 ' 1 0.9 2 Mosquito
!
I

Aulnoye Railway Centre 2  ; 1 i 1  : 0.9 2 Mosquito
I

Anti-submarine patrols 5 ■ • 91 Whitley

Met. Flights 1 1 Mosquito

Other sorties (P.R.) 1  ̂ 1 8 Mosquito

3/k ’ Essen l3h8 ;317 i 21 983.2 Halifax j

Groups Lancaster |

Stirling \
Wellington \
Mosquito ;

All

Sea-mlnlng i  20 i 16 i 1 (32 mines) ! 1,1; Wellington

Leaflets, Rhelms,
Nantes i  9 ; 9 ; - 91,92 Wellington

Whitley

h  Caen-carplquet Aerodrome i  25 i 2i+ 24.1 2 V entura

St. Brleuo Railway Works in I 9.49  ; - 2 Ventura

Rotterdam Shipyards i  24 I 23 i 25.32  i 2 Ventura

Anti-submarine Patrols 5  : 5 i 91 Whitley

Met. Flight 1  i 1 8 Mosquito

^/5 : Kiel 1577 1519 i 13 : 1380.7 All Halifax

Groups Lancaster

Stirling

Wellington

Mosquito

i

I

5 i  Brest Docks [  12 i 12 4 i 13.3 2 V entura

Anti-submarine Patrols 9 9  i 91 Whitley

6 Naiaur Marshalling yard 8  i 6 i 5.4 2 Mosquito
i

Anti-submarine patrols \ 7 \ 7 91 Whitley
i

1

6/7 47 I 38 2Sea-mlnlng (103 mines) Wellington

Groups Stirling
Lancaster

Halifax

All

j

j

I
7 Anti-submarine patrols I 5 i 5 ; - 91 Whitley

J

8 Anti-submarine patrols 5 I 5 i - 91 Whitley

Met. Flights 2 : 2 ; 8 Mosquito

8/9 ' pulsburg :392 ; 304 I 19 i 846.3 All Halifax

croups Lancaster

Stirling
Wellington ;
Mosquito

i

Soa-mlnlng i  27 i 21 (63 mines) 1,3,5 Wellington

Stirling
Lancaster

9 Orleans Railway centre 4  i 2 Mosquito i

Julich Railway Works ^  k : 2 Mosquito I
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a

i  9 Anti-submrlne Patrols 5 5 91 :  Whitley

Met, Flights ;  ■ 3 3 8 I  Mosquito

9/10 ; Duisburg ^  109 . 99 ^ 8 321,1 1,5,8 Lancaster

I  Mosquito

Leaflets, Orleans 5 91 Wellington

1C ■ Anti-submarine Patrols 7  7 91 ;  Whitley

Met. Flights 3  3 : i  Mosquito

10/11 Frankfurt 502 456 20 ; 1059.8 All Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling

/ Wellington

Groups

Sea-mining 7  7 : (42 mines) 3 Stirling

Leaflets, Lyons 4 4 92 I  Wellington

11 Hengelo Diesel engine Works 4 1 1.82  ; ;  Mosquito2

i  Mallnes Railway Works 4  4 i 3.61 2 Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols 5  ̂ 5 : 91 :  Whitley

11/12 : Sea-mining 46 41 2  (130 mines) 1,3,4, i  Wellington
I  Stirling

Lancaster

5.6

12 Met. Flights 2  : 2 8 Mosquito

3  ' : Abbeville Railway Centre 12 : 12 i 10.5 2 I  Ventura

.  Caen Railway Centro 12 11 10.5 . ^ 2 Ventura

Anti-submarine Patrols 9  : 9 •  , ■ 91 I  .Whitley

Met. Flights 1 1 i  Mosquito

13/14 i Speala ^ 211 193 ^ 4 505.2 1,5.8 ;  Halifax
Lancaster

Hamburg • 2  2 1. 2 ;  Mosquito

Wllhelmshaven 2  I 2 2 I  Mosquito

Brem.eri 2  2 1.8 2 ^  Mosquito

Sea-mining ■  i 10 ; (32 mines) | 5 Lancaster

Leaflets, Rouen, Llllo ; !8 I5 92,93 i  Wellington

14 Antl-su!»marlne patrols 6 6 ; (6 X 250 DC) I 91
(1 aircraft):
(attacked )I

;  Whitley

Met, Flights 2 2 e Mosquito

14/15 : Stuttgart :  462 : 393 ; 23 80C.8 All ;  Halifax

I  Lancaster

;  Stirling
'  Wellington

.Groups

i
:  15 Cherbourg Shipping ^  13 12 13.4 2 i  Ventura

Anti-submarine Patrols 6 6 91 ;  Whitley

15/16 Sea-mining 23 23 (59 mines) 1,3,6 Wellington
Lancaster

Stirling
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15/16 5  : 4Leaflets, Orleans 91 Wellington

16 ' i Ostend Chemical works 13 : 9 ■ 10,0 2 Ventura

;  Haarlem Railway works 12 : 12 12.3 2 Ventura

Anti-submarine Patrols ; Whitley5  : 5 : 91

Met, Flights 2  ; 1 1 Mosquito

:

16/17; Pllsen ;  327 \ 285 - 617.0 Wellington
Groups : Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling

All37
\

MannheIm 362.0 1,3,4,271 225 ; Halifax

Stirling
Wellington

6,8

Leaflets, Rouen 11 10 ; Whitley
Wellington

93

17 1 Abbeville Railway Centre 12 i 12 ; 11.3 2 Ventura

;  Caen irII 12 : 12 ; 11 2 Ventura

Zeebrugge Coke Ovens 10 : 10.5 ■13 ; 2 V entura

Anti-submarine Patrols ^ 4 : 16 X 250 DC) : 91
(1 aircraft) :

,  (attacked )

5  ; 1 Whitley

17/18 24 ;Sea-mlning 21 (56 mines) 1,3,4,5 Wellington
Stirling
Lancaster

Leaflets, Orleans 1 91 Wellington

18 ; Dieppe Shipping 12 i 11 ! 12.2 2 Ventura

Anti-submarine Patrols ; 5  : 5  i 91 Whitley

1 "'  ■ Met. Flight’s 1  ; 8 Mosquito

18/19 Spezla :  178 M 64 : 1 433.4 1,3,5,8 L Lancaster

Halifax

Sea-mlnlng ‘ i  17 i (68 mines) 3,51 Stirling
Lancaster

Leaflets, Lille 3 : 2, : 92 Wellington

19 ; Namur Marshalling Yard 6  : 2 Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols ; 8 : 8 ; 91 Whitley

Met, Flights 1  ; 1 8 !Mosquito

20 zeebrugge coke ovens 12 11 11.1- 2 Ventura

: Boulogne Marshalling yard 12 ; 11 11.0 2 V entura

; Cherbourg Shipping 12 ; 12 13.4 2 V entura

1

Anti-submarine Patrols 8  : (2 X 250 DC) ■
(1 aircraft) ;
(attacked ) ^

91 Whitley

}

20/21 ; Stettin 339 326 ; 22 ; 8177.1 All Lancaster

Stirling
Halifax

Groups
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Date Target or purpose Tonnage AircraftGroupso

3
TO

:  S. ^ l}«

20/21 Rostock 86 77 8 3,8133.1 Stirling

:  Berlin 11 10 . 1 !.9 2 Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng 18 15 (30 mines) 1,6 Wellington

Leaflets, Lille 3  3 Wellington:  92

21 ; Abbeville Rallvifay Centre ^  11 ^ 10 3 10.1 2 Venturay

Antl-rsubmarlne Patrols 6 6 : ^  91 Whitley

Met. Flights 3  : 3 Mosquito

22 Anti-submarine patrols 5  5 (6 X 250 DC) ; 91
(1 aircraft) |
(attacked ) ;

Whitley

22/23 ' Sea-ralnlng :  32 : 27 : 2 i  (80 mines) 1,3,4,5 Wellington
,  Stirling
:  Lancaster

Leaflets, Limoges,
Lemans 5 : 5 ; ^  91 Wellington

I  23 Anti-submarine patrols 3  , 91:Re- ;  Whitley
;called :

24 :  Paderborn Railway works 12 C.5 Mosquito2

;  Trier Railway works Mosquito,I  2

;  Tours Railway Centre 2 Mosquito2

Anti-submarine Patrols 5 ^ 5 ^ ;  91 Whitley

i  25 Anti-submarine patrols 5 : 5 : - 1' 91 Whitley

26 Tours Railway Centre 2  i 2 1.8 r 2 Mosquito

:  Lingen Railway Works 2  ; 1 0.9 2 Mosquito

;  Jullch Rallv/ay works 2  ; 2 1.8 2 P Mosquito
i

Anti-submarine Patrols -/
/ :  91 Whitley

Met. Flights :  8 Mosquito

26/27 ^ .Duisburg :  561 ' 523 ' 17 1492.2 :  All

:  Groups

Halifax

■  Stirling
Lancaster

Wellington

MosquIto

Leaflets, Paris, Rouen S  ; 8 ; ^  . 93 ;  Wellington

;  Whitley

i  27 St. Brieuc Railway Works 12 I - 2 ’  Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols 8 ^  91 Whitley

Met. Flights 1 1 ^  8 Mosquito

I  27/28 ’ Sea-mlnlng :  160 123 ;  (458 mines) : 1,3,4,
:  5,6

1 ^  Lancaster

:  Stirling

;  Wellington
■  Halifaxi

Leaflets, Limoges . 4 2 i  92 Wellington

I  28 Anti-submarine patrols 5  : 5 :  91 I  Whitley
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1*3
April

a
>CD

01 c*
Date Target or purpose i

Tonnage Croups AircraftW

<g
<g

28 Met. Flights '  ■ 1 ^ 1 ; ;  Mosquito

28/29 : Wllhelmshaven 6  6 ^ h.O '' Mosquito2

Sea-mlnlng 226 176 ^ 23 (593 mines) ; 1,3*. Lancaster

Stirling
Halifax

Wellington

5,6

30 Anti-submarine Patrols 5  : 5 91 Whltlqy

Met. Flights 3  3 i 0 :  Mosquito
i

307 Essen
305 : 251 i 12 : 839.3 All ;  Mosquito

^  Halifax
;  Lancaster

1 St May
croups

j

: Bocholt 12 : 7 i 1 I8.7 0 ;  Stirling
Halifax

May

1 Caen -  Railway Centre 12 2 Boston

Anti-submarine patrols 5  ■ 5  I 91 Whitley

Met, Flights 3  3 2,8 Mosquito

■  Eindhoven Chemical works 6 2 Mosquito

1/2 Sea-mlnlng ■  30 ^ 28 ; (66 mines) 1,3,li Wellington

:  Stirling

2 ;  Ijmulden Steel Works 2k \ 2h ■ 23.9 2 Boston

:  Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols )  5 : 5 i " 91 Whitley

Met, Flights 3  ̂ 3  : :  Mosquito

;  Thlonvllle Railway works ^ 7 : 6 ; - 5.i* 2 Mosquito

3  ' I IJmulden power Station 6  6 1 5.1 2 ;  Boston

' Amsterdam power station :  12 - MO 2 :  Ventura

I
Anti-submarine Patrols 0  8 i 1 (5 X 250 DC) : 91

(1 aircraft)
(attacked ) ■

Whitley

Met. Flights 2 : 2 ^ Mosquito

3/I4 Leaflets, Paris h  ■ h '■ 91 Whitley

■: Haarlem Power Station :  3 • 2 Mosquito

■; The Hague power Station :  3 ^ 3 ^ - 2.7 2 Mosquito

Abbeville Marshalling yard 12 11 ; 11.2 2 Ventura

/intl-Eubmarlne Patrols 8 8  ; 91 Whitley

Met, Flights :  2 2 :  0 :  Mosquitoj

14/5 I gortinimd 596 53k ' 31 I570./+ All

Groups
;  Halifax

Stirling
Lancaster

Mosquito
Wellington

1

.  »
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19^3

May

a
o
m

I
c+Date Groups AircraftTarget or purpose TonnageOJ

ul

o

■  If
3 ^  C'l

D-

h/5‘ Rhelne .  -8 ■6 5,S ■ ■ " ■ Stirling
Halifax
Lancaster

:  - 19.7

/

Leaflets, Rouen,
Nantes 2k ; 21 91,92,93; Wellington

Whitley
i

y . Tublae5 Railv.'ay works 1 Mosquitoq  ; C.9 2

{k X 250 DC)
(1 aircraft)
(attacked )

91Anti-submarine patrols 5 : 5 Whitley

Met. Flights Mosquito2 2

5/6 (96 mines)Sea-mlnlng 21 17 ^ 1 7, Gtlrllng

6 ■ 6Ant 1“Submarine P atroIs 91 Whitley5  5

Met, Flights Mosquito2 2

7  . Boulogne Outreau Railway Centre 6 Mitchell2

(6 X 250. DO'
(2 aircraft)
(attacked )

Anti-submarine patrols 5  5 Vlhltley91

9 Anti-submarine patrols 915 5 :  (5 X.250 DC):
(1 aircraft)

.  (attacked )

Whitley

Met. Flights ■  1 1 MosquitoC.

9/10, , (6ip mines),  sea-mlnlng 21 20 Stirling■5

11 Boulogne Outreau Railway centre .Mitchell2

Anti-submarine patrols 7 91 Whitley

Met. Flights 8 Mosquito2  2

i
12 Met. Flights e2 2 Mosquito

12/13 Duisburg 572 517 3I+ 1553.8 All Halifax

Stirling
Lancaster

Mosquito
Wellington

Groups

13 - Boulogne . Outroau Rallwoj'' Centre ; 8.95 Mitchell2

Cherbourg shipping ;  12 ; 11 9.8 Boston

Met. Flights 1 1 Mosquito

13/1il Bochum iiii2 378 2h 1056.2 All Halifax
Stirling
Lancaster

Mosquito
Wellington

Groups

8  . 8Sea-mlnlng (ii3 mines) .Stirling .
Lancaster

3

Leaflets, Rouen 12 12 91,93 Whitley
Wellington

. Berlin 12 10 7.9’ Mosquito2
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19^43
May

I  o
>m

Date w c*

5  Tonnage
M

Target or purpose AircraftGroups*o
P

0:  n i 3
?r

tf

a
a

:!3
 i OQ

CW

13/1^ I Pllsen Skoda works i  168 M50 ^ 9 526.8 5,8 Lancaster ;

Halifax

14 I limulden Steel works 6  : 2 ^  Mitchell

Anti-submarine Patrols 11 i 9 i (15 X 250 DC) 91
(3 aircraft )
( attacked )

;  Whitley
:

14/15 Leaflets, Rouen 5  . 5 , 91 I  Wellington

15 ; Polx Aerodrome 24 ; 12 : 10.7 2 i  Boston

i  Caen Carplquet Aerodrome 6  ; 6 10.5 2 i  Mitchell

:  Caen Carplquet Assembly
Shops 6  : ^  Mitchell2

Anti-submarine Patrols 8 ; 8 i 91 ’  Whitley

Met, Rights 1 1  : 8 ;  Mosquito

15/16 ■■ Berlin ;  3 : 2 : 1.8 i  Mosquito2

Leaflets, Paris and
West coast of France :  17 ' 17 : 93 i  Wellington

I  Whitley

16 :  caen Carplquet Aerodrome ;  6 : 8.95  : Mitchell2

Trlcquevllle Aerodrome ^  6 ; ;  Mitchell2

Morlalx Ploujean Aerodrome i  12 M2 ■ 13.4 2 :  Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols ; 5 ; 5 91 ^  Whitley

16/17 Ruhr Dams on rivers Mohne,

Sorpe, Eder, schwelm M9 : 11 ^ 8 60.8 5 Lancaster

:  (Special)

( Mines )

i  Berlin i  3 ^ 2 1.8. 2 ;  Mosquito

;  cologne 2  ; 2 1.8 2 : Mosquito

:  Dusseldorf :  2 ; 2 : 1.8 ^ Mosquito2

Munster
;  2 ; 2 1.8 2 ; Mosquito

Sea-mlning :  54 50 ! 1 (154 mines) 3,4,6 : Stirling

; Wellington

Leaflets, Orleans 4  ; 4 . 92 I Wellington

17 ; Caen Carplquet Aerodrome :  13 Ml 10.4 2 ■ Ventura

Anti-submarine Patrols : 8 6 2  : (6 X 250 DC) '
:  (1 aircraft)
i  ( attacked ) ̂

91 : Whitley

Met, Flights ‘  2 2 8 ■ Mosquito

17/18 'Munich j
:  3 ; 2 1.8 2 , Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng I  6 1  ; (22 mines) 3:  5 iStirling
‘ Lancaster

18 Abbeville Drucat Aerodrome :13 12 10.7 2 Boston i

!
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<r+

rt
Aircrait^  GroupsDate Target or purpose Tonnageg m

01
FTO

»■
3to

a CQ

1 8 :  91 WhltlerAnti-submarine Patrols

. MosquitoMet. Flights :  11

(67 mines) 1,618/19 1il^  17 :  Lancaster
i Wellington

Sea-mlnlng

i
! VenturaI 19 : Morlalx 12 2Ploujean Aerodrome

;  whltle^''91Anti-submarine patrols 5 :  5 ■t

8 ; Mosquito1Met, Flights 1

I
6 ; Mosquito19/20 Berlin 22

i

■ Wellington^  91Leaflets, Orleans 5 5  . -

1.8 i  Mosquito20 Tergnler 2Railway Centre 22

j
: Whitley91Anti-submarine patrols 5 5  .

;

1.8 Mosquito20/21 . . Berlin 3 22

{80 mines) 1,3 ■; Lancaster
Stirling

Sea-mlnlng 1723

.  Nltcholl21 Abbeville 12Druoat Aerodrome 2

Orleans Les Aubrals Railway
Centre k \  Mosquito1 2-7 2

;  WhitleyAnti-submarine patrols (11 X 250 DC) ^ 91
(2 aircraft )
(  ;attacked )

5 5  : “

^  MosquitoMet, Flights 1 1 ■  8

21722 Berlin h 3 ■  Mosquito2.7 2

104 87 ■ 4 .Sea-mlnlng 226 : 1,3,/+, Wellington
;  Stirling

Lancaster

6

22 Railway worksNantes 7 ;  Mosquito2

Anti-submarine patrols 5 (12 X 250 DC) , 91
(3 aircraft -)
( attacked ) ;

■ Whitley:  5

'23 Zeebrugge , coke ovens ;  12 ^  11 12.3 2 I  Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols : ■  6 ; 91 :  VJhltlei'-

23/24 Dortmund i  826 '764 i 38 ^ 2248.0 All '  Halifax
Stirling

^  Lancaster
: Wellington
^  Mosquito

I Wellington
■  Whltlei

croups
j

Leaflets, Paris, Rouen I5 !  9 1 93

24 Anti-submarine patrols 10 (6 X 250 DC) 91
(1 aircraft )
(attacked )

:  10 ; ^  Whitley

25 Abbeville Drucat Aerodrome :  12 8.0:  5 i 2 Mitchell2

Cherbourg port Area :  12 Task Aban- 2
doned

Boston

Anti-submarine Patrols .9 :  9 ; 91 '  Whitie"
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Q. TO

25 Met. Flights 1  : 1 i  8 Mosquito

25/26: Dusseldorf ^  759 . 686 ; 27 2057.7 :  All

Groups Stirling
Lancaster

Mosquito

Wellington

Halifax

26 Met. Flights 2  ̂ 2 8 Mosquito

27 Jena Naval Armament woriis.
Dusk attack 8 ; 3  ̂ 3 2.7 :  2 Mosquito

Jena Optical Glass Factory 6 : 3  i 2.7 2 Mosquito

Anti-submarine Patrols 6 : 5 : 1 :  91 Whitley

Met, Flights 3  : 3 : Mosquito

27/20 Essen
518 : k93 ] 23 11*42.7 ‘  All Halifax

croups Stirling
i

Lancaster

Mosquito

Wellington

Sea-mining 23 ^ 1 (89 mines) 1,3, Wellington

Stirling

Leaflets, Orlsans,
Paris, Lille 19 : 17 ■ :  91,92,93 ; Wellington

Whltley

28 . Zeebrugge Coke Ovens 12 12 ■ 1 13.4 ;  2 Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols : 6  ■ 6 ; ' 1 ;  91 :  Whitley

28/29 Sea-mlnlng 34 ' 32 i (108 mines) 3,4,6 Lancaster

;  Stirling
Wellington

Leaflets, Orleans
Nantes 5  : 5 : ^  91,92 Wellington

I29 :  Caen Carplquet Aerodrome 12 : 11 : 10.4 2 V entura

Anti-submarine Patrols i 8 i 5 i 1 91 ;  Whltley

Met, Flights 3  ; 3 , - :  8 Mosquito

29/30 ■ Wuppert^ j  719 ; 644 i 33 ■ 1895.3 ^  All

;  Groups

Halifax

:  Stirling
Lancaster

:  Mosquito

,  Wellington

Leaflets 3 ̂ ^Recalled I  93 Wellington

30
Anti-submarine patrols ; 5 4  i 1 (6 X 250 DC) ; 91

:  (1 aircraft)
:( attacked )

Whitley

f

30/31 Sea-mlnlng 27 ! 24 i(80 mines) :  1,3,5 Wellington

:  Stirling
:  Lancaster

3

Leaflets, Lille, Paris I 14 : 14 : :  92,93 Wellington

Whitley
31 Caen Carplquet Aerodrome 1.2 : 11 : 10,6 Ventura

: Grand

Quevllly
power Station 12 ; Recalled ;  Boston
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i  31 Cherbourg 6  6port area 6.7 Ventura

Flushingt Oil Refinery and Storage 12 12 21. Ij. u  Mitchell

Zeebrugge coke Ovens 12 ■ , 11 12.3 Ventura

Anti-submarine patrols 8 91 Whitley

June ;

1 Anti-submarine Patrols 8 91 Whitley

1 12 Sea-mining 33 . 30 (95 mines) : 3,1,,6 Stirling
Wellington

2 Anti-submarine Patrols 5  5 Whitley91

Met. Flight 1 Mosquito

i  2/3 Sea-mlnlng 1,3,it35 32 (80 mines) : Wellington
Stirling

3 Anti-submarine Patrols 5  i4 1 Vihitley91t

Met. Flights 1  1 Mosquito

3lh Sea-mlnihg 1,3,4,6 i Wellington
Stirling

39 30 (77 mines)

Leaflets, St. NaKalre,
Lorlenf 16 15 1 Wellington92.93

4 Anti-submarine patrol 1 WhitleyRecalled 91

5 AntI-submarine Patrols 5  5 Whitley91

Met. Flight 1 1 8 Mosquito

5/6 Sea-mlnlng 12 12 (66 mines) 3 Lancaster

Stirling

Leaflets, Vichy,
Orleans 5  h 91 Wellington

6 Anti-submarine Patrols 5  5 91 Whitley

Met. Flights 1 1 Mosquito

7 Met. Flights' 1 1 Mosquito

Met. Flights 2 82 Mosquito

9 Met. Flights 2 1  ; Mosquito

i 9/10 ; Leaflets, Brest, Tours,
St. Nazalre, Lille,
Lorient

8  ■ 6 : .  Wellington91
i

10 Anti-submarine Patrols 8 Recalled: 91 Whitley

10/11 Leafltts, Lorlent,
Nantes

6 13 Whitley
Wellington

91

11 Anti-submarine patrols 8 Whitley91

Met. Flights 1 1  ; Mosquito8

11/12. Dusseldorf ' 783 693 ' 38 2101.4 All

croups
Halifax

Stirling,
Wellington
Mosquito
Lancaster
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8
I  ̂

w

§ to

Q 1 5
{

11/12 ^ Munster 72 I 65 : 5 187.7 8 Stirling
Lancaster

Halifax

i

Duisburg 3 ■  1.3 82  : Mosquito

i
Cologne 2 2 1.1 Mosquito

!i

Leaflets, Orleans, Caen,|
Le Mans, Nantes I

21 i 123 91,92.93 Whitley
Wellington

12 Antl-subraarlne patrols 7  ! 91 Whitley

Met, Flights 2 82  : Mosquito

12/13 i Bochum h5k \ 2h503 1595.9 All Halifax

Stirling
Wellington

i  Mosquito
!  Lancaster

Groups

Sea-mlning 3h 1 ,k,630 i (59 mines) Wellington
i

13 Anti-submarine patrols i 6 6  : 91 Whitley

Met. Flights 1  1 8 Mosquito

13/1^1 I Berlin i
6 5 83.9 Mosquito

Cologne 3 3 82.3 Mosquivo •:

Dusseldorf i k 3  I 2.3 MosquitoI

Sea-mlnlng 2h30 1 (65 mines)i 1,3,6 Wellington
Stirling

Leaflets, Paris, Lille 8 6 93 Wellington
Whitley

14 Anti-submarine Patrols | 8 (6 X 250. DC) j
(2 aircraft) ;
( attacked ) |

1 91 Whitley

Met, Flights 2 11 Mosquito

1/4/15 ; Oberhausen I  203 i I65I
6/45.017 1,5 Lancaster

i
cologne 2  i 2 1.3 Mosquito

Sea-mining 29 I 25 1  I (5® mines) 3,/4,6 Stirling
Wellington

15 Anti-submarine Patrols 9  I 9 i 91 Whitley
!■

Met, Flights 2  ; 1 8 Mosquito

15/16 : Berlin 6  5 3.1 8 Mosquito

16 Anti-Submarine Patrols I 5 I5 91 Whitley

Met, Flight* 1  I 1 Mosquito

16/17' : cologne i

212 i 179 : 14 717.9 ■' 1,5,8 Halifax/
Lancaster

1

: Berlin 3  I 3 82.3 Mosquito
i

Leaflets Paris area 4 i 3 92 Wellington

17 Ant I-Submarine Patrols 5 5 91 Whitley

17/18 liBerlln h  I 2 1.6 8 Mosquito
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j  17/18 i Duisburg 1 : 1 ; 0.8 8 Mosquito

i Dusseldorf 1 8 Mosquitoi

■ Cologne Mosquito1  ; 1 1 0.8 8
I

I
Mosquito1  i 1 8:  18 Mot. Flights

■s,
Hhltley;  91Anti-submarine Patrols 5  ■ 5 ;19

Halifax

Stirling
Lancaster

Mosquito

; 287 ; 273 I 2 ; 751.3 :  3,4,6,819/20 !; Lq Crousot (Schneider Works

Stirling
Lancaster

^ Montohanln (Transfonner Station) ;  29 i 29 ; 106.4 8

j

Mosquito1.6 82  ̂ O!  Dusscldorfi

Mosquito1.6 89 2  ::  Duisburg :

Mosquito2  ; 1 008 8: Cologno

;  12 i 11 ^ 1 ; {SSininos) ; 3 LancasterSea-mlnlng

(12 X 250DC) 91
(2a/c attacked)

Whitley1  !Anti-submarine Patrols 5  i 520

Mosquito2  : 2 iMet. Flights

Lancaster5,8i  60 ; 59 ; 174.920/21 I Prlodcrialishaycn

Mosquito3.1 84 : 4 :: Berlin

Mosquito80.81  J 1.  Dussoldorf

(69 mines) ‘ 1,3 Lanoas tor

Stl:oling
15 : 13 ;Soa-mlnlng

Rouen, Rennes, ■Leaflets,
Rtiolras, Amiens Wellington933 : 3 :

WhitlLcy91s  :tot 1-submarine Patrols21

Mosquito82  : 2Mot. flights

Halifax

Stirling
Lancaster

Wellington
Mosquito

All2067.8705 i 661 44 ;i  21/22 : Krefold
Groups

Mosquito80.81  ! 1 ^Hambom

Loaflots, Paris
Orleans, Tours, oto,

Wellington91,9215 : 15 :i

Whitley915  'Antl-Eubmarino Patrols 5I  22

Mosquito81  : 1 iMet, fllglits

Halifeac

Stirling
Lanoas ter

Wellington
Mosquito

Alli  557 I 499 ^ 35 j 1642,8
22/23 : Mu^clm GroupsI

I

Mosquito83.14  : 4I  Cologne
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22/23 :Berlin 4 3.1 8 Mosquito
I

Sca-mlnlng (173 mines) ;52 47 i l>3,4,6 Wellington

Stirling
Lancaster

Halifax

:

Leaflets, Lille,

/aniens, PJ-iolms, etc. 93 Wellington

Whitley ;

25 23 ; 1
f

91 Whitley23 /mtl-submarlno Patrols 5 | 5
I

23/24 ; Spezia 52 49 i 119.9 5,0 Lancas tor

2.3 MosquitoI Cologne 3 8

I

2.3 Mosquito3  ; 3 8Bulsbui'g

i

(79 mines)30 : 29 1,3,6 Wellington
Stirling
Lancaster

Sea-mlnlng

(6 X 250 EC) ;
(1 aircraft)!
(attacked )J

5  i 91 imitlcyAnti-submarine Patrols 524

:

:

Halifax :

Groups i Stirling |
Lancaster ;

Wellington I
Mosquito

All34 ; 1745.9630 i 55424/25 ; Wuppertal

I

Mosquito1.6 84 O

j  Duisburg i

(6 mines) Stirling3A o

Soa-mlning

Whitley917 7  ILeaflets, Paris
Ronnos

■; 5

Whitley91/intl-submarlne Patrols ;25 b o

Halifax

Stirling i
Lancaster

Mosquito
Viol ling ton !

All1393.6:  473 ; 424 30 i25/26 I Golscnklrohon
Groups :

Wellington |
Stirling
Lcincas tor i

(72 mines) 1,3,4, ;1  ;33 I 30 ISea-mlnlng

Whitley91Anti-submarine Patrols ; 5 ,5 I26

Mosquito3,1 84426/27 : Hamburg

Mosquito82.3 I3  ! 3Duisburg
i

Wellington i(23 mines) i 4,6IS i 12 i 1 ISca-mlnlng

Wellington
Whitloy

9314 ; 14 ;Loaflots, Lo Mans
Tours, Ronnes, Caen i

I

Whitloy91S  Ifuiti-submarlnc Patrols O27
i

1  ; (ISOmlnos) Lancaster

Stirling
1,325 i30Soannlnlng27/28

I

Wellington.924 .Loaflots, Paris
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n
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w

S-l.1

I  Whitley91i  28 ;.ntl-subnarlno Patrols 8  ■

:  Mosquito1 8Mot. Fllcht 1

i  28/29 I Golocno GOO ■ CylO ;  All
Groups

i  Halifax
i  Stirling
i  Lances tor
I  Mosquito
!  Wclllncton

1727.4

;  Mosquito3.1 i  8: Haraburc

(19 nines) I :  Stirling6  \ S '-Soanalning O

(G X 250 ai)' 91
(1 aircraft) :
( attaclcod ) :

■  Whitley9  : 9 '29 antl~submarlno Patrols

Mosquito1  : 1 8Met. Plights

1  (30 mines) ' 1,4 I  Wellington■  29/30 I 16 IS :Somnining

I  Whitley91/jiti-submarinc Patrols S  : nu;  30

July
:  91 ;  WhitleyAnti-submarine Patrols 5  I1 o

j  Mosquito:  81  : 1 IMot. Plight

(72 nines) .  5 ;  Lancaster12 12 ;^  1/2 Soa-ninln;

i  91,92,93 i Whitley
i  Wellington

25 23 iTours, ParisLeaflets

Laval, etc.

i  Wliltloy915  ̂x'.iif, 1 “submar Ine, Patro Is2 b

\ Mosquito■  81 1 ;Mot. Flirait

i  Mosquito81.62^  2/3 i Duisburg

I  Mosquito2.3 B3■  I Cologne

i  Wellington
:  Halif;-oc

(70 mines) i  1,4,6scannlnlng /

:  Whitleyi  _ 915/oitl-submarlno Patrols Oo

;  Halifax
i  Stirling
i  Lancaster
j  Mosquito
.  Wellington

;  All
Croups

589 i 30 1878.2(353i  3/4 ■ ; Cologru:

;  Mosquito83.1,1 4,  HarJjurg

i  Mosquitoi  82.33:  Duisburg

Stirling(62 nines) I 314 ; 12 2SoaTalnlng

i  Whitley915 5  ■/jiti-submarlno Patrols,  4

:  Mosquito01  1Mot. Plight

Mosquito8l.G:  4/5 Duisburg o

■  Stirling(40 mines) 313 ^ 13 :Soa-nining

;  Wellington924Leaflets, Courgos

irhltloy

;  Mosquito

918  ■ 7 : 1faiti-submarinc tetrols!  5
8• Oo

Mot. Flights
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n  :

W

40

s  ::<

5/6 :  Haraburg 4 3 2.3 , ; 8 MosquIto

i  Cologne 44 3.1 I 8, Mosqulto
}

(90 nines) i 3,4Soa-T.ilnlng i  34 : 30 2 Stirling

Wellington
I

iLeaflets, Lille,

Lons, Orleans,
Pot Is

18 ' 15  93
i

I

18 ; 15 93 Whitley
Wellington

I
6 /intl-subnarlno Patrols i 8 91 Whitley8

I
Met. Plights 1  : 1 Mosquitoi 8

6/7 Cologne Mosqulto4  ̂ 2 U6 : 8

Dusseldorf 3  ; 2 Mosquito1.6 i8

:

(103 nines): 1,3,4,61Soa~nlnIng 46 30 Lancastor

Stirling

Wellingtoni
i

I
Antl-subnarlno Patrols '91 Whitley7 5  ; 5

I
:

7/8 i Duisburg Mosquito4  i 3 2.3 i 8

Mosquito3,1:  Cologno 4  I 4 i 8

5  i 5 Whitleylint 1-submarine Patrols i 918

MosquitoMot. Flights 1  I 1 I 8, .

8/9 i 288 i 255 7 1 1,5,8 Lancastor

Mosquito
I  Cologne 1096.6

Mosquitoi  Duisburg 3  ̂ 3 2.0 8

46 ; 41 I 1 (106 nines); 1,3,4,6 Wellington

Stirling

Soa-nlnlng

I  27 I 21 91,93 Wellington

Whitley
Leaflets, Droux,
Laval, Argontan, etc.

MosquitoMet. Flights 1  1 i 89 I

386 I 12
15,6

Mosquito ■
Halifax

Lancastor

1343.19/10 ! Gelsenkirchen 422

:  18 I 18 (80 mines) i 3,6 Stirling

Wellington |
Soa-mlnlng

i

Mosquito: 810 Mot. Flights 2 2

Mosquito81 . 1 1Mot. Flights11

Wliltloy; 91Antl-submarlno patrols i 5 : 4 : 112

MosquitoI 81 1Met. Flight

;  1,5,8 Lancastori 295 : 277 : 13 789.912/13 ’ Turin

(36 Minos) : 4,6 Wellington22 ; 19Saa-mlnlng

Wellington

Whiaoy

: 93Loaflots, Laval,

Boauvals, Canbral,
oto«

19 ; 17 i

i 91 WhlUoyAntl-sutaiorino Patrols ■ 10 ; 1013

.X
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: Date TarEot or Rirposo ■. Tomaso Groups Aircraft

*

i  13/14 ; Aachen 374 352 : 20 874.6 1,3,4,0,8 Hall free

Stirling
Lancaster

Wclllncton
Mosquito

i

! Cologne 2 Mosquito0

Leaflets, Romos,
Etanpes,
Vors;.Il.los, etc.

1 Hellington0 7 92

14 Recalled ; 91 HhitloyAnti-subnarino Patrols S : 1 :

1 : 1 ' MosquitoMot. Roccc. i  8

i . 14/15 -Berlin Mosquito0  . 7 1  : 5.5, ;  8

Vfhltloyi  0115 /intI“suta;i;'rino Patrols 3 : 3

MosqultoMot, fliglU 1  i 1 i :  8

Montbclllard (Peugeot Works) j  165 : 157 ^ Halifax.I  15/lG 390.7 :  4,85  :

1.6 Mosquito; ■ Munich 6 : 2 ; 8

Tr<ajisfomcr &

avltolling Stns.
In N. Italy

2^1 : 23 70.7 5 Lmcastcr2

Hhitloy7  ; 6 ! 1 ;  9116 /intl-subnmlno Patrols

Mosquito;  16/17 : Munich 6  i 6 ; 4,7 !  8

Trans fomcr &

avltelling Stns.
In H. Italy

518 : 17 : 1 : 51.9 Lancaster

91 HellingtonLeaflets, Ormvlllc,
Le Mans,, etc.

7 7

91 HhltlcyAnti-submarine Patrols ' 6 6  ;:  17
j

Mosquito;  82  : 2 :Mot. flights

:  92 Wellington17/18 ; Leaflets, /u.’i',Gntan,
Laval, Aloncon,
Lc Mans !

Mosquito11  ̂Mot. flightI  18

Whitley:  911  : 1  ̂Antl-suUmarlno Patrols i

(32 Klines) i 1 Wellington16 : 16 ‘18/19 I Seanalnlng

I-Ihitloy;  911  :mtl-sutpai’ino Patrols 919

Mosquito;  81  ; 1  ;Met. filgiit

Mosquito1  ̂ 1 ;Met. flight20

Mosquitoi  82 :Mot. flight o22

Mosquito^  82 ,2Mot. flight23

Whltloy;  917  ■7Loaf lots, Paris23/24 i
Mosquito^  81  :1Mot. fllglit24
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July

Dato Target or Pui^josg Tonnage ; Groups : Aircraft
ti

i

5

I

24/25 Hanb]^ 791 i 740 I 12 : 2396,5 i All ;  Lancaster

;  Groups ; Halifax

;  Stirling
j  I'/ollIngton

;

Leghorn 33 i 33 i 83.3 i  5 Lancaster

Duisburg 2.3 i  8 I  Mosquitoo

I

Kiel 3 2 1.5 8I i  Mosquito

Lubocic 3 3 2.3 8 i Mosquito

Bremen
3  i 3 i 2.3 I 8 I  Mosquito

Soaniilnlng 6  6 12 mines) i 1 :  Melllngtbn
;

Leaflets, Tours,
Fontalnebleu, etc. i  §27 6 ;  Wellington

i

25 Mot. Flights 3 3 8 I  Mosquito,

25/26 Essen i705 627 26 2032.4 I All Halifax

;  Groups ; Stirling
i Mostjulto

i  i Wellington
i  : Lancaster

Soarmining 17 j 17 (78 mines) 3,4 j  Stirling,
I  Lancaster

i Wellington
Leaflets, /Joncon

Lo Mans, Argentan 7 6 i  93 i Wellington

I  Cologne 3 3 2,3 i 8 MDsquite

I  Hamburg 6 6 4.6 8 I Mosquito

j
:  Gelsonklrchcn 3 1  : 0.7 8 ; Mosquito
i

26 Met. Flights 2 2  i i  8 Mosquitot

26/27 Hamburg 6  ; 5  : 3.9 1 8 i Mosquito

Leaflets, Chatoaudun,
Bio Is 'ii

2 :  92o Wellington

27 Met. Flight 1 1 i  8 i Mosquito

27/28 i  Hamleurg j 787 1739 17 2417,1 I All ; Halifax
:  Groups I Stirling
i  j Lancaster
i  Wellington

Duisburg 3 3  ; 1 2.4 i  6 Mosquito

Soa-mlnlng 6 (9 mines) i 65 Wellington

Leaflets, Dreux,
Orleans, Paris ;  11 9 ;  93 Wolllngton

Whitley

28/29 :  Hamburg 4  i 4 3.1 : 8 Mosquito

i Dusscldorf i  3 i 3 2,3 3 : Mosquito

Soamlnlng ^ 17 I 16 (94 mines) ; 3 I Stirling
! Lancaster

Loaflots.Cherbourg,
Granville, St, Malo. | 4 3 '  92 i Wolllngton
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Date AircraftTai-'GGt or PiiTposG a Tonnage , Groups

o  ̂
3
CT

D.

:  29 Mot. Flight Mosqulto1  ̂ 1 8

:  29/30 ;■ HijnblB’g Halifax

:  Groups Stirling
Wellington
Laicastor

Mosquito

All777 : 72S 28 ^ 2382>5

:  fussaltlorf 4  ■ 4 3,1 Mosquito^  8

ScaTnIning (8 mlnos) 4,56  4 Mosquito
Wellington
Lancaster

Loaf lots; tovms in
F!ranco & Italy 12 12 ; ,  4,5,92 Wellington

Lancaster

I  30 Mot, Flight 1 1  ̂ 8 Mosquito

i  30/31 Ronschcld 273 : 243 ; 15 778,4 /4I Halifax

Groups Stirling
Mosquito
Wellington
Lancaster

Soamilnlng 8  : 3 (35 mines) 3 Stirling
Lancaster

'■ 31 Mot, Flight 1 1  i 0 Mosquito

:  August ^

1/2 Soamilning (69 mlnos) 3,429 26 Stirling
Violllngton

2 Mot, Flights 3  ; 2 .  8 Mosquito

^  2/3 : 'Hamburg :  740 425 ^ 30 1425,9 ai Lancaster

Halifax

Stirling
Mosquito
Wellington

Groups

Duisburg 5  ; 3 2,3 Mosquitoi  8

(G mlnos) 1Soa-Tiilnlng 3  . 16  : Vlolllngton

Leaflets, Lille,
/liras, Rennes, etc. 12 11 92,93 Wellington

^  3/4 (19 mlnos) 6Soa-tnlnlng 12 10 Wellington

:  4 i : 1 \ Mosquito. Mot. Plight 8

:  4/5 Duisburg 3 Mosquito3  i 2.3 :  8

MosquitoCologne 1.6 ;  82 2

Mosquito1  1 ii  5 Mot, Flight 8

5/6 4^ 1 i Mosquito,  Dussoldorf 0,8 8

Mosquito48 4 : 3.1Duisburg

Mosquito1  ‘ 1 ^ 3;  G Mot. Flight

2.3 Mosquitoi  6/7 3  3 ■: 8:  Cologne

4 ^ 4 ^ 3,1 Mosquito:  8:  Duisburg
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Aucnst

Srt

8
'CJ
D)Target or Purpose to

Tonnage Groups AircraftM

S3-
o

a

5/7 Soannlnlng 2  (6G r-Iiiss)34 : 25 3,4,6 Stirling
Wellington

Leaflets, Paris,
Chateaudun, Tours,etc# 14 13 92,93 Wellington

lAlhitloy

7 Mot, Flights 2  : 2 8, MOSQUltO

7/8 (Turin 74 : 74 192,0 1,8 Lancaster

{

(Milan 73 72 2  i 197,4 5,8. Lancaster

:  {
{G.onoa,, 73 72 166.3 1,5,8 Lancaster

7/0 ' Dusseldorf 1 1 0,8 8 Mosqul to

Cologne 4 4 3.1 Mosquito0

8 Mot. Flight 1 1 Mosquito8

Mosquito9 Met. Flight 1 1 0

9/10 ; Mannheim <^157 i' 432 9 1723.1 1,4,5, Lancaster

Halifax6,8

(55 mines) iSeanninlng

Loaflots, Orleans,
Lo Mans, /ngers,otc

;  10 : 10 3 Stirling

Wellington

VJhItloy

91:  14 - 13

Mosquito4.7 8:  Duisburg 6  I 6

Mosquito2  2 810 Met. Flights

".allfax

Stirling

Lancaster

653 611 ■ 16 ; 1671.3 /ai10/11 Nuroraburg
Croups

1.1 Mosquito3  .2 0Mannheim

Mosquito3 3 2,3 8Cologne

MosquitoDusseldorf 3 3 2,3 8

(36 mines) 1 Wellington18 18Soannlnlng

Mosquito4  ; 4 3.1 811/12; Cologne

3.1 Mosquito4  ; 4 ■ 0.Duisburg

(40 mines) 4,6 Vlollington23 : 20 : 1Seanninlng

Leaflets; tarns in
Fi-ancc Wellington1 92,93■  19 ^ 14

Mosquito8n 2Met. Flights12

Halifax

Lanoastor

4 1232,3 fJl:  504 ; ^18112/13 MUan
Groups

Halifax

Lon castor

Stirling

3,8239.9152 i 144 ^ 2Turin

Mosquito1 4,7 67  : 6Berlin

(40 mines) 1,6 Wellington24 i 20 2Soamlning
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 ;
:  Date ; Xi

pTarget or Purpose 03

Tonnage Groups Aircraft

s
03

u
S'

3
TO

I o

D.

i  12/13 ; Leaflets, Brest,
La Rochelle, Rouen,etc. 9 ; 9 ;  33 :  Wellington

:  14 Mot. Flight 1 1 8 Mosquito

:  14/15 ; (mim '  109 : 106 318.8) : 1,5,81 Lancaster
:  ( )
(Mllaii Land Arraamont

IforliS
)

,  31 i 28 89.6)

Berlin 7  1 4 : 3,1 ; 8 i  Mosquito

i  15 Mot. Flight 1 1 :  3 Mosquito

15/15 Milan :  199 : 193 : 7 591,2 :  1,5,8 ;  Lancaster

:  Berlin 8  ; 5  i 3.8 :  8 Mosqul to

Scannlning i  63 , 57 i 3 ^  {139 mines) ■ 1,3,4,6 Wellington

;  Stirling

Leaflets, Blols,
TOIL'S, yersallloEjGtc, , 16 ■ IG ; 91,92 i Wellington

16 Mot. Flight 1 1 8 Mosquito

16/17 : ('rur.i.n,.
;  (.Tur.ln,

;  130); Lancaster

^  HQltf£!X

^  Stirling

Aoro-Englno & Motor
Crjr Worte

)  137 i 4 244,3 3,8
^  24):

;  17 Mot, Flight 1  ■ 1 : B :  Mosquito

:  17/18 Poonemundo 597 571 ^ 40 1937.3 /ai ;  Halifax

Stirling
Lancaster

Groups

Berlin 18  ' 8 6.3 ;  Mosquito8

i  18/19 : LeaflGts; to\-ms in

Franco i  20 ; 18 93 vrelllngton

;  19 Met, Flights 2 2  ̂ 8 Mosquito

i  19/20^ BerlIn 6  7 ' 1 5,2 e Mosquito

; 20 Mot. Flight 1  : 1 : , 0 ;  Mosquito

; 21 « 1  : 1II 8 Mosquito

i 22 II II 2 2  : 8  , , Mosquito

: 22/23 Leverkusen ;  462 427 ■ 5 :  1728,8 1,4,5, :  Mosquito
^  Lancaster

.  Halifax

6,8

Brauveller (Cologne) :  12 2,3 8 ;  Mosquito3  ;

Hamburg i  ,6 3  : 2.2 8, ;  Mosquito

(87 mines) 3,4:  47 22 ; Stirling

Wellington

Seanainlng

Leaflets; tarns In

Franco Cl ■ Wellington7 . 7 :

Mosquito1  . 1 ; 6Mot. Flight23

;  Mosquito
;  Halifax

Stirling

Lancaster

1772,1 (All

“  (Groups
719 . 625 ; 57■ 23/24; (Berlin

(Berlin Route rnarlcors 8
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/.ugust

I
tti

:  B : tiO
cdT3 ;
CkO

Date cTarget or Purpose Tonnago Groups Aircrafti

+->
Ui CO

^  a . ^ 01

a  ;

23/2-1 SeaTnlnlng (64 mines) ; 1,4,6;  40 32 j  Wellington

Leaflets, Tours,
Montargls, Etanpcs,otc. | 22 ■; 17 :  92,93 Wellington

3-1 Met. Flights i  2 I  8 Mosquito
I

StirlingAlr/Sca rescue 1 :  3

24/25 Berlin 5.2 I  Mosquito8 7 ;  8

(165 mines) i 1,3,4,6 Wellington
Stirling
Liincastor

SoaTninlng ;  66 . 63

I 1

25/26 I Berlin Mosquito6  : 5 3.6 8

(99 mines)Soa-mlnlng Wellington
Stirling

42 ; 36 1,3,6
i

WellingtonLeaflets, F'entalncblou
Beauvais etc.

7 ^ 5 : 1 91

I
Mosquito26 Mot. fllglits 2  2 8

(72 nines) ' 3,4,626/27 ' A. . Stirling
Lancaster

Mosquito
Whitley

SoaTiiinlng ;  32 ; 27

I

-  91 WellingtonLeaflets, St. Male I  . 1 :

Mosquito27 Mot. flights 2  ; 2 i  8

Halifax
Lancaster

Stirling

27/28 ; Murpnburg 674 ;621 I 35 i 1773.0 i  All
Groups

I

Mosquito2.04  - 3i  Duisburg
i

(94 nines) ; 1,3,4,6 Wellington
Stirling

I  47 ; 41 ! 1Scanulning

Wellington
Whitley

91,9310 I 9Leaflets, Cherbourg,
St. Malo, etc.

Mosquito3.1 829/30 i Cologne 4 4  i

4  ; 3 I 1 ^ Mosquito2.4 8Duisburg

Mosquito0Met, flights 2  ; 2j30

:

Halifax

Stirling
Lancaster

Wellington
Mosquito

: 660 ; 616 i 25 i 2353.4 ;  All30/31 Munchon-Oladbach
Groups

Stirling(51 nines) - 3Sea-mlnlng 9  i 9

Mosquito:  12 ! 10 i 1 7.0 8i  Duisburg

i  Foret diEporloqucs (Starkoy targets) 46 ; Mosquito
Halifax

Wellington

8,91..
92,93

'7V'
0^ 66.02  1-5

;

Mosquito831 Mot, fllglits 2 2  i
:
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19'13

Sopt,

rt ...i.
M c+

:  Date Tar-fiot or Purpose B  8
H

'  Tonnaac Groups Aircraftw

s
S' a

n
a

i  oi/i :
Sopt. Bgrlln ;  612 512 47 ^ 1447,9 /ai Stirling

Halifax.

Mosquito
Loncas tor

Groups

i  BranvGllcr 5  : 3 2#3 8 Mosquito

Foret do llosdin (stariicy targets) 41 : 33 68,6 4,8,91, :
92,93.

Mosquito
Halifax

Wellington

:  Sopt" ^
i  enbor

:  2 Mot. Flights 3  : 3 8 Mosqulto

2/3 Cologne 4 3 O

Mosqulto8

Duisburg 4  i 1,6 8  . Mosqulto

Foret do Mon.i.ol {Starkoy targets) 41 : 36 1,8,91, ;
92, 93 ^

75.2 Mosquito

Wellington

Soanalning ;  (303 mines) 1,3,5,6 '89 - i 73 Lancas ter

Vlolllngton

Mosquito

Stirling

3 Mot. FI I gilt 1  ■ 1 0 Mosquito

3/4 ; Berlin.,, 316 : 290 ; 22 ; 999,4 1,3,5, i
6,0

Mosquito
Lancaster

i  Dusseldorf 4  : 2,7 Mosquito,8o

3/4 I Foret do Ralsraos (Starlcoy targets) 77,4 6,8,91, ;
92,93

Wellington

Mosquito
Halifax

44 39

3oa"nlnlng 1  i 165 nines) :EG 45 3,4 Stirling
Halifax

Leaflets,
Northern Pi’.anco 7 1  .6 91 Whitley

4 1 1Mot, Flight Mosquito0

4/5 Cologne 4 : 1,6 Mosquito2 8

Duisburg 4  ; 3 2,3 8  . Mosquito

Sea-mlnlng 3-i 103 mines);38 : 1,3,6 Wellington

Stirling

5 Met Flights 2 ' r> 8 Mosqulto

5/6 Han.ntpln. 605 ̂ 546 34 158,5.6 All Stirling
Lancaster

Halifax

Groups :

3.1 Mosquito4 ; 4 i 6.Dusscldorf

(35 mines): 1,6 WellIngton25 10 ;Soa-mlnlng

Mosquito82  :Mot. fllglits6

17 : 1045,0 /ill Lancaster

Halifax
6 /7 Myn,iq.h 404 365

Groups

Mosquito02 ; 2 :7 Mot. flights
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t>i i

Date Tereot or Purposo I  ̂ Tonnago Groups Aircraft

i  s
{

I  ;jj

a

0 Mot. flights 3 3 0 Mosquito

8/9 :  B01fl.oBn9 .aTO9.. Gun positions
(Starkoy targets)

j257 234 669.9 S  Halifax
Mosquito
Wellington

i  Stirling

1,3,6,
91,92,93i

:

9 Mat. flights 3 3 8 Mosquito

10 Mot. flights 1 1 Mosquito

13 Mot. flights 1 1 i  Mosquito8

13/14 Duisburg 5 3 2.3 0 Mosquito
!

Cologne 5 2 1.6 0 Mosquito

14 Mot. flights 3 3 i  Mosquito! 8

14/15 i Berlin !  0 4 1  ; 3.1 8 I  Mosquito

Dortmund-Bns Canal (Grovon) i  8 1 5 I  Lancaster
i

15 Mot. flights 4 4 0 Mosquito\ i

15/16 i Montlucon 1369 351 :

1015.93 3,4,6,8 i  Halifax

j  Stirling
Lanenstori

^  Dortraund-Ens Canal (Groven) 3 6 32.9 5 Lancostor5

t

Loaflots,
Northern Franco 13 12 91,92 i  Wellington

i

iIG Mot. flights 2  Mosquito2 8

16/17 Modane (marshalling yard) 1340 295 3  ̂ 3,4,5, I  Lancaster
i  Halifax

i  Stirling

I 625.55

6,0

/uithoor (Viaduct) 1  ii  12 ) 10 21.2 5 ;  Lancaster

; Berlin 4 I  Mosquito1  6 2,0 8

;

Loaflots,
Northern FVanoo i  Wellington3 912

17 i  1Mot. flights Mosquito1 8

•:

17/18 i Berlin 6,8 ■; Mosquito
Wellington

6 6 :.5; j

I

(16 nines) ’  Wellington8 6Soanalning :  0
i

I  Mosquito18 Mot. flight 1 1 6

j10/19 I Cologne Mosquito5 5 3,9 8

(118 nines) 1,3,6 ■  Wo11Ington
i  Stirling

Lancaster

Soa“mlnlng 49 45 I

i

5

5

20/21 I Berlin B 5.0 3 I  Mosquito8

(34 mines )i 1,6 I  WolllngtonSoa-nlnlng 20 17
■:

i

Leaflets, ■
Northern Franco

II
i  21 Wolllngton17 92,93

Mosquito ■21 3 3MOt. flights :

I
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Q

•t—IDate Target or Purpose g? Tormac'o Groups i Aircraft4-3

a o

a
•f-4

Xfl
CQ

I  21/22 : Soa-nlnlns 26 i  (116 mines)!25 1,3 I  Lancaster
i Wellington
I  Stirling

Leaflets, Laon
Coraplegne 3 2 ; Wellington92

i  22 Met. flights i  2 2 8 i Mosquito

I  22/23 ! HannoTCr :711 i 650 26 ; 2502.7 All Halifax

Stirling
i  Lancaster

: Wellington

Croups
i

Oldenburg (Spoof) ; 29 i 29 71.8 ; Mosquito
;  Lamoastor

0

t

Ernden (Oboe Range Test) Mosqultoi  12 11 16,7 0

(10 mines) ji  4 3 StirlingSeannlnlng 2

Leaflets,
Northern Prance 91 :  WhitleyI  7 7

MosquitoMet. flights I  3 3 8!  23

Halifax

Croups I Stirling
i  Lancaster

(  Wellington
i  Mosquito

All23/24 ; Mannlwlm !630 I 571 32 i 1974.1

I

:

85.4 i  Mosquito
^  Lancaster

Darmstadt (Spoof ;  29 25 0

;  Mosquito4.7 8S 6,  Aachen

Leaflets,
Northern Prance 91,92,93 ; Wellington

I  Whitloy
Mosquito8

20 24 1

1 1Mot. flight2^1

3.1 0 Mosqulto4 A

24/25 Duisburg

(127 mines)( 1,3,6 Lancaster, ,

Wellington

Stirling

39 I 37Soa-mining

Leaflets, Carabral,

St. Quentin Whitloy912 2

25 Itit. flights 3 3 8 Mcaqulto

25/26 . Cologne ;  4 4 3.1 8 P Mosquito

DussGldorf 4 4 3.1 8 Mosquito

Scannlning ^  10 (38 nines)7 3 i  Stirling

Leaflets,
Northern Prance 11 10 ^  93 I  Wellington

i  26 Mot. flights 3 3 8 Mosquito
:

26/27 ;■ Duisburg '  4 4 3.1 i  Q Mosquito
i

;  Aachon 5  ; 3 2.3 8 Mosquito

Cologne !  4 3 2,3 Mosquito0

J

Leaflets
Nortliom Prance 4 4 Weliineton92j
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o
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Dato Target or Purpose p

a
tn

Tonnage | Groups : AircraftW

^3-
o

a

26/27 i Met, flights 3 3 !  0 ^  Mosquito

27 Mot, flights 2  ! 2 I  0 Mosquito

27/20 ; Hannover i  670 : 612 3G 2357.7 i All

;  Groups

Halifax

Stirling
Lancaster

Wellington

Brunswick (Spoof) 27 27 1 09,4 ^ 6 :  Lancaster

^  Mosquito

Eiadon 9 9 3,5 0 :  Mosquito

Aachen 5 3 2.3 :  8 Mosquito

Sea-nlnlng 19 10 (62 nines): 3 i  Stirling

Leaflets,
Northern Franco 4 4 ^  92 :  Wellington

20 Met, Flight 1 1 ^ 8 ^  Mosquito

20/29 I Cologne 4 4 3,1 ;  0 Mosquito

i Gelsenkirchen 4 3 2.7 ;  0 i  Mosquito

29 Mot, Flight 1 1 i 6 Mosquito

29/30 i Bochun ;  352 i 316 ;  7 1343.5 :  1.4,5,
i  6,0

Mosquito

j  Halifax
Lancaster \

; Golsonleirchen .  11 9 7.0 : 0 :  Mosquito

Soannlnlng 14 13 ^ 1 (61 nines) j 5 Lancaster

30 Mot. Flight 1 1 ; 0 Mosquito

October!

1 Mot. Flights 2 2 ! 0 - :  Mosquito

/2 Hagen : 251 i 240 1 1149,6 1,5,0 i  Mosquito
;  Lanoastor

!Witten !

Stool Viorlts 12 0 6.2 0 i  Mosquito

2 Met, Flights 3 3 ; 0. - '  Mosquito

2/3 Munich 294 ; 273 I 0 1014.7 i  1,5,0 j  Lancaster

■ Gelsenkirchen 4 4 3.1 :  t .  Mosquito

i Cologne 4 4 i  6.3.1 ■  Mosquito

Seannlnlng 117 ! 100 1 :  (292 nines) 1,3,4,6 Wellington

:  Stirling
^  Halifax:

Leaflets, Northern
France :  21 17 i 91,93 ;  VJelllngton

^  Whitley

3 Met, Flights 2 2 ; 6 Mosquito

3/4 KgssQl : 547 i 501 :  24 1616.4 : All

^ Groups Mosquito
Halifax

:  Stirling

Lancaster
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Da to Target or Purpose .  8 CO
P Tonnago ; GroupsCO

Aircraft
3

3-
O

;  3
:  W

n

Cl.

3/4 Hannover 10 9 .6.0 0 Mosqulto

/lachcn
3.1 i G Mosqulto

Cologno ICnapsacIt Pov/cr
Station

12 9 7.0 G Mosquito

Soa-nlnlng 7 7 (42 mines) 3 1  Stirling

Leaflets,
Northern France 7 6 93 Melllngton

Whitley

'  4 Mot, Flights 3 3 ^  0 Mosquito

:  4/5 Fraiilcfurt 406 357 ; 10 1104,6 ; All
Groups

:  Halifax
i  Lancaster

^  Stirling
’  Mosquito

Ludivlgshaven (Diversion) ;  65 - 51 235.2 : 1,8 :  Lancaster

■  Mosquito

Aachen (first 0“H trial) 1 1 0.7 ' 0 :  Mosquito

i  Cologno (Knapsack Power
Station) :  12 r:

o 4.1 0 Mosquito

Soa-mlnlng 5 4 (14 nines) 3 Stirling

Leaflets,
Northern France 0 6 :  92 : Wellington

5 Mot, Flights 1 1 ^  0 Mosquito

^  6 Mot. Flights 2 2 8 : Mosquito

;  7 Met. Flights 2 2 G :  Mosquito

7/0 ' Stuttgart 342 1314 4 125B.9 1,3,5, ,  Lancaster

6,0

Frlodrlchshaven (Point) 16 : 15 52.4 ^ 0 Lancaster

Aachen 5  ; 5 3,9 : 0 ■ Mosquito

Munich 10 ■; 0 5,9 : 0 Mosquito

.  Emdon (first Oboe Repeater I
trial) 7 7 3,9 : 0 ; Mosquito

Lancaster

Soa-nlnlng :  00 : 61 (194 nines) 1,3,4,6 i Wellington
Stirling

:  Halifax

3

Leaflets,
Northern Franco 14 13 91,93 .  Vfollington

:  0 Mot, Flights 1 1 0 Mosquito

:  0/9 : Hannover i 504 ;457 27 1702,3 All :  Halifax

Mosquito
Wellington
Lancaster

Groups

(Diversion)Bremen 119 107 3 290.3 3,8 Halifax

:  Stirling
Lancaster
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1943

October

i >
ri

U) rt

Aircraft• Tonnage ; GroupsTargot or Purpose p w
6a to o M

Prf?
g"

H**

I :

o.

Mosquito3,9 ; 8.  7 i  68/S Berlin

Castrop RatKol (Synthetic Oil
Plant) Mosquito5.8 810 8

(Metal Castings
Vfoiits)

nuren

i  Mosquito1  i 1 0.7 8

(62 mines) 3 i  Stirling;  17 : 16Scamlnlng
!

Leaflets, Orleans,
Rennes i  Wolllngton922  1 2

I  Mosquito1  1 8Mot. Plight9

3.5 *' 8 ;  Mosquito59/10 ; Berlin 6i

i  Mosquito8■  2 I 2Mot. Plights13

:  Mosquito3,1 8413/14 i Cologne

;  Mosquito3.1 84 4Duisburg

Mosquito6,6 81 9 916/17 : Dortmund

Leaflets,
Northom Franco Wellington

: Whitley
91,9211 ^ 8

; Mosquito82  : 2Met. Flights17

^ Mosquito4.7 88  : 617/18 i Berlin

: Mosquito2.^ 83 3'  Aachen
j

Mosquito■' 8 ,1Duisburg

(184 mines) ' 1,3,6 ^ Wolllngton
i  Stirling

i  54 ; 49Sca-mlning

Leaflets,
Northern Franco : Wellington

^  l/liltloy
91.931016

Mosquito8, , ,4  i 4Mot. Flights18

i  Lancaster1,3,5,1696,917^360 : 34918/19 Hamoyor

Mosquito5.5 88  ; 7Berlin

MosquI bo8,811Dussoldorf

Mosquito83.97  i 7Emdon

(Smelting and
Acid Works)

;  Stolbcrg
MosquitoZ.l ■ 833

Mosquito7,8 . 8(Blast Furnaces) 10:  11Duisburg

Wellington(12 mlnos)^ 666Soanulnlng

Leaflets,
Northom France

Wellington9312 : 11

Mosquito822Met. Flights19

Mosquito'  822nn20

Lancastor1,3,5,
6,8

1064,9■ 358 ' 285 ; 1620/21 ■ Leipzig

Mosquito5,0 ; 6299Berlin
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October..

>
2Ct

BDate Target or Purpose I
M

Tonnago Groups i Aircraftla

S'
&o

a

20/21 ; Emdon 5 5 2.5 "8 Mosquito

;  Cologne (Knapsack Povrar
Station) 9 4 3.1 8 ' Mosquito

;  QTauiYclllor (Transformer

Station) 5 5 3,9 8 Mosquito

Soamnlning 12 12 (63 mines) 3 :  Stirling

Loaflots, Northern
& Central Fr.’.mce 26 : 20 91,92,93 ; Wellington

■ Whltloy

21 Met. Flights 2 2 8 i Mosquito

21/22 ^ Dortmund 1 1 0,7 8 ! Mosquito

Emdon 6 6 2,0 8 ■  Mosquito

Dusscldorf . (Buderich Steel

Casting Vlorks) 4 3 2.3 ; 8 Mosquito

Mot, Flights 3 3 : Mosquito

22/23 Kassol 669 486 43 1823,7 All

Groups

:  Lancaster

i  Halifax

(Diversion)Frankfurt 36 i  33 1 94,5 . 6 ; Mosquito
; Lancaster

Dortmund 1 1 0,7 B :  Mosquito

i  - Cologne (Knapsack Power
Station) 12 9  ; 1 7.0 6, Mosquito

Soamlnlng (56 mlnos) 3,617 15 I  Stirling

i Holllngton
I Lancaster

Leaflets, Molun,
Fontalnoblou 10 2 ■  RBoallcd . 91,92,93 i Wellington

i  I'mitley

23 Mot, Flights 2 2 8 Mosquito

24 ■ 2 ,  MosquitoMot, Flights 2 8

24/25 ; Men Mosquito6 5 2,0 6

Mosquito4 4 3,1 e;  Cologne

Mosquito3,1 ^ 8-4 4Dusscldorf

1 0,7 ^ 8 Mosquito1Dcrtmund

1,6 : 6 MosquitoRhoinhauson (Blast furnaces) 3 2

Dussoldorf (Budorloh Stool
Casting Works) 0,8 8 Mosquito1 1

(92 mines) 1,3 :  Wellington

:  Stirling
Soa-mining i  30 i  2524/25 :

;  (56 mines) 3 :  Stirling25/26 I ;  23 22Soa-mlning
!

Mosquito1 1 827 Mot, Plights

27/28 Leaflets,
Nprthpni Franco Wellington91,93^  22 ^ 20
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1943

October

T3
&a
c

cfl

5
Date Target or Purpose Croups j AircraftTonnage

a CQ
W U}

i

i
i

30 Met. flights 3 3 Mosquito,8 !

i

31 It » i  MOsquito2 2 0

31/1 ' iCologne
#

4 4 1 2.9 0 Mosquito

, Eradcin 6 6 2.7, i 8 I  Mosquito

i Dusscldorf 3 3 Mosquito2.3 ;  8

I Oborheuson (Stool Works) 4 4 Mosquito2.9 8

liovcmbcr ,

1 Mot. flights :  Mosquito1 1 i  8i

l

2 n 1 1 I  MosquitoII 0
i

i
3 II II 3  i Mosquito3 3

i

3/4 ’ Dussoldorf 521 : 16 Mosquito

Croups : . | Lancaster
I  Halifax

All551 2193.2

•  •

i

i Dusscldorf (Armament Worlds) 38 37 2  I :  Lancaster62.2i . i 3,6

(Diversion),: Cologne i  ■ 58 244.062 I  0 I  Mosqufto
Lancaster!

'i'RlioInhauscn (Blast furnaces) 7.5: , . . Mosquito13 10 8

1.5 Mosqultoi Dortmund 2 82

(128 mines) | 3 i  Stirling
, J Lancaster

23 22Soa-nlnlng

:

I

Leaflets,
Northern France

5

j. 91,9226 ; . , I  Whitley
I  Wellington

27

;  93

Leverkusen (Chemical Works) Mosquito14.6 84/5 24 15

r4.5: , 6 Mosquito44Aachen

(66 mines) i  Wellington
i  Stirling

1,328 4Sca-ralnlng 36 I
!

Mosquito ..■82 2Mot. flights-5

MosquitoDortmund (Blast furnaces). 1 1.3 815/6

i  Mosquito12.9i 10 10 8II n: Bochum

;  MosquitoDussoldorf (Armament Works) 5.4 844

I  Mosquito63.95 5: Hanover

:  Mosquito2,3 86 3i- Hamburg

Loaf lots,
Northern Franco

I

91,92,93 I Wellington26 I27

I i  Mosquito .82 2  ;Met. flights6

i

Mosquito(Blast furnaces) 7,8 69 7  ;6/7 I Bochum

Mosquito5.6 8I6 6  iIII Duisburg II

Mosquito ■1.8 84 2  i:  Dusscldorf

(32 mines') i  Wellington116 I16Sea“mlnlng ■
I
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Koveobcr
•

!

5
I

•o
tiD

Ibrget or PurposeDate AircraftTonnage Groups§  ; I S’
•*-1a CJ
'A

*-3

i  ■=! S

I
Loaflots,
Northora Eranco 8 8  i Wellington92

7 Met. nights 4 4 i Mosquito
j

7/8 lEsson (Steel Worlds) 6 4 i 5.4 Mosquito0

Soa"rainIng (72 mines) 1,335 33 1 Wellington
i  Stirling

Leaflets,
Northern Franco 7 7 ^ 91,92 Lancaster

8 Met, flights i  5 5 i Mosquito8

i  8/9 iDuIsburg (Blast fux’nacos) 4 3 4,0 8 Mosquito

iCologne 3 3 2,7 0 i Mosquito
I

i
i  9 Mot. flights 8 Mosqulto2 2

(Blast furnaces)9/10 iBochura 13.8 j MosquitoI  15 12 8

Mosquito4.0 83Dulsbui-'g II 3

i  Mosquito8i  10 Met. flights 4 4

(Railway Centro) 1120.6 1,5,8 Lancaster;  10/11 Modano I 313 301

j  Mosquito2.2 82 2 IDortmund

(19 mines )j 3 StirlingSoannlning 7 7
i

Loaflots, I
Northern & central Franoo i 20

i
Wellington91,9320 i

Mosqulto8Met. flights 2 2 ;11

4,6,8 Lancaster
Halifax

(Railway Centre) 281.5134 i  131 i 5 i11/12 Cannes

:
.  5

21.4 5 Lancaster10 4 !iAnthoor Viaduct
I

Mosquito4.0 8(Blast furnaces 3 3 :I Bochum
ll/12i Dusseldorf (Armament Works) 12 10 I 10.7 8 Mosquito

:.BorlIn 8 8 : 7.1 8 Mosquito

i Homovor 6 6 5.4 8 Mosquito
I

Sca“rainlng (111 mines) 1,3,445 39 : 21 Wellington
Stirling
Lanoastor
Halifax

Leaflets,
Northern Ih'anco

i
91 Wellington6 6

8 Mosquito12 Mot. flights 2 2 i i

(/urmamont Worlcs) Mosquito12/13, Essen 2 I 2.7 82

Mosquito2.5 6i Dusseldorf II II 2 2

j

Mosquito8(Rolling Mills) 2 ! 2.73i Krofold

Mosquito83 IMat, flights 313

Mosquito4,5 85;913/14:Berlin
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NoTC.nber

•d i
t'J

a
o

c
liD

a  I ^
8

Date : TarcGt or Purpose Tonnage I  Groups ; Aircraft
i

P4 03
W

i  .a i V!

..I!-

(Blast narnaecs)iBoohum '

!i  8 7 0.9 8 Mosquito

j14 Mot. flights 12 1  : i  8 I Mosquito

15 n n 1 1 i  0 i  Mosquitoi

15/16 IDonn 2 i  0 ;  Mosquito ■
I i

Dusscldorf (Aroanont Works) i  10 5 1  ;
I

6.2- !  8 Mosquito

IG Met. flight :  1 1 8 MosquitoI

I

16/17 iOelsonklrchon i  6 6 5.4 8 i  Mosquito

iCologno 6 5 4.5 8 ;  Mosquito
i

(Rolling Mills)ilCrofold 49 3,6 8 ' Mosquito ■

I
I

Leaflets,
Northern Franco

!
;  0 8 ;  92 i  WellingtonI

17 Mot. flight i  1 1 ;  8 :  Mosquito

I

17/10 llannholn/

ILudv.'igs haven 03 75 1 307.6 8 !  LanOaster

i  Halifax 1

Bonn 4 4 1.3 1 0 I  Mosquito

i Berlin \7 4 3.6 i 8 i  Mosquito

■Bochuia (Blast furnaces) 12 0.9 :  3 i  Mosquito

:Duisburg II II 7.1 i 8 Mosquito0 8

Leaflets,
Northern Ft'anco ;  Wellington4 3 i  92

10 Mot. flights 2 0 i  Mosquito2
j

10/19lEerlln 4021444 q 1593,6 1,3,5, i Mosquito
i  Lancastor;  6,8I

^Mannheln/
I  ILudwlGShaycn i  325395 23 052.4 3,4,6,0 i Lanoastor

i  Halifax
:  Stirling

I
I

iAachen 6 6 2.7 I 8 :  Mosquito

iFrankfurt 13.6i  6 6 i  8 ;  Mosquito

lEssen Amanont Worlcs I  .10 7.1 f 8 I  Mosquito8

(16 nines): 1Sca-nining 16 IS j  Wellington

I i
Leaflets,
Northern Franco 7 7 i  91 :  Wellington

i

19 2  )Mot. flights i  2 Mosquito'  8
i

19/201Lo vorkuson 266 223 656 .45 3,4,6,8 ; Mosquito
I  Halifax
i  Stirling

f i

: Duisburg Mosquito6 6 6.0 i 0I
i

' Rliolnhauson i  0 i  MosquitoBlast Furnace i  2

(92nlnQs): 1,3 I Wellington
Stirling
LaiOTnstor

i
Soa-nlning i  25 25 I

i
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19.43

Nfiyombor

■a

S’
•iHDate ; Torgot or Purpose S Tonnago Groups Aircraft

a
U1

a s

Loaflots,
Nortliorn Etcuiog

I  VfGllIngton
i  KWttcy.

\

11 11 I  91

22 Mot. flights 2 2 8 ;  Mosquito

22/23 ^Borllni

i 764 670 26 I 2464.5 i  Hallfa;:
Groups ; Stirling

j  Mosquito
I  Lancaster

l*f0lllngton

All

j
i

i

i

'Loverlcuson 12 4 3.6 8 Mosqulto

Soa-i.ilnIng 14 14 ^ (27 nines) 1 i  VPolllngton
I

Loaflots, Cherbourg
Argontan, St, Malo,
Ronnos, oto.

;  !

i
i  12 11 i  93 Wolllnbt.;.n

Whitley

i  23 Mot. flight 1  i1 8 j  Mosquito

23/241 Berlin [302 322 1334.520 i !  1,3,5,
6,8

Mosquito
i  Halifax

Lancaster
!

Ii
iCologno Knapsaolc Power Stn. 0.9 8i  6 1 Mosquito

:  24 Met, flights 2 2 I  8 i  MosquitoI

iI

^  24/25 Berlin 6 4 1 3.6 B ;  Mosquito

Loaflots,
Northern FTonco 39 Wellingtoni  92

I  25 Mot. flights 2 2 8  . Mosquito

i  25/26. Frankfurt 1262 237 12 645.5 4,6,0 Halifax

Lancaster

Berlin i  3 3 2.7 8 Mosquito

Soa-tilnlng (122 nlnosj  48 37 1 1,3I Wellington
Stirling
Lancaster

Leaflets, Paris and
Northern France i 28 ;  28 91,92, Wellington

Whitley93i

4  i MosquitoMet. flights :  4 i  5^  26

I  1,3,5,
i  6,0

:  26/27 iBorlin 20 1575.6 Lancaster
Halifax

;450 ; 407

446.3 ;  1,4,6,0 Lancasteri 170 6Stuttgart 162 i

(125 mines/ 1,3 Wellington
Stirling

Soamlnlng ;  33 “ 31

!

\

Leaflets, Paris, and
Northern FTonoo :  91 Wellington;  5 5

t

Mosquito:  8Mot. flights 3 328

Mosquito0.1 :  028/29'Esson Blast furnaces ;  10 9

Mosquito0.9 : 81 1Stool vrorlcs; Dulsbcrg i

(38 nines) 1,3 Wellington
Stirling

10Soamlning 9

I



1943

NoTOnbor

- 4.1 -

I  ■ -a

^  I c
w

o

I

to
Dc?.Cg i Turgot or FurposG Tonnage I  Croups : Aircraft4-> '•A

£
D4 rj Vi
03 i-3 03■

a <

zs/m. Loflcts, Fcoubalx, Lille,
Abbeville, Tourcoing

i

4i  V 93 i  Wolllnston

29 Met. flights 1 1 ;  8 ;  Mosquito
i

39/oOi Cologne 4  ;5 3.6 8 Mosquito

i DussGldorf i  S 6  i 3.7 i 0 Mosquito

DusEoldorf Amainont worlds 1  13 i  Mosquito0.9 8

■ Bochum Steel worte ^  7 5 4.5 Mosquito8

I

i
Leaflets, Fontalnoblou,
Paris, Montargis 93 ;  Wellington

:  Whitley

9 9  i

i

I  3 ;  Mosquito30 Mot, flights 3  : 0

i

30/1 ^

Doc. iEssen
j

Amonont vrorles i  4 1.0 I 0 i  Mosquito2

(115 nines)! 1,3 !  Wellington

;  Stirling

Soa~nlning 44 i 42 !
i

Leaflets,- Rouen,
Argontan, Paris ■  ■ 91,92 Wellington7 7  !

Lecenbor

I  5 MosquitoMet. flights1 2 2

(00 nines)) 3,41/2 ; i  31 Stirling
Halifax

Sea-nlnlng 23 ! 2  ;

i  Mosquito2  iMot. flights !  2 0

2/3 j DGrt ln 401 40 : 1605.6 :  1,3,5, i  Ixmcastor

i  Halifax

)  Mosquito

;450

6,0

:  Mosquito1.0 :  0Bochum Blast furnaces i  6 2

!  8 Mosquito' Witten Steel works 1

Leaflets,
Northern France

1
91,93 i Wellington

;  l-mitlcy
:  25 25

i  MosquitoI  2 i  0Mot, flights 2o

3/4 I Leipzig :  All ! Halifax

Groups ! Lancaster
\5Sr/ I 451 i 24 1450.9

!  MosquitoI  07.0i Berlin 9 S

(40 nines) : 4 :  Halifax jSaa-nlning I  12 10 ^

)  Mosquito01 1A

Met. flight

:  Mesquite4.5 i  04/5 . Duisburg (Steel Worte 9 5  ;

(124 nines)! 1,3,4 : Wellington
;  Stirling

■  Halifax

40 : 31 :SoaTiining 1  ;

Leaflets, Paris,
Versailles, Orleans 91,92 ; Whitley

i  Wellington
10 9  ;

Mosquito05 Mat. fliglits 2 2
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i

i■’j

c  iO

c  Tonnage | Groups i Aircraft' Date I Tsjfget or Purpose
o

3  ̂;  a w

O.V

Q

ji  10/1IjLeverkusen (Chcr.Ical Vforks) 12.5 Mosaulto; 25 14 0
I i

(Blast furnaces) MosquitoKrefold :  8i  2
t

Leaflets,
Northern Franco i  Wellington:  924 4

I
I

I  Mosquito0;11 1 1  iMat; flights

10.0 Mosquito11/12(Duisburg (Steel Works) 18 12 i :  0

i Mosquito;  3Mot. flights 2 2  i

i Mosquitoi  0II 1 112 II

:
j

Mosquitoi 12/13 lEsson (Amaiaont Works) 14 1 12.5 I  020
!

Mosquito(Copper Works) 0.9 i  81;Osnabruck

Mosquito0.0 I  8i  9 9Dusscldorf

Leaflets, St. Mole
Granville, Rennes

>

Wellington:  924 3

I
Mosquitoi  8I  1 1Met. flight

I  B MosquIto(ilrr.anont Worte) 6.713/14 iDusseldorf i  IG 8j

Mosquito0.9 ^  0(Tube Works) 1I  1:Donn

Leaflets, Cherbourg,
St. Malo, Lo Mans VJollington

Wliltloy
^  91,92
;  93

25i 25

Mosquitoi  022Mot. flights

I  Mosquito;  0j  15/16 (Leverkusen (ChonIcal Works) 2.7i  4 3

:  Mosquito2.7 I  8(Blast furnaces) 3  (;  4(DoChun

(  Mosquito)  0:  1Met. flights

i  Mosquito:  82  ;;  2Mot. flights‘  IG

!  Mosquito
(  Lancaster

;  1,3,5,1815.025:  450;49716/17(Berlin !  6,8

Mosquito84,5■ 6 5  ((Steel Works)iDuisburg

(  Mosquito
(  Stirling
(  Loncas tor

(  3,5,8156,336 ((Cross ba7 Targets) (  48Wibbevlllc
: area

I

(  Wellington
Stirling

(113 mines) ; 1,31;  32 (I  36Sea-nlnlng

;  Mosquito
:  Boauflghtor

(  1002  ;4Intruder Patrols

(  Mosquito01  ,1Mot, flightsi  18

i  Mosquito:  01  i1Mot. flight19

Leaflets, Rennes,
Orleans, Montargis

:  19/20 I
Wellington916  :6

Mosquitoi  81  ;1Mot. flight

j  Mosquito811Mot, Flight20
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. Oeopnbqr

i

'gDate ■ ■ TarsGt or Purpose CO
Tonnage Groups . AircraftCQ

&  : I :
TO

■?
8.

V

,i0/2l Fi’ankfurt 650 i576 ;40 i  2201,0 I All Mosquito
i Croups I Lonoaster !

Halifax

Mannheim 54 } 52 i  1 223,6 :  1, 'i,
6,0

i  Mosquito
:  Lancaster

j  Halifax

Liege (Stool Horlfs) 16 5 1 11.8 ;  Mosquito
;  Lancaster

; .5,0

Leverkusen (Chemical Vforks) 5  i 2 1,6 i S :  Mosquito

Seanalnlng i  23 i 21 i  1 \{ 122 nines) 3 ;  Stirling

Leaflets, Paris and
Northern France 38 I 37 :91,92, i Stirling

i  Whitley
i  Wellington

93

Intruder Patrols 2 1 ;  loo ;  Eoaufighter

■Duisburg/
Rholniiauson

(Blast furnaces) 6 2 1,0 0 ;  Mosquito

21 Met. Flight 1 i  1 ■  8 i  Mosqul to

21/22.Dussoldorf (ilrmanent VIorks) 9 4 3.6 ; 0 i  MosquitoI

(ICnapsack Power Station)Cologne 4  i 1 0.9 i 0 Mosquito

Leaflets, Northern
Franco 4  i 4

i
^ 92 Wellington

I

Mot. Plight 1 1 ^ 8 i  Mosquito

22/23; Frarkf Ui-'t 9  ; 9 6.0 ;0 i  Mosquito

(Instruraont Works)Bonn 2 1 0.7 : 8 i  Mosquito

■ Abbeville

;  Aroa
(Crossbow Targets) I  36 30 137,5 :5,G i  Mosquito

:  Lancaster

;Dieppe Area (Crossbow Targets) 15 .  2 ;  Mosqulto
;  Stirling

0,4 3,0

Soa-nlnlng 16 ^ 14 ; (52 nines): 1,3 :  Wellington :
;  Stirling

Leaflets, Northern and
Central France :  21 I 20 ’91,92, ’ Wellington

Whitley93

23 Met, FI 1 gilts 2  I 2 :  Mosquito: 0
i

23/24 Berlin 391 :33G 15 1207.9 l l,3,5,Gj Mosquito
i  ; Halifax

Lancaster
i

; Leipzig 7 7 4,7 0 Mosquito

Duisburg (Steel Worlcs) Mosquito9 3 2,7 8

Leaflets, Northern
Franco 7  i 7 Wellington

Whitley
; 93

Intruder .Patrols 4 3 1 100 Eoauflghtor.

24 Met, Flights 2  2 ’ 0 Mosqulto

24/25 Sea-mlnlng (91 nines), 4,635 ’ 30 Halifax
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DocoiuLior

t=»
s

g  i w  ̂ 'I'onnase | 'Groups : Alrcr^CuDc.to * r:'Ci: or /uroosc X3
p

id

M

’r^

Ia
erao

a

(Snaol WorXs)20/23; DuisbiU'K G.3 ; 8 iloanuito■  10 C

(Metal Worlt'j) 3,2 ; 8; D'jaaoiaarf. Moatmito9 G

Colo0ie 1 1 0,3 : C Mosquito

Leaflets, jiortliern
Fi’Eiice :  31,92 ; Helllnoton^  11 !  11

MosqulCO29 Hot. Fii:iits 1 1 :  6

29/3Q Bar.lln i 6(56 ;  All Mosquito

:  gi-oups ^ I^ncaster
Halifax

; 712 2314.520
i

;

i

MosquitoI HaGdoUirs 0 5,4 08

: Laipals 5 5 3.3 ^  B Mosquito

(ChoKical Works) Mosquito' Lovcrkusori 3 1 0.9 : 8

(Metal Works)Dusseldorf Mosquito5 2 1.0 0

(Grossbffl-; Vargots)fLa Glacerlc Mosquito4 3 2.7 GI

f

:  (65 r,lines) 3 StirlingSoairilnlm' 20 14

''GlllngtonLeaflets, Hortiism Franco i i  4 ;  924

i

I
Mot. flight Mosquito1 1 ■  0

I

lOauflghterIntruder Patrols :  100o
K :  2i

i
30/31 N.K, Anions (Crossbo-r Targets)

area

i  12 ^  5,0 Mosqul to
Lanecstor

14 40,5

La Glaccrle (Crossba; Targets) Mosquito0.9 02 1

0.9 0 Mosquito(Steel Worlis) 1i Boch«B o

Mosquito'  0(Steel VTorto) l.Ge 2Dulsburc
!

Jlosquito7.0 010 ;  0; Cologne
i

Mosquito:  01 1Met. FI 1 gilt

(97 Minos); 1,3 Vlelllngton

Stirling

2G i  26Soa-raining

Leaflets, Lortiiom and
Centrol Frciice (lollington

Whitley
,  91,93 ;20 ;  26

(12 nines); 3 Stirling51/1 o
<C

o
SenininlnG >

1944

Jaiiiioy

Mosquito0;  1
i

1Met. rooco.1

1,3,3, ;
3,0

1400,4 Uencastcr;28451 iS(3Q1 /2 ; .Berlin.

Mosquito9.415 :■ 14Haiburg U

Mosquito7,2 0811(Stoel MOrlcs). Wltton

Mosquito4,5 057Duisburg/
liarnbom

■

Mosquito0.9 011colofno



- 40 -
1944

January,

■a
Date ■ :  a

o
Target or Purpose Tonnage Groups I Aircraftc

tlD
r:

w 4^ c/3

a  : ^ a

1/2' ; N. Fr.anoo (Crossbow Targets) 4 2 i 1.8 8 ;  Mosquito

l/3aflats, Franco I  14 i 11 : 1  j 91,93 Wolllngton i

R.C.M. 6  ; 6 i  10 :  Mosquito
:  Wolllngton

2 Mot. ROCCG 2 2 8 i  Mosquito

2/3 ; Berlin !  383 : 284 I 27 i 111614 I  1,3,5,
i 6,0

;  Lancaster
i  Halifax

:  Mosquito

Intruder Patrols 2 2  : 100 Boauflghtor

R.C.M. 7  : 6 i 5 i  100 Wellington
!  Mosquito

Northern France (Crossbow targets) 3  : 3 i 2.7 I 8 i  Mosquito

Duisburg/Hamborn 0 6 5.4 ! 3 ;  Mosquito
I

Mlnolaylng 26 ; 24 i (80 mines) | 1,3,6 : Wellington
I  Stirling
:  Halifax

Loaflots, Northern and
Control Rranoo

I

■  25 i 23 ; 91,92,93; Whltloy
i  Wellington

3/4 : Solingon (Engineering Worics) 6 3  I I 02.7 Mosquito

: Esson (Krupps) 2  i 2 1.8 0 I Mosquito

Mot, Recce 1  I1  ; : 8 ;  Mosquito

4 Mot. Rocoo 1 1  ; i  Mosquito

4/5 Northern Franoo (crosSbetY targets) 80 79 357.8 ; 3,5,8 :  Mosquito
;  Stirling
i  Lancaster

I

- Borlin 13 ^ 8 6.9 I 8 Mosquito

Krofold/ Uortlngon (Stool Works) ;  3 : 2 1.8 ; 8 ;  Mosquito

R.C.M. 4  i 4 ; 100 Mosquito

S.O.E. :  25 : Hudson

!  Stirling
;  Halifax

i

Cologne 2  i 2 1.8 8 Mosquito

Minolaylng 38 : (86 mines) : 1,3,640 ; Wellington
:  Stirling
;  Halifax

i

Loaf lots (Northom Franco) : 8 7  : 91,92 i Wolllngton

Mot. Reoco. 2  ; 1 8 :  Mosquito

5 Mot. Rooco. 1 1 8 : Mosquito

5/6 ■ Stott In ; 358 : 333 ; 15 1122.8 1,5,6,8 i Halifax
Lancaster

(Dlvorslon)' Dorlln ;  13 10 6.G 8 ‘  Mosquito

(Krupps)Essen 4 '  Mosquito0



APffiNDIX 10

SEC'iIt- 49 -

1.844
January

■

: CtP
I t/3C*fl

\  ̂
P W

a
2 AircraftTonnasG iGroupsct lO

Tarr,Gt or Purpose•: Date o

I  B
D

C'O
. I

i

Mosquito(Enginocring Vforks) 2.5 :3i  7i  5/G Sollngon 3

I

I  Mosquito0.0 iO(Steel Works) 11 9■KrofGld
I

Mosquito2.7 ;8(Crossbow targets) 3 3|N.W. Franco i i

(25 mines)i5 Lancaster6 5Minolayinc

100 j Mosquito

1100 I Mosquito

i  Mosquito18

1 1Intruder Patrol

11R.C.M.

1:  1Mot. Recoc.

i  Mosquito161i  1Mot. Recce.:  6

I  Mosquito12.3 i8!  IS 15C/7 puls burg

i  Mosquito0.9 101  1 1: Dortmund

i  Mosquito^81iSollngon

|NcW.France (Crossbow targets) Mosquito^81.02i  2
I
;

(1G4 mines)1,3,4,6 I Wellington
’■ Stirling
I  Halifax

i

;  6567Mlnolaying

i

!  Wellington93I  10 i  10■Lcoflots, Nortliorn n^co

;  Mosquito01 1Mot, ROCCO.

Hudson

Stirling
I  Halifax

S.O.E, :321

;  Mosquito: 81 1Mot. Recce.7

i  6 i  Mosquito5,4 iOKrofold/Uordingon (Stool Worte 6;  7/8

4.5 : 0 :  Mosquito5iDuIsburg/Hamborn 5

i  Stirling
:  Halifax

1320S.O.E.

j  Vlolllngton
:  vmitloy
'  Wellington

|91i  1414Leaflets, Northern Francoi

2 i  1003R.C.M.I

i  Mosquito1.8 ! 828j  8/9 iSollngon Area I

i
 ■' Mosquito2.7 i 83: O:Aaohon

Mosquito5.4 81  :610I Frankfurt
Mosquito1.8 i 822:Dortmund

1  MosquitoI 3'11Mot. Recce,10

I Mosquito87.1i  10 810/11| Berlin
I

Mosqulto04.557; Sollngon

Mosquito81,82  i2i Koblenz

Mosquito0.9 : 811I Krofold
I

I Mosquito
Wellington

:  1003  ‘3R.C.M.

I

Stirling
Halifax

I  3'  10S.O.E, •:



1944
- 50 “

Jcnuary

c

TonnaBo | Groups : AircraftTarget or PurposeDate; Ci 3
a rJ

4^ WM
4^ I

s•«4 I
;

, Mosquito810/11 i Mot. Hocoa. 3 2
1

13/14 iKoblenz Mosquito1.02 2 : B i

Mosquitoi 0;  12 10 1 0.2Essen

i MosquitolAachon 1.6 1022

:

iBuIsburc/RliDlnliauscn (Kl?upps) ; Mosquito2.7 ; 89 3

i Mosquito:  100R.C.M. 1 1

!

■ Lancaster

: Halifax

38 : 2225.8 :  1,S.S,
; s,o

14/15 Brunsnlck ;498 ;  434

I

! Mosquito:Bcrlin (Diversion) 3.9 ; 86 5

i MosquitoMaGdeburg (Diversion)

Northern Franco (Crossbow targets)

S.9 i 0i  10i  11

I

; Stirling
■; Mosquito
Hallf;uc

361,0 : 3,070i 02

(66 nines) 1,3,4 ; Wellington
•: Stirling
Halifax

23I 29Mlnelaylng

Leaflets, Nortliom and
Central Franco : 91,92,93 Wellington |I 36 :  32

■ Wellington
■Halifax
■ Manchester

10008R.C.M.

;  100 : Mosquitoi  2 1Intruder Patrols

■Mosquito: 044Mot, Rgcoo,19

i Mosquito022Met. Rdooo.20

ai /Mosquito
; Lancaster
^ Halifax

2400.6■  642 35 :176920/21: Berlin
Groups

; Mosqulto02.03;  4;kioi

: Mosquito1.6 03• 1 ;  3;Hannover

^Dussoldorf/Rath )
.Dussoldorf/Derendorf ) : Mosquito09.0:  11i  12

(141 nines )1,3 : Wellington
' Stirling

I  2929Mlnclaylng

Leaflets', Northern and
Central France Wellington i

IWhltloy
91,931920

; Mosquito:  1009  ; ■ 4 iIntruder Patrols

; Mosquito
i Wellington ■
^ Halifax

i  100R.C.M. 0

i Mosquitoi 02: 2Mot. Rocco,21

/ai : Mosquito
Croups Halifax

' Lancaster

2240.155 I: 653 : 53021 /22 Magcloburg
I

i

:  Lancaster

; Mosquito j
78.4 I 5,01  i(Diversion) ;  34 29, Eorlln
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alicilT1944 - 51 -

January

I

T3

^  i t,'

Groups I AircraftTonnageTargot or PurposeDate i
a  i
d

g  :
8i

P. i/l
tn w

I
a < s

Mosquito2.2 ^  0321/22 ; Oberhauson G

Mosquitoi  80.91Duisburg /Rholnhauson 5

Northern Prcnco
Stirling
Lancaster

Mosquito

,  3,5,8(Crossbow targets) 416.8102111

(16 nlnos) ; 1 Wellington00Mlnolaylng

Loaflots, Northern and
Control Franco I  91,92,93; vrolllngtonI

1  16 14i
■

Mosquito^  1005  :8Intruder Patrols

I  Mosquito
;  Wolllngton
I  H;ilifax

:  1000R.C.M.

;  Mosquito15.G ;  821 1923/24 i Dussoldorf

i  Mosquito80.912■■ Dussoldorf /Rath

Mosquito1.8 822Dussoldorf/Dorendorf

Mosquito;  02Redd Inghaus on /Huls

Mosquito!  C2.734^  Aachon

Mosquito80.91(Aircraft Factory) 5Duron

■  Mosquito80.91  :1Koblenz

(20 mines) 1,3 I  Wolllngton

Stirling
0  ;9Mlnolaylng

i  Mosquito:  011Mot. Rccco.

:  Mosquitoi  100I
33R.C.M.

s

;  Mosquito:  611Mot. Rccoo,25

Mosquitoi. 012.514 ; 14 ,
25/26 i Aachon

Northern Franco
:  3,5,8 ; Stirling

i  Lancaster
i  Mosquito

282.07C : G3 ^(Crossbow targets)

92,93 ^ wolllngton18 ^ 17Loaflots, Northern Franco i
I

Mosquito;  811Mot. RQOCC.

I  Mosquito811  ;Mot, Recce,27

Mosquito
Lancaster

;  1,3,5,
;  6,8

.  53G ; 454 : 3Z 1760.527/28 Berlin

Halifax

;  Lancaster
!60,0 1,8i  21 i 21 ^i  Heligoland

Mosquito67.412 ; U ■Aachon

Mosquito06.37N.W. Franco (Crossbow targets) 9  ;

(326 nlnos )^ 1,3 Wolllngton

Stirling
1  i80 ; 73 .Mlnolaylng

Loaflots, Northern and
Central Franco

91,92 I Wolllngton1010



1944 “ 52 - APPENDIX 10

SECRETJ.'inuary

i  XJ
u
c;

Target or Purpose S  -i
a

Date i  Groups Alrcraf tTonnagei! i
 ! S

V2

a  i
4J

■=!

w
V}

«  i

27/28 I !  100 j MosquitoIntruder Patrols 12 5

I
R.C.M. 9 :  100 I Mosquito

; Wellington ;
i Halifax

I

S.0«E« 8 :  3 i  Halifaxi

i
28/29 i Berlin 683 43 1954.0555 All

. Groups i Laneos tor
I Halifax i

i Mosquito

(DlTOrslon^  Hanover 44 3.3 ^ .0 : Mosquito

I  Drolon, Loouwardon, Gllzo and Vonlo
aorodroraos!” 23 21 10.0 :  0 I Mosquito

Intruder Patrols 6 3 1 100 ; Mosquito

(163 nines)! 3,8Mlnolaylng 67 .  Stirling
; Halifax

58 2

MosquitoMet. RcccQ. 1 1 : . 8i

Leaflets, Northern and
Central France :  91,93 :  Vlolllngton !16 14

!  100 ! Wellington i
: Halifax

R.C.M. 6  i 6

■: 3 HalifaxS.O.E. 5

29/30 I Dulsburg/Hamborn - Mosquito3.9 06 5

;  Northern France
(Crossbow targets) 10 B.9 ^  8 ; Mosquito10

.91 ^ WhitleyLeaflets, Northern Franco 6  i 6

: Mosquito1 :  81  iMot. Recco.

:  100 : Mosquito1  iR.C.M.

^  3 HalifaxS.O.E. 5  ̂

i Mosquito:  81  : 1Met. Recco.30

. Mosquito
Groups Lancaster ;

;  Halifax

; 540 I
I

1960.3 :  All456 3330/31 ! Berlin

; Mosquito3.3 ;  85 4Hrunsv;iok

i Mosquito8.0 822 ! 9Elborfold

:  Mosquito1007 4Intruder Patrols

(3 mines) ; 3 I  StirlingMlnolaylng i  12 i 1

221 1 22 91,92,93! WellingtoniLeaflets, Northern Franco

;  Mosquito
! Wellington!

100R.C.M. 8

:  Mosquito8Mot. Recce. 1 131

February
1/2 . Berlin :  Mosquito10 1  i 9.6 : 812

I

i  Mosquito1.8 03 2Aachen

^  Mosquito83  i 2 1.8KTofeld



1944 APPENDIX ^ 10“ 53 -

PQbraary

"i
r

•o
i

a
b3

d
o CiO

c
nH

^  i
tJ

Aircrafti Groups■’ Dato I Targot or Purpose I  Tonnage^  a d w
CO to

:  8 4-5
i

i

1/2 100 MosquitoIntruder Patrols 3 2
8

I i 100 MosquitoR.C.M. 2 2 i

5
j  Mosquito: 81 12 Mot. Rdcoo. i

Mosquito2/3 3,6 ,  86 4Elborfold

j  Culsburg/Rhelnhauscn Mosquito7 4  ; 3.6 i 8

/■

(79 mines) ( 4,6 Halifax41Mlnolaylng ; 50 !

i 100 Wellington2 1R.C.M.
i
!i

100 Mosquito4  iIntruder Patrols ;  B
:

Mosquitoa;  1 1Mot. Rocce.
i

Mosquito. 2.7 83  ;;  3I  3/4 I Cologne

Mosquito1.5 8!  4 2Dortmund

I  Mosquito

(92 mines) | l,3,4,6i Wollington
i  S Stirling
I  ; Halifax

3.6 8I  7 4i  KrofGld

35 32Mlnolaylng

i

I  Wellington924^  4Loaf lots. Northern Prance

I  Mosquito1 1Mot. Roccc.

i  Mosquito1004  :;  4R.C.M.

Mosquito
Wellington
Halifax

3r 3S.O.E.

i

;  Mosquito0.9 81:  84/5 I Elbcrfcld

I  Mosquito4.7 86  ;sj  Frankfurt

Mosquito1.8 8I  2 2Aachon

Wollington
Stirling
Halifax

(67 ralnos) 1,3,4/ ; 28 28 iMlnolaylng

j
Mosquito81 1Met, Rocoe.

MosquitoICO2:  2Intruder Patrols

Lysandor
Hudson
Stirling
Halifax

3^ 49S.O.E.

Mosquito613,4:  18 ; 15 ;5/6 Berlin

Mosquito81.8^  7 : 2Dulsburg/Hamborn

Mosquito80.711Hanover

Mosquito81  ̂ 1 iMot. Recce.

Halifax(30 mines) i 4,6-i 19 : 15 iMlnolaylng

Leaflets, France and
Lou Countries 91,93 i Wollington:  15 ^ 15 ^I

Mosquito1004Intruder Patrols O



1.9:14.

Fgbruarj

- 54 “

■O i
bOa i «

o  : to
a  ;Tarfiot or PujTpose Groups i AircraftDato Tonnage: ■ 8 W

w 4^ w
0>
Q  ; < a

5/G i  Stirling
i  Halifax

S*0*E• 1 346
:

I
8 Mosquito7 Mot. Rooco. 1 1

7/3 I Rronkfurt Mosquito19 16.7 819

i  MnnnhoIm 0.4 Mosquitoi  1 1 8i

Mosquito3.6 8:  Elborfold 5  8 4

Mosquito2.7 1 8:  Krcfcld ;  5 3

Mosquitoi 2 1.6 8Anohon 2

I

100 Mosquito3Intruder Patrols ;  5

100 Mosquito
Wolllngton
Halifax

5R.C.M.

Stirling
Halifax

;12 3S.O.E.

8 Mosqultoi  1 1Mot. Rocco.8

Lancaster56.3 58/9 12! 12Llraogos

!  8 Mosquito9.4; 11 11^  Brunswick

Mosquito:  82.7i  8 3Elborfold

Wolllngton
Whltloy

:  91,9218Loaflots, Northern France : 19

MosquitoI  82 i;  2Mot. Rcccc.

Mosquito100i  4 2Intruder Patrols

Lysander
Hudson

Stirling
Halifax

I  3'39S.O.B.

Mosquito:  82.53I  89/10 i Elborfold

Mosquito5.4 i  8Krcfold/Uordlngon 167

Mosquito0.9 8^  1 1Aachon

Mosquito82 2Mat. Rocco.10

Mosquito10.9 8132110/11 i Berlin

MosquitoI 82.73,  4Aachon

;■ Wellington :
Stirling

:  Halifax

(52 mines) ■ 1,3,6: 23 22Mlnolaying

Mosquito81:  1Mot. Recce.

;  100 Wolllngton i1:  2R.C.M.

Ljisander
Hudson

Stirling
Hall feu:

31: 28S.O.E.

Mosquito8.1 810;  1111/12^ U-unswIck



APPEND IX 10,
SECliT

1944 - 55 “

FQ.bruary
?
f

•a i

c :

t.3^ i S i  Groups I Aircraft"TarBot or Purpose TonnaBCi  Date 1 c

w
LO :
O  :

ra : •=j

CO

Mosquito3,6 1 8i  11/12: Aachen 4  i 4  !

‘

I  Mosquito1.8 88  : 2 :1  Elbcrfold
I I

MosquitoDulaburg /Hamborn 4  I 1 j O.S
I

(152 mines) M,3,4,6| Wellington
Stirling

I  Halifax

i  52 : 45 :Mlnolaying

Mosquito) 81 1Met. Rgoco.

Leaflets, Prance and
Low Countries 1 91 I  Whitley6  i 5

Mosquito!  1004Intruder F’atrols 6  i i

i

I

;  100 I  Wellington
Halifax

5  •R.C .M.

I s Lysander
Hudson

Stirling

i  27 'S.O.E.I

Mosquito1112 Met. Recce.

;  5 Lancas tor5.3;  11 ^ 912/13: /uitheor Viaduct

Mosquito3.6 ;  84  : 4  ■.Duisburg/Hamborn

Mosquitoi  80.98  i 1 iElbcrfold

i Stirling
Halifax

(109 mines) I 3,4,61  !;  25 ' 23 :Mlnolaying

Mosquito;  1006  : 3  :Intruder Patrols

Mosquitoi  81  : 1  :Met. Rocco.i  13

Stirling3:  19S.O.E.i  13/14i

Mosquito;  82  ;2Mot. Rocco.:  15

Mosquito
:  Groups ' Lancaster

Halifax

■  All28-12.642i  891 ; 751i  15/IgI Berlin

Lancaster894.2 ■Fl'anlcfurt“Am“Oder (Diversion) i  24 : 24 ;

Mosquito81.82  : 2Aachen:

Fighter aerodromes
In Holland Mosquito813.315 ::  19 :

Mosquitoi  100114 . 8  iIntruder Patrols

Halifax

Wellington
Mosquito

1009H.C.M.

Stirling
Hudson
Halifax

:  3148 : 48 i 1  !S.O.E.
i

Wellington
Stirling
Halifax

(153 mines); 1,3,8 ;54' ^59Minelaying

Mosquito:  81  ;1  ;Mott Rocco.

Mosquito31  •1  :Mot. Rocco.17 I
Mosquitoi 822;Mot. Rococ.18 i



1944 -56-

K^ruarjr
....

•o

c
Groups I AircraftDate TarcGt or Purpose TonnecoO

^ c

a  I 8 w
4-J w

;  100 i Wellington10/19 Pv.C.M. 4I

Mosquito019 Mot. Rocco. 2 2

Mosquito

i Groups Halifax
j  Lancas ter

All70 i 2555.219/20 !Leipzig 823 650

i  Mosquito8(Diversion) 5.2I Eorlln 15 i 14 1  :

I

j  Mosquito814 12.6Aerodromes In Holland 16

Northern Franco

)  Mosquito8(Crossbow targets) 2.03 3

i  Mosquito82.33  i 3Aachon

(180 mines) 3,8 ;  Stirling

)  Halifax
49 ; 49Mine-laying

j

;  Wellington

j  Halifax
Mosquito

1005  ; 3R.C.M.

I

Mosquito10012 8  ;Intruder Patrols

Mosquito81  i2  iMot. Recce.

Mosquito81 1Mot. RoocG.20

i  All Mosquito
!  Groups ! Halifax

i  Lancaster

20S3.99 i^  598 I 54420/21 i Stuttgart

i  Mosquito3.4 85 i I
Diversion, 7; Munich

Mosquito817.12224Enemy Aorodrones

I  Wellington |
I  Stirling

(167 ninos): 1,31  I34 ! 31 iMlnelaylng
5

100 i Mosquito
!  Wellington |

3 ;3R.C.M.

100 Mosquito4 i7Intruder Patrols

^  Mosquito811Met. Recce.

i !

Mosquito8:

I
1  I1  iMot. Recce.21

i

Mosquito84.15 :6 i
21/22 I Stuttgart

!  ■

Mosquito■82.73i3Duisburg/Ruhrort

Northern France
Mosquito8  ■7.2(Crossbow targets) 8 I8  :

Mosquito81  ;Mot. Rocco.

(193 mines) 1,3,4,® Wellington |
Stirling
Halifax i

1;41 i 3BMinolaylng

91,92 I Wellington;10Leaflets, Northern Franooi 10

Mosquito10011 3 :Intruder Patrols

Wellington!i  1001  iR.C.M.

Mosquito31  : 1Mot, Racco.22

Mosquito86.08.10 i22/23; Stuttgart



APPENDIX 10“ 57 “1944

SECRETFgbrucry

-o
ao
cI  i

4^ iI
ao

 2:

Groups i AIrcraf tS  : TonnageTarget or Purposei  Date :
a  i w

ww

I a <5

i  Mosquito1 8.93  I 1iAachon

!  Mosquito3.3 88  ! 4Duisburg/Honiborn

I  l.olllngton1002R.C.M.

3,1,6,8 1 Stirling
i  Halifax

Recalled111Mlnolaying

Mosquitoi  81  : 1: Met. Rocco.
1

Mosqul to15.3 i  823/24:Dussoldorf 17 ; 14
•:

100 i Mosquito14Intruder Patrols
iI

I  Wellington;  10011R.C.M.

Wellingtoni  923Leaflets, Northern Prance | 3 |

i  Mosquitoi, B11Mot. Recce. i

:

Mosquito81  ; 1Met. Recce.i  24

i  All ! Mosquito
i  Groups i Lancaster
i  I Halifax

2262.133;  734 1 635I  24/25 IScltve Infur^

I

Sv7Gcp ovor N. Sea
(Diversion) 1,6,91, I Various,

I  92,93 ) Including
non-

i  operational
I  units.

I

165i  165

i  Mosquito88.377iKlol

Mosquito85.58  i 8 ;;Aachen

i  MosquitoI  89.513 ! 11 ;Enemy aerodromes

(237 mines)I 1,3,4,6 1 Wellington
i  Stirling

;  Halifax

115 I 94 I 2Mlnolaying
i

;  Mosquito
;  Wellington

i  Halifax

1007  i8R.COl.i

I  Halifax36S.O.E.

Mosquito10016  i14 IIntruder Patrols

]  Mosquito82  ;2Mot. Recce.25
i

!  Mosquito
i  Groups - ! Lancaster

i  Halifax

All1828.3507 : 21594
i  25/26 Augsburg

Mosquito89.065  iSaarbruckon and Mannheim

Mosquitoi  82.655
SclOTClnfurt

;  Mosquitoi  83.04  I5
Aachen

i
ii

Mosquitoi  810.815 ; 12Enemy Aorodixmos

Wellington

:  Stirling
'  Halifax

(227 mines )i 1,3,4,63  ;96131Mlnolaylng27/28:

Mosquito1001311Intruder Patrols
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'GbruaryI'

TJ
toa I
C

to
s c Groups AircraftTonnagecd
f=Target or PurposeDate ’i u w

tQ
3 !

n s
i

"I

I

Mosquito82  I4Met. Recce.28

WGlllngton926  iLeaflets, Douai, Lille, etc. 828/29j

Mosquito811Mot. Rbccg.
i

29/1 I
March!Dusseldorf

Mosquito015.815 ; 12 i
i

5

; Northern Prance
Mosquito0(Crossbow targets) 1 1  :

I

Leaflets, Northern and
Central Prance 91,92 i Wellington

I  ̂ ^^hitley
18 I 1  I20

WellingtonlOO2 i2R.C.M.

Hudson

Halifax

316S.O.E.
I



- 1 41TIENDIX 11
SECIffiT

iiON'mLY AVAILABILIIT, pP OfSI^TIOM/a AIRGR’iPT,
GRETAS iWD AIRGMPT VTITH GHBi/S

PEBMJ/RY 1943 PEBRU/Jff 1944

(a) Aircraft
J.

Other I!

Month Lancaster Halifax Stirling Wellington! Mosquito Total

Aircraft
1943 ■'

j February i
I  1,'Iarch
! April
i May
! June
I July
i August
September
October

i November
I December

176 134 81 147 64832 78
234 148 101 197 6031 771
258 174 114 164 6134 805
3O8 188 110 123 31 81 841
339 232 126119 31 847
330 243 134 97 35 839
339 242 130 70 38 819
340 184 131 3642 733
383 176242 25 43 869
463 218 178 16 48 923
439 102249 11 86049 10

1944

January
February

508 267 102 7 45 18 947
556 309 91 7 43 21 1027

(b) Orev/s
■f

Other
Month Lancaster i Halifax Stirling V/ellington Mosquito Total

.Airoraft,,
1943

February
March

April
I May
[ June
July
August
September

I October
! November |
December I

186 160 90 183 33 120 772
215 165 96 220 0240 819
244 163 100 36193 85 821
304 191 108 157 36 115 911
366 236 120 •133 31 886
406 257 119 3693 911
469 285 130 74 48 I  1006
441 240 2A2 46A4 913
478 324 148 5130 1031
531 333 139 17 58 1078
554 337 109 11 59 IO8313

1944

584January
February

360 109 697 19 1148
561 384 98 6 26 1 115479

(c) Aircraft Vi/'ith Grevis
1

Other
Month Halifax I StirlingLancaster Wellington I Mosquito Total

lAircxaft.,,,1943 ...4.

I February
I March
April
May
June

July
August
Septemberi

I October |
November |
December I

160 126 71 137 29 70 593
199 135 86 184 27 68352
208 149 97 158 29 53 694

I  .764
1  784
I  775
1  787
I  695
!  828
i  757
1  827

272 171 97 121 25 73
319 214 ! 110 117 24
321 230 108 89 27
335 236 68llif 34
323 180 119 38 35
376 242 143 25 42
347 217 132 4615
^1 246 94 11 45 10

g.225497A)Ew/ii/49» /194L
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( 0 ; A iroraf t 11i th Gre\Ts (C ontd.)

Halifax | Stirling Xle llington Mosquito
DtHef i

Month Lancaster Total

Aircraft

19^ i

261482 98 i 7 15 907
17 ! 984 i

0anuary

Tehruaiy 513 298 687 43
i

Other Aircraft" includes the Special Daty Squadrons.

From Decanher, 1943 onv/ards, other types in No. 100 Group are
included.

M

Prom February, to June, 1943^ other types in No.  2 Group are
included.



...AigSNraX ±2 ,

SXGR'ilT

1

u, S, VIII BQIfGR COil^D DIAIff OF
P:]BEIL*KI

FeBr-u£^^ j.94^.
(1) (2)

Date Target or .It^po se Despatched Att..^°I^DS Tonnage Losseo

4. Dradcn

Snden

Dunldrlc (amaed raider)
St, Nazaire

'u'i Ihe lr.isha.ven

Brest

57 85.0 539
14 65
15 55.322 21 2

16 68 65 8142.9
146.6
138.4

26 6577 1

6227 60

iiarch, 1943

164 Hamm

Rotterdam

Lorient

Brest

Rennes

Rouen

Rouen

/iiniens

35.717 4
4 62.52849 1

6 66 63 138.8
39.7

120,3
34.8
133.0
115.2

239,3
224.0

275.0

3
6 15 15
8 57 54 2

8 15 213
63 6312

7613
18 Vegesaok

Filhelmshaven

Rouen-Sotteville (Marshalling
Tard)

o

97 97 2

22 88 84 3

7628 70 1

Rotterdam (Shipyards)31 88,4100 33 4

April, 1943

Paris (Renault)
Antwerp (Erla)
Lorient

Brest

Bremen (Focke-v.'ulf)

4 85 85 224.1

217,0
131.2
46.4
240.6

4
5 87 82 4
16 68 59 1
16 22 19 3
17 16110 107

May, 1943

1 St, Nazaire

Antvverp (Ford & G.M. plants
Meaulte-Potez (Repair Depot
St, Omer (Longucnesse)
Kiel (Germania Nerks)
Ijmuiden (Power House)
Anto/erp (Ford & G.M, Plants)
Go-urtrai

Heligoland
Eraden

Lorient

Bordeaux

Ijmuiden & Haaailer.i
Kiel

Flensburg
v/i Ihe 1ms haven

Emden

St. Nazaire

La Rillice

Rennes (Naval S.)

67 50,9
144.2
212.6
65.5
267.1

29 7
4 6579
13 8890 3
13 36 31 1
14 126 8131
14 9.612 11
14 43 38 79.4

67.3
166,0

122.3
260.7

1

14 39 34 2
15 76109 5
15 63 59
17 118 •  6127
17 36 34 92,4 4
17 10 10
19 6107 211.5

119.6
172.3

101.3
247.3
88.4

113.8

103
19 56 , 55
21 81 77 7
21 46 45 7
29 148 147 8
29 36 34
29 69 657

/June, 1943

those aircraft vrhich pa.ssed a(1) i\mericans defined as "despatched
point halfway to the enemy coast.

(2) Gonverted from American (short) to English (Long) Tons.

G.225497/DEW/II/49.
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liy

Date Target or P'jrjpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage

332.1
232.3
■ 89,0 •

168
102

Losses

11 226WiIhe Lushaven

Bremen

Kiel Ha.rbotir

Le I'lans

Huls

AntvTerp (pord & G-JL )
Targets of Opportunity
Targets of (Convoy)
Villa.Goublay
Poissy
Tricq-aeville Airfield
St, Wazaire
Beaumont

Villacoublay
Beaumont

Le Mans

8

13 131
6

4
513 22

15 31
1622 205 183 359.3

193.7
357.1

22 93 4
25 167238 18

26 12

26 25.7 5222 12

26 6 2.2

26 88.539
16228 268. 7158 8

28 45 43 92.1
29 98
29 37

7629 84 119.7

July, 1943

A- Le Mans

4  Nantes

,4 La ̂Pallice
10 Le Bourget

10 Villac oublay
i0 Oaqn

105109 270.1
151.8
122.8

4
63 61 3
79 71 1

86 a

77
66.434

43

60 36Abbeville

Villacoublay
Amiens-Glisy
Le Bourget
Hanover

Rheine

Hamburg
Convoy
Amsterdam

Heroya
Bergen
Trondholm

llainb-arg
Heide

Kiel

ITameiaunde

Vfustrow

Hamburg
Hanover

Targets of Opportunity
fConvoy

.  (jilheLiishaven

I?

t!

57.310

112 101 272.2

74.0
109.7

33.3

31,4
14 54 53 1

75 52 414
)17 15 ■  1 '

) 67.034 .  1

231
2.01

46.041 2117
167177 370.0 124

7524
105.6
154.9

42 4124

) 68 825

) 14 73.1

236.5
107.0

'■46.9
112.7
151.1

67234 1
233

) 18 1

26 57 54 2
169626 103

698.126 53 49
26

58154 113.9
58.5

182.3
106.9
115.2
277.6

568.2
1506.7
859.3

2639.0
2070,4
3483.6

/August, 1,9y.

1

728 Kassel
Osohersleben
Kie 1

Heligoland ^
Wamonunde
Kassel

Monthly Totals tp„ the end .ofJu.lys 1.943.
Pebruar3r
March
April

28
29
29
29
30

1599 37
102 95 4
53 48 2

58 454
152 134 12

250 23331
580703 22

352 28372
1385
1447
2247

1015
1037
1275

79
83June

July 09
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SECEET
August, i9,y

Date Target 3£„,f^£?se Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses

12 Ruhr Targets
Bochum, Gelsenkirchen )
Recklinghausen ■
Bonn

Targets of Opportunity-
in the Ruhr

Airfields in Occupied Prance:-
Elushing/Vlissingen
Poix, Amiens/Glisy
Vitr5r
Keiville

Lille A^endeville

Airfields in Occupied Prance
Le Bourget
Poix, ALheville/Drucat

chv/einfurt

Regenshurg

Airfields in Occupied Belgium
&. Holland: -

Gilze/Rijen
Blushing
VillacQublay
Diversion

Conches & Evreux/Pauville
Yfctten (Prance)

Airfields in Prance & Belgium;-
■ ' (Amiens/Glisy).

)
)

O

330 25
269.6
158.7

133
106

4 8.9

15 327
91 192.0

61.7
62.5

56
61

)  82 41.3

) 46.2
16 246

168 354.8
66 70.1

17 36183 378.9
266.5

230
17 146 127 24
19

170
19 38 43.0 1

19 117.855 3
24 86110 229.7
24 36 35
24 42 22 22.0

368.0
276.9

1

27 187 4224
31 319 105 4

September, 1,943
2 Airfields in Prance & Belgiim

Denain/Pr ouvy
Mardyck

Keulan-Le s-Mureaux

Paris (Renault lYorks)
St./indre De L'Eure

Romilly S'jrseine
Evreux/Pauvi1le

Targets of Opportunity
Stuttgart

St r a sb 0 urg/Ke h 1
Cffenburg M/^d
Dieppe/St. Aubin airfield
Conches airfield

Orleans/Bricy
Chartres, Karlsruhe etc.
Diversion

)
)
)

319
16 42.0

48.2
101.3

18

653 38
65 75.920 5

28 72.5
168 262. 7100 4

30.8.  12 4
6 338 45

46 145.1
.144.2,
106.1

■  30.8
15.6

13.4
136.7

67
51

14

9
6

68

69 60

7 277.5
41.0

114 105

(Bergen/Alkmaaf' airfield
Convoy

Watten

(industrial Targets in Paris
Beaumont-Sur-Oiso airfield

Beauvais/Tille airfield
Lille/Nord airfield
Lille/Vendeville airfield
St. Omer (Tv/o airfields)
Abbeville/Drucat airfield
Vitry-En-Artois airfield
Romilly-Sur-Seine
Paris , X
Paris /

29 22

58147 102.7
9

68 1 76. i87 2

63 75.859
47.0 :
66.5

37 37
56 52

58.438 28

35 40.340
67.156 51

283.5
162.3
204.5

8715 93
6166 2

86 78 3

/Chartres airfield
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SECRET

September,_194^ (Contd.)

Date Target or.Bxrpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses

15 65 126.0

343.7
160,0

Chartres airfield

Nantes (port and airfield)
La Pallice (Port and airfield)
C 0gnac/C hate aubriand airfieId

47 1

16 147 131 7
105 72 4

21 47.043
Night

22/23 5 5Hanover

Nantes (shipping &, Port)
(Morning) Vannes/Heucon airfield

Kerlin/Bastard airfield
Nantes and Rennes

23

23

13.4
46 119.8

147.3
138.6
206.2

117
67 55

63 53 1

8091 2

/ifter-

noon)
Night
23/24

(Diversion 26 24

6. 2Ifannheim

G. A.P. Targets in N. Prance

Reims/Ohampagne airfield
Target in N.E. Prance

5 4
26 55

Abandoned

84 105.440

63
Abandoned

Diversion

Eniden and Targets of Opportunity-
Diversion

37
612.227 305 244 7

24

Night
27/28 Hanover 5 4 9.0 1

^ Oaudron-Renault l¥orks. S.A.Andre Citroen ¥orks  & Renault-Billancourt
Works.

/

r Hispano-Suiza Plant, & C.A.M. Works.

Cptpber, 19.43

2 Emden

Airfield in Holland
347 851.1337 2

21 Abandoned

Night
2/3 Munich

Frankfurt, Heddenheim and
Wiesbaden

Frankfurt (City)
Saarlautern & St.Dizier airfield

Sarreguemines & Saarbrucken
Diversion

4.52 2

4

176.3
78.8

182.1

104 93 5
51 37 3

105115 4

91.853 47

38 4
Night
4/5 Frankfurt 3 2.31 1

Night

4  (240352 leaflets)7/8 Leaflets - Paris

Bremen (Shipyards)
Bremen (Weser BleugzeugbaTi factory)56

'  170

4
118

Bremen (City)

63/8 9

33

156+41 14

Vegesaok
Vegesaok

76. d55 29 3
19

from / 50. 9
2  (266336 leaflets) -

165. 6
194.6
JWf.8

109+18 275.0
from S

106 18

96 2

23 2

6

Night
8/9 Leaflets Rennes

Anlclam

Marienburg
Danzig
Gdynia

2

9 115
100

S  51
112

138 378.610 Munster

Diversion
274 30

39

/l4 Schweinfurt
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SiiPliT .

October3 iS.hd... (Contd. )

DG.S.r

patched
I?!ate Targe t,..or PUrpp s@ Attacking Tonnage Loasos

291 229 ^31.0 60- . .

212 ■ .. 96 186.6

5  (876,960
leaflets)

A  (6A3,500
leaflets)

29

9
70

5

A

Schweinfurt

Diversion

Duren

Diversion

Night 20/21 Leaflets - Rouen & Paris

1A

20

Night 2t/25 Leaflets - Caen, Rouen &
Paris

Novornber, i,9.A3

566V/ilhelmshavon

Leaflets - /uitworp, Rotterdam
3 129A.8

(1,592,000
loaf].ets) ■■

660.0

258. 5

(1,00A,000
leo,flets)

3

539 7
Night 3/4 2 2

5 Gelscnlcirchen

Munster
380 328 7

102122

Ni^iit 5/6 Leaflets - Ptiris, jhniens,
Rouen, Caen

55

Night. 6/7 Leaflets - Paris
Wesol7

2 2 -
:s)

61 5A- 111.
61Duron

Leaflets - Paris
58 75.1

Night 7/8

Night 10/11 Leaflets - Fails, Lo I^fens,
Rennes, Rouen

■2 (312,000
leaflets)

5  (1,000,000
leaflets

58 ' 109.0
(Abandoned
due to

>  2

5

167Munster
¥esel

A11

175

weather. )
Night 11/12 Roes (Special photo: &

instrument flight)
(Primarjr Emmerich not
B,ttackcd.)

Night 12/13 Emmerich (as above)
Bremen

Rjulcan (Pov/er Plant)ICnaben (Molybdenum Mno)
Oslo/Kjellor a/d

Night 18/19 Leaflets - ^Paris, Orleans,
(Chartres, Rennes,
(Lc Ifens.

Targets of OpportunitjnYA Germany 1 67
(German Dutch Border)

Night 19/20 . Leaflets - (Amiens, Reims, Ghent,
(Brussels, lunsterdam,
(Hag;ue.

Night 24/25 Leaflets - (Lille, Brussels, Ghent
(Charleroi ferea

Night 25/26 Leaflets - ^Ilieims, Hris, Amiens,
Bvreux, Rouen,
Chartres.

1

1

27213
16 199

189
18 102

5

19

7

7

1.81

'- 1.8
23A.O
392.2
279.5
187.0

1
1611A

176 1
128 1

78 9

5  . . (980,000
leaflets)

251.6130

6  (2,316,000
leaflets)

7  (2,A00,000
leaflets)

.7 (1,376,000
leaflets)

A22 1075.8 25
-  - A

(Returned due to
weather)

7  (1,640,000
leaflets)

138 366.2 - 13

8  (1,600,000
leaflets)

1.8
/30 Solingen

1

26 505Bremen
Paris 128

Night 28/29 Leaflet Gosselies, Brussels
Ghent, .ihibwerp, Liege,
Rotterdam.

s -

7

360Bremen

Night 29/30 Leaflets. - (Paris, Rheims, Le Mans,
(Orleans, Chartres,
(Amiens, Rouen.

Night 29/30 Emmerich (Special equipment)

29

8

1
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November, IS^ (Oontd, )

Date Des

patched Attackinfi Tonnage Losses

197.6
(1,407,500
leaflets)

78 3
.6

Solingen
Night 30/1 Deo. Leaflets -

30 381

Phris, Rouen, Tours
Krefoid, Opladen

6

December, 1943.

Leverkusen (not attacked)
Solingen

Leaflets - (Bremen, Oldenburg,
(Hamburg.
Special equipment)Huls

1 261 672.2215 24
84

Night 2/3

Night 2/3

Night 3/4

(2,090,300
leaflets)

5 5

1.81 1

Leaflets - Rouen, Lille, Paris (800,000
leaflets)

(800,000
leaflets)

4 4

Night V5 Leaflets - (Le Mans, Orleans,
(Tours, Laval

G.A. P. Northern Prance

La Rochelle, Paris, Ivry, etc.216
Oognac/Chateaubriand airfield 94
Bordeaux/Merignac airfield

ICnapsack

Leaflets - (Rouen, Fhris, Caen,
/'aniens, Ghent

4

236

1

6

4

5

Abandoned

3.62 1

8.21

Night 10/11
Night 10/11

Abandoned

(1,200,000
leaflets)

1256,5

(800,000
leaflets)

(800,000
leaflets)

408.1
787.3

(1,000,000
leaflets)

1162.1

(1,952,000
leaflets)

(1,000,000
leaflets)

981.7

(1,000,000
leaflets)

474.2
346.8

6

Bmden11 583 523 17

Night 11/12 Leaflets - (Laval, Rennes, Le Ians 4
(Nantes

Leaflets - (Paris, Miens, Orleans,4

4

Night 12/13 4

13 Bremen

Kiel
182 174

13 528 349 5

Night 13/14 Leaflets - Le Mans, Rennes, Tours,5
Nantes, Orleans

5

16 Bremen 631 528 10

Night 16/17 Leaflets - Hanover, Brussels,
Lille

4 4

Night 19/20 Leaflets - Paris, Miens,
Chartres

5 5

20 546Bremen 465 27

Night 20/21 Leaflets - Lille, Lens, Qaent,
.Brussels,

5 5

Osnabruck

Munster

Knapsack

Leaflets - (Paris, Amiens,
Chartres, Orleans,
Rennes

22 351 130 17
228 167 5

Night 22/23
Night 22/23

1 1

(1,212,000
leaflets)

6 6

24 Mali tars'- Installations in Prance
(ihs de Calais area) 670 1558.2

/Night 27/28

722
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December , 19^^^ (Contd.)

Date

Night 27/28

Night 27/28

Ni^t 29/30

'7.§.¥'SP.

Leaflets

Quadra

Quadra

des

patched
.1?......9,P. .Purpose ilttackihg Tonnage Losses

(1,392,000 -
leaflets)

1.8 primarjr not
attacked

bombs on

Dusseldorf

1.8

7 7

th area 1 1

th .  1 1

Night 29/30 Leaflets - (Hanover, Osnabruck
(llildesheim, Zwolle,
(ibiiens

Ludv'igshaven

Leaflets - (Antwerp, Ghent, Lens, 5
(Brussels, Oambrai

Ball-Bearing plants - Prance
■ Paris (ivry)
Bordeaux

6

710

125
175

(2,8A|.0,000
leaflets)

121^4-6

(1,000,000
leaflets)

6

30 653 23

Night 30/31 5

31

311.8
S (attacked secondary''

Oognao)

1121

Blockade Runner

Cognac
St. Jean d'Angelj^
La Rochelle

57 Abandoned

61 257 see 571.0

163.2

X (attacked secondary''
Cognac)

23
S69 19if

60

Monthly,'; Totals Augustg,pe„cemb,er, 194.3.

August
September
October

November

December

1607
2120

2967.9
4-862.8
3875.5

’ 5E08.3
IO344-.7

2180

324-3

109
88

176.2441 1793

2468
4M4

3900 93

6073 162

J^uo^, 1944-

Night 2/3 (1,200,00
leaflets)

Leaflets - Bremen, Rennes, .
Nantes, Paris, Brest

Special Target in Gerraanj'"

55

Night 3/4 Abandoned1

16:  879.4
171.4

(800,000
leaflets)

158.9 .

4454 lael

L'Eunster
. 494:

6675 2

Night 4/5 Leaflets - Orleans, Lorient,
Rouen, Tours

4 4

Day 5 78Tours

Elberfeld

(Secondar^r Targets,
Neuss, Dusseldorf,
etc. )
ICiel

79 1

78

73 173.2

215 456.3

(984,000
leaflets)

900,9

5  (1,080,000
leaflets)

5  (2,752,000
leaflets)

/Nij^t 10/11

5

409

2

10247

6/7^Ight Leaflets - (iiraiens, Lille,
(Raismes, Oambrai,,
(Hieims/Champagnc
Ludwigshaven

5

12■ 5027

igl.t 7/8 Paris,' Chartres, Gaen ^ 5
Bvreux

T\T, Leaflets -J.4

Leaflets - |Night 8/9 Antwerp, Br-ussels,
Rennes, Nantes, Brest

5
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Jpjiuo^Xj 19.44. (Contd. )

patched
Date Attack^g Tonnage Losses

5  (4,800,000 -
leaflets)

Targe t or ...Purpose

Night 10/11 5Leaflets - Rouen, Le Hans,
Orleans, Tours,
Chateauroux

285.1

111.3
92.8

114 Osnahruok

223.3

1337.5

150
52

512

Oscherslehen

Halberstadt

Brunsv/ick

177 3411

8114

(  47 18372

14 Crosshov/ - Pas-de-Galais area 552 3

Night 14/15

Night 14/15

Night 25/26

Night 25/26

Night 27/28

(948,000
leaflets)

Amiens, Cambrai,
Lille, St. Oraer

Special operation. Ifesel

Leaflets - 4 4

1.82 1

(1,200,000
leaflets)

Leaflets - (Caen, Chartres, Rheims,5
(Brest, Chateauroux

Special operation. Aachen 1

5

1.81

(1,400,000
leaflets)

Paris, Rennes, Le Mans,5
Orleans

5Leaflets -

28 Military Installation.
Pas-de-Calais 54 80.8

(1,360,000
leaflets)

1688,8

(1,200,000
leaflets)

31

Night 28/29 Leaflets - 5 5Caen, Gambrai,
itnions, Rouen, Eheiras

86329 803 29Pranlcfurt

Night 29/30 Leaflets - Lille, Nantes,
Raismes, Lorient,
Tours

Brunsv7iok

Night 30/31 Leaflets - fCaen, Chartres,
(Le Mans, Brest,
(chatoa-uroux

Night 30/31 Special operation, Duren

Military Installation.
Pas-de-Calais

Gilze-Rijen airfield
(Thunder bombers)

30

31

31

5 5

699 1446.4

(1,200,000
leaflets)

777 20

5 5

1 1

189,5
15.6

74 74
675 70

February, 1944,.

552 1151.3

(1,680,000
leaflets)

w'ilhe 1ms haven

Night 3/4 Leaflets - (Paris, Rennes,
(Orleans, Amiens,
(Rouen, Rheims
Franlcfijrt

Leaflets - (Tours, Lille,
Raismes, Nantes, Cambrai,
Lorient, Antwerp ......

Chateauroux/La Martinerie
airfield

Avord airfield

Tours airfield

Orloans/Bricy
airfieId

Chateaudun .airfield 6l

Romilly airfield

3 724
7

7484
7

5

50

53
103

60

182

4

7

838.4

(2,416,000
leaflets)

373 20

7

49 129.0

131.9
233.2

50
90 2

60 151.3
61 +8 180.3

~  ̂ 339.3
/Night 5/6

from Tours
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SECRET

Eebr^rj;, 1.9^ (Contd. )
IDc s*“

o.tched T2mage Losses

(1,200,000
leaflets)

5 5

Date Target or...Pijrp,ose
P,5

Night 5/6 Leaflets - Koncea.u, Sur Sarabre

Brusse Is, /uatiTorp,
Ghent

6 )jOvreuoc/Fauvillc
airfield

St. i\ndre de I'Eure)
airfield

)

)

126.840

 189
Chateaudim airfield 303
Caen/Carpiquet ■
aiif'iold

60 159.0

85.0 )
3

57 1

)
148.6 )60

Military Installations 150 22.59 1

Night 7/8 Leaflets - 1 (1,452,000
leaflets)

.  6 6Liege, Antv/erp,
Ghent, Monoeau-sur-

(Sambre

8 Military Installations
Pas de Calais

Frankfurt

328.1

191.6

(I,i44.0,000
leaflets)

312. 2
63.4

(1,040,000
leaflets)

346.4
2Zt4.6

127 110

236 13

Night 8/9 Leaflets - 6 6Caen, Rouen, Amiens
Rennes, Paris

Brunsvvick

Gilze-Rijen airfield 8l

Leaflets - (Rouen, Ant\'-/erp, Caen, •5. i
(Rennes, Amiens

Franlcfurt

Military Installations
Pa.s de Calais

169

223
201

10 ■ 29141

27

Night 10/11 5

11 157 5

94 1

Night 11/12 (2,476,000
leaflets)

Ghent, ^intvTerp,
Brussels, Monceau-s-ur-
Sambre

Military Installations
Pas de Co.lais

Leaflets - 5 5

12 99 97 249.0

469 946.013 Military Installations
Pas de Calais

Gilze-Rijen airfield .48
(Fighter Bomber)

Mlitary Installations
Pas de Calais

Coxydo airfield
(Fighter Bomber)

Lille, Le I,fens,
Cambrai, Chartres,
Rheims, Orleans.

Leipzig, Bernberg, & 417
Oschersleben

54

59

Leaflets

404 4

14 46 12.1

15 52 131.4

15 7.634

Night 15/16 (1,200,000
leaflets)

6

20 275 ) 7

163 8Gotha, BrunsT/iok,
Oschersleben

TutoviT area, Rostock
area and To.rgets of
Opportunity

Tours, Brest,
Lorient, Nantes

1980.0272

)

105 )

4  (800,000
leaflets)

/21 G. A. F.

6314

Night 20/21 Leaflets - 4
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iic^T
Peb;mar^ j .1,9^, (Contd. )

Date
Des

patched Attacking Tonnage Losses

G.A.P. Installations 86l 1621

178.6
28Zf.A
389*5
504.9

(1,000^000
leaflets)

81BrunsT/iclc

Achmer airfield

Diephols airfield
Luftwaffe airparks

114
180

193

Night 21/22 Le<aflets - 5Paris, Rouen, Caen
ijniens

5

60022 Halherstadt,
Aschorsleben, ■
Bernberg and air
fields in Denmark

41

69.7
102. 7
Vf.2

recalled

Aschersleben

Bcrnberg
Halberstadt

Airfields in Deni'.iark

34

47
18

Night 23/24 (1,000,000
leaflets)

Leaflets - 5 5Le I,'Ians, Rennes,
Orleans, Chartres,

(Lille

Schweinfurt

Gotha

Rostock

24 266 236 507.5
341.1
543.4

11

169239 33
259304 5

25 Avigsburg
Stuttgart
Purth

Regensburg

Toulouse, Grenoble,
Caen, Chartres,
Raismes

268 243 541.2

374.7
571.2

(1,000,000
leaflets)

13
196 i6i 6

266290 12

Night 25/26 Leaflets - 5 5

28 Military Installations
Pas de Calais

Militaiy Installations
Pas de Calais

Leaflets - (Rouen, Rennes, Paris
(/miens, Le Mans

Brunswick

Military Installations
Pas de Calais

81 49 117.0

109 279.5

5  (1,400,000
leaflets)

213 401,8

.38 ■ 100.4

5  (1,000,000
leaflets)

266 7

Night 28/29 5

29 226 1

29

48
y

Night 29/1 Mar.Leaflets - Lille, Eheiras, ,
Cambrai, Chateauroux,
Orleans

5

3733 7164.7 148
5563 12,958.8 249

Total January, 1944.
Total February, 19^.

4192

■9013
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IN GdlRMANT OF 50,000 im^ITANTS OR MORii; ATTACKED
BY THE R.A.P. i\ND NOT INCLUDiED IN THE AIR MNISTRY'S

LIST OP IffiUN TOWNS ASSOGI/iTED WITH THE G.A.P.

(NOTE: Population and Key Point ratings as given on page 8 of
Part I of Bombers Baedeker except where otherwise stated.)

i  Percentage
of total

built-up areai
dostro3red

i  Total i

!  K.P.R. IPopulation Remarks
Town

Aachen !  i6a,ooo

I  520,000

20 51

Bochum 174 i Excludes K. P. R. of

I 58 given to
j Gelsenkirchen

Cologne 906,000 126

110,000 ( 29

54 I See Note "A”

Dams tad t Nil 1 Soo Note "A"

Dortmund 550,000 i 110 54.5

I Duisburg i  440,000 239 7.9 Excludes K, P, R, of ■ i

48 given to I
Oberhausen.
See Note "A"

I

Dusseldorf 530,000 132 I See Note '•A”42

: Essen district 11,139,000

!  323,000

212 See Note ’’A"43

j  Gelsenkirchen 58 mi

i Hagen 214,000 71 22

Kiel 5.8I  235,000- 72 See Note "A"

1  Krefeld 36170,000 See Note "A"41.5

Mannheim 430,000 131 53

Mumohen-Glaclbach/ [ 210,000 ' 12
Rheydt

40

j Mjnster 16 6.5143,000 Soo Note "A"

j

Numberg

I  OborhauseiV
Molhoim

I Remsohoid

I  450,000 j 59

j  194,000 I

107,000

380,000 I 55

140,000 : 34

411,000

48

12

33I

18.5 See Note ’hV*
I

29.5

83 Soo Note ”A”

Stettin 7.9

Wilholmshavon 6.5

Wuppertal See Note "A’»74I

I

17,566,000 i 1,679 I 53.kfoTotsil

Note "A": Those towns contain factories identified with the production
of aircraft components.

G,225497/DE?'/inA9.
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APPENDIX 15
SECRET

H^PGRESS Ii^ BY THE„,R.A.P. AND U. S.
EIGHTH AIR FORCE IN THE' G 01/iBINED BOMBIKOFFENSIVE

Period Covered

This report covers the period from 4th February to 31et October, 1943.
The former is the date of issue to Bomber Command and the Eighth Air Force

No. G.C. S. I66/1/D approved by the Combined Chiefs
on 21st January, 1943, . This directive is attached as

¥6$hpd of Employment pf^,.t Forces

1.

of Staff

Appendix 'A'

2. The forces concerned have operated in accordance with that directive
and a supplementary directive issued on the 10th June, 1943, by the Chief
of the Air Staff, in order to implement the Combined Bomber Offensive Plan
as approved by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,
attached as ............

This directive is

Appendix 'b

3. The primary object of the bomber offensive from the United Kingdom
stated in the earlier directive was

as

"The progressive destruction and dislocation of the German military,
industrial and economic system and the undermining of the' morale of
the German people to a point where their capacity for armed
resistance is fatally v/ealcened. "

The primary object of the subsequent directive remained as set out above.
In view, hov/evor, of the increasing strength of the German fighter forces,
and^in order to check their growth and reduce their strength, i
decided that lirst priority should be accorded to the attack of
forces and the industry on which they depended.

it was

these

4. At the beginning of the period covered by this report the Eighth
Bomber Command, while in process of developing their offensive power,
■were employed mainly in the attack of submarine construction yards and
operating bases. Prom the beginning of April, v/ith the fomulation
of the Combined Bomber Offensive Plan, their effort was directed
increasingly to the destruction of the G.A.F. figh-tcr forces. In the
summer months the R.A.P. Bomber Command, being limited in radius of
action by the available hours of darkness, concentrated upon the
destruction of the Ruhr/Rhineland industries, and the undermining of the
morale of the workers of that area. With the incidence of longer nights
thejr have been able to make a more direct contribution to the reduction
of the G.A.F., and vastly to extend their efforts on the enemy's military,
industrial and economic systems as well as on enemy morale generally, bythe destruction of a number of towns and cities of critical importance
in the enemy's war economy.

5. The British and U, 3. mediium bombers and British fighter-bombers have
been used mainly against enemy airfields in diversionary attacks, so
timed and directed as to reduce the concentration of fighters which
could oppose the passage of the heavy formations.

British and U.S. fighters have been used increasingly to cover the
bomber formations, both on the outward and return passage, to the limi'ts of
their range. By the use of long range tanks, American fighters have been
able to give effective fighter cover to targets as far .afield as Bremen
and the Ruhr.

6.

Forces Employed
7. The strategic bomber forces available during the period ■under
are shown in

review

^  - Appendices 'C & 'D'
The effort of the medi-un and light bomber and fighter aircraft in supportof the Combined Bomber Offensive, is shown in . . .. Appendices 'K', 'L' -, 'M', & 'N',

/Assessment

G.225497/DE\^t/ii/49.
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Asscssncrit of Results Achieved

8. In assessing the results of the Comhined Bonbor Offensive it v/ill ho

appreciated that our sources of information are necessarily limited;
complete and accurate picture of results achieved is not possible,
dependent to a large extent on air photography but much damage sustained
in air bombar’dment is not revealed by air photography,
results based on photographs, even when interpreted in the /light of Icnown
effects produced by the enemy attacks on objectives in the United

Kingdom, are liable to large discrepancies,
difficult since the scale of enemy attack on this country, even when the
enemy v/as making'his heaviest raids in 1940 end 1941, v/as far smaller

than xfc are new delivering on objectives in Germany,
economic structure is far weaker and less resilient than v/as that of the

United Kingdom at that time,
points to the fact that conditions in Germany are resolving themselves into
an ever more acute conflict of priorities, and a marked deterioration in
morale.

a

Wo are

Assessments of

Comparison is the more

Moreover, his genora

Viewed as a v/hole, however, all evidence

l

General Results on 'Tov/ns and Cities,

With photographic cover as the basis of calculation, it is estimated
that of the towns of outstanding importance in the enemy's war economy
19 have been virtually destroyed, 19 seriously damaged and 9 damaged,
term "destroyed" can be taken as expressing devastation to a degree which
makes the objective A liability to the total German war effort in excess of

serious damage" implies urban destruction greater

9.

The

any remaining assets;
than the most serious damage experienced in the United Kingdom.

10. This degree of devastation of industry and urban areas is illustrated
by the following figures of acreage devastated by our own attacks on
Germany and by enemy attacks on the United Kingdom

120 out of 1,922 acres devastated

6,200 out of 8,382 acres devastated

1,785 out of 3,320 acres devastated

1,030 out of 2,630 acres devastated

825 out of 1,068 acres devastated

i\n impression of. the degree of devastation of some of these cities can be
. Appendix 'V'

Coventry

Hamburg

Cologne

Essen

Elbcrfeld

gained from the Specimen photographs following

(^noral Results of Free ise Day Attacks.

VIII Bomber Command have concentrated their attacks upon individual
targets, as well as individual industries, selected in the light of their

Damage to such targets
must, therefore, have proportionately greater effect upon the German
military machine as a whole than damage achieved in the course of area
attack, which normally embraoes a wide range of unrelated industries
t'ae attacks on the ball-bearing industry at Sohweinfurt and the synthetic
rubber plant at Hills have oindoubtedly produced far reaching effects through
out the range of German war industry.

12. Similarly the ability to oonoentrate a series of daylight attacks on a
single vital system, as in the case of the attacks made upon the fighter
factories at Regensburg, Kassel, Oschersloben, Marienburg, Anlclam, lYamenunde
and Wiener Neustadt are likely to have produced effects vdthin that industry
far in excess of the sum of the visible damage. Thus by means of precise
and selective attack it may y/ell be possible to reduce bolov/ a critical level
an individual industry without v/Viich Germany cannot continue her military
resistance.

11( »

critical importance to the German war effort.

Thus

A list of selected photographs of attacks on precise targets
f ollo\7 Appendix 'W'.

/Effects
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Generally,

The general effect of our bomber offensive against Gen'nany are indicated
briefly in the following extracts from a Joint Report by the janistry of
Economic Ifarfarc and the Air Ministry Intelligence Branch

Overall Effects

13.

(i) (a) "It is difficult to estiiaate the overall effect in
quantitative terms, but it is considered to be nov/ in the

region of 10^ of the total war potential,
of 20^'. in overall effort may well be fatal,

(b) "The effects of bombing do not fall evenly on tVie various
parts of the enemy's v/ar potential, and, to some extent,
they are redistributed according to the immediate require
ments of the consumers of war material having the highest
priority in Germany."

A total decline

(c) "There -jis the very much greater decline in some individual
industries (e.g. ball-bearings and rubber), v/hich may be
near the point where they could cause the collapse of the
T/hole war machine. "

Effec ts on manpov/er.

(ii) 'The employment of a considerable and increasing ntmiber of
full-time adult personnel in anti-aircraft and civil defence,
factory repair and reconstruction, and first-aid to
housing, represent a serious drain on Germany's industrial
manpoT/er that night othervTise have been employed on

production. "

Effects on Fighter Aircraft^^^^^^

(iii) Dajnago to assembly factories alone ... has resulted in the

production loss of 880 single-engined fighter aircraft, and

production in October v/as betvreen 6OO and 700 against an

estiraated planned production of 1,000."

Single-engined fighter production in the months of September
and October v;as on a lovirer level than in the month of July,
notv/ithstanding the high degree of priority accorded to
single-engined fighter production and the considerable
planned expansion in output."

Effects on Morale

(iv) The maintenance of morale is the greatest single problem
The full effects of airconfronting the home authorities,

attack since the devastation of Hamburg have become Icnovm

in all parts of the countiy.
is the important factor and coupled with military failures,
the general attitude is approaching one of "peace at any
price" and the avoidance of the wholesale destruction of

fijrther cities in Gemany, "

The increasing death roll

'Damage to ho-using, combined v/ith evacuation, has resulted in
the final saturation of ail suitable accommodation in

Germany,

evacuees, many of whom have hitherto been in temporary
dwellings imsuitable to vd.nter conditions, will put upon the
home administration a burden tliat it may not be able to

support. "

In the coming winter the problem of housing

... The housing situation and the general morale are both so

bad that either might cause a collapse before industry became
unable to siustain the war effort. "

/Effects
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Mim Situation.

The bomber offensive has made a significant contribution to the success
of the Allied military operations on tVie Mediterranean .and Ihissian ITronts.
enemy has been compelled to withdraw fighters from the support of his armies
to counter the threat from the ¥est. A year ago 38^ of his fighter
strength was deployed on the Yfestern Front. With the growth of the bomber
offensive the proportion had risen to in April and is now 63^. The
changes in this situation are outlined in Appendix 'U'
The repercussions upon the armies in the field of this denial of the
essential minimum of air support have been far reaching in their general
effect on the conduct of enemy military operations, particularly on the
Russian Front where our Allies have nov/ achieved outstanding air superiority
as a direct result of our efforts on the Western Front. The veiy fact of
these changes v/hich have been imposed on the enemy is an indication that he
is forced to defend his home front

14.

even at the cost of serious military

The

reverses.

15. The reduction of supplies of ■'■'■enpons, technical equipment and transport
vehicles consequent upon our sustained and damaging air offensive has doubt
less played a great part in ftirthor restricting the eneniy's military
capabilities.

Effects pn.JJ-Boat War,

16. The attacks by the VIII Bomber Command on submarine constnuction yards
and operating bases, coupled v/ith the area attacks tipon industrial centres
by the R.A.F. Bomber Command, have reduced the scale of U-Boat activity.It is estimated that attacks on U-Boat construction and components
manufacture have in 1943 caused a direct loss of at least 22 U-Boats out of
a total of about 200 that would have been lamched by the end of October,
The delayed action of attacks on areas producing materials and components
appears now to be having an effect on the,average rate of completion.
See

Appendix 'O'

De.M.le.'i...Jst^iates of the Total Ef^ of the Bomber Offensive,

Estimates of the total effects of the Bomber Offensive
following reports

(i) Joint report by the Ministry of Economic Warfare and the Air
Ministry Intelligence Branch dated 4th November, 1943

17. are given in the

Appendix '0

(ii) S'uramary of conclusions on effects of bombing offensive on
Geman war effort in 1943 up to July by the British War Cabinet
Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee Appendix 'P

w  period July to October,
a  Cabinet Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee . . .. . ..

(it) Joint Roport by tho Air Ministry Intolligonoe Branch

on German
'1943, by the British

Appendix 'Q

and the

Appendix 'R'
Scoale of Effort

45,844. night sorties

15,846 day sorties

61,690 Total
Tho detailed statistics of scale of e

19.
ffort are given in

Appendices ’E', 'F' , 'H'&'I' .
/Casualties
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CasualtiosInvolved.

Tho number of strategic bombors missing during tho period under20.

T/as :
review

-

1> 784 (Averaging 198 a month with a
cumulative percentage rate of
3-9^).

VIIIBomber

Command
698 (Averaging 78 a month with a

emulative nercontago rate of
4.4^).

Total =
2,482 (emulative percentage rate 4^).

.  Notrathstand^g these casualties, and the higher rate incurred in deep
daylight penetrations into Gormanir, the morale of crews remains high. It
appears to be governed only by the degree of success achieved.

21

22. The casualties for heavy, medim and light bombers and fighters
given in Appendices 'E'

are

,'G','H' & ' J'.

to Oomter, t^ ®?#i?:.„..9.?fensiye.

The enemy has been unsuccessful in his attempts to counter effectively
the bomber offensive, and there is as _yet no indication that he
develop new methods which will defeat our offensive,
taken the form of

(i) Increased production of fighters at the

(ii) Redistribution of fighter and other defence
.  the threat,

(dil) New tactics and weapons.

23.

can

His efforts have

expense of bombers.

resources to meet

24* The increasing effort devoted to fighter production continues,
is shown graphically in Appendix 'S',
Single-engined fighter production, on which our attacks have so far been
concentrated, has been reduced materially, but production of tivin-engined
fighters has increased.

The first line strengths of tho German fighter and bomber forces are
shown at Appendix ' T'.

Thi

Bomber production continues on a reduced scale.

s

The German filter force has been increasingly concentrated on the
V/estem Ihont until it has now reached a figure of 1,800. The
redistclbution of fighter forces following on our bomber offensive is
shown in Appendix ' U'.

The deep daylight penetrations into Germany of the U.S. bombors have
forced the enemy to deplo,]^ his defences in depth. Although he has dis
posed on the Vfestem Eront the maximum possible nianber of fighters, this
in itself does not meet his needs, and he has been forced to increase
their mobility, and to employ increasing numbers of Win-engined fighters.
He can now concentrate against bomber formations penetrating deep into
Germany, fighters from an area extending from the Tifest of Paris to the
Baltic,

diversionary attacks.

25.

26.

The main counter to this mobility continues to be feints and

x\t night the use of "Y/indow" and other radio counter-measures has
Ho has been

27.

largely neutralised his controlled night fighter system,
forced to adopt a new system of concentrating large forces of single-
engined and twin-engined fighters which "freelance over what he

/assmes
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assmes will "be the target. This opens up exceptional opportunities for
ieint attacks, and these have already heen exploited with successj the enemy
night defence system has frequently Tooen thrown into groat confusion.

28. Flak and searchlights have equally been disorganised by "17IKD0W", the
use of which, coupled v/ith the expected presence of night fighters over the
target, has restricted flak activity to barrage fire below the level of the
bojiiber stream,. This has increased the reliance and hence the strain on the
lighter defences. Oijr new tactics have substantially reduced the percentage
success of the^enemy's night fighter sorties, and up to date he has found no
method of meeting the situation, except to increase continuously the number
of fighters available for the purpose.

29. The day and night fighters responsible for the defence of Germany have
now been placed under a single command, and are required to deal with both
the U. S. attacks by day and the R.A. F. attacks by night. This system of
employment in a dual role may produce weal<nesses during periods of sustained
day and night attack.

The principal nev/ vreapon developed for day use by the enemy is the
rocket, mounted mainly on twin-engined fighters. This weapon has been used
effectively in massed attacks delivered from the rear of the homher forma-
tions and from beyond the range of the .50 calibre tail

50.

.  , - guns. Such- attacks
have been co-ordinated M±f,h single-engined fighter attacks from other
quarters. Rocket equipped aircraft, are extremely vulnerable to our fighters
and although their employment is increasing, the most dangerous enemy of the
day bomber remains the single-engined cannon fighter.

31. ^In the lace of these hew tactics and nev/ weapons the bombers have
continued to operate successfully and have every expectation of being able
so to continue.

RECCSd'/jElNIDiiriON

All evidence indicates that the Combined Bomber Offensive is achieving
a profound effect upon Germany's vfar economy, and upon the morale of her'
people. In the continuation of the offensive toward a decision, time is a
vital^factor. The offensive should be pressed on, in accordance with the
existing directives, with all vigour,, and its intensity increased.

32.

7th November._1943.
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SEEGIl/EN REPORT TO THE PEnffl IRCMISTTR

BY TITE GHIEP, OR TITE MR STi\PP

Frirae Minister.

The follovTing points of interest eiaergG from an analysis of the wox’k
of Bomber Gonnand during December.

1.

(a) Operations vrere greatly restricted by weather and the total
effort, amounting to 4,155 sorties, v/as the lovrest since
January ^9k■3- It compares mth 5,265 sorties in November
and 7,865 in August, the greatest number ever despatched,
number despatched in December -1942 vms; 2,229.

Pour heavy attacks were made on Berlin and one each on Leipzig
and Prankf;jrt,

Berlin v/as 2,050; i. e., just on half the total effort on all
operations during the month.

11,802 tons of bombs were dropped, including 11,318 tons on
Germany (of vrhich 7,110 tons on Berlin). The comparable
figure for November, v/hen the present offensive against
Berlin began v?-as 14,495 tons, including 12,9-25 on Germany
(6,990 on Berlin).

T

The nuuber of sorties despatched against

he

(b)

(o)

(E) The bad weather during the month also contributed to a
sharp rise in the over-all rate of loss from all causes
to 5.3^ from the 4/? experienced in November,
increase was duo partly to a rise in the crash rate
directly attributo-ble to bad weather at bases (l.1$7o
compared 'with . 7^c in November) and pai'tly to the greater
preparedness of the enemy defences against attacks on Berlin.
Excluding crashes, the rate of loss directly due to enemy
action rose to 4. 2/o from 3.3^b in November,
alone, the over-all rate of loss was 6.6^ compared v/ith 5.3^
in November.

This

Against Berlin

(e) There was a slight fall in the loss rate of the Pathfinder
Force, the December figure being 2.6;^ compared with 2.8^ in
November,

(bombing operations only) vrere 5.3^ and 3-5^.
rate in the Pathfinder Force is partly accounted for by the
extremely small losses suffered by the Mosquitos (.8^
compared with Bor the heavy bombers of the P. F.F. ) and
partly by the higher standard of sld.ll and the greater
proportion of scientific aids in the Pathfinder squadrons.

The corresponding figures for the main force
The low loss

(B) Mino-loying was again carried out in all areas from the Belts to
the Bay of Biscay, but the effort was restricted by bad
weather, only 800 mines being laid compared writh the monthly
average d\iring 1943 ef 1,l5l.
compared with 2,6^^ in November.

The loss rate was 2.^

(s) The effort of the Lancasters v/as again high in proportion to
their nimibers. Although they numbered only 53^ of the
opeiaational strength of the Gommand they dropped 82^ of the
total bomb tonnage for the month,
the sorties during the month were made by Lancasters. '

result of this tremendous effort wras a sharp rise in the
Lancaster casualty rate from 4.1^ in November to 6^? in December.
The Halifax rate also rose from 4. 7^ to 6. 7/?’.
squadrons, however, as a result of their exclusion from all
bombing except against GROSSBOVf targets, there v/as a fall in
the loss rate from 5. 7^ to 3-9^.

Against Berlin, 843^ of all
The

In the Stirling

/(.h) In terms

G.225497/toER/ll/49.
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(h) In terns of the weight of bombs dropped per aircraft lostj the
record of the Lancasters shov/ed a considerable falling.off, the
figure for December being 64 tons compared with 122 tons in
November. This decline in apparent effectiveness is mdoubtcdly
a reflection of the increasing strength of the enen^7 defence of
Berlin and other targets of deep penetration,
dropped 29 tons per aircraft lost compared with 63 tons in

The Stirlings, limited as they vrere to attacks on

The Halifaoces

November.

Crossbow targets, droi^ped 229 tons per aircraft lost.

In spite of the bad weather and the increasing strength of the enenc/-
defences, the weight of attack on Germany v/as well maintained, Berlin
receiving a heavier hammering than over before,
casualty rate judged against this background was not excessive, but it
points to the need for the highest possible production of Lancasters and
Halifaxes if we are to achieve the planned expansion and at the same time
maintain an increasing v/eight of attack.

2.

The increase in the

(Signed) G. Portal

C.A. S.
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ffiOG^SS OF R. A.P. BOMBER OFFENSIVE AG/HNST

GERMAN INDUSTRY

l.st.J'larch,, .1.943. .tQ....3.i.s.t,...Dec.embs.r., 1.9.43
(excluding Berlin attacks of 23rd/24th December
and 29th/30th December for TThich no photographic
cover is available.)

EFFECTS IN,, THE, TOT/NS. ATTACKEDPART 1

This paper is a development of the earlier paper dated 30th November, l943j
entitled "Progress of the R.A.F. Bomber Offensive against Germany", which
survej^-ed the progress of the offensive from the outbreak of war do'm to

31st October, 1943 in terms of built-up areas destroyed,
to carry the preliminary survey a step further by presenting an estimate of
the degree to which this destruction has achieved its purpose, namely, the
smashing of the onemjFs war effort b^r the crippling of his essential
industries.

It is now possible

It must, however, bo emphasised at the outset that this paper deals only
with the effects on industry, and, in particular, takes no account of the
progressive broaking-dovm of onem5'- morale, the effects of which cannot bo

expressed in figures,
mass of an iceberg, but may still bulk larger than all the effects of the
offensive which it is possible to calculate.

2.

Consequently thqj'- remain hidden, like the submerged

The estimates are based on figures issued by the Research and

Experiments Section (R, E. 8) of the Ministry of Home Seciurity, who have
calculated the industrial loss inflicted on the enemy, raid by raid, from
the 1st ]\fe.rch to the 31 st December, 1943. This loss is expressed in the
nmber of man hours (or, more conveniently, man-months) (a) directly lost

result of damage to industrial property and plant, and (b) diverted
from effective production as a result of damage to non-industrial property,
the total being related to the total number of man-months which v/ould have

been available in each town for the enemy's war effort if the attacks had
not been delivered.

3.

as a

In this vray the effects can be assessed in much the
same manner, as thejr were when measurable areas of devastation were set

against the total built-up area. The "Labour Target" now takes the place
of the "Area Target", its dimensions being' the nuimber of industrial workers

(which means exclusively factory workers) multiplied by the period of time
which is being considered, in this case, 10 months.

It must be clearly -understood that these basic figures of R. E. 8 are on
absolute minimum.

Explanatory Notes, where R.E. 8's methods of calculation are detailed, and
it is explained that these estimates of necessity fail to take into account
several most important effects quite apart from morale, vAiich if it were

possible to calculate thorn, mi^t well increase the present estimates by
one hundred per cent. It v/ould therefore be entirely misleading to^ take
the figures hero given as the complete picture of industrial loss, since
they claim onlj^ to be, a statement on production hours lost from
ascertainable and calculable causes. Even of tho unsubmorged portion of

the iceberg, half may bo obscured from view.

A complete list of the 29 towns attack during the period under review

is given in tho basic schedule at Appendix "A" together with all relevant
figures for these towns, and the "Labour Results" achieved. Figures for
"Area Results" have also been included for purposes of comparison in the
schedule at Appendix "B" and in Graph 1 at Appendix "C". The figures

/given

4.
The reasons for this are given in tho attached

5.

G.223497/DEW/11/49.
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given in this schedale arc suiTumriscd in the table belov/:-

Industrial population (i,e. factory workers) in towns
attacked 3,357,300

10 months' potential industrial effoit; 33,573,000 man
months

Laboijr loss during 10 months under reviev; 12,103,000 man
months

Labour lo^ during 10 months as
of 10 months' effort

a percentage
36,1^

One year's potential industrial ef’fort by the
towns attacked 40,287,000 me-n

months

Labour loss as a percentage of one yerur's
effort 30^

6, As a result of Bomber Commands att.acks during the ten months
1st March to 31st Deceniber, 1943, in v^iich a total of ].l6,500 tons
of bombs were dropped on the twenty “nine individual industrial
centres attacked, it will be seen from the above total that the enemy
has irretrievably lost, 1,000,000 mon years. This represents no
less that 36^ of the total industrial effort v/hich would hove been
put out by these towns during this period if they had remained
unmolested.

Even if those results be measxored against a full year's output
as a more usual standard of reckoning, they still amount to the loss
of 30^ of a year's total industrial effort, This is actually slightly
higher tha.n the percentage of huilt-up area destroyed, vrtiich durii-ig
the ton months under reviev/ amounted to 29.1^ of the total
attacked.

7.

area

8. There is, in fact, a very close conformity tliroughout the period
■under review between the percentage of the total built up area
destroyed, and the percentage of a year's industrial output in man-
months lost to the enemy in all the tov/ns attacked, as is shown by
Graph.11 at Appendix "C",
industrial loss is felt exclusively in the attacked tovms, since
vforkers in Silesia may have to put aside their normal work in order
to replace industrial plant destro3''ed in the Ruhr,

This does not mean tliat the total

But as a rough
and roadjo guide to the industrial loss inflicted at any time, the
pex'centage of total area destroyed .applied to the mrniher of industrial
workers in the towns attacked, v/ill give the percentage of a yecr's
output lost by an equivalent naimher of German v/orkers, wherever they
may he situated.

9. Expressing these losses in another v/ay, ■tv/o thousand four
himdred million man ho'urs have been lost for an cxpendit’ure of
116,500 tons of bombs claimed dropped, and this amo'unts to an
average return for eveiy ton of bombs, of 20,500 lost m,an-hoi’rs or
rather more than one quarter of the time spent in building a
Lancaster, including its engines and major components,
tovms attacked contained a high proportion of important industries,
it is ̂ reasonable to ass'ume that the fig-ure of man-hours lost will
contain a high proportion of skilled workers' time. This being so,
a Lancaster ha.s only to go to a German city once to wipe off its own
ca.r)ital cost, and the results of all subsequent sorties 'will be
clear profit.

Since the

10. These figures
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10, These figures represent only a part of the industrial loss inflicted;
even so, i/lhen they are averaged out over the industrial workers in the

tov/ns attacked, it will ho seen that as a result of ten months of the
continuing homher offensive, every single industrial worker in the

largest and most important industrial centres in Goi’many, including Berlin,
lost at least four months' output out of a year,
hour's v/ork v/as desperately needed.

A year when eveiy

P/d'{T II, EI;;EECTS IN RELITION ̂̂^ TO IlIDUSTEIAL •.EFFORT
OP TOT,IMS SUITABLE FOR /lEEA ATT/.OK, TITO OP GERI'UiNT

S  A T',TI0LE,XI

It has been stated that the result of 10 months' bombing of the

29 tovms that Bomber Command was able to attack during the period, Vv'as
a total loss to the enebiy of 36^ of the 10 months potential industrial
output of the tovms attacked, or 30^ cf their potential output over a
full year. It is now necessaxy to carry this survey a stage fijrther and
shoviT Y/hat the Command has acViieved in relation to the industrial

capacity of G-ermary as a v/holo, pnd calso in relation to the capacity of
all the tovfns Y;-hich may be regarded as suitable tax'gets for area attack.
For the purxjoscs of this estjmiato, the.so "possible Target ToYms" have
been ass'ijmed by R.E.8 to be all Gijxraan tov/ns v/ith a po^Dulation of
100,000 or more, and Y/ithin 600 miles range. The industi’ial capacity
of these toY/ns in man-months has been calculated, and the folloYYing
table shoYYs the achievements' of the Bomber Offensive (during the period)
in relation to these toYYns, and also to Gerriany a.s a Y/hole (Yxhich here
mecois the area of "Greater Germany" including Austria, the Sudetenland

;ond the incorjnoratcd jparts of Poland),

L'

T  "Possible Target
i  Towns" in Germany

vxith population
of 100,000 or
more, and Yxithin

i  600 miles range.

Greater

Germany
including

Austria,
Poland and

Sudetenland,

Tovms

Attacked

t

Industrial population i
(i,e. factory workers) I 3>357,300

Industrial population .
as percentage of that
of Crreater Gerriiany 24)^

i)., 480,000 14,000,000

32,^ lOC^

10 months' potential
industrial effort in

man-months
!

/4i-, 800,000 140,000,00033,373,000

1 year's potential
j  industrial effort
I  in man-months 168,000,0005,760,00040,287,600

p.
J

i Loss during 10 months

i  (12,103,000 man-
I  months) as a percentage
I  of 10 months'
I  effort 36.1>? 27)?.

j Loss as percentage
1 year's effortOx 7.2/?22.5)?30.0)? I

t

It iiiust again be emphasised that the figures quoted for

achievements are a bare irdnimum being only those whicVi can be sub
stantiated,

incalulable, but there are also several other points which rmst be
added before the achievements of the Bomber Offensive during the

period can be seen in their true light.

2,

Not only do they omit iEijportant factors which are

First, it Yvill be seen

/that in
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that in overall industrial capacity the tovras attacked represent exactly 75^
of the tovms suitable as area targets,

in terms of Key Point Rating, which gives proper weight to the individual

importance of feretories, the proportion in the tovras attacked becomes

slightly higher, the total ItPR of the towns attacked (2,667) ainounting to
~l6% of that the "possible target tovms" (3,515) and to 1+6% of the total
urban ICPR of the whole of Germany (5,826)

1/Tnen the crude figures cue adjusted

There is, however, even stronger evidence that the towns attacked have

an importance in the enemy's war effor’t far greater than Yrould appear from
the table above,

population of the tovms attacked are highly skilled workers in essential war

industries of the first priority, whereas most of the remaining 16% of
Greater Germanj^-'s total industrial population - those who live and vfork in the

minor toras of Gerimany and incorporated territories - are engaged in small
undertakings of importance onlj/- to the local population and of little military
signific since,
but a few figures may show the predominance of essential war industries in

the tovms attacked more clearly,
in the whole of Greater Germany enployed in the most important vrar industries,
the following are the percentages found in the towns attacked;

3.

This is the fact that the great majority of the industrial

This is clearly shown in diagrammatic form at Apjoendix "D",

Of the total nuimber of industrial workers

36% of the whole of Greater GermanyElectrical Engineering
Machine Tools

Rubber products
Aero-engines
Locomotives Sz Viraggons
Single-engine fighter

aircraft

Chemicals & explosives
Engineering &

Armaments

tt tl
'b

55?2
tl M ft »r

II i» 1? 13

32^
ft II

3'^%
If If If

30%
II II II n

2^4

These 29 attacked towns contain 24^ of all the factory workers in all
industries in Greater Gerniany and it will be seen that the figures for the
eight industries above (all of which are closely connected with the direct
propagation of the war) are in every case well abo\-e the overall figure of 2l+°%
which shov/s clearly that vital industries are congregated in the major tovras.

On the other hand, the towns not attacked (which contain the remaining
l6%o of all the factory workers) contain also the highest proportion of the
least essential industries as is shown by the follovfing figux-es vthich are
the percentage of the industries named in all the unattacked towns in Greater
Germany,

IIII tf tl

4.

5,

- 39^ of the whole of Greater Germany
- 83^ " " " " " "
- 81^
- 81^

It will be noticed that the function of these latter four groups of
industries is primarily looking after the vmlfare of the people, while the
former eight are essentially military, a point which refutes recent
criticisms in the House of Lords that Bomber Command's offensive was directed

against the people rather than against machines of war.

Minor non-classified industries

Building construction
Food industries

Textiles and clothing

'0

II li II If V

II I! II II II

6.

In the light of these figures, the percentage {8,6%,) destroyed out of
10 months industrial effort by the ivhole of Greater Germany acquires a very
different significance.

7.

Even averaged out over the entire 14,000,000
industrial population of Greater Gernmny the loss is impressive enough,
representing as it does the total loss of very nearly a complete month's
work by every single factory worker, maAe and femal.e, that the enemy can
possible scrape together throughout the whole of his incorporated
territories. But the loss 'has not, in fact, fallen upon all classes of
industrial workers indiscriminately,
wex-industries that have been most affected,
enforced idleness and wasted effort inflicted by the Bomber Offensive
predominatly those whose work contributes least to the war-effort.

It is the essential workei-s in vi

end those who have escaped

tal

the
are

/in other
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In other words, the offensive has hit the enemy industrio.lly just v/here it
will hiort hha most.

Il'llT III ESTEliTES OF PUTUES PROGRESS

As in the earlier paper on The Progress of the Bomber Offensive, it is
possible by excuiiining the statistics of the progress achieved during the
period.1st March - 31st Eecember, 1943, to make a theoretical estimate of the
progress that may be expected in the future given certain sjeecified conditions,
T/ith the obvious proviso that any such estimate, being based on past
perforiiiance, may be completely upset by unlcnown factors operating to change
the method of attack.

2, Hovrever, before attempting any such estimates, it is necessary to draw
some distinctions bet\7een the effects of raids expressed in teniis of area,
destroyed and effects expressed in man-months lost.

There are three factors;

(i) Area destroyed. This stays destroyed; the amount of re-building
is insignificant compared with the extent of the
destruction.

(ii) Man-months lost. These stajr lost; time cannot be reversed to
recover hoiu’s of forced idleness or hours vrasted

making goods and equipment that has been destroyed..

(iii) Re.te of produc
tion. This is. the level of industi’ial activity of a

to-wn at .any moment, in a town subject to attack
it is always changing, dropping suddenly after
an attack .and g;radually recovering until, if
there are no fui-ther attacks, it will again approach
its pre-i-aid level.

3. It is this third factor, t.he chaiige of "Rate of Production" which is due
to the effects of the attacks gr.adually diminishing over the months following
the attack, vriiich has the grea.test influence on estimates of future progress,
R.E.8 estimate that the average time of recovery to normal is 9 raid-free
months, more for heavy raids and less for light raids. Subsequent attacks -
hov/ever will pile a fresh "descending stairca.sc" of man-months lost on top'
of the old one always with a slowly dii'ainishing cax;ry-over into subsequent
months, and if the raids .are heavy enough and frequent
effect v/ill be to t'urn t.he "descending staircase" into auj "ascending staircase".

This process, v/hich is not easily ,ex;plained in ¥rords, v;ill be better
understood by referring to Graph 4 at Appendix E. The 1943 section (Black Line)
shows ho-w the man-month loss inflicted in each month was distributed over that
and subsequent months,
in a series

steeply from then on to the end of the year,
av/ay is provided by the blue line, which indicates the month by month tota.1
bomb tons claiiaed dropped on the 'tovras attacked,
summer and fell off again to some extent in the aiitumn and winter months,
This seasonal decrease- has allowed recovery to overtake loss, and the total
man-month loss foiling in each of the audumn and winter months therefore drops
away again from the summer peak, thotigh less steeply than it rose, owing to
the carry-over,

5, . At the bottom of the 1944 Section is shovm how the effects of the
1943 raids would have spread over into 1944 had there been no further raids
after the end of 1943,

recovery if attaclcs w>-ere to cea.se caltogether,
enclosed by this curve and by the curves above it, representing the
estimated pi'oduction .levels under different conditions of continuing attack,
shows the enormous disparity in production loss in the event of any let-up in
the Bomber Offensive.

enough,, the cumula'tive

I.

the cemiulative effect, piling los.s on loss, resulting
of steps which ascend steepl3r up to July, and descend less

The reason for this falling

o

This rose to a peak in the

This indicates clearly the rapidity of industrial
Oomparison between the area

/6, The third
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The third line (Red) in the 1943 section shows the cumul.ative total of
industrial Tforkers in all the towns attacked up to any month,
that the height of each month column from the base to the red lino indicates

the potential month's output (in man months) of all the to\vTis attacked, to
that date, while the height of the same col\ann from the base to the black

line indicates the proportion of this monthly potential output that v7as,
in fact, lost during that month,
tage figure at each stop of the black line. ■ Thus, for example, the total
loss falling in July was equivalent to two-thirds of the potential output
during July of all the 24 to'v/ns attacked to that date (v/hich included both
Hamburg and Berlin,

Rrom these figures, it is possible to calculate theoretically what
results may be expected from the continuing Bomber Offensive in 1944, but
obviously it is necessary to make certain basic assumptions, these are:-

That the adding of nev/ towns to those already
attacked will increase the total number of industrial

workers attacked by an average of 22.000 per month.

That a flat average monthly tonnage of bombs will be
dropped over the first nine months (i. e, the past
tendency for there to be a seasonal rise and fall

has been disregarded) and that the monthly tonnage
will average out at one or other of the foll-ovdng
figures:

6.

it follov/s

This proportion is.expressed as a percen-

7.

(i)

(ii)

(a) 14,000 tons
10, 000 tons
18,000 tons

That the "Laboijr Ef-liciency" (i. e. n'miber of man-
months lost per ton of bombs dropped) v/ill remain
constant over the period, and -vTill correspond with
an "Area Efficiency'' (i,e. number of acres, destroyed
per ton of bombs dropped) of .221 v/hich ’v/as the
average ".Area Efficiency" over the 5-month period
June - October, 1943.

b';
G

(iii)

8 The basis for these assumptions is set out in the Expl,anatory Notes
..’'here it is also explained how it can be ca.lculated that each of the three
average monthly bomb loads assuaed './ill inflict  a loss
of man-months, per* month, vis.

of a oGrta.j.n nimibox'

14,000 tons - 1,6.50 man months (in 1000’s
10,000 tons - 1,170 man-months (in 1000's
18,000 tons -■ 2,130 man months (in 1000's

How this loss vdll fall during the first 9 months of 191,4 is shov/n by the
throe blcjck lines across the middle of the 1914 Section of the ouur.rcs at
Appendix E,

9, It will be seen that the results of the 14,000 ton a-verage monthly
bomb-load is a steadily rising curve which gradually drav/s nearer to the
total potential output per month rejxroseiited by the red line at the top,
so that the proportion of this output lo,st rises  f1 om 41^ in January to
461? in September

The 10,000 ton average monthly bomb-load is, however, only sufficient
to maintain the man-month loss at a constant figure, an.d since the red line
is gradually rising all the time, the proportion of monthly potential out
put lost actually falls from 34l? to 32;? in September,

10.

On the other hand, the 18,000 ton average monthly bomb load results
in a "staircase" which rises much more sueeply than the I4,000 ton curve,
and shov/s -an even greater rise in the proportion of monthly potential
output lost - from 48>7 in January to 60;? in September by which time the
imn-month loss per month v/ill have risen above the peak figure of July,
1943.

11.

12. Einally,
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12. Finally, although the curves shovdng the estirnated progrecs in 192f4 are
purely theoretical, they do establish beyond doubt that a reduction in the iveio'ht
of attack below a certain figure (about 10,000 tons a month) ’Adll result not
only in no increase in the monthly industrial loss but in an actual decrease in
the proportion of monthly potential output lost fr
total as new tovms are attacked.

om a gradually increasing
^‘'hc^'eas any increase in the average monthly

bomb load dropped results in a much more than equivalent increase in industrial
loss.

ppendices

Schedule of basic figures

Schedule of Cumulative monthly totals

G-raphs I and II shov/ing Cumulative Progre

Diagram showing percentages of industries
in tovms attacked.

Graph IV shovd.ng monthly losses and
estimated future progress.

j'i.

Appendix A

Appendix B

Appendix C S3

Appendix D

Appendix E

iippendices C and E omitted.

Prepared l?X...Air, Staff InteU

19th February, 1944

/Appendix 5  I
R
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PROGRESS (MCH - DBCSvIBER 1943,), OE R.a.E. , BOI/IBER OFFENSIVE AGzlINST

GERIviilN IiroUSTRY - BASIC SCHEDULE

iiEPEIlDIX A

Indus-

Industrial Man-months: trial

V.'Orkcrs ;

Dropped ; More Than! Destroyed; (Thoussaids) Year
month ; h-O^j Built -

yp :

s^ Gross

Acres

Gross

Acre s In City i Man-racn
;Town (Listed

i  ̂ Only Dhen First i Claimed
Ivfonth: Attacked In

(1943)

:Bomb Ton

Period ;in

th
: Loss In-

; (Thousands) i flicted
!  i( Thousands-

I  Jiarch; Essen
■ Berlin

:Duisburg
: Hamburg*
;Stuttgart
:Nurnborg
; Munich

. Bochurii ‘

2,151 : 2,630 :
2,154 ^ 20,021
946 ; 3,231 ^
924 8,668

2,587 :
798 , 2,455 ;
579 I 3,66i :

821

1,731.6875 ^ 1^.3

909.6 : 10,915.2 :
90.7 .
294.0 ;

112.3

113.7
142.2

55.9 i

1,088.4
3,528.0 :
1,347.6 :
1,364.4 i
1,706.4 i
670.8 ^

140
100

200

120

65
640153

8,526
36Minor attacks

8,562 : 43,893 I 1,500 : 1,862.7 : 22,352.4 ^ 475^ MONTH TOTAL

362 149.6 : 1,795.2 ^
403.2

649.2 ■

1,542.0

33.6
54.1
128,5

April; liannheim
■ Stettin

Kiel

Frankfurt ii/M

2,017 ^
1,455 :
1,466 ^
2,210 ^

35
847 50

■  1,381
‘  1,060

3,650

85

Other major
attacks

Minor attacks
:  5,282 320

210

490 : 365.8 4,389.6 428MONTH TOTAL :  9,142 7,148

94.6
126.5 i 1,518,0
52.4 ■

1,135.2

628,8

Jfey Dortmund ■ 3,8l8
Dusseldorf 2,038

; tYuppertal/Barmon 1,895

:  7,751

■  4,053
;Other major
;  attacks

655 :1,930 :
3,115 :
1,000 ^ 655

■ Minor attacks
141

51

6,045 : 1,451 273.5 : 3,282.0 : 1,161: MONTH TOTAL 11,855

June ;Munster
:Oberhausen

:Cologne
■Krefold
. Mulheim

: Wuppertal/
:  Elberfeld
■ Gelsenkirchen

187 997 I 12.1 ^
35.1 ^

151.1 ^ 1,813.2 :
508.8 :
364.8 ;

145.2 ;
421.2 :

42.4 :
30.4

645 510 50
:  2,445 i 3,320 :

2,068
^  1,643

:  1,746
■  1,391

1,704 ;
295 i

1,068 ^
757

706
238

870 ^ 54.2 : 650.4 ;
42.7 I 272,4 ;

H 0,1 25
other major
attacks

Minor attacks
:  3,697 1,458 ;

110

8,651 ; ^.3,362 368.0IMOOTH TOTAL
G. 225491^:^4^1749.

.:.13,932 4,416.0 ; 1,156
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Month ̂ To\;m (Listed Bomh Tons Gross
1943 : Only rfhon First Claimed Acres : Acres

i Attacked In
Period

Gross

^ Dropped More Than
:  in Month 40- > Built troyed

 i Industrial:Man-months Indus-

■viforkers

Des- ' ;(Thousands)
In City trial
Year ■ Ivian-month

(Thousands) Loss In
flicted

■  (Thousands)
-up.

364.8526375 :  1,030 30.4July Aachen

430.8 '281778 35.9Renscheid 339

1,653
Other major
attacks

Minor 'Attacks
6,14013,543

97

795.61,369 '6,947 66.3 3,319MONTH TOTiiL 15,293

August: Munchen
Gladbach 1,176 26.3 315.62,353 471

Other major
attacks

; Minor attacks '
9,813 335

140

12,306 806 315.6 ' 1,2711,176 26.3: MONTH TOTAL

4,861Sept- ■ Hannover ■
ember :

:  2,632 1,328.4110.7

: Other major
; attacks 6,947 1,402

; Minor attcicks 279

2,632 :1,402MONTH TOTisL 12,087 1,328.4 1,198110.7

602Octo- •; Hagen ■
ber Kassel

1,150
3,4if0
1,085

482,4
734.4

2,191 .2

131 40.2
61.2

182.6
961 622

Leipzig 3,203

5,675
' Other major
i  attacks 7,155 1,500

.Minor attacks 258

13,088 : 4,766; MONTH TOTAL 284.0:2,253 3,408.0 1,420

Novoirb-! (No Nev/ ToT,7ns
bai’ ' attacked)

Major attacks 12,490
Minor attacks 1 157

:2,274

MONTH TOTAL 12,647 2,274 ^  907

Lccem-1 (No New To'vvns
ber ;  attacked)

X

i,54r"■Major attacks 7,477
:Minor attacks 147

7,624'' 1,541''
s Secludes 2 attacks on Berlin (23/24 - 12 and 29/30

SfMONTH TOTAL 768

12)not yet covered by
photographs.
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Month

(1943)

Attack

CiEiulatIVG totaA

bomb tons claimed

dropped on toi-ms
attacted.

;  Area Target

1  CUTiulatlve total

acreage (4055 or

more built-up) of
i  tcuvns attacltod.

Area Results Labour Target
CunulatiTO total, acre- i Cumulative total

age destroyod v;lthln

'Virea Target".
ra£ur*months (thou

sands) In 1 year

Labour Results

Cumulative total

mn-T3onrhs (thou
sands) lost out i

of "Labour Target". 1

Area Success

Percentage dcstoyed

of built-up area
attacked (Area

Target),
(/rea Results -r
Area Target).

Labour Success

Percentage lost
of man-months

attacked (Labour

Target),
(labour Results

-VLabour Target).

's
Industrial effort

by toi-ms attacked.

March 8., 562 43,893 1,500 22,352.4 475 3.4^ 2.1^

[  April 17,707 51,041 1,990 26,742.0 903 3.9% 3.4%

May 29,559 57,086 3,441 30,024.0 2,064 6.0% 6.^
i

Juno 43,491 65,737 ■6,803 34,440.0 3,220 10.^ 9.3%
I

July 58,784 67,106 13,750 35,235.6 6,539 20.^ 18.5%
I

I  August 71,090 68,282 ;14,556 35,551.2 7,810 21.^ 21.9%

September 83,177 70,914 15,958 ;X,879.6 9,008 22. as 24.4%

October 96,265 75,680 18,211 40,287.6 10,428

11,335

12,103^

24.0% 25,9%
:  November 108,912 75,680 20,485 40,287.6 27,1% 28.1%

X XDecember ! 116,536 75,680 30.Q%*22,026 40,287.6 29.1%

deludes 2 attacks on Berlin (23/24.12 and 29/30.12) not yet covered by photographs. >

(3-.225/f97/DEW/llA9.
Um

<1



AHd^'IDIX 17
SECIfflT

PROSffiSS OP R,,,A,,P, BOMBMi OPPPPSIVE AQ-AI^IST GEiaM. II®US1'RI

EXHji\K\TOHY NOTES

12 -

AK^NDIX p

1.

(i) The period covered "by this pajier is limited to 1st Tfe-rch -
31st December, 1943 because this is the period for viiich estimates

Eighty-five per cent of theof labour losses are available„

results achieved by Bomber Command to 3lst December, 1943 have
occurred during this period.

(ii) The survey covers 94 major attacks on 29 German towns, namely:-

Aachen

Berlin

Bochum

Cologne
Dortmund

Dul-sburg
Dusseldorf

Es sen

Prankfurd; A. 11

Gelsenkirchen

Hagen

Hamburg
Hannover

Kassel

Kiel

Erefeld

Iioipsig
lvlai'j.nheim

1,'ulheim

■ iu" chen- G1 adb ach

Hutrich

llms tei‘

Numberg
Obesiiausen

Ecir/icheid

Stettin

S tu't tgart
¥upr-e r tal/B anacn
T'/u ppie r t nl/Elbo r f'el d

(iii) Haesb' 94 attack comprise all major attccks on German towns

deli\^ered diiring the period with the exception of tvro major
attacks on Berlin (23,/24»12 and 29/30.12.) eo^cluded since photo
graphic cover is not j/et o.vailablc.

o

Sources2.

(i) Weight of Attack - A. 11 War Room. Monthly.Summary of Operations.
All \-.reiglitB given are these claiined

dropped on the tovms attacked),

(ii) iirpa ..Target ̂  - H.Q.B. 0. Damage Diagram .•'‘ELbums.
(n. B. Target jlroas of Berlin and Ikunburg
the revised figures as given in Supplement 1
(dated 33.''d Eebrunry, l9i+4) to 'Trogross of
R. A. II Bomber Offensive against GermanjW)”

(iii) /ill figures relating to Industrial w Industrial loss etc. -
Research and Experiments Soctio,n (p.E. 8)
Manistry of Home Socuritja

(N. T5
0 J-Jb

rare

3. Definitions

(i) Labour Target (for each town) is arrived at b;,i' multipl3dng the
number of industrial v/orkers (which hero sigpifios factory workers
only and excludes such other labour as that omploj^ed . in docks or

transTJortation) b5'‘ the number of months being considorod the
product giving the number of man-months in the potential
industrial effort (or output) bjr the town over the period
considered.

8 man-houi’s

23 man-dajm (200 man-hours)

12 man-months (300 man-days, 2,4^30 mon-hours)

1 2 man-months x town's industrial norulation

1 man-day

1 man-month

1 man-j'oar

1  citjr-jroar

G.225497/DE¥/-/11/49. (ii) Labour
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(ii) Labo^.,. Results

effective production,
area of visible damage seen in post-raid photographs,
is made up of -hro parts:

Direct loss, resulting from material damage to industrial property,
in 3 categories:-

the nuinber of man-months lost or diverted from

These are calculated by R.E.8 from the
The total

A.

a) Loss of production,
b) Industrial building repairs and replacement,
c) Loss of plant and stock.

Indirect loss, resulting from material damage to non-industrial
property, in 3 categories;-

a) Absenteeism, inteiv-uption of services, etc.
b^ Repairs to houses,
o) Replacement of house-fiumishings, clothing, etc.

Allowance has only been made for time lost in carrying out such

repairs and replacements as it is believed will actiaally have to
be carried out during the war.

Limitations of R.E.8 Calculations

B.

4.

The losses in man-hours calculated on the basis of the six factors

listed above do not represent the full story, since no method has yet been
devised for calculating the following additional factors, which are therefore
not taken into account:-

(i) The loss of production in undamaged factories resulting from the
hold-up of supplies from damaged factories,

(ii) Loss of production resulting from general disorganisation and the
breakdown of administrative machinery,

(iii) Destruction of stocks in retail shops.

(iv) Visible damage does not represent quite all the damage since
photographic cover of a town is rarely complete, and damage to
important factories on the outskirts of a town may well bo

missed and repairs carried out before subsequent cover is
obtained. There may also be some cases in v/hich repairs'have
rendered damage invisible v/hen post-raid photographic cover is
long delayed.

(v) All calculations made by R.E.8 are based on experience in this
country and are therefore likely to bo an absolute minimum since

such experience is no longer a reliable guide in dealing with

destruction on the scale meted out to the Gormans during 1943.

Certainly the first -fcwo, and probably the fifth of these factors are

To quote a single example to support this, one groundmajor omissions,

report assessed the loss of output in all factories in Berlin, resulting
from administrative disorganisation alone, .after the raids of November and

early December, as of normal output.

5. Estimates of Future Progress

(i) Carry-over of JLndustri^ loss, and consequent rate of reew

In individual oases the rate of recovery is bound to vary, since in
area attacks the damage is spread over many different types of property,
some of which will be repaired v/ith all speed, v/hile repairs to others
v/ill be longer postponed,
which is calculated by R.E.8 as follov/s:-

It is however possible to strike an average

/AVERAGE
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DISTRIBUTION OP INDUSTRI.IL LOSS PALLING IN
POST^MD MOiPHS

Ono half-month period j of total loss ; Whole month -i % of total loss ;
I  I period i

36.51 1 48.2

2 11.7
£•

3 8.8 16.82

4 8.0

5 5.5 10.63

5.1

7 4.2 4 8.1
I  • ••

8 3.9

9 3.6 r;
7.0

10 3.4

11 2.5 6 4.5

12 2.0

13 1.0 7 2.0

14 1.0

15 0.7 8 1.4

16 0.7

17 0.7 9 1.4

18 0.7

This is an average rate for all towns and
on the ¥;eight of attack.

(ii) Assumptions 9n,,,which estim are based

Average monthly inprea^^^ iN,9i.l:lstrial J7prkers attacked.

This is arrived at in the follov/ing way. k consideration of the main
to\7ns (within bomber range) not yet attacked, taken in conjunction with the
current Diroctif, indicates that the Area Target may be exijeoted to increase,
over the first 9 months of l9Vf, by an average of 500 acres a month.

At the end of 1943, the total Area Target and the number of industrial
workers in the 29 Tov/ns attacked (for the 10 months period) stood as
follows:-

raay vary betiToen tovTns dependi

5.

A,

ng

Area Target - 75,680 Industrial \7orkers - 3,357,300

Thus it is seen that 500 acres in the Area Target corresponds with
approximately 22,000 industrial workers.

acres.

/B. Calculation
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B. Calculation of imn-month loss inflicted By asspnaed monthly
bomb-tomagG.

The ass-urned "Area Efficiency" (i. e. acres destoryed per ton of bombs
dropped) is .221 which v/-as the average Area Efficiency over the 5 month period
June-October, 1943j and v/as the efficiency assumed in estimating future progr
in the previous paper. The number of acres destroyed by any given bomb-load
can therefore be calculated by multiplying the bomb-load by .221 (e.g. 14,000 x
.221 = 3,100 acres). Prom this figure of acres destoryed, the man-month'loss
can be calculated by a simple ratio, i. e, during the period under review, the
destruction of 22,000 acres corresponded with a man-month loss of 12,000,000,
Therefore the man-month loss due to the assumed bomb loads ie the acres
destroyed (calculated by the method explained above) multiplied by 12,000,000.

22,'006

ess
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PROGRESS (MAR-DEC. 1943) OF R.A.F. BOMBER OFFENSIVE AGAINST GERMAN INDUSTRY.
APPENDIX D.-GRAPH 3.

APPENDIX 17.

shows tnz proportion of the industries in Greater Germany
which are associated with the 29 towns ottacKed.

shows the proportion of the industries In Greater Germony
which are associated with towns with a population of

10 0,000 or over ond within 600 mi les.

o7. io7. 2o7, 4o7. 6o7. 9o7. ioo7»3o7. 507. 70V. 807.

1  I
/.AERO

2. M ACH ! N E

3. ELECTRICAL

E N C

T

 / N E S .

OOLS.

ENCIN E ER fNC.

m4. R U B B E R

S. SHIP-BUILDINC.

PR O DUCTS.

Y//////////////////////////m////Y//A

YY/Y/Y/m6. ENQINEERINC & ARMAMENTS.

7. LOCOMOTIVES <S WACONS.

a. ARTIFICIAL FIBRES.

9. CHEMICALS &■ EX PLO S!V E S.

10. PRECISION INSTRUMENTS,

n. IRON STEEL & PER R 0 - A L LO TS.

12. S/E FICHTER AIRCRAFT.

!3. NON-FERRO US METALS.

14. ANTI-FRI CTION BEARINCS.

2

IS. FOOD INDUST PIES.

!6. TEXTILES & CLOTHINC.

!7. AIRCRAFT, OTHER THA N ^E FTPS,
ta. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.

22 4i

/P. SYN THETIC R U B B E R.

20. LIQ U!D FUELS. \

2L MINOR NON- CLASSIFIED INDUSTRIESl

A H 8. I DIA. NO. 195.
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BOMB PimOB. STATISiriCS

(■^) (Civilian)
from Statistisches Reichsomt figures

i
IYear Month Rumber Year Month Djumber

1943 February September ; 2,2f^6

October 10^ 784

Ifovember | 4? 70S

310 1943

2,596,

1,530

6,308

Marchrs

April

Ma5'- December 3,410 I
i

June 9,473 1944 Janua]::^?- 4,311

3,830

I

July 37,880 February

August 3,302

(2) GQ.rra^„,pasualt^ (General)
from German Air Mnistr^r^ Berlin

I  Year. I Month i Killed j ' .Wounded Killed: WoundedYear j Month .
i

i  1943 I February 500 I Ifot available i 1943 | September : 4,900 Ifot available

18,300

19,400

10,100

9,500

12,100

II
October 9,900!

II ! Ifovember 4,700:

II December | 4-, 000
II 1944 I January 5,200

6,100II February

I March I 2,900
i  ■ : i

April I 2,500 I
Majr 7,700 I

I
IJune 9,100 i

July I 45,000 i !
i
a

i

August 8,200 I II

A

/(3) Relative
G.225497/tiEW/l]/W.



(3) E3Eu;^.PE SMPI.P?.S_ OF H.S. ....j™.. ̂ .TMiei^rDT.>T?T
Baros cm s3r.BCTigD tot®.

21 3 62f 5 87 9

iB/te’Jeight of A-ttack

(Long Tons)

Estimated Weight on
Target

(Long Tons)

Visihle Damage
(l000 Square Pt.)

Target ) Date of Attack \

H.B. H.E.IB Total IB Total H.E. lire Mixed Total

860Barmen ^29/30 ilay, i943
(V.uppertal)

I  Bochum -13/14 Hay, 1943 i 559 I 433
;  I I • :

Dl^se]4.or£ 3/4 Nov. 1943 883 |1j»207 I 2,090

Essen i5/S Mar. 1943 554 5 77 ; 1,131
I  ll^2Mar. 1943 ! ' 4B4 I 503 987

j3A April, 1943 j 462 i 420

Prankf^^ Oct, 1943 ! 461 386 j 1,047
i f i l l

i  Hamburg I24/25 July 1943) ? ;
=27/28 «» « •
12^30 " «»

i  \^3 August 1943

I  KrefeM ^21/22 June 192^3

i  Munster :1l/l2 June 1943

939.8 I 1,799^

992

882

4,170 |3,770 i 7,94D

985.5 1 976.9 i 1,962

162

8 : 436 498 954 I 1.10 ; 1,4-10 j 7,642 1,943 ! 10,995 I

98 I 2,604

433 I 5,554 j
281 I 8,995 I

1,864 I 4,761 i
244 I 1,952 j

367 I 4,417 I

157 278 1 0.80 84B i 1,658121

I201 271 472 i 1.30 i 1,024 i 4,097

183 380 I 1.10
172 i 1.00
332 ! 0.90

197 1,443
1,062
. 84-6

7,271
1,835.84 88 i  ,

862159173

180 229 409 I 1.30 1,240 I 2,810

|2,664 f 2,346 5,010 j 0.90 ( 12,891 I 61,046 23,118 I 97,055

.4‘

116 =; 46

406 ; 1.00 j 624 ) 8,974

102 I 0.40 I 211 496

205201 1,507 ! 11,105 I j!

73 29 74 781 I

=vo

o,3 3■‘v
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Monthly Effort

Vo 1other

Sorties

Total

Sorties
Month Bombing j Mining Tonnage j Lost

i.i'

1943 Pehruary 4939 5814bhO 10957.3 I 147 i335

March 4870 5646 i 10505.6 196265511

April 691 11464.7 29560825121 270

May 368 5746 12908.850i+4 294334

296June 426 6000 15267.35251 323
i

July 6320 16830. 25714 i 313
i

231293

August 7864 ^ 20149.3 ! 3381877175 502

September

October

14855.3

4680 : 13773.0 j 181 ;

5563 227 :5013 397 153

3674120 193

4653November 5265260 I  1/4f95.0 j

I  11802.4 i 222 j

j  18426.0 I 355 ;
i  12050.4

211

231

352

3669 256December 219 4m

6310

5466

56491944 January

February

288373

5674129 770

A/O Lost" includes a/c missing and dostroji'cd
ti

LOSSES BY„.T1PE._,0P /ilRG^lFT

Monthly percentage of sorties missing and destroyed on night operations

!  Lancaster i Halifax Stirling ! Ncllington | Mosquito | TotalMonth

2.13.82.42. 2February

March

April

4.5 1.13.23.1 4.2

2.85.05.9 .94.1

6.1 1.75.17.43.7May

5.35.6 5.26.14.5June

j  3.6 I

i  4.3 I

1.63.44.8 5.2July

August

2.9

3.65.6 6.2 3.13.2

1.4 4.1 I4.6 1.05.04.2September |

Oc tober

November ^

3.9.8 1.47.4 3.43.4

1.6 4.05.7 .74.74.1

.8.56.0 6.7 3.9December i

.61.610.85.9 1.0i  1944 January

February i .6 1.21.65.45.0

g.225497/new'Ai/49.
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